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ABSTRACT
The nature of processes which seem to change the Grammatical Function (GF)
structure of a clause is investigated. It is argued that these processes
are not the result of explicit transformational or lexical rules in the
grammar, as ha.s previously been asslDDed. Rather, apparent changes in GFs
are side-effects of the general process of movement ( 'Move Alpha') when it
applies so as to take a word level category from its original phrase and
adjoin it to a governing word level category This is termed
1 Incorporatian' _ It is derived from the theory of government that the
complements of the moved word are govern8d by the complex word formed by
the Incorporation (the Government Transparency Corollary); this gives rise
to the appearance of GF changing. Standard principles. of synTaX (the ECP)
determine when this movement is possible, thereby explaining the range of
GF changing phenomena observed.
These basic notions are motivated and defined in Cha.pter 1 .
In chapter 2, the notions are applied to the analysis of Noun Incorporation
cross-linguistically. In this way, t;he syntax of this construction is
explained, including its distribution and the fact that it causes a
Possessor Raising effect. Antipassives are shown to be a special case of
Noun Incorporation as well. Moreover, Nom Incorporation facts reveal a
way of generalizing the Case filter to the 'Condition of Mbrphological
Identification 1
In chapter 3, it is shown that the properties of morphological causative
constructions can be explained in terms of 'Verb Incorporation' , parallel
to Noun Incorporation. Apparen-t dii"'ferences be'tWeen causatives in
different languages are accounted for in terms of independent differences
in the Case assigning properties of those languages II The Incorporation
analysis is shown to be superior to al ternatives in that it aCCOtmts for
the way that wh-movement applies to causati ve constructions.
In chapter 4, it is shown that applicative constructions can likewise be
accounted for in terms of ! Preposi tion Incorporation II f The analysis is
extended to cove~ dative shift alternations, and the properties of all
'double object' constructions are explained in a unified way_ Moreover, it
is shown that the theory of Incorporation correctly captures the behavior
of the various imaginable combinations of applicatives, causatives, and
Noun Incorporations.
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Chapter 5 shows that the passive is to be assimilated into this framework
by analyzing it as involving the incorporation of the verb into the INFL
node, which contains the passive morpheme. This explains ' implicit
argument' effects, and why passive obeys the '1-Advancement Exclusiveness
Law'. Typological differences in passive constructions are related to
similar differences in Notm Incorporation. The ways in which passive can
interact with other Incorporation processes is also discussed.
It is argued that these analyses imply that a level of l.mderlying syntactic
structure must exist, which represents the semantic relationships among
phrases in a I pure way' (the 'Uniformi ty of TI1eta Assignment Hypothesis' ) .
Moreover , it is shown that Morphology is a grammatical system which
determines the shape of words in the same way whether they are formed in
the lexicon or in the syntax by Incorporation. In this way, the strong
relationship between morphological forms and syntactic structures is
accounted for.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Noam Chomsky
Title: Institute Professor of Linguistics
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CtBpter 1
INaEREATION nIEDRY
The thesis of this work is tha"t is that all Grammatical Function changing
rules such as passive, causative, and applicative can be eliminated from,--
grammar. In fact, their ·effects can be derived entirely from an
independently known (though less familiar) process of grammar: namely
Incorporation, the process by which one semantically indepedent word comes
to be found' inside' another word. 'This in turn is no more than the result
of standard movement rules applying to words rather than to entire
phrases. Grammatical Function changing, in turn, is a side effect of this
primary movement. In this way, a natural explanation of the curious
properties of Gramnatical Function changing phenomena will be found, and
deep symmetries will be uncovered. Toward this end this first chapter is
organized in the following way. Section 1.1 describes why Gramnatical
Function changing is important and in need of deeper linguistic explanation
than it has received so far. Section 1.2 introduces the notion of
Incorporation, and shows how it has the right properties to provide such an
explanation. Secticn 1.3 sets the theoretical background by introducing
the Government-Binding theory. Finally, section 1.4 articulates the
consequences of this theoretical framework for X-a movement, showing in a
preliminary way how this device does indeed reduce G~ammatical Function
changing to Incorporation.
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1.1 The Nature of Graomatical Function Changing
1 .1 . 1 Introduction: GFs and the Association of Form and Meaning
The most fact about human language is that it relates meaning and form.
It is this basic property that allows language to be used in verbal
communication, in the recording and preserving of knowledge, in the
construction of thought patterns, and so on. In short, i tis thi s basic
property which makes language a central part of human experience.
Moreover, accounting for the nature of the particular associations between
meaning and form which make up human language turns out not to be simple
task, but one of great intellectual interest. 1his work seeks to explicate
the nature of one of the most interesting and problematic wrinkles in what
might otherwise be a simple and obvious type of association: namely the
existence of Grammatical Function changing phenomena.
Tb set the stage for discussion of grammatical function changing
phenomena and their significance ,and to introduce some basic concepts, I
begin with elementacy remarks about the general nature of the association
between form and meaning that is characteristic of human language. The
basic building blocks of this association are--perhaps--simple enough from
a linguistic point of view: they are idiosyncratic, and must be learned one
by one, through direct exposure. Thus, a speaker of Ehglish must learn
that a phonetic utterance type that can be 'orthographized' as Linda refers
to a particular animate (probably human and female) individual; Rover
refers to another animate (probably canine) individual. Meanwhile,
- 11 -
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phonetic utterance types like sniffed are associated with an action type
rather than an individual, normally one involving the nose, which animate
individuals wi th the proper anatomical equipment can perform. Other
languages stipulate completely different associations between similar
classes of things.
This type of unanalyzed idiosyncratic associatiation is no more than the
begirming of what there is to be say about how human languages associate
form and meaning, however. Thus, atomic referring expressions such as
those in those mentioned can productively and spontaneously be combined
into more complex structures which express relationships amoog the things
referred to by the atomic units, and which refer to more complex and varied
things than do the units themselves, such as complex events and
properties. At this level, associations between form and meaning cannot be
arbitrary, idiosyncratic and individually learned; rather there must be a
system--a gramnar, if you will. In this sense, language is compositional.
In fact, different languages have different systems for doing this, roughly
covering the range of reasonable possiblities. English, for example,
allows the atomic units mentioned above to combine into the following form
which has nontrivial internal structure:
( 1) Rover sniffed Linda.
This form then is associated with meaning which expresses relationships
among the things signified by the individual parts of the form. '!hus,
sentence (1) not only mentions a dog, a female human being, and a sniffing
action; it also states that it is the dog whose nose is involved in the
sniffing, and it is the female human who is contacted by the nose, rather
than the other way around. Tnis is signified by the relationships among
- 12 -
the corresponding words: specifically, the fact that Rover precedes the
verb that names the type of action, while Linda immediately follows the
same verb. Thus, when these linear order relationships are switched, the
meaning switches correspondingly, even though the same atomic units are
involved:
(2) Linda sniffed Rover.
'This time, it is the female human's nose makes contact wi th the canine.
Furthermore, some arrangements of the atoms correspond to no meaning at
all, but rather are ill-formed with respect to the language in question:
(3) *Rover Linda licked. (with unmarked intonation)
Indeed, these types of relationships generalize across items in apparently
systematic ways. Thus Ehglish has the following structures corresponding
to (1) -(3), but with the word bit substituted for the word licked:
(4) a. Rover bit Linda.
b. Linda bit Rover.
c. *Rover Linda bit.
In (4a), it is the dog's teeth that make contact with the female human,
just as in (1) it is the dog's nose that makes contact. Similarly, in (4b)
it is the female human's teeth that make contact with the canine whereas
(4c), like (3) is not paired with a meaning in the language. This can be
repeated wi th many verbs and many nominals in English. Thus, we begin to
see how a language can contain a system to compositionally relate form and
meaning in a very simple and intuiti va way. Other languages may have other
systems. Thus, in Japanese (1) and (2) are improper'word orders, not
- 13 -
associated with a meaning by the languages, whereas the normal word order
of a sentence equivalent to (1) in Ehglish would be that of (3): 1
(5) Linda ga okasi 0 taberu.
Linda-nom cake-ace eat
'Linda eats cake.'
In English the 'receiver' of the action is generally represented as the
phrase immediately following the verb, whereas in Japanese it is generally
represented as a phrase preceding the verb. In fact, in some languages
relative word order, so crucial to the pairing of form and meaning in
Ehglish, is not part of this system at all. Thus, in Basque, changing the
word order relationships among the words of a s~ple sentence has no effect
on the (truth-condit;ional) meaning:
(6) a. Linda-k Rover ikusi dUe
Linda-erg Rover(abs) see aux/3sS/3s0
I Linda sees Rover.'
b. Rover Linda-k ikusi dUe
'Linda sees Rover.'
c. Rover ikusi du Linda-k.
I Linda sees Rover. I
Instead of using word order to signal meaning relationships among the
referents of the parts, Basque uses word shape: the special ending (-(e)k)
is attached to the nominal phrase which is the actor of the action type
named by the verb, and a distinct one (nUll) is attached to receiver of the
action. Furthermore J the form of the aUXiliary verb changes when the actor
and receiver change. '!he first type of relationship is (of course) a
(morphological) case relationship, the second a (morphological) agreement
relationship. '!hus, in Basque, one can change only morphological word
endings and thereby change in the meaning relationships or derive a form
- 14 -
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which is associated wi th no meaning at all:
(7) a. Linda Rover-ek ikusi dUe
Linda(abs) Rover-erg see aux/3sS/3s0
'Rover saw Linda.'
b. *Linda-k Rover -ek ikusi du.
Linda-erg Rover-erg see aux/3sS/3s0
Thus we see something of the way tha.t languages vary in how semantic
relationships are represented in form, together with the deeper theme that
each language has a consistent system for this representation.
These pieces are standardly put together in something like the following
way. Universal Grannnar--the linguistic knowledge that a human infant has
independently of experience which allows him to learn a specific language
in spite of a striking lack of training or evidence--divides up the set of
possible semantic relationships which a thing can have with respect to an
action or state into linguistically significant classes, such as the
'agent' (=actor) and 'patient' (=receiver) assumed in the discussion'
above. Following the terminology of Chomsky (1981), I will call ·these
classes of semantic relationships 'thematic roles', or 'theta roles' •
'Things' of a given type are canonically associated with linguistic phrases
of a given type (e.g. Noun Phrases for concrete objects), while action and
state types are canonically associated with linguistic phrases of another
type (e.g. verbs for physical, voluntary actions) (cf. Grimshaw (1979),
Pesetsky (1982»). We say that in a given linguistic form one phrase 'bears
a thematic role' of another, or that the second 'assigns a thematic role'
to the first, if the language associates that linguistic form with a
meaning in which the 'thing' corresponding ~ the first phrase stands in a
(semantic) relationship to the action or state corresponding to the second
- 15 -
which is a member of the class of relationships mentioned by the particular
thematic role name. Thus, the NP Rover in (1) bears the agent theta role
of the verb sniffed, while this verb assigns a patient role to the NP Linda
in the same sentence. Then, as we mve seen, languages systematically
represent phrases which bear specific thematic roles wi th respect to others
in specific ways, involving some combination of the following
possibilities: having adjacency hold between the two phrases in question;
having one phrase precede the other; having the recei ver of the theta role
appear wi th character is'tic morphological marking (i.e. case); having the
assigner of the theta role appear with characteristic morphological marking
(i.e. agreement); and perhaps forming a phonological/intonational grouping
including the two phrases. Languages differ as to which of these formal
1:eclniques are used to represent which thematic role relationships, but all
seem to involve systematic ways of doing this.
At this point, the term 'granmatical function I comes up. It has been
shown from a number of viewpoints that there are important generalizations
to be captured in which, for example, the phrases Linda in (2), Linga ~ in
(5), and Linda-k in (6) all behave similarly with respect to certain
lingUistic processes, such as playing a distinguished role in raising. in
control (equi NP deletion), and in determining the antecedents of lexical
anaphors and pronouns. This is true in spite of striking differences in
the ways this designated NP is represented in different la'1guages (cf.
Perlmutter and Postal 1977, Bresnan 1982a, Marantz 1984~ and many others).
Thus, following a tradition in both traditional "and generative lingUistics,
we say that these NPs all have the grammatical fmction (GF, also called
grammatical relations (GRs)) of subject with respect to the clause they
appear in (and wi th respect to the main predicator of that claus~). For
- 16 -
simi lar kinds of reasons, Rover in (2), okasi 2. in (5), and Rover in (6)
are singled out as bearing the graDJDatical flIDction of (direct) object with
respect to their clause. Other commonly referred to grammatical functions
include indirect object, object of ~ preposition, and a variety of obliques
(the re lation between a PP (or i ts object) to the clause). Now the exact
role of the notion of grammatical functions in linguistic theory is
currently a subject of controve['sy tha:t divides theoretical frameworks at a
fundamental level. Perhaps the standard view, clearly articulated from
different perspectives in Lexical-Ftmctional Grammar (Bresnan 1982b) and
Relational Gramnar (e.g. Perlmutter 1983) and by Marantz (1984), is that
grammatical functions 'stand between' the semantic/thematic relationships
among phrases and 'surface' form relationships amoog those phrases. This
is to be tmderstood. in the following sense: languages state generalizations
about how thematic relationships correspond to grammatical functions, and
they state generalizations about how grammatical functions correspond to
surface form relationships, but they do not (maybe) state generalizations
directly in terms of how thematic role relationships correspond to surface
form relationships. On this general picture, most seem to agre~.
Differences arise as to whether grammatical functions can then in fact be
reduced to--or at least be fundamentally connected wi th--the thematic role
assignment factors (cf. Fillmore 1968), to 'surfacer form factors (in
specific senses, Chomsky (1965), (1985)), to a combination of the two
(Williams (1984), Keenan (1976), in completely different senses), or to
neither (Permutter (1983), Bresnan (1982b), Mgrantz (1984), again in
different senses). For discussion of the various views an Grammatical
F\mctions in the literature, see Marantz (1984, chapters 1 and 8). I will
for the most part try to use the terms for the most part in more or less
- 17 -
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their stffildard intuitive senses as a link with the various literatures (see
1.3.3 for the technical view I assume). In this context, I simply point
out that Grammatical Mctions, whatever their ultimate theoretical status,
clearly play a key role in the association between meaning and form which
we have been discussing, if anything like the standard view is correct.
Already interesting and far from trivial issues about the nature of the
parts of the association between form and meaning that is human language
can be framed, many of which are unresolved. Nevertheless, there is an
intuitive clarity to the system, and a sense of why each link is present.
For ~xample, one linguisitically relevant collection of semantic
relationships is something like 'actor' or 'agent', and this theta role
canonically maps into the SUbject grammatical function, at least in
English. Finally, the subject can be primarily encoded by almost way
simple available in a spoken accoustical medium, as demonstrated above from
Ehglish, Japanese and Basque. Each of these facets, while not a priori
necessary, make intuitive sense given language's fundamental nature as a
system for pairing meaning with accoustical form.
Into this highly natural conceptual framework, human language introduces
a surprising wrinkle: it allows for the possibility of what I will call
Grammatical Function changmg phenomena. Consider the following pair of
English sentences:
(8) a. Rover bit Linda.
b. Linda was bitten by Rover.
These two sentences, while not identical for all purposes, express in a
fundamental way the same meaning relationships between the things referred
- 18 -
to by their parts: in both, it is the dog's teeth that make contact with
part of the female human. In other words, the same phrases have the same
thematic/semantic relationships in the two structures. I will refer to
such sentence pairs as ~ematic paraphrases. Still, there is an equally
important difference between the two: they express these thematic
relationships in very different surface forms. Thus, the agent is in the
preverbal position characteristic of English subjects in (Sa), while it is
postverbal and adjacent to a preposition in (ab), as characteristic of
English obliques. Meanwhile, the patient follows the verb and is adjacent
to it as objects are in (Sa), while it is preverbal like a subject in
(8b) • I-Iere we see a breakdoWT1 in the uniformi ty of the system of pairing
form and meaning in English. Moreover, this is not an isolated case, but a
systematic and proouctive aspect of Ehglish. To localize the issue, we say
descriptively that language allows grammatical functions to change under
certain circumstances. Thus, to relate the very similar structures in (8)
to one another, we say tha.t the subject NP in (Sa) 'becomes' (more
abstractly, 'corresponds to') an oblique in (Bb), while the object NP
'becomes" the subject. Describing the relationship between the two
sentences in (8) at the level of grammatical functions allows us to
recognize when a similar process is at work in languages which encode
subjects and objects in a very different way, as pointed out by Perlmu~ber
and Postal (1977) and others. 2 Thus, the following sentences of Japanese
are also thematic paraphrases:
(9) a. Sensei wa John 0 sikar-ta.
teacher-top John-ace scold-past
'The teacher scolded John.'
b. John we sensei ni sikar-are-ta.
John-top teacher-dat scold-pass-past
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'JohY"} was scolded by the teacher. r
Moreover, when ooe takes into consideration the ways in which Japanese
associates form with the subject, object, and oblique grammatical
functions, one realizes that (98) corresponds to (9b) in the same way that
(Sa) corresponds to (8b) at that level: again subject corresponds to
oblique, and object to subject. Thus, there seems to provision for the
changing of grammatical ftmctions in some sense in Universal Granmar.
This ability to change GFs is not a priori nece~sary to human language as
a system of pair ing form and meaning in the way tha.t other aspects of the
association which we have discussed are. In fact, the formal languages of
mathema·tics, logic, and computers, which also pair form and meaning, get
along better without them. Thus, a language for arithma:tic may have either
one of the following expressions associated with a meaning, but
characteristically they will not have both:
(10) a. (2 + 2) x 3
b. x + 2 2 3
(standard notation)
(Polish notation)
A language which contained both of these expressions and associated them
with the same meaning would 'be analogous to a human language that includes
GF changing phenomena like the passive; yet formal languages
----
characteristically lack such alternations: they are superfluous.
Similarly, it may be that some human languages completely lack such
phenomena; this is said to be at least close to true of Walpiri for
example. However, the superfluousness of GF-changing phenomena from an a
priori perspective only serves to highlight its interest from the
perspective of linguistics and ultimately that of the study of the human
mind, since this property of human language must therefore have deep roots
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in the nature of human cognition, instead of in simple necessi ty • The
nature and properties of this GF changing phenomena will be the primary
object of inquiry in this study.
In fact, I will claim that GF changing does not exist in a fundamental
sense J but rather is a side effect of Incorporating one word into another'.
This ~pe of change will then affect the government relationships between
lexical i terns, giving the appearance of GF changing in the traditional
sense. In this way, I hope to provide explanatory aCCOlD1t of foll['
fundamental issues related to such processes. These are outlined in the
subsections that follow.
1.1.2 On the class of GF changing processes
When one looks at the class of grammatical function changing processes
which appear in languages of the world, one finds that not every
permutation of GFs is permitted. <Xl the contrary, the class of possible
processes is rather restricted. A representative list of productive
'changes' which are attested in a vari~ty of languages and which are
evidenced by a variety of distinct considerationg3 includes the following:
Passive. This most well-mown GF changing process can be characterized
descriptively in the following terms (cf. Perlmutter and Postal (1977),
Bresnan (1982c); see also Baker (1985) for an attempt at a relatively
neutral description):
(11) subject ---> oblique (or null); object ---> subject
This process has already been exemplified in Ehglish and Japanese in (8)
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and (9) above.
Antipassive. This (less well-known) permutation of GFs has been
described as:
(12) object ---> oblique (or null)
This process is illustrated by a thematic paraphrase pair from Greenlandic
Eskimo (Woodbury 1977):
(13) a. Anut-ip miirqa-t paar-ai.
man-erg child-pl(abs) care-indic!3sS/3pO
'The man takes care of the children.'
b. Anut-O miirqu-nik paar-si-vuq.
man(abs) children inst care-Apass-indic/3sS
'The man takes care of the children.'
In (13a) the receiver of the action 'children' appears in absolutive case
and triggers verbal agreement, as is standard for direct objects in Eskimo;
in (13b) the same thematic argument of the verb appears in an oblique case
and fails to trigger agreement on the verb, as is standard for oblique.
phrases. 4
Applicati ves. This is a cover term for a set of closely related GF
permutations, which can be characterized by the following schema:
(14) oblique I
indirect object 1---> object; object ---> '2nd object'
null : (or oblique)
Here individual languages have different particular instances of this
schema, some allowing locative obliques to become objects, others allOWing
benefactive obliques or instrumental obliques to become objects, still
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others allowing combinations of these. An example of applicatives is the
following thematic paraphrase sentence pair from the Eantu language
Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980):
( 15) a. Umwaana y-a-taa-ye igitabo mu maazi.
child SP-past-throw-asp book in water
'The child has thrown the book into the water.'
b . Umwaana y -a- taa-ye -rna amaazi igi tabo .
child SP-past-throw-asp-appl water book
'The child has thrown the book into the water.'
In (15a) the locative 'water I appears as the object of a preposition, and
the entire PP is an oblique phrase with respect to the verb; in (15b) the
corresponding nominal appears without a preposition and in the immediate
postverbal position characteristic of direct objects in the language. In
fact a similar alternation is seen in the famous 'dative shift' structures
of Ehglish, with the sole difference being that the Ehglish process is
leXically idiosyncratic:
(16) a. I gave my favori te cookie to Joey.
b. I gave Joey my favori te cookie.
Causative • This too is a cover term for a class of processes of which
morphological causativization is only the best known example.
Descriptively speaking, these processes share the common property that they
introduce a new thematic argument as a subject, and tha.-t the or iginal
subject takes on some other GF. As to wratit becomes, there seem to be
three major subcases, depending to some degree on whether there is a
thematic object present. The cases are:
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(17) a. null ---> subject; subject ---> null
(i.e. Add a new subject and delete the old one)
b. null ---) subject;
If there is an object, subject ---) oblique
else, subject ---> object
c. null ---> subject; subject ---> object
If there is an object, object ---> '2nd object' (or oblique)
(For the contrast between (17a) and (17b), see Grimshaw and f-1ester (1985);
For the constrast between (17b) and (17c) see Gibson (1980), Eaker (1985),
etc.) A simple example of causativization, neutral between (17b) and (17c)
is the following from the Bantu language Chiche'Wa:
(18) a. Mtsuko u-na-gw-a.
waterpot SP-past-fall-asp
'The waterpot fell. I
b. Mtsikana a-na-u-gw-ets-a mtsuko.
girl SP-past-OP-fall-cause-asp waterpot
'The girl made the waterpot fall.'
In both (18a) and (18b) it is the water vessel that pll.lIDIllets to the ground;
yet in (18a) 'waterpot' is the subject of the sentence, appearing
preverbally and triggering subject agreement, whereas in (18b) '~aterpot'
is the object, appearing immediately after the verb and triggering object
agreement.
Possessor Raising. In this final process, a phrase which bears a
grammatical f1IDction wi th respect to one phrase comes to bear one wi th
respect to a larger phrase:
( 19) possessor of object --~-> object; object ---> r 2nd object'
An illustration of this comes again from thematic paraphra,ses in Cl1ichewa:
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(20) a. Fisi a-na-dy-a nsomba za kalulu.
hyena SP-past-eat-asp fish of hare
'The hyena ate the hare's fish.'
b. Fisi a-na-dy-er-a kalulu nsomba.
hyena SP-past-eat-appl-asp hare fish
'The hyena ate the hare's fish.'
In (208) 'hare', the possessor of the patient, appears in a postnominal PP;
in (2Gb) it appears without a preposition and immediately after the verb as
an object.
Doubtless, there are many v~riations an these processes and combinations
of them discussed in the Iiterature . Nevertheless, based in part on their
crosslinguistic frequency and the consistency of their properties, I will
take the set described above to make up the core of the grammatical
ftmction changing processes that are allowed by lhiversal Grannnar.
Assuming this to be justified, an important question arises: why exactly
this particular set? Why not more, or fewer, or different permutations?
Some generalizations can be factored out relatively easily, as is done, for
example, in the laws of Relational Grannnar (e.g. Perlmutter and Postal
1983). Nevertheless, it remains clear that some permutations which can be
stated equally easily at a descriptive level simply do not exist. As a
concrete example, it seems that no language has a GF changing phenomenon
that would be described as:
(21) subject ---> object; object ---> subject
Moreover, there are curious asymmetcies among the particular GFs as to
their role in the battery of GF changing processes. For example, if one
replaced the word 'object' for 'subject' and 'subject' for 'object' in the
schemas above, one would derive an apparently impossible system for human
language, al though one just as reasonable a priori. '!hese observations
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call for explanation. '!hus, I will seek an analysis which answers the
question 'Why this set of apparent GF permutations?' The answer will
follow from the answer to the question 'What is the set of possible X-a
movements?' when GF changing is properly related to Incorporation.
1.1.3 On GF changing process and morphology
'!he second fundamen.tal issue concerning the changing of grammatical
functions involves the nature of the interaction between morphology and
syntax which is associated with such processes. Up to this point, I have
emphasized only the syntactic aspect of such processes, i.e. that they
modify the relationships among phrases in systematic ways. However,
pretheoretically, there are morphological changes which are just as
characteristic of this class of processes as these syntactic changes are.
In particular, notice that in each of the examples of GF changing given
above, the verb form in the second member of the thematic paraphrase pair
is related to the verb form in the first member by (productive)
affixation. '!his is seen systematically in (22) ~
(22) a. Passive: bit -- was hi tten (Fnglish (8))
sikar-ta -- sikar-are-ta (Japanese (9))
b. Antipassive: paar-ai -- paar-si-vuq (Greenlandic (13))
c. Applicative: y-a-taa-ye -- y-a-taa-ye-mo (Kinyarwanda (15))
d. Causative: u-na-gw-a -- a ·~na-gw-ets-a (Chichewa (18) )
e. Pass Raising: a~a-dy-a -- a-na~y-er-a (ChicheVla (20»)
There are perhaps some exceptions,5 but it is clearly the normal case for
grammatical function changing processes to be associated with mo~phological
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changes across languages. Furthermore, notice that it is invariably the
sentence in which the expression of thematic roles is not coosistent wi th
the canonical patterns of the language which has the morphologically more
complex verb form in all of these examples. I will name affixes like those
tmder lined in (22) after the name of the GF changing process they appear
with; -si is an antipassive morpheme of Greenlandic Eskimo, -ets is the
causative morpheme of Chichewa, and so en. This situation then raises the
following question: what is the nature of the theoretical relationship
between the morphological aspects of these processes ~~d their syntactic
aspects, given tha.t the two seem necessarily associated?
This question can be sharpened immediately. Intuitively, it seems
reasonable that since language's function is to systematically relate form
to meaning and since GF changing processes threaten to disrupt this
association, an overt signal tha.t GF changing has taken place must be
included as a cue to ensure tha.t the associations are recoverable. This
intuition is represented in a long t~adition in generative grammar which
captures GF changing phenomena by writing explicit rules which accomplish
(or sanction) the observed switches. Such rules may be characterized in
different ways (see 2.1), but they all tend include the addition of the
characteristic morpheme as a 'side effect' of the change. This morpheme
may then register to a language perceiver that a partIcular GF change has
taken place, so that he or she can undo the change. This functional
explanation of the association of morphology with GF changing may have a
grain of truth to it, but it does not scratch the surface as a full
explanation. For example, question movement or relativization can appear
to disrupt the canonical surface pattern of a sentence just as much as
passivization and antipassivization do; nevertheless the latter are
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characteristically associated with GF related morphology on the verb, while
the former usually are not. Moreover, the ftmctional explanation fails to
account for the fact that the characteristic morphology a~ost invariably
appears on the verb of the sentence, rather than anywhere else in the
clause (cf. Williams in preparation). Hence active -passive pairs like
(23) are abundant in languages of the world, whereas pairs like (24) are
lIDheard of:
~.
(23) a. Rover bit Linda.
b. Linda 'bit-pass' by Rove!'.
~ (24) a. Rover bit Linda.
b. Linda-pass bit by Rover.
A priori:, registering a change in GFs on the phrase that becomes the
subject should be just as felicitous as registering it on the pivotal verb
if" the only need is to represent systematically that a change has in fact
occurred. Yet languages do not use the secood system. Therefore something
deeper than this simple functional pressure must underlie these relations
between morphology and syntax.
A further strong condition of adequacy on any theory of the relationship
between morphology and syntax in this domain comes from Faker (1985). In
many languages, more than one GF changing process can take place in a
single structure. Baker (1985) observes that when this ha.ppens J the
morphological changes show evidence of having taken place in exactly the
same order as their associated syntactic changes. This is expressed in the
following descriptive generalization which is in same way a consequence of
lhiversal Grammar:
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(25) '!he Mirror Principle (Ba.ker 1985 (4»)
Morphological derivations must directly reflect syntactic
derivations (and vice versa).
I illustrate the content of this principle briefly with the simplest
nontrivial e.xample. Suppose that a language has both applicative and
passive processes, and the two are occur such that applicative feeds
passive. When this happens, first the applicative process will make an
(initially) oblique argument of the. verb into the object of the verb, while
the original object ceases to be one (cf. (14») • '!hen, when passive
applies after this , it will crucially make the originally oblique phrase
rather than the initial, thematic direct object into the (final) subject of
the clause. The Mirror Principle states that when the syntactic processes
unambiguously apply in this order, the morphology associated with the
applicative will necessarily be done to the verb before the morphology
associated with the passive. In an agglutinative language with clear
prefixes or suffix~s, this will normally mean that the applicative affix
will appear closer to the verb root than the passive affix will.? The truth
of this claim C9.n be seen in Cllichewa (as well as in many other languages):
(26) a. Nkhosa zi~a-tsekul-a chitseko ndi mpiringidzo.
sheep SP-past-open-asp door with crowbar
'The sheep opened the door with a crowbar.'
b. Nkhosa zi-na-tsekul-ir-a mpiringidzQ chitseko.
sheep SP-past-open-appl-asp crowbar door
'The sheep opened the door with a crowbar.'
c. Chitseko chi-na-tsekul-idw~ ndi mpiringidzo ndi nkhosa.
door SP-past-open-pass-asp with crowbar by sheep
'The door was opened with a crowbar by the sheep.'
(26a) is a sentence which respects the canonical mapping from thematic
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roles to grammatical ftmctions to surface forms in Chichewa; (26b) is a
thematic paraphrase in which applicative has taken place; (26c) a thematic
paraphrase mvolving passive • These sent;ences establish th:tt the Chichewa
applicatives and passives correspond to the characterizations of these
processes given above, as well as the fact that their characteristic
morphemes are -ir and -idw respectively. The following are potential forms
in which both applicative and passive have applied such that the former
feeds the latter. Note that i t is the instrumental phrase and not the
patient tha"t appears as the subject:
(27) a. MPiringidzQ u-na-tsekul-ir-idw-a chitseko ndi nkhosa.
crowbar SP-past-open-appl-pass-asp door by sheep
'The crowbar was used by the sheep to open the door.'
'b. *MPir~idzo u-na-tsekul-idw-ir-a chitseko ndi nkhosa.
crowbar SP-past-open-pass-appl-asp door by sheep
'The crowbar was used by the sheep to open t'1e door.'
The structure is fine when the applicative affix appears inside of the
passive affix (27a) t but ungrammatical when the morphological order is the
reverse of the syntactic order, with the passive affix appearing inside the
applicative affix (27b). This is in accordance with the M[rror Principle.
Baker (1985) goes on to show that the Mirror Principle is valid over a wide
range of languages and construction types. He goes on to observe that the
Mirror Principle must take the form of a highly unnatural additional
stipUlation in a number of influential theories of Grammatical Function
changing phenomena. In particular, frameworks such as Relational Grarrmar
and (some versions of) Government-Binding Theory which dissociate the
morphology and the syntax of GF changing in a ra ther strong way are
inadequate in this respect (see Baker (1985) for details). Rather, the
fact that the Mirror Principle is a ~ue generalization strongly suggests
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that the morphology and the syntax of GF changing are two aspects of what
is fundamentally a single process. Then it follows necessarily that (say)
applicative precedes passive both morphologically and syntactically; the
contrary would be equivalent to saying that one thing both (properly)
precedes 'and follows the other, a contradiction. Thus, these results imply
that the correct theory of GF changing phenomena must unite their
morphological and syntactic aspects in a deep way J in order to explain the
Mdrror Principle.
I will therefore develop an analysis of GF changing phenomena that
explains why i t 1s associated wi th morphology in the close way that it is.
" ,
In fact, it is exactly this interrelationship that points to a connection
between GF changing phenomena and Incorporation. In particular, this
approach will explain why the Mirror Principle is true universally.
1.1.4 On GF changing processes and language variation
The third fundamental issue concerning GF changing phenomena is that of
language variation: in particular, what its theoretical roots are and how
it comes to be. This is intimately related to issues of learnablity, since
any aspect of a particular language which differs from other languages must
be acquired by the child learning tha t 1anguage in some way. lEnguage
variation in GF changing phenomena shows up in several ways. First, one
language may have a particular GF changing process which another lacks
entirely. Thus, Ehglish includes passive and applicative (assuming that
dative shift is related to this), but it lacks any kind of antipassive or
morphologiC91 causative. ChamoC'ro (Austronesian, Gibson 1980), in
contrast, includes all four types of processes. Thus, we must ask about
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the theoretical status of the claim that Chamorro includes a~tipassive,
while Ehglish lacks it. Second, detailed study makes it apparent that what
seems to be fundamentally the same GF changing process can be a part of two
different languages and yet have somewhat different properties in each
language. This is perhaps most clear' in the case of morphological
causatives, where some languages employ the process schernatized in (17b),
while others use the one schematized in (17c). The two are more alike than
they are different, but they are clearly not identical. Similar issues
arise with the other GF changing processes as well. How this consistency
yet variation can be theoretically unpacked beyond an intuitive level is
thus in need of explication. Finally, it is possible to observe
implicational relationships among the first two types of differences.
Thus, we will find that languages which have (17c) type morphological
causatives also overwheLmingly tend to be languages which have applicatives
of some sort, whereas languages which have (17b) type morphological
causatives tend almost as stroogly to lack any kind of appl icative
construction. Given our descriptive characterizations of the GF changing
processes, it is not at all obvious why generalizations such as this should
be true. The proper theory of GF changing should provide the framework for
an natural accomt of all these facets of the issue of language variation,
which is at the S8Jl1e time explanatory in the sense that it makes such
variation learnable by a child given the boundary conditions set by
impoverished stimulus. Providing such a theory is the third basic goal of
this work.
1 •1 .5 en GF changing composi tion
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The fourth and final basic issue regarding GF changing processes is what
happens when more than one of them happens in a single clause. In section
1.1.2, these processes are written in the form of simple functions from one
collection of GF assignments to another. Sometimes these 'functions' can
be composed (in the mathematical sense) to yield a new structure which is
exactly the resul t that one would expect if one ftmc'tion applied first and
then the second flD1ction applied to its output. (27a) is an example of
this, where the fi~st GF change to apply is applicative and the second is
passive. en the other hand, there are cases in which the ftmctional
composition of two GF changes would be perfectly possible a priori, but the
resulting sentences are simply not grammatical. For example, in Cnichewa
it is impossible to apply passive first and then applicative, even though
the opposite combination is fine:
(28) *Chitseko chi-na-tsekul-idw-ir-a mpiringidzQ ndi nkhosa.
door SP-past-open-pass-appl-asp crowbar by sheep
'The door was opened with a crowbar by the sheep.'
First the passive would make the thema.tic object 'door I into subject, and
the thematic subject into an oblique. Next, the applicative would make an
oblique iristrtnnental I crowbar 1 phrase into a new object. Each of these
changes should be acceptable in its OYJrl right in Chichewa, neverthelese the
resul t is bad. Thus, something additional must be added to the simple
functional descr iptions of the GF changing processes to account for the
ungrammaticali~of sentences like (28). Stipulating that the passive is
crucially o~dered after the applicative in Chichewa is theoretically
unattractive, and it fails to account for the fact tha.t the applicatives of
passives are lD1grammatical in all languages (cf. B9.ker 1985). Hence i t
must be something about the nature of the processes themselves that prevent
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them from combining in this particular way. There are other examples of a
similar kind. Explaining when it is possible to compose to GF changing
processes and when it is not is the final empirical goal of this work.
Indeed, the fact that GF changing processes cannot always compose strongly
suggests that they are not simple functions in the way that our terminology
so far has it, and points toward a new analysis in ter-ms of Incol'poration.
1.2 The Notion of Incorporation
The traditional approach to Grammatical Function changing processes from
the beginning of generative linguistics up to the present has been to have
explicit rules in the grammar which somehow map one set of assignments of
GFs to phrases onto another. In the early days, these rules were
considered to be transformational rules which map phrase markers onto other
phrase markers (see C'nomsky~(1957), (1975»). 'Ihus, the statement of the
passive transformation was something like (cf. Chomsky 1957 (34):
(29) If NP1-(AUX)-V-NP2 is a grammatical structure, then so is:
NP2-(AUX)+be+en-V-by+NP1.
In fact, the existence of GF changing phenomena was considered to be a
primary argument for the existence of transformational rules in the first
place, since then the notion of 'thematic paraphrase' could be
"C';""
systematically accounted for (cf. Chomsky 1975:452f). In more recent
developments, the idea that GF changing is done by transformational ~ules
defined over phrase structures has been abandoned in a number of ways.
Thus, partly searching for crosslinguistic generali~, Perlmutter and
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Postal (1977) recast GF changing phenomena in terms of rules over direct
representations of grammatical function (relations) relationships, called
'relational networks'. For them, passive takes the following form (cf.
their (37)):
(30) 'Passive is the rule which sanctions the sUbjecthood in an
immediately successive stratum [i.e. level of description]
for a nominal which is an object of a clause at a stra turn
in which some nominal is a subject.'
In other words, passive is directly responsible for an object becoming a
subject. Furthermore, in Perlmutter and Postal' 5 framework, if one nominal
takes on a given GF with respect to a given clause, any other nominal that
bore that GF with respect to that clause must lose i t (the 'Stratal
Uniqueness law', together with the 'Chomeur Condition' ) • Thus, the
stipulation that the object becomes the subject in a clause that has a
subject has the ~ediate consequence that the initial subject becomes an
oblique nominal. In another approach, Presnan (1982c) moves in the
direction of accounting for GF changing phenomena at the level of the
lexical, by wr i ting lexical redundancy rules which nep the
subcategoriza.tion and selection requirements of lexical i terns on·to
different configurations of subcategorization and selectional
restrictions. In ef.fect, this comes to ordering GF changing rules before
lexical combination (cf. Baker 1985 for discussion). In Bresnan's
terminology, passive then takes the following form (her (1) and (2)):
(31) a. The Rule: (SUBJECT) ---> null or (OBLIQUE)
(OBJECT) ---> (SUBJECT)
b. The Effect: word«SUBJ), (OBJ)) ---> word'«OBL), (SUBJ))
agent theme agent theme
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Forms such as (31b) then determine what phrase structure configurations the
words can be inserted into.
Notice that all of these approaches have a comman core: they all claim
that language includes an explicit rule of passivization, which is
crucially distinct from (say) the rule of antipassivization. This holds
true in spite of their differences as to the level of description and the
vocabulary over which this rule is stated. Furthermore, each rule
explicitly stipulates, in same terminology appropriate to the conception of
GFs in that framework, that the object becomes the subject and the subject
becomes an oblique (or is deleted). The other GF changing process types
characterized in section 1.1 are translated into explicit rules according
to the nature of each framework in a similar way. MJreover J the passive
example is in this respect representative not only of how the frameworks
described here handle GF changing phenOOlena, but also of how most
frame,works handle them. 8 Rules of this type 'get the job done' in a certain
sense; they do characterize the alternations observed in natural
languages. Nevertheless, they lack more than a relatively superficial
degree of explanatory depth, especially with respect to issues such as
those posed in the previous section. The problem is largely inherent in
the notion of explicit rules themselves, since anytime one writes an
explicit rule, one automatically raises questions such as 'why this
particular rule, as opposed to some other written in the same vocabulary?'
or 'how could a child learning the language acquire the particular aspects
of this rule?' and so on. If this is all there is to Grammatical F\mction
changing phenomena, not much progress can be made on the issues I have
raised.
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In order to explain the aspects of GF-changing phenomena sketched in the
previous section, I claim that a shift in persepective is needed, such that
the traditional type of GF-changing rules do not exist at all. Instead,
like Phrase Structure Rules in O1omsky (1981) and Stowell (1981), they are
nothing more than an epiphenomenon of deeper principles of human language.
Of course, i t is clear tha t something goes on in grammatical ftmction
changing phenomena; the generalizations captured in GF changing rules of
various sorts are after all true. I will claim that at the heart of all
apparent GF changing processes is the process of movement of a lexical
category--which I will call X-o movement. In section 1.1.3, I observed
that GF changing processes are uniformly associated with characteristic
morphology appearing an the pivotal verb. Suppose that the characteristic
morpheme is in fact generated as an independent lexical item in its own
right at underlying syntactic structure, and then undergoes movement in the
syntax, leaving its base position and combining with the verb. This
movement will then automatically change the government relations in the
structure, which gives the primary effect of apparent GF changing. All the
other aspects of the syntax will follow from general principles. This
perspective allows the GF changing processes to be seen in a very diffecent
light.
If this approach is correct, it would come to relating GF changing
phenomena to another type of linguistic construction independently known
from the literature: namely the process of Noun Incorporation (see Mithun
1984). This process can be illustrated by the follOWing set of therna.tic
paraphrases from Morewk (Iroquoian, Postal (1962)):
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(32) a. ka-rakv ne sawatis hrao-nuhs-a?
3N-be=White John 3M-hoU5e=suf
, John's house is white.'
b. hrao-nuhs-rakv ne sa\\6tis.
3M-house-be-white Jom
'John I s house is white. I
fure (32a) h9.s independent verb root -rakv 'be white' and noun root -nuhs-
'house'; whereas t~e thematic paraphrase (32b) combines the two into a
larger verb form. Baker (1985) argues that the pair can be related by
asslUDing that they have pa~allel U'lderlying structures, but tha:t in (32b)
the head noun of the direct object moves in the syntax to combine with the
governing verb. Thus, it is associated with the following structures: 9
s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
e V NP
/ / \
be- NP N
white I I
John house
s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
e V NP
/ \ I \
N V NP ti
I I I
I I I
house i00- John
white
Then to say that GF changing phenomena involve moving one lexica.l item into
another in the syntax comes to identifying GF changing phenomena with this
noun incorporation process. Indication that it is in fact correct to the
two theoretically comes from the fact that a kind of possessor raising
takes place between (32-8.) and (32b):-note that the (object) agreema1t on
the verb switches from neuter agreement with the them9.tic argument of the
verb in (32a) to masculine agI'eemalt with the thematic possessor of that
argtnnent in (32b). In this particular way, the possessor comes to act like
an object of the verb, presumably as a result of the incorporation itself.
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We now begin to see how the traditional GF changing processes of section
1.1.2 can be ma.de to fit into this framework. 'Ihus, reconsider
causativization in Chichewa (Bantu). Morphological causatives in Chiche-wa.
in fact have thematic paraphrases with a full biclausal structure:
(34) a. mtsikana a-na-chit-its-a kuti mtsuko u-na-~-e.
girl do-cause that waterpot fall
'The girl IDClde the waterpot fall.'
b. mtsikana a-na-gw-ets-a mtsuko. (=18b)
girl fall-cause waterpot
I The girl made the waterpot fall. I
The important thing to notice about (34a) and (34b) is not only that they
are thematic paraphrases, but that they also (apart from syncategormatic
morphemes) contain exactly the same lexical stems. ('The eli alternation in
the form of the causative morpheme is due to a general rule of vowel
harmony.) 'The key difference between the two sentences is that =E!!::. 'fall r
and -its- 'cause' appear as distinct morphologically distinct verbs in
(31a), whereas~ appears in the position of -its- and morphologically
combines with it in (34b). Thus, it is na~al to relate these two
sentences by assigning them parallel underlying syntactic structures, and
deriving (34b) by moving the verb -gw- 'fall':
s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
girl V S
/ \ I \
V V NP VP
I I I \I I I
fall. make pot ti
1.~.
(35) s
/ \ ---------->
NP VP
/ / \
girl V S
: / \
make NP VP
I I
I I
pot V
I
I
fall
These structures are almost exactly parallel to those in (33), except that
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this time it is a verb that moves, rather than a nOlm. In this way, an
'Incorporation' analysis for the class of causative processes is
motivated.
Next, reconsider the example of the applicative given in (15) above, from
Kinyar wanda :
(36) a. Urnwaana y-a-taa-ye igitabo mu maazi.
child SP-past-throw-asp book in water
'The child has thrOYl1 the book intOthe water. I
b. lJmwaana y-a-taa-ye-mo amaazi igitabo.
child SP-past-thrOW-asp-in water book
''Ibe child has thrown the book into the water.'
These thematic paraphrases can be seen to be related in a similar way to
that in which (34a) and (34b) are: (36a) contains a verb root and a
preposition that are morphologically independent, while (33b) lacks an
overt preposition but adds a related affix onto the verb. If we identify
the applicative affix in (36b) with the preposition in (36a), we can relate
the two sentences by assigning them parallel underlying syntactic
structures, and then deriving (33b) by moving the preposition from its base
position onto the verb. 'Ibis motivates a 'Preposition Incorporation'
analysis for the class of applicative constructions.
In this way, we begin to see how the general process of movement of an
X-o category from an independent base structure position to combine with
another X-a category in the syntax can form the heart of an account of GF
changing processes. In the chapters tha"t follow, it will be seen that the
other GF changing p~ocesses--passive, antipassive, and possessor
raising--are properly analyzed as subcases of Noun Incorporation, t~us
bringing them into the fold as well. Suggested by the original NOlm
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Incorporation example, I will refer to this particular ~pe of movement
with the tecmical term Incorporation. 1he notion that essentially all
apparent GF changing phenomena can be explained without explicit rules in
terms of Incorporation plus independently motivated syntactic principles is
the central idea of this work.
This proposal naturally finds its place as part of a more general shift
in linguistics--and in particular in the Extended Standard Theory and its
successor Government-Binding Theory-~way from positing specific and
explicit rules, in an effort to acheive explanatory depth and to account
for that fact that language can be learned. Instead, linguistics has
focused more and more on the discovery of certain very general constraints
each of which in part determines the nature of a wide variety of
superficially very different processes. Thus, to give a few examples, Ross
(1967) observed that a wide variety of transformational processes such as
question movement, relativization, and topicalization seemed to obey
identical conditions (his 'island' conditions), and proposed tha t these
conditions should be factored out' of the statement of the transformational
rules themselves and studied in their own right. Chomsky (1977) made a
further move, claiming that processes such as question movement,
relativization, and topicalization (in Ehglish) are in fact not independent
transformational rules at all, but rather specific L,stances of a more
general transformation 'move-wh' , with apparent- differences being
consequences of independent conditions. In another domain, Cnomsky (1981)
and Stowell (1981) show that explicit phrase structure rules of the
familiar type seen in Chomsky (1965) are nearly or completely redundant and
should be eliminated from the grammar in favor of specifications of the
sUbcategorization/selection properties of individual lexical items together
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with certain very general constraints of Universal Grammar and particular
languages (namely the X' -convention and Case 'Iheory; perhaps '!hem role
assignment also plays a role--see Koopman (1983), Travis (1984»). '!hUB,
while the generalizations about word order and phrasal groupings
traditionally captured by Phrase Structure Rules are true, the Phrase
Structure Rules themselves appear to be no more than epiphenomenal
consequences of other things. In this example, the shift in perspective
reaches its natural limit, and the entire burden of linguistic explanation
falls on the interplay of general conditions, rather than on the existance
of explicit rules in the grammar. My claim about GF changing processes is
parallel: they are all simply reflections of X-a movement, as it is
restricted by other conditions of grammar.
Finally, one can already see how this idea is the right kind to properly
explain the properties of these processes as sketched in section 1.1.
First, a glance at (33) and (35) shows that incorporation simultaneously
has two types of consequences in a linguistic structure: 1t both creates a
complex category of the X-a level, and creates a syntactic link between two
positions in the phrase marker •. '!he first of these is a morphological
change, the second a syntactic change. Thus, Incorporation gives the right
foundation for answering the question of how and why GF changing processes
flmdamenta.lly link the two (section 1.1.3). Second ,the concept of movement
of XP type phrases (e.g. NP, PP, etc.) is a familiar (if controversial)
one, whose linguistic nature and properties are fairly well defined in
Chomsky (1981) (for example). Assuming that X-a movema1t can be naturally
assimilated to the more the familiar XP movement, general constraints on
the latter will also be constraints on the former. O1e carl then appeal to
these independently motivated constraints (notably the ECP) in order to
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limit the class of possible Incorporations. This in turn will limit the
class of possible GF changing processes in an explanatory way (sectiOn
1.1.2). Next, on this view the weight of determining how GF changing
processes function falls on a system of independent principles and
constraints. Thus, when languages vary in the precise form of these
constraints, this variation will be reflected in apparent variation in the
behavior of the GF changing processes themselves. In this way, highly
particular aspects of how GF changing takes place in a given language can
be related to more general distinctive properties of that language (section
1.1.4). Finally, note that the derived structures in (33) and (35) are not
identical to the surface structures of sim"ple transitive sentences, due to
the traces left by the X-a movement. 'Ibis makes it likely that these
structures will not be subject to other processes in exactly the same way
that simpler structures are. '!his provides a basis for explaining the
successes and failures of composing more than one GF ch9nging process
(section 1.1.5). I conclucle that the program of explaining GF changing
processes in terms of Incorporation is a highly promising one. Whether i t
can be proven to be satisfactory in detail is, of course , quite a different
matter--and one which the remainder of this work will explore.
1.3 '!he General '!heoretical Framework
It is futile to claim tha t the effects of GF ch9.nging phenomena can be
derived from Incorporation as governed by independent principles of grammar
unless one has fairly detailed and specific theoretical framework ll1 mind.
'!he framework which I will adopt is the Government-Binding 'll1.eory (GB), as
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it ha.s been developed by Chomsky (1981, 1982, 1984) and others. This
"theory cannot be adequately introduced in a handful of pages; nevertheless,
I will present an overview of its basic structure, so that the specific
notions of Incorporation Theory can be properly located wi thin it. I hope
that this overview will aid in making the chapters that follow more readily
accessible to those who have minimal familiari ty wi th the system, and that
it will aid in clarifying the exact form of the concepts which I assume for
those who have maximal familiarity with the system.
1.3.1 The system of levels and rules
Government-Binding theory typically includes the following levels of
representation and processes relating them:
(37) D-structure
I
I
I (syntactic) Move-alpha
'¥
S-structure
/ \
stylistic / \ QR (LF Move-alpha)
rules ~ ~
PF LF·
~'ormally, each of these levels (except perhaps PF) is a phrase marker-,
normally represented as a tree or a labeled bracketing. D-structure
( I deep' or underlying structure) is a formal syntactic level of
representation at Vlhich the thematic relations among i terns and phrases are
directly represented. LF (logical form) is the level at which the language
facuIty 1s assumed to inter face wi th tbe conceptual .facul ties of the brain;
here the scope of quantifiers and operators of various kinds is directly
represented, in addition to the thematic relations among i terns. PF
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(phonological form) is the level at which the language faculty interfaces
with perceptual and motor faculties; here the phonological shapes and
groupings of i terns are directly represented. Finally, S-structure is the
level which is not directly interpreted, but which must be properly related
to all of the other three structures simultaneously. S-structure is
related to D-structure in that it is derived from it by successive
applications of the generalized movement tr:jJ1sformation '~ve Alpha' , where
'alpha' equals some category, the features of which vary somewhat from
language to language. A basic tenet of the current work is that 'alpha 1
can include categories of minimal bar level as well as of maximal bar
level. LF is related to S-structure pI' imar i ly by 'QR I (quantifIer rule),
which is 'M:>ve alpha I in a different guise. It effects are invisible
because of its separation from PF. Finally, the syntactic levels of
description of a given sentence are only properly related to one another if
they jointly satisfy a ftmdamental principle of GB theory: the Projection
Principle • Intuitively, this principle sta"tes that representations at each
syntactic level (LF, D- and S-structure) are projected from the lexicon in
that they represent the lexical selection properties of items categorially
(cf. Chomsky 1981:29). This principle of course presuppose the existence
of a lexicon, which lists the idiosyncratic properties of lexical items,
and in particular what thematic relations they may have with other phrases
(i .8. what phrases they subcategorize and assign theta roles to). The
Projection Principle has the important consequence that categories moved by
'MOve Alpha' will (generally) leave phonetically null copies, traces behind
them to preserve the representation of these selectianal properties. A
moved category and its trace are related to one another by a particular
type of coindexing, identification indexing. Taken together they
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constitute a more abstract un! t called a chain. '!his study will be
primarily concerned with 0- and S-structures and the mapping between them;
the Projection Principle will play an important ~ole.
1.3.2 '!he system of constraints
This is only the beginning of the theory, however. As discussed in the
previous section, the systems of principles and constraints are at least as
crucial to GB theory as the levels of representation and rule types are.
'!hese pr inciples are generally broken down by Chomsky (e.g. (1982») and
others into subsytems. I will introduce each in turn.
X-bar '!heory
'Ibis sUbtheory constrains the set of phrase markers allowed, and it holds
fundamentally at D-structure. AIthough the details will not be
particularly essential, I will assume the X-bar theory of Chomsky (1985)
for concreteness. Here the basic lexical categories are Noun, Verb,
Adjective, and Preposition (more generally 'adposition' or particle).
Higher level, phrasal categories are projections of these lexical category,
according to the following schemata:
(38) a. X' = X XP*
b. XP = X' XP*
where 'X' ranges over the category types and order is subject to
crOSS-linguistic variation. XPs on the right hand of (38a) are called
complements; XPs on the right hand of (38b) specifiers. With regard to the
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structure of clauses, I will assume that the nonlexical categories of
complementizer and INFL are also heads that form projections in accordance
wi.th (38) (see section 3.3.2) , although this further structure will
sometimes be ignored.
X-bar theory defines the notion 'maximal projection' (XP), which is then
used to define a ftmdamental structural relationship of linguistic theo~y,
c-command (cf. Aom and ~ortiche (1983)):
(39) A c-cormnands B iff A does not incllrle B and for every
maximal projection C, if C includes A then C includesB.
This notion, or some version of it, is used by other SUbsystems of
graomar.
Theta 'Iheory
This sUbtheoC'y is concerned with how semantic/thematic dependencies are
represented in grammar. Ultimately, it is this theory that divides the
possible semantic dependencies into linguistically significant
classes--called theta roles--and characterizes how each theta role is
normally represented in linguistic structure, although this is not a very
developed aspect of the theory. Theta roles may be 'assigned' by a lexical
head (see section 1) to a complement of that head as defined by X' -theory,
or they may be assigned compositionally by the head and its complements to
a subject position (specifier of INFL' or specifier of N); the former are
called internal arguments, the latter external arguments (cf. Williams
(1981 ) ) • I wi11 assume that the class of theta roles includes at least
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'agent', 'patient'/'theme', 'goal', 'instrument', 'benefactive',
'location', 'direction', and 'possessor' in something like their usual
senses (cf. Fillmore (1968), Ctruber (1965), Jackendoff (1972).
furthermore, I will assume wi thout argument that (at least at D-stI"ucture)
all languages canonically assign the agent theta role to an external
arglmlent, and the patient/theme theta roles to an internal argument,
although this is controversial (cf. M3.rantz (1984) and section 6.1).
Following Stowell (1981), I will represent the theta assignment relation
between two i terns by (Tneta) coindexing them.
The fLB1damental principle of Theta theory is the Theta Criterion, a
bitmiqueness condition on theta role assignment, which can be stated as
(cf. Chomsky 1982):
(40) Every term of IF that requires a theta role (each
argument) is associated with one and only one position
to which theta. ['oles are assigned, and each theta role
determined by the lexical properties of a head is uniquely
associated with one and only one argument.
Here theta roles are taken fundamentally as being assigned from a specified
position to a specified position, and both arguments and theta assigners
are associated with the key positions either by actually occupying them,
or--given the existance of 'Move Alph9.'--by being the antecedent of a trace
that occupies them. In other words, too Theta Criterion holds of chains.
Predication Theory
This subtheory, possibly related to Theta theory, has as its fundamental
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principle that predicates must be associated with a max~l projection
(usually call-ad its' subject' , where the term is used in a somewhat
different sense than we have used so far), where a predicate can be taken
to be any maximal projection which does not itself receive a theta role
(of. Williams 1980, Rothstein 1983). The predicate and its subject must
mutually c-command each other. Given that VP is always a predicate, this
condition has as a special case the consequence that clauses must have
subjects (cf. the' extended' part of the EX tended Projection Pr inciple
(Chomsky 1981)).
Government Theory
This subtheory defines a notion which is central to the theory a_s a
whole, the relation of government, which is essentially a strong locality
condition on various structures:
(41) A governs B if and only if A c-commands B and there is no
category C such tha.t C is a barrier between A and B (cf.
Chomsky 1985).
The proper notion of barrier in this basic definition will be discussed in
detail in section 1.4.3. I assume without argtmlent that at D-structure all
languages contain a VP node which is a maximal projection, so that the V
will fail to c-command and hence to govern the subject (specifier of INFL')
of its clause, although var1aus things can happen in the COUl'se of the
derivation to change this state of affairs.
This subtheory also contains the Empty C3.tegory Principle (ECP) , a
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condition on the traces left by 'Move Alpha' (and perhaps other categories)
that must be satisfied at LF:
(42) a. Traces must be properly governed.
b. A properly governs B if and only if A governs B, and
A and Bare coindexed.
where the notion 'coindexed' in (4Gb) apparently includes both Theta
indexing and the indentific:a.tion indexing introduced by 'M:>ve Alpha I (of.
Chomsky 1981, Stowell 1981, Kayne 1983). 10 Poth government and the ECP will
playa central role in this work.
Case Theory
'Ibis subtheoryhas to do with the assignment of (abstract) Case to
categories. Certain lexical items--notably transitive verbs, prepositions,
and tensed INFLs--are lexically specified as being case assigners. '!hey
then assign their Case to a category (usually an NP) prOVided tha.t they
govern that category. This relationship between categories I will
represent with yet a third kind of coindexing, Case indexing (cf. Chomsky
1985). Case comes in various types (structural, inherent, semantic), and
what C4tegories assign can assign what types of Case under what more
specific conditions is an importarrt source of crosslinguistic variation, as
we shall see (of. Kayne (1983), Stowell (1981), Chomsky (1984»).
It is usually necessary for an NP to receive case in some way (the case
Filter of Chomsky (1980) J Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980)) because of the
following Visibility condition on LF (of. Chomsky 1981, 1984, who follows
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Aoun) :
(43) An NP Position which is the head of a chain (i.e. the last
position of a moved category) can only bear a theta index if
it bears a Case index.
Since an NP must normally be Theta indexed· by the .Theta Cr i ter ion, i t must
also be Case indexed.
It has been suggested 'that the Visibility condition be extended in
various ways. First, it seems that subjects of predicates must receive
Case at IF, even when they are expletive and need no theta index. Second,
Fabb (1984) proposes that theta role assigners must be made visible in a
similar way as theta role receivers are by (43). I will adopt this
suggestion for verbs, and assume that INFL in ordinary clauses must assign
a kind of (ver001) Case to the (head of the) VP in order for the V to be
theta indexed with its arguments. Finally, in section 2.3.2 I will propose
that (43) needs to be modified, in particular by extending the notion of
what COtnlts as 'Ca.se indexing'. '!he notions of this subtheory will also be
crucial for the analyses that follow.
Botmding Theory
This subtheory relates to locality conditions; in particular, the
Subjacency Condition that limits how far '~ve Alpha' can take a category
in one step (01omsky 1973). In essence, 3.lbjacency states that a phrase
cannot be moved out of more than one category of a certain type (a bounding
category) • Exactly what counts, as a bounding category is yet another locus
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of language variation (Rizzi 1982). This subtheocy turns out to be quite
peripheral to the concerns of this work, except in section 3.4, where it is
used to get evidence as to the true nature of Incorporation structures.
'Ihere I wi11 assume the Subjacency theory in Chomsky (1985) for
concreteness.
Binding 'Iheory
This subtheory is concerned with the relations of anaphors and
pronominals--phanologically overt and otherwise--to their antecedents.
Here the basic notions are the Binding Cbnditions, which specify that
anaphors (e.g. reflexives and reciprocals) must have an antecedent in a
local domain, whereas pronominals must not have an antecedent in such a
domain (Q1omsky 1981, 1984). Here, the local domain, called a governing
category, is determined as a category which contains both a subject (in the
X' sense) and an item which governs the element in question. This
subtheory also will not be central to our concerns, but ~ll be used at
various points to give evidence about the nature of Ihcorporation
structures.
Control Theory
This is the subtheory--perhaps related to Binding 'Iheory--w-hich is
concerned with the choice of antecedents for PRO, the null pronominal
anaphor which appears as the embedded subject in 'control' or 'equi r
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structures (see Manzini 1983)). This sUbtheory wIll come up only very
briefly in chapter 5.
1.3.3 On Grammatical Functions in GB
The reader may have noticed that I have laid out the essential structure
of GB with no direct mention of Grammatical Functions, in spite of the fact
that they are presumably cen"tral to the focus of the current work. This is
no accident, because GFs have a derivative rather than fundamental role in
this theory. Normally ~ Chomsky defines the grarmnatical functions in terms
of phrase structure configurations and the pr imitives of X-bar theory
(Chomsky 1965, 1984). Thus, the 'subjec~ of a clause is defined as the X'
theory specifier of INFL or N (also written [NP, S] or [NP, NP]); the
'(direct) object' of a clause is defined as the (NP) X' theory complement
of an X-a (particularly V) category (also wri tten [NP, vp], [NP, N' J, ~
etc. ); and so en. However, in relating the Ii tera-cure on GF properties and
GF changing that comes from other lingUistic traditions to GB, there is an
important point to be made. For concreteness, let us focus on the GF
'objec~'. Certainly, there is a core sense of this term in which all agree
too t (for example) ~he NP Linda in (44) is an object:
(44) Rover bit Linda.
Nevertheless, given the modular nature of the GB theory, NPs in other
structures typically may form a natural class with this NP with respect to
some of the subtheories but not with respect to others. Thus, consider the
following range of structures:
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a. Rover [vp swam the river] (after biting Linda).
b. Linda. [vp seems [S ti to have been scarred by the bite ] ]
1 -
c. Linda [VP considers [S Rover to be dangerous]]
d. Linda and Rover would [vp prefer [S' (for) each other to die]]
e. Linda [vp hopes [S' tha~ Rover will never return]]
Which of the underlined NPs is an object of the matrix verb, in the sense
that it behaves like the object of (44)? The answer is clearly that it
depends on what sUbtheory one has in mind when one phrases the question.
Thus, the NP in (45a) is iden~ical to that of (44) with respect to X'
theory (and most of the others), but perhaps not wi th .respect to Theta
theory--if it is linguistically significant that it receives a~
thematic role rather than a patient one. The NP in (45b), on the other
hand, is not similar to that of (44) with respect to X' theory (or Theta.
theory), but it is similar with respect to Government Theory, in that both
are governed by the matrix verb. The NP in (45c) is similar to that in
(45b), except that it is also identical to that of (44) with respect to
Case theory; both are case indexed (and wi th structural case) by the rnatr ix
verb. The NP in (45d) is not an X' theory sister to the matrix verb, nor a
thematic dependent of the verb, nor governed by the verb, nor Case marked
by the verb; yet it is still in a natural class wi'th that of (44) with
respect to Binding theory--both have the entire matrix clause as their
governing category. Finally, the NP in (45e) is not parallel to that of
(44) with respect to any subtheory. en the other hand, it is parallel to
each of the underlined NPs in (45b-e) with respect to various of the
subtheories, showing that the notion of 'subjec"t' is just as slippery as
that of 'object'. Thus, we see that given the structure of GB theory it is
very natural to make the traditional GF names into relational terms, which
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l1ave meaning wi th respect to a given subtheory. Hence, when a researcher
gives evidence that a particular nominal is an object, we must ask which
sUbtheory this evidence is evidence with respect to. Moreover, the
framework predicts that NPs will show hybrid properties; for example, they
may act as an object with respect to some subtheories and as a subject with
respect to others. We will see that this is an important explanatory
virtue of this system. In what follows, I will use the terms I subject' ,
'object' etc. somewhat ambiguously when it is clear from the context which
subtheories are relevant. Two senses which are particularly important for
our purposes are the X-bar notion of the GFs and the Government/Case no-cion
of the GFs. To distinguish them, I will sometimes use terms like
'structural object' to refer to the former and the term ,( NP wi th
( surface)) object properties' to refer to the latter.
1.4 Toward a Formal Theory of Incorporation
In the previous section, I laid out the basic context of
Government-Binding framework in a general way. 'However, certain aspects of
this framework need clarification and refinement so that they can be
applied to the notion of Incorporation as defined in section 1.2 in a clear
and contentful way. The task of this section will be to do this, and to
explore what consequences the gramnar has for X-a movement. Sane of the
concepts will be applied immediately to our basic examples, but the focus
is to derive tools for future chapters.
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1.4.1 D-Structure and the Uniformi ty of Theta Assignment
The first concept to be clarified is that of D-structure. Chomsky
(1981:43f) characterizes D-structure as 'a pure representation of
thematically relevent Grammatical Ftmctions (=GF-theta).' Essentially what
this means is that at D-structure all phrases must appear in the position
to which the theta. role they receive is assigned. As an example, whose
luggage and Jerry's luggage must both appear in the position marked 'x' in
the D-structures of (46a) and (46b) respecti"vely, because they bear the
same theta role as the phrase Jerry's luggage in (46c):
(46) a. Whose luggage did the airline [lose x]?
b. Jerry's luggage was [lost x] by the airline.
c. The airline [lost Jerry's luggage].
There have been attempts to essentially eliminate D-structure from the
grammar as a leve1 wi th independen t status in "terms of (say) chain
formation algorithms (e.g. Rizzi 1983b, Sportiche 1983, Brody to appear);
nevertheless, there is a growing weight of evidence that D-structure must
be taken to exis"t (see Burzio to appear, Chomsky 1984, Eaker 1985). If this
is correct, its character as a linguistic representation of thematic
structure must be taken seriously. In this light, I propose a
strengthening of the notion of D-structure such that it is a direct
representation of thematic structure in general. Toward this end, I take
something like the following to be a guiding principle of grammar which
characterizes the level of D-structure:
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(47) The Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH)
Identical thematic relationships between i terns are
represented by identical structural relationships between
those i terns at the level of D-structure.
This hypothesis clearly includes the idea that D-structure directly
represents 'GF-theta' as a special c;ase, but is somewhat more general. In
order to make this fUlly formal one would need a more exact theory of theta
roles then we now possess;12 hence I will leave it at a more intuitive
level.
Even so, the UTAH can be seen to constrain linguistic analyses in
meaningful ways. For example, it suppocts the so-called Unaccusative
Hypothesis (Perlmutter 1978. Burzio 1981), according to which certain
intransitive verbs with nonagentive subject NPshave that NP as a
structural object at D-structure. This NP then becomes the subject at
S-structure via 'Move Alpm'. Given such an analysis, sentences such as
those in (48) have the D-structures given in (49):
(48) a. Julia melted the ice cream into mush.
b. 'Ihe ice cream mel ted into mush.
(49) a. [8 Julia [VP melted [the ice cream] into mush]]
b. [8 e [VP mel,ted [the ice cream] into mush]]
The D-structures in (49) are exactly those that the UTAH implies; the same
thematic relationship holds between the. ice cream and the melting action in
both sentences in (48), and this is represented by having the same
structural relationship hold between them at D-structure, as in (49). In
fact, this analysis has been shown to the correct one for alternations such
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as this by much evidence in Italian and many other languages (see
references above, etc.). en the other hand, the UTAH is not consistan t
with the analysis of the dative shift construction put forth by Kayne
(1983, chapter 7). en his analysis, the thematic paraphrases in (50) have
the strongly nonparallel D-structures in (51):
Sophia bears the goal role wi th respect to the verb in both sentences, yet
this relationship is not represented in the same way in the D-structures
(51a) and (51b). Thus, we see how the UTAH can be used to guide the
cOl1struction of analyses--both by the linguist and by the child--in a
nontrivial way.13
The UTAH has consequences for GF changing processes as well. Consider
again the thematic paraphrases involving causatives in Gnichewa (Bantu):
(52) a. mtsikana a-na-chi t-i ts-a kuti mtsuko u-na-~-e.
girl do-cause that waterpot fall
'The girl made the waterpot fall.'
b. mtsikana a-na-gw-ets-a mtsuko.
girl fall-cause waterpot
'The girl made the waterpot fall.'
In each of these sentences, mtsuko' waterpot' seems to bear the same
thematic relationship to the verbal root -gw- 'fall'; thus the UTAH can be
interpreted as meaning that the same structural relationship should hold
between these two i terns in the D-structures of both. This in turn implies
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that the verb root must be an independent constituent in an embedded clause
in the D-structure of (52b) , just as in the D-structure of (52a):
s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
girl V S
1/\
make NP VP
I I
I I
pot V
I
I
fall
A similar conclusion follows in the case of Noun Incorporation thematic
paraphrases such as our example from Mohawk (PoSTal 19(2):
(54) a. ka-rakv ne sawatis hrao-nuhs-a?
3N-be:white John 3M-hause-sui
I John's house is whi te .. '
b. hrao-nuhs-rakv ne sawatis.
3M-house-·be-white John
'John's house is white.'
The nominal -nuhs- bears the sa..me thematic relation to the stative verb
-rakv in both sentences; therefore i t must occur in -the same D-structure
configuration in both. Assuming that, as a stative predicate -rakv is
unaccusative, this configuration must be:
s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
e V NP
/ / \
white NP N
I I
I I
John house
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More generally, whenever a part of a word shows syntactic signs of ei ther
assigning or receiving a thematic role in the same way that morphologically
independent constituents do, the UTAH will claim that that part of the word
appears in an independent structural position at D-structure, to represent
that thematic relationship in the canonical way.14 Thus, the Unifocmi ty of
Theta Assignment Hypothesis points away from a base generation analysis of
causative, applicative, and noun incorporation structures, and provides
theoretical motivation for an analysis of such processes in terms of
syntactic X-a movement.
1.4.2 S-Structure and the Projection Principle
Given that the UTAH determines certain properties of the D-structure
representations of t GF-changed' sentences, the Projection Pr inciple
determines properties of their S-structure (and LF) representations.
Chomsky (1981 :38) states this fundamental principle of GB theory in the
following way:
(56) (i) If B and A are immediate constituents of C at L-i,
and C = A', then A theta marks B inC.
(ii) If A selects B in C as a lexical property, then A
selects B in C at L-i.
(iii) If A selects B in C at L-i, then A selects B
in C at L-j.
Part of the content of this principle (made explicit in (iii)) is that
transformational processes can neither create nor destroy categorial
structure which is relevant to the lexical properties of items, including
the thematic relationships that they determine. There is, however, some
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ambiguity as to what type of item is referred to by the variable 'A' in
this principle. To take a particular example, in sentence (52b) above, the
item(s) whose properties must be represented categorially at every level
could (on the me hand) be taken to be both the root -gw- 'fall' and the
affix -ets-, or (on the other hand) it could be taken to the combination of
the two -gw-ets-. This ambiguitiy arises as long as all three are assumed
to be listed in the lexicon. If the second interpretation is taken, (SOb)
presumably will have the structure of an ordinary transitive sentence at
every syntactic level. However, the UTAH implies that this option is
incorrect (in some cases) and that the two morphemes must be independent at
D-structure. Then, the Projection Principle takes over, and determines
that the lexically determined theta marking properties of each item must be
categorially represented at every other level as well. Thus, in our
example, the causative affix -ets- must take a clausal complement at
S-structure (and LF) because it takes one at D-structure. Similarly, =E:!!:=.
must (participate in) assigning an external theta role to a subject
position, since it does so as a lexical property and at D-structure. In
short, the Projection Principle implies that X-o movement preserve
structure by leaving traces, just as XP movement must. Thus, the
S-structure of (52b) must not be indentical to that of a simple transitive
verb, but rather essentially:
(57) s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
girl V S
/ \ 1\
V V NP VP
I I I \
, I I
fall. make pot ti-
t
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By the sa.me token, the S-structure of (54b) must be:
(58) s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
xr V NP
/ \ I \
N V NP N
/ :: \
houseiwhite John t l
Similar consequences follow for any case of Incorporation where the UTAH
- requires that two i terns be separate at D-structure. Chomsky makes it clear
in his discussion of (56) that 'B', the theta role receiver, must refer to
a position rather than a category; due to 'Move Alpha', that position can
be filled ei~her by the selec'ted category or its trace. Now we see that a
similar remark must be made about 'A', the theta role assigner; it too must
refer to a position which can be filled by either the selector or its
trace. Notice that the surface type structures assigned~ to sentences like
(52b) and (54b) are different from those assigned by virtually any other
theory, even those which derive the sentences syntactically (e.g. 'Old
Style' Transformational Grarmnar, Marantz (1984)) due to the presence of the
null structure. The respecting of a strong Projection Principle is a
distinctive characteristic of my theory.15
In closing, I point out that there is a creative tension between the
Projec~ion Principle and the Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis;
together they ccnstrain the theory and make i t interesting. (he
consequence of the Projection Principle is that certain conceivable
transformational processes (e.g. Raising to Object (Chomsky 1981)) are
ruled out in principle; transformations cannot modify syntactic structure
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beyond a well-defined point. However, it is possible to escape much of the
empirical bite of the Projection Principle by claiming that structures such
as causatives and applicatives are in fact base generated, with identical
structures throughout the syntax. In the limit, this process would force
all such grammatical relationships into the lexicon. There explanation of
their properties would still be necessary at that level and nothing is
gained. In effect, the Projection Principle is thereby emptied of
explanatory content. The UTAH, on the other hand, leads away from base
generation in many cases. Yet unless the power of the transformational
component is limited by principles like the Projection Principle, it makes
little difference what D-structure is assigned to a given form, because
anything could rappen 00 route to the in1:erpretedlevels of PF and LF. In
this case, the UTAH would ha.ve Ii ttle explanatory content. However, in a
theory which ccntains both, each provides checks against the the
undisciplined avoiding of the other. This is the kind of creative tension
from which deep and true explanations can arise. Thus, a linguistic theory
is stronger if it contains both in balance.
1.4.3 Movement, Government, and the ECP
Up to this point, I have developed D-structure in such a way that what
constitutes a single morphologically complex unit on the surface may in
fact be a combination of things which are independent constituents at
D-structure for principled reasons. Furthermore, I have clarified
S-structure and the Projection Principle so that it is clear wmt the
representational consequences of such a situation will be at tha"t level.
The stage is thus set for giving analyses of linguistic phenomena in terms
of syntactic Incorporation. The next step is to investigate the notion
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that Incorporation is in fact the syntactic movement of an X-a level
category. Wi thin the GB framework, this is not a vague or meaningless
claim. The term 'movement' here is properly interpreted as a technical
term; it means that Incorporation is a subcase of the generalized
transformation 'Move Alpha' --in particular, the 8ubcase where the
'bar-level' feature of alpha is taken to be zero. This then makes the
claim that significant generalizations are captured by saying that
Incorporation is fundamentally the same process as more familiar and well
studied instances of 'Move Alpha', such as NP-movemen t in rai sing, or
wh-movement in question formation. Based on his study of these latter
cases, Chomsky (1981:55ff) discovers the folloWing properties of the
'Move-Alpha 1 relation as it holds between a trace and its c-commanding
antecedent:
(59) (i) The trace is (properly) governed.
[i.e. it is subject to the ECP]
( ii) The antecedent of the trace is not in a
theta-position.
(iii) The antecedent-trace relation satisfies the
subjacency condi-tion.
All of these properties a~e not true of other, superficially similar
linguistic relationships, such as the construal relation that holds between
PRO and i ts antecedent, as Chomsky shows. Thus, they can be taken as a
valid characterization--perhaps in part a definition--of the movement
relation. Hence, if Incorporation is in fact movement in the technical
sense, we expect i t to obey these three condi tions.
Consider first property (59ii). For XP movement, this has the
consequence that NPs can never move into an' object position, and can only
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move into the subject position when the VP assigns no theta role to that
position, as in unaccusative verbs and raising verbs. In fact, this
property does not need to be stipulated independently; it follows from the
Theta Criterion (40), which implies a biunique relationship between theta
roles assigned by i terns and phrases that need theta roles. If an NP moved
from a position where a theta role is assigned to another such position, it
would thereby be associated with two theta roles, in violation of this
condition. Following Koopman's (1983) discussion of Verb movement, I
observe that the movement of theta role assigners must obey the same
constraint as the movement of theta role receivers in this regard: if a
theta role assigner moved from a position where it assigns a theta role to
one argument to a posi tion where it assigns that theta role to another
argtnnent the biuniqueness between theta roles and arguments is again
broken. This time, the other half of the Theta Criterion is violated.
Thus, the notion I theta-position I in (59ii) is to be interpreted--somewhat
more broadly than Chomsky intended--as I posi tion from which a theta role is
assigned' as well as 'posi tion to which a theta role is assigned.' In
other words, a theta-position is any position which is relevant to the
establishment of thematic relationships. A glance at the putative
Incorporation structures in (57) and (58) shows that they satisfy this
property of movement; the antecedent of the trace is in a posi tion which is
(Chomsky) adjoined to a lexical item--surely not in general a position of
either ~heta role assignment or reception. In fact, given that XI-theory
holds at D-structure, adjoined positions in general will not exist at this
level, where the set of thematically relevant positions is defined (cf.
Jackendoff (1977), Stowell (1981)).
More interesting is the question of whether the Incorporation type X-a
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movement must satisfy condi tion (59i): i.e. whether the trace that such a
movement leaves is subject to the ECP. (he may think of the ECP
intuitively as a requirement that the posi tion (and perhaps the content) of
a phonetically null trace must be strictly locally identified, either by an
i tern that theta marks it or by the antecedent itself. In fact, there seems
to be a strict locality condition on Incorporation that comes to mind in
this connec"tion. Travis (1984:131) gives this condition shape in terms of
the following constraint on what I have called incorporation structures
(based on observations about Germanic Verb and INFL movement together with
the ideas on Noun Incorporation in Eaker (1984)):
(60) Head Movement Constraint (HMC)
An X-a may only move into the Y-o which properly
governs it.
Notice that each of the putative Incorporation cases introduced so far
(section 1 .2) obeys this condition: in (34b) a verb moves into the verb
that governs it; in (36b) a preposition moves into the verb that governs
it; in (32b) a noun does the same. I wiliput off the task of establishing
that this is true in general, and fo[' the time being will assume that the
HMC is a descriptively correct generalization. Note, however, that as an
independent principle of grammar, it is suspicious. In particular, it
makes use of the notion 'proper government', which is the hallmark of the
ECP. I wi 11 endeavor to show too t the HMC can be der i ved fr om the ECP, and
in fact it is simply the empirical evidence that traces of X-a movement are
subject to this principle, just as all other traces of movement are. In
order to do this, some particular assumptions are necessary_
Assume that the trace of an X-a known to exist by the Projection
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Principle as discussed in section 1.4.2 must be properly governed. This
means that it must be governed by an element which is eithel" theta-indexed
with it (i.e. a head) or by an element which is identification-indexed
wi th it (i.e. an antecedent). Now suppose that X-a level categories are
never theta marked by an argument taker; only the XP level categories which
they head are. This makes sense from a number of perspectives. Formally,
it is in a way implied by the combination of X' theory and Theta theory: by
X' theory only XP level categories can be sisters of (complements of) a
lexical head, and by Theta theory (direct) theta marking takes place 1IDder
sisterhood. Thus, XPs are theta marked and not X-o' s.c From a semantic
viewpoin't, this also makes sense. To take a particular example, the
linguistic relation of theta marking as i t holds between a verb and a
nominal phrase is supposed to correspond to a given semantic relationship
that holds between the referent of the nominal expression and the action or
state type named by the ver'b. 16 Now i"t is the categor'Y NP which is
typically used to refer, and not the category N. Thus, it is reasonable to
say that the V theta marks the NP but not the r~. This can be illustra ted
with the following trivial example:
(61) I finally found [[someone] who really cares about me].
Here the point is obviously not that the speaker located anyone in
general--the potential referent of the head N taken on its own--but rather
a very particular person--the referent of the NP as a whole, including the
restrictive relative. Thus, XPs can be theta marked but Xs cannot.
Formally, this can be represented by saying that theta indexes are
initially assigned to the XP node under sisterhood as above, and
stipulating that theta indexes do not percolate to the head X-a of that XP,
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al though other types of indexing do percolate. This has the implication
that the trace of an X-a can never be properly governed by a lexical head
since it will never bear a theta index. It then follows from the ECP that
it must be governed by its antecedent. This consequence can be stated in
the following form:
(62) An X-a must govern its trace. «== ECP)
Given that X-a movement must leave a trace, (62) will be logically
eqUivalent to (60) if it can be shown that an X-a will govern its former
posi tian if and only if it appears in a position where it is united wi th a
Y-o which governs the XP that X headed at D-structure.
For an X-o (or any category) to govern i ts trace, i t ha.s to meet two
conditions, in accordance with the defini tion of government giyen in (41).
The first is that it must c-conmand its trace. Consider the abstract
Incorporatioo structure given in (63):
(61 ) yp
/ \
y* XP
/ \ I \Xi. Y t l ZP •••
The central idea of the c-command relation is that the first branching node
of a particular type that dominates the c-commander must also dominate the
node to be c-commanded (cf. Reinhart 1976). The question then is whether
the zero level node y* COtmts as a branching node of the relevant type for
c-command: if it does, X will not c-cammand its trace; if it does not, it
will. Clearly, we must assume that it does not in order to allow
Incorpora~ian structures at all. The intuitive idea is that branching
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structure with in a X-a level item is simply not relevant with respect to
syntactic relations such as c-conmand. This can be formally accomplished
in a number of ways; perhaps the easiest is to assume tha.t branching X-a
structures are interpreted in accordance with the following convention:
(64) The indexes of the parts of an X-a category count as
indexes of the X-a category itself.
This convention is essentially iden~ical to that assumed by Borer
(1983:35f) her analysis of clitics.17 Given this, the identification index
of X wo~ld be considered an index of y* as well, and y* certainly
c-commands the trace of X. Thus, this requirement for government is
satisfied in an incorporation structure. en this view, it is technically
the complex category y* = X+Y which will be the c-commander and proper
governor of the trace, but crucially by virtue of the fact that it contains
the antecedent. Thus, I will often speak as if it were the an·tecedent
itself that governs the trace.
The second requirement that must be met in order for an X-a to govern its
trace is the locality requirement proper: there must be no barrier category
which intervenes between the two, where the notion of barrier is introduced
by Chomsky (1985). Chomsky has the insight that wha"t counts as barrier to
government between two nodes must be made relative to those nodes
themselves. Thus, consider the following s"tructures:
(65) a. John decided [S' e [8 PRO to [vp see the movie]]]
b. John preferred [S' for [8 Mary to [VP see the movie]]]
c. How. did John want [S' t*: [S PRO to [vp fix the car t.]]]
l l l
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In (65a) , decide must not govern the embedded subject position, since PRO
can appear in this position. Therefore, either S' or S (or both) must be a
barrier to government here. Nevertheless, S cannot be a barrier to
government in (65b) , because the complementizer for assigns Case to the
subject and must therefore govern it across the S boundary. Furthermore,
S' cannot be a barrier to government in (65c) , because t~e wh-word how must
properly govern its trace in COMP across this boundary, following Lasnik
and saito (1984). Therefore , neither S' nor S can be inherently a barr ier
to government; me of them must be a barrier in (63a) relative to the
particular positions of the elements involved in some sense.
In this context, Chomsky considers two distinct notions of what creates a
barrier for government, both of which have roots in the literature. Q1e is
that maximal projections of certain kinds block government (cf. AOlm and
Sportiche 1983); Chomsky proposes that in fact it is maximal projections
which are not theta marked arguments that create barriers. The second idea
is a 'minimality' one, in whic~ government between two nodes A and B is
blocked if there is another lexical head C which is closer to B than A is
(of . Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980), Reuland (1983)). en thi s idea, we
might say that a category which contains such a C and B but not A. is causes
a barrier between A and B. Chomsky explores both notions to some degree,
but does not ul timate chose between them. In fact, if the Head Movement
Constraint is correct and is a reflection of the ECP, we have evidence that
both notions are necessary. Thus, suppose that both (66b) and (66c) are
impossible Incorporations, where the links represent the theta marking
relationships (for evidence that this is true, see sections 2.1,3.1,4.1):
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(66) a. [yp Xi + Y [xp t i Zp]]
-
,_/
b. *[yp Xi + Y [xp t i Zp] ]
c. *[yp Zi + Y [xp X [Zp t i ]]]
\_/ \_/
Here structure (66b) would be ruled out given the first notion of
barrierhood, since' XP' is a non-theta marked category intervening between
x (or X+Y) and the trace. The second noti.oo would not rule it out,
however. (Xl the other hand, structure (66c) is ruled out by the second
notion of barrierhood, but not -the first: both XP and ZP are theta marked
and hence not barriers in the first sense, but XP does contain the trace
and a lexical head but not the antecedent, and is therefore a barrier in
the second sense. Thus both notions seem to be required; nei ther is
redU1dant. As it stands, this is rather unattrac"tive conceptually.
Fortunately, the two conditions can in fact be reduced to a single
condition in a simple way: in Chomsky's definition, the notion 'barrier' is
relative only to the governed element B; I propose to replace this notion
with one that makes the notion of barrier dOUbly relativized with respect
to both A and B in the following way:
(67) The maximal projection C is a (government) baerier
between A and B if and only if C contains B, C does not
contain A, and C is not theta indexed (with A).
Let us see how this definition gives the right results with respect to the
abstract test cases in (66). In (66a), the only maximal projection which
contains X+Y but not t is 'XP' J so this is the only potential barrier.
However, this category is theta indexed wi th Y and hence also wi th X+Y
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given (64); thus is not in fact a barrier between the two. Hence X+Y
governs t. In (66b), the potential barrier XP is not coindexed with Y (or
anything else) and thus is an actual barrier. Hence, government is blocked
between X+Y and the t~ace, and this structure will be mgrammatical by the
ECP. Finally, in (66c) both XP and ZP are potential barriers. XP is theta
indexed with 2+Y via Yand therefore is not a barrier; ZP however, although
theta indexed, is theta indexed with X and not with Y or Z+Y. Therefore, it
is a barrier between 2+Y and the trace, a1though not between X and the
trace. This is how the minimality condition is encoded into (67); A will
never theta mark the potential barrier unless that barrier is a sister of A
by Theta theory, so any more distant potential barrier will always be an
actual barr iet' • The resul t is that X is not coindexed with the trace, so
it is not a proper governor, and 2+Y (although coindexed with it) does not
govern it, so it is not a proper governor either. Therefore, (66c) is also
lIlgranmatical by the ECP, as desired. 'rhus we see that the defini tion of
government in (41) together with the definition of barrier in (67) gives
the correct range of cansequences in a conceptually unified fashion.
several remarks are in order ~ith respect to (67):
First, it is necessary to understand the phrase 'C contains B' in this
definition as 'e contains or is equal to 8' rather than 'e properly
contains B.' Tne empirical consequence of this is that in a structure like:
(68) [yp y [xp X [Zp Z ]]]
\_/ \_/
Y will not only fail to govern Z, but also ZP--the ZP node itself will be a
barrier for each. In this way, we achieve the result of Eelletti and Rizzi
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(1981 ), that if Y governs a phrase XP it governs the head of that phrase X
but no other category in the phrase. This will be required for certain
case theory and Binding theory facts in section 2.2. Perhaps it is
unintuitive to think of a category as being a barrier between some other
category and it itself, but the actual definition gives the correct results
in a straightforward way.18 The word 'barrier' may be unfortunate in this
respect, but I will maintain it for the sake of consistency with Chomsky
(1985) •
The second remark to be made about (67) is with respect to the
parentheses. Q1e of the goals of Chomsky (1985) is to use essentially the
same notion of barrier in both government theory and bounding theory, such
that if the path between two nodes crosses one barrier government is
blocked, if it crosses two barriers a sUbjacency violation results.
Chomsky notes that it is reasonable to expect a minimality condi tion to
hold on government but not on bolmding theory. Thus (67) defines two
slightly different but intimately related notions of barrier: one, without
the parenthesized phrase which induces minimality, which is relevant to the
Bounding theory; and one, with the parenthesized phrase, which is relevant
to Government theory.
The third remark to be made about (67) is that in some cases it
determines a different set of barriers to government from Chomsky's
definition. For example, in (65a) both aCCO\IDts agree- that it is crucially
the presence of the two nodes S' and S between the verb and the PRO that
causes one of them to be a barr ier; the difference is that for Chomsky i t
is S' that becomes the barrier and given (67) it is S that formally does
the blocking. In this case, however, the effect is the same. Indeed, this
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is true of most other such cases. Since the difference between the two
formulations is in no way fmdamental to the idea behind (67), 19 I will not
explore the possibility of distinguishing the two notions empirically.
Returning to the major theme, we now successfully derive the Head
Movement Constraint en X--o movement from the Einpty Ca.tegory Principle. The
pieces fi t together into the following formal proof. Suppose that an X-a
'X' moves into an X-a 'Y' that -theta marks (= properly governs) XP. Then
the complex category X+Y will govern the trace of X, since the only.
intervening maximal projection is XP. XP is not a barrier between X+Y and t
because by hypothesis it is theta indexed with Y, and therefore with X+Y
given (64). X+Y is also identification indexed with t since X is, again by
(64). Thus, X+Y both governs and is coindexed with t; therefore it
properly governs t, and the ECP is satisfied. Thus movement of an X-o into
a Y-o which properly governs the XP that the X-a heads is permitted. Now
suppose that X-a moves anywhere else, say to a Y which is not theta marked
with the XP that X heads. The only elements which are identification
indexed with the trace are X and X+Y; yet nei ther of these will govern the
trace. The reason is that XP, which noW' contains the trace but not X or
X+Y, is by hypothesis not theta indexed with Y. Therefore it is not theta
indexed with X or X+Y either, and it will always be a government barrier
bet\Yeen these and the trace. It follows that the -trace can never be
antecedent governed. Nei theI" can it be lexically governed, since it is an
X-a level category and J as discussed above, X-a categor ies never bear theta.
indexes. Therefore, the trace cannot be properly governed at all, and ECP
is violated. Hence it is forbidden for the X-a to move anywhere but to the
Y-o that properly governs its projection. Thus, the Head Movement
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Constraint (60) follows entirely from the ECP. Now, we are justified in
interpreting the fact that X-a movemen-c obeys the HMe as showing that the
trace of X-a movement in fact is subject to the ECP. In other words,
Incorporation crucially does have property (59i), the first of the
characteristic properties of the 'Mbve Alpha' relationship, as well as
property (59ii).
There is an impor~t empirical point to be made here, in addition to the
conceptual points. We predict that the pattern of movement of X-a's and
the pattern of movemen-c of XPs should be parallel in certain respects,
since both are determined in part by the same principle, the ECP. This
will be masked somewhat for argument XPs, because they. unlike X-o's, can
be properly governed by the local head that theta marks them, thereby
satisfying the ECP in a way which is unavailable to X-a's. Adjunct XP
phrases, however, have no theta marker by hypothesis. Therefore their
traces, like those of X-o's, must be governed by the antecedent, and we
predict that the two will have similar distribution in certain ways. In
fact, this is true. It is possible to wh-move adjtn1cts under certain
conditions:
(69) a. I fixed the car in a careful manner.
b. In what manner did you fix the car?
Following Chomsky (1985), I assume that, at least in the case of adjuncts,
wh-phrases can move through a position adjoined to VP on their way to
COMP. Thus, (69b) will have an S-structure approximately like (68):
(70) [In what manner] i did you [vp t i [VP fix [the car] t i ]
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Here, the movement from the VP internal position to the VP adjoined
position is parallel to the very strictly local movement allowed in X-a
movement, illustrated in (66a). Ch the other hand, it is quite impossible
to ex tract an adjt.nct out of an adjlD1ct clause (cf. Huang 1982, I..asnik and
Saito 1984):
(71) *In what manner did you leave [before fixing the car t]
The full structure of this clause will be somethLYlg like:
(72) [In what manner]. did you ...
I
[vp til' [VP leave [3' before PRO [vp til [VP fixing the car t i ]]]
Here the structure is ungrammatical because t" fails to govern t', since
the intervening Sf node is not theta indexed and hence a barrier between
the two traces. This is directly parallel to the fact that it is
tmpossible to move X-a's out of adjuncts (66b). MOreover, it is also
impossible to move an adjunct if it is embedded one level further, even in
a complement, when that complement is headed by another lexical item. Thus
compare (from Huang 1982:564) :20
(73) a. Of which city did you [wi tness [the destruction t]]?
b. Of whom did you [bUy [the pic"tUres t]]?
(74) a. *00 whiCh table did you [ t [bUy [the books t]]]?
b. *From which city did you t [meet [the man t]]]?
In the sentences in (73), the PP is a complement of the object NP;
therefore its trace is properly governed by the head N, and the structures
are acceptable. In (74), however, "the PP is an adjunct of the NP and hence
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i t must be governed by i ts antecedent. The nearest that an antecedent can
be is in the position adjoined to VP. Here the object NP category contains
the initial trace but excludes the adjoined trace. Moreover, even though
this NP is theta indexed, it is certainly not theta indexed with the
adjoined trace; hence according to the definition in (67), NP is a barrier
to government. 'Ihus, the sentences in (74) are correctly ruled out by the
ECP on this account, crucially by the added minimality phrase of (67).
This case is directly parallel to the fact that X-a movement is impossible
when the trace is separated from its antecedent by one extra phrasal node,
even if that phrase is a complement (66c). '!hus, this range of evidence
from adjunct extraction gives independent evidence for the theory of
government that includes the dOUbly relativized notion of barrier in (67).
More importantly, we have discovered a deep similarity between the
distribution of Incorporation and that of XP movement, thereby confirming
the hypothesis that Incorporation does in fact involve the same relation
'Move alpha' .21
The final property of 'Move Alpha' which we expect to appear in
Incorporation processes is that Incorporation should respect the subjaoency
condition· (59iii). In fact, this requirement is vacuous, because the ECP
induces a strictly stronger locality condition on ~-o movement already, as
we have seen. Subjacency says that a movement cannot cross more than one
barrier (cf. Chomsky 1985), but if an X-a moves over even one barrier its
trace will never be properly governed. Thus, we can assume that
Incorporation is in fact subject to Subjacency, but this condition will
always be redundant, just as it is for the wh-extraction of adjuncts
(Chomsky 1985) and (at least for the most part) in NP-movement (cf.
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Marantz 1982).
In conclusion, we have seen that Incorporation can be fully subsumed as a
special case of the general transformational rule 'M:Jve Alpha'. The main
empirical consequence is that it makes it possible to de~ive the
distribution of Incorporation--as described by the Head Movement
Constraint--in terms of the ECP, thereby also capturing parallelisms with
the distribution of wh-movement. The explanatory benefits of this will be
seen to be many in later chapters; ultimately this will provide the
explanation for why one certain GF changing processes are possible. In
what follows I will sometimes continue to refer to the HMe for cIeri ty and
convenience, but it should be kept in mind that this is not a basic
principle of Universal Grammar, but rather a derived consequence of it.
1.4.4 The Government Transparency Corollary
The concepts and conventions defined in the last subsection have a
further consequence that will be of fmdamental importance in this work:
the consequence that Grarmnatical Functions (appear to) change in
Incorporation structures Consider once again an abstact example such as
that in (75b) , and compare it with the parallel structure without
Incorporation in (75a), where the theta indexing are explicitly
represented:
(75) a. yp
/ \
Yj~XPj
/ \
Xi~ZPi
I
I
Z
b. yp
/ \
y* XPj
/ \?l \
Xi Yj ti ZPi
~0'l1
Z
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In the last subsection we discussed (75a) and concluded that Y governs into
XP to govern X, but i t does not govern ZP; ZP, since i t is not theta
indexed with Y, is a government barrier for itself. There is a crucial
difference in (75b), however. Here the parallel lexical category y* again
governs the head of XP, proper1y governing the trace in that position .
However, our principles imply that Y* also governs ZP in "this
configuration. 'Ibis can be stated in the following terms:
(76) The Government Transparency Corollary (GTe)
A lexical category which has an i tern incorporated into it
governs everything which the incorporated ~tem governed in its
original structural position.
By standard convention, I assume that when a category moves, it both
carries its indexes with it and leaves them on its trace. Thus, in
partiCUlar, when X moves onto Y in (75b),_ it carries the theta index that
it shares with ZP with it. Independently of convention, this is probably a
necessary assumption for the Theta Criterion to be satisfied at LF--there
every theta assigner (of which X is one) must be theta indexed with an
argument. Now by convention (64), this theta index of X will be considered
to be a theta index of the containing lexical category y* = X+Y, just as
the theta index of Y is. This implies that neither of the maximal
projections tm't intervene between y* and ZP will be a gover-nment barrier
between the two: XP is theta indexed with y* = X+Y via Y; ZP is theta
indexed with y* = X+Y via X. Y* certainly c-cornmands ZP, and it follows
that y* governs ZP. tJow, (75b) is the structure that is derived from (75a)
by the Incorporation of X. Thus we see that X-a movement automatically
changes the government properties of a structure in the way described in
(76), simply by virtue of the fact that it, like all movement, induces a
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coindexing relationship between two distinct nodes. (76) is called
'Government Transparency' because intuitively i t says tha t an XP becomes
transparent/invisible for the purposes of government when its head is
incorporated. This conclusion follows automatically from the very same
principles that were seen to make Incorporation possible in the' first
place; thus the theoretical framework captures the fact that Government
Transparency is an essential property of Incorporation.
The GTe is of fillldamental importance because i t explains the fact that
GF-changing phenomena as cha.racterized in section 1.1 are inherently
associated wi th Incorporation. Take again one of our introductory examples
of Incorporation: Noun Incorportion in Mohawk:
(77) a. ka-rakv ne [sawatis hrao-nuhs-a?].
3N-white John 3M-hoU5e=suf
I John's house is white.'
b. hrao-nuhs-rakv ne [sawatis t].
3M-house=white John
'John's house is white.'
(=32)
Here the unincorporated sentence (77a) includes exactly the structure of
(75a), while the incorporated sentence has that of (75b), where the verb
-rakv 'white' is 'Y', the noun -nuhs- 'house' is 'X', and the rw sawatis
'John' is 'ZP'. Now assume, following standard assumptions, that a verb
can only agree with an NP which it governs. Then the GTe immediately
explains the peculiar shift in verbal agreement between (77a) and (77b): in
the unincorporated structure (77a) the verb does not govern the possessor
and hence cannot show masculine agreement wi th it; if, however, the
intervening head is incorporated as in (77b) , it does govern the possessor,
and agreement with that possessor is possible. In other words, the
possessor comes to have a canonical object property of Mohawk as an
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automatic side effect of the incorporation, thereby giving the appearance
of Possessor Raising--ane of the core GF-changing processes of section
1 .1 .2.22 Recall from section 1.3.3 that grammatical function names in GB
can be defined relative to a particular subtheory of the framework, because
of the framework's modular structure. Thus, we can say that' Jom' changes
from a possessor to an object of the matrix verb with respect to
government, even though it does not change GFs at all with respect to X'
theory (the standard definition of the GFs in the work of Chomsky). More
generally, we predict that such a phrase stranded by incorporation will
always come to behave like an object of the higher verb with respect to the
Government theory module, and those modules which are directly dependent on
it (notably Case theory), al though it does not change status wi th respect
to X' theory and those modules dependent on it. Thus, it will appear that
the GFs change, although only partially so. This fact, which makes sense
only with the GB type notion of the nature of grammatical functions, will
be the root cause of the idiosyncracies· of GF changing processes described
in section 1.1.5 In fact. the Government Transparency Corollary will be the
pillar of my explanation of the so-called Grammatical Function changing
phenomena at large.
1.4.5 The Place of MOrphology
The last general issue about the framework that must be addressed with
respect to Incorporation is how the theory of Morphology relates to the
theory of syntax. This has been a topic of rather lively debate in recent
years: see, for example, Anderson (1983), Pranka (1983), Fabb (1984),
Sproat (in preparation), and lJarantz (1984), (1985) for a variety of
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views. The view which I will adopt is one with essentially the same
content as that which emerges from the work of Marantz: I claim that
morphology is in effect another subtheory, with a status roughly on a par
with the established 5ubtheories of principles of Government-Binding theory
as enlUDerated in section 1.3.2. As SUCh, Morphology theory (as we ma.y call
i -c) can be characterized as the theory of what happens when a complex
structure of the form [z X + Y ] is formed. In this way, it is parallel
-0
to (say) the Binding Theory, which is the theory of structures of the form
[ NPi ... NPi ' ], where the index is a referential index. Morphology
theory's responsibility is twofold: first, it has the task of determining
whether a structure daninated by an X-a level category is grannnatical or
not in a given language; second, if the structure is well-formed it has the
responsibili ty of assigning ita phonological shape. Thus, Morphology
theory potentially includes whatever principles, Universal or particular,
determin_e the level ordering effects of Seigel (1974) and Allen (1978);
principles of the strict (phonological) cycle; principles of morphological
subcategorization and feature percolation such as those of Lieber (1980);
or whatever else in this general domain proves relevant. Probably,
Morphology theory also has at its disposal a simple list of forms in order
to deal with phonological exceptions and suppletions of various kinds.
Allor many of the various functions listed above have been for the last
15 years or so been generally restricted to the lexicon (since Chomsky 1970
and the Lexicalist Hypothesis). I am using the term lexicon in a specific
sense, however, as a defined level of granmar at which the inherent
properties of lexical items are represented; in particular, those
properties which are atomic from the point of view of other levels (cf.
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Fabb 1984). Morphology theory, in contrast, is like the other subtheories
in that it is somewhat freed from inherent association wi th anyone
particular level of description, al though it may of course contain
pr inciples which make specific reference to a given level. In this way, it
can be compared, for example, to Government theory, which includes both the
definition of government--relevant to all syntactic levels levels--and the
constrain~ ECP, which holds specifically at LF. Similar remarks are in
order with respect at least to Case theory and perhaps the Binding theory.
Thus, I will assume many of the constraints of Morphology theory simply
have the same consequences for an X-o and a Y-o that combine to form a
category of zero bar level, regardless of the level at which the
combination takes place. In particular , it becomes na tural from this
perspective to have the same morphological principles apply when two
morphemes come together in the lexicon in the standard way, and when
similar (or the same) morphemes come together in the syntax as a result of
Incorporation.
In fact, this seems to be the usual case in language. To take a simple
example, consider the morpheme -ir in the Bantu lang~e C'nichewa. As we
have seen in (27) above, this is the characteristic morpheme of the
applicative construction in this language, which I propose to analyze as
Preposition Incorporation (section 1 .2, cf. chapter 4). It appears in
structures like the following:
(78) a. Msangala"tsi a-ku-yend-a ndi ndodo.
entertainer SP-pres-walk-asp with stick
'The entertainer walked with a stick.'
b. Msangalatsi a-ku-yend-er-a ndodo.
entertainer SP-pres-waIk-~-aspstick
''The entertainer walked with a stick.'
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(79) a. Mbalame zi-ma-uluk-a ndi mapiko.
birds SP-hab-fly-asp with wings
I Birds fly with (using) wings.'
b. Mbalame zi-ma-uluk-ir-a ma.piko
birds SP-hab-fly-aEEj-asp wings
'Birds fly with (using wings. '
Here the underlined applicative morpheme in the (b) sentences is associated
with a clear, semantically transparent instrumental thema.tic role (the one
assigned to the postverbal NP); the same role which is canonically assigned
to [NP, PP] in this and other languages, as shown by the (a) sentences.
'!hus, the Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis implies that this
morpheme must be an independent constituent at D-structure, and hence the
(b) sentences are derived by (p) Incorporation. Hence, the verb and the
affix must together in the syntax in these sentences. Now compare the
following sentences from the same language:
(80) a. Mkango u-ku-yend-er-a anyani.
lion SP-pres-walk~-aspbaboons
, The lion is inspecting the baboons.'
b. Mkango u-ku-yend-a ndi anyani.
lion SP-pres-walk-asp with baboons
*' The lion is inspecting the baboons'
(OK 'The lion is walking with the baboons.' )
(81) a. Mtolankhani a-ku-thamang-ir-a chiphadzuwa.
journalist sp-pres-~un-aE7l-aspbeauty
'The journalist ran toward pursued the beautiful woman.'
b. Mtolankhani a-ku-thamang-a ndi chiphadzuwa.
journalist SP-pres-run-asp with beauty
*' The jOill'nalist ran toward/pursued the beautiful woman.'
(OK 'The journalist ran with the beautiful woman.')
The verbs in the (a) sentences contain a recognizable morpheme very similar
in shape to the applicative morpheme; yet in these ~ses there is no
consistent semantically transparent theta role associated with its
appearance--and certainly not a prepositional theta role--as a comparison
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with the corresponding (b) sentences shows. Rather, the theta role
assigned to the postverbal NP in these sentences must simply be listed in
the lexicon as an idiosyncratic property of the forms -yend-er- and
-thamang-ir-. Thus, given the UTAH and the Projection Principle, the two
morphemes in these words must not be independent -consti tuents at any
syntactic level. '!hus, the verbal affix in these structures must be a
simple derivational transitivizing affix, which combines with verbs in the
lexicon. Now, one mayor may not want to identify this affix
synchronically wi th the one that appears in (78b) , (79b). Either way,
however, the two sha.re a property tha.t certainly must be captured by the
grammar: both occur in two forms -ir - and ~' as the examples show.
Which form appears is determined in both cases by a simple rule of vowel
harmony--the form with tense Iii appears after verb stems whose last vowel
is terise (/i/, lui, or la/); the form with lax /el after verb stems whose
last vowel is lax <lei or /0/). Mbreover this rule of vowel harmony is a
very general cne in Chicheva. '!he very same morphological principle is at
work in determining the shape of combinations formed in the lexicon and in
determining the shape of combinations formed in the syntax. Further
examples of this will be abundant in the chapters that follow. This
situation argues in favor of the view that Morphology is simply the theory
of the shape of structures dominated by an X-o level node, independently of
how or where this structure is formed; such a view is equipped to explain
these similarities without duplicating rules or principles.
A further virtue of this approach to the relationship between morphology
and syntax is that it allows principles which are fundamentally
morphological principles to determine syntactic structure in various ways.
In this way, Morphology theory is again parallel to other subtheories such
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as Case theory and Binding theory, whose requirements either force or
forbid certain movements in the syntax. This can come about in a variety
of ways.
The most important effect which Morphology Theory has on syntax is that
i t filters out various impossible Incorporations. '!bus, I Move Alpha' can
be allowed to apply freely, but if it generates an X-a level structure
which Morphology rules illformed or to which it fails to assign a
phonological shape, the structure as a whole will be tn'lgrammatical. Thus,
Incorporation processes need not be absolutely productive, since an
idiosyncratic gap in a morphological paradigm will suffice to block the
incorporation from taking place. Moreover, this gives us a way of
answer ing cer tain questions about language vat' iation . For example, i t can
be a consistent morphological property of a language that it has no
productive compounds of the form:
(82) v
/ \
N V
[+ tense]
Ehglish, in fact, has just this property. 23 Then if the fobrphology
component of a language rules out structures like (82) derived in the
lexicon, it will also rule out such structures derived in the syntax,
thereby making Noun Incorporation impossible in the language. Thus, we
have the begirmings of an explanation of what i t means to say that Ehglish
lacks Noun Incorporation but Mohawk has it, without claiming that there
exists an explicit rule of Noun Incorporation which a language can either
have or lack. Finally, we can use this to explain why the position of
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adjunction to a X-a category is normally a possible landing site for X-o
movement, but not for XP movement. It is a natural principle of morphology
to block syntactic phrases inside a word. Thus, for example, one cannot
normally form Ehglish compounds such as 'eat-lunch-in-parks-hater' , meaning
'one who hates eating lunch in parks' because of a principle such as this.
This could be expressed as:
(83) * X-a
I
I
X-n, where n is grea-cer than 0
This Morphological wellformedness condition, which blocks the creation of
impossible compounds in the lexicon, would also then block the same
structure from being formed in the syntax, thereby ruling out adjunction to
X-a as a valid landing site for XP-movement. This then has the consequence
that 'phrase incorporation' will generally not be allowed in natural
language, a positive~result (e.g. cf. section 2.2).
This fil tering function of morphology can take place in the opposite way
as well. Lieber (1980) claims that affixes are specified for all of the
same types of features as independent words are, including category. I am
accepting this conclusion (at least for a range of cases) in a strong \Ya.y
when I assume that elements which appear as affixes on the surface can head
phrases and assign theta roles in exactly the same way as normal words do
at the level of D-structure (section 1.4.1). The difference between affixes
and words then, according to Lieber, is simply that affixes must attach to
a word--clearly a morphological requirement. Then, if an item is specified
as being an affix, but is generated independently at D-structure in
accordance with the UTAH, that item will obligatorily have to undergo X-a
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movement to adjoin to some other X-a; failure to do so will resul t in a
structure which violates a principle of Morphology theory. This notion
will be presupposed in section 2.4, and developed in more detail in section
3.2. Thus, we see how Morphology theory can make Incorporation obligatory
in some cases, and forbidden in others, even though the movement process is
itself, as al\-BYs, tecmically optional.
Finally, we can appeal to Morphology Theory to close one remaining gap in
our derivation of the Head Movement Constraint from the ECP. In section
1.4.3, it was shown that a structure such as (84) is ruled out by the ECP:
(84) *yp
/ \
y- XP
/ \ ; \
Zi Y X zp
I
I
t ·t
However, a priori there would be another possible derivation that would
result in the same impossible surface string as (84) but without Violating
the ECP: namely having Z undergo a type of successive cyclic movement
through a posi tion adjoined to X. This would yield:
(85) *yp
/ \
y- XP
/ \ : \
z· y X-Zp
t / \ \
ti. X t l
This derivation can plausibly be ruled out by Morphology theory. It is
obvious that 'Move alpha' cannot in general move a part of a word to some
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other par-t of the string. This part of the old Lexical Integrity
Hypothesis still seems true. 'Ihis can be captured in terms on an obvious
principle of MOrphology theory such as:
(86) *[X ••• t .... ]
-0 1
In other words, a trace can never be dominated by a zero level category,
meaning that there are no traces inside words. This principle, of
independent value, will rule out structure (85): the category X- violates
the constraint. Now, the HMC does truly follow from the ECP.
It should be mentioned in this regard that there is still one kind of
'successive cycli~ movement' available to '2' in order for it to appear
farther from its intial trace than is usually possible: the whole derived
category X- can incorporate into its governor Y, yielding a structure such
as:
(87) *yp
/ \
y- XP
/ \ : \
X- Y t· .. Zp
/ \ ~ :
z- X· t-
t J l
.•~
Here no morphological pr inciples are violated. Moreover, since A is
coindexed with the trace of Z (by (64)), when it moves it will leave a copy
of this index behind on i ts trace. Hence, the (or iginal) trace of Z
continues to be properly governed after the second Incorporation, and ECP
is satisfied. In fact, in the course of our investigation we will find
sentences with substructures such as that in (87) •
Thus, we see how the view of Morphology as a semi-independent system of
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principles rather as than a subpart of the lexicon proper has a number of
attractive consequences. This perspective in turn makes possible an
analysis of GF changing phenomena in terms of Incorporation from the
morphological point of view, since the complex word structures that X-a
movement generates in the syntax can legitimately be coosidered to be
morphological structures in good standing; they have the same status as
lexically formed structure with respect to the Theory of Morphology.
Hence, in a typical case of Incorporation such as:
(88) yp
/ \
y- XP
/ \ I \
X· Y t· ZPl l
.~
the X-a movement simultaneously causes a morphological change--by creating
a new zero level structure Y---and a syntactic change--by creating a new
-indexing between two nodes, thereby causing apparent GF changes by the
GTC. '!hus an Incorporation analysis would explain the fundamental link
betv.reen Grammatical FLmction changing and morphology, thereby answering the
questions raised in section 1.1.3. In the chapters -that follow, I will show
that, for each o~ the GF changing processes considered in its own right,
there is strong empirical evidence for exactly such an analysis of the
process .
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CHAPI'ER ONE: FoarNarES
1. For glossing and transcription conventions, see appendix A.
2. Ih particular, see Keenan (1975). Chomsky (1981) has a critical
discussion on the validity and empirical content of identifying processes
of 'passive' (for exanple) across languaJes. His p:>ints are valid in part,
and will be addressed in what follows.
3. I restrict the domain of inquiry in these ways to focus on what seem to
be 'core' grammatical processes rather than those which are peripheral in
the sense of Chomsky (1981), and to limit the possibility of misanalysis by
individual researchers.
4. The case marking on the subject in (13a), (13b) changes as well; this
however is a normal reflex of the fact that Fskimo employs an ergative case
marking system in which the subject of an intransitive verb bears the same
morphological endings as the object of a transitive verb. This contrasts
with the more familiar accusative case marking system in which the subject
of an intransitive verb bears the same morphological endings as the Subject
of a transi tive verb (as in Latin, for example). For recent discussion of
this case marking difference in frameworks compatible with mine, see B.
Levin (1983), Marantz (1984), J. Levin and Massaro' (1984). 'Ihus, the case
shift on the actor NP is not evidence that its GF has changed, but it is
further evidence that the GF of the patient has changed, such that it is no
longer an object, thereby triggering the intransitive case marking
pattern. Often in the course of this work I will abstract away from this
difference in case marking systems, calling 'nominative' any structural
case assigned to the SUbject and 'accusative' any structural case assigned
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to the object.
5. For exanple, Lawler (1977) argues that the passive in khenese
(Austronesian) has no overt morphology. Mark Durie (personal
communication) claims that what Lawler calls a passive is more properly a
type of topicalization process, however.
6. It is not rare for (say) a special particle to appear on a verb in a
question clause; what is more unusual is for such a particle to reflect the
granmatical function of the questioned phrase with respect to that verb
(but see Chung 1982).
7. See Baker (1985) for discussion of the morphological issues involved
here.
8. An important exception to this is Marantz (1984). Cbmparisons with his
approach will be merle throughout this ~rk. On more current GB approaches
to the phenomena discussed here, see section 6. 3.
9. Here I aSSLmle wi thout argllnent that the stative verb 'be~hitel is
unaccusative in the sense of Perlmutter (1978). See section 2.1.1 for
di scussion.
10. It seems that Case indexing must be included in 'coindexing' as well,
given Exceptional Case Marking structures (Lasnik and Saito 1984).
11. In fact, it is this that will given an explanatory accoLU1t for the
facts that necessarily involve relativizing GFs to strata in Relational
Granmar or taking GFs to be 'cluster concepts' in the terminology of Keenan
(1976) •
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12. In particular ,one lM:)uld need to understand exactly what counts as an
identical thematic relationship. Possibly to be avoided is the result that
Mary must have the same D-structure position in the following two
sentences, since they both imply that Mary came to own the gift as a result
of the event:
(i) a. Mary was given *(t) a nice gift yesterday •
.~ b. Mary received (*t) a nice gift yesterday.
13. In fact, the study of Incorporation will provide more crosslinguistic
evidence in favor of the Unaccusative HypJthesis (section 2.1) and evidence
against Kayne's analysis of dative shift (section 4.3). Kayne later (1983,
chapter 9) extends his analysis of dative shift to include the existance of
a phonetically null preposition governing Sophia in (48b); this part of his
analysis is in fact implied by the UTAH and confinned by incort=oration
evidence (cf. section 4.3.1, 4.4).]
14. Marantz (1984) also assumes a principle which has the consequence of
f~rcing certain items which appear as morphological affixes on the surface
to be independent in underlying syntactic structure (his (7.1)):
If a lexical itan assigns a sanantic role or has an argLlllent
structure [corresponds to 'assigns a theta role'], it is an
independent consti tuent at 1-5 structure [corresp:>nds to
D-structure] •
The UTAH is in a sense stronger than this principle, in that it implies
that theta role receivers as well as theta role assigners must be
independent constituents at D-structure, thus requiring incorp:>ration
..~ analyses of f\bLm IncorPJration, Passive, and Antipassive, as well as of
Causative and Applicative.
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There is also a conceptual similarity between the ~H and the 'Universal
Initial Assignment Hypothesis' of Relational Grammar.
15. Marantz's (1984) derivation of causatives like (SIb) is syntactic and
obeys a projection principle in the loose sense that the surface structure
is related to the underlying, semantically detennined structure.
Nevertheless, in Marantz's framework the relationship need not be--and in
this case crucially is not-full isomorphy of categorial structure.
real semantics. Nevertheless, the point in the text holds.
17. Borer would write (63) in the following fonn:
(i) yp
I \
[ XtY] XP
y* l I \
ti ZP•••
This may make the c-command properties of the structure 51 ightly more
clear, but the interpretation of the two diagrams is exactly the same. As
Marantz (1984:43) points out, some principle is needed just so that the
actual verb like c--conrnands and hence governs its obj ect in spi te of the
intervening node V in an elanentary structure such as (i i) :
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(i i) VP
/ \
v NP
I I
like N
I
John
(64) fills this need as well.
18. For an alternative, see note 19.
19., The basic idea of (67) is to collapse the adjunct-type barriers wi th
minimality type barriers by making reference to the category that theta·
marks the potential barrier in the definition. This can just as easily be
worked into Chomsky's definitions in the following way:
(i) 'C is a (government) blocking category between A and B if
and only if C includes B but is not theta indexed (with A).
(i i) C is a (goverrunent) barrier between A and B if and only
if it excludes A and (a) or (b):
(a) C immediately dominates a D, D a (government) blocking
category between A and B.
(b) C is a (government) blocking category between A and B,
C not of category S.
These definitions without the parenthesized material-~ich again is only
relevant to goverrunent theory-are identical to Chomsky's. I chose to VtOrk
with the definition in the text primarily because it is simpler. It should
be mentioned that both Chomsky's definitions and mine must include some
special stipulations about the role of complementizers and INFLs (see
section 3. 3. 2) •
20. As Huang observes, the contrast between (73) and (74) interacts with
the possibility of Preposition Stranding in English. For some speakers,
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P-stranding is highly preferable in both structures, and this can cause the
contrast to become less clear. Huang shows that in French, where
P-stranding is never possible, the same contrast holds very clearly.
21. Of course there are also differences between the distribution of
adjunct movanent and the distribution of X-o movanent. These follow from
independent differences between the t\\b types of categories; notably
.differences in where they can be generated given X' theory, and differences
in p:>ssible landing sites. Mjuncts as XP categories can adjoin to the XP
category VP (cf. Chomsky 1985); X-o's can adjoin to the X-o category V
(see section 1.4.5).
22. '!his and related exanples will be studied more closely in sections 2. 2
and 2. 3.
23. This is true apart from a few backfo~ations based on deverbal
comIX>unds such as babysit (from babysitter) •
24. Condi tion (83) may be sUbj ect to 1 inguistic variation. Thus D.1tch and
German apparently form phrasal comfX)lD1ds much more readily than English
does. I do not know if this type of freedom carries over to incortxJration
in aJ1y languages or not.
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Chapter 2
Consider the following sentences from M:>hawk, an Mlerican Indian Language
of the Iroquoian langu~e fanily (data from R::>stal 1962): 1
(1) a. watesyvts hra-nuhs-nUhwe?-s
doctor 3MS-hOUSe-like-perf
'The doctor likes the house'
b. i?i ye-k-kar-hrek-s
I tl-lsS-bark-push-perf
I I push the bark I
c. i?i k-rihw-nuhwe?-s
I lsS-custom-like-perf
I I 1ike the custom I
Each of these sentences consists of t\YO morphophonolog ical words which are
independently inflected: a SUbject N(P) (which may optionally be
I pro-dropped') and a verb. ~reover, the verb is morphologically cornplex:
it consists of both a basic verb root and a noun root, in addition to a
standard collection of agreement, tense, and aspect morphemes. The spec ial
characteristic of these sentences is that the noun root seems to count as
the direct object of the structure, productively receiving a thematic role
from the verb root. This can be seen by comparing the Mohawk sentences in
(1) with their only natural counterparts in English:
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ne yao-rihw-a?
pre-custom-suf
(2) a. The doctor likes the house
b. I push the bark
c. I like the custom
In each of these sentences, there are three independent lexical i terns (not
counting the nonlexicaldetenniners and INFls), a subject, a verb, and a
direct object. In fact, examples with similar structure occur in Mohawk,
alongside those in (1):
(3) a. watesyvts hra-nuhwe?-s ne ka-nuhs-a?
doctor 3MS-like-perf pre-house-suf
'The doctor likes the house'
b. i?i ye-k-hrek-s ne yao-kar-?
I tl-1sS-push-perf pre-bark-suf
'I pushed the bark'
c. i?i k-nuhwe?-s
I lsS-like-perf
'I like the custom'
In these exanples, as in Ehglish, there is no noun root in the verb form;
rather the thematic object nominal appears as a seperate word, heading its
own phrase and receiving a theta role from the verb in the LlSusal way.
'!his is the expected situation, with the verb acting as a sort of sanantic
function, and the direct object serving as the argll1l€l1t of that function.
Superficially, the sentences in (1) do not seem to have this same
function/argument structure at all. This not withstanding, sentences like
those in (1) and (3) are good paraphrases of one another. In particular,
the same thematic roles and selectional restrictions relate the same verbs
(or verb roots) to the same nouns (or noun roots) in the sentences in (1)
as in the sentences in (3). One may say that one morphologically complex
\¥:)rd in ~hawk can 'do the work' of tYKJ words in a languaje like English,
creating a kind of mismatch between morphology and syntax. Similar
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constructions exist in Southern Tiwa, as described by Allen, Gardiner, and
Frantz (l984). Compare (4) with (5):
(4) Seuan-ide ti-mu-ban
man-suf ~:A-see-past
I I saw the/a man I
(5) Ti-seuan-mU-ban
ls:A~an-see-past
I I saw the/a man'
Again, (4) has a standard verb and direct object NP structure; while (5) is
a thematic paraphrase of (4), but with the root noun of the direct object
appearing inside the verb fonn rather than as an independent phrase.
Constructions like those in (I) and (5) are often referred to as instances
of 'Noun IncorP=Jration '; I will follow this usage, developing it into a
particular analysis of these structures in terms of the theory of
Incorp:>ration (in the technical sense) sketched in O1apter 1. NoLU'1
IncorPJration also exists in the other Iroquoian languc.ges (Q1ondaga, Chafe
1970; Tuscarora, Williams 1976; Oneida; Seneca), Wichita (Caddoan, Rood
1976), Nahuatl (Merlan 1976), Eskimo (Sadock 1980, to appear), Niuean
(Austronesian, Seiter 1979), and many others. A comprehensive' survey of
languages in which NI occurs and its various superficial forms can be found
in Mithun (1984).2
Noun Incorp::>ration in languages 1ike M:>ha\Vk and &:>uthern Ti wa must be
distinguished from cases of noun-verb comp:>unding in English. '!he t'VJO are
similar in one way: both alow a noun and a verb to combine rather
productively into a larger word, in which the noun is arguably associated
with one of the verb's thematic roles (see Lieber (1983), Fabb (1984),
Selkirk (1982), Sproat (to appear». Thus forms like the following are
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acceptable in English, partly parallel to those in (I) and (5):
(6) a. The doctor is a compulsive house-liker.
b. Bark1Pushing is illegal in civilized cultures.
c. Custom-ignorers, should be fined heavily.
d. Martha went man-watching.
Nevertheless, these are very different from true Noun Incorporation cases.
For exanple, the N-V combinations in (6) are cruciallydeverbal; the
resulting fonn serves as a noun (or an adjective) instead of as a verb.
This contrasts with Mohawk, where the N-V combination is regularly the main
verb of its clause. In English, there are a few cases of N-V compounds
acting as main verbs:
(7) a. I babysat for the deOrio's last week.
b. (?)We need to grocery-shop tomorrow.
but these are unproductive and sporatic forms, which are quite clearly
backformations from the productive deverbal comy;.ounds illustrated in (6).
Hence the forms in (7) depend on the existence of very corrmon forms such as
babysitter and grocery-shopping. Furthenmore, in these cases there is no
general relationship between a 'Noun Incorporation' structure and an
Lmincorporated counterpart, as there is in ~hawk:
(8) a. *I sat the baby for the deOrio's last week.
b. *We need to shop the groceries tomorrow.
Related to this difference is a clear difference between the referential
value of the noun root in the English cOOl{)Junds and that of the noun root
in true cases of f:t.bun Incorporation. In Ehglish cases such as (6) or (7),
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the noun root is nonreferential: no house or set of houses is referred to
in (6a); nei ther is a speci fic man or set of men referred to in (6d). '!he
si tuation can be qui te different in the case of true ~un Incorporation.
An incorporated noun may refer to a generic or unspecific class, giving a
reading rather similar to that of the Ehglish comp:>tmd. !bwever, they can
also be used to refer to a very specific object which happens not to be
focused in the discourse in languages like ~hawk and Nahuatl (see Merlan
1976, Mithun 1984). The difference is clearly illustrated in the following
segment of a r.bhawk discourse from Mi thun (1984):
... .,1 I I I' / ./(9) NQ:nv akwe: yo-stathv no-:nvhst-e sok nu:wa v-tsaka-nvhst-aru:ko
when all 3N-dry pre-corn-suf then now fut-lpS-corn-takeoff
'When the corn was completely dry, it was time to shell it (the corn) ,
Here the incorporated N root 'corn' in the second clause refers
specifically to the same ~ars of corn specified by the NP 'corn' in the
preceeding 'clause. This type of exanple is conunon in true noun
incorp-Jrating languages. Another exanple, from Nahautl, is given il1 (10)
(Merlan 1976):
(10) perso'n A:
Kanke eltok kotillo? Na' ni'neki amanci.
where 3sS-be knife I lsS-3s0~ant now
'Where is the knife? I want it now.'
person B: v
Ya' ki-kocillo-tete'ki panci
he 3sS/3s0-kni fe-cut bread
'He cut the bread wi th it (the knifl~) ,
Again, the incoporated 'knife' in B's response refers to the same specific
piece of steel as that mentioned by A. Other languages such as Southern
Ti wa and perhaps Q1ond~a (Chafe 1970) take thi s even farther, such that it
is unmarked to incorporate the noun root even in the first use, with no
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implication of indefiniteness (Allen, Gardiner, and Frantz 1984). English
comfX)unds are very different in these ways:
(11) person A:
Why did the doctor buy that house?
person B:
Because he is a house-liker.
It is absolutely clear that, unlike the Nahuatl case, B's response can only
mean that the doctor likes houses in general, not tllat he liked the
particular hOLLSe he bOUjht. Thus, incorporated nouns in these Indian
languages are fUlly referential in a way that 'com[X>unded nOlmS I in English
are not. Complex verbs in r-bhaVJk and Nahuatl can truly do the \YOrk of t\\t)
words in that they both predicate and refer, whereas English compounds
cannot. The English facts are familiar, and are often related to the fact
that English comp:>und_s are words formed in the 1exicon, together wi th some
principle to the effect that words are 'islands' with respect to
referential properties (see Williams (in preparation), Sproat (to
appear». Something different must be happening with !'bun Incorp:>ration,
however.
'Ihe great productivity and the referential transparency of ~un
Incorporation suggests that it is a syntactic process, rather than (just) a
lexical one. In fact, the guiding assumptions set down in Chapter I point
in exactly this direction. As a concrete exanple, let us focus on sentence
(la). Here, it is the house that is being appreciated, and the doctor that
is doing the appreciating. Thus, the same theta assignments are present in
(la) as in (3a). The Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis therefore
implies that (la) and (3a) have parallel D-structures, where these same
theta assignments are represented in the same way. This suggests a
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D-structure such as (12) (details omitted):
(12) s
/\
NP VP
/ / \
doctor V NP
I I
nuhwe? N
'like' r
nuhs
'house'
In (3a), all that happens to this structure is that inflectional morphology
is added. In (la), however, the verb 'like' and the noun root 'house'
combine into a ~ingle \¥:)rd at some stage. This will be accomplished Noun
Incorporation involves syntactically moving the structurally lower lexical
item (the noun) in order to combine with the higher lexical item. Finally,
by the Projection Principle, this movement is not allowed to destroy
thematically relevant structure. Thus, the moved noun root must leave a
trace in order to head a direct object phrase that will receive a theta
role from the verb and satisfy the verb's subcategorization requirements.
Therefore, the S-strueture of (la) must be approximately:
(13) S
/ \
NP VP
I / \
doctor V NP
/ \ \
N V tot
I I
house" -like
Notice that this structure begins to explain the difference in
referential status between nouns in N-V combinations in Mohawk and those in
English: only in r1)haVJk is the noun root associated with an external NP
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posi tion. This NP [X>si tion can then be the locus of the referential
behavior of the internal argunent, rather than the noun root directly.
Thus, we keep the idea that words are 'referential islands' in and of
themselves essentially intact I accoLmting for the English facts, and still
explain how the rvbhawk facts can be di fferent. I will take (12) and (13)
to be the prototypical NOun Incorporation structures. This chapter will be
devoted to developing this syntactic analysis of Nooo Incorf.Oration,
defending it against alternatives, and drawing out its implications for
linguistic theory.
2.1 Syntactic Incorp:>ration and the Distribution of NI
One of the most salient descriptive aspects of the ~un Incorporation
process is that it has a limited distribution. This is noted in some
manner or another by virtually all who have investigated NJun Incorporation
in a particular language. We may take as our starting lXlint the following
generalization from Mithun (1984:875), based on her comprehensive survey of
~un Incor~ration in languaJes of the world:
Verb-internally, incorporated nouns bear a limited number of
possible semantic relationships to their host verbs, as already
noted. If a language incor~rates nouns of only one semantic
case, they will be patients of transitive verbs, whether the
language is basically ergative, accusative, or
agent-patient. • • If a langua:Je incor~rate5 only tYK.> types of
arguments, they will be patients of transitive and intransitive
verbs--again, regardless of the basic case structure of the
language. '!he majority of incorp:>rating languages follow this
pattern. Many languages addi tionally incorPJrate instrunents
and/or locations ••••
The question then arises, what is the nature of this restriction on the
class of possible incorporates? HOw can the distribution characterized
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above be explained? I will argue that the restr iction is fundanentally
syntactic, thereby concluding that Noun Incorporation is a syntactic
process. Thus, in the first subsection, I will show how this distribution
can be made to follow from the Head MJvement Constraint corollary of the
Empty Category Principle (cf. section 1. 4.3). In the second subsection, I
will argue against the most commonly stated alternative: that Noun
Incorporation is purely lexical and its distribution is to be captured in
semantic rather than in syntactic tenms.
2. 1. 1 NI and the OCP
'!he core fact about the distribution of !'bun IncorPJration is that in
ordinary transitive clauses, the direct object may be incorporated, but the
subject may not be. '!his is the case in M:>hawk (based on Fbstal (1962)):
(14) a. yoa-wir-a?a ye-nuhwe?-s ne ka-nuhs-a?
pre-baby-suf 3F/3N-like pre-house-suf
'The baby likes the house'
b. yoa~ir-a?a ye-nuhs-nuhwe?-s
pre-baby-suf 3F/3M-house-like
'The baby house-likes'
c. *ye~ir-nuhwe?-sne ka-nuns-a?
3F/3N-baby-like pre-house-suf
'baby-likes the house'
A similar situation holds in Southern Tiwa (Allen, et. ale (1984)):
(15) a. Seuan-ide ti-mU-ban
man-suf 15 :A-see-past
'I saw the man'
b. Ti-seuan-mu-ban
ls:A~an-see-past
II saw the man'
(16) a. ffiiawra-de ~-k'ar-hi yooe
lady-suf A:A-eat-fut that
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'The la:ly will eat that'
b. *O-hliawra-k' ar-hi yede
A:A-lady-eat-fut that
''!he lcrly will eat that'
Likewise, the ~eanic language Niuean {based on Seiter (1980»:
(17) a. Volu nakai he tau fanau e fua niu?
grate Q erg-pl-children abs-fruit coconut
'Are the children grating (the fruit of the) coconut?'
b. Volu niu nakai e tau fanau?
grate-coconutQ abs-pl-children
'Are the children grating coconut?'
(18) a. Fa totou he tau faiaoga e tau tohi
Hab-read erg-pI-teacher abs-pl-book
'(The) teachers often read books'
b. *Fa totou faiaoga e tau tohi
Hab-read-teacher Abs-pl-book
'Teachers often read books'
'!his pattern can be repeated for language after language: incltrling
Tuscarora (Iroquoian, Willians (1976»; Q1ondc.ga (Iroquoian, Chafe (1970» i
Eskimo (Sadock (1980»; and so on. This is also implied by Mithun's
generalization stated above, given that in transitive verbs agents are
cannonically subjects and patients are cannonically objects.
'!his sUbject-object asymmetry in !'bun IncorI=Oration is immediately
understood if we assume that NI is a syntactic process; in particular, that
it is derived by adjoining the noun root to the verb in question by
'MOve-alpha'. For object incorporation, this will yield a structure such
as (19a), while subject incorporation will yield (19b):3
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(19) a. S
/\
NP VP
/ / \
N V NP
/ / \ \
baby N V t lI I
house. like
l
b. s
/\
NP 'VP
I / \
t,: V NP
I \ \
N V N
I I I
baby-like house
l
I'bvanent of the nOlD1 root necessarily leaves a trace in both cases, by the
Projection Principle. Furthermore, this trace, like all traces, is subject
to the OCP and must be properly governed. As discussed in section 1. 4. 3,
the assumption that theta roles are assigned only to maximal projections
impl ies that traces of X-o I s can never be 1exically governed. Therefore,
they must be governed by their antecedent:. This condi tion is met in object
incorporation structures like (19a), since the antecedent is a part of the
verb which governs and theta markes the embedded NP. The condition is not
met in subject incorp:>ration structures such as (1gb), however. C-commands
is a condi tion on goverrunent, and the noun root in (1gb) has moved lower in
the tree such that it does not c-command its trace; in particular, the VP
is a maximal projection which contains the noun root but not the trace.
Therefore, incorporation of a subject violates the ECP, while incorporation
of an object does not. In this way we explain the incorporation asymmetry
in terms of familiar principles of grammar (for technical details, see
1. 4. 3) •
At this point, I observe that there is a construction closer to home
which seems to be related to !'blUl IncorIX>ration in these respects: nanely
cliticization of the partitive clitic ne in Italian (similarly en in
French) • Here I follow the data and (most of) the analysis of Belletti and
Rizzi (1981). In the relevant structure, an argLlllent of the verb is
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expressed as a bare quantifier, while the clitic ne appears attached
phonologically to the verb. Belletti and Rizzi claim that the clitic is a
nonmaximal nominal item which heads the NP containing the quantifier at
D-structure. Then ne syntactically moves to attach to the verb, leaving a
trace. Interestingly, exactly the same subject-object asyrmnetry that we
have seen in Nbun Incorporation appears in ne-cliticization as well:
(20) a. Gianni tra5correr~ tre settimane a Milano
'Gianni will spend three weeks in" Milan'
"b. Gianni ne trascorrera tre t a Milano
Gianni of-them will-spend three in Milan
(21) a. Alcuni persone trascorreranno tre settimane a Milano
'Some people will spend three \-leeks in Milan I
b. *Alcuni t ne trascorreranno tre settimane a Milano
'Some of them will spend three weeks in Milan'
There are some fairly clear differences between Italian ne-cliticization
and tbun IncorPJration. From the morphological fX)int of view, ne is only
superficially phonologically dependent on its host verb, while the noun
r"oot of NI characteristically fonns a fUll-fledged comfX'und wi th the verb.
Furthennore, ne may categorially be an intennediate nominal projection,
rather than a pure N-o. Nevertheless, as long as it is not an NP, it will
not in itself receive a theta role, so it cannot be lexically gov.erned.
ThUs, when it moves, its trace must be antecedent governed, just as the
trace of a r1)hawk or 5:>uthern Ti. wa noun root must be. Thus, we explain the
fact that the two processes have the same distribution in these respects.
This aCCOLmt extends naturally to explain other aspects of the
distribution of ~un Incorporation. For exanple, l'tbun Incorporation never
takes a noun root out of a prepositional phrase contained in the verb
phrase. Seiter (1980) is explicit about this for Niuean:
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(22) a. Ne tutala a au ke he tau tagata
past-talk abs-I to -- pI-person
'I was talking to(the) people'
b. *Ne tutala tagata a au (ke he)
pst-talk-person abs-I (to)
'I was talking to people'
(23) a. Fano a ia ke he tapu he aha tapu
go abs-he to -- church on day Sunday
'He goes to church on Sundays'
b. *Fano tapu a ia (ke he) he aha tapu
go-church abs-he (to) on day Sunday
'He goes to church on Sundays'
(24) a. Nofo a ia he tau ana
1 i ve abs-he Tn pl-cave
'He lives in-Caves'
b. *Nofo ana a ia (he)
live-cave abs-he (in)
'He lives in caves'
What is explicit in Seiter (1980) seems to be just as true in the other
l'bl.D1 IncorlX'rating langua'jes, as implied by the generali zations made by
researchers (al thot.gh ungrammatical sentences are not given). Thus, in 50
pajes of r1Jhawk text (Hewi tt 1903) there is not a single excmple of
incorporation from a preposition phrase onto the verb. An example would
have the fa rm :
(25) *John [3M-lake-ran [along t] (near home)]
='John r an along the 1ake near home'
(compare (47) below)
Partitive ne-cliticization in Italian follows Noun Incorporation in this
respect as well, according to Belletti and Rizzi (1981):
(26) *Me ne sana concentrato su alcLD1i t
I of-than have concentrated on some
'I concentrated on some of them'
(27) *Gianni ne ha telefonato a tre t
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Gianni of-than have telephoned to three
'Gianni telephoned three of them I
'!his can be explained in the sane tenns as above. '!he structure of these
exanples is given in (28):
(28) s
/\
NP VP
/ /-\
I V PP
/ \ I \
N V P NP
I I I I
pe:Jplei talk to ti.
. As usual, the trace of the noun root must be governed by its antecedent in
order to satisfy ECP. HOwever, in the structure in (28), the category PP
will block government of the trace by the root I people I , since PP contains
a closer lexical governor I nanely the prep:Jstion to. Technically, the
resul ting verb complex is theta indexed wi th the PP but not the NP, and
this creates a barrier to government. Ih this way, we do not merely
describe but also explain the fact that n0lD15 can never be incorp:>rated out
of a prepositional phrase.
The ECP account of the distr ibution of ~un Incorporation makes a further
prediction: ~un Incorporation should never be able to take a noun root out
of an NP adjunct that appears in the VP. Such an incorporation would give
the structure in (29):
(29) s
/\
NP VP
/ \
V~NP
/ \ \
Nt V ti.
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In tenns of dominance relations, this structure is similar to that of
object incorporation illustrated in (19a). The crucial difference is that
in (19a) the NP is theta marked by the V and thus is theta indexed wi th it,
whereas in (29) the NP has no direct relationship to the V. This implies
that the NP node will be a barrier to government in (29), even though it is
not in (19a). Hence, the antecedent will not govern its trace in these
structures, so that l'btm IncorPJration out of an adjunct NP should never be
I~S5ible. 'fuis prediction is confirmErl for ne-cl i ticization in Ital ian
(Belletti and Rizzi 1981):4
(30) a. Gianni e rimasto [tre settimane] a Milano
Gianni has spent three weeks in Milan
b. *Gianni ne 'e rimasto [tre t] a Milano
Gianni Of-them has spent three in Milan
'Gianni spent three of tl1an in Milan'
(compare (20) above)
!he prediction seems to be qui te true for cases of fUll-fledged tbun
Incorporation as well, alth0l.k3h my data is unfortunately fragmentary.
Seiter (1980) gives incorporations such as the one in (30) as bad for
Niuean :
(31) a. Gahua a ia he po, ka e mohe he aha
work abs-he at night but sleep at day
'He works nights, but sleeps days'
b. *Gahua pO a ia, ka e mohe aha
work-night abs-he but sleep-day
'He works nights, but sleeps days'
However, in this language the impossibility of incorporation in (3Ib) might
not be a new fact, but rather reducible to the impossibility of
incorporation out of a prePJsi tiona! phrase. In 50 pages of rwbhawk text
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(Hewitt 1903), I discovered no excrnples of the relevant type for that
language:
(32) *The baby [agr-time-laugh [five t]]
=''Ihe baby laUjhed five times'
Thus, I conclude tentatively that this prediction of the syntactic analysis
of {\bun Incofp:>ration is true, giving sUPPJrt to the syntactic approach.
Finally, we consider the case of subjects of intransitive verbs. Here
there is some variation, both across languaJes and across 1exical i tans in
a language. Some such subj ects can clearly incorporate in the Iroquoian
languajes and in Southern Tiwa:
MOHAWK: (Postal (1962»)
(33) a. ka-hur-? ka-hu?syi
pre-glD'l-suf ~-black
'The gun is black'
b. ka-hur-hu?syi
3N-gun-black
''n1e gun is black'
ONONmGA: (Chafe (1970))
(34) wa?-o-nohs-ateka?
aor-]N=h;Use-burn
'The house burned'
TU~ORA: (Williams (1976)
(35) ka-hehn-akwahat
3N-f"I"erd-good
'The field is good'
SOtJrHERN TlWA: (Allen, Gardiner, and Frantz (1984))
(36) a. I-k'uru-k'euw~
B-dipper-old-pres
'The dipper is old'
b. We~-lur-mi
C/neg-snow-fall-pres/neg
'Snow isn't falling' (='It is not snowing')
Recall that it is systematically impossible to incorporate the subject of a
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transi tive verb in all these langu~es, as discussed. above. This we
accoLmted for in terms of the EJ:p, observing that a noun root will not
govern its trace if it moves dOVJnward, into the VP. This acCOlD1t, however,
has nothing to do wi th the transi tivi ty 0 f the verb per se, and the same
analysis should make the incor~ration of intransitive sUbj ects imp:>ssible
as well--if they are indeed subjects, that is.
Perlmutter (1978) has argued for what he terms the Uhaccusative
Hypothesis, which claims that there are not one but two classes of verbs
which take only a single argunent (see also Perlmutter and RJstal 1984,
Burzio 1981, etc.). One class, called the 'unergatives', take a true
subj ect, external argllnent at D-structure, as usual. The other class,
called the 'unaccusatives', differ in that they do not theta mark an
external argument; rather, their sole argument is an internal one,
appearing in the direct object position at o-structure. This difference is
generally neutralized on the surface, since ~the internal argument of an
unaccusative verb usually moves to the subject position by S-structure.
Nevertlleless, there is strong evidence for the distinction in many
languages. Furthennore, there is a strong correlation to the effect that
tnergative verbs take an agentive (or experiencer) acgLlllent, while
5
unaccusative verbs take a patient/thane argument. ~w note that all of the
predicates which incorporate their subject in (33)-(36) do in fact take
clearly nonagentive arguments. Suppose that they are unaccusative. Then
the NP in question will appear inside the verb phrase at D-structure, and
from this position it can legitimately incorporate into the verb, instead
of moving to the subject position:
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(37) a. s
/\
NP VP
/ / \
e V NP
/ \ \
N V t·
I I l
house. burn
l
b. *S
/\
NP VP
/ I
t- v
t / \
N V
I I
baby. laugh
l
The structure in (37a) satisfies the ECP and is grammatical, being
identical in all relevant respects to (19a). '!his acCOlD1t explains vA1y
only intransitive verbs can incorporate their 'subjects': only with
intransi tive verbs can the S-structure subject in general be analyzed as a
D-structure object, since transitive verbs have the object position filled
independently--namely with the S-structure object. 6 Furthermore, this
analysis based on the Uhaccusative Hypothesis predicts that there should be
a second class of intransitive verbs: unergative verbs with agentive sole
arguments. These argllnents will be subj ects at all levels of
representation; hence incorporating them into the verb necessarily gives a
structure like (37b). This structure violates the ECP, being identical in
all relevant respects to (1gb). 'thus, the argument of agentive
intransitive verbs should never be incorporated. This appears to be true
in ~uthern Tiwa (Allen et. al. (1984»: 7
(38) a. ~wien-ide O-teurawe~e
dog-suf A-run-pres
''!he dog is running'
b. *O-khwien-teurawe~e
A -dog- run-pr es
I '!he dog is runn ing ,
1he prediction is also confi rmOO in the Iroquoian languages, where
researchers cqree that only thane subj ects can incorporate; never aJent
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sUbjects, even in intransitives (M:>hawk., Mithun (personal cormnunication);
'I\.1scarora, Will iams (1976); Chonda:Ja, Olafe (1970)). Moreover, in Hewi tt' s
(1903) I\t)hawk text, there are no exanples of the form:
(39) *agr-baby-laU3hed (*-ran, *-swam, *-danced, etc.)
=' '!he baby lau:3'hed'
Finally, ne-cliticization in Italian illustrates the same pattern. In
Italian, there is rich independent evidence for the Unaccusative
Hypothesis. Verbs known to be unaccusative by other tests, such as
auxiliary selection, allow ne to move and cliticize onto the verb (Belletti
and Ri zzi 1981):
(40) a. Sana passate tresettimane
have elapsed three weeks
b. Ne sena passate tre t
, Of-than have elapsed three
However, verbs known to be unergative do not allow ne to move and cliticize
onto the verb:
(41) a. Hanna parlato tre . persone
have spoken three peepI e
b. *Ne hanna parlato tre t
Of-than have spoken three
In thi 5 way, a syntactic account of !'boo Incor{X)ration interacts wi th the
Unaccusative Hypothesis to explain its distribution with intransitive
8
verbs.
In conclusion, we have seen that the major aspects of the distribution of
~lU1 IncorPJration can be naturally explained in tenns of the Elnpty
Category Principle, a principle known independently to restrict syntactic
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movanent. Indeed, this same principle is used to explain the fact that, in
moving wh-phrases position positions where there scope is directly
represented, movenent of direct objects is generally freer than t;he
movanent of subjects, adjuncts (see Huang 1982, I.asnik and Sai to 1984), and
objects of prepositions. 9 N:>w, notice that we have found much the same
distribution in Noun Incorporation: the movement is free from direct
objects, but ungranmatical from subjects, adjuncts, and objects of
prepositions. I assume that this similarity of distribution is not
accidental; in fact it is explained on this account, since both movements
are governed by the same principle. Yet, in order for the ECP to be
relevant in detenmining the distribution of NOun Incorporation, there must
be a trace in N:>un Incorporation structures whose distribution EX:P can
govern. This implies (i) that Noun Ihcorporation involves syntactic
movanent of the !'bun root and (ii) that the Projection Principle requires
that a trace be left in this movanent. This is exactly the nature of the
analysis of l'btm Incorporation that is sketched out in the introdLlCtion to
this chapter and that accords with the principles of Chapter 1. Thus, this
theory of NJun Incorporation is strongly supFXJrted by the fact that it
accounts for the distribution of NJLm Incorporation and reveals a
signi ficant parallelism between t-bt.m IncorPJration and the movanent of
10
wh-phrases.
2.1.2 Against a lexical analysis of NI
In the last section, I claime:1 that NI is a syntactic process because
syntactic principles explain VJhat can and cannot be incorporated. '!here is
however, a competing generalization: namely that the class of incorporable
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nouns should be characterized in sanantic/thenatic terms. In these terms,
the generalization is that only nouns Yfhich are pat.ients can be
incorporated. '!his statanent is particularly cormnon in the Iroql1Oian
literature (see Chafe (1970), Williams (1976), Mithun (1984) as quoted
above). ~w sanantic/thematic notions generally play Ii ttle role in GB
theory per se, except in as much as they canonically project into certain
D-structure positions (e.g. agents tend to be external to the VP).
1herefore, if the correct general ization concerning ~lD1 Incorporation is
in fact to be given in thematic terms, it will suggest strongly that
~un-incorporationsare formed in the lexicon, where thematic information
is clearly available and relevant. 1hen, from the PJint of view of the
syntax, ~un Incorporation structures will simply be base-generated.
The thematic analysis of NI is at first sight very reasonable. In the
last section we saw that the t1M:) types of nouns which Ca"l incorporate are
objects of transitive verbs and nonagentive 'subjects' (sole argllnents) of
intransitive verbs. These are, in fact, the cannonical positions of NPS
bearing theme and/or patient semantic roles. Furthermore, there is at
least one fact which seems to support the thematic account against the
syntactic account. Tryadic, 'dative I-type verbs in incor~rating langu~es
normally have their dati ve/goal argunent as the direct obj ect rather than
their thane argLment--at least on the surface. Thus, the goal but not the
theme triggers object verb agreement and becomes the subject of a passive
sentence. Nevertheless, the goal can never incorPJrate, while the thane
can. This is illustrated in Southern Tiwa (Allen, et. ale (1984)):
(42) a. Ta-'u'u-wia~an hI iawra-de
Is :A/A-baby-give-past YIOman
I I gave the woman the baby
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b. Ka- I U I u-wi a-ban
ls:2s/A-baby-give-past
'I gave you the baby'
(43) *Ta-hliawra-('u'u)~ia-ban
ls:A/A~man-(baby)-give-past
'I gcrve the 'WOman him (the baby) I
(~~,b) clearly show that it is the goal argument that detenmines verbal
a:lreanent in the manner of a direct obj ect. Nevertheless, the theme
argument can (in fact, must) incorporate, while the goal cannot (43),
whether or not the theme is incorporated as well. '!he same si tuation holds
in the Iroquoian languages (e.g. Tuscarora, Williams (1976:19». This
appears to be conclusive evidence for the 'patient/theme' theory over the
'object' theory. Nevertheless, I claim that there is a sYntactic
explanation for the ungrammaticality of sentences like (43), but one that
will have to wait till Chapter 4 and its understanding of dative shiftt
verbs. In the meantime, I will argue that the 'object' theory is correct
after all. My focus will be on the Iroquoian languages, where the
'patient' theory is advocated most consistently.
The lexical analysis claims that only patients/themes can incorf.'Ocate.
My syntactic analysis, on the other hand, predicts that incorPJrated roots
can bear exactly the sane range of thanatic roles as can be assigned by the
verb to an [NP, VP] at D-structure. Obviously, these two generalizations
are very different conceptually. Can an empirical difference be found
between the tw:>, given that languages very generally tend to assign
patient/theme roles to the underlying direct object position? Clearly, in
order to answer this question, we must have independent notions of
'patient' and of 'thane' which are purely sanantic, and not
semi-structural. 'Ihis is a notoriously murky issue. lbwever, suppose that
we take straightforward definitions, such as those in (44) and allow only
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relatively clear extensions of these notions into abstract domains along
lines such as Jackendoff (1976, 1983):
(44) a. '!he THEME of a given predication is the argunent which
moves or is located in that predication. (cf. Gruber 1965)
b. '!he PATIENT of a given predication is the argll1lent which
is affected (i.e. its nature changed) by the action of
the predication.
l'bw we can ask i fall incorp:>rated noun roots can be grouped into one or
the other of these ,semantic categories. An inspection of the first fifty
pages of the r-bhawi< text in Hewi tt (1903) shows that many of the cases do
in fact fall within this general sphere. This is expectoo either way,
since these classes describe the majority of direct objects in Ehglish as
well. NOt, surprisingly, there are a number of unclear cases. There are,
however, a handful of exanples in this corpus which fairly clearly do not
fall into these categories under any natural extension:
(45) a. Hakare' nen' ia'-e'-hent-ara'ne' ka-'hent-owane'
after now tl-3F-fTeld-reached pre-field-large
'rrhen, after a while, she reached a grassy clearing that
was large' (Hewi tt 1903: 270)
b. A' nakarontote' nene' karonto' ne dji teieita-'hia-tha'
what part-pre-tree-suf pre-tree-suf where imp-stream=cross-instr
'What kind of tree is used to cross the stream there?'
In (45a) it is the subject, not the incorporated N root, which is changing
position, while the N-root is semantically an ordinary goal or locative, as
in the Ehglish sentences 'She went to the field' or 'She arrived at the
field.' (45b) is similar, except that this time the incorporated N root
'stream' is a 'vial-type path in the sense of Jackendoff (1983). These
exanples raise serious questions about the adequacy of giving a purely
thematic/semantic condition for Nbun Incorporation. It is significant,
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however, that English has an class of verbs exactly parallel to those in
(45) which take direct objects rather than PPs:
(46) a. She reached a large field at midday
b. fbw did you cross the strean?
'!hus I the generali zation that the class of thanatic roles which can be
expressed by incorp:>rated nouns is the same as the class of thematic roles
that can in general be assigned to an [NP, VP] at D-structure seems nei ther
too broad nor too narrow, but just right. The generalization that only
thanes and/or patients can incorPJrate, on the other hand incorrectly
exclooes sentences like (45). 'Ihus, we have found support for the
syntactic analysis that singles out objects over the lexical analysis that
singles out patients.
'!here is another type of incorporation structure in the Iroquoian
languages which distinguishes the structurally based theory from the
lexical/semantic based theory: nouns may incorp::>rate into governing
prepositions as well as into governing verbs. Consider Mohawk sentences
such as the following (from Hewi tt (1903)): 11
(47) a•••• ia'tionte'shennia'te' o-Ihont-ako ia-honwa-ia't-onti'
she-used-her~ole-strengthpre-bush-in tl-3F/3M-body-threw
' •••and with all her might she cast him into the bushes'
b ••••olk tcinowe' e' t-on-tke'tote o-ner-a'toko'
just mouse there du-3N-peeked pre-leaf-among
I,A mouse peeked up there among the leaves'
c. Wa'-hati-nawatst-a'rho' ka'-nowa-ktatie ne Rania'te'kowa'
aor-3Mpl~ud-placed pre-carapice-along Great Turtle
''n1ey place::l mud along (the edge of) the Great 'furtle's carapice'
Each of these examples has a root with a prepostional, meaning which has
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incorporated a noun root, in a way which has by now become familiar. This
process is productive and works for a range of preposi tional elements,
incoluding at least: -kef, on; -aka, in; -akta', beside; -akeshQ', along;
~tatie, along the edge of; -toka, anong. Thus, I claim that elanents of
h · 1 .. 12 d th h D- d S t t ft 15 C ass are true preposl tlons, an at t e an -s ruc ures 0 a
sentence like (47c) are (48a) and (48b) respectively:
(48) a. S b.
/\
NP 'lP
/ / I \
they V NP PP
/ I I \
place N P NP
/ I I \
moo along NP N
I \
turtle shell
s
/\
NP VP
/ / I \
they V NP PP
I \ I I \
N V tt P NP
I I / \ I \
mud.. place N P NP tJ-t I I \
ShelJalong turtle
Here the Iroqooian languajes have D-struetures, subcategori zations, and
theta assignments parallel to those of English, in accordance with the
U1i fonni ty of Theta Assignment HypJthesis. 'Ihen, in the syntactic
derivation from.D-structure to S-strueture, the head noun of the object of
the preposition adjoins to the preposition by 'Move Alpha·. From this
p:>si tion, the N antecedent governs its trace, thereby satisfying the EX::P,
as in the parallel case of incorporation into a verb. In fact, this type
of incorporation is-governed by the same principles applying in the same
way that they do in the case of incorporation into a verb.
Now, this incorporation into a preposition is unexpected on a
lexical/sanantic approach to incor}X>ration phenomena. MJreover, the
existance of preposition incorporation dooms to failure any simple
generalization about the class of possible incorporates in tenns of
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sanantic roles. In particular, one certainly cannot claim that only thanes
and patients incorporate, since the the incorporates of these prepositional
i tans systanatically have locative and path roles of various kinds
instead. ESsentially, this is the same problem as the first one discussed
above in a different guise; the generalizations in terms of semantic types
are simply not true in detail. On the other hand, preposition
incorporation is entirely normal and expected under the syntac:tic analysis
I have been developing. 'Ihe relationship between a verb and its obj ect is
the same as the relationship between a preposition and its object in
relevant structural ways: both govern and assign theta roles to their
objects. Thus, if NI is a structurally dependent process, we expect it to
be equally possible (and to have the same properties) in both cases.
Pgain, the syntactic analysis is shown to be superior to the
1 · 1 · 1 · 13, 14eXlca -semantlc a ternatlve.
2. 2 IncorFQration, Stranding, and G:>verrunent
In the last section, I argued in favor of analyzing l'blBl Incorp:>ration as
a case of synta:tic movanent by showillg that the process is governed by
knO¥Kl syntactic principl es. In this section, we will consider another type
of argument for syntactic movement, based on the fact that N:>un
Incorporation movement can 'strand' certain kinds of NP material.
Furthermore, the properties of same of this stranded material give insight
into the nature of Government; in particular by giving anpi rical support
for the Government Transparency Corollary of section 1.1. 4.
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2.2.1 Detenniner stranding
Qle classical argunent;s for movement transformations from the early days
of generative grammar is that they can simply account for what is sometimes
callej 'discontinuous dependencies'. For example, consider tl1e following
English sentences:
(49) a.
b.
c.
'!he time has come [for my departure] •
The man doesn't exist [that can reconcile these feuding factions].
The claim was disprovErl [that pigs have wings].
In each of these cases, the phrase in brackets modi fies the subj ect noun
phrase of the sentence. Nevertheless, the phrase in brackets is separated
from that SUbject by the verb and potentially other material. This is a
discontinous dependency; there is a semantic dependency between tYlO phrases
which are not adjacent at all, as is standardly required for these kinds of
modifi~ation relationships (at least in English). Clearly, the
relationship between the subject NP and the bra::keted phrase must be
expressed in some manner, since it is part of a native speaker's knowledge
of English. A standard way of making this relationship is to assume that
the bracketed phrases do in fact form a consti tuent wi th the SUbject NP at
D-structure, and that they are then moved to the right-peripheral position
by PF. In this way, the discontinuous dependency is explicated in terms of
a normal, continuous dependency, plus a movement transformation. '!his is
the motivation behind the old 'extraPJsition' transformation. The
existence of such a transformation is supported by the fact that the
bracketed phrases may also appear in their presumed ~tructure position,
'as part of the NP that they modify:
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(50) a. [The time [for my departure]] has came.
b. [The man [that can reconcile these feuding factions]] doesn't exist.
c. [The claim [that pigs have wings]] was disproved.
Another type of eXeJnple of discontinuous dependencies appears in (51):
(51) a. Li ttle heed seems to have been paid to my warning
b. Some headway finally appears to have been maje on this problan.
1llese sentences contain noun like heed and headway which have a highly
restricted distribution: normally the former only appears as the object of
the verb pay, and the latter as the object of the verb make. These items
combine with their immediately governing verbs to fonn a kind of idiom.
Nbw, idiomatic interpretation is generally strictly local, between a verb
and its directly governed object. In (51), however, the idiomatic object
is far away from its licensing verb, with a matrix verb intervening between
the t'NQ. '!his type of discontinuous dependency is also accounted for by
movement. Specifically, the idiomatic NP appears as the object of its
licensing verb at D-strueture, and is moved to its final position by
passive and raising 'transformations'.
In some languages, ~un Incorp::,ration can create similar discontinuous
dependencies. In particular, the incorporated noun root can be modified or
specified by a nonadja=ent word or phrase that remains morphologically
outside of the verb complex. For exanple, the external speci fier can be a
demonstrative element:
(52) MO~ (Pbstal (1962:395)
a. ka-nUhs-rakv L~ikv
3N-hOliSe-whi te that
''!hat house is whi te I
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ONONo\GA (01afe (1970: 32) )
b. neke o-nohs-akayoh
this ~~e-old
''Ibis house is old'
SOUTHERN TDNA (Allen et. al., (1884:295))
c. Yede a-seuan~u-ban
that 2sS:A~an-see-past
'You saw that man'
Sentences of this type frequently correspond to sentences in which the noun
root is not incorIXJrated, but rather fonns a phrase with the danonstrative
in the usual way:
(53) MOHAWK
a. ka-hu?syi [thikv ka-hyatuhsr-a?]
3N-black that pre-book-suf
'That book is black'
SOUTHERN T]NA
b. [Yede seuan-ide] a-mu-ban
that man-suf 2sS-see-past
'You saw that man'
Similarly way, relative clauses and modifier phrases can appear outside the
verb but be interpreted as modifying a noun root inside the verb:
(54) M~K (Postal (1962:395»)
a. ka-nUhs-rakv [nehneh a-ak-ahninu?]
3N...fiO'"iEe--vlhi te that indef-3F-buy
I'llie house that she 'MJu1dbuy is YJhi te'
ONONo\GA (01afe (1970))
b. wa?-k-hwist-acheni? [Harry ha-hwist-ahto?tihna?]
aor-JsS-money-find Harry 3M-money-Iost/past
'I found the money that Harry lost'
SOtJrHERN TIWA (Allen et. ale (1984: 297)
c. Te-pan-tuwi -ban [ku~a-ba-'i]
lsS:C-bread4Juy-past 23S:C-bake-past-subord
'I bo~ht the bread you baked'
GREEENIANDIC ESKIMO (Sadock (1980»
d. ~sanartu~ik sapangar-si-voq
beautiful-instr bead-get-indic/3sS
'He bought a beautiful bead'
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Pgain, parallel sentences exist in which the nol.U1 is not incor~rated but
fonns a phrase together with the relative clause or modifier: 15
(55) MOHAWK
a. ka-hu?syi [ne ka-hyatuhsr-a? nehneh k-nuhwe?s]
3N-black pre-book-suf that IsS-like
''!he book that I like is black'
GREENIANDIC ESKIMO
b. [Sapannga~ik kusanartu~ik] pi-si-voq
bead-instr beautiful-instr O-get-indic/3s
'He bought a beautiful bead'
Finally, quantifiers and numeral phrases may also appear in this sort of
construction:
(56) MOHAWK (Postal (1962))
a. ka-nuhs-rakv [ne wisk ni-ka-JNa]
3N-hOUSe-white five part-3N-pl
'Five houses are whi tel
SOl1I'HERN T:nNA (Allen et. ale (1984: 295) )
b. Wisi bi-seuan-mu-ban
two lsS:B~an-see-past
...-y-saw two men'
And, as usual, the noun root may optionally appear outside of the verb
root, fonning a phrase with the quantifier: 16
(57) MOHAWK
a. ka-hu?syi [ne wi sk n i -ka-YIa ne ka-hyatuhsr-a?]
3N-black five part-:J.J-pl pre-book-suf
'Five books are black'
SOlTrHERN TlWA
b. [Wi si seuan-in] bi-mU-ban
two man-pI lsS-see-past
'I saw tw:> men'
Quantifiers are also discontinuously related to the clitic element on the
verb in Italian ne-cliticization structures such as those in the previous
section.
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'!he possibili ty of this kind of discontinuous dependency is explained and
even expected given the analysis of l'bLDl Incor};X)ration as the syntactic
movanent of a subphrasal catec:Jory. Ch this acCOW'lt the noun root to be
incortx>rated is separate from the. governing verb at D-structure, where it
heads the noun phrase that is assigned the verb's direct internal theta
role. A specifier or modifier can then be a part of this NP in the usual
way. '!hus the D-structure of (for exanple) (56b) w:>uld have the form:
(58) s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
I V NP
I / \
saw 'Q' N'
I I
tw:> N
I
men
Perhaps nothing happens to this structure, in which case it surfaces
essentially 'as is', yielding a sentence like (57b). Hbwever, it is also
possible for 'M.:>ve alp,a' to apply, creating a ~Lm Incorp::>ration
structure. We are assuning that there is a morphological principle to the
effect that only a lexical category can adjoin to a lexical category (see
1. 4. 5). Thus, only the N-o proj ection 'man' can be moved, necessar ily
stranding the specifier. This gives an S-structure for (56b) like (59):
(59) s
/\
NP 'VP
/ /-\
I V NP
/ \ I \
N V 'Q' N'
I I I \
mani see tVtb t l
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Here, the trace of the N-o is in a local configuration wi th the speci fi er
or modi fier, and thus provides the 1 ink between the incorp:lrated N root and
the external phrase which is needed so that they will be interpreted
together by the LF com};X)nent. Furthermore, this set of structures for the
incorporation cases explains straightforwardly Why they are (thematically)
equivalent to their unincorporated counterparts. In this way, the
discontinuous dependencies laid out above are accounted for. M.:>reover, in
the same way that discontinuous interpretive dependencies such as those in
(49) and (51) provide evidence for syntac:tic movanent analyses of
extraposition, passive, and raising, the similar dependencies discussed
here provide evidence for a syntactic movanent analysis of N:>un
Incorporation. If N-V combinations were always generated in the lexicon
and NI structures like (5Gb) were base generated, then some special
stipulation will have to be added to express the fact that the quantifier
may and must be interpreted as modifying the incorporated N root. l7
2.2.2 Possessor Raising
Related to the determiner stranding examples of the 1ast subsection are
the following slightly more complex exanples:
(60) MOHAWK:
a. hrao-nuhs-rakv ne sawatis (Fbstal 1962:319)
:J1-ho~hite John
'John's house is white'
b. K~tsu v-kuwa-nya·t....o': lase (Mithun 1984)
fish fut-3pS/3F-throat-slit
'They will slit the fish's throat'
(61) ONEIIl\: (M. Ibxtator via Michaelson, personal commLmication)
wa-hi-nuhs-ahni :nu: John
aor-lsS/:J1-nuhs-buy John
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'I bou:Jht John I shouse'
(62) GREENIANDIC ESKD't10: (Sadock 1980)
Tuttu-p neq-itor-punga
reindeer-erg meat-eat-indic/lsS
II ate reindeer's meet'
In tl1ese sentences, there is both an incorPJrated noun root, and an
independent noun phrase outside the verbal complex. The external noun
phrase is interpreted as being the fX)ssessor of the incorPJrated root.
Following the cases discussed above, the obvious acCOLmt is to asslIlle that
the external NP is the possessor of the noun root at D-structure in the
normal way. '!hen, the noun root incorp::>rates, stranding the PJssessor,
just as it strands other NP material:
(63) a. s
/\
NP VP
/ / \
I V NP
I / \
bUy NP N'
I I
John car
b. s
/\
NP VP
I / \
I V NP
/ \ I \
N V NP NI
I I I \
caribuy JOhn t{
Also as in the other cases of stranding, the noun root may fail to
incorporate, yielding a synonymous sentence in which the noun forms a
h ·' · 18prase wltn lts possessor:
. (64) MOHAWK
a. ka-rakv ne [sawatis hrao-nUhs-a?]
3N-whi te John :Jt1,-house-suf
'John's house is wbi te'
ONEIIll\
b. wa?-k-nuhs-ahni :nu: [John lao-nuhs-a?]
aor-lsS-house-buy JOhn 3M-house-suf
'I bOUJht John I shouse'
GREENIANDIC ESKIMO
c. [TUttu-p neqaa-nik] neri-vunga
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reindeer-erg meat-instr eat-indic/lsS
'I ate reindeer's meet'
In fact, given that N;)LD1 Incorp::>ration consists simply of moving a N-o out
of a normal NP, all things being equal, we expect cases of 'p:>ssessor
stranding' to arise. '!hus these structures fi t very naturally into the
franework being developed.
There is a complication with these possessor stranding structures,
however. '!his can be seen most clearly by comparing the tw:> r-bhawk
possessive examples carefully. NOtice in particular the shift in agreement
marking on the verb in (66):
(65) a. ka-rakv thikv ka-nuhs-a?
3N~hite that pre-house-suf
l"'ifi1at· house i 5 YJh i te '
b. ka-nuhs-rakv thikv
3N-house-white that
"!hat house is whi te'
(66) a. ka-rakv ne sawatis hrao-nuhs-a?
3N-whi te John :Jt1-house-suf
':hhn's house is white'
b. hrao-nuhs-rakv ne sawatis
3M-house-whi te John
'John's house is whi te'
lNhen the nooo head of the verb's internal argunent is not incor~rated, the
verb shows object aJreanent with that head, as one W)uld expect. Hence in
examples (6Sa), (66a) the verb is 3rd person neuter, matching the person
and gender of the external noun 'house'. rbrmally, when the noun root is
incorporated into the verb, the agreanent on the verb is Lmchangoo; it
still references the features of its object, which now come fram the
incorporated noun root, as in (65b) (Postal (1962:285); also Allen et.
ale (1984) for 5:>uthern Ti wa). When a PJssessor is stranded, however, the
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verbal agreement shifts, so that it agrees with the possessor rather than
wi th the incorporated noun. 'Ihus, in (6Gb) the verb is 3rd person
masculine, reflecting the features of 'JOhn', rather than 3rd person
neuter, reflecting the features of 'house' (compare also the Oneida
exanples (61) and (64b)). In fact, this verbal ~reanent wi th the
p:>ssessor suffices to license 'pro-drop' of the posses$Or-i .e. the
p:>ssessor can be a phonologically null pronotm whose features are
identified by this verbal agreana1t. '!his is illustrated below in r-bhaYJk
and Eouthern Ti. wa:
(67) MOHAWK (Mi thun (1984»
Wa-hi-'sereht-an~hsko
past-3MS/lsO-car-steal
'He stole my car'
(68) SOUTHERN TlWA (Allen et. ale (1984»
a. Im-musa-' i-hi
155 IB-cat-come-fut
'My cats are coming'
b. Ka-shut-seur-a
2SSIA-shirt-fall:sg-pres
'Your shirt is falling'
c. Kam-ku::hi-tha-ban
ISS/2sIB-pig-find-past
'I fOLU'ld your pigs'
Triggering verbal agreement and being able to 'pro-drop' are normally
characteristic properties of the direct object in these languages. For
this reason, Allen, Gardiner, and Frantz (1984) call this process
'IX>ssessor ascension' to direct object, and state that incorIXJration of the
possessed nOLD1 is necessary for };X>ssessor ascension to take place.
In order to understand this shi ft of cgreanent, we must consider t~
questions: (i) Ykly may the verb agree with the {X)ssessor when the ~ssessed
noun root is incorPJrated; and (ii) Ykly must the verb agree with the
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p:>ssessor in this si tuation. Taking the second question fi rst, note that
there is an intrinsic difference between ~ssessor stranding and
specifier/modifier stranding in the rn framev.ork; the possessor is a full
NP which (I assune) receives a ftOssessional thanatic role from the head
noun. Therefore, the possessor, unlike other specifiers and modifiers,
will need to receive Case in order to pass the Case filter. In ordinary
possessive structures in the MOhawk, a possessor NP has no special
morphological case ending of any kind. The ~ssessor does, however,
tr igger ag reanent morphology on the PJssessed head no l.D1. For exanple, in
(66a), 'house' appears not with its usual inflectional prefix (ka-), but
rather with the prefix hrao-, which indicates that its possessor is 3rd
person mascul ine. We may assune that it is this agreenent process which
causes the possessor 'JOhn' to pass the Case Filter (see 2.3.2 for a
developnent of the formal mechanisms at work here). N)w, when the head
noun is incorporated into the verb form, it no longer is in a p:>si tion to
directly assign Case to the possessor via the agreement relation.
Furthennore, I ass line that traces of X-a' s never ei ther assign Case to NPs
which they govern, or transmit Case to such NP3 from their antecedents (see
section 2. 3.3). Thus, stranded p:>ssessor NPs in tbLm Incorp:>ration
structures must receive Case from some other source, or the structures will
be ungramnatical. The main verb complex is the only likely candidate;
therefore, it must assign Case to the possessor, a relation Which again is
morphologically expressed by ajreenent in l\bhawk and &:>uthern Tiwa. '!hus
verbal ~reanent wi th the fX)ssessor is obligatory.
~w, we return to the question of why the verb is penni tted to aJree wi th
the ~ssessor at all. Given that this kind of verb agreenent is the
morphological reflection of an abstract Case assigrunent relation, we
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conclude that the verb must govern the possessor NP in this configuration,
since goverrunent is a necessary precondition for Case Assigrunent. This is
confi nned by the fact that null prOn0LD15 can appear as lXlssessors in thi s
construction by virtue of the verbal agreement, since most theories of
1 icensing null pronouns require those pronouns to be governe:l by the
element that identifies their features (see Rizzi (1985) and references
ci ted there).
This not withstanding, it does not seem that the verb governs the
IX>5sessor of its object in general, at least in these languajes. For
exanple, the verb can never show obja::t agreanent with the possessor if the
head noun of the lX>ssessor is not incoPJrated; nor can it saction its
'pro-drop': 19
(69) MOHAWK: (Postal 1962: 319)
a. *hrao-rakv ne sawatis hrao-nuhs-a?
3-1-white ~hn 3-1-house-suf
'John's house is white'
SOl1I'HERN TIWA: (Allen et ale 1984: 307)
b. *Kuchi-n Kam-tha-ban
pig-suf 1SS/2sIB-find-past
II found you~ pigs'
The same conclusion is strongly supported by considering the distribution
of l'bLU1 Incorp:>ration. 'Ihw;, it is imr.ossible to bypass the head noun of
the obj ect NP and incorPJrate the head noLU'1 of the p:>ssessor of the obj ect
instead; structures such as the one illustrated in (70) never occur in
natural language (as far as I know) :
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(70) a. *Mary [agr;nan-found] (that) pigs
= 'Mary found (that) man 's pigs'
(OK as 'Mary found that pig' 5 man' ! )
b. s
/\
NP VP
/ /-,
Mary V NP
/ \ I \
N V NP N'
I , I \ \
manifind I N' N
(that) I \
ti. pigs
If we assume that the verb governs the possessor in this structure, then
the noun root 'man' will likewise govern its trace within the possessor NP,
satisfying the EX:P. 'Ihus, we ~uld predict that the structure in (70)
.should be good. Therefore, the fact that such structures are actually
ungrammatical indicates that the verb does not govern the possessor in this
structure. Based on this range of data, we must say that the verb governs
the possessor of its object if and only if the verb has incorporated the
head noun of that object. In fact, this is exactly what follows
theoretically from the assumptions concerning government laid out in
O1apter 1 (section 1. 4. 3) , which resul t in the GJvernment Transparency
Corollary (section 1.4.4). Technically, the verb 'white' does not govern
the possessor 'John' in a structure like (69a) because it is not
thanatically indexed with 'John', and hence this category is a barrier to
government between the verb and it i tsel f.' Informally, we say that 'John'
has a closer governor, nanely the noun 'house' which it is theta indexed
with; hence goverrunent fails. Ibwever, when the head notm of the object
moves out of its NP and is incorporated into the verb, the resulting verbal
complex will inherit the theta indexes of the incorp::>rated nOlD1; thus, it
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will be coindexed wi th 'John' in the derived structure. '!hus, this time
'John' is not a barrier to goverrunent between the verb complex and itself.
Nor is the larger object NP a barrier (as before) , since the complex verb
is theta indexed wi th this category, having inheri ted this index from the
verb root. Hence government holds between the verb and the J:X>ssessor-when
and only when the head nolD'1 has been incorF-Qrated. Intuitively, we can say
that the trace of the N does not count as 'closer governor' of the
?Jssessor. In other YKlrds, because of general properties of Government
theory, incorporation has the side-effect of making the projection of the
moved category 'transparent' to government from the outside; in particular,
the category to which the moved category adjoins will govern into this
projection. 'Illis result holds in general, and is the content of the
Q:>vernment Transparency Corollary. Thus, we aCCOlD1t for why the verb can
govern the possessor of its object in noun incorporation structures,
thereby agreeing with it and allowing it to 'pro-drop', in (67) and (68)
but not in (69). These sentences (together with (70) are the empirical
evidence that the GI'C, previously developed in the abstract, is a true
principle of grammar. In a way, these structures turn out to be similar to
Exceptional Case Marking structures, in which a verb comes to govern a NP
which it does not theta mark or subcategorize for because of a special
process. The only difference is the nature of the special process that
brings aoout this extension of the government domain: in ECM verbs it has
been claimed to be S'-deletion; in NI structures it is a result of
I · 20 rn.... h ed f h ul · ·ncorporatlon. . .L1JUS, we ave account or tepee lar propertIes of
{X)ssessor stranding in NI langu~es, and found new evidence about the
nature of government along the way.
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Independent evidence that the government properties of a configuration
change lNhen a headX-o is incorfX)rated comes from the Binding theory. ~te
that in English, a pronoun can b~ coreferent with the subject of the clause
if it is the PJssessor of the direct object, but it Calnot be coreferent
with the sUbject if it is the direct object itself:
(71) a. Me. and Mrs. OJyler washed [their car] yesterday.
b. *Mr. and Mrs. Cuyl er washed than yesterday.
Chomsky (198l) explains this difference in terms which crucially involve
goverrunent, claiming that a pronoun may not be coreferent wi th an NP which
is in its 'governing category': the smallest category that contains the
pronolD1, a governor of the pronolD1, and a subject (in the X' theory
sense). In (71a), the governing category of the pronoun is thus the obj ect
NP itself, and does not include the matrix sUbj ect; whereas in (71b) the
pronoun is governed by the matrix verb and hence the governing category
does include the matrix subject. Hence, a coreference interpretation is
acceptable in the first case but not in the second. In the light of this,
consider the following paradigm from Mohawk (cf. Fbsta1 1962:332):21
(72) a. I?i k-ohres ne i?i wak-nUhs-a?
I lsS/3NO-wash I ls-house-suf
'I washed my house. I
b. *I?i k-nuhs-ohres ne
I lsS-ho use-wash
I I washed my house. I
c. I?i k-atat-nuhs-ohres.
I lsS-refl-house~ash
'I washed my OW'l house.'
-?-1.1
I
t ].
(72a) is exactly parallel to (71a) i in Mohawk as in Ehglish a pronoun in
the p:>ssessor p:lsi tion of the direct object can be coreferent wi th the
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matrix subject. If, however, the head N of the direct object is
incorporated into the verb, as in (72b) , the facts change. NOw, the
I:X>ssessor can no longer be coreferent with the matrix subject, even thoUJh
its phrase structure configuration wi th respect to the subj a:t posi tion is
completely unchanged, given the Projection Principle. In fact, it behaves
like an object (cf. (71b»), with the entire sentence as its governing
category. What has changed? Surely the thanatic object NP still contains
the pronoun and a subject (the pronoun itself), so the only possible
explanation is that the pronol.U1 is now governed from outside the obj ect NP,
by the matrix verb. Again, this is exactly what the GTe predicts: the
complex verb governs the possessor after incorporation, in this case with
the effect of expanding the pronouns governing category. Q1 the other
hand, the IXJ5sessor in (72a) does not have the sane expanded governing
category, implying that the matrix verb does not govern it, in accordance
with my definition of government which includes a kind of 'minimal
governor' condition. The contrast between (72a) and (72b) thus provides a
kind of minimal pair, clearly showing that incorporation changes government
relations in exactly the way predicted by the GTe. 22 The only grammatical
way to express referential identi ty between the matrix subje:t and the
thanatic PJssessor of the incor};)Orated. object is to use a special anaphoric
construction with a reflexive form of the verb, as shown in (72c).
Finally, there is one more type of NP internal constituent we might
consider: nanely, nolU1 complanents that are generated under the N' node as
sisters of the N-o. Can N::>un IncorPJration strand this type of phrase, as
it can tlle qthers? According to the theory developed so far, we expect
that it should. In fact, the structures should behave just like possessor
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stranding structures, since the complement will, like the possessor, need
Case, and it is governed and theta-marked by the head noLU'l. '!hus, when the
head noun is not incorporated into the verb, the verb will not govern the
complanent, since the N is a closer governor. 'Iherefore, it will be
imlX>ssible to incor!X>rate the head of the complanent directly into the
verb:
(73) *[Mary [cgr-cattsaw] [NP a picture [(of) (that) ~]]]
='Mary saw a plcture of (that) cat' l
Q1 the other hand, if the head noun does incorPJrate, it will no longer be
a closer governor, and the verb will govern and assign Case to the stranded
complanent. This should yield granmatical structures such as:
(74) [Mary [agr-picturersaw] [NP tt[Jbhn]]]
='Mary saw a picture of JOhn'
VJhere the 'agr' on the verb includes object agreanent with the complanent
'JOhn'. Uhfortunately, the issue is not clear empirically. The literature
does not mention a 'complement raising' construction of this kind, parallel
to the attested 'p:>ssessor raising' constroction. fbwever, there is an
interfering factor: it is not clear which if any NFs in (say) the Iroquoian
languaJes have this N-compl anent structure in the first place. These
languages lack derived nominals corresponding to items like 'destruction'
in English; kinship terms are verbal expressions rather than nominal ones;
and 'picture nouns I are Ehglish-infl uenced i terns which generally cannot
incorporate even if there is no complement to strand (Mithun, personal
communication). Hence, many ima:Jinable instances of structures like (73)
and (74) will never arise, for better of for worse. Fbssible examples of
compl anent stranding are the following, from the M::>hawk text of Hewi tt
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(1903) :
(75) a. ne Oterontonni'a l o-'hwendji-a ' es wa'-tha'-tcan-akwe ' •••
Sapling pre-earth-suf prt aor-:Jt1-hafidfUl-pick
'Sapl ing v.ould customarily take up a handful of dirt'
(Hewitt p. 302) - - --
b. e' io'hiano'kote' talhno' e' ke-tho'kw-a'here' tci'ten'a'
prt i t-bush-stood and prt ~-flock-rested birds
''!here stood a clunp of bushes, where a flock of birds rested'
(Hewi tt p. 298)
In these sentences, the incorporated noun root is semantically interpreted
together with a full noun outside the verb; hence these qualify as cases of
stranding. 1he only question is: what is the structure of the noun phrases
such 'handful of dirt' and 'flock of birds' when the head noun does not
incorporate? I have no direct evidence to settle this question, but theory
internal reasons imply that 'handful' and I flock I must have been the head
of the original NP-otherwise they would not be able to incorporate. 'Ihis
in turn implies that 'dirt' and 'birds' are not the head of the NPi thus
assuning that they are indeed complanents of the head seens the most
likely. Therefore, I conclude tentatively that structures such as (74) are
possible in languages of the iMJrld. In contrast, I know of nothing wi th
the form of (73). Thus, N complanents appear to fi t into the sane general
franeWJrk developed here.
In sunmary, we have seen in this section that rbun Incorp:lration can
strand a variety of nonhead NP material. The existence of disconti llOUS
sanantic dependencies formed in this way gives strong classical evidence
for a movement analysis of l'bLU1 IncorPJration. Furthennore, assLllling this
approach, certain particular facts about the Case marking and ajreement
with stranded fX'ssessor NPs in 5:>uthern Tiwa and the Iroqooian langu~es
give evidence into the nature of the government relation itself, strongly
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supporting the theory of goverrunent developed in Chapter 1. In particular,
we have fOW1d anpirical support for theG:>vernment Transparency Corollary,
which implies that Incorporation automatically creates ,'Exceptional Case
Marking'-like structures. This COrollary wil~ playa central role in
accounting for the GF changing properties of a wide variety of
constructions involving X-o movanent throughout this ~rk.
2. 3 Noun IncorPJration and Case Theory
In the last section, we studied l'bun Incorporation data both for its own
sake, but also to refine and confirm aspects of the theory of Government.
In this section, I will use the same strategy as a way of studying the
theory of (abstract) Case. In particular, it will be shown that a noun
phrase whose head noun is incorp:>rated does not need to receive Case in
order to pass the Case Filter, even though it is phonologically overt.
Attempting to see vtly this should be a natural exemption to the Case Fil ter
will then lead to a rethinking of why NPs must have Case; I will argue that
the Case Filter is only a special case of a more general requiranent of
'visibility' for interpretation at the level of LF (cf. Chomsky 1984).
2 .3.1 Incorporates do not need Case
In section 2. 1, we saw that the sole argLlnents of some, but not all
intransi tive verbs can incorfX)rate in the Iroquoian langu~es and in
5)uthern Tiwa. I argued that this was a reflex of the lhaccusative
Hypothesis of Perlmutter (1978), and that these transitive verbs take an
object argllllent rather than a subject argllllent at D-strllCture. Then the
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head noun of this argument can incorPJrate into the verb from this VP
internal position and still govern its trace, satisfying the ECP. These
sentences will then have S-structures like the following:
(76) a. [neke t] o-nohs-akayoh (ONONm~)
this 3N-house-old
'This house is old'
b. s
/\
NP VP
/ / \
e V NP
/ \ 1-\
N V I N'
I I this I
house[old ti,
This is all very well, except that it is a general property accross
languages that unaccusative type verbs do not have accusative Case to
assign to their structural obj ect-the so-called 'Burzio' s General ization'
(Burzio (1981); see also B. Levin (1985), J. Levin and Massam= (1984),
etc.). HOw then does the object NP in (75) pass the Case filter, if it
cannot receive Case from the verb? The most usual way for this arglDnent to
get Case is by moving to the subject PJsition, where it can receive
nominative Case from the INFL node. In cases of tbl.U1 Incorp'ration,
however the NP node cannot move to the subj ect p:>si tion; if i t did, the
incorporated noun root ~uld no longer c-comnand or govern its trace,
creating an ECP violation. '!his is confinned in Italian by the following
contrast (from Belletti and Rizzi 1981):
(77) a. Seno passate tre settimane
have elapsed three weeks
b. Ne sana passate tre t
of-than have elapsed three
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(78) a. Tre settimane sana passate
Three weeks have elapsed
b. *Tre ne sona passate
'Ihree of-them have elapsed
Italian has strict enough word order that we may conclude that a preverbal
NP is a structural subject, while a p:>stverbal NP may be a structural
object. Then, the ungrammaticality of (78b) implies that a derivation in
which the ne eli tic moves out of the object NP, followed by the remainder
of the NP moving to the subj ect. {X>si tion must be rul erl out; presumabl y in
the manner alrecrly sketched. Hence, when the head of the object NP of an
unaccusative verb has been incorporated, this NP cannot get Case either
directly from the verb or by moving to the subject position. Nevertheless,
the NI structures are grammatical. This suggests that the NP does not t1eed
to have Case at all.
There is a weakness in the above argument, however; namely, it seems to
be IXlssible in some languc.ges for obj ects to pick up nominative Case from
the INFL while ranaining in the object p:Jsi tion (see Burzio (1981) for
Italian; cf. also Belletti (1985) and section 5. 2.2 below). 'Ihus, NPs
whose head has been incorporated could still be receiving Case in this
way. This gap can be filled by considering a particular construction in
Southern Ti wa, which B. Allen (1978) calls the 'Goal Advancement'
construction. The basic fact about this construction is that certain
intransi tive verbs of motion, inclLrling -wan 'to come' and -mi 'to go', can
appear in two related syntactic frames:
(79) a. seuan-ide O~an-ban liora-de-'ay
man-suf 3s-come-past lcrly-suf-to
'The man cane to the lady'
b. liora-n am-seuan-wan-ban
1 ady-pl 3p-man-come-past
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''Ihe man cane to the lcrlies'
'Ihese sentences are essentially synonymous; nevertheless, their surface
structures are quite different. Ih the first the theme 'man' is the
subject and the goal 'lady' appears in a postpositional phrase; in the
second the theme 'man' is incorporated into the verb and the goal 'ladies'
is the subject, as shown by the verbal a:Jreenent parcrligm (see Allen
(ibid.) for details). Given my general assumptions, and in particular the
Unifonni ty of Theta Assignment Hypothesis, these verbs must uniformly have
both their arguments internal to the VP at D-structure:
(80) s
/ \
NP VP
/ / 1 \
e V NP \
/ I 1\
come man NP (P)
I I
lady (to)
'!he verb is unaccusative, assigning no theta rol e to the sUbj ec t posi tion;
thus we expect it to be tmable to assign accusative case. Indeed, in
neither sentence form does the verb have a straightforward direct object.
l'bw, both ajruments of the verb must find a way to receive case. O1e
possibility is that the goal is generated together with an appropriate
postposition, which will assign it Case,23 while the theme moves into the
subj ect posi tion in order to receive the nominative Case from !NFL. '!hi 5
yields (79a). The other possibility is that the goal NP moves to the
subject position, thereby claiming the available structural Case.
Meanwhile the head of the thane NP incorPJrates into the governing verb
(7gb). This incorporation must enable the theme NP to either pass or avoid
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the Case filter in some way: the theme cannot receive accusative case,
because (as before) the verb has none to assign. Moreover, his time it is
not possible to suppose that the theme somehow inherits nominative Case
from the INFL in place, because this case is independently assigned to the
goal NP. Therefore, the conclusion is again that an NP whose head N has
incorporated into the verb ~imply does not need Case in order to be
grammatical. This accounts for why the theme obligatorilly incorporates in
the 'goal advancenent' structure when the goal NP has become the Subject. 24
'Ihi s conclusion is reinforced by 51 ightly different data from Ni uean
(Austronesian), as described by Seiter (1980). In section 2.1.1, we saw
that in Niuean, as in other languages, direct object NPs can undergo
incorporation, but NPs which are argunents of preIX>stions cannot.
Nevertheless, there seems to be an exception to this usually reliable
generalization. A certain class of affective verbs and perception verbs
which take an experiencer subj ect also take an internal argunent marked by
the preposition ke he 'to':
(81) a. Ne fanogonogo a lautolu ke he tau 101090
past listen abs they to 'pl song
ke he tau tUla ne ua •
to pI clock nft t\\t>
''!bey were 1istening to songs for a couple of hours.'
b. Manako nakai a koe ke he tau manu?
like Q abs you to - pI anImal
lIb you like animals?-'- --
c. Vihiatia lahi a au he fakatal i ke he tau tagata
hate greatly abs I camp wai t to pl person
'I really hate waiting for people'
With this particular class of verbs, the notm VJhich appears in the
prepositional phrase may incorporate into the verb complex after all:
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(82) a. Ne fanogonogo 101090 a lautolu ke he tau tula ne ua
past listen ~ abs they to pI clock nft two
''!hey were listening to songs for a couple of hours'
b. Na manako manu nakai a koe?
past like anImal Q abs you
'[b you like animals?'
c. Vihiatia lahi a au he fakatali tagata
hate greatly abs I camp wai t person
'I really hate wai ting for people'
Seiter calls these nominals 'middle objects'. These structures contrast
minimally with others in which the verb wh~ch selects the very same
preposi tion (wi th a simple goal semantic role), in which the object of the
preposi tion may never incorPJrate. For exanple:
(83) a. Fano a ia ke he tapu he aha tapu
go abs he to - Chlirch on day Sunday
'He goes to church on Sundays'
b. *Fano tapu a ia he aha tapu
go cliUFch abs he on day Sunday
'He goes to church on Sundays'
In order to preserve our explanation of the ungranmaticali ty of (83b) and
similar exanples in other languages, we must say that the 'middle objects'
in (81) are not true prepositional phrases; rather they are 'pure'
arguments of the verb, receiving their theta role from it directly. If
this is the case, the preposition ke he does not need to appear at
D-structure in these sentences. 'n1en middle objects are like 'nonnal'
direct objects in this way, which accounts for the fact that they can
incorporate into the verb. Nevertheless, unlike direct objects, if they do
not incorp:>rate, they must be precejed by the prelX>si tion ke he. '!his can
be explained if we assume that the verbs that take middle objects are not
Case assigners; then, in ~rder for the NP to receive Case, a special
process must apply to insert ke he in these structures as a Case
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· 25 rn... h f tasslgner. ~1I1S account covers t e ac s. Additionally, it implies that
no verb will take both a direct object and a middle object, since the
middle object is in effect the direct object--of a slightly deficient
verb. This generalization appears true. Now, returning to the
incorporation structures in (82), we observe that they are grammatical even
thoLgh there is no inserted Case marker and we know (from (81)) that the
verbs thanselves do not assign Case. As with goal advancement in Southern
Ti wa, we cannot suppose that the incorporate is somehow picking up Case
from the INFL, because this Case is needed for the SUbject of the
sentence. ~ain, we are forced to conclLrle that NP3 wi th incorporated
heacls do not need to receive Case.
To this point, I have argued that NP3 1Nhich are incorIX>rated do not need
Case by showing that they are allowed as obj ects of verbs which do not
assign (accusative) Case at all. 'Ihere is another way to make the same
p:>int: by showing that when the object of a verb that does assign
accusative case is incorporated, the verb's Case assigning P='tential is not
exhausted; rather the verb becomes free to assign accusative Case to some
other NP. In fact, this seems to 'be possible. Consider the following
paradigm from SouthernTiwa (Allen et. ale (1984) ) :
(84) a. Ti -'u' u-wia-ban l-ay
lsS:A-baby-g i ve-past 2s-to
II gave the baby to you'
b. *'U'u-de ka-wia-ban
baby-suf IsS: 2s0IA-give~past
'I gave you the baby'
c. Ka-' u' u-wi a-ban
IsS:2s0IA-baby-give-past
•I gave yo"iJtl1e baby'
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Here, ~ia 'give' is a tryadic verb, taking a theme and a goal as well as
an agent. Ih (84a), the goal appears as the object ofa postposition, from
which it may receive Case. '!he goal cannot appear as a direct obj ect,
wi thout the p:Jstposi tion, if the theme argllnent in not incorporated into
the verb, however, as shown in (84b). (The goal argument here is
'pro-dropped', its content being identified by the verbal agreement, as is
normally fX)ssible for objects in &Juthern Tiwa.) In this way, Southern
Tiwa contrasts with Ehglish. A plausable account of this restriction is in
tenns of Case theory; &:>uthern Tiwa verbs can assign only one accusative
Case, but both the theme and the goal need to get a Case in this
structure. There are not eno.ugh Case assigners to go around, and one or
the other of the NPs ends up violating the Case filter. If, however, the
thane noun root is incorporated into the verb ,the goal can appear without
its postposi tion, as a full obj~t which can trigger agreenE!1t and be
'pro-dropped l (84c). '!his is acCOLnlted for given the assunption that the
incorporated NP does not need to receive Case at all. '!hen there will be
no competition, and the verb is free to assign the Case which would
normally go to the theme NP to the goal" NP instead, giving a grammatical
structure.
This same conclusion can be reached on the basis of the
'EXlssessor-stranding' structures of Southern Tiwa and Iroqooian, (jiscussed
in the last section. Ih these constructions, the head noun of a verb's
internal argument is incorporated, leaving behind its PJssessor. The noun
can then no longer directly assign Case to this NP, so the verb complex is
required to do so in order to avoid a Case Filter violation. A typical
example of this structure is:
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(85) a. ONEIDA (=(61)
wa-hi-nuhs-ahni :nu: John
aor~S/3M-house-buy JOhn
'I bOUjht John's house'
b. S
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
I V NP-
/1 I \
N V NP* N'
/ I I \
housetbuy JOhn t L
Here the verb assigns Case to the fXl5sessor 'John I, as represented by the
fact that the verb ~rees wi th its features rather than those of the
thematic object 'house' (hi-, instead of k- for a 15 subject / 3 neuter
object). Ih the last section, we considered the implications of this for
the theory of government, given that the verb governs the p:>ssessor here.
Yet there is an impl ication for Case theory proper as well: even when the
verb gov~rns the possessor, it is free to assign its case to the possessor
NP* only if it does not have to assign that Case to the object as a whole
NP-. Since i t does Case mark NP*, we concI ude tllat NP- does no t need Case
in this construction. Again, the NP whose head is incorporated can afford
to let the Case which IN:)uld nonnally be its pass on to another NP in need.
To summarize, a rich variety of facts drawn from a number of
typologically different languages all point together to the conclusion that
a noun phrase simply need not be Case marked if its head nolD"l is
incorporated into the governing verb.
2 • 3. 2 Morphological Identification and the Case filter
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Why should this fact about~un Incorporation from the preceding
subsection be so? Given our current understanding of Case theory, and in
particular of the Case filter, there is no reason to expect this result.
Nevertheless, it seans reasonably consistent across languaJes that have
~un Incorporation. Thi s is true in spi te of the fact NJun Incorp:>ration
itself seems to be a marked grammatical process,26 and that the explicit
evidence supporting the resul tis rather subtl e, coming from di fferent and
somewhat unusual constructions in each particular langu~e. '!his suggests
that the fact that NPs whose heads have incorporated into the governing
verb do not need Case is not a marked, peripheral exception to Case· theory
wtlich the child must learn on the basis of eXI;X>sure to rich and/or obvious
data. Instead , it must reflect some deep property of Case theory itself.
Q"l this basis, I will reconsider case theory, seeking a perspective from
which it will be obvious rather than odd that Noun Incorporation releases
an NP from the Case Fil ter.
I begin by asking another question. In the Case theory of Chomsky
(1984), the Case filter is reduced to the Visibility Condition, which says
that the head position of an (A-)chain must be Case marked in order for the
chain to be 'visible' (i.e. available) for theta role assignment at LF
(more generally, for LF interpretation). Since overt NFs are canonically
a~guments which get theta roles, they must be visible in this sense, and
therefore they must receive Case; thus the core of the Case filter from
Rbuveret and Vergnaud (1980), Cnomsky (1980, 1981) follows from this
formulation. fvbreover, the newer formulation is superior in certain ways,
in that it correctly explains both why some overt NPs do not need Case
(e.g. those in which are not arguments, such as topics and predicate
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nominal 5) and why other elE!llents which are not overt NPs do need case
(e.g. variables, Ss or PPs in subject position). N:>w, however, we can try
going a step further by asking the next question: why should an elanent
need to get Case in order to be visible for theta role assignment at LF?
In a langua:Je with a rich systan of morphological case and fairly free
\'1ord order, such as Latin, Walpiri, Estonian, or Basque, case plays an
obvious functional role: it tells which NP argunent is which. 'Ihus, the NP
with the dative case ending is the goal argunent of the verb, the NPwith
the ablative case ending is the source argument, and the NP wi th the
accusative or absolutive case ending is (generally) the theme argtment. In
fact, .these morphological markings can in some cases be the only cue for
recovering the correct semantic (thematic) relations of the sentence. Now
suppose that the Visibility Hypothesis is a grammaticalization of this
general situation; it is a fonnal condition on representations at LF which
ensures that inferences like those above will be reliable strategies for
Y10rking out the semantic roles of a sentence. Thus, intuitively, an NP can
receive a thematic role from the verb only if that thematic role assignment
is 'visible' becaus.e the NP has gotten Case from the verb. '!his idea can
be developed in the following way. Consider the following abstract
representation vtlich ~uld schemati ze the VP of a sentence 1 ike 'John stole
an apple from me' in a rich case languaje:
(86) VERB
[[8-1 8-2] 9-3]
thane source agent
( I ) ( I )
ace. abla.
1 J
NP-abl ative
'abla. '
J
[8-2]
NP-accusati ve
'ace. '
1
[6-1]
In this structure, the following things are given. We know that, as an
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inherent lexical property, a verb like 'steal' is associated with a theta
grid, which is intimately related to the meaning of the W)rd and which
represents the thematic roles the verb can assign. This is simply
represented in the diajram by the indexed e-~sitions associated wi th rough
semantic labels, although it is likely that the theta grid has more
structure than this (cf. the notion of lexical structure in the work of K.
Hale (1983, etc.)). FUrthermore, the verb as a lexical property also
specifies which morphological cases it appears with, as represented in the
diagram by the abreviations 'ace' (=accusative) and 'abIa' (=ablative).
Finally, the verb associates its case features with its theta roles in a
biunique fashion, as represented in (86) by the vertical lines linking the
the two. 27 Meanvtlile, the two NPs each appear in a m~rphologiCal form
characteristic of a particular case declension; on this basis we can say
that one is ablative and the other accusative. tbw, t\YQ types of
assocations between these NPs and the verb must be made by the syntax: the
case features of the NPs must be associated wi th those of the verb, and the
theta roles of the verb must be associated with the NFS. The first of
these is the 'process' of Case~arking (or 'Case licensing', or 'Case
checking'), and is represented by coindexing the corresp-Jnding case
features with small letter subscripts; the second is the 'process' of theta
role assignment, represented by coindexing with Arabic numbers (= the theta
indexing of chapter 1). '!he Visibil i ty Condi tion can then simply be
interpreted as claiming that the second coindexing is necessarily
contingent on the first.
Ih this regard, it is probably useful to distinguish among several
different kinds of case, each of which fits into this conceptual framework
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naturally but in a slightly different way. Thus, we can state a series of
closely related but slightly different'Visibity Conditions' for the
various types. In rich case marking languages, there are case endings
which are sanantic, in the sense that a lexical i tern that appears in that
particular morphological form will always have a particular, definable
thanatic role which is associated with that form. For exanple, Estonian
has an ablative case which appears on sources, an allative case which
appears on goals, an adessive case which appears on locations meaning 'on',
and several others. In fact, this type of case marking alloVJS the recovery
of semantic relations from morphological shape in the purest and most
obvious way. 'Ihe properties of this type of case can be captured in the in
a condition of the following fonn:
(87) If A assigns semantic case X, then
B receives theta(X) from A if and only if B receives
semantic case X from A.
Here 'theta (X)' refers to the specific thematic role YA1ich is associated
with semantic case X. The biconditional guarentees that the relationship
between morphological fom and thematic role characteristic of semantic
cases will hold true.
Not all case and theta role associations are this tight however.
Consider, for exanple, the geni tive case in English, which I will assume is
assigned to a specifier of N by the head N itself under government. '!his
case, unlike allatives and adessives, can mark a variety of different
thanatic roles:
(88) a. '!he tyrant' 5 destruction of the ci ty (aJent)
b. The city's destruction (patient)
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c. John's backpack (p:>ssessor)
Genitive case in a language like Latin is similar in this re;Jard.
Nevertheless, the head noun cannot assign genitive case to an NP which it
does not assign a theta role to at all (cf. Chomsky 1984):
(89) a. The belief [that John is intelligent]
b. *Johnls belief [ t to be intelligent]
Hence there is still a strong link between theta role assignment and case
assignment in this situation, albeit not as strong a one as there is with
semantic case. Cases like genitive in English I call inherent case. '!hey
are sUbject to the following Visibility Cbndition:
(90) If A assigns inherent case, then
B receives a theta role from A if and only if B receives
case from A.
This condition is exactly the 'Unifo~ity Cbndition' of Chomsky (1984). It
is very similar to (87), except that the explicit link between the
particular theta role and the particular case form is broken. Hence, if
(87) is satisfied, so is (90), although not necessarily vice versa.
Nevertheless, including this condition in Universal Grammar still helps
fulfill the functional purpose of making thematic relationships recoverable
from surface form, because when one sees an argunent wi th inherent case one
knows it must be thematically dependent on the nearest case assigner.
Fbssible conflLSion will be 1 imi ted at most to when the case assigner can
assign more than one thematic role. Thus, in this conceptual context, we
see why Chomsky's Unifonmity Condition should be true.
Finally, there is a third type of case which is even looser than
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inherent case: namely the structural cases of nominative and accusative. 28
These can be assigned by a lexical i tern to any NP, whether it is
thematically related to the case assigner or not, as long as the case
assigner governs the case recipient. 'IhLLS, a 'raised' NP can appear in
nominative case or accusative case, althol1jh it cannot appear in adessive
or geni tive (cf. (86) ) • Nevertheless, even here we may naturally supp:>se
that a weakened visibility condition related to (87) and (90) holds. This
condition would be:
(91) '!he Visibil ity Condition (preliminary)
B receives a theta role only if it receives case.
This is similar to (90) except with the further weaking that the theta
assigner and the case assigner need not be the same. 'Illis is the most
general Visibility Cbndition, satisfied by all types of Case, and the one
which Case filter is derived from. By its relationship to (87) and (90),
we can noW see why Uhiversal Grammar includes such a condition: it is a
particular formal grcmnatical ization related to the a priori necessi ty of
being able to recover sanan.tic relationships from surface forms.
~w, a look at other languages suggests that this perspective should be
generalized somewhat. We have hcrl in mind langu~es with rich case
systems, which represent argunent relations by morphology on the NR5.
lbwever, other systems of overtly representing argument relations are
certainly possible. For example, consider the following sentences from
Tuscarora (Iroquoian, Williams (1976)):
(92) a. wi:rv:n wa-hra-kv-? tsi:r.
Willian aor-~S/3NO-see-puncdog
'William saw a dog.'
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b. wa-hra-kv-? wi:rv:n tsi:r.
aor-3MSj3NO-see-punc William dog
'Will ian saw a dog.'
c. tsi:r wi:rv:n wa-hra-kv-?
dog William aor-3MS/3NO-see-punc
'Wi 11 iam saw a dog. I
All of these sentences mean the same thing, yet the word order varies and
there is no morphological case marking on the NFS. Where then is the
infonmation encoded as to which NP bears Which theta role? The answer is
clearly that it is encoded in the ajreanent morphology on the verb. In
particular, the prefix hra- occurs only when the subject is masculine third
person and the object is nonhuman (neuter) third person. In this way and
in this way only the perceiver of the (92) sentences knows who saw whom. 29
Thus, verbal ajreanent morphology seems to perform the same function for
Tuscarora which nominal case morphology performs for Latin and Estonian.
In fact, there is a kind of symmetry here: in the one case the relation
between the argllllent and the predicate is represented by morphology
determined by lexical properties of the predicate appearing on the argument
(morphological case); in the other it is represented by morphology
determined by lexical properties of the arglltlent appearing on the predicate
(aJreanent) • This symmetry can be captured by representing the ajreement
relationships wi th essentially the same formal ism vbich we used to
represent the case assigning relationships in (86) above: we coindex the
morphologically represented agreement features of the verb with the
inherent features of the noun which detennine than:
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(93) VERB
[[a-I] .f3-2]
thane a]ent
I I
3sNO. l5MS.
1 J
NP
3s/masc .
J
[8-2]
NP
3s/neut i
[8-1]
.-'
This agreement indexing relation then counts as the same type of relation
as the case indexing relation: we can generalize and say that both are
particular instances of morphological indexing, because both are
morphological spell outs of a granmatical relation. Now, we simply
rephrase the Visibility Condition in terms which are not prejudiced toward
ei ther morphological case oriented systems or agreenent systems in the
following way:
(94) 1he Condi tic" of M::>rphological Identi fication:
If B is the NP position at the head of a chain,
B bears a theta index at LF only if it bears a
morphological index.
This condition is naned so as to be neutral between case and ~reement and
to recall the functional reason behind the existence of such a condi tion in
Universal Grammar. It supercedes the Visibility Cbndition (91) and the
Case filter, although at various points in what follows I will still use
the more familiar terms when there is no danger of confusion. When the
condition is satisfied, I will say that B is Im(orphologically)-identified'
(by A). '!he other Visibility Conditions can easily be recast in these
somewhat more general tenns as well, if necessary. Furthermore, I assume
as a basic principle of 'Case' theory that the government relation must
always hold between t~ i terns which are morphologically coindexed (or
1 m-indexed'), regardless of what type of m-indexing it is.
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In this regard, we might add the Ehglish system to the 1 ist of ways in
which itans can be morphologically identified. In Ehglish, sanantic
relationships are primarily represented not by morphology on the theta role
assigner or by morphology on the argument, but rather by a relation of
adj acency holding between the tw:>. Hence in (g5a) and (95b) the verb shape
and the NP shapes are identical, but the interpreted thematic relationships
are different because the adjacency (and directionality) relationships are
different:
(95) a. William saw the dog.
,.. b. '!he dog saw Willian.
We can subsLme this representational system into our frame~rk by
irmnagining that Ehglish and similar langua:Jes have an indexing process such
as (96) in lieu of agreement or morphological case processes:
(96) M:>rphologically index A and B if A is lexically designated
as a 'Case' assigning elanent and B is adja:ent to A (on
the right in Englis~).
This reconstructs in slightly more neutral tenms the important notion that
adjacency is a (the) requiranent on Case assignment-i .e. on morphological
identification-in highly configurational languages such as English: see
Chomsky (1981), Stowell (1981), ~opman (1983), Travis (1984) for
developnents of the impl ications of a language having thi s type of
~identification system.
At last, we return to the question of NJLD1 IncorPJration. A typical
instance of NI has a structure like the following:
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(97) ONElm
a. Wa-hi-nuhs-ahni :nu: John.
aor-lsSj3\1-house-buy John
'I bOLght John's house.'
b. s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
I V NP*
/ \ , \
N V NP- N'
I I I \
cartbuy John ti.
Here, NP* is clearly coindexed with the complex verb N+V, by virtue of the
fact that its head has moved into this category. Just as clearly, this
relationship between NP* and the complex V is a morphologically visible
one-part of NP* actually appear inside of the V. In this sense, it is just
as visible as at PF as morphological case, agreement, or adjacency
requiranents are. Thus, we can naturally take the coindexing induced by
incorporation to count as a morphological indexing in the sense relevant
for (94). rbte that the complex verb must govern the NP whose head has
been incorp:>rated in order for the X-o movanent to be 1icit at all.
'Iherefore, the formal requirement on instances of morphological coindexing
is automatically met in this case. Furthe~ore, since it is (at least in
the core case) only thematic objects which incorporate into the verb (see
section 2.1), one can reliably infer the semantic relationship of an
incorporated noun purely by virtue of the fact that it is incor~rated.
Thus, Incorporation meets the functional characterization of the
morphological identification requiranent as well as the formal one. I
therefore take it to be a fourth type of morphological indexing in good
standing. The ultimate result of this is that incorporation automatically
satisfies the Case filter requirements (expressed in (94)) of the NP whose
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head is incorPJrated. Hence, any other m-indexing, while possible, is
theoretically superfloouc;. 'Ihus, we acCOLU1t for the facts in the prE!'Jious
subsection that NPs \\bose heads have incorPJrated are granmatical as the
objects of verbs even when those verbs are not 'case assigners '-i .e. when
they cannot be indexed wi th an NP in a case or agreanent relation. In the
sane way, we account for the fact that when the verb is a case assigner in
this sense, it can m-index some other NP, such as the p::lssessor NP- in (97)
without causing a violation of the ~identificationcondition.
In conclusion, the basic result of this section is that the 'Case
filter' is broader than it has sometimes been taken to be. This is
expressed by replacing the Case filter with the Condition on f\t)rphological
Identification, which can be satisfied in ways other than case assignment
in the narrow sense. '!he specific ways available vary from language to
langu~e, and include morphological case, verbal aJreement, and adjacency,
as well as combinations of these. Incorporation finds its place as a
fourth type of m-identification, crucially independent of the other three.
This explains various aspects of NI structures. Ih fact, the alternative
of satisfying the Case fil ter requiranents of an NP by incorp:>ration rather
than traditional case marking will playa significant role in the chapters
30to come as well (see 4.2.4, 5.4.1).
2 • 3. 3 Extensions of M-Identi fication
In the last subsection, I argued that the proper way to view the Case
filter is as a kind of condition to the effect that thematic relationships
between lexical items must (in general) be overtly represented in some
way. This was fonnalized in tenns of the Condition of MJrphological
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Identi fication, which says intui tively that an argunent can stand in a
semantic relationship to a theta assigner only if it stands in a
'morphological' relationship to an appropriate item--in the core case the
theta assigner itself. Thus, this condition in a certain sense links
together the levels of LF were sanantic relationships are represented and
PF were phonologically overt things are represented. As such, the
Condition is presumably one on S-structure, since this is the structure
which stands between LF and PF and which must be appropriately mappable
onto both (cf. 1.3.1). Since the Case filter is the most important
condi tion of Case theory I if it is recast in terms of morphological
identi fication, i tis reasonable to expect that the rest of Case theory
will be as well. ]n this section, I will make this extension by discussing
several minor conditions that significantly affect incorporation
structures; we will see that they are easily understood in terms of Case
theory when it is viewed as morphological identification.
One condition we have already seen in section 2.2.2: the condition that
traces cannot assign case to an NP which they govern. '!his asslIllption is
necessary to account for paradigms 1 ike the following from M:>haVJk (Postal
1962):
(98) a. Ka-rakv ne [sawatis hrao-nUhs-a?].
~-white John ~-house-suf
'John's house is whi te. '
b. Hrao-nuhs-rakv Ene sawatis t].
3M-house-whi te John
'JOhn's house is white.'
c. *Ka-nUhs-rakv [ne sawatis t].
3N-house~ite John
'John's house is whi te. '
In (gSa), the PJssessor 'John' is m-identi fied by its goverrling head
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'house' throU3h the agreenent relation, as represented by the morpheme
hrao- appearing on this noun. In (98b), 'John' is m-identified by the
complex verb 'house~ite', again represented by the morpheme hrao-
appearing on the latter i tan. We may, however, ask. why (98e) is not
acceptable parallel to (gSa), with the possessor being m-identified by the
trace of the moved N-o 'house'. In fact, by the Projection Principle we
know that such a trace is present, so (g8e) is structurally parallel to
(gSa) in this respect; nevertheless, it is bad. Hence, the trace, unlike
the noun root, must not be able to m-identify an NP that it governs, either
on its own or by virtue of fanning a chain with the N-root itself, which we
know to be a case assigner. Intuitively, there is a clear reason why this
difference should exist: the trace cannot have the ajreement morphene that
\\Ould represent an m-indexing relationship between it and the NP it
governs. Moving to the general case, as soon as 'Case' is viewed in terms
of overt morphological identification, it is very natural to claim that a
phonologically null element cannot be a Case assigner. '!his can be
expressed in tenns of the following formal principle of granmar: 31
(99) An arglll1ent B cannot be morphologically indexed wi th A
if A is phonologically null (e.g. a trace) in the syntax.
'Ihus, obligatoriness of the agreanent between the complex verb and the
stranded lX>5sessor now folloV/S fonnally from (99) plus the fact that the
possessor must be morphologically identified.
The notion of morphological identification also makes understandable the
well-known descriptive generalization that INFLs can assign only one
nominative case, and verbs in the unmarked situation only assign one
accusative case. There are tY.t>' reasons for this. Suppose that a verb had
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,fiI'l'
roul tiple argunents, but assigned all of them same morP1ological case. '!hen
the spirit, if not the letter, of the Condition of Morphological
Identification is broken, because it will not be possible to recover which
NP stands in which thematic relationship to the verb except by
semilinguistic pragmatic strategies. Even apart from this, it is true that
the structural cases nominative and accusative entail by far the least
tight relationship between thematic relationship and morphological
relationship, since they are SUbject only to the loosest of the Visibility
Conditions (cf. the discussion in 2.3.2 above). Again, in order for the
functional pur~se of the Condi tion on tJbrphological Indenti fication not to
break doW'l, the use of structural case must be limited in some way. '!he
natural way to is to allow only one structural case assignment per Case
assigner. Then, all of the argunents of an i tern but one mlLSt have semantic
case (or possibly inherent case), and these semantic cases will directly
reveal their thenatic roles by (87). '!he last argunent will then be able
to have strLlCtural case. 'Ibis case will not identify its thematic role
directly, but it will be recoverable by 'process of elimination': its
thematic role will be the only one associated wi th the v~rb in the lexicon
which does not show up in a semantic case. Hence, from both of these
angles, it is reasonable for a given language to limit its verbs to
assigning only one accusative case (more generally, one structural case)
each. This, however, is a camparitively loose implication, following from
functional considerations rather than from formal principles, so some
language variation could be tolerated here. In fact, we will find evidence
in later sections that a handful of languages differ from the more usual
situation crucially in that their verbs can assign two structural
accusative cases (see in particular sections 3.3 and 4.2.4.1). The
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Morphological Indentification perspective sho'NS VJhy this is a 'marked I
case, however.
The ranarks of the last paragraph were merle primarily with morphological
case marking, aJreanent, and adjacency in mind. '!he sane si tuation will
presunably hold in the case of rbLm Incor};X)ration as well, however, since
this too is a type of morphological identification. Ih fact, the
Incorporation of more than one ~un root into a single verb stem is
generally im};'Ossible. Mi thun (1984) makes thi 5 observation on the basi s 0 f
her extensive survey of NI eonstroctions in langu~es of the world. 32
Seiter (1980) shows that this indeed must be an explicit condition of some
kind in Niuean (Austronesian), based on paradigms like the following:
(100) a. ~a fa f~kahu tuai he mcgafaoa e tau tohi he vakalele.
perf-hab-send-perf erg--fanily abs-pl-letter on airplane
'The fcrnily used to send the letters on an airplane. I
b. ~a fa fakahu vakalele tuai he magafaoa e tau tohi.
perf-hab-send-airplane-perf erg-family abs-pl=reEter
''!he family used to send the letters by airplane. I
c. *Kua fa fakahu tohi vakalele tuai e magafaoa.
perf-hab-send-Ietter-airplane-perf abs-family
''!he fanily used to send the letters by airplane.'
We have already seen (section 2.1,1) that incoporation of patient objects
is possible and in fact productive in Niuean. Sentence (10Gb) shows that
under certain circumstances the incorporation of a~ instrumental or 'means'
nominal is possible as \'1eU. 33 Sentence (lOOe), however, shows that the
instrument and the patient cannot both incorporate into the verb at the
same time. This is true in spite of the fact that either incorporation is
acceptable in its own right. Allen, Gardiner, and Frantz (1984) make a
similar ~int for SJuthern Tiwa, showing that double N incorp:>rations into
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a morphologically simple verb are impossible:
(101) a. Ta-'u'u-wia-ban hliawra-de.
lsS:A/A-baby-give-past WJman-suf
'I 9 crve the ~man the baby.'
b. *Ta-hliawra-'u'u~ia-ban.
lsS:A/A~oman-baby-give-past
'I 9 ave the woman the baby. '
In (lOla), the thane NP has already been incorporated; (lOlb) shows that
incorporating the goal as well gives an tmacceptable result. 34 In fact, the
restriction at work here seems very similar to that of which usually blocks
a verb from assigning tVA) accusative cases discussed above: when tv.o Ns are
incorp:Jrated the information as to wbich one is associated wi th which
thematic role begins to be lost. The two superficially very different
cases can then be unified with the following descriptive generalization:
(102) A single i tan cannot morphologically identify t~ NPs
in the same way.
'rhus, it is rare for t\¥Q NR5 to have structural case in the same VP, for
tYK> NPs to trigger object ajreement on the sane verb, and for tw:> N roots
to be incorporated into the same verb; all of th~se generalization are
subSLlned under (102). tbte, however, that it certainly is IX>ssible for a
single verb to mor{i1ologically identi fy tYkJ NP3 if different techniques are
used for each. For exanple, in (lOla) the S:>uthern Tiwa verb 'give'
m-identi fies both the theme 'baby' and the goal '\\Oman '--the former via
incorporation and the latter via a:]reanent. '!he cases of Ip:>ssessor
raising' with NI are also examples of this: the verb m-identifies the
entire direct object by incoflX>ration, and the IXlssessor of the direct
object by agreement. What is generally blocked is ttM:l identical
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identifications.
One further principle of Case theory which arises naturally in the light
of morphological identification involves how complex categories derived by
incorporation assign Case. X-o categories listed in the lexicon have their
case assigrunent properties explfci tly represented there, but this is not so
for X-o's formed in the syntax. Rather, these X-o's can only be Case
assigners by virtue of being fanned out of X-o's which are lexically
specified as being Case assigners. I will assume, however, that this kind
of inheritance of the ability to assign case is strictly limited by the
following principle:
(103) A complex X-o of category A in a given language can
have at most the maximal case assigning properties
allowed to a morphologically simple item of category A
in that langucge.
This principle is related to the idea of morphological identification in a
simple way: in an incorporation structure, the overt morphological unit is
the whole derived complex item, not the individual stems that it is merle up
of. Hence, the only valid morphological identi fier should be this
complex. Ih this way, (103) is conceptually similar to (99). an the other
hand, there are strict limits--formal reflections of functional
constraints~-on how many arguments any single" item can identify, regardless
of its internal structure. In this way, (103) is conceptually similar to
(102) • (103) then merely states naturally enough that the (to some degree
language particular) limits tolerated on a complex category are the same as
those tolerated on a simple one. To see what this comes to, consider an
abstract exanple of NI such as the following (cf. (97) ) :
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(104) a. I agr j-buy (NP j John i agr i-house]
b. I ~ri-house-buy [NP John i t]
From (1 04a) , we know that the noun roo t 'house lis a case assigner; suppose
that it, as in English, assigns genitive (inherent) case. Then, in (104b)
it is conceivable that the complex verb assigns genitive case to the
possessor, by virtue of the fact that it contains a genitive case assigner
'house'. I will a5s~e that this is impossible, however, blocked by the
fact that 'house-buy' is categorially a verb and. that verbs do not
(usually) assign genitive case. 'Ihen, the complex verb will not be able to
inherit genitive case from the noun root by (103), and will only be able to
assign the accusative case that it inherits from the V root which it
contains. !hus, (103) implies that the possessor in configurations such as
(104b) must be accusative rather than genitive; this is at least consistent
wi th the morphology of soch constroctions in Southern Ti. wa and the
Iroquoian languages. FUrthermore, suppose that by (102) verbs in these
languages can only assign structural case to one NP. Then, (103) implies
that the incorporation of a N-root will never increase the case assigning
ability of the verb above this limit, even if the N is a (structural) case
assigner. Thus, I predict that sentences such as (105) will be imp:>ssible
in languages whose properties match these assumptions, in spite of that
fact that if either of the post-verbal NPS is omitted the structure is
known to be possible (cf (84) and (85) above):
(105) *I [agr-hause-sell John (Peter t] ]
In a strocture like this, ei ther 'house-sell' w:>uld have to assign case to
both 'John' and 'Peter', or 'sell' \t.Ould have to incorp:>rate a second NP in
order for everything to be morphologically identi fied properly. lbwever,
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both of these options is impossible, given (102) and (103). Uhfortunately,
I have not been able to check this prediction, but it seans reasonable. 35
Thus, the empirical evidence in favor of (103) is not overwhelming at this
lXJint, but it is natural and reasonable given the m-identification approach
to Case theory. The evidence in favor of (103) will, in fact, be very
strong by the end of this YK)rk.
To conclLde, I have shown how the notion of morphological identification
can be extended to make natural a certain collection of secondary
constraints of Case theory which crucially arise in structures formed by
Incorporation. These in turn have clarified the nature of NI sentences,
explaining Why certain a priori possible alternatives to grammatical. ~I
sentences do not occur. In this way, the configuration of assl.I1lptions is
supported •
2.3.4 Variation in NI Constructions
In the preceding parts of this section, I have argued that an
incorporated noun and the NP that i t h~ads need not be assigned Case; the
incorporation relation itself is adequate to allow them to bear the
necessary theta role at LF. But of course it is quite a different thing to
say that this nominal cannot be assigned case. Indeed, there is no good
theoretical reason why such a thing should be imp:>ssible. In fact, I will
asslIlle that it is {Xlssible, and even necessary in some cases. '!his then
will provide a low-level parameter of variation accounting for certain
crosslinguistic differences in the syntax of NI constructions.
Greenlandic Eskimo is a language which has NI structures (see Sadock
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(1980, to appear»). Some simple exanples are:
(106) a. Qimme-qar-p:>q.
dog-have-3sS
'He has a dog.'
b. Sapangar-si-voq.
bead-get-3sS
'He boU3ht beads.'
c. Nerrivi-lior-poq.
table-;nake-JsS
'He set the table.'
In each of these cases, the thematic direct object has been incorPJrated
into the verb, consistent with the Heoo r-bvanent Constraint. In this way,
Eskimo is like r-bhawi< and Southern Tiwa. Yet, there is a significant
difference as well; Sadock (1980, to appear) states that subjects are never
incorporable in Greenlandic Eskimo. This contrasts wi th r-bhaVJk and
SJuthern Tiwa, which can fairly generally incorporate the 'subject' (=sole
argument) of intransitive verbs of the unaccusative class (section 2.1.1).
Why should this difference be?
Correlated with the difference identified above is a morphological
di fference. NJtice that the verb forms in (106) all have aJreanent
suffixes which are drav.n from the intransi ti ve agreement paradigms of
Eskimo. This is true in spite of the fact that the verbs are dyadic, with
a direct obj ect overtly expressed in the form of the incorp:>rate. In
contrast, the sentences in (107) have unincorporated objects and show the
transitive agreement paradigms:
(107) a. Arnap meeraq taku-vaa. (*taku-voq)
woman-erg child(abs) see-~3s0
''!he woman saw the child. '
b. Neqi neriv-ara. (*neriv-unga)
meat (abs) eat-ls~O
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'I ate the meat.'
In this respect also, Eskimo differs from S:>uthern Tiwa and MJhatNk. Verbs
in the latter two languajes show the transi tive a]reenent when their direct
object is incorporated as well When it is not; this agreement will
reference the features of the incofp:>rated obj ect if is not needed to
morphologically identify some other NP such as the p:")ssessor. ~stal
(1962:285) shows this for Mbhawk: 36
(108) a. I?i khe-nuhwe?-s ne yoa~ir-a?a.
I 1SS/3FO-like-asp pre-baby-suf
'I like the baby.'
b. I?i khe~r-nuhwe?-s
I 1SS/3FO-baby-like-asp
'I like the baby. I
c. *I?i k-wir-nuhwe?-s
I lsS~aby-like-asp
'I like the baby. I
(109) a. I?i hrai-nuhwe?-s ne yao-?nihhsra-?
I 1SS73MO-like-asp pre-father-suf
'I like the father.'
b. I?i hrai-?nihhsra-nuhwe?-s
I 1SS73MQ-father-like-asp
'I like the father.'
c. *I?i k-?nihhsra-n~~we?-s
I lsS-father-like-asp
'I like the father.'
Usually in Mohawk incorporated nouns are inanimate and neuter, so that the
object agreanent which they show is null. If, however, the noun root is
mascUline or feminine as in (108), (109), the characteristic transitive
cgreanent form which it triggers is preserved when it is incorIXlratei, as
t11e exanples show. Similar facts hold in S:>uthern Tir,m (Allen, Gardiner,
and Frantz (1984)):
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(110) a. lU' u-de ti-mU-ban.
child-suf 1SS:A-see-past
'I saw the child.'
b. Ti-Iulu~li-ban.
ISS:A-child-see-past
II saw the child.'
c • Te-pan-tuwi-ban •
1SS:C-bread-buy-past
'I bought the bread.'
In (110a) and (110b) we see that the agreement is the same whether or not
the object is incorPJratedi in (llOc) we see that the ~reanent indeed
changes if a noun root of a different conjugation class is incorporated.
Hence, we can say that verbs wi th incor~rated obj ects in f'tbhawk and
Southern Ti. wa continue to be morphologically transi ti\le, whereas those of
Eskimo are morphologically (althol13h not logically or syntactically)
intransitive. The morphological intransitivity of Eski~o incorporation
structures is confirmed by case marking facts as well: when the head. noun
of the object is incorporated, the subject NP is marked with absolutive
case, rather than with ergative case as it is when there is an
unincorporated direct object (cf. (107a)):
(Ill) Suulut timmisartu-lior-poq.
Soren (abs) airplane-;nake-l;S
'Soren made an airplane.'
These facts reveal another difference between Eskimo and the other NT
langu~es which we have focused on.
I sl.k3gest that these tw.:> differences can be related to one another in
the following way. Incorporated noun roots and the NBS which they move
from never need to be assigned case purely by virtue of the Condition of
Morphological Identification. Nevertheless, in individual languages
incorporated noun roots can be stipulated to need case, as an idiosyncratic
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lexical property of the roots thanselves. &1ppose ~l)en that incorp::>rable
N:>un roots in Eskimo have this property, but the incorp:>rable noun roots in
Mohawk and Southern Tiwa do not. '!hen, the Eskimo noun roots must be
assigned case by verb root, preslI1lably under government and adj acency
within the complex X-o itself. We may then p:>sit the following principle:
(112) If an X-o root assigns case wi thin a complex lexical
category Y-o, Y-o cannot inherit case assigning features
from X-o.
For exanple, the verb root 'make' in (Ill) assigns case to 'airplane'
wi·thin the complex verb 'airplane;nake'; thus, 'make's case assigning
properties are used up, and the entire verb 'airplane~ake' gets no case
feature which it can assign itself. I assume that this causes it to take
intransitive agreement morphology, and to dete~ine intransitive case
morphology on the tmincorp:Jrated NP argunents. We may say that rtlun roots
in Eskimo 'absorb' case. These same assunptions then expl ain Ylhy Eskimo
never incorporates the N from the argunent of unaccusative verbs. As
explained in section 2. 3.1, it is usual for unaccusatives
crosslinguistically not to be able to assign case (Burzio 1981); thus there
~uld be no case for such a verb to assign to the incorp:lrated noun root.
This does not violate ~identification per se, but it does mean that the
lexical properties of the noun root will not be satisfied, causing the
structure to be ungranmatical. In M::>hawk and ~uthern Tiwa, noun roots do
not have this property, and as long as m-identification is satisfied, the
structure is acceptable. Hence the sole argLtnent of tmaccusatives can be
incorp:>rated in these languages. fureover, even if the verb is a case
assigner, it need not assign Case to the incorporated noun root; thus the
complex verb can inherent its property of being a Case assigner from the
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verb root, and will continue to take transitive agreanent markers. In this
way, the di fferences between the tYeO types of langua]es are accounted for
in terms of a low level variation in the properties of lexical items.
Finally, I observe that Niuean (Austronesian) seems to be a hybrid case,
standing someW'iere between Eskimo and ftbhawk in these respects. Li ke
Eskimo, when the head of the direct object incorporates in a simple
sentence, the morphology of the result is intransitive (from Seiter 1980):
(113) a. KUa ta he tama e tau fakatino.
perf-draw erg-child abs-pl-picture
'The child has been drawing pictures.'
b. Kua ta fakatino e tana.·
perf-draw-picture abs-child
'The child has been drawing pictures.'
(114) a. Vblu nakai he tau fanau e fua niu?
grate-Q erg-pl-children abs-fruit coconut
'Are the children grating coconut?'
b. Volu niu nakai e tau fanau?
grate-coconut-Q abs-pl-children
'Are the children grating coconut?'
Niuean has no verbal agreenent, but it does have an ergative case marking
systan like Eskimo. Like Fskimo, when the direct object is incorporated
the case on the subject switches from ergative to absolutive, the form it
has in intransi tive sentences. en the other hand, we saw strong evidence
in section 2. 3. 1 that Ni uean verbs can incorp:>rate nouns which they cannot
assign case to: namely the so-called 'middle objects' of affective and
perception verbs {see (81), (82)). Moreover, Niuean is like Mohawk and
5:>uthern Tiwa in that when it incorp::>rates its object, the objective case
which the verb w:>uld normally give to that NP can be assigned to anob,er NP
instead (Seiter 1980):
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(115) a. KUa ta he tama e tau fakatino aki e mala1a.
perf-draw erg-child abs-pl-picture with abs charcoal
'The child has been. drawing pictures with a charcoal.'
b. I4Ja ta fakatino e tama aki e malala.
perf-draw-picture abs-child with abs charcoal
'The child has been drawing pictures with a charcoal.'
c. Kua ta fakatino he tana e malala.
perf-draw-picture erg-child abs charcoal
'The child has been drawing pictures with a charcoal.'
Here, (lISe) is the key sentence, in which the instrLma1t appears marked as
the direct object; this cannot happen lU11ess the object is incorPJrated.
NJte that the case marking on the subj ect goes back to ergative in this
structure. Finally, there is at least one intransitive verb in Niuean
which, 1 ike those of M:>hawi< and Southern Ti wa, can incorp:>rate its sole
argl.lllent, the verb fai 'exist I (Sei ter 1980):
(116) Fai gata nakai i Ni ue? ~
Ex i st-snake-Q in Ni ue
'Are there snakes in Niue?'
To account for this 'middle ground' type of NolD1 Incorporation, we can
simply say that Nbun roots in Niuean preferentially receive case from the
verb root when they can, but they do not absolutely need it. Thus, the
morphology becomes intransitive as in ESkimo in the standard cases (113)
and (114), but when there is no case to be had ((81), (116)) or another NP
needs the case (115), the structures are still grammatical, as in Mohawk
and other languages.
We are left with the following situation: universally Noun Incorporation
NPs do not need to have case at all. This shows up in its purest fonn in
the Iroquoian languages and in Southern Ti wa. Ib~ver, as a language
speci fie or a morphene speci fie property, incorporated nouns may receive
case after all, leading to a case absorption effect. This can happen in
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(at least) tw:> strengths: preferenti al absorption as in Ni uean, or
obligatory absc>rption as in Eskimo. In this way, both variations in the
surface morphology of incorporation structures and minor differences in its
distribution are accounted for. This approach will receive fur.ther
confirmation in later sections, when we see that the same variation in Case
receiving properties shows up in antipassive constructions (section 2.4)
and passive constructions (section 5.2.1).
~2. 4 '!he Antipassive Construction
In the final- section of this chapter, I will turn attention to what is
known as the 'antipassive' construction. Descriptively, this construction
has been characterized as one in vtlich a morphene is addej to a transitive
verb, such that the verb is made intransitive, with its thematic direct
object appearing as an oblique phrase instead of as a surface direct object
(see 1.1.2). I will endeavor to show that in fact antipassive is a special
type of ~LU1 Incorp:>ration, thereby subsuning this traditional case of a GF
changing process to a case of free X-o rnovanent. ~anples of this in a
variety of languages are:
rQM: (Mayan, Ellgland (1983»)
(117) a. rna O-tzaj t-tzyu-7n Cheep ch'it
rec 3sA-aux 3sE~rab-ds J:>se bird
'Jose grabbed the bird'
b. rna O-tzyuu-n Cheep t-i7j ch'it
rec 3sA-grab-Apass Jose 3s- 'of' bird
'~se grabbed a/the bird'
ESKIMO: (Greenlandic, Sadock (1980»)
(118) a. angut-ip arnaq unatar-paa
man-erg W)man (abs) beat-indic: 3s5/350
'The man beat the VJOman'
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b. angut arna-mi k LD'lata-a-voq
man (abs) woman-instr beat-Apass-indic:1~S
''Ihe man beat a ~an'
CHAMrnRO: (hJstronesian, Gibson 1980)
(119) a. In li'i' i gima'-miyu
lpex-see the house-your
'We saw your house'
b. Man-li'i' h-fm guna'
~55-see we Cabs) house
'We saw a house'
(120) Man-;nan-bisi ta i fana:ju' un 9.!. as Juan
plur~ss-visit the children obI Juan
'The chidren visited Juan'
Note that thr0l.13hout the case marking and a:Jreanent patterns of the
antipassive sentences are those of an intransitive sentence,3? contrasting
with the corresponding nonantipassives in this way.
Relational Grcmnarians analyze theantipassive as a straightforward
Grmati'cal function changing rule that maps the l.U1derlying direct obj ect
into an inactive oblique phrase (to be technical and specific, a
'chomeur') •38 Marantz (1984) develops this type of conception in a
frcmeY-brk with assunptions closer to those of the present YeOrk. He
analyzes the antipassive morpheme as an affix which is attached to the verb
in the lexicon, absorbing its Case assigning features. Ih this way, the
antipassive is partially similar to the passive under Chomsky's (1981)
analysis (see also Marantz (1984)), in that both involve morphenes that
take away the (accusative) case marking potential of the verb. They are
dissimilar, however, in that the antipassive does not take away the verb's
abil i ty to have a thanatic subj ect as the passive morpheme does. Thus, the
D-structure object of an antipassive verb will not be able to receive Case
as it is, nor will it be able to get Case by moving to the subje:=t
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position, since this place is already occupied. Therefore, it receives
case by the insertion of a prelX>si tion or oblique Case marker-a special
provision allowed by this construction (cf. of insertion in Ehglish
nominals in Chomsky (198l»). In contrast to these types of approaches, I
will analyze antipassive phenomena as cases of NJlD'1 Incor~ration.
2 • 4.1 Mtipassive as N)un Incorp:>ration
'!here is an important sign that an approach like Marantz's is on the
wrong track: the obliquely marked thanatic object of an antipassive
sentence is generally optional, and can simply be omitted. When it does
not appear, there is still assuned to be a thane/patient of the action, and
it is interpreted as being indefinite, unknown or simply not specified.
'Ibis is possible in all of the languQ3es illustrated above:
MM4:
(121) a. rna 0-1<00 1 w-aq
'
na-7n-a (t-uk
'
asdoon)
rec 13A-di r 3sE-grab-ds 3s-wi th hoe
'I \\Orked it (wi th a hoe) •
b. rna chin aq'naa-n-a
rec lsA work~ass-ls
II worked [something] I
(122) toons n-chi yoola-n xjaal
then prog-3pA talk~ass person
''!hen the people were talking'
ESKIMO:
(123) Angut unata-a-voq (cf. (118b))
man (abs) beat-Apass-indic: 3sS
I The Irian beat someone'
CHAMCRRO:
(124) Man-man-li I iii lalahi (cf. (11gb»)
plur-=APass-see the males
I '!he boys see something'
These verbs arenonnally transitive, and are not 'object-deletion verbs';
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apart from the antipassi ve construction, the thenatic obj ect argunent must
appear by the Projection Principle. 39 This situation is problematic for an
accotmt like Marantz's, in which the oblique patient NP is the actual
argument of the verb, from which it receives its thematic role. Given
this, it should be just as obligatory as the corres~nding direct object of
a nonantipassive sentence, both being equally required by the Projection
Principle. Yet, this is not the case. The situation is made worse in that
some languages have a morpheme that functions just like the antipassives in
(121)-(124), but where no overt theme can be expressed even optionally.
The Mayan language 'IZotzil has such a morphane, according to the
description of Aissen (1983). Aissen speaks of a suffix -van, which
attaches r93ularly and productively to transitive verbs. She says (p.
291):
Verbs suffixaJ wi th -van have a reading like I to do x to y, or
wi th respect to y' Ythere y must be hunan, either a nonspecific
hl.l1lan or a discourse referent. In either case, verbs suffixed
wi th -van never occur wi th an overt obj ect.
1his description makes it very clear both that there is a patient
argll1lent 'around' somewhere sanantically, and that it cannot be expressed
syntactically. Aissen gives the following exanples (from Iaughlin 1975):
(125) a. Muk' bu ~-i~il-van.
never asp-lsA-kill-Apass
'I never killed anyone.'
b ••••~-k lot sibtas-van-uk~.
asp-come frighten-Apass-uk-3sA
•••11e cane to frighten [people].'
v
c. ?Ak'-b-at-~ s-ve?el, ?i-0-ve? lek. Ta sa la
give-appl-pass-3sA his~eal asp-3sA-eat well asp now pt
s-g-mey-van, ta sa 1a s-0'-but' -van
asp-3'\-anbrace-Apass asp now pt asp-3l\-kiss-Apass
ti kriarailetike.
the maids
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'He was given his meal, he ate well. The maids embraced
[him] and kissed [him].
In order to extend Marantz's account of the antipassive to cover these
cases, one v.ould have to claim that the antipassive morphane can sometimes
absorb the object theta role of the verb as well as the object case of the
verb--optionally in Man, Chanorro, and ESkinlo; obI igatorily in Tzotzil.
Yet, this is precisely something that one cannot do in Marantz's franew:>rk;
he p:lsi ts that (proouctive) affixes can never change the argunent structure
of the roots to which they attach (Marantz 1984, section 5.2). Thus, the
antipassive is problematic on this type of analysis.
'!his puzzle can be avoided if one assunes that the oblique theme is
never an argunent even when it appears i rather it is an adjunct phrase of
sane kind, similar to the agent phrase of a passive sentence. 40 '!hen, its
optionali ty is expected, and exanples such as (121) - (125) can easily be
unified with those in (117)- (120). We must, however, face the question of
what happens to the object theta role of the verb root. The exanples given
above make it seem unlikely that this theta role is deleted or suppressed
lexically; for exanple, (124) corresp:>nds more closely to Ehglish ''!he boys
see something' than to English 'The boys (can) see (well).' Given the
assumptions of this work, the solution is clear: the object theta role is
assigned directly to the antipassive morphane itself. Thus, consider the
following sentences again, this time in a realigned paradigm:
(126) a. In li'i' i gima';niyu (Chanorro, =(119a»)
Ipex-see the house-your
'We saw your house'
b. Man-man-li'i' i lalahi (Chamorro, =(124»)
plur::Apass-see the males
'The boys see something'
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c. '!he boys see something
In (126b) there is a morphologically complex YIOrd which corresponds to tv.t>
morphologically simple ~rds in langu~e5 such as English (126c), as well
as in other structures in the sane language (126a). J.Jst as in cases of
rblm IncorPJration, the antipassive verb 'stands for' both the sanantic
predicate and its direct object argunent. The U1iformity of Theta
Assignment Hypothesis then points toward parallel D-struetures for all of
the sentences in (126). This is done by generating the antipassive
morpheme in the direct obj ect {X>si tion at D-strueture, where it is assigned
the object theta role:
(127) s
/\
NP 'lP
/ / \
boys V NP
I I
see N
1
'Apass-'
'!hen the anti passive morpheme Lnldergoes X-o movenent, adjoining to the
governing verb, yielding the S-structure:
(128) s
/\
NP 'lP
/ / \
boys V NP
/ \ \
N V t
I I
Apass-see
Thus, on this analysis, antipassive is simply a special case of N::>un
Incorporation, in which a single, designated lexical item incorporates.
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Finally, sentences with an overt oblique patient phrase will have the exact
sane structure, wi th the patient phrase as an adjunct, 'doubling I the theta
role of the antipassive morphane: 41
(129) s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \-\
boys V NP NP (or PP)
I \ I I \
N V t obI \
I I Juan
/pass-see
I wi 11 assune that the antipassive morphene is coindexed wi th the obI ique
theme phrase and that it thereby transmits to it the theta role which it
receives from the verb. This will only be possible if the antipassive
morpheme has a certain idiosyncratic lexical feature, which then
distinguishes MaIn -n and O1amorro man- from Tzotzil -van. I will not,
hOYlever, try to develop the mechanisms involved in this sharing of theta
roles in any detail.
'!his analysis of the antipassive has one striki~g explanatory virtue: it
accounts for the distribution and scope of the antipassive process with no
additional stipulation. Explicit rules of antipassive, whether conceived
as syntactic as in Relational Grammar (e.g. Gibson 1980) or as lexical in
a frane\\Ork like Lexical-Functional Gr'cmmar (Bresnan 1982), invariably must
stipulate that antipassive is a process that effects direct objects and no
other granmatical fLmction. l'bthing of the sort is necessary in the
Incorporation theory, however; all that needs to be stated is that the
antipassive morpheme is a noLm and an affix. '!he first property will imply
that it heads nominal projections, which can receive a theta role; the
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second will require that it move and adjoin to a lexical verb root (see
1. 4. 5 and 3. 2). The fact that the antipassive is only associated wi th the
object ~sition then follows from the Head MJvanent Condition subcase of
theEJ:P: i~ it were generated anywtlere other than in the direct object
post tion it w:luld in general be unable to adjoin to the verb (thereby
fUlfilling its role as an affix) and still properly govern its trace.
Thus, it is imp:>ssible for such a morphane to express a time adverbial or
an indefinite object of a preposition:
(130) a. ~lm run [PP around [NP the lake]]
_ b. *John run-morphi [PP around [NP t i ]]
= l.J:)hn ran around something I
c. *John run-morph around of lake
= '~lm ran around a lake'
(131) a. '!he baby cry [NP several times]
b. *'Ihe baby cry-morph. [NP t. ] of times
1 1
= 'The baby cries sanetimes I
In these ways, the antipassive is directly parallel to N:>lm Incorp:>ration.
Similarly, the antipassive morphane cannot be generated in the sUbj ect
~sition and subsequently attached to the verb of the clause, because it
would not c-cammand its trace: 42
(132) a. The boys [VP fed meat to the cat]
b. * [NP t i ] [VP feed-Apassi meat to the cat] (of boys)
= I Scmeone (some boys) fed meat to the cat I
'!hus, we derive the descriptive generalization that antipassives 'affect'
,~
only the (thanatic) direct obj ect argunent from general syntactic
principles, without having to stipulate the relationship explicitly in the
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grcmnar. Furthermore, we explain why langua:les never sean to have
'anti-dative' or'anti-instrunental' processes, in Yhich an affix appears
on the verb and an expected dative or instrunental NP is either suppressed
or appears with an atypically case marking.
This account of antipassive makes a further prediction of interest. I
have claimed that the antipassive is categorially a normal nOlD1, which
implies that it can be base generated in any position. In particular, it
could be generated in the subject position in a perfectly valid
D-strueture. '!he problem arises only afterwards, when the anti passive is
moved onto the verb of the clause in order to attach to a morphological
host: this is a downward movement, violating the EX::P. kcording to the
principles I have laid out, however, there is no reason vtly an antipassive
morphene in the subj ect posi tion could not be moved up, to attach to a verb
in a higher clause. This would satisfy the morpheme's need to attach to a
verb, while still allowingDit to c-cammand its trace. Of course, in order
to satisfy the EX::P this will only be p:>ssible when the verb in the higher
clause governs the antipassive in the subject p.Jsition of tJ1e lower
clause--in other words, it will be possible only in an EXceptional Case
Marking structure. The prediction, then, is that the antipassive can
affect the thematic SUbject of a verb when (and only when) it appears
attached to another verb which is independently knoW'i to be an EXceptional
Case Marker.
'D1is prediction seems to be confirmed in Olamorro (Gibson 1980). The
verb ekspecta 'expa::t' is an EXceptional Case Marking verb, appearing in
t\\O syntactic franes:
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(133) a. Si Lucy ha ekspekta na si Miguel para u konni '
PN lucy 3s-expect that PN Miguel irreal-3sS-take
i famagu'un para eskuela
the chi Id ren to school
'Illcy expects that Miguel will take the children to school'
b. Hu ekspekta haa para un na '-fLU1hayan i che'cho '-;nu
IsS-expect you-abs irreal-2sS-cause-finish tIle ~rk-your
I I expec:t you to finish your Y.t>rk'
In (133a) there is an overt complanentizer (~) intervening between the
matrix verb and the embedded subject NP, and there is no evidence that this
NP has any relationship to the matrix clause. In contrast, in (133b) there
is no complanentizer, and the embedded subject NP is governed and case
marked by the matrix verb. Evidence for this is the fact that the pronoLU1
hao 'you' appears in its absolutive case fonn, rather than in ergative case
form, as w::>uld be expected if it were Case marked as the subje::t of the
lower verb. Gibson goes on to show that the lower subject can becane the
subject of the matrix if t~e matrix verb is passivized:
(134) In-ekspekta si Miguel as Lucy para u konni' i fanagu 'un
pass-expect PN Miguel obI Iucy irreal-3sS-take the children
para eskuela.
to school
'Miguel is expected by Iucy to pick up the children at school.'
Thus, ekspekta is an Exceptional Case Marking verb in this construction.
Now consider the following structure (Gibson 1980: 102) :
(135) Kao man-ekspekta hac para un ma'-ayuda?
? APass-expect you irreal-2s-pass-help
'Do you expect someone to help you?'
In this exanp~e, the antipassive morphane man- appears on the matrix verb
ekspekta, and sanantically it expresses the thenatic agent of the lower
verb. This is exactly the predicted situation, in which the antipassive is
generated in subject position and moves up to the higher verb rather than
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dov.n to the verb that (indirectly) theta;narks it. 43 '!his type of exanple
shows that it is not only undesirable but wrong to explicitly associate the
antipassive with structural direct objects. Furthennore, this type of
exanple is highly problanatic for a lexical theory of antipassive (e.g.
Grimshaw and Mester 1985). Ih this type of theory, the antipassive
relationship is defined over the lexical subcategorization/selection frames
of lexical itans. The subject of the clausal canplanent of ekspekta will
not be represented in the lexical frane of ekspekta, however, since there
is no semantic or selectional relationship between the two. Thus, an
antipassive like that in (135) W)uld be unexpected and difficult to account
for in such a theory.44. 1 have claimed that antipassive is simply a special
case of rt>LD1 IncorPJration; it is then expected that it should be subject
to all the sane restrictions as is ~un Incorp:>ration. '!his holds true for
those restrictions that have not yet been eKplained, as well as for those
that have. In section 2.1.2, it was mentioned that, in 'dative' type
tryadic verbs, the dative argunent can never incorp.Jrate. This is true in
spite of the fact that it appears to be the direct object of the verb, as
shown by verbal a:Jreanent (and passivi zation) • 01 the other hand, the
thane argunent may incorporate freely with these verbs. This was
illustrated from E'outhern Tiwa (Allen et. ale (1984)):
(136) a. Ta-'u'u-wia-ban hliawra--de.
15 :A/A-baby-give-past ~man-suf
'I g ave the VK)man the baby. I
b. Ka-'u'u~ia-ban.
Is: 25/A-baby-give-past
'I gave you the baby.'
(137) a. *Ta-hl iawra-w i a-ban
ls:A/A~an-give-past
'I 9 ave the Y.'Jrnan him'
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'_f--- -lIZ: '-r"'""!!iI-.'-lI'-~~ _
b. *Ta-hl iawr a- ' u' u~ia-ban
15 : AjA-Y/OIllan-baby-give-past
II gave the w::lman the baby'
'!his curious pattern was left unexplained. It is nevertheless striking
that antipassive shows exactly the sane pattern. Thus, Eskimo has dative
shi ft verbs, in which ei ther the theme or the goal argunent may appear as
the direct object, thereby having absolutive case and triggering verbal
agreanent (Central Arctic dialect, Johnson (1980), j:)hns (1984)):
(138) a. anguti-up titiraut nutarar~ut tuni~aa
man-erg pencil (abs) child-all give-3sS/3s0
''!he man gave the pencil to the child'
b. anguti-up titirauti~ik nutaraq tuni-vaa
man-erg penci l-instr child (abs) give-3sS/JsO
'"'Ihe man gave ~~e child the pencil'
Based on the structure (138a) in which it is the direct object, the theme
'pencil' can" be made oblique by antipassive with no difficulty:
(139) angut titirauti~ik nutarar4mut tuni-si-vuq
man (abs) pencil-instr child-all give-lp-ass-3sS
''!he man gave the pencil to the child'
However, antipassive cannot cause the goal NP 'child' to be:ome obI ique, in
spite of the fact that-it is the object of the verb in (128b):
(140) *angut titirauti-mik nutarar~ik tuni-si-vuq
man (abs) pencil-instr child~instr give~ss-3sS
''!he man gave the child the pencil'
A similar situation holds in Chamorro (Gibson 1980). In that language, the
goal argunent can appear as the direct object of verbs like na'i 'give':
(141) Ha na'i yu' si Antonio nu i floris
3sS-give me FN Antonio obI the flower
'Antonio gave me the flowers'
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_Neverthel ess, the anti passi ve c cnnot have the goal appear in the obli que
case:
(142) *Man-man-na'i hain ni.!- gima' yu 'us ni salappi'
plur=AP"ass-givewe(ex) obI the church. obI money
'We 9 ave the church money I --
45In contrast, the anti passi ve can corresIX>nd to an obli que thane argument:
(143) Man-man-na' i ham salappi ' para i gima' yu' us
pI ur-=APass-gi ve we (ex) money to the church
'We 9 ave the money to the church I
Thus, in these r93ards, antipassive seans to beha'Ve exactly like tbun
Incorp:Jration. This is strong confirmation for the analysis in which
Anti passi ve is essenti ally identical to i'bLD1 Incorp:>ration. The
explanati on for thi 5 patterns of facts Ylill be gi ven in chapter 4. Further
supp::>rt for thi 5 hYIXlthesi s wi 11 be s~en in 1ater chapters, where i t wi 11
be shotNn that NI and Anti passi ve interact in the same way Yli th causati ve
(section 3.5.1) and applicative (section 4.4.2).
'!here is a further ki nd of evidence that anti passi ve and !'bun
Incorporation are processes which are closely related by the grammar. It
is reported that in Mayan languages the anti passi ve morpheme rather
systanatically has another use: it ects as a kind of linking morphane that
appears 'When a the object noun root is incorPJrated into the verb (England
(1983) and references cited therein). The antipassive apparently plays a
similar role (with definable sema1tic consequences) in Nisgha, a Tsimshian
langu~e of Sri ti sh Columbi a (Mi. thun 1984). Exanples from thi 5 latter
language are:
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(144) a. simi yeeni -~-m-hoon
smoke~ass-adj-fish
'to smoke fish' ----
b. lits'il-~-m-daala
count-up~ass-adj-money
'to keep track of money (donations)'
llifortLU1ately, my knowledge about these structures' and their properties is
sparse. If the relationship proves to be sUfficiently productive, 46
however, we might think of these exanples in the following terms. '!he
anti passive marker is generated as the object of the verb (root) at
D-structure, and the pati ent noun root is generated as an crljLn1ct related
to the thi 5 anti passi ve in the usual way. 'nle anti passi ve morphane then
undergoes X-o movanent, affixing to the verb. Thi 5 creates a -structure in
which the patient noun phrase gets a thematic role by virtue of being
coindexed wi. th the governing verb-vi a the anti passi ve morp.'1eme whi ch
transmi ts a theta role to it. Thus, the complex verb is a structural
si ster of the theme root and is thematically indexed wi. th it. Therefore,
the thane root may i ncorporate into the verb. We then associ ate the
following set of struct,ures with a phrase like (144a), where the linkings
represent thematic dependencies (either theta role assignment or theta role
transmission) and hence government relationships:
------)(145) ---------> VP
/\~
V NP NP
/\ \ \
V N t t
1\ \ \ \
V N fish 1 I
I I I I
smoke-Apass I /
\ -1-
VP
/1\
V NP NP
/ \ \ \
V N t N
I I \ I
smoke-Apass I fish
\ \ I /\ -1-
VP
11\
V NP NP
/ I \
smoke N N
I 1 I
I ~ass fish
\_/\_/
'!hus, the antipassive ~ts like a linking morphane between the verb and the
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noun in more than just a descri pti ve morphological sense; it provides the
theta role link necessary for Nom IncorPJration to take pla:::e. In thi 5
way, my analysi s of anti passive captures the close relationshi p between
anti passive and NJun Incarpor atian impli ed by these exanples • 47
2 • 4. 2 Apparent di fferences between anti passi ve and NI
'IhroL13hout this section, I have anphasized the similarities between
antipassive and rbun Incorporation \\hich are explained by my analysis.
There are, nonetheless, same rather superficial (I claim) differences
between the two, which mask these similarities on a casual glance.
'!he primary di fference is a morphological one: the anti passi ve morphane
is generally a derivational affix, whereas incorporated n0lU15 are generally
roots. Thus the altipassive is morphologically affixation, while 'full'
r-bun Incorporation in r-bhawi< and &:luthern 'Ii wa is morphologically
cOOlp:>unding. This implies that the a1tipassive will often appear in a
different pIece in the derived ~rd structure than CI1 incorPJrated noLU'l
~uld, and i t may trigger somewhat di fferent phonological rules, a:=cordi ng
the princi pIes of r-brphology theory. Syntactically, thi 5 di fference
implies that while incorporation of a noun root is often optional,
incorporation of the anti passi ve morpheme wi 11 always be obligatory (see
section 1. 4.5). Thus, one wi 11 never see alternations between incorp::>rated
and lD1incorp.Jrated anti passi ve morphanes of tIle kind that make a movement
analysi s more illllledi ately obvious in the case of rbun IncocfOration.
Perhaps reI ated to thi sin a functi anal way i s the fact that the
anti passive has a mueh more general meaning than most incorPJrated noun
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roots; it has approximately the semantic force of 'something', rather than
that of (say) 'dog I or 'house'. For thi 5 reason, anti passi ve morphemes
resist modification, and do not appear with restrictive relatives or
p:lssessors. 'D1i 5 in turn means that anti passi ves will not generally strand
a1ything when they incorf,Orate ,althot.gh (in some 1angua:.Jes) this is
lX'ssible \Itlen ordinary nOlD1 roots incorp:>rate. Nevertheless, it seems
correct to take anti passi ve morphenes to be nolU1S that can be lexically
associ ated wi. th nounli ke meanings, since the anti passi ve morpheme does not
have the sane mea1i ng in all 1angucges: for exanple, in Tzot zi 1 i tis human
and CI1imate (Ai 5sen 1983), whi Ie the corresp:Jnding morpheme in Olamorro has
a more general mecning.
Also functionally related to the fact that the antipassive is an affix
is the feet that it essenti ally always makes the verb it atta:hes to
morphologically intrcnsitive, in terms of agreanent and Case morphology.
Thus, i t apparently nee::ls to recei ve case, Ii ke the N:>un roots of Eskimo,
but unli ke those of M:>haYJk or 5:>uthern 'Ii wa (section 2. 3. 4). Thi s
correlates with the fa::t that, in the languages I have checked, the
CI1tipassive never represents the only argLlllent of an un~cusative verb:
(146) a. (?'Ihere) fell a book off the table
b. *(there) fall-Apass off the table
='Something fell off the table'
c. * (there) fall-Apass of a book off the table
='A book fell off the table'
We have seen that such sentences are imp:>ssi ble in general if the
incorporation makes the verb morphologically intransi tive as in Eskimo, but
are CK:ceptable if it does not (the Iroquoian languages, Southern Tiwa).
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Finally, it is common for the anti passive morphene to transmit its
thanatic role to an external acljunct which 'doubles' it. '!his also tends
to mask the true nature of the antipassive, in that it tempts one to take
the external phrase to be the verb's true grarmatical argunent, rather than
the antipassive morPleme itself (see the discussion above). '!his is
probably related in a loose, functional way to the fa:=t the antipassive is
more general in meaning than are most incorp:>rated full nOlU1 roots; hence
it is pragmatically favored to allow an adjunct, as a way of saying more.
It is clear that there is no tight theoretical reason for this tendency,
however, because langu~es di ffer at thi S l=Oi nt. Thus, we have seen (125)
that TZotzil has an antipassive morpheme "Which is clearly a derivational
affix and which has by in large the sane type of meaning and di stribution
as other anti passi ve morphemes; yet it does not transmitits theta role to
an external adjunct. 01 the other hand, in the Iroquoian langu~es, even
incorporated 'full' nolD"l roots Cc31 transmit thei r theta role to an external
Plrase that 'doubles' them. '!his is illustrated in the follovn.ng exanples:
(147) a. wa-k-nvhs-v:ti: [he:ni:kv: o:-nvhs-eh]
aJr-lsS/3N-house-;nake/perf that pre-house-suf
'I have merle that house I
(Tuscarora, Wil1icrns (1976:63)
b. wa?-k~uhs-ahni:nu: [John la:>-nuhs-a?]
aor-lsS/3N-house-bought John ]-1-house-suf
'I boUJht John's house'
(Q1eida, O:>xtator vi a Mi chaelson (personal cornmtmication»)
c. ka-nuhs-rakv ne [wi sk ni -ka-wa ne ka-nuhs-a?]
3N-'FiOliSe-whi te five part-3N-pl pre-house-suf
'Five houses are whi tel
(M:>haW'k, Fbstal (1962))
d. • ••c a 'ont a thai a Ike 'ne' [a-ka-nor-a' o-nest a-kenr a']
thence-3M-cane-cgain i t-pre-onora pre-corn-whi te
a-ha-nor-e'hawi '
ind-3M/3N-onora-brought
'He then cane out bearing an onora (string of ears)
of (whi te) corn.'
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~_ .. , ~.
(MJha\tJk, Hewi tt (1903: 217) )
In each of these exanples, there is an incorp.Jrated noun root in the verb
which is doubled by an external phrase heajed by the sane noun root, and
this the external phrase has the function of supplying more infonnation
about the object discussed. Of course, in the case of antipassive the
incorfX)rated notm and the head of the external phrase doubling it are not
the sane lexical i tern; rather the latter is more speci fie than the former,
althol.k:Jh consi stent wi. th it in grcmmatical features. '!hi 5 type of
(limi ted) lexical mi smatch is also IXlssible in full noun incorPJration
structures in the Iroquoian langucges:
(148) a. ne-hra-taskw-ahk-hwa? ha? tsi :r
du-3M-domestic-cnimal-pickup-asp prt dog
'He r83ular1y picks up dogs' =he is a dog-catcher
(Tuscarora, Willi ems (1976))
b. hati-hnek-aets o-e:ta:k-i?
3Mpl-TI'qUid-gather pre-syrup-suf
''Ihey gather maple syrup'
(Chondcga, H.Woodbury (1975: 11))
c. ~hka niyohsera:ke tsi nahe' [sha'te:ku niku:ti
several so-it-year-numbers so it-goes eight of-them
rabahot] wa-hu-tsy-ahni:nu ki rake'niha
bullheoo oor-3t1-fi sh-boU3ht thi s my-father
'Several years ago, my father bought eight bullheads'
(M:>hawk, Mi. thun (1984»)
Of course, not just any noun phrase can double an incorPJrated root; the
two must share all speci fied sanantic features in order to be related to
the sane thematic role, and prcgmatically the external NP must be more
specific than the incorporated N root (otherwise it will be omitted). This
gives the effect of 'classifier incorporation', in Which a grammatical
classifier of given noun is incorporated into the verb (cf. Chafe (1970),
Mithun (1984»). The analysis of these structures is that the 'classifier'
receives the true object theta role from the verb at D-structure and then
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i nco rp:> r ates into the verb; i t may then tr ansmi tit s thet a role to an
crljunct NP as long as it has consistent semClltic features. '!hus, the same
theta role trCJ1snission process that is at YtOrk in my C!1alysis of
anti passi ve also takes place in full ~un IncorPJration in some
languages. 48 Thus, we have turneCI up yet another similari ty between N:>un
Incorporation and antipassive after all.
In conclusi on , I have shoW1. that the di st ri buti on (and to some extent
the function) of anti passi ve is di re<:tly parallel to that of ~lU1
Incorporation over a wide range of constructions. '!his has been acCOLnted
for by making antipassive essentially a special case of rblU1 Incorporation,
thereby claiming that. it is subject to ex~tly the same
distribution-detennining principles. Superficial differences between
cntipassive and rbun Incorporation simply follow from the fact that the
former is canonically an affix morphologically, while the latter is a
comtx'unding root, along wi th the a cluster of loosely related functional
correlates of thi s di stinction. '!hi S CI1alysi 5 essenti ally obvi ates the
need for any ki nd of speci fi c rule of anti passi ve in the grcmmar of a
langu~e. '!he di fference between .langucges wi th a process of
cnti passi vi zation and those wi. thout such a process is not the presence or
absence of such a rule, but rather the simple exi stence or nonexi stence of
a lexical i tan wi. tIl particul ar lexical features in the 1 anguage--nanely an
iten that is specified as both a ~un and a an affix. Everything else
follows from the general principles governing X-o movement.
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CHAPTER '!WO: FOOI'NGrES
1. Data from Postal (1962) must be used wi th some care, since it contains
some ina::cura:ies, ~cording to Iroqooianists. In general, therefore, I
will only ci te hi s exanples and generali zations when equi valent statements
are impli ed in the YJOrk of other researchers in Iroql1Oi an langucges, except
VJhere I clearly state to the contrary. There is value in giving Ebstal 's
exanples in uncontroversi al cases, since he lays out para:1igms neatly and
completely.
2. Of Mi. thun' s (1984) four types of N:>t.m Incorporation la1guages, types III
and IV (and perhaps some of type II) qUali fy as tbLD1 IncorlXlration in the
sense that I wi 11 use, sketched out di rectly below.
3. NJte that I em assuning that these larguaJes all have a synta=ticVP
node, at least at the releva1t level of granmar. If there are true fl at
structure larguc3:Jes in the world, my systan predicts that subj ect
incorp:>ration should be possible in them. See section 6.1.
4. My account of the di stribution ofne-cli tici zation i 5 identical to that
of Belletti and Ri. zzi (198l), in that it seeks to derive the di stribution
from general properti es of movanent. '!here is, however, a di fference in
the source of the blane for sentences Ii ke (30b). For Belletti and Ri zzi ,
subjecency is violated, whereas in my system EX:P (alone) is violated. '!he
B:P cccount is slightly simpler, in that i t c3\Toids B&R' s rather particular
assunptions about subja:ency (\\hich are not fUlly compatible 'With, say,
'Chomsky 1985). Furthermore, OCP violations usually give stronger and more
consistent intuitions of ungrarunaticality than subja:ency violations do.
Sentences Ii ke (30b) have more the flavor of OCP violations in thi s r~ard
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(Ri. zzi., personal comnunication).
5. For discussion of the strength and nature of this correlation, see Posen
(1983) •
G.In this context, it is worth discussing one case in which it is claimed
that c3:3ent subjects of transi tive verbs are incor~rated into the verb,
contrary to our predictions. '!he 1CI1gu~e is I<Oyukon Athabaskan (Axelrod
1982), and typical exanples are:
(i) a. tohabi taaltaanh
water-carried-them-off
=''Ihey floated away'
b. kk'osots'eeyhyeeltaayh
happiness-carried-him-around
='He was very happy'
Note that these 'subjects' are pat;ently noncgenti vee Axelrod acknowledges
thi s, stating that these incorporates are generally incnimate, abstra:::t,
and not in control of the action. In fact, they seem all to be either
metereological forces of nature or psychological- states. Furthermore,
these nominals camot be unincorp:>rated subj ects. For these reasons, it
seems correct to extend the 'unoccusative analysis' to these cases. Both
the final obj ect and the 'cause' phrase are generated in the VP, and the
'cause' phrase is incorporated into the verb from there. These sentences
are very similar sanantically to those which have 'quirky case' subjects in
Russi an and Icelandic, where the qui rky case impli es that the nominal was
generated in the VP.
7. (38b) may be ruled out independently in Southern 'Ii wa by an animateness
constraint, which says that animate subjects never incorPJrate (although
a1imate objects do: see Allen et. ale (1984) for details). '!here is much
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overlap between animateness and cgentivity in the subject ~sition, but
some residue of thi s cnima:=y condi tion may have to be sti pulated.
8. Eskimo end Ni. uean appear to differ from the Iroquoian languages,
&Juthern 'Iiwa, and Italicn, in that incorJ;X)ration of the 'subject' of an
intransitive verb is claimed never to be possible, whether the verb is
a:Jentive or not. See section 2.3.4 for a IXlssible explanation of this gap,
in terms of Case theory.
9. If, that is, Kayne (1983) is right in analyzing the impossibility of
preposi tion strandi.ng in most langua:Jes in terms of EX:P.
10. '!here is someW"lat more to be said about lbLm IncorPJration wi. th respect
to more peri pheral and idiosyncratic aspects of its di stribution wi th
certain oblique phrases such as instrunents and benefacti ves. These will
be crldressed briefly in section 4. 3.
11. In (47c), the incorp.:>ration of the head noun strCl1ds other material
from the noun phrase--in thi 5 case, its p:>ssessor. nu. sis typical of NI
in general in Iroquoian; see section 2.2 for discussion.
12. Williams (1976) and Chafe (1970) say that there are no prepositions in
the Iroquoian languages at all, and that the stems in (47) are actually
verbs. nu 5 ~uld account for v.by they i ncorporate thei r obj ects
straightforwardly. Nevertheless, I take them to be Ps since their
syntactic functions are just like those of Ps in English. Still, in
section 6.3 I will suggest that there is something right about this idea:
that Ps in Iroquoi an assign case Ii ke Vs and thi s properti es allows than to
incorporate nouns.
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13. Of course, the argunents of thi s section are not conclusi ve cgainst all
versions of a lexical analysis of ~unIncorPJration;only against
particular ones in tenns of sanantic notions Ii ke 'thE!lle'. Better \\Ould be
a lexical account in tenms of some notion such as 'direct' or 'innenmost'
argunent of a predicate, which might capture all the exanples in thi s
section. Such an account would involve developing notions of the lexical
structure of an i tan and post ul ati ng some ki nd of new constraint on what
can be done to such a structure; the syntactic c.ccount makes use of
independently needed sytactic princi pIes, thereby relating NI to other
phenomena.
14. 'Exceptional Case Marking' constructions are also relevCllt these
issues. In sLlCh struct ures, there i s CI1 NP di rectIy governed by a verb,
but that NP plausibly is not represented in the verb's lexical structure
(i .e. thanatic grid) at all. My synta:tic analysi s predicts that Ns from
such NPs~ wi 11 be able to incorPJrate, whi Ie a lexical analysi s should
predict that it will not be able to incorporate. This will even
distinguish a syntactic theory from the more syntactic lexical theory
pointed to in note 13. I have no evidence concerning this in ltbhawk, but
facts about anti passi ve and tbun IncorPJrati on in causati ves again suggest
that the syntactic approach is correct (see sections 2.4.1, 3.5.1).
15. '!he particular form in (55a) is attested only in AJstal (1962). The
ITlOre connnon case is to have an internally hecned relati ve clause--wi th the
internal head {X>ssibly incorPJrated into the lower verb. '!his is possible
in Southern 'Ii wa as well (Allen et. ale (1984) ) •
16. Q:.her VK)rks on Iroquoian languages iNhich I have consulted say nothing
about numeral phrases, so structures like (56a), (57a) depend entirely on
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- -- -- --~-----~ , - . . • u~···- " '1Ml "". I~ 1IlIl-""""""'" ~
Ebsta1 (1962).
17. In some languages, NolD1 Incorp:>ration apparently camot strand nonhead
NP material in this way, even thou:Jh the structures sean otherwise quite
similar. '!his is the case in Niuean (except the verb 'have': Seiter 1980)
and Jemez (Hale, personal comnunication). It is possible that thi s shows
that N+V formation is purely lexical in these languages, unlike in
Iroquoi an and &>uthern n wa.
18. The O1eida exanple (64b) is actually an instance of 'noun-stem
doubli ng I I in which the noun root appears both as part of a full NP and
incorporated into the verb. '!hi 5 canst ructi on in the Iroquoi an 1 anguages
will be di scussed bri efly below in section 2. 4. 2.
19. '!hi s consideration is not conclusi ve by itself, because the sentences
in (69) may be ba:l for another reason: nanely that the verb must assign
Case to the object NP as a whole in order for it to pass the Case filter.
Therefore i t must cgree wi th thi s NP insteaj of the {X)ssessor (cf. Chomsky
1985).
20. In section 6. 3 I wi 11 prop:>se that these to processes can be uni fi ed by
deriving Exceptional Case Marking from the G>vernment TrCl1sparency
Corollary as well.
21. Here I depend solely on Fbstal's data, although all of the Iroquoian
sentences which I seen are consistent with his para:iigm. (72a) is not' the
ex~t form of Fbstal's exanple. Postal states that (72b) is ungrammatical
VIi. th aly type of verbal c33reanent.
22. Thanks to L. Ri. zzi , who p:>inted out the signi ficance of these p:>ssessor
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binding fa:=ts to me.
23. Or, equi valently for current purtlOses, we could say that the
IX>stposi ticn is inserted after D-structure for the purp::>se of assigning
Case.
24. O1e might ask here \¥by the goal NP of one of these verbs CCI1not
incorp::>rate, allowi. ng the theme NP to move to the subj ect {X)si ti on. '!hi s
problem is related to the more general question of Yfhy goal NPs never
incorPJrate, mentioned in regard to (43) above and to be explained in
Chapter 4.
26. Compare Mi. thun (1984), who claims that NI is learned very late by
children, and that it is rather easily lost in the course of language
change.
27. I assume that all or most of thi 5 linking does not need to be lexically
stipulated, but follo\VS from more general principles, but-this is not
crucial for the present discussion. See below for some comments, and
CStIer (1979) for extensi ve di scussion.
28. Presunably ergati ve and absoluti ve case are classi fi ed as structural
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cases as well in langucges with ergative case marking systans.
29. In fact ,'I\Jscarora has a !back-up' strategy for situations in which
both NPs have the sane agreanent triggering features; in thi s case,
sema1ti c roles are interpreted on the basi s of w:Jrd order (following an 8m
pattern, Willians (1976»). '!his is by no means ,necessary, however; in
WinnebaJo when this case arises, the sentence is truly ambiguous (J.
Whiteeagle (personal communication)). Here thematic roles are purely
represented by agreement.
30. N:>te that the range of types of ~rphological Identi fication
essentially cover the range of plausible possibilities for representing
relationships overtly, given that lCl'lgu~e is a sp:>ken, acoustical mejium.
Sometimes I will use the term 'Case' as a cover tenn for morphological
case, cgreement, and crljacency identification when it is imIX>rtant to
distinguish these as a class from 'Incorporation identification'.
31. '!Wo comments are in order about the specific formulation of (99).
Fi rst, the Case assigner is requi red to be phonologically overt but the
Case receiver is not because variables (tra::es of operator movenent) and
pro may (in feet, must) be m-identi fi ed; hence they must be able to bear an
m-index even thot..gh they are null. Thi s asymmetry is natural given the
corresponding asyrrmetryof (94), which stipulates that argunents must be
m-indexed but does not put a similar requirement on theta role assigners.
Second, the statement that 'A' must not be morphologically null in the
syntax is intended to cover ordinary traces, while still allowing for the
(limi ted) p:>ssibi Ii ty that a Case assigner can be deleted at PF, as is the
complanenti zer for in the O1omsky and Lasni k (1977) cnalysi 5 of sentences
I'. ' I!IJI!!lIlIf j'- _.. -
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Ii ke I I ~uld prefer (for) John to win. I (99) probably holds of the
lexically null P and comp1anenti zer of Kayne (1983), however, forci ng these
elements to incorPJrate--see sections 4. 2. 5. 2 and 6. 3.
32. MithlU1 does cite t~ exceptions, where t~ N-roots appear within a
single V. Both are IX>ssibly lexicali zed, at least in part.
33. See section 4.3 for some of the implications of the existence of this
type of NI.
34. (98b) is (redundantly) ruled out for another reason as well--see
section 4. 4. 2.
35. '!his prediction will be verified for cases of labstract NIl in section
4. 4.
36. Here I depend primari lyon Rlstal
'
s discussion.
37. In Chanorro, obli que case indefini tes standardly do not have an (overt)
case particle; hence 'house' is unmarked in (11gb). ltgreement and case
patterns clearly show.that it has ceased to be the direct object, however:
the verb no longer cgrees as i t does wi. th a trcnsi ti ve subj ect, and the
subject pronoun appears in its absolutive form. In (120), where the
thematic object is definite, oblique case marking is visible.
38. O1e particular Relational Gratmar analysi s-that of Fbstal
(1977) --takes anti passi ve to be more complex than thi s. fustal cl aim that
antipassive clauses arise when the subject becomes the object, pushing the
thematic object into an oblique flD1ction. Finally, the original subject
becomes the subject cgain. Regardless of the merits of this particular
view, the fX)int ranains that anti passive is an explicit GF changing rule of
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the type that I an eliminating in this franew:>rk.
39. '!he themati C obj ect arguna1t need not be phonologically overt, of
course; in Man and Eskimo it may be a 'pro-dropped' null pronotm. Ibwever,
thi s construction is clearly distingui. shed from the anti passi ve by the fact
that the null obj ect trigg ers verbal cgreanent and recei ves a defi ni te,
specific interpretation.
40. It should be fX)inted out that Marantz (1984) has tYKJ analyses of
I anti passive' i one which I have focused on in thi 5 di scussion (hi s section
4.2), and a10ther in which antipassive simply reduces to passive in a 'True
Ergative' languaje (hi s section 6.1). (A True Ergative langucqe is one in
which thane roles are caaonically assigned to the subja:t p:>si tion and
a:Jents are assigned to the object FOsi tion at underlying structure.) In
the latter CI'lalysis, the oblique theme will indeed behave like a passive
by-phrase, because it crtually is one. Fbwever, none of the langucges
discussed in this section show signs of being True Ergative in Marantz's
sense. <h the exi stence of True Ergati ve 1angua:Jes in' general, see section
6. 1.
41. Here there i 5 an obvious paralleli sm between anti passi ves and the
eli ti c-doubling structures fani Ii ar from Romance and other langua:Jes (see
Jaeggli (1982), Borer (1983), Hurtado (1984), etc.):
RIVER P~TE SPANISH:
(i) a. vimos a Juan
saw-lpS (to) Juan
'We saw Juan'
b. 10 vimos
him saw-IsS
'We saw him'
c. 10 virnos a Juan
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him saw-ls_S (to) Juan
'We saw Juan'
nus is not to claim that Spanish clitic doubling is a kind of
anti passive. In spite of certain similarities, both the distribution and
the interpretation of these kinds of clitics is somewhat different from
that of anti passi ~Jes as described. Th.us it is probably not correct to
completely identify the two processes. Nevertheless, it is possible that
the 'doubling' mechanism is the same if an analysis like furtado's (1984)
is correct.
42. (132) is conceptually rather different than the cases in (130) end
(131) • In (130) and (131) the claim is strongly that no morphane could
exist in any languag-e with the properties illustrated. In (132) there are
morphanes that appear in exactly these kinds of structures--nanely passive
morphemes. Here the claim is simply that the sCIlle anti passive morpheme
cannot also perfonn the passive function in (132b). The passive morphane
wi 11 cruci ally have di fferent properti es from those associ ated wi th the
anti passive (see Chapter 5).
43. There are residual questions about (135). Thus, according to Gibson
(1980), when antipassive applies between an anbedded subject and an ECM
verb ,the lotver clause must then passi vi ze. It is not clear either why
this is p:>ssible, or "why it is necessary. Verbs in sentences under ECM
verbs still show agreement with their subjects (cf. (133b)), unlike in
Ehgli sh, and I specUlate that passivi zation might apply to avoid having the
lotHer verb ajree wi th the trace of 'Apass-'. I wi 11, however, leave tIn s
unresolved •
44. O:.her exanples of this type--where the antipassive is generated in the
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anbeC1ded clause and moves upward--occur in causative constructions. See
section 3. 5. 1.
45. Recall that in O1amorro, the oblique case Ca'1 b~ morphologically null
with indefinite NPd such as 'money' in (143). Both the case form of the
subject pronoLD1 and the appeara1ce of intrcnsitive agreanmt make it clear
that thi s NP i s not an obj ect •
46. 'Ihese particul ar exanples from Ni. sgha (at least) may well be
lexicali zed.
47. A similar situation arises with passive and NOun Incorporation: see
section 5. 1. 4.
48. '!he exi stence of thi s theta role transmission process ina particul ar
langu~e is the paraneter that di stingui shes type III lbLU1 'Incorpc>ration
from type IV Noun IncorPJration in the typology of Mi. thun (1984); languages
of type III leek such a process, while langueges of type IV inclue.ie it.
'!hi s factor seems to be independent of any other di fferences in !'bun
Incorporation structures (Mi. thun 1984).
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O1apter 3
In the last chapter we considered in some detail constructions in which a
si ngle morphologically complex \«)rd does the work of tvvo words in Engli sh:
noun-verb comfX)unds whi ch count as both the verb and the (head of the)
direct object of their clauses. I argued that these resulted from a
process of !:'bun Incorporation, which adjoins the head noun of a noun phrase
to the verb between D-structure and S-structure. nu s adjunction is
simultaneously morphological and syntactic: syntactic in that its
distribution and its consequences for the rest of the structure are
determined by syntactic principles involving government, X' theory, and
Case theory; morphological in that the resulting [N-V] structure is
morphologically and phonologically indistingui shable from normal com~unds
or derived verbs in the langucge.
In this chapter, we turn to another construction in which a single,
morphologically complex word corresIX>nds to tVlO ~rds in its Engli sh
counterpart. Consider the following causative paradigms:
(1) a. Bill made his sister leave before the movie started.
b. '!he goat merle me break my mother's favorite vase.
CHICHEWA:
(2) a. mtsikana anachititsa kuti mtsuko tmagwe.
girl 'make' that waterpot fall
''llie gi rl maje the waterFOt fall'
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b. Aphtmzi tsi athu anachi ti tsa kuti mbuzi zidye ucjzu.
teachers our 'make' that goats eat grass
'OJr tea::hers mOOe the goats eat the grass'
(3) a. mtsi kana anau-gw-ets-a mtsuko.
girl agr-fall~adewaterpot
''!he gi r1 mooe the waterI=Ot fall'
b. Catherine ana-1<olol-ets-a mwana wake chimanga.
Catherine ~r-harvest-mcrlechi 1d her corn
'Catherine made her child harvest corn' (fram Trithart (1977»
'fue English sentences in (1) are biclausal in all relevcnt respects. '!hey
ar e bi clausal in meani ng, wi. th the enbedded cl ause occurri ng as an argll1lent
of the c ausati ve verb in the mai n cl ause • Along wi th the two cl auses ar e
two morphological verbs, as one ~uld expect. '!he Chichewa (Bantu, spoken
in Mal awi) sentences in (2) are simi 1ar, corresponding to thei r Ehgli sh
glosses lexical i tan for lexical i tan and phrase for phrase. Ibwever,
Chichewa has another way of expressing these notions, illustrated in (3).
Each of these sentences contains only one verb, which happens to be
morphologically complex. 1hi s not wi thstanding, sentences Ii ke those in
(2) and (3) can be good paraphrases of one another. In particular, the
same thematic roles relate the sane verbs (or verb roots) to the same noun
phrases in (2a) and (3a). Furthermore, the sentences in (3) are as
biclausal in meaning as their English glosses, even though they appear
monoclausal morphologically. In this sense, we say that the verb forms in
(3) 'do the \V'Qrk' of two verbs in a language Ii ke Ehgli sh, presenting
another case of apparent mi smatch between morphology and syntax. '!hi sis
tIle morphological causati ve construction, the most famous of these
mismatches. Unlike NJl.Di Incorp:,ration, there has been long and complex
discussion of this topic in the generative linguistics literature. 1
'!he guiding assumptions set do\Yl1 in O1apter O1e determine the heart of
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the analysis of this construction. For concreteness, we fOCllS on sentence
(3a). Here it is the waterpot that breaks, and the girl which is
resFOnsi ble for that event taki ng place. Thus, the sane theta assignments
occur in (3a) as in (2a). '!he U1i fonni ty of Theta Assignment HYJ?Othesi s
(section 1.4.1) therefore implies that (3a) and (2a) should have parallel
D-structures. This implies a D-structure approximately like (4) (details
ami tted) :
(4 ) s
/\
NP VP
/ / \
gi rl V S
/ / \
-ets NP VP
'make' / I
/ V
waterpot I
-gw-
'fall'
Next, we know that the causati ve affi x -ets and the verb root~ must
combine into a single word at some stc33e. '!hus we are led to give an
analysi 5 o'f morphological causati ves 'Nhere a lexical i tern LU'ldergoes
syntactic movanent to combine wi th another lexical i ten in the structure.
'!hen, by the Projection Principle, this movanent is not allowed to destroy
.thenatically relevant structure. In particul ar, the moved verb root must
leave a trace to allow theta assigrunent to the 'stranded' subject, and to
heed the anbedded clausal" complement which the causati ve morpheme lexically
selects for. Hence, the S-structure of (3a) must be approximately:
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(5) s
/\
NP VP
/ /-\
gi r1 V \
/ \ s
v v /\
I I NP VP
gw. -ets I I
l I v
water I
pot e'l
Thus, I claim that morphological causatives are (at this level of
abstraction) exactly Ii ke N:>LU1 Incortx>ration, except for the category of
the \\Ord being moved. M:>rphological causati ves are 'Verb IncorPJrati on' •
The idea that morphological causatives .are derived from a source
containing tWJ verbs and t~ clauses is certainly not orginal. 01 the
contrary, it has a long history in the generative trcrlition, showing up in
different ways in different particular frameworks: 'Verb Raising' in
transformational tenns (Aissen (1974»), 'Predicate Raising' in Generative
Sema1tics, leI ause Union' in Relational Granmar, 'Merger' in the theory of
Marantz (1984), to nane a few. In this Ii terature, a wide variety of
evidence and argLments is presented to support both the biclausal
underlying structure, and the (somehow) combined surfa::e structure.
Without giving an extensive review, I will assume that much of this work
can be straightforwardly absorbed into my similar 'Verb Incorporation'
prop:>sal. The di fference wi 11 be that the 'Verb IncorPJration' prolXlsal is
embedded in a (different) restrictive set of theoretical assumptions, which
determine properti es of the deri ved structure. '!hi s wi 11 make p:J5si ble new,
and insightful explanations of properti es of morphological causatives and
related constructions. Thi 5 chapter YJill be devoted to defendi ng,
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developing, and drawing out the implications of this analysis.
3.1 Syntactic Verb Incorporation and the OCP
A key to the case for NoLU1 IncorPJration being a syntactic process,
rather than merely a lexical or a phonological process, was that facts
about its di stribution could be explained in terms of knOYJrl syntactic
princi pIes. Speci fically, l'btm Incort:oration was shown to obey the Hecrl
~vanent Constraint of Travis (1984):
(6) '!he Head r.bvement Constraint
.An X-o may only move into the Y-o that properly governs it.
The Heoo Movement Constraint in turn was shown to be a corollary of the EX:P
(section 1.4.3), since X-o's when they move necessarily leave traces Yhich
must be properly governed by thei r CI1tecedents. '!he consequence of thi sis
that only the hecrl noLU1 of the direct object can be incorporated into the
verb, because only in this case does the government relation hold between
trace and antecedent. N::>w, if our guiding principles are correct in
implyi ng a synta::tic analysi 5 of Verb Incorporation, then we expect VI to
be subject to syntactic principles as well. In particular, it too should
respect the EX:P in its 'Hea3Movanent Constraint I fom, thereby showing a
distribution parallel to that of ~un Inc0 rPJr ati on.
In order to give some content to this prediction, I observe that
morphological causati ves are not ooique in languages of the \Y()rld. Rather,
there is reason to think of than as part of a somewhat more general
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phenomenon of Verb Incorporation. For instance, in a:Idi tion to exanples
like (3) above, Chichewa has other cases in YJhich a single, morphologically
complex verb stands in for tYKl separate predicates in a langu~e like
English:
CHICHEWA:
(7) Abusa a-na-dy-ets-a mbuzi udzu. (=3b)
goatherds SP-past-eat-cause-asp goats grass
''The goatherds merle [the goats eat the grass]. I
(8) a. f:\iji -ka-panp-a pananga • (from Watkins 1937)
lsSP-go-beg-asp mai ze
'I am going [to beg mai ze] • '
b. Kati majzi banu dza-man-e-ni ine.
i f water your come-refuse-asp-imper me
'If it is your water, come (and) [refuse me].'
(cf. ku-dza = main verb 'come')
c. KL1 kasungu si -ku-nga-chok-er-e bangu v.aoi pa.
from Kasungu neg-pres-cCl'l-come-appl-asp people bed
'Bcrl people cannot [come from Kasungu]. I
There are some di fferences between the cases in (8) end the causati ve in
(7). For exanple, the elanents corresPJnding to the English matrix verb
are prefixes in this set, rather than suffixes. Nevertheless, comparing
each Chichewa sentence wi. th its Engli sh gloss reveals an imPJrtant
similarity: in every case the root verb in the Chichewa verbal complex
corresfX)nds to the main verb in a dependent clause of the corresponding
Ehglish sentence. Furthermore, in every case, that dependent clause is the
sentential direct object of the matrix verb, and thus is directly governed
by the verb. Assuning for now that Vis the X '-systan heaj of 5, 2 we see
that O1ichewa complex verbal formations all obey the Head MJvement
Const r ai nt :
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(9) s
/\
NP VP
/ \
v s
/ / \
make NP VP
go / \
came... V (NP) •••
In each case, the verb moves to combine wi th the verb whieh governs its
maximal projection. 'Ihi s structure is isomorphic to that of parcrligm cases
of ~LU1 IncorPJration, such as (10), with V in the pla:::e of N, and S in the
place of NP under the matri x VP:
SOUTHERN TIWA:
(10) [Yede e] a-seuan-mU-ban
that 2s:A~an-see-past
'You saw that man'
(=2.2.1 (52c»
'!his pattern of incorp:>rating a verb from a sentential direct object
seens to generali ze accros5 languaJes. As another exanple, Malayalan
(Dravidian, southern India) has a 'desiderative' verb fonn (12b) and a
'pennissi vel verb form (13), along wi. th its standard causative verb form
(llb) (data from M:>hanan (1983)): 3
MAIAYAIAM :
(11) a. kutti aan.aye null-i
chiid-nom elephant-ace pi;ch-past
'The child pinched the elephant'
b. aroma kutt: i yekkor:~e aanaye AU~l-iec-u
mother-nom chi Id-~c Wl th elephant-cce pinch-cause-past
''!he mother ma:1e [the child pinch the elephant] I
(12) a. ku~~i uraIJl)-i
child-nom sleep-past
''!he chi 1d 51 ept I
b. kUf~i kke ur ~I)-ar:am
chlld-dat sleep~ant
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'The child wants [to sleep] ,
(13) ku~ikke aanaye Qull-aam (compare (lla»
child-dat elephant-ace pinch~ay
''!he child is allowed [to pinch the elephant]'
'!hus, the set of predicates which occur in VI constructions in Malayalan is
somewhat different from Chichewa's set. Nevertheless, the predicates that
allow Verb Incorporation consistently incorporate that verb from a
sentential direct object, as can be seen by comparing the Malayalan
exanpI es wi th thei r FngIi sh cOlU'lterparts.
'!he Eskimo languaJes have an exceptionally large number of verbal i tans
which allow Verb IncorPJration. Smith (1982) gives the following as
i llustrati ve cases from Labrajor Inuttut:
IABRAOOR INUTrl1I' :
(14) Angutik-p armak taku--glllla-vaa.
man-erg woman (abs) see~ant-3sS/3s0
'The man wants [to see the woman] ,
(15) Angutik anna-mik taku~qu-ji-juk siitsi-mik.
man (abs) woman-instr see-ask-Apass-3sS squi rrel-instr
'The man asks (wants, orders) [the woman to see the squirrel] ,
(16) Si tt u-ti -vauk •
straight-cause-3sS/3s0
'He merle [it (be) straight],' 'He straightened it'
Other exanples of Einith's illustrate the verbal affixes -gmna-, 'be able';
-suu{ngu)-, 'be able'; -gasu- 'believe'. In each case, the Eskimo suffix
attaches to a verb root which, on sema1tic and comparative grounds, one
would expect to hea:l a clause in the VP of that suffix, were i t an
independent verb on the surface. MacLean's (1980) dictionary of Alaskan
Inupi aq Ii sts 45 to 80 such verbal suffixes (referred to as 'V-V
postbases') for that di alect of Eskimo, the exoct number depending on how
certain elanents wi th adverbi al meanings are interpreted. Simi lar exanples
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can be given in Sanskrit ('make' and 'Walt'), Turkish ('make' and 'be able
to' ), 'I\.1scarora (Iroquoi ani 'make', 'go (to) I, etc. i Wi IIi ams (1976)), and
many other langucges.
This survey of Verb Incorp:>ration cases raises tIle folloVling question:
does Verb Incorp:>ration ever take a verb out of a sentential sUbject,
rather than out of a sententi al obj ect? On the basi s of the Head MJvanent
Constraint, we expect the answer to be no, and, in feet, the general answer
seems to be no. I know of onl y one expI i ci t cl ai m to the contr ary: ani th
(1982) gives (17a) en enalysis equivalent to the one represented in (17b):4
LABRAOOR INUTTtJr:
(17) a. Anguti k muuta-mi. k si quni -tsi -saaai -juk.
man (abs) boat-instr break-Apass-easy-3sS
'It was easy for the man to break the boat. '
='The man broke the boat easily (quickly) I
b. s
/\
s VP
/ \ \
NP VP V
/ / \ \
man V NP easy
I I
break boat
As a soli tary exception to a ban on Verb Incorp:Jration from sUbj ect
p:>sition, this exanple is suspicious for tVJO reasons: first, the
hypothesi zed matri x predicate takes only one argLl1lent; and, second, the
predicate is nonajentivee In fa::t, thi 5 recalls the one case in which i t
is claimed that l'bun Incor~ration happens from subject p:>sition-the case
of intransitive predicates taking 'theme' subjects. In section 2.1.1, I
argued that this was the proverbial exception that proves the rule: the
verbs that allow incorPJration of their subjects are 'LU1accusative' in the
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sense of Perlmutter (1978) (='ergative' in Burzio (1981), etc.). The sole
argLlnent of these verbs i 5 an obj ect at D-st rueture, r ather than a sUbj ect,
and (in gSleral) it moves to sUbject position by S-structure. HOwever, in
exanples like (18) the noLU1 root ccn incorPJrate directly from object
position insteaj, giving a gramlatical result:
SOUTHERN TlWA:
(18) I~ukhin-k'euw~ (cf. 2.1.1 (36b))
B-hat-old-stat :pres
''!he hat is old'
Clearly, this same line is open in the case of (17a). We can assume that
the sentential argllllent of 'easy' is underlyingly in the VP and the subject
fX>sition is nonthematic, as in (19a). '!hen the surface form (17a) can be
deri ved by an LD1problanatic instance of Verb Incorp:Jration and ordinary
subject-to-subject raising, giving the S-structure in (1gb): ~
(19) a. s
/\
NP VP
I / \
e V S
/ /\
easy NP VP
I /\
men V NP
I I
break boat
b. s"
/\
NP 'lP
I / \
mcni V S
1\ 1\
V V NP VP
I I I I \
break.-easy ti V NP
cl I I
1j boat
(19a) is isomorphic to the structure associated wit11 !"bun Incor~rations
Ii ke (18), wi. th V in the pla::e of N and S in the pIece of the NP under the
. 5
matrlx VP.
In order to find a clear instance of Verb Incorporation from the subject
position, we must consider SUbjects of transitive verbs, because in this
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case an 'una::cusative' analysis generally is not p:lssible. 6 Instances of
this type, however, are conspicuously absent from the literature. Smith
(1982:177f), for example, explicitly includes a discussion of
'complenentation in subject position' to 'illustrate... the generality of
the [verb rai si ng] analysis,' but all of hi s exanples have matrix verbs
\'1hich are intransitive and ajjectival, as in (17a) above. Verb
IncorPJration from the sUbject £=Osition is perfectly conceivable, and a
priori should be no stranger or more complex than the cases of VI from
object position considered above. Hypothetical examples would look like
this:
(20) a. *John agr-lie-prove-asp his unreliability
(=' ['!hat John lies] proves his unreliabiliy')
b. *Linda a:Jr-laugh-upset-asp her mother
(= I ['!hat Linda laU3hed] upset her mother')
c. *'Ihe dogs agr-chase-show-asp' the incnequacy of thei r
training (to) the cats
. (=' ['!hat the dogs chase the cats] shows the incrlequacy
of their training')
I know of no exanples of thi s fonn in any 1 anguage of the lNOrld. Taki ng
this to be a true generalization, it implies that Verb Incor:POration is
impossible from the configuration in (21):
(21) s
/\
/ \
s 'JP
/ \ I \
NP 'VP V NP
/ \
V (NP)
1his is in accordance with the Head MJvenent Constraint: having the
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anbedded verb adjoin to the matri x verb YAJuld involve moving it to a
p:>si tion that does not c-coItUnCl1d its trace, and hence one that does not
govern it. The trace wi 11 therefore not be properly governed by an
antecedent (or a theta marker), and the structure wi 11 be lD1gramnati cal by
the OCP. Pgain, thi 5 is di rectly parallel to the case of N::>un
Incorporati on, where subj ects of transi ti ve verbs can never be
incorPJrated :
SOUTHERN TIWA:
(22) *O-hliawra-k'ar-hi yede (= 2.1.1 (1Gb)
A:A-lcrly-eat-fut that
''!he 1crly wi 11 eat that'·
Finally, in O1apter 2 the Head M.:>vanent Constraint was shoVJn to CK:count
for a further aspect of the crosslingui stic di stribution of NJlD1
Incorporation: the fact that it never takes the head notm out of an a:3j unct
noun phrase:
(23) *baby agr-time-laugh-past [fi ve e]
(= ''!he baby laughed [fi ve ti mes] ')
Verb Incorporation shows the sane behavior. Thus, I know of no clear cases
in Which a matrix verb appears as an affix on a verb which would (by
sanantics and langu~e compari sons) be expected to heoo an adverbi al
clause. Hypothetical excmples \\t>uld have the following fonn:
(24) a. *Jbhn agr-insult-Ieft-asp Mary (to) his mother.
(= 'John left [because Mary insulted hi smother] . ')
b. *'Ihe bcby cgr-break-cry-asp his toy.
(= ''!he baby cried [YJhen his toy broke]. I)
c. *I aJr-hi t-throw-asp a snowball (to) my roonmate.
(= 'I threw the snowball [(in order) to hi t my roommate]. I)
Pgain" these imp:>ssi ble excmples do not yi eld surface forms which are a
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priori more complex or contorted then the existing cases of VI from direct
obj ect • It seems that a theta connecti on is needed between the matri x verb
and its associ ated Sin order for incor~ration to be legi timate:
(25) s
I \
NP VP
/ \
V~S'_
/ \
NP VP
/ \
V (NP)
As in the case of NI, this restriction ccn be explained in terms of the
a:P. I assLIlle (section 1. 4. 3, cf. Chomsky (1985») that a category i s a
barrier to government if it itself is not theta governed, i.e. not
assigned a theta role by a lexical i tan. If it is theta marked by the
matrix verb, however, it will not be a barrier relative to that position.
Given this, the lower 8' will block goverrunent between the trace of the
lower verb CI1d its antecedent adjoined to the higher verb if and only i fit
is an adjunct, rather than a theta marked sentential object. 'Iherefore,
the lower trace wi 11 be ruled out by the EX::P i f and only i f the sentence it
i s taken from is an adj unct.
'!he materi al in thi s section can be gathered together into the following
argument. Consider cases in which one morphologically complex verb fonn
seems to do the tNOrk of t"NO independent verb forms in a lCJ'1guage like
Engli sh. Refer to these as 'Verb IncorlXlcations'. When we look at the
class of cases of Verb Incorporation across languages and language
families, we find that there is a certain variety as to what matrix
predicates 'host' verb incor~ration.7 In spite of this, the variation does
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not cross certain well defined botmdaries. In particular, polyadic verbs
may incorporate a verb out of their sentential objects, and some monajic
verbs (noncgentive, especially adjectival) may incorp:lrate out of their
sole sententi al argunent. Q'l the other hand, polyaji c verbs never
incorporate a verb out of a sentential subject, and no verb ever
i ncorp:>rates out of a sententi al adjunct. Rather than being CI1 accidental
qui rk, this distribution should reflect tIle basic nature of the Verb
Incorporation process itself. Finally, we observe that thi 5 di stribution
can be derived from the Empty Category Principle (in particular, its
corollary, the Heed rbvenent Constraint), an independently known principle
of grCJ1lmar -which plays a central role in explaining the properti es of
syntactic movanent. In fact, c33ain we see obj ects di stingui shed from
subjects and crljuncts; a hallmark of OCP effects (cf. Huang (1982), Lasnik
and Sai to (1984». 'Iherefore, I conclude that Verb Incorp:>ration is a
special case of syntactic movanent. In GB terms, it is an instance of
'Move-alpha' applying between D-structure and S-structure, leaving a
trace. This supports the validity of my assumptions, in particular the
thi formi ty of Theta Assignment HyJ;x>thesis, which, as di scussed in the
introduction to thi s chapter, points toward a syntactic cnalysi s of Verb
Incorporation.
'!hi s argument is strengthened by the di rect parall eli sm between Verb
Incorp:>ration and tbLU1 Incor!X'ration in terms of thei r di stributions, as
has been anphasi zed throughout thi s secti on. Thi 5 shows that the
principles involved have appropriate generality. In fa:t, the old
Generati ve Semantics Theory expressed a generali zation in thi s area \\hi ch
is bipassed in most current franet,K)rks. In that theory, !'bun Incorrx>ration
and Verb IncorPJration were both special cases of a single, more general
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process-the process of I Predicate Rai sing I (for a clear exanple, see
Williams (1976:61ff)). In this section, I have given evidence that this
generalization is a true and significant one,S in that NI and VI indeed
have the same properties. I have also sho\Vl1 that this generalization ccn
be captured in an explanatory way in the Government-Binding frcmeWJrk, when
the theory of syntactic X-o movenent (Incor~ration) is articulated as
above.
3.2 Subcategorization: Morphological and Syntactic
In the last section, we considered the question of why verbs can
incorporate from certain base positions, as opposed to others. Now, we
turn to the queStion of 'Nhy they must incorporate Lmder certain
circLlnstances. Here, I will give a new argllllent for a verb movenent
CI'lalysi s of morphological causati ves, based on paralleli SInS between
causati ves in Chichewa and rai sing verbs in EngIi she '!hi s argLDnent, in
turn, will have. implications as to what the lexical properties of
incorporating predicates are that distinguish them from non-incorporating
predicates.
First, we review the familiar analysis of subject-to-subject raising of
Chomsky (1981). Rai sing verbs such as sean systanatically appear in tw)
different S-strueture configurations:
(26) a.
b.
It seems that Sara adores Brussels sprouts.
Sara seems to adore Brussels sprouts.
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There are some subtle di fferences in meaning between the (a) sentences and
the (b) sentences, presumably having to do wi. th focus and predication
struct ures. Thus, there is an intui tion that (2Gb) says sanething about
Sara in a way YJhich (26a) does not. Nevertheless, abstracting away from
these effects, it is clear that the (a) sentences and the (b) sentences are
~ar PCiraphsas,2,s' as much as active and passive sentences are. '!hey are
'thanatic paraphrases' in the sense of Chapter 1: corresp:>nding NPs get the
same theta roles from the same theta assigners in both sentence foODS.
'Ihus, it is Sara who likes Brussels sprouts in both (26a) and (26b), and in
both it is this entire state of affairs which 'seans' to anyone who happens
to be attendi ng. In nei ther sentence does Sara have a thenatic
relationship to the verb seems. Similar in these regards are other verbs
(e .g • appear) and the 'Rai sing Adj ecti ves I (e .g • Ii kely, etc.).
Following O1omsky (1981: 67f), I aSSll1le that the minimal assumption here
is that predicates such as seen have a single set of theta marking and
subcategorization properties specified in the lexicon. They select a
proposi tional direct complanent, and both fail to take any kind of external
argLment. Thi s can be represented so:
(27) sean, V: [ prop:>si tion]
external theta role: --
By the Projec:tion Principle, the D-structure of (26) must be a direct
projection of these lexical properties. Ih particular, the D-structures of
(26a) and (2Gb) must be essenti ally identical, since sean has only one set
of lexical properties to project. Therefore, the D-structure of (26a,b)
must be essentially:
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(28) [8 e INFL seem [8 I Sara INFL crlore Brussels sprouts]]
This common D-structure appropriately represents the fact that (26a) and
(2Gb) are 'thanatic paraphrases I, as di scussed above. lqain, thi s ac:cords
wi. th the llrAH.
Next, independent principles of grammar determine how D-structures such
as (28) may appear at S-struct ure and LF. Q1e such pri nci pIe, from
Predication theory (the 'Extended Projection Principle of Olomsky (1981)),
states that clauses must have SUbjects. Now the matrix clause in (28)
lacks a subj ect, and necessarily so, gi ven that the predicate cannot assign
a theta role to a subject, together wi. th the char~terization of
D-structure as a pure representation of thematic structure. Therefore,
something must happen to 'fix' the structure by S-structure. Logically,
there are tv.o p:lssi ble ways for a predicate to get a subj ect i fit does not
have one at D-strueture: (i) it can receive a thanatically empty,
pleonastic subject, which may be freely inserted, or (ii ) it CCIl. 'borrow' a
'+ argunent' subject from somewhere else in the sentence vi a NP movement.
In fact, both of these ~ssibilities are realized. (26a) is derived from
(28) by option (i), inserting the pleonastic it as the matrix subject;
(26b) is derived from (28) by option (ii), raising the lower subject into
the matrix subject ~sition by 'M:>ve Alpha'. O:her principles then explain
restrictions on the COMP and INFL of the lower clauses in ~ach of these
sentences. 9 '!hus, this analysis provides a simple account of the t~
{Xlssible surfa:e structures of 'raising' pra:3icates by giving than a single
set of lexical properties, but. then allowing universal rules to apply to
than in more than one way to sati sfy uni versa! pri nci pIes.
This familiar line of reasoning has been reviewed in some detail in order
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to demonstrate that the same pranises have similar implications for tIle
analysi 5 of morphological causative constructions. In particular, the
O1ichewa causati ve morpheme -its/-ets, Ii ke Ehglish seem, systemati cally
· dOff S f·· 10appears In two 1 erent -structure con 19uratlons:
(29) a. mtsikana a-na-chit-its-a kuti mtsuko u-na-gw-e
girl SP-pst-do-cause-asp that waterpot SP-pst-fall-asp
'The gi rl merle the waterpot fall'
b. mtsti kana a-na-g:N-ets-a mtsuko
girl SP-pst-fal1-cause-asp waterpot
''!he girl male the waterI=Ot fall'
(30) a. Abusa a-na-chi t-i ts-a kuti mbuzi zi -dy-e udzu
{j goatherds SP-pst-do--cause-asp that goats S'P-eat-asp grass
''!he goatherds merle the goats eat grass'
b. Abusa a;"la-dy-ets-a mbuzi udzu
goatherds SP-pst-eat-cause-asp goats grass
''!he goatherds merle the goats eat grass'
Pgain, there are some differences in mecning between the (a) sentences and
the (b) sentences, presumably having to do wi th focus and predication
structures. 'fuus, (30b) tends to express a more di rect connection between
the actions of the goatherds and the goats than does (30a). But again, i f
we abstract away from these effects, we observe that the (b) sentences are
thematic paraphrases of the corres~nding (a) sentences. Thus,
corresponding NPs appear to get the sane theta roles from the sane theta
assi gners in both sentences types. Thus, i tis the waterpot that breaks in
both (29a) and (29b), and in both it is this entire state of affairs which
is caused by an a:]ent, nanely the girl.
Since thi s si tuation is parallel to that of rai sing verbs, cgain the
minimal assumpti on is that -i ts has a single set of theta marki ng a1d
subcategori zation properti es speci fi ed in the lexicon. It must take an
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'c33entive' external argl.J1lent, the 'causer', and a proIXlsitional direct
complement which nanes the event or state that is caused:
(31) -its, V: [ proposition]
external theta role: '~ent'
At this level of abstraction, O1ichewa -its has a lexical entry identical
to that of the verb make in Engli she nu 5 expresses the fact that the two
morphemes ar e good tr ansI ati ons 0 f one another.
As with the raising predicates, the hypothesis that -its has a single set
of lexical properties implies that it will occur in essentially only one
D-structure configuration-nanely the D-structure which is a projection of
its lexical properti es. 'Ihus, the D-structures of both (29a) and (2gb)
must have the following form:
(32) [Sgirl INFL -its [5' waterpot INFLfall]]
nu s structure represents explici tly the thematic relationshi ps CInOng the
various phrases identi fi ed above; the fact that (29a) and (2gb) are
associ ated wi th congruent D-structures represents the feet that they are
'thematic paraphrases' in accordCl'lce wi. th the tJI'AH. '!he D-strueture common
to (30a) , (30b) is parallel, except that the verb in the anbedded clause
has a di rec:t obj ect.
Nevertheless, the structure in (32) may not surface just as it is; as
wi th sean, something must happen to (32) before S-structure. nu 5 suggests
that there i 5 some independent principle of grcrrmar that must be sati sfi ed,
parallel to the requi ranent that clauses must have subj ects. Whatever thi 5
new requiranent is, it too can be met in t\tK) distinct ways. (29a) is
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derived from (32) by the insertion of a verb root which has no thematic
properties-a 'pleonastic verb'--in the matrix sentence. '!he causative
morpheme then suffixes to this verb:
(33) [8 girl !NFL 'do'+its [5 water~t INFL fall]]
In essence, this is a rule of 'do-sUPlXlrt', similar to the faniliar one
that applies in the Ehglish auxiliary system to rescue stranded tense
morphemes. NJte the conceptual similarity between this and (26a), where
the raising predicates fulfill the requiranent of having a subject by
receiving an empty sUbject, inserted between D-structure and S-structure.
(2gb) , on the other hand, is derived from (32) in a different way: here
the verb root from the Embedded sentence moves out of its theta role
assigning posi tion and into the matrix sentence. The causati ve morpheme
then suffixes to this stan:
(34) [8 girl !NFL fall. +its [5' waterp:lt INFL t. ]]
1 -- 1
1his is our featured case of Verb Incorporation, parallel to ~un
Incortx>ration, as illustrated in the last section. NJte the similari ty
between thi s and (2Gb), where the rai sing predicates fulfi 11 the
requiranent of having a subject by 'borrowing' the subject of their
embedded clause.
By now it is rather obvious lNhat additional requirement D-structures such
as (32) must meet: -its must find a verb root to suffix to. As in the case
of raising verbs finding a subject, there are two a priori possible ways of
meeting this requiranent: a new verb root can be inserted for this purPJse
(Which by the Theta Criterion and the Projection Principle will necessarily
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be semCl1tically enpty); or another verb root from the structure Cal be
moved into posi tion (which by the Proj ectlon Princi pIe and the EX::P wi 11
necessarily come from the sentential direct object). Both of these
possibilities are realized. Clearly the requiranent is a reflex of the
obvious fact that -its in O1ichewa is an affi x, surely the minimal
di f fer enc e between i t and EngIi sh make.
'Ihe theory of morphology of Ueber (1980) develops the idea that boLD1d
morphemes (affixes) have the sane morphological features and properti es as
free morphemes (Vtl)rds), except that they must be bound. 1hi s di fference is
captured by associ ating wi. th bound morphanes a 'morphological
subcategori zation frane', which states what kind of elanent the morpheme in
question must be the sister of in a morphological structure. Free
morphemes need not the si ster of anything in morphological structure, and
thus have no morphological subcategori zation frane. As di scussed in
section 1.4.5, we are using the notion that (some) affixes have the same
properties as free words in the fullest possible sense. Not only do they
have morphological properties such as category, number, gender, like those
Li eber focused on; they also may have full syntactic properti es of free
words, including thematic assigning properties, (syntactic)
subcateg-orization franes, and Case assigning properties (cf. Ueber
(1983), Marantz (1984»). '!his is YJhat we claime:i VJhen we gave Chichewa
-i ts the lexical entry in (31), parallel to that of Engli sh make. '!hen,
following Lieber, let us refine our lexical entry for -its, making it
minimally di fferent from that of make in that it contains a morphological
subcat~orization frane, showing it to be an affix: ll
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(35) -i ts, V: [ pro I;XJsti on] (s-subcat)
external theta role: I cgent'
]V- (rn-subcat )
Clearly morphological subcategori zation franes are useless if they do not
need to be sati sfi ed at some level of the grcmnar. I claim that the
following is the needed principle:
(36) Str ay Affi x Fi 1ter
~ *x if Xis a lexical i tern v.hose morphological
subcatejorization frane is not satisfied at S-structure.
This filter captures the obvious fact that affixes must attach to words.
Its only nontrivial aspect is stipulating the crucial level to be
S-structure, rather than D-structure, or all levels of syntacti c analysi s.
But, the fact that affixes may assign and receive theta roles implies that
this requirement cannot be a requiranent on D-structure. If it were,
affixes would not be free to occur in the cannonical theta assigning and
receiving positions at ~ructure as required by the UTAH. Furthenmore,
it is natural that the Stray Affix Filter should be CI1 S-structure
condi ti on, si nee thi sis the 1evel whi ch feeds the Fhonologic al
interpreti ve comIXlnent, and the property of bei ng an affix is clearly a
morphophonological one. It is this principle, therefore, which forbids
(32) from surfaci ng 'as i 5 I, and forces ei ther 'do-sup!X'rt' ((29a), (30a))
or Verb Incorporation ((2gb), (30b)) to apply. Comparing Oiichewa
morphological causati ves to EngIi sh rai si ng verbs bears frui t in t\\l:) ways.
First, it provides a new argllnent for the Incor~ration hypothesis, as
compared to a base generation alternati ve: the optimally simple lexical
efltry for the morpheme -i ts, together wi th an accomt of the tYk) reI ated
structtlres that it Ca'l appear in, is only possi ble i f the general
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transfonnation 'M:>ve Alpha' can apply to take a V-o from its theta
assigning IXJsi tion to a new S-structure posi tion. Second, pursui ng the
parallelism has given further insight into the nature and working of
Incorporation: it has yi elded evidence about the leKical properti es of
incorPJrati ng elanents, as well as exanples of how morphological princi pIes
(like (36)} and syntactic principles (like the ECP) apply to the same
structures to detennine the properti es of a gi ven construction. '!hi 5
strongly supports the view of MJrphology's role in the granmar laid out in
section 1.4.5. Same further comments about both implications are in order.
A classic argunent for movanent is that it CCI1 separate expleti ves and
parts of idiom chLD1ks from thei r usually requi red posi tions. In fact, thi s
provides the most imIXlrtant diC)jnostic for raising verbs:
(37) a. There i seem [ t i to be books on the table]
b. All hell i appears [ t i to have broken loose]
c. lhfair crlvcnta]ei is likely [ t i to be taken t i of
the orphans]
These sentences contrast with superficially similar control verbs, where
the matrix sUbject is identified with the empty anbeddErl subject not by
movanent, but by obligatory control:
(38) a. *Therei tried [PROi to be books on the table]
b. *All hell. preferred [PRO. to break loose]
1 1
c. *Unfai r crlvCl1t~e. want-ed [PRO. to be taken t. of
111
the orphans]
In O1ichewa, morphological causatives can be formed based on verb-object
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idioms, wi th the idiomatic reaiing preserved:
(39) a. (chifukwa sanasamale malanulo a pa msewu ••• )
because not-he-pst-care regulation of on road
••• John tsapano a-ku-nongonez-a banda
John now SP-pres~ sper knee
'Because he ignored the traffic lays, John is now f8jretful'
[kunongoneza bando 'whi sper to the knee' =mourn, be regretful]
b. (chi fukwa chosi ya ufa FX>yera ••• )
because-of leaving flour on-open-space
•••mbuzi zi -a-mu-nongonez-ets-a banda Mavuto
goats SP-perf-oP~sper-cause-aspknee Mavuto
'Because she left the flour out,
the goats merle Mavuto regretful'
(40) a. mphunzitsi a-na-uz-a atsikcna kuti a-tch-e makutu
teacher SP-pst-tell girls that SP-set-subj ears
'The teacher told the girls to pay close attention'
[kutcha makutu 'set the ears (as a trap) '=pay attention]
b. mphunzi. tsi a-na-tch-ets-a makutu atsi kana
teacher SP-pst-set-cause-asp ears girls
'The teacher had the girls pay close attention'
This argues that these causatives are derived by synt~tic movanent, the
relation that is knOW'l. to not destroy idiomatic reading. Ai ssen (1974)
gives essentially the sane argunent, based on similar exanples of
morphological causati ves in Thrki sh :
(41) a. 0 ,crlan el ai-t-yordu
'!he mal hand open-prog
'The man i s beg-gi ng'
[ el c.cmak, 'open the hand' =beg]
b. 0 ad an-a el a;-ti-r-d-i-m
'!he mc31-dat hand open-cause-past-lsS
'I maje the man beg'
In this connection, it is imPJrtant to recognize that cases of derivational
morphology which cannot be analyzed as IncorPJration typically do not
preserve idiomatic readings:
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(42) a. *John's kicking of the bucket (surprised me)
(=John' 5 dying)
b. *The 110st' s breaki ng of the ice (cane not a moment too soon)
(=the host starting comfortable conversation)
c. *Linda and Kim's shooting of the bull (was pleasant for both)
(=thei r tal ki ng wi th no great purpose)
(43) a. *1hebucket is kickable at any moment
(=Ole could di e at any time)
b. *The ice never seems to be breakable before 9:00
(=01e cannot start comfortable conversation ••• )
c. *'Ihe bull is most shootable during exan week
(=01e has purposeless conversations most ••• )
In this respect, derivation in the lexicon -is similar to control, in that
idiomatic relationshi ps cannot be inheri ted from simpler structure~. 01
the other hand, r ai si ng CJ1d morl,ilologic al causati ves may i nheri t i diomati c
reajings from simpler structures. 'Ihi sis predicted in the current
analysis, in v.hich both of the latter (but neither of the former) involve
movement of a consti tuent in the syntax.
The argunent for Verb Incorp:>ration in thi s section turns on the
exi stence of two di fferent structures in which the sane morphane appears:
the 'do-support' structure and the Verb Incorporation structure. However,
it is by no meCJ1S uni versal for a language wi. th a causati ve affix to have
that affix appear in both structures. Many languages, in fact, have only
analogues of (29a) , (30a) which contain a matri x verb morphologically
unrelated to the causative affix. Thus, it might be argued that there is
no need to give a single lexical entry for Chichewa's -i ts that underli es
both (29a) and (29b) i rather it is a hi storical accident that Chichewa' 5
peri phr asti c causati ve verb 11appens to end in the sane I,ilonanes as i ts
causative verb. 'Ihi 5 WJuld cut out a "si ngle subcategori zation" argLDnent
for Verb IncorPJr~tion.
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NErlyalkov and Si lni tsky' s (1973) typological st lily of causati ve
constructions suggests that there is a valid generali zation to be captured
here, however. '!hey write (p. 6):
In a nllnber of 1 anguages there are transi tional cases where the
causative morpheme can function both as a causative affix and
as an anpt y c ausati ve verb.
By way of illustration, they cite the following forms from Avarian:
(44) Gabi-ze, Ito do' + la-ze, 'to know' -)
"
a. la-z-abi-ze (synthetic fonn) 'to cause to know, to teach'
b. la-ze Gabi-ze (analytic form)
"
This case appears to be slightly different from the Chichewa case in that
the Avarian causative apparently does not need to be 'do-supported' if Verb
Incorporation does not occur. Rather, it is an affix only optionally,
rather than obligatori ly. Thus, the sane argllllent for gi vi ng the causative
a single lexical entry in O1ichewa TMJuld apply in Avarian, but in Avarian
the morphological subcategori zation frane would be speci fi ed as optional:
(45) Gabi -ze, V: [ proPJsi ti on] (s-subcat)
external argunent: 'cgent'
(]v) _ (m-subcat)
The fact that this situation arises in 'a number of languages' suggests
that the affi x-verb homophony is nona:cidental, and thus that i tis correct
to collapse lexical entries when it occurs. If we assume that both the
'do-support I rule of Chichewa and the property of optionally being an affix
are some\\hat marked options of granmar, we expect mcny languac:Jes to have
neither. In that case, since the causative morphane cannot be stranded by
the Stray Affi x Fi Iter, Verb Incorp::>ration wi 11 be the only possi ble way to
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get a granmatical structure .in such lCl'lguages, and alternations will not be
seen.
This fact brings up an apparent dissimilarity between Verb Incorporation
and lhlU1 Incorp:>ration: we see that Verb Incorporation tends to be
obligatory, whereas r-bun Incorp::>ration is optional, albeit highly favored
in some langu~es. Thus, NI sentences alternate wi. th vari ants in which the
object is an independent phrase, whi Ie VI sentences often do not. Thi 5 is
only a minor contrast, however, following from the feet that NI tends to be
comp:>Lmding wi th respect to MJrphology theory, whereas VI tends to be
affixation. Thus, the complex ~rds fanned by N:>LU1 Incor~ration in
languages Ii ke t-bhawi< and Southern 'Ii wa show the mqrphological and
phonological behavior of ordinary \«)rds formed in the lexicon by
compolD1ding (see Mi. thun (1984), Baker (1984)). Complex ~rds formErl by
Verb IncorIX>ration in a language Ii ke Chichewa, on the other hand, show the
morphological CIld phonological behavior of YlOrds formej by affixation.
This can be shown independently of the syntactic considerations at hand;
for example, the causative suffix undergoes a vowel harmony rule that is
characteri stic of all suffixes in Chichewa12• (For a statement of the
rule, see footnote 10.) Examples are:
(46) a. i -ku-thanang-i ts-a
SP-pres-run-cause-asp
b. zi -ku-li r-i ts-a
SP-pres=Cry-eause-asp
c. a-na-meny-ets-a
SP-pst=hi t-cause-asp
d. a-na-on-ets-a
SF-pst -see-cause-asp
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Compare thi s wi. th true comp:>unds in Chi chewa, where the t \\0 root s do not
harmonize with one another:
(47) a. chi-[[FOnda]v[mthengo]N]
pref-step-bush, =I a bush-stepper'
b. *chi -PJnd a;nthi ngo
I*>w an affi x must attach to a root, but a root need not compol.D"ld wi th
another root; technically we say that affixes have (nonanpty) morphological
subcatego ri zation franes YJhi Ie roots do not. '!hus, the Stray Affi x Fi Iter
(36) forces incor~ration to take pl~e if and only if the structure
contains an affixal elanent Yli. th a morphological subcategori zation frane" to
be satisfi 81. In thi sway, we relate the di fference in obligatoriness
between VI in mcny languages and NI to independent morphoIilonological
di fferences between the V+V forms in (for exanple) Chichewa and the N+V
forms in r-bhawk and S:Juthern Ti. wa.
_~r is this distinction inher~tly related to the category di fference of
V Incorporation vs. N Incorporation; rather, it depends simply on the
presence or absence of an idiosyncratic morIilological feature (the
morphological subcate:J0ri zation frane) of a lexical i tan which can occur
wi th ei ther category type. Thus, in section 2. 4 it was argued that
anti passives are a subcase of NI in which the Incorp:>ratErl element is an
affi x; in thi s case Incorporation is obligatory and the morIilop10nology is
that of affixation as well. Another exanple comes from NJLU1 Incorp:>ration
in the Eskimo languages, which also shows the properti es of affi xation (see
Sadock (1980, to appear), A. Woodbury (1981), and references cited there).
Here ~un Incorp:Jrating Verbal elements (called 'N-V postbases' in the
ESkimo literature) form a fairly well defined, finite set: approximately 30
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are Ii sted for the Alaskan Inupi aq di alect by M~Lean (1980). N-V
~stbases have the morphophonological properti es of affi xes. l\breover, in
cases where r-blU1 Incortx>ration is allowed, i tis obligatory. 5ajock
(1980: 306-307)) gives the following as illustrative exanples from the
Greerilandic di alect:
(48) a. Qirrune-qarp-oq (cf. qimmeq, 'dog I)
dog-have-indic-3sS
'He has a dog I
b. Sapang ar a-i v-oq (cf. sapangaq , I bead' )
bead-get-indic-3sS
'He boll3ht becrls I
If no contentful noun root is incorp:>rated, a semcntically empty noun stem
(pi-) must be i ncorPJrated:
(49) a. (Qimmimik) pe-qarp-oq
dog-instr O-ha\7e-3sS
'He has 50methi ng (a dog) I
b • (Sapanng ani k) pi -si v-oq
~ beai-instr O-get-3sS
'He bolXJht something (bea:Is) I
Thi sis di rectly parallel to the sanalti cally empty verb stem inserti on,
which applies in Chichewa if no other verb root is incorporated (see (33)
and discussion). 01 the other hand, it should also be {X)ssible for
syntactic Verb IncorfX)ration to correspond to morphological comp:>unding in
some languages. I have less information on- which to evaluate this
prejiction, but the Avarian case cited above is a FXJtential candidate.
Instead of saying that it is optionally a suffix, as above, we might say
that i tis always a root, and that i t can undergo com};X)undi ng. The
optionality of the Verb Incorp:>ration \«)uld then be explained. If this
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approach is correct, we further predict that causati ve verbs in Avari an
will show the phonological properti es of comp:>und verbs rather than of
verbs fanned by derivational mor{i101ogy, if there are differences between
h · h 1 13t e tVA:> In t at angua:Je.
'!hus, consideration of the mor{i101ogical and syntactic subcategori zation
franes of causative verbs shows there to be tYA:> iI1ter~ting factors in the
characterization of IncorPJration structures. First, there is the
syntactic (and sanantic) fa:tor of whether CI1 incorfXlrating predicate
selects for a nominal direct argllnent or for a sentential direct argunent.
If the former, then it will i ncorp:Jrate n0lD15; i f the latter, verbs (by the
HMC). Second, there is the mor{i101ogical (and {i1onological) factor of
whether the predicate is an affix or a root. If the fonner, then
incorporation will be obligatory (plus or minus empty stem support rules);
if the latter, optional. 'Ihese f~tors are largely independent, giving the
following four-way typology:
(50) MffiPH:
SYN'l1\X
I
Nlerl
I
I
VIer I
I
affix
Eskimo -siv
=ITOrq
Anti passi ves
Chi chewa -i t s
Turki sh -OIr
Eskimo -kqu
root
Iroquoian nuhwe?s
s. 'Ii wa k' ar
Avari an Gabi (?)
1hus, we have mor{i101ogical properti es and syntactic properti es 'Nhi ch are
independent of ea:h other, but which conspi re together, ecch according to
the general principles relevant to it, to determine the properties of a
single structure. !hi sis strong supp:>rt for the claim that Incorp:>ration
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is a single process which is simultaneously considered to be both
morphological and syntactic. Thus, it argues in favor of the view about
the relationshi p between morphology and syntax put forward in thi s Ytbrk
(section 1. 4. 5) •
3. 3 Government, Case, and Di reet Cbj ects
3. 3. 1 The problan of t\YQ causati ves
'!hus far, I have argued that morphological causati ves in languages of the
world can be derived from simple and general properties of IncorIXlration.
Incor};X)ration in thi s sense is simply an instance of 'M:>ve-alt*la I appl i ed
to a lexical cateJory rather then a maximal projection, and its behavior is
constrained by a few basic principles. Thus, there is in this system no
explicit rule of causative fonnation which will be specific to a particular
language or morphan.e of a la1guc3g'e; indeed there is no pIece for such a
rule. Thi. 5 makes a very strong enpi rical claim. If langucges contain no
rule of causative formation per se, then languages cannot contain different
rules of causative fonnation. Thus (it would appear), we are forced to
predict that morphological causati ves wi 11 have essenti ally the same syntax
in all languages.
Thi 5 claim is enti rely false as it stands. Gi bson (1980) argues at
length that there must be (at least) two types of causative rules in
languages of the \\Orld, and that the t~ differ with respect to granmatical
function assignments (see also Marantz 1984, Baker 1985). r1:>rphological
causative constructions, althoU]h biclausal semaitica11y and underlyingly,
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appear monoclausal on the surface. Causati ve constructions then vary as to
which of the NPs from the anbedded clause appears as the dire::t object in
this single surface clause. In some languages, the embedded subject
appears as the direct object if the anbedded verb is intrcnsi ti',e, but as
an oblique NP (often an indirect object) if the embeddej verb is
transi ti vee Gibson's expression of thi 5 'rule' can be translated in thi s
way:
(51) CAUSATI'VE RULE 1:
GF in anbedded clause
----------
ergative
absolutive
GF in surface clause
--------
oblique (10)
di rect obj ect
In this schema, 'ergative' is a cover term for subject of a transitive
clause; 'absolutive' is a simi 1 ar cover tenn inclooing object of a
transitive clause and sUbject of an intransitive clause. I illustrate this
pattern from Chichewa (data from rthombo, personal cormnlU1ication):
CHICHEWA:
(52) a. Buluzi a-na-sek-ets-a ana
lizard SP-pst-laugh-cause-asp children
'1he Ii zard merle the chi Idren 1 augh I
b. Barna Ii -ku-sow-ets-a nsomba
government SP-pres-disappear-cause-asp fish
'The government merle fish disappear (become Lmavailable) ,
c. Muloogu a-na-yer-ets-a kunj a
God SP-pst-clear-cause-asp sky
'God maJe the sky clear I
(52) shows morphological causatives of a range of intransitive verbs,
including an agentive intransitive (52a), a nonagentive intransitive (52b),
and a stative verb (52c). In e~h case, the subject (and sole argunent) of
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the base verb surfaces as a di rect obj ect • Evidence for thi sis that the
NP in question can trigger optional 'object a::lreenent I (53a) and it becomes
the subj ect NP i f the verb compI ex is passi vi zed (53b):
(53) a. Buluzi a-na-wa-sek-ets-a ana
lizard SP-pst-oP-laugh-cause-asp children
'The lizard ma:le the children laugh'
b. Ana a-na-sek-ets-edw-a (ndi buluzi)
children SP-pst-laugh-cause-pass-asp by lizard
'The chi Idren were merle to laugh by the Ii zard I
Thi s contrasts wi th the causatives 0 f tr ansi tive verbs:
(54) a. Myani a-na-meny-ets-a ena kwa buluzi
baboons SP-pst-hit-cause-asp children to lizard
''nle baboons merle the Ii zard hi t the chi Idren I
b. Kanbuku a~u~b-i ts-a mtsuko kwa ka1zidzi
leopard SP-pres~ld-cause-aspwaterpot to owl
''!he leopard is having the owl mold a waterp:>t'
In these sentences, the subject of the base verb (hereafter, the 'causee')
systematically surfaces as an oblique in a prepositional phrase, while the
obj ect of the base verb acts as the obj ect of the causati ve verb on the
surface. '!he base object is thus morphologically unmarked, and appears
immedi ately after the verb in Lmmarked 'M::>rd order. Furthermore, the base
object can trigger object ajreanent on the verb (55a), and becomes the
subj ect when the verb is passi vi zed (55b):
(55) a. Myani a-na-wa-meny-ets-a ana kwa buluzi
baboons SP-pst-op4rl. t-cause-asp chi Idren to Ii zard
''!he baboons merle the Ii zard hi t the chi Idren '
b..ana a;,~eny-ets-edw-a kwa buluzi (ndi anyani)
chi Idren SP-pst-hi t-cause-pass-asp to Ii zard by baboons
''!be chi Idren were merle to~hi t by the Ii zard (by the baboons) ,
'!hi s contrasts wi th the causee, which never triggers verb c33'reanent or
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becomes the subject of a passive in these structures:
(56) a. *Anyani a-na-zi -meny-ets-a ana kwa mbuzi
baboons SP-pst-oP-hi t-cause-asp children to goats
''!he baboons merle the goats hi t the chi Idren'
b. *Buluzi a-na-meny-ets-edw-a ana (ndi anycni)
Ii zard SP-pst-hi t-cause-pass-asp chi Idren by baboons
''!he Ii zard was merle to hi t the boys by the baboons'
'!hi s pattern is very common in lcnguages of the YA:>rld, also showing up in
languaJes as diverse as Turkish, J~altec, French (Gibson 1980), and
Malayalan (MJhanan 1983).
It has been claimeCl that the causative pattern in (51) is the only one
allowed in lhiversal Grcmnar (Perlmutter and R>stal 1974, Comrie 1976).
Gi. bson shows that thi sis not the case, however, arguing that O1anorro
(Austronesian) causatives in particular show a different pattern. Inthis
1ang uag e, the subject 0 f the base verb becomes the obj e=t 0 f the c ausati ve
verb on the surface, regardless of the traisitivity of the base verb. If
the base verb has an obj a:t, i t sur faces as a ki nd of 'second I obj ect •
Gibson schanati zes thi 5 pattern as follows:
(57) CAUSATIVE RULE 2:
GF in Embedded clause
------
subject
object
GF in surfa=e clause
object
•2nd obj ect •14
In order to choose as minimal a contrast as ~ssible to the O1ichewa
exanples above, I illustrate thi s causative pattern from a langue.t;Je
identical to O1ichewa in most respects-nanely another dialect of
Chichewa. Based on v.ork with infonnants from the 'inland' area of Malawi,
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Ttithart (1977:80-81) reports the following patterns:
(58) a. MphlUlzi. tsi a-na-lemb-ets-a ana
teacher SP-pst~ite-cause-aspchildren
''!he teacher maje the chi Idren wri te'
b. Catherine a-na-kolol-ets-a mWana wake chimanga
Catherine SP-pst-harvest-cause-asp child her corn
'Catheri ne maje her chi Id harvest the corn'
(S8a) is the causati ve of a verb used intransi ti vely; (58b) is the
causative of a verb used transitively. In (S8a) , the causee of the base
verb (and its only argllnent) behaves like the direct object of the surface
verbal complex. Evidence for thi sis that the causee triggers object
a;J reenent on the verb (5ga), and becomes the subj ect vA1en the verb i s
passivized (59b):
(59) a. Mphunzi. tsi a-na-wa-lanb-ets-a ana
teccher SP-pst-oP~ite-cause-asp chi Idren
'The teacher ma:ie tFie chi Idren wri te'
b. Ana a-na-lanb-ets-e:Iw-a ndi m~lD1zi.tsi
children SP-pst~ite-cause-pass-aspby teacher
''!he children were maje to wri te by the tea:her'
In thi s respect, the tw) di alects of Olichewa are identical (compare (59)
with (53)) ~ In the causative based on a transitive verb, however, the
difference appears. In (5ab) , the causee of the base verb, 'her child',
behaves like the direct object of the verb, rather than like an oblique.
Thus, it appears without morphological or prep:>sitional marking,
irmnediately after the verb. It also may trigger object ~reement or move
to the subject position in passives:
(60) a. Catherine a-na-mu-kolol-ets-a mwana wake chima1ga
Catherine SP-pst-oP-harvest-cause-asp child her corn
'Catherine maie her chi Id harvest the corn'
b. M1yanata a-na-kolol-ets-oow-a
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chi mCl1g a ndi Catherine
boy SP-pst-harvest-cause-pass-asp corn by Catherine
'The boy was maje to harvest the corn by Catherine'
The LU1derlying object of the base verb shoYJS none of thi S obj ect behavior,
however, in spi te of appearing morphologically unmarked. It nei ther
triggers object agreanent, nor may it become the subject in a passi ve:
(61) a. *Catherine a-na-chi -kolol-ets-a mwana wake chimCllga
Catherine SP-pst-oP-harvest-cause-asp child her corn
'Catheri ne merle l1er chi Id harvest the corn'
b. *Olimanga chi -na-*.olol-ets-oow-a mwana wake ndi Catherine
corn SP-pst-harvest-cause-pass-asp child her by Catherine
'The corn was mooe to be harvested by her chi ld by Catherine'
Compari ng (60) wi th (57) and (61) wi th (55), we see that the set of
granmatical sentences in Trithart's dialect of O1ichewa is the opposite of
the set of graunatical sentences in M:hombo's dialect. M=hombo's dialect
follows the schema of 'Causati ve Rule l' in (51), whi Ie Tri thart' s di alect
follows the schena of 'Causative Rule 2' in (57), and the tv.o patterns
crucially differ when the base verb is transitive. I will refer to
Trithart's dialect as 'Chichewa-B', and to M:::hllnbo's dialect as
'Chichewa-A', or simply as 'Chichewa'. In seeking to establish the
exi stence of 'Causative Rule 2' I Gibson (1980) shows that the surfa::e
pattern in O1anorro causati yes cermot adequately be deri verl by mai ntai ning
Causati ve Rule 1 and a:iding to it the independent effects of sane other
process. Rather, she claims that a second kind of causative rule is truly
necessary. Q:.her langucqes that have this second causative pattern inclLrle
Cebuano (Gibson (1980), Choctaw (Davies (1979»), Chimwiini (Marantz
(1984)), and indeed most of the mEmbers of the Bantu langucge fanily.
'Ihi 5 si tuation presents a problan for the Verb IncorI=Oration analysi s of
morphological causative constructions. "As discussoo above, there is no
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explici t rule of causative fonnation under thi 5 analysis, merely an
interplay of general principles which constrain movement. Thus, there is
no rule of causative formation which can be di fferent in (for ex anpI e)
Oli chewa-A and O1i chewa-B. Yet the facts 1 ai d out in thi s secti on sean to
contrajict this. The only way out \\t)uld be to find some independent and
systematic difference between languages with 'Causative Rlle 11 and
languCl3es wi. th I Causative Rule 2' which will intercct wi. th the theory of
incorPJration in su:h a way as to derive the differing effects of Verb
IncorPJration in the t\VO classes of langu~es.
In fact, closely related as they are, there is another difference between
Chichewa-A and Cbichewa-B which is striking in this rajard. Path languaJes
have 'dative' verbs \tbich take tw.:> argll1lents, an NP thane and a PP goal:
CHICHEWA--A:
(62) Amayi a-na-perek-a mtsuko kwa ana
woman SP-pst-hand-aspwaterpot to children
'TI1e ~man handej the waterEXlt to the chi Idren'
CHICHEWA-B: (Tri thart 1977: 10)
(63) Joni a-na-pats-a nthochi kwa mai wake
John SP-pst-give-asp bCl1anas to mother hi s
'John gave the bananas to hi s mot11er I
QUy in Chichewa-B, however, can some of these verbs appear in a second
context, wi th tYkJ unmarked p:>stverbal NPs:
CHICHEWA-A:
(64) *hnayi a-na-perek-a ana mtsuko
woman SP-pst-hand-asp chi Idren waterpot
''!be Y.bma1 handed the chi Idren the waterPJt'
CHICHEWA-B: (Tri thart 1977: 31)
(65) Joni a-na-pats-a anai ake nthochi
John SP-pst-gi ve-asp mother hi s bananas
'John ga\le hi s mother the ba1anas'
Thus, 'dative shift' appears to be (Xlssible in Chichewa-B but not in
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Chichewa-A. NJw, in the unmarked situation, a Case assigning elanent can
only assign Case to one NP, and that NP must be a:3j a:ent (in the proper
sense) to the Case-assigner (cf. Stowell 1981). Given only these
asslInptions, we expect sentences such as (64) to be ungrcmmatical, since
there Will be no way for the second NP, 'waterPJt I, to receive Case. '!his
Case theory problan, hOYJever, can apparently be overcome in some way in
Chichewa-B (and in Ehglish), thereby making (65) possible in that
language. Thus, the languages must differ in some aspect of Case 'Iheory.
With this starting p:>int, I will use this difference to explain the
exi stence of the tYkJ kinds of morIilological causati ve constructions, as
well as the behavior of surfa::e di reet obj ects in ea:=h.
3. 3. 2 V IllOvanent and the structure of S
As a first step toward understanding the more complex aspects of
causative constroctions, we must go beck and revise a preliminary
asslInption. In section 3.1, we took the structure of clauses to be
parallel to the structure of noun phrases, except that noLn'1 phrases are
built around a hea:1 noun, while clauses are built around a verb. Much
recent ~rk in G:Jvernment-Binding Theory suggests that thi sis an
oversimplification, however. Rather, there are two other categories to be
considered in the clausal system: nanely INFL and CQJlP. I wi 11 take these
categories to be similar to nouns, verbs, and adjectives with respect to X'
theory, in that they head thei r OW"l pro j e::ti ons • 01 the other hand, they
differ from these 'major categories· in that they do not theta mark
argunents of thei r own, and they do not necessari ly count as governors.
Because of these di fferences, and the generally syncat8;3oranatic status of
INFL and C~P, they are qi sti ngui shed as being nonlexical heads. N:>w, I
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aSSLlne, following (01omsky (1985) that V is the head of VP, which is a
maximal proj ection ; that Sis the maximal proj ection of INFL, wi. th the
subject as the specifier of !NFL'; and that 8' is the maKimal projection of
CG1P, wi. th the 1andi ng si te for wh;novanent as the speci fi er of CG1P'.
Lexical i tens (nonnally) ~~ke only S '=CP (C~P phrase) as an argunent.
Then the full structure of a clause will be as in (66):
(66) '!hat D3n should imi tate Mary (i 5 obvious)
CP (=5')
I
C'
1\
C IP (=8)
/ / \
that NP r'
1 / \
Dan I V' I (=VP)
1 / \
should V NP
I \
imitate Mary
For malY pur~ses, the full articul ation of thi 5 strocture is masked by the
nonlexical status of CQ\1.P and INFL, and by the speci al close relationshi ps
between CCMP and INFL (cf. Stowell (1982) end between INFL and the verb.
Th.i 5 is why in some cases V seans to ect Ii ke the heoo of its clause.
This more complex structure for clauses now interferes with the analysis
of morphological causatives in tenns of Verb Incorp:lration. Supp:>se that
causative morphemes are like other elements that take propositional
complanents in that they (at least in the unmarked case) subcategori ze for
a full S I. 15 '!hen the problan is that the posi tion of the matrix verb does
not govern the p:>si tion of the anbedded verb, because the maximal
projections of CCMP and !NFL intervene. If the enbejdoo verb is moved
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directly onto the matrix verb, it will not govern its trcce, and the
strocture wi 11 be rul ed out by the EX::P:
(67) s
/\
NP I'
1\
I VP
/ \
V CP
1\ 1\Vi V C IP
I / \
'make' -NP I '
/\
I VP
/\
ti (NP••• )
In particular, the anbedde:i IP and VP will be barri ers to government
between the adjoined verb and its tra=e, since they are not theta indexed
with the complex verb. Thus Verb Incorp:>ration should be imp:>ssible in
this structure. 01 the other hand, in mCl'1y cases the matrix verb must find
a verb root to affix to, in order to satisfy its morphological
subcategorization frame by S-strueture, as discussed in the last section. 16
Given our assunptions, there ranains only one way to derive a
morphological causative construction: the verb must make a preliminary move
from its base PJsition, into a p:>sition where it is governed by the matrix
verb. Then from thi s new posi tion i t can be i ncorlXlrated into the matri x.
'!he principles of Q)vernma1t-Binding Theory immediately determine much
about the properties of such a construction.
W1at p:>sition could be the destination of such a movetlE!1t? The only
p:lssibi Ii ties are the speci fi er p:>si tion of the CCMP of the anbedded
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clause, or perhaps the COMP position itself. If the verb moved higher,
into the actual VP of the matrix verb, it would be appearing in a
subcategorized p:>sition without itself being an argunent of that verb, in
violation of the Projection Principle. Ql the other hand, if the verb
stays lower than this, it will still not be governed from the outside, IP
being a barri er to government as before. IP is not a barri er to
government, however, relative to fX:>sitions outside of it. MJreover, the CP
is theta marked CI'ld hence lexically governed by the causati ve verb, and
therefore is a barrier between the matrix verb and an something contained
in CP. MovEment of material into such a position is licit with respect to
the Theta Criterion, because it is not a p:>sition to which a theta role is
assigned. In fact, the specifier of c~p is the normal landing site of
wh-movanent. 17
~at can be the category that moves into thi s posi tion? Here there are
tw:> IX>ssibilities, and I will claim that both are realized under certain
circunstances. First, the verb itself Ca1 move into the governed PJsition,
from which it will be di rectly incorlX'rable:
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(68) s
1\
-NP I'
1\
I VP
I \
v C"
/ \ I \
V· v e· C'
t t j \
o I"
/\
NP II
/\
t{ VP-
I \
t ( (NP••• )
In this structure, the verb undergoes a kind of successive cylic movement
to reach the CQt1P posi tion, by incor~rating fi rst into the anbedded INFL
node, and from there into the Embedded complanenti zer node. Since both the
nonlexical !NFL and the complanenti zer are phonologically empty (and
perhaps also lexically anpty) in thi 5 stru:::ture, the verb gains no extra
morphology from the movenent. ~ each step, the X-o movanent is from the
hea:l of a phrase to the next highest heed, and thus appears to obey the
Head M:>venent Constraint (ECP). CCMP5 and INFLs do not theta index
categori es, however, so certain auxi Ii ary technical assunptions are needed
here to prevent these movenents from being ruled out in the same way that
incorfXJrations out of adjuncts are ruled out. A nLmber of {X>ssible avenues
exist in the literature. For concreteness, I will make the following
assunptions. Following Fabb (1984), I claim that the INFL assigns a
special kind of verbal case to the VP in order to make the verb visible for
theta role assignment at LF. Furthennore, we know from Exceptional Case
,Marking structures that a Case indexing relationship must, like a theta
indexing relationshi p, suffice to make a category not a barri er wi. th
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respect to the assigner (cf. footnote 10, chapter 1; Chomsky (1985»).
rbw, if we simply aSSll1le that thi sis true of verbal Case as well as
nominal Case, the V-to-INFL incorJ;X>ration in (68) will be legi timate: the
'VP node is not a barrier between the INFL and the V because of the verbal
Case assigning relation between it and that INFL. "As for the movanent from
the INFL posi tion to the CG1P posi tion, I simply will follow O1omsky
(1985), who sti pulates that the IP node is a 'defective category' and is
never a barri er to government i fit is the only maximal proj ecti on between
the tY.O fX>si tions bei ng considered. Formally, thi 5 too wi 11 involve
indexing a1ything in the CCl-tP position with the IP, where this index too
releases IP from barrierhood with respect to the positions in Cp. 18 Thus,
the !NFL to CCJt1P movanent is 18Jitimate as well, and (68) is a viable
structure.
There is, however, another way of getting the embedde:1 verb to be
governed 6y the matri x verb so that incor~ration can take pla::e: the
enti re anbedded VP can move to the speci fi er of CQt1P:
(69) s
1\
NP I'
1\
I 'VP
/ \
veil
1\ /\
v· v vp .. C'
d I 1\\. \
make e. NPI' ,
cJ / \
NP I'
1\
It·t
In this construction, government of the (VP) trace is not problematic--it
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is straig"htforwardly antecedent-governed by the VP in SPEC of CG1P, given
that IP is never a solitary barri er to government. Furthennore, the 'VP is
governed by the matrix causati ve verb, and so therefore is its head V (cf.
Belletti and Ri. zzi 1981) .19 Thus, the anbedded V can incorporate from this
p:>si tion and still satisfy the Rea:1 MJvenent Constraint (EX:P).
In conclusion, because of the articulated structure of S' v.hich includes
CCJ1P and INFL nodes, the verb of an Embedded clause must move internal to
that clause before it Cal be incorp::>rated. Gi ven independently mati vated
assunptions, there are tv.\:) ways thi s can be accompli shed--by V-to-CCJl1P
movenent or by VP-to-CC>1.P moVaTIalt. I wi 11 cl aim that these t~ opti ons
underlie the two different causative constructions described in the
preceding subsection. Speci fically, the VP-to-CQY1P movanent configuration
(69) will yield a strocture in which the underlying Embedded object a:ts
like the surface object by the G:>verrunent Transparency Corollary
('Causative Rule 1'); the V-to-CCJt1P movanent configuration (6a) will yield
an 'Exceptional Case Marking '-like stru::ture in which the anbejded subje:t
ccts like the surfa=e object ('Causative Rule 2').
In closi ng, it should be PJinted out that the developnents of thi s
subsection do not undennine the explanation of why VI only takes pl~e out
of sententi al di rect obj ects. !he journey of V has been broken dovn into
t~ steps: V(P) to CeJ.1P, followed by Verb IncorfX)ration Proper. TI1e fi rst
of these steps may perhaps be independent of the role of the containing
clause in the matrix sentence, but the second step ¥lill not be. In
particul ar, the V-o trace of the second movanent wi 11 need to be antecedent
governed as before. 'Ihis will be p:J5sible if and only if the CP containing
it is not a barrier to government with respect to it. This in turn will be
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the case if and only i f the CP is theta indexed by a lexical governer.
Therefore, VI will be {X)ssible out of a sentential direct object, but not
out of a sententi al subject or en a:1junct clause, just as before.
3.3.3 Case and causative differences
We are now ready to turn to the issue of Case assignment in causative
constructions. '!he Case Fi Iter requi res that every phonetically reali zed
NP be assigned abstract Case in a given structure, so that the NP may be
visible for theta role assignment. In CI1 Ehglish-type periphrastic
causative construction, it is easy to see how this requiranent might be
satisfied:
(70) Jerry ma:le Joe fi Ie hi s papers
s
/\
NP I'
/ / \
Jerry I VP
/ / \
past V CP
/ / \
make (C) IP
/ \
NP I'
/ /\
j)e I VP
I /\
a v NP
I I
file papers
Her e the matri x tensed INF L assi gns nominati ve Case to the mat ri x subj ect
'Jerry', and the embedded transitive Verb 'file' assigns accusative Case to
its obj ect 'papers'. The null anbeddoo INFL cannot assign case to the
embedded subject '~e' because it has no a:]reanent features; but the matrix
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verb 'make' CCJ"1 assign ~cusative case to thi s elanent in the manner of an
'Exceptional Case Marki ng I verb. Thus, Case assigning reI ationshi ps are
natural and straightforward.
In languag-es t.-A1ose causati ve morphemes trigger Verb Incorporation, these
natural Case assigning relationships are perturbed by V-movanent, however,
leading to p:>tential Case marking problans. Consider the tw) ~ssible
intennedi ate structures di scovered in the last section, the one based on
V-to-<:~P movana1t (71a) ald the other based on VP-to-CQt1P movanent (75b)
(the matrix INFL is ami tted for simplicity):
(71) a. s
/\
NP 'VP
/ \
V CP
/ / \
'make' v.* IP
t·/ \
NP* I I
/\
I VP
I / \
at· NP-1..
b. s
/\
NP VP
/ \
v CP
/ / \
'make' VP ....~ IP
1\ "'/ \
v* NP- NP* I'
/ \~
I t l
1
a
We assune (following Stowell 1981, Chomsky 1981) that, in the unnarked
situation, a must govern and be adja:ent to the NP it assigns accusative
Case to (i .e. is morphologically indexed with) at S-structure.
Furthermore, a verb trace cannot assign (accusati vel Case at all. '!hi s
follows Rbuveret and Vergnaud's (1980) discussion of French causatives, and
has been expl ained in terms of the 'IOOrphological identi fication'
develofments of Case theory YK>rked out in sections 2. 3. 2 and 2. 3. 3.
(princi pIe 2. 3. 3 (99). Gi ven these assunpti ans, the movanent of V* in
(71a) causes tv.o problans for Case 'Iheory: on the one hand, v* is no longer
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in a position to assign Case to its semantic object NP-i on the other, v*
now blocks V from assigning Case to NP* by destroying c.rljecency (and
perhaps government) between the tw::>. 'As consolation, v* is now in a
PJsition to assign case to NP*, but NP- is left irresolvably without
resource. '!he movement of VP in (71b) is more considerate to NP-i here it
is moved along with V*, the verb it belongs to semcntically. NP* this time
is left wi thout resource, however, since' the moved VP insures that it is
not governed by or crlj~ent to either potential Case assigner. 'Iherefore,
as long as we restrict our attention to the lhiversally urrnarked type of
Case assignment, Case Theory allows no granmatical Verb Incorporation wi th
transi tive verbs. 'Ihus, we must per force expand our attention to marked
types of Case assigrment, i.e. to the regions v.here lcnguages di ffer
idiosyncratically. In particular, we will consider marked types of Case
assigrment \-Jhi ch are al1o~ independently ina gi ven 1 anguage to deal wi th
morphologically underived "dative"-type verbs such as 'give'. If a
parti cul ar marked type of Case assigrment Ca1 also apply in ei ther (71a) or
(71b), that wi 11 detennine the type of morphological causative which is
possible in the language. In fact, there are several subcases, leading to
more than the 'tra:Ii tional' t~ types of causatives di scussed in section
3. 3. 1 above.
3. '3. 3. 1 True DJuble kcusati ve Languages
&xne languajes appear to be marked in that (sane of) thei r verbs can
assign accusative case to more than one NP which they govern. Clearly
strict adj a:ency wi 11 not be a requi rement for Case assigrment for at least
one of the accusative cases in su:h a la1guag-e, since both ccnnot be
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adja:ent to the verb. 20 In rn theory, the most of the distinctive
properti es of di reet obj ects follow from thei r being governed, theta
marked., and assigned accusati ve Case by the verb (see the discussion in
1. 3.3). fuw verbs can generally govern and theta mark more than one NP, and
in these languages they Cal also, by assunption, Case mark more than one.
Thus the characteristic property of such a langu~e is that it will have
'true' double object verbs, where both NPs in question have identical
obj ectli ke behavior. '!he classic case of a langu~e such as this from the
literature is Kinyarwanda, a Bantu langu~e spoken in Rwanda and &1rundi
(Kimenyi (1980), see also Gary and Keenan (1977), Dryer (1983), Marantz
(1984) ) :
KINYARNANm:
(72) a. Umtgabo y-a-haa-ye 'lInUJore igi tabo
man SP-pst-give-asp \«)ffian book
''!he man gave the w:>mcn the book'
b. UnLkJore y-iim-ye ct>aala ibiryo
v-t>man SP-refuse-asp chi Idren food
''!he \«)ffian refused the chi Idren food'
c. UmLgabo y-eerets-a abaana igi tabo
man SP-shew-asp children book
'The. man showed the children the book'
In each of these sentence types, both p:>stverbal NPs show the sane range of
properties which are diagnostic for direct objects in malY la1guages. For
exanple, ei ther--or in fact both-of the fXJstverbal NPs in (72a) can
trigger object agreanent (i .e. ccn cliticize) on the verb:
(73) a. Un~abo y-a~i-haa-ye unugore
man SP-pst -oPl-give-asp \«)ffian
''!he man gave i t to the ~mcn'
b. Untgabo y-a-ba-haa-ye igi tci:)o
man SP-pst-oP2-give-asp book
'The man gave than the book' .
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c. Unl1:J abo y-a~i-ba-haa-ye
man SP-pst-oPI-oP2-give-asp
''!he man gave i t to them'
Si mi 1arly, ei ther p:>stverbal NP c a1 become the subj ect Ytben the verb is
passivi zed :
(74) a. Igitabo cy-a-haa-w-e lInU30re (n'uou:JcVo)
book SP-pst-give-pass-asp VlCman by;nan
'The book was given to the WJrnCl1 (by the mCl1) ,
b. UnU30re y-a-haa-w-e igitabo (n'untgabo)
~man SP-pst-give-pass-asp ~man by-ma'l
'The woman was given the book (by the man) I
Kimenyi goes on to show that both obje=ts of these double object
constructions may undergo reflexivization and may be extracted by
relativization and clefting in identical fashion. Thus, Kinyarwanda is
simply a exception to the functional generalization (2.3.3 (102») that
langu~es usually allow their verbs to only m-identi fy one arglJllent with a
given m-indexing device.
'!his special Case marking property of Kinyarwanda gives it a way of
reali zing the morphological causative of a transi tive verb, since both
causee and lower object can IX>tentially get accusative Case from the sane
verb fonn. In particul ar, supp:Jse that the enti re VP is moved to CQ\1P, and
then the Vis incorp:>rated into the matrix verb, giving the structure in
(75) :
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(75) s
/\
NP VP
/ \
v \
/ I CP
V* v I \
I I VPi C'
bui Id. make 1 \ \J e-NP* IP
J / \
NP- I I
/ \
I t-t,
l'bw, consider the goverrment domain of the derived complex verb
'make-bui Id I in thi s structure. In the discussion of N::>un IncorPJration
and Fbssessor Rai sing in the last chapter, we saw that a complex v.ord
structurally governs everything that the incorporated verb used to govern,
by the G:>verrment Transparency Corollary. Therefore, the 'lower object'
NP* is governed by the complex verb. FUrthermore, our technical
assunptions also imply that the verb complex governs NP- as well. CP is
theta indexed wi. th the causati ve morpheme and therefore wi. th the complex
verb, so it will not be barrier to goverrment. Meanwhile, v* is indexed
wi th IP by vi rtue of appearing in CCMPi therefore wtlen it incorp:>rates into
thematri x verb, the resulting verb complex is also indexed with the IP by
inheritance. Therefore IP is not a barrier to government relative to the
verb complex either. ~sentially, this too is a consequence of the GTe, as
it combines wi th the speci al properti es of the IP category di scussed in the
previous subsection. Finally, the NP- node i tsel f is a IX>tenti al barri er
between and the verb campI ex and NP-. NP-, hO\Yever, i s the external
argunent of V*, from which it gets its theta role (albeit indirectly). Q1
this basis, we can say that NP- is theta indexed with V*.21 '!he derived
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verb complex will inherit this index as well, and the result is that even
NP- is not an actual barrier in this configuration. Therefore, there are
no barri ers to goverrment between the complex verb and NP-, and the
goverrunent relation holds. 'IhlLS, before IncorI:X>ration the matrix verb
governs neither NP* nor NP-, but afterward it governs both, thanks to the
indexes that the incorp:>rated verb contributes. })gain, the GrC is at ~rk
changing governnent relationshi ps in i ncorPJration structures, thi s time in
a rather more complex way_
In fact, thi 5 i s ~he right result. Si nee Ki. nyarwanda verbs can have the
capability to assign tv.o accusative Cases to NPB which they govern, the
complex verb in (75) may do so to both the lower object and the causee.
This gives rise to grarmatical morphological causatives, in which both NPs
originati ng in the lower clause surface as morphologically unmarked
22postverbal NPs (IXyer (1983):
(76) a. Unll.gabo a-ra-som-eesh-a abaana ibi tabo
man SP-pres-read-cause-asp children books
''!he man is maki ng the chi Idren read the books'
b. UnLg abo a-r~ubak-i i sh-a abaant u i nzu
man SP-pres-bui Id-cause-asp peopl e house
'The man is making the people bui Id the house'
MJreover, both NPs are represented in the theta grid of the complex verb
(vi a the lower verb). Since both are governed by a verb that assigns then
Case and theta role, they are both expected to show the be1avior of direct
objects. Kimenyi (1980) Shows that this is true. For exanple, either NP
(or both) may trigger object agreement (cliticization) on the causative
verb:
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(77) a. UnUjabo a-r a-b~ubak-ii sh-a inzu
man SP-pres-oP-bui ld--cause-asp house
''!he mCl1 is maki ng them build the hOUC3e'
b. UnLg abo a-ra~-uubak -i i sh-a abaant u
man SP-pres-oP-build--cause-asp people
''nle mcn is making the people build it'
C. UnLkJ abo a-r a-yi -b~ubak-i i sh-a
man SP-pres-op-oP-bui Id-cause-asp
'Toe men is maki ng them bui Id --1 t '
Similarly, either NP can became the surface sUbject in a passivized
causati ve:
(78) a. Abakozi ba-r-uubak-iish-w-a inzu n'unUJabo
v.orkers SP-pres-bui Id-cause-pass-asp house by;nan
'The w:>rkers are merle to build the house by the ma1'
b. Inzu i -r~ubak -i i sh --w -a abako zi n 'lInLr3 abo
house SP-pres-build-cause-pass-asp workers by~an
''!he house is being ma:Ie to be built by the v.orkers by the man'
Kimenyi goes on to show that both NPs can also equally well be reI ati vi zed
or clefted--IXlssibilities in general only open to the direct object (and
the subject). 'Ihus, Kinyarwanda's marked property of having dative type
verbs that can Case mark tw:> nolm phrases accounts for the syntax of its
morphological causative. '!he sane pattern of data is found in certain
other Bantu langua:Jes, including wyia, Mashi (Gary 1977), and Kimeru -
(Hodges 1977), as well as perhaps Sanskri t (see Ai. ssen 1974).
3. 3. 3. 2 Parti al D:>uble (l)ject I.an3ucges
Much more common than the situation described in the last section are
languajes in which some verbs appear wi th t\\O accusative (or uI1l1arked) noun
phrases, but, unlike in Kinyarwanda, the tw) NP3 do not show the sane range
of syntactic behavior. I illustrate this from another Bantu langucge,
O1imwi i ni (Ki sseberth and Abashei kh (1977)):
(79) ni -m-pele Ja :ma kuj a
lsS-oP-gave Jama food
'I 9 CNe Jana food'
SJperficially, this sentence looks very much like its Kinyarwanda analogues
in (76) ; nevertheless there is a cruci al di fference--here only the goal
argllllent 'Jama' acts like a direct object. 'thus, Kisseberth and Mlasheikh
observe that the goal may trigger obj ect ajreanent as in (79), but the
thane argunent may not. Ell rthermore, onIy the goal may become the subj e:t
of a passive sentence:
(80) a. Ja :ma "-pel-a: kuj ana: mi
Jana SP-g ave-pass food by me
'Jana was given food by me'
b. *Kuja i-pel-a Ja:ma na: mi
food SP-gave-pass Jema by me
'Food was given Jana by me'
It is clear from the marginali ty of the Ehgli sh gloss of (80b) that Ehgli sh
double object constructions are more like those of Chimwiini than like
those of Kinyarwanda in these respects.
I \t/ill not attanpt a f~ll explCl'lation of these problanatic constructions
here (see O1apter 4). Nevertheless, certain reasonable outlines of an
analysis will be erioU3h to proceErl. By the Case Filter, both {X>stverbal
NPs in (79) must get Case. Gi. ven the contrast wi th Kinyarwanda, it seans
that they may not both get structural a::cusative Case from the verb at
S-strueturei in Chimwi ini verbs never assign more than one such Case.
Since it is the dative argunent that generally behaves like a (surfoce)
direct object, it must be the recipient of tIle one structural accusative
Case available. We can assune that the object ~reanent in (79) is a
I spell out' of thi s Case, and that i tis thi s Case tNhi ch is' ct>sorbed' in
the passive, forcing the goal argument to move to the subject position.
Then, the only IX>ssibility for the thane argunent is that it has some kind
of inherent a::cusative Case. 23 Inherent Case di ffers from structural Case
in several related ways (cf. O1omsky (1984)): it is gmerally associ ated
wi th a particular thanatic role (here thane); it is assigned at D-structure
rather than S-strueture; and there is no a:Ij a:ency requi renent on its
assignment. In these terms, the marked Case theory property of 'parti al
double object' languages like O1imwiini and Ehglish is that their verbs may
license this type of inherent accusative Case in certain constructions.
This special Case marking property gives these languages a way of
reali zing the morphological causative of a transi tive verb, albei t a rather
different way from that of Kinyarwanda. Consider CJ3ain the general
D-structure for a morphological causative:
(81) s
1\
NP VP
/ \
V CP
I \
make C'
/ \
e IP
/ \
NP- I'
/\
I 'IF
I /\
o V NP*
I
write
In thi 5 language, the lOlN'er verb CCIl license inherent accusati ve Case on
the lower obj ect, NP*, in thi 5 configurati on. Si nee thi s i 5 determi ned at
D-structure and there is no crlj a:ency regui ranent on inherent Case, the
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lower verb is free to move away, into COMP. From there, it; can be
incorporated into the matrix verb, yielding the S-structure in (82):
(82) . s
/ \
NP VP
/ \
V CP
/ I \
V V C'
/ I / \
wri te. make ti IP
t / \
NP- I'
/ \
I VP
1/\
O· t· NP*1, l
Now, the complex verb in this structure can only assign as ma~y structural
cases as a simple verb in the language can (2.3.3 (103)); therefore, it has
the capaci ty to assign exactly one structural accusa-cive case. By ·the
principles of Incorporation, the complex verb governs everything tha~ the
incorporated verb governed in its former position. In its position in
COMP, this verb governed the causee ~, just as the prepositional
complementizer for governs the sUbject position in Fnglish. Thus, the
complex verb governs and may assign Case to~; therefore this NP will act
like the direct object of the causative verb. Meanwhile, r~ passes the
Case Filter by virtue of its inherent Case, but it is neither lexically
governed nor assigned structural Case at S-structure; thus, it will not
behave like a direct object. In fact, we expect this phrase to be largely
syntactically inert, as is usual with inherently Case marked NPs. Notice
also that in Chimwiini there will be no grammatical structure derived from
(81) by moving the whole VP to COMP: then both NPs would be governed at
S-structure, but verbs cannot assign two accusative Cases in Chimwiini.
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Nei ther can the causee NP- have inherent accusative case, because i t is not
governed at D-structure, where such Case must be licensed.
The result of this is that Chimwiini has morphological causative
constructions which look like 'double object' verbs, with two unmarked
postverbal NPs (data from Abasheikh (1979), cited in Marantz (1984)):
(83) Mwa: limu ¢-wa-anctik-ish-ize wa:na xati
teacher SP-·OP-write-~use-asp children letter
'The teacher made the children write a lette~'
Moreover--also like 'double object' verbs--anly one NP will be a true
object, and that NP will necessarily be the causee rather than the lower
object. This is confirmed by the data. Thus ,the verb form in (83) agrees
wi th the causee 'chi ldren' and not with the lower object 'letter' .
Furthermore, the causee may become the subject in the passive of a
causative, whi Ie the lower object may not:
(84) a. Wa:na wa-andik-ish-iz-a: wati na mwa: limu
children SP-write-cause-asp/pass letter by teacher
'The children were made to write a letter by the teacher'
b. *xati a-andik-ish-iz-a wa:na na mwa:limu
letter SP-write-cause-asp/pass children by teacher
'The letter was IIBde to be wri tten by the children by the teacher'
In the terminology of section 3.3.1, this is an instance of 'Causative Rule
2', in which the subject of the embedded verb is described as becoming the
object of the C2usative, whi Ie the object "becomes an inert second object.
We have explained how and why this type of causative exists in languages
which independently have rnderived 'double object' verbs. Other languages
of this type include Swahi Ii (Pantu, see Vitale (1981» and Japa'1ese
(rJIarantz (1984)), as well as the dialect of Chichewa described by Trithart
(1977), illustrated above in section 3.3.1.24
Also of this general type are certain languages which behave essentially
the same way, but in which the 'second objects' are not morphologically
marked in the same way as ordinary direct objects are; rather they appear
in a morphologically oblique case which the language uses in a range of
cases to salvage an otherwise Caseless NP. Chamorro (Austronesian, Gibson
1980) is an example. In this language, goal arguments of morphologically
underived verbs most commonly appear as the object of the prepostion para:
(85) ,Hu tugi' i k8tta para i che' lu-hu
1sS-write the letter to the sibling-my
'I wrote the letter to my brother'
However, there is a class of verbs which can appear in a 'dative shifted'
frame, wi th the goal appear ing as the surface direct object. When this
happens, the theme argument shows up in the oblique case:
(86) In n8.' i si tata.-n-mami nu i babui
1pexS-give PN father-¢-our obI the pig
'We gave our father the pig-'-
This oblique case res many uses in Chamorro, such as marking the
'by-phrase 1 NP in passiyes and antipassives, and instrumental NPs. It can
also mark the embedded object in a causative construction, thereby giving
it (;ase. This then frees the embedded verb to move out of its VP as in
(82), in order to join with the matrix causative verb, which will thereby
govern and assign Case to the embedded subject. Thus, the causatives of
transitive verbs in Chamorro have structurally cased causees and obliquely
cased lower objects:
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(87) a. Ha na r -taitai hBm i rna' estru ni esti na lebblu
3sS-cause-read 1pex the teacher obI this lk book
'The teacher made us read this book'
b. Ha na'-pula' yu' i mediku ni magagu-hu
3sS-cause-undress me the doctor obI clothes-my
'The doctor made me take off my clothes'
Gibson shows that the causee has all the 'object' properties expected of an
NP governed and assigned structural case by the matrix verb. For example,
it becomes the subject when the causative verb is passivized:
( 88) Ma.-na' -fa' gasi si Henry ni kareta nu i famagu' un
pass-cause-wash PN Henry obI car obI the children
'Henry was made to wash the car by the children'
Similarly, it may be reciprocally or reflexively dependent on the matrix
subject causer, and it is restr icted by Chamorro Y 5 animacy hierarchy.
These properties do not hold of the oblique lower object.
The Eskimo languages are similar, with object/themes which generally may
appear in the 'modalis' (0[' instrumental) case, and which must appear in
the modalis case with dative-shifted and transitive-verb-incorporated
structures. This is sketched out in the following paradigm (cf. 2roith
( 1982) ) :
(89) a. Dyadic verb, absolutive case theme:
anguti-up annak taku-janga
man-erg waman(abs) see-3sS/3s0
'The man sees the woman'
b. Dyadic verb, modalis case theme:
angutik anna-mik taku-juk
man(abs) woman-mod see-3sS
'The man sees a woman'
(90) a. Tryadic verb, absolutive case theme; (Johns (1984))
anguti-up titiraut nutarar-mut tuni-vaa
man-erg pencil(abs) child-allative give-3sS/3s0
'The man gave the pencil to the child'
b. 'Dative shifted' verb, modalis case theme:
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anguti-up titirauti-mik nutaraq tuni-vaa
man-erg pencil-mod child(abs) give-3sS/3s0
'The man gave the child the pencil'
(91) a. VI of dyadic verb, modalis case lower object:
angutik anna-mik taku-kgu-ji-juk siitsi-mik
man(abs) woman-mod see-want-Apa.s~-3sS squirrel-mod
'The man wants the woman to see the squirrel'
b. *VI of dyadic verb, absolutive case lower object:
*anguti-up sugusik taku-kqu-vaa annak
man-erg child(abs) see~wan~-3sS/3s0woman(abs)
'The man wants the child to see the woman'
Thus, we see that the same marked Case assigning device which is used to
mark the theme in 'double object' or (more generally) 'dative shift'
constructions is used throughout to form gramnatical ca.usati ve
constructions.
Throughout this section I have emphasized the similarities between
causative verbs and basic 'double object' verbs in the languages
considered. These similarities have led some researchers (e.g. Grimshaw
and Mester '(1984)) to argue that causative verbs should be completely'
assimilated to basic double object verbs in these languages. This is
accomplished by forming causative verbs in the lexicon by lexical rules,
the result of which is identical to basic tryadic verbs from the point of
view of the syntax. In the view put forth here, however" morphological
causatives are similar to tryadic verbs ooly with respect to Ca~e theory
and part of Government Theory; they are crucially different in other ways.
Thus, the Projection Principle requires that the initial biclausal
structure of causatiyes be ma.intained at S-structure. In fact, causatiyes
in these languages are essentially like Exceptional Case Ma.rking
structures, in that a nominal receives accusative Case from the matrix verb
(complex), but is still the sUbjec~ of a full embedded clause. Indeed,
there is strong evidence for this from other modules of the grammar. Thus,
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the causee, though objectlike in terms of government and Case, typically
still serves as a sUbject for the Binding Theory, as discussed in Marantz
(1984). For example, Chimwiini has a reflexive anaphor ru:hu- which
appears in 'object' positioos, and which must have a subject antecedent
within its governing category (Abasheikh (1979)). A simple example is:
(92) Chi-i-um-ile ruhu-z-i:tu
1pS-bit-asp ourselves
'We bit ourselves'
In a morphological causative construction, this anaphor may appear either
as the causee/embedded subject with the matrix subject as its antecedent,
or as the em~dded object with the causee as its antecedent:
(93) a. Mi m-phik-ish-ize ru:hu-y-a cha:kuja
I 1sS-cook-cause-asp myself food
t I made myseIf cook food' ,
b. Mi ni-m-big-ish-ize mwa:na ru:hu-y-e
I 1sS-0P-hit-cause-asp child himself
II made the child hit himself'
The anaphor in the embedded object position cannot take the matrix subject
as an antecedent:
(94) *Mi ni-m-big-ish-ize Ali rU:hu-y-a
I 1sS-0P-hit-cause-asp Ali myself
'I made Ali hit myself'
Thus, from "the viewpoint of the material in the lower clause, the causee
COtmts as a subject both in that it is a valid antecedent itself and in
that it creates an opaque domain, outside of which an anaphor cannot find
an antecedent. Note that the pattern of grammatical sentences in Chimwiini
in (93), (94) is exact:ly the same as that in the Ebgli sh glosses and in
Ehglish Exceptional Case Marking structures in general. This is exactly
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what is expected on this analysis of causatives, where the causee NP- is
still a structural subject:
s
/ \
NP VP
/ \
V C"
/1 I \
V V t e I"
/ ~ / \
hit make P- I'
/ \
I VP
/ \
t' NP*t
( 95)
.~
Gibson (1980) shows that a similiar situation holds in Chamorro.
Chamorro does not have anaphors in the tradi tional sense, but if a pronoun
in the object position of a clause is coreferent with the subject of that
same clause, the morpheme maisa can (optionally) be inserted:
(96) In atan maisa ham gi hanum
1pex-look self we loc water
'We saw ourselves in the water'
Maisa cannot signal a link between a pronoun and an antecedent outside of
its governing category:
(97) *Ha tungu' ha' si Juan na atrasao maisa gui'
3sS-know EM PN Juan that late self he
'Juan knew that himself was late'
However, in a causative structure, coreferentiality between the embedded
subject and the matrix subject can be signalled by maisa:
(98) Siempri tn'1 nat -malangu-n ma.isa hao
surely 2sS-cause-sick self you
'You will make yourself sick' '
Even more significantly, the causee still acts like a subject in that a
referential link between it and the embedded object can also be signalled
by rnaisa:
( 99) In na 1 -fa' gasi -n maisa gui 1 si Juan ni hapbun
1pex-cause-wash self him PN Juan with soap
'We made Juan wash himself with soap'
Again, we see the chacacter istic 'Exceptional Case rverking' pattern, in
which the same NP has the binding properties of an object with respect to
the matrix clause and those of a subject with respect to NPs of the lower
clause.25 Marantz (1984) shows that similar facts hold in Japanese as
well. All this is unexpected and unexplained in a theory which base
generates morphological causative constructions; it is immediately
explained under the Verb Incorpora~ion analysis, giving it very strong
support. 26
3.3.3.3 Nan Double Object Languages
There exists a third class of languages, which can be distinguished from.
the two previous types an the basis of their treatment of tryadic, dative
shift type verbs: languages which have no underived double object verbs a't
all. 'This difference among languages is well known even among the European
languages: English has dative shifted double object constructions, but
French and the other Romance languages do not:
(100) a. John gave a book to M3.ry
(101 )
b. John gave Marya book
8. Jean a donne un livre a Marie
b. *Jean a donne Marie un livre
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*Jean a lalsse ses enfants beaucoup d'argent,
*I18 ant envoye Jean une lettre recommandee, etc.
As discussed in secticn 3.3.1, Chichewa-A (Mchombo) and Chichewa-B
(Tri thart) differ in exactly this way. Chichewa-A has verbs which select
for- two internal arguments, one a theme and the other' a goal:
(102) a. mbidzi zi-na-pereka msampha kwa nkhandwe
zebras SP-past-hand trap to fox
'The zebras handed the trap to the fox'
b. agalu a-na-tumiza nsomba kwa fisi
dogs SP-past-send fish to hyena
'The dogs sent some fish to the hyena'
c. mvuu zi-na-lemba kalata kwa amalinyero
hippos SP-past-write letter to sailors
'The hippos wrote a letter to the sailors'
However, no morphologically underived verb can appear in a dative shifted,
double object frame: 27
(103) a. *mbidzi zi-na-pereka nkhandwe msampha
zebras SP-past-hand fox trap
'The zebras handed the fox the trap'
b. *agalu a-na-tumiza fisi nsomba
dogs SP-past-send hyena fish
'The dogs sent "the hyena some fish'
c. *mvuu zi-na-lemba amalinyero kalata
hippos SP-past-write sailors letter
'The hippos wrote a letter to the sailors'
The obvious way to account for the ungrammaticality of the examples in
(103) and (101b) is in terms of case theory; they are bad because there is
no way for the second NP in the VP to receive case. Thus, we conclude that
Chichewa(-A) lacks both the marked ability of Kinyarwanda verbs to assign
two structural accusative Cases each, and the ability of Chimwiini verbs to
sanction an extra inherent accusative Case.
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These Case marking properties have a different set of consequences for
morphological causatives. Consider again the standard VI construction
D-structure:
( 104) s
/ \
NP VP
/ \
V C"
I \
make C'
/ \
e I"
/ \
~ I'
/ \
I VP
/ \
V NP*
As usual,'the lower verb must move and adjoin to the higher verb in order
to satisfy the latter's morphological subcategorizatian properties. Also
as usual, it must make a preliminary move within the embedded clause in
order to be close enough to the higher verb to incorporate. However, in
Chichewa, there is no inherent accusative case which can be assigned to NP*
21: D-structure, before the verb moves. '!hen, if the verb does move,
stranding NP*, r~p* will not be governed by any lexical i tern (only by the
verbal trace) in the resul ting structure. '!herefore, NP* will ha.ve no
chance ofge~ting Case, and the struc"tUre will be ungrammatical. The cnly
possible solution is for the verb to take NP* along with it--i.e. to move
the entire lower VP to COMP, wi th the verb continuing 00 into the matrix:
( 105) s
/ \
NP VP
/ \
v C"(I I \
v· v vp. C'
U I I ~ \
make e· NP* II'
J / \
NP- I'
/ \
I ti
In this construction, NP* is governed by the verb immediately before it
incorporates, and thus it is also governed by the verbal complex at
S-structure, according to the GTe. Therefore, it can receive accusa'~ive
case from ~his verbal complex. The problem now is how NP- can receive
Case. The same principles determine that NP- is also governed by the
verbal complex (cf. the discussion of Kinyarwanda above); however in
Chichewa it is a general property of verb nodes that they can assign cnly
one case each (cf. 2.3.3 (102), (103)). At this point, the special case
Theory property of Chichewa comes to light--in the form of a highly
particular Case inserticn rule, which inserts a preposition or a case
ending on NP- in this configuration, thereby allowing it to pass the Case
filter. 28
These assumptions lead us to expect a morphological causative for
Chichewa(-A) in which the thematic lower object behaves like the direct
object of the surface causative verb, while the causee is obliquely marked
and (relatively) syntactically inert. '!his is because the lower object is
governed and assigned structural Case by the verb, but the causee does not
receive a structural Case. This is correct:
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(1())) a. Anyani a-na-meny-ets-a ana kwa buluzi
baboons SP-past-hit-cause-asp children to lizard
'The baboons made the lizard hi t the children'
b. Kambuku a-ku-umb-its-a mtsuko kwa kadzidzi
leopard SP-pres-mold-cause-asp waterpot to owl
'The leopard is having the owl mold a waterpot '
Here the lower object but not the causee has the typical Bantu traits of
objecthood: it appears immediately after the verb, unmarked by a
preposi tion; it can trigger object agreement wi th the verb, unlike the
causee:
(107) a. Anyani a-na-wa-meny-ets-a ana kwa buluzi
baboons SP-past-OP-hit-cause-asp ChIldren to lizard
'The baboons made-the lizard hit the children'
b. *Anyani a-na-zi -meny-ets-a ana kwa mbuzi
baboons SP-past-OP-hit-cause-asp children to goats
'The baboons made-the goats hit the children'
and it can become the subject of a passive, again tml ike the causee:
(108) a. Ana a-na-meny-ets-edw-a kwa buluzi (ndi anyani)
children SP-past-hit-cause-pass-asp to lizard by baboons
I The children were made to be hit by the lizard (by the baboons)'
b. *Buluzi a-na-meny-ets-edw-a ana (ndi anyani)
lizard SP-past-hit-cause-pass-asp children by baboons
I The lizard was made to hit the boys by the baboons'
In the terminology of section 3.3.1, this is an instance of 1 Causative Rule
1'. We have explained how and why this type of causative appears in
languages which do not have underived 'dative shift' verbs.
Based on the discussion in Mohanan (1983), the Dravidian language
Malayalam seems to be a typologically quite different language which is
just like Chichewa-A in these respects. Thus, in the canonical dative
shift type verbs, only the argument with the theme role can appear with a
structural case ending, 29 and i t alone can become the subject of a passive
verb:
( 109) a. amma ku~~ikk@ aanaye k0!U~
mot~er-nom ch~ld-dat elephant-ace gave
'Mother gave the elephant to the child'
(110) a. ammayaal ku1?~ikk@ pustakam ko~kk-appe~~-u
mother-instr child-dat book-nom give-~-past
'The book was given to the child by the mother'
-b. *amma.yaa~ ku~-t:i pustakam ko~k-appe~~-u
mother-lnstr child-nom book-nom give-~-past
'The child was given the book by the mother'
Thus, there is no overt evidence--either for the linguist or for the child
learning the language--that Malayalam verbs can assign structural case to
two different NPs or that i t can assign an inherent Case to a theme. Thus,
it is assumed that neither possibilitY exists in the language. Then, as
predicted, in the morphological causative of a transitive verb, the
thematic lower object is case marked as the surface Object, and the causee
appears in an oblique postpositianal phrase:
( 111) a. armna. kuniye-kka:t~ annaye ~u!~-icc-u
mother child-ace with elephant-acc pinch-cause~past
'Mother made the child pinch the elephan't'
b. raajaaw@ jo0r:tine-kkOI1~ meeFiye ke~-iee-u
king-nom john-ace with Mary-ace tie-cause-past
'The king made John marry Mary'
Fur~hermore, the thematic lower object can become the subject of the
passive of a causative verb, while the causee cannot:
(112) a. ammayaal aana nUll-ikk-appett-u
.... .. ..
mother-instr elephant~om pinch-cause-pass-past
'The elephant was caused to be pinched by mother'
b. *amrnayaal kutti annaye null-ikk-appett-u
.. " .. ..
mother-instr child-nom elephant-ace pinch-cause-pass-past
'The child was made to pinch the elephant by the mother'
This correlation between lacking a dative shifts~ructure and having a
'Rule l' morphological causative seems to be qui te general'. In addition to
Chichewa and Malaya lam, this class of languages includes Turkish, Jacaltee,
Q.,lechua, and many others. In 3.3.5 below, we will see that the Romance
language.s can be taken to be of this type as well.
In the last subsection, we saw that the binding patterns of anaphors in
causative constructions gave evidence that causatives are not base
generated and that a biclausal structure is maintained, even at
S-structure. This argued for the Verb Incorporation anaysis, in which the
verb is moved, but the relationships lJetween the NPs in the sentence
remained the same. In the 'Rule l' causatives of this section, however,
tile relationships between NPs will not remain the same throughout the
derivaticn. The reason is that these causatives involve not V movement but
VP movem~nt_ This movemen-t will take an object NP out of the domain of its
original subject. Therefore, we expect the anaphoric possibilities to be
somewhat different in these languages. The relevant S-structure will have
the following form:
(113) s
/ \
NP VP
/ \
V C"(: I \
v· V vp. \
1 I /1 ~ \
make t.NP* X I' ,
'- / \
NP- I'
/ \
I t-J
Consider a (subject oriented) anaphor in the original embedded VP of such a
structure--either NP* or something in the position ma.rked IXI. If it stays
where it is, it will be bound by NP-, which will be its only possible
antecedent. However, after the VP containing it moves to COMP, the anaphor
is no longer c-cormnanded by NP-; thus NP- cannot be the antecedent in a
causative construction.30 en the other hand, the anaphor, which was
originally governed by the lower verb, is now governed by the matrix verb
complex which contains that verb. Thus, the governing category of the
anaphor will be the matrix clause, and the matrix subject will be a viable
antecedent. Mohanan describes exactly this distribution for the Malayalam
reflexive swa- I self', which necessarily takes a subject as antecedent: the
matrix subject can be its antecedent, but the embedded subject causee
cannot be:
(114) amma kuttiyekkont@ aanaye swantarn wittil wecc@
mother-n chiid-acc with elephant-acc self'S house at
null-icc-u
,.. ."pinch-cause-past
a. Mother made the child pinch the elephant at mother's house.
b. * ...at child's house.
Note that this is the opposite class of possibilities as that found in
1 Rule 2' causatives, where the nominal contents of the VP remain deep in
the embedded clause--cf. Chimwiini and Chamorro in (92)-(99) above. The
difference is fUlly explained in terms of the movement analysis of these
causatives .
Before leaVing this subsec~ion, let us consider the special rule for Case
marking the ca.usee in more detail. The invoking of such a rule is perhaps
the least appealing aspect of the whole VI account of morphological
causatives; it seems like stipulative patchwork with little generality.
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Nevertheless, the evidence confirms that the process involved has exactly
this nature. The rule is odd in tha.t it introduces a Case which cannot be
classified theoretically as either purely structural or purely inherent.
It cannot be structural, because the structural Case assigning potential of
the items involved is already taken up by other NPs; it cannot be inherent,
because the (;ase is neither thematically motivated nor present at
D-structure. Indeed, the causee acts like it is neither structurally nor
inherently Case-ma.rked. - Structural case can often be absorbed or assigned
to other arguments, yielding clitic doubling and paSSive-like
constructions; yet these are often not possible with the obliquely marked
causee • en the other hand, the causee were associated wi th inherent Case,
this case would be expected to be thematically relevant in some way. Yet
languages with similar Case systems seem to differ idiosyncratically as to
what case is assigned to the causee in ~hiscanstruction--somegive it
dative, some instrumental, others the marking of a source or of the agent
in a passive. It is unlikely that the OBusee actually has different
meanings in these d1fferent languages, such that i t forms a semantic
natural class wi th goals in one but wi th instruments in another. Rather,
it seems that the case ending or preposition is simply not involved in
giving a thematic role to the NP in question in these cases.
Another sign that the causee is Case marked by a highly particular
case-marking rule is that this rule differs in idiosyncratic ways across
languages. For example, both Chichewa and Italian put causees of
transitive verbs as the object of the preposition which is used to mark
goals in the language; nevertheless, they differ on the situations in which
this preposition may be inserted. In Chichewa, it may only appear if the
causee is directly string-adjacent to the causative verb and the lower
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object--i.e. only in the context:
(115) V NP
'cause' +acc
The consequence of this is that if the incorporated verb obligatorily
sUbcategorizes for more than one argument, the causee is ungrammatical,
since the second VP argument destroys the context for this rule: 31
(116) a. ana a-na-ika mtsuko pa mpando
children SP-past-put waterpot on chair
'The children put the waterpot on the chair'
b. *amayi a-na-ik-its-a mtsuko pa mpando (kwa) ana
women SP-past-put-cause-asp waterpot on chair to children
'The women made the children put the waterpot on the chair'
In Italian, sentences corresponding to (116b) are acceptable (Rizzi
(personal conmunication)), suggesting that the Italian insertion rule is
somewhat more tolerant in this respect. This kind of low-level, detailed
idiosyncratic variation between languages is not the behavior we would
expec~ of a deep central principle of Case theory. It is, however, exactly
the behavior one might expect of a rule that must be explicitly learned as
a part of the marked periphery of the language.32
The ultimate proof that Case marking of the causee should be accomplished
by a special rule comes from Gilgak, as cited by Comrie (1976). In this
language, the causee of a transitive sentence is marked with a case ending
which has no other use anywhere in the language. Clearly, this cannot be
the automatic byproduct of some more general case marking process, nor can
it be explained in terms of the lexical derivation of morphological
causa'tives. It is, however, a natural enough si tuation if Case assignment
is by a special insertion rule; there is no reason why such a rule could
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not insert a novel morpheme.
In summary, it seems correct to say tnat a special rule of the marked
periphery is responsible for assigning Case to the causee in r rule l'
morphological causatives . This can be interpreted as empir ical support for
the current analysis, which was forced to this conclusion an theoretical
grounds.
3.3.3.4 Other Languages
A~ the beginning of this section, it was observed that verb movement in
~causative construc'tions disrupts the natural government relations in a way
that creates problems for Case theory. The previous three subsections have
shown how special processes of Case assignment in different languages allow
a causative construction with particular properties to surface for that·
language: some languages allow two accusative cases per verb; some provide
an inherent accusative case for theme arguments; some include a case
insertion rule to rescue stranded causee NPs. All of these processes are
marked, however, and explici~ positive evidence will be needed to acquire
them. This gives rise to the expectation that there will be languages
which have none of the Case theory extensions we have ccnsidered. Suppose
that a language has no marked extensions of Case Theory. Then there will
be no way that all of the NPs in the causative of a transitive verb will be
able to receive Case. What would be the consequences for morphological
causative constructions in the language? There are two cases to consider.
First, Chapter 2 has given us a way in which a NP can escape the Case
Filter--its head can incorporate into the governing verb (section 2.3).
This satisfies the crucial identification requirement for theta role
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assignment at LF, without taxing the verb's Case assigning abilities.
In this light, consider dative shift type verbs in Southern Tiwa. In
this language, Incorporation of an tn1modified animate noun is generally
optional . Yet, when the sentence contains a tryadic verb with the goal
appearing as the direct object (morphologically unmarked and governing verb
agreement), incorporation of the theme nominal becomes obligatory (Allen,
Gardiner, and Frantz (1984»:
(117) a. la_I u 1u-wia-ban hliawrade
1s:A!A-baby-give-past woman
'I gave the woman the child'
b. *Ta-wia-ban hliawrade 'u'ude
1s:A/A-give-past woman baby
'I gave the woman the child'
(117b) must be ruled out by Case theory, implying that Southern Tiwa has
neither the double accusative case of Kinyarwanda, nor the inherent
accusative of Chimwiini. It does have a resource of its own, however,
namely Noun Incorporation. In fact, the theme NP can and must incorporate
in order to escape the Case filter and still leave the verb's one
accusative Case for the goal NP. This accooots for why Noun Incorporation
is obligatory in this structure.
Next, consider causative constructions. Here, the same stra'tegy can be
used: the verb can avoid a Case Theory bind in transitive sentences by
incorporating its object NP before it moves This yields structures such
as the following:
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(118) a. I-'u'u-kur-'am-ban
1s:2s-baby-hold-cause-past
'I made you hold the baby'
b. S
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
I V CP
/ \ t \
V V VP. C'
/ \: /\t \
N V ma.ke ~NP IP
/ I J: / \
babykholdj t k NP II
. I / \
you I ti,
Here, the lower object baby is incorporated into the governing V, and is
therefore satisfies the Condition of MJrphological Identification (the new
Case fil ter). Meanwhile, the causee you is governed by the verb complex by
virtue of the incorporation, and can therefore receive accusative case from
it. Thus, the sentence is grammatical, and the causee acts as the surface
object, determining, for example, object agreement on the verb. en the
other hand, if the object is not incorporated, it will need to receive
case. The verb cannot strand the object NP, because there is no inherent
Case in the' language to sustain it; the verb cannot take the object along,
because there is neither an extra accusative Case or a specially inserted
Case marker to salvage the embedded subject. Therefore, Noun ~Incorporatian
is obligatory in causatives:
(119) *'u'ude i-kur-'am-ban
baby 1s:2s-hold-cause-past
'I made you hold the baby'
Again, the Case theory resources of the language as revealed in the 'dative
verb' constructions determine the properties of the causative
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.constructions .
The last possible situation is one in which the language has VI type
causative constructions, but has absolutely no special resources for either
sati sfying the case fi 1tel" or avoiding the Case fi 1ter . In this case,
causatives of transitive verbs will simply be ungrammatical, ruled out by
-che (;ase fil ter . This may be the situation in the i~orth A:frican language
Eerber. Here, causatives of intransitive verbs are free and productive,
while causatives of transitive verbs are systematically impossible
(Guerssel (personal commtmication)) :33
(120) a. y-ss-jen Mohand arba
3sS-cause-sleep Mohand boy
'Mohand made the boy sleep'
b. y-ss-iwd wydi arba
3sS-cause-feardog boy
fThe dog made the boy afraid, scared the boy'
c. y-ss-ttc wryaz arba
3sS-cause-eat man boy
'The man made the boy eat, fed the boy'
(121) a. *y-ss-wt wryaz aggzin i-wrba
3sS-cause-hit man dog to-boy
'The man made the boy hit the dog'
(Also: *y-ss-wt wryaz arba i-wggzin)
b. *y-ss-icr wryaz tacurt i-arba
3sS-cause-steal man ball to-boy
'The man made the boy steal the ball'
(Also: *y-ss-icr wryaz arba i-tcurt)
A similar si tuation may hold in Vata (Koopman (1984)) and certain other
languages (Nedyalkov and Si lnitsky (1973)).
3.3.4 The two causative problem solved
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In the first part of this section, the following challenge was put to an
analysis of morphological causative constructions in terms of Verb
Incorporation: if there is no explicit rule of causative formation, how can
differences betweeen causative constructions across languages be accounted
for? In particular, what is the nature of the difference between the two
causa~ive 'rules' discovered by Gibson (1980), Marantz (1981), and others?
The preceding subsections of this section have defended the thesis that a
single, general process of V movement is indeed at the heart of all
morphological causative constructions, and that this process does not have
intrinsic conditions on its application; nor can it. Rather, the behavior
of V movement in a given language is determined by the requirements of case
theory,. plus independent Case marking properties of the language.
Differences in causatives are then related to differences in Case marking
more generally. This provides a legitimate answer to the original
questioo. In fact, there is reason to believe that this answer is superior
to other answers that have been proposed in the literature.
First, I observe that the case marking pressures on causative
constructions which were the driving force behind the explanation of their
variation across languages are completely absent if the embedded verb is
in"transitive. In this si tuation, there is one less r~ which needs Case, so
the causee will have no competition for the accusative Case of the verb
complex. The relevant structures can be schematized as in (122):
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(122) a. S b.
/ \
NP VP
/ \
v C"
/ / \
make e I"
/ \
NP* II
/ \
I VP
I
I
V
s
/ \
NP VP
/ \
V C"
/ \ I \
V· V (vp) I"
t I / \
t.l'JP* It
1.. / \
I (VP)
I
I
t·t
As usual, either the whole VP or simply its head V can move to COMP, in
order to get the V within incorporating range of the matrix verb. Since
the verb has no object that needs case, there is no reason why it must take
the VP along; on the other hand, there is no reason why i t dannot ei ther •
In ei ther case, once the verb has incorporated into the matrix, the
Government Transparency Corollary implies that the causee NP* will be
governed by the matrix verb complex (see discussion in 3.3.3.1 for
details). Therefore, this NP may receive accusative Case from the matrix.
There is no competi tion for 'this case; nei ther are "there other NPs arolll1d
that need other arrangements. Thus the structure will be grammatical, with
"the causee NP* showing 'object' behavior wi~h respect to the surface
causative verb • Moreover, thi s resul t is independent of whether V or VP
ini tially moves to COMP. More importantly , it does not depend on any
marked processes of Case theory such as those we have discussed above.
Thus, an account of causatives in terms of V movement plus the requirements
of Case theory leads us to expect that the causatives of intransitive verbs
will be essentially identical in all Verb Incorporating languages.
This expectation is confirmed by the data. Thus, regardless of their
differences in the causatives of transitive verbs, all of the languages
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discussed in this section treat intransitive verbs similarly; in each case,
the causee does indeed act like the (Government and Case) direct object of
the matrix clause. This can be seen in that the causee appears lmmarked or
in accusative case, can trigger object agreement on the verb, and becomes
the subject of· a passive ~ e~ch according to the manner of the language in
question. For example, Kinyarwanda was a language in which both causee and
lower object behaved like surface objects in the causative of a transitive
verb: 34
KINYARWANDA: (Kimenyi (1980»)
(123) Urnugore a-ryaam-iish-ije abaana
woman SP-sleep-cause-asp children
'The woman made the children (go to) sleep'
Chichewa-B (Trithart) and Chamorro were examples in which only the causee
acted like a surface object:
CHICHEWA-B: (Tr i thart (1977))
(124) Mphunzitsi a-na-lemb-ets-a ana
ueacher SP-past-write-cause-asp children
'The teacher made the children write'
(125) a. Mphunzitsi a-na-wa-lemb-ets-a ana
teacher SP-past-OP-write-cause-asp ChIldren
rThe teacher made the children wri te'
b. Ana a-na-lemb-ets-edw-a ndi mphunzitsi
children SP-past-write-cause-pass-asp by teacher
'The chi Idren were made to wr i te by the teacher'
CHAMORRO: (Gibson (1980))
(126) Hu na'-kati si Maria
1s-cause-cry PN Maria
'I made Maria cry'
(127) Ni-na'-fata'chung si Jose ni rna'estru gi ringkon
pass-cause-set PN Jose obI teacher loc corner
'Jose was made to si t in the corner by the teacher'
Chichewa-A (Mchombo) and Malayalam were examples in which only the therratic
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lower object acted like a surface object:
CHICHEWA-A:
(128) a. Buluzi a-na-sek-e"ts-a ana
lizard SP-past-laugh-cause-asp children
'The lizard made the children laugh'
b. Mulungu a-na-yer-ets-a kunja.
God SP-past-clear-cause-asp sky
'God made the sky clear.'
(129) a. Buluzi a-na-wa-sek-ets-a ana
lizard SP-past-OP-laugh-cause-asp children
'The lizard made-the children laugh'
b. Ana a-na-sek-ets-edw-a (ndi bu!uzi)
children SP-past-cause-pass-asp by lizard
I The children were made to laugh by the lizard'
MALAYALAM : (Mohanan (1983))
(130) acchan kuni~ karay-icc-u
father-nom child-acc cry-cause-past
'Father made the child cry'
(131) acchanaal kutti swantam wiittil wecC@ karay-ikk-appett-u
father-inst chiid~om self~s house-lac at cry-cause-pass~pst
'The child was made to cry at the child's house by the father'
Finally, Berber was the example of a language in which causatives of
transitive verbs are completely ungrammatical. In spite of this,
causatives of intransitive verbs have the same syntax as they do in these
o-cher languages:
BERBER: (Guerssel (personal communication))
(132) y-ss-jen Mohand arba
3sS-cause~sleepMohand boy
'Mohand made the boy sleep'
(133) y-ttw-s-ru wrba
3sS-pass-cause-cry boy
1 The boy was made 'to cry'
These patterns are explained under the VI analysis. In fact, I claim that
this uniformity when marked processes are not needed reveals the
fundamental, under lying uni·ty of morphological causative constructions.
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In this regard, there is an important contrast with theor.ies where
causatives are derived by particular rules, either lexical or syntactic.
In such a theory, there is no clear reason why causatives should not vary
as much with intransitive verbs as they do with transitive verbs. To take
perhaps the clearest hypothetical example, why does not the causative in
Chichewa-A or Ma.layalam map the sUbject of an intransitive verb onto an
oblique case NP in the same way that it maps the subject of a transitive
verb onto an oblique NP? '!hen, instead of (128), C'nichewa would have
sentences like those in (134):
(134) a. *Buluzi a-na-sek-ets-a kwa ana
lizard SP-past-laugh-cause-asp to children
'The lizard made the children laugh'
b. *Multmgu a-na-yer-ets-a kwa kunja
God SP-past-clear-cause-asp to sky
'God made the sky clear' -
This hypothetical causative rule could be schematized as in the following
way:
( 135) 'CAUSATIVE RULE 3:' (unattested, cf. (51), (57))
GF in embedded clause GF in surface clause
SUbject
object
oblique
object
Such a causative rule would a priori be at least as simple as the one
Chichewa actually follows (51); if.anything it would be simpler, since it
treats thematic subjects the same regardless of the transitivity of the
lower verb. Nevertheless, as far' as I know, this never happens, either in
Chichewa nor in languages of the same Case marking type.35 There is no
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immediate account of this in a system that includes explicit causative
formation rules. It is explained in the Verb Incorporation analysis.
In fact, this problem is a very general one for syntactic frameworks
which take granunatical relations such as 'subject' and 1 object' to be basic
notions of the theory over which particular relation-changing 'rules' are
stated--irlcluding the causative relation. Relational Grarmmnar (see
Perlmutter (1983)) and lexical-Functional Grarmnar (see Bresnan (1982)) both
have this general theoretical property. These frameworks succeed in
describing the data, and can trivially deal with the question of diversity
in morphological causatives as posed in section 3.3.1, by simply
stipulating different relation-changing rules for the different languages.
We can, however, pose the complementary question for these frameworks: why
are only (more or less) the above possibilities allowed in causative
constructions? Put another way, why is there not more diversi ty in
morphological causative constructions than in fact there is? A theory that
seeks to explain the structure and ~ology of natural language (not to
mention the fact that it can be learned) must clearly address this question
as well as the former. Moreover, it does seem empirically true that there
are types of morphological causatives which can be stated simply in terms
of grammatical functions, but are not attested in languages of the world.
(he such is given in (135). Another would be a language in which the
causee took precedence over the causer in competition for the matrix
subject position, driving the causer into the object position or into
oblique case:
(136) 'CAUSATIVE RULE 4:'
GF tmdeC'!yingly
(unattested)
GF in surface clause
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matrix subject
embedded sUbject
embedded object
object (or oblique)
subject
'2nd object' (or object)
A large number of other possibilities can be stated similarly, with varying
degrees of plausability. Tnus, theories of this type are then faced with
the task of explaining why some particular causative rules exist while
others do not.36 The theory developed here felicitously avoids the whole
question for the simple reason that if there is no causative rule stated
anywhere in the grammar of the language, then the causative rule cannot be
(135) or (136). Rather, causatives are formed by the general process of
movement, which has the same properties it does in Nom Incorporation
structures or even wh-movement structures. The limitations on causative
structures follow from general constraints of the theory, and the diversity
of sur face form is determined by independent differences in the languages
in questiO!1. For example, the hypothetical rule (136) looks plausible
enough when stated in terms of gramnatical functions, but i t is completely
incoherent when viewed in GB-terms in the syntax. At least two of the
. follOWing three fundamental principles would be violated: proper binding of
traces by their antecedents (the causer); tile Theta Cri terion (the causee,
maybe the causer); the Projection Principle. For this reason, I claim that
the analysis of causatives presented here is not only a viable approach to
causative constructions, but the correct one.
Closer to my account of causatives both in terms of general framework and
specific analysis is Marantz (1984). He too provides an accotmt in which
the properties of causative constructions are determined not by explicit
rule, but by general principles as they apply ·to a structure in which
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underlyingly separate verbs have united (his notion of merger). Thus, he
need no't be concerned about avoiding CausativeRules 3 and 4. There is,
however, a more subtle problem with his account. In order to explain the
difference between 'Rule l' type causatives and 'Rule 2' type causati ves,
he resorts to an unreducible stipulation: namely, that morphemes can as, an
inherent property, specify the syntactic level at which they 'merge'.
Thus, causative morphemes in some languages must merge with a verb at
'logico-semantic structure' (= approximately D-structure), while others
must merge at S-structure. The former yield 'Rule l' causatives; the
latter, 'Rule 21 causatives (see Msrantz 1984 for- mechanisms). True, once
this single stipulation is made, the rest of the account follows
automatically; nevertheless, it does introduce into the analysis of the
causatives a factor that is not needed independently. This stipulation has
no correlate in my analysis; it is fully eliminated in terms of independent
Case assigning properties. Now, the nature of Marantz's stipulation is
somewhat problematic in and of itself; it is not clear what kind of a
natural lexical property it is to say 'I must merge at level XI. More
importantly, however, Marantz's theory makes the implicit claim that
morphological causative constructions can vary independently of other
aspects of the language. In particular, the type of causative construction
a language has is independent of the 03.se marking possibilities for tryadic
verbs in that language. Thus, Chamorro could remain exactly as it is
except that it would have a Ma.layalam-type causative; whereas Malayalam
could switch to a Chamorro-type causative but be otherwise unchanged. This
is impossible with a Verb Incorporation analysis of causatives, where the
verb movement is always the same (and at the same point in the syntax),
with differences follOWing from Case marking properties. In fact, we have
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already seen in detail that causative type does covary with Case marking
properties rather than being independent of them. Here the Chichewa
dialectology of 3.3.1 is especially striking, where a language apparently
did in fact switch from a Chamorro-type causative to a Malayalam-type
causative, but the 'dative shift' verb constructions changed as well.
Thus, i t is wrong to have any intr insic difference between different
causati 'les at all. Olce again, the VI analysis of ca.usatives proves not
only viable, but to have the correct properties in detail.
In conclusion, I observe that the relationship between the <:ase marking
abilities of a language and i ts behaviar in causatives has been noticed
before:. in particular, by Aissen (1974). She writes (p. 29):
(a) If a language derives its causative by PR [Predicate
Raising], then if the language does not allow double accusative
objects, the SUbject NP of an embedded transitive verb will
appear in some case other than accusative. What case it
appear s in depends on the case system of the language, but i t
will be the same case as that assigned to 'second' objects.
(b) 'Iheonly languages in which the subjec"t and object of the
embedded verb will both be accusative in the causative
construction are languages which allow double accusatives to
simple verbs.
'This is an interesting and important generalization in its own right.
However, when Aissen speaks of 'case' here, she is referring to surface
morphological case as represented in specific inflectional endings, rather
than to the Abstract Case which enters into the Case theory of GB. In this
section, I have picked up this generalization, extended into it to Abstract
Case in all languages, and have explained why the generalization must
hold. Furthermore, I have used it as a basis for explaining deeper,
structural differences among causatives in different languages involVing
government and Binding theory--differences not explicitly or systematically
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realized in Aissen' s work. In this way, many of the most important
properties of morphological causative constructions can be understood.
3.3.5 Reanalysis and Romance Causatives
In the context of the discussion so far, i t is instructive to compare
morphological causatives with the causative constructions in the Romance
languages. It is well known that Romance causatives behave in many ways
like the morphological causatives we have been discussing (Aissen (1974),
Comrie (1976), Marantz (1984), etc.). There is, however, one important
differenqe b~t\41een tl1e two: fro[ll tl1eviewpoint of morphology, the causative
verb and the embedded verb are still two separate words in Romance. I will
illustrate these properties in Italian (data from Burzio (to appear)).
Simple examples are:
(137) a. Maria fa lavorare Giovanni
Maria makes work Giovanni
'Maria makes Giovanni work'
b. Maria ha fatto riparare la macchina a Giovanni
Mar ia ha.s made fix the car to Giovarmi
'Maria made Giovanni fix the car'
If the lower verb is transitive, the causee surfaces as an oblique (dative)
object; if the lower verb is intransitive, the causee surfaces as an
accusative direct object. Thus, Italian seems to show the same 'Rule l'
causa"tive pattern as Chichewa-A and M3.1ayalam (section 3.3.3.3). This
resul t is confirmed in that the causee argument of (137a) and the lower
object argument of (137b) may each appear as direct object clitics on the
matrix verb:
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(138) a. Maria 10 fa lavorare ec
MBr ia him make s wark
'IVIaria makes him work'
b. Maria la fa riparare ec a Giovanni
Maria it makes fix to Giovanni
'Maria makes Giovanni fix it'
FUrthermore, the same NPs may become the matrix sUbject when the causative
verb is passivized:
(139) a. Giovanni ~ state fatta lavorare (malto)
Giovanni was made work (a lot)
'Giovanni was made to work'
b. La macchina sar~ fatta riparare a Giovanni
The car will be made fix to Giovanni
t The car will be made to be fixed by Giovanni'
Thus (at least at this level of abstraction) the syntax of causatives in
Italian is identical to that of causatives in C'nichewa and Ma.layalam.
Furthermore, the Romance languages are like Chichewa and Malayalam in that
they systematically lack dative shift constructions (of. (101) above).
Thus, the correlation between Case marking and causative construction type
discussed above seems to generalize to Romance.
Nevertheless, the causative verb fare and the lower verb simply do not
become a single word morphologically. Thus, in examples like (137), both
verb stems are independently inflected: fare with tense and the agreement
features of the SUbject, the lower verb with the infinitival ending. This
contrasts wi th Chichewa and Malayalam , where there is only one inflectional
ending and two verbal roots. Furthermore, it is possible for the normal
adjacency between the fare and the ve~b to be interrupted in some cases:
for example, some adverbs and object clitics can show up between the two.37
Normal morphological words can, of course, not be so interrupted.
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In the face of this collection of facts, it seems that we must give an
aCCOlD1t of Romance causatives in which they have exactly the same syntax as
( say) Chichewa causatives, but they differ with respect to the morphology.
In other words, these seem to be cases of 'incorporation I without the
incorporation. 'Ibis essentially follows a GB tradition in Romance
causatives in which two independent verbs become 'reanalyzed' somehow as
one verb--a tradi tion stemming from Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980). In the
current context, this process can be unified with Verb Incorporation in the
following 'tBy. Suppose that there exists in natural language a process
that can coindex two lexical nodes if and only if the first governs the
second--i.e. if and only if the second could be legitimately incorporatEd
into the first. I will call this relation either 'Abstract Incorporation'
or 'Reanalysis I. Furthermore, suppose that the coindexing between the
nodes is interpreted exactly like the coindexing relationship between a
complex word and the trace of one of its parts with respect to principles
such as the Government Transparency Corollary. Intuitively, the idea is
that the two structures in (140) are eqUivalent:
(140) a. [yp••• [ ~ Y]y ] ••• [xp t i ... ]]
b • [ yp•.. yi ... [xp xi ... ]]
In effect, the same relationship holds beteen the two head positions in
both cases, and it does not matter where the lower head actually happens to
appear phonologically.
In fact, we can tentatively push this one step farther, and claim that
Reanalysis is actually t~ue incorporation happening in the mapping between
2S() -
S-structure and LF, rather than in the mapping between D-structure and·
S-structure, as in the cases which we have been studying thus far. Thus,
we have two types of X-a movement--syntactic and LF--parallel to the two
types of wh-movement analyzed in Huang (1982) and subsequent work. Since
Reanalysis is Incorporation that takes place at LF, a level which does not
feed into the phonological component of the grammar, no actual combination
of morphological forms will be viSible. On the other hand, this explains
why Reanalysis should form a natural class with Incorporation, whose
properties follow from the theory of movement (see 1.4.3); it has the same
properties as movement simply because it too is movement, albeit movement
which one cannot see. In particular, the ECP is known to be a condition on
LF representations, which governs 'covert r movement as well as overt
movement (cf. Kayne (1983), Huang (1982). Then, since the ECP
(specifically, its corollary the HMC) is the primary principle wh~ch
determines the distribution of Incorporation, the distribution of LF
Incorporation should be exactly the same. Thus, LF Incorporation is
exactly 'incorporation without the incorporation'; I will maintain that the
proper content of the notion Reanalysis is exactly this. 38
(hce this notion is available, we have an account for why the syntax of
Italian causatives is identical to that of Gnichewa causatives. Fare is
not an incorporate!', but it is a 1 reanalyzer' , and must enter into the
Re~alysis relationship with another verb at LF. This may well be a
semi-semantic proper~y of the verb, to the effect that it forms 'complex
semantic predicates' , accounting for why it is generally the same kinds of
ver bs which have such properties in language afte~ language (e.g. ' cause' ,
'want', 'is able to', etc.). Because of the presence of the INFL node in
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the sentential object, the verb must undergo movement internal to the
clause in order to get intoposi tion to Reanalyze. '!his much happens in
the syntax by S-structure. Since verbal traces cannot assign case (and
since there is no inherent accusative Case in Italian), if the lower verb
is transitive, the entire VP mus-t move into sentence initial position, so
that the lower object does not violate the Case filter. '!his is exactly
the analysis of Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980) for French causatives. The
lower verb then may and does enter into the Reanalysis r-elation wi th the
matrix verb by incorporating into it at LF. Our principles then imply that
the matrix verb will govern and assign Case to the object of a transitive
verb or to the subject of an intransitive verb. Thus, these NPs may
eliticize onto the .matrix verb, and may become the subject if the matrix
verb is passivized. Finally, the subject of a transitive verb receives
Case via a special dativization rule. '!his analysis is the heir of the
VP-preposing analyses of Romance causatives (Kayne (1975), Rouveret and
Vergnaud (1980), Burzio (1981, to appear), and others). However, it adds
to these the insight that possible Reanalysis structures are the same as
possible cases of overt morphological merger. This increases the empirical
content of the notoriously slippery notion of Reanalysis. Hereafter, I
will consider cases of Reanalysis to be cases of Incorporation in good
standing.
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3.4 Verb Incorporation and Wh~ovement
The Verb Incorporation theory of causatives has been developed in the
context of two gUiding assumptions: the Uniformity of 'Iheta Assignmen"t
Hypothesis, and the Projection Principle. The first of these implies that
ca.usative sentences should have a biclausal D-structure where thematic role
assignments are represented consis~ntly; the second implies that this
biclausal structure is maintained throughout the syntactic derivation.
'Thus, the framework forces us to conclude that even morphological
causatives must be biclausal at S-structure. 'Ihis contrasts wi th near1y
all current theories of morphological causatives. Thus' lexicalist'
theories of morphological causatives claim that causative verbs are formed
in the lexicon, and the constructions are base-generated. Therefore, they
manoclausal at any and all levels of syntactic description (Williams
(1981), Mohanan (1983), etc.). This approach would be consistent with the
Projection Principle, but not with the UTAH. Other approaches take
causatives to be biclausal in underlying structure, but claim that they
become monoclausal by surface structure, via a process of 'merger I (Marantz
(1984)) or 'clause union' (Aissen and Perlmutter (1983), Gibson (1980), and
much other work iJ1 Relational Granmar). This approach is consisten t with
the UTAH, but not wi th (a strict form of) the Projection Principle. These
two views have many differences, but they agree that causatives consist of
only one clause an the surface--contrary to the prediction of my
framework. Now there is, of course, in the literature a large amount of
evidence put forth in favor of the notion that morphological causatives do
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behave like monoclausal structures in many respects. Nevertheless, i t does
not necessarily follow that they are manoclausal themselves; causatives
could be biclausal, but with this largely masked by the fact that much of
the material of the embedded clause either becomes moves out of the lower
clause entirely or governed by the matrix predicate as a 'side-effect' of
the basic Verb Incorporation. In fact, the last section provided an
accotmt for the most important arglUDents for monoclausalness -including
Case assignment and agreement patterns, passivizability, and certain
binding facts--in exactly these terms. Nevertheless, if the theory is
correct, we expect that the effects of a biclausal structure would not be
totally invisible to all subtheories of the grarrnnar. Recall that we have
already seen some evidence of this type: it was obse~ved in section 3.3.3.2
that the Binding Theory reveals a biclausal structure in morphological
causatives in certain languages. In this section, I will turn to the
BolIDding Theory (i.e. the subjacency condition) for systematic evidence
for the existence of a biclausal structure at S-structure in causatives.
3 .4 .1 Stong sUbjacency ~ Chichewa
Consider the following paradigms from relative clauses in Chichew.a: 39 , 40
(141) a. Kalulu a-na-meny-a njovu
hare SP-past-hit-asp elephant
'The hare hit the elephant'
b. Iyi ndi njovu i-mene kalulu a-na-meny-a
This is elephant agr-which hare SP-past-hit
'This is the elephant that the hare hit'
(142) a. Kalulu a-na-lir-its-a njovu
hare SP-past-cry-cause-asp elephant
'The hare made the elephant cry'
b. ?Iyi ndi njovu i-mene kalulu a-na-lir-its-a
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This is elephant agr-which hare SP-past-cry-cause-asp
'This is the elephant which the hare made cry'
(143) a. Kalulu a-na-bay-its-a njovu (kwa alenja)
hare SP-past-stab-cause-asp elephant to hunters
'The hare made the hunters stab the elephant'
b. Iyi ndi njovu i-mene kalulu a-na-bay-its-a (kwa alenja)
This is elephant which hare SP-past-stab-cause-asp to hlU1ters
'This is the elephant which the hare made the hunters stab'
(141a) shows an ordinary transitive sentence; (141b) contains a relative
clause based on the this sentence. The structure is similar to that of
Ehglish, with a relative pronoun i-mene moving from the. object position to
become adjacent to the head noun. (142b) is the causative of a basically
intransitive verb. Notice that apart from the internal morphological
structure of the verb form, (142a) looks superficially exactly like the
ordinary transitive structure (141a). Surpr i singly ,however, when a
relative clause is formed by extracting the superficial object in this
structure (142b), the result is interpretable but odd--noticeably worse
than its counterpart (141b). The last twist is provided by (143). (143a)
is also a causative this time of a transitive verb instead of an
intransitive one. When its superficial object is extracted to form a
relative clause (143b), the result is better again. The same curious
pattern of facts can be seen in the cleft construction:
. (144) a. Ma.vuto a-na-on-a mfumu
MBvuto SP-past-see-asp chief
'Mavuto saw the chief'
b. Ndi rnfumu i-mene Mavuto a-na-on-a
be chief which Mavuto SP-past-see-asp
, It's the chief that l\'1a.vuto sa.w'
(145) a. Asilikari a-na-vin its-a atsikana
soldiers SP-past-dance-cause-asp girls
'The soldiers made the girls dance'
b. ?Ndi atsikana a-mene asilikari a-na-vin-its-a
be girls which soldiers SP-past-dance-cause-asp
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'It's the girls that the soldiers made to dance'
(146) a. Kalulu a-na-meny-ets-a mbuzi (kwa rnkango)
hare SP-past-hit-cause-asp goats to lion
'The hare made the lion hi t the goats'
b. Ndi mbuzi zi-mene kalulu a-na-meny-ets-a (kwa mkango)
be goats which hare SP-past-hit-cause-asp to lion
'It's the goats that the hare made the lion hit'
Why the difficulty in extracting the causee in causatives of intransitive
verbs? I will claim that the difference is precisely that there are still
embedded clausal nodes in the causatives (142) and (145), which have no
counterparts in the basic transitives (141) and (144). These clausal nodes
then trigger a (mild) subjacency violation when the ca.usee is moved. These
sentences will thus provide strong evidence in favor of the Projection
Principle, as well as for the partiCUlars of the Verb Incorporation
analysis of causatives (not to mention aspects of the theory of Botnlding).
The general approach to Bounding theory that I will assume for
concreteness is that of Chomsky (1985). en this account, a link of a chain
formed by movement is acceptable if no more than one 'barrier' category
contains one of the 'link positions' but not the other. This is the
SUbjacency Condition. At a more detailed level, Subjacency is probably a
graded condition, in which the more barrier categories that are crossed,
the worse the resulting structure. The key notion 'barrier', then, is
related to theta-marking, wi th nonargument categories in general creating
barriers. Barriers are not inherent, but relative to the positions in
questicn. They c:a.n be defined as follows (adapted from Cnomsky (1985);
compare definitions in 1.4.3 (67) and footnote 19):
(147) x is a blocking category for y iff x is not coindexed
with a c-commanding lexical category and x contains y.
(148) x is a barrier for y iff (i) or (ii):
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( i) x immediately dcxninates z, z a blocking category for y
(ii) x is a blocking category for y, x not an IP.
Finally, there are some low level parameters of variation, which add an
extra barrier in same cases. In particular, certain dialects of Ehglish
differ from Italian in that the most deeply embedded IP counts as an
additional (weak) barrier for Subjacency (Chomsky 1985, cf. Rizzi 1983).
Languages which include this IP as a barrier I will say obey 'strong
subjacency'; languages which do not obey 'weak sUbjacency' •
With this informal background, we turn to Cnichewa relative and cleft
constructions, to establish their nature independently of causative
constructions. Both are instances of so called 'tmbotmded movement' in the
sense that the relative pronoun can appear arbitrarily far from its 'gap':
RELATIVES:
(149) a. Iyi ndi njovu imene ndi-ku-ganiz-a kuti kalulu a-na-meny-a
'Ibis is elephant which 1sS-pres-think that hare SP-past-hit
'This is the elephant that I think the hare hit'
b. Iyi ndi mfumu imene ndi-na-nen-a kuti Mavuto a-na-on-a
This is chief which 1sS-past-say that Mavuto SP-past-see
I This is the chief that I said Mavuto saw'
CLEFrS:
(150) a. Ndi kwa mfumu kumene Mavuto a-na-nen-a kuti ndi-na-turniza
be to chief which M3vuto SP-past-say that 15S-past-send
chipanda cha mowa
calabash of beer
, It's to the chief that M3.vuto said tha.t I sent
a calabash of beer'
b. Ndi mtsuko umene ndi-na-nen-a l{uti Mavuto a-na-t.nnb-a
be waterpot which 1sS-past-say that Mavuto SP-past-mold
'It's the waterpot that I said that Mavuto molded'
Nevertheless, the relationship between the relative pronoun and its gap
is certainly not unrestricted; rather, it shows the familiar island
properties. For example, both types of movement are quite poor out of a
clause which is the sister of a noun (the weak cases of Complex Noun Phrase
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Constraint violations):
RELATIVE:
(151) ??Iyi ndi mfumu imene ndi-ku-tsuts-a fU"1da yoti nyani a-na-on-a
This is chief which 1sS-pres-dispute claim that baboon SP-past-see
, This is the chief which I dispute the claim that the baboon saw'
CLEIT:
(152) *Ndi njovu imene ndi-na-mr-a mphekesera yoti Mavuto a-na-ph-a
be elephant which 1sS-past-hear rumor that Mavuto SP-past-kill
'It's an elephant that I heard the rumor that Mavuto killed'
A Bounding theory such as that developed above accounts for these facts,
assuming that Chichewa clefts and relatives involve movement governed by
the Bounding Theory. Movement is allowed to be successive cycliC,
originating as object in the lowest clause, moving to the SPEC-of-C
position near the complementizer yoti, and then on to its final
destination. Following Stowell (1981), assume that the head nouns 'claim'
and 'rumor' do not assign theta roles to their sister clauses; rather these
clauses are in an appositional relationship to the head. Then, this CP
will be a blocking category and hence a barrier with respect to anything
contained within it. Furthermore, the NP node immediately dominates this
blocking ~tegory; hence it too is a barrier. Thus, the second chain link
will cross two barriers, and the sentences are 1.IDacceptable. The relevant
substructure is for (152) is (158), with barriers circled: 41
(153) ...elephant [Cp which i [IP I heard [@ rumor @ t i that ... ] ] ] ]
Chichewa clefts and relatives are also degraded when they extract an NP
out of a wh-island:
RELATIVES:
(154) a. ?Iyi ndi rnfumu imene ndi-ku-dziw-a ame"le a-na-on-a
This is chief which 1sS-pres-know who SP-past-see
'This is the chief who I know who saw'
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b. ?Uku ndi ku sukulu kumene nkhuku zi-ku-dziwa amene
there is uo school where chickens SP-pres-know who
anatumiza mitolo ya udzu
SP-past-send bundles of grass
''lliat way is (to) the school to which the chickens know
who sent blIl1dles of grass'
CLEFTS:
(155) a. ?Ndi njovu ~mene ndi~-funs-a ngati kalulu a-na-meny-a
be elephant which 1sS-past-ask . if ... hare SP-past-hit
'It's the ~lephant which I asked if the hare hit'
b. ?Ndi mtsuko umene ndi-ku~ziw-a amene a-na-umb-a
be waterpot which 1sS-pres-know who SP-past-mold
'It's the waterpot that I know who molded'
These jUdgments can also be accounted for in terms of Bounding theory. In
each of these cases, the embedded SPEC-of-C position is already filled with
a wh-element of one kind or another. Therefore, the relative pronoun
cannot move successive-cyclically, but must move to its final position in
one step. This movement crosses the embedded IP and the embedded CP. IP is
never theta-marked, and thus is always a blocking category. This will make
CP a barrier, because it immediately dominates IP. Furthermore, in
Chichewa, as in Ehglish, the most deeply eml;>edded IP seems to count as an
extra barrier in and of itself. Thus, the movement crosses two barriers,
and is unacceptable. 'Ihe structure is:
This wh-island violation is a somewhat weaker effect than the CNPC
violation (as in Ehglish), because one of the barriers involved is a
special, parameterized one, and not as strong as the barriers that follow
from universal principles. I conclude on the basis of these examples, that
relativization and clefting are install')ces of movement in Chi chewa, and that
as such they are SUbject to the same Bounding theory p~inciples as English
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wh-movement is. Furthermore, the wh-island effects establish the fact that
Chichewa has the 'strong subjacency' system. 42, 43
Now, consider the structure of the causative of an intransitive verb,
under the VI analysis:
(157) a. Kalulu a-na-lir-its-a njovu
hare SP-past-cry-cause-asp elephant
'The hare made the elephant cry'
Notice that this structure is very similar to that of a wh-isla~d, in that
the verb (or VP) has moved out of the embedded IP, filling the COMP
posi tion. Hence this position is not available to NPs from the lower
clause for successive-cyclic movemen't.. 'lherefore, any extraction of the
causee 'elephant' will have to cross both the embedded IP and the embedded
CP. The first of these is a weak parameterized barrier, while the second
one will be a barrier by virtue of dominating IP, a blocking category.
Hence, extraction of the causee will be a (mild) subjacency violation.
This accounts for the marginality of (142b), (145b) repeated here:
(158) a. ?Iyi ndi njovu i-mene kalulu a-na-lir-its-a
This is elephant agr-which hare SP-past-cry-ca.use-asp
r This is the elephant which the hare made cry'
b. ?Ndi atsikana a-mene asilikari a-na-vin-its-a
be girls which soldiers SP-past-ctance-cause-asp
I r-t' s the girls that the soldiers made dance'
In fact, taking into account the 'graded' nature of subjacency, we predict
that the violation should have exactly the status of a weak wh-island
violation in the language: that of mild but noticeable oddness. This is
correct; for instance, both (158) and (154), (155) are better than the CNPC
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violations (151) & (152), but worse than normal successive cyclic movement
cases like (149) & (150). The structure in (157) thus has the unusual
property that the causee is 'close enough' to the matrix to be governed by
the matrix verb, but not close enough to be subjacent to its antecedent in
the matrix clause--even though government is a stricter relation than
subjaoency. This paradox has two roots. First, IP is sometimes a
(parameterized) barrier for subjacency, but it is not a barrier for
government (Chomsky (1985)). Second, in my system, the barrierhood of a
category with respect to Government theory is relative not only to the
contained element, but also to the c-commanding element (section 1.4.3).
Thus,. CP in (157) is not a barrier for government from the matrix verb
because the ma.trix verb assigns a 'theta role to it, and therefore is theta
indexed with it. The CP is a barrier with respect to the relative pronoun,
however, which has no such special connection with CP. These two factors
combine to make a two barrier difference, yielding the paradoxical result
that government succeeds where subjacency fails. And this is the right
resul t for causative constructions, where the causee behaves in many ways
like the object of the matrix verb (cf. section 3.3.3.3), but cannot be
wh-moved like the object of a matrix verb (hence (147b) versus (146b)).
The parallelism between (158) and extraction from wh-islands ~reaks down
in one interesting way, however. Note that in (158) i t is the subject of
the embedded clause that is moved I long-distance'. Normally, this produces
much stronger violations than when the object is extracted:
(159) a. ?ndi njovu imene ndi-na-funs-a ngati kalulu a-na-meny-a ec
be elephant which 1sS-past-ask if hare SP-past-hit
'It's the elephant that I asked whether the hare hit'
b. *ndi kalulu amene ndi-na-funs-a ngati ec .a-na-meny~-a njovu
be hare which 1sS-past-ask if SP-past-hit elephant
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'It's the hare which I wonder whether hit the elephant'
This contras"t, familiar from Ehglish, is due to the intervention of the ECP
(Chomsky 1981). 1he trace be properly governed, i.e. governed by a
category coindexed with it either by theta marking or by 'Move Alpha'. In
cases of long-distance movement, no antecedent will be able to govern, so
proper government can only come from a lexical theta assigner. The object
has such a theta assigner in the verb, while the subject does not. Hence
the subject-object asymmetry in (159). Now, the sentences in (158) have
the grammatical status of (159a), not (159b); for the ECP they act like
objects again, even though the Projection Principle implies that they are
SUbjects.
A brief comparison between the structures of (163) and (164b) reveals the
relevant difference. In the case of wh-movement in (164b), the embedded
COMP is clogged up with a phrase which has no relation to the embedded
subject. In the case of causatives , on the other hand, the embedded COMP
contains a phrase with a special relationship to the sUbject--namely the
verb which assigns it an (external) theta role. In general, the only
reason that the verb properly governs its complements but ~ot its SUbject
is that it is in the wrong structural position -co do so, since it does not
c-cormnand it. When in a causative construction, the verb moves to CCMP and
ultimately onto the matrix verb, this lack is made up. Thus, the embedded
SUbject will be governed by a lexical item which is theta indexed with it;
therefore it is properly governed (cf. Torrego (1984), also section
3.3.3.1).44 When the embedded ve~b inco~porates into the matrix verb, the
resulting verb complex will also be theta indexed with the lower subject,
inh~riting the necessary index from the incorporated verb. In this way,
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the causee does become like a direct object of the causative ve~b with
respect to the ECp.45 Therefore, the ECP is satisfied in (158), and the
sentences show only the much milder subjacency violation. This result is
suppor-cect by the fact that consti tuent questions--formed by wh-in-si tu' in
C'nichewa--are perfectly grarmnatical when the causee is questioned:
(160) Mu-ku-ganiz-a kuti kalulu a-na-lir-its-a chiyani
2sS-pres-think that hare SP-past-cry-cause-asp what
'What do you think that the hare made cry?'
Following Huang (1982) and later work, assume that wh-in-si tu phrases move
to COMP to take scope at LF, and that the ECP but not subjacency is
relevant at that level. Then, the fact that (165) is grarmnatical confirms
that the causee is properly governed. Furthermore, the fact that LF
movement (165) is better than overt movement (163) confirms the hypothesis
that Subjaoency, an S-structure condition, is ~espansible for the deviance
of the latter.
Now, we return to extraction from the causatives of transitive verbs . In
these cases, the oddness of extracting the surface object disappears again:
(143) and (146) compared with (142). and (145). Superficially, this is
strange, since both kinds of causatives look like simple transitive verbs,
and both have the same causative morphology. The difference follows
automatically, however, given a VI analysis that obeys the Projection
Principle. In such an analysis, the structure of the causative of a
transitive verb in Chichewa is as follows:
(161) a. Kalulu a-na-bay-its-a njovu (kwa alenja)
hare SP-past-stab-cause-asp elephant to hunters
'The hare made the hunters stab the elephant'
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As in (157), we are considering the extraction of the NP 'elephant'. 'This
time, however, 'elephant' is the object of the lower verb. For Case theory
reasons, i~ moves together with the verb into the COMP of the embedded
clause as a part of causative fo~mation. 'Thus, when it comes time to
extract this NP, it has a different structural position from that of the
subject of an intranstive verb. In particular, this phrase is no longer
con-cained in the embedded IP; hence, this IP will be neither a blocking
category nor a (parameterized) barrier with respect to it. Furthermore, CP
will not be a barrier relative to this position either, since it is not an
inherent barrier (i t is theta marked), and it no longer inherits
barrierhood from the IP. Moreover, VP will be neither a blocking category
nor a barrier for this position, since it comes to act as the head of the
embedded CP. This is part of a more general fact that whatever moves into
the OOMP position comes to act like the head of COMP with respect to
positions outside of the CP. Technically, this can be csptured wi th a last
special assumption about the nature of the nonlexical categories COMP and
INFL (see also section 3.3.2): following Chomsky (1985), we can say too t
there is special rule that coindexes the phrase in the SPEC of C position
wi~h the head C, which in turn is coindexed with its maximal projection CP.
Note that such a resul t is needed independently for V Incorporation itself
to happen out of COMP. 46 Finally, CP will not be a barrfer wi th respect to
'elephant', since it is not one inherently (it is theta marked), and
neither of the maximal projections it dominates is a blocking category for
'elephant'. Thus, extraction of this superficial object crosses no
barriers, and we explain why sentences like (162) are fully grammatical:
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(162) a. Iyi ndi njovu i-mene kalulu a-na-bay-its-a (kwa alenja)
This is elephant which hare SP-past-stab-cause-asp to hunters
'This is the elephant which the hare made the hunters stab'
b. Ndi mbuzi zi-mene kalulu a-na-meny-ets-a (kwa mkango)
be goats which hare SP-past-hit-cause-asp to lion
, It's the goats that the hare rna.de the lion hit'
Comparing this situation to that of extracting the causee of an
intransitive verb, we see that having the crucial phrase appear outside of
IP makes a difference of not one but two ba~riers, since CP is a barrier
only relative to positions inside IP in this system. Thus, it is the
difference between a fully grammatical sentence, and a sUbjacency
violation. In this way the difference between the two Chichewa causatives
is parallel to that between traces in COMP, which are governed from the
outside, and PROs in the subject position of IP, which are no~. Torrego
(1985) illustrates a similar contrast from Spanish:
(163) a. *Esta es 1a autora [de Ia que]i [IP [varias traducciones t i ]
han ganado premios inte~accionales]
'This is the author by whom. several translations have
won international awards.'
b. [De que autora]i no sabes [ep [que traducciooes ti]j
[IP t j han ganado premios internaccionales]
'By what author don't you know what translations have
won international awards?'
In the first example, movement takes place directly out of a phrase in IP,
and subjacency is violated (stroogly), parallel to Chichewa (158). In the
second example, the containing phrase is first moved out of IP into COMP,
and the phrase in question moves from there. Here subjacency is not
violated, parallel to Chichewa (162). 'Ibis parallelism with Spanish is
strong support for the hypothesis that causative formation in these cases
involves syntactic yep) movement, over base generated alternatives.
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Finally, there is one more type of NP in Chichewa causatives whose
extraction possibilities we might consider: namely the causee in sentences
with transitive embedded verbs. A simple look at the structures in (157)
and (161) suffices to show that the causee of a transitive verb is
identical to the causee of an intransitive verb in all the relevant
structural respects. Both are governed from the matrix, but separated from
it by an IP node, a CP node, and a filledCOMP. Therefore, we predict that
extraction of transitive causees will also yield celatively mild subjaoency
violations. In fact, in many cases, the violation is much worse than
expected:
(164) **Uyu ndi (kwa) alenja amene kalulu a-na-bay-its-a njovu
This is to hunters which hare SP-past-stab-cause elephant
''Ihese are the hunters which the hare made stab the elephant'
This has to do with an independent factor, however. Thus, causees of
transitive verbs differ from those of intransitive verbs in that they
appear as objects of prepositions in Chichewa for Case theory reasons.
Now, objects of prepositions in general simply cannot be moved in
relatives, neithe~ by preposition stranding, nor by pied piping, nor by
omitting theprepostion entirely. This is true even in uncantrove~sial
cases of 'short' movement. For example:
(165) a. Atsikana a-ku-nen-a za mfurnu
girls SP-pres-talk about chief
'The girls are talking about the chief'
b. *Iyi ndi mfumu imene atsikana a-ku-nen-a za
This is chief which girls SP~pres-talk about
'This is the chief that the girls are talking about'
c. *Iyi ndi (za) mfumu zi-mene atsikana a-ku~en-a
This is (about) chief about-which girls SP-pres-talk
'This is the chief about which the girls are talking'
d. *Iyi ndi mfLmlu imene atsikana a-ku-nen-a
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This is chief which girls SP-pres-talk
'This is the chief which the girls talk'
Thus, i t is thi s effect that rules out (164). For some unknown reasoo,
however, clefting in Chichewa differs from relativization in that the ban
against preposition pied piping is lifted. Thus there is a grammatical
cleft of (1658):
(166) Ndi za rnfurnu zi-rnene atsikana a-ku-nen-a
be about chief about-which girls SP-pres-talk
'It's about the chief that the girls are talking'
Thus, the prediction about extraction of 'transitive causees' can be
checked in the cleft construction. Indeed, it is fotmd to have the
intermediate status that we expect:
(167) ??Ndi kwa alenja ku-mene . kalulu a-na-bay-its-a njo\TU
be to hunters to-which hare SP-past-stab-cause elephant
'It's the htmters that the hare made stab the elephant'
As in the case of the intransitive causee, movement of the transitiva
causee appears to violate sUbjacency but not the ECP. This latter
conclusion is again confirmed by the fact tha.t wh-in-situ question words
are grammatical in this position, implying that it is in fact properly
governed:
(168) Asilikali a-na-phik-i~s-a nsima kwa~
soldiers SP-past-cook-cause cornmush to who
'Who did the soldiers make to cook cornmush?'
This in turn supports the analysis that it is subjacency, an S-structure
condition, which is responsible for the marginal status of sentences like
(167) .47
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3.4.2 Weak Subjacency: Italian
An important point to notice about the whole account of the extraction
from causatives in Chichewa depends crucially on one of the parameterized
aspec~s of Bounding theory.48 Specifically, it is the fact that the most
embedded IP can count as an extra barrier in Chichewa that provides the
second barrier to make causee extraction marginal. Now, it is also the
status of this IP that determines whether an indirect question will be an
island in a particular language. Therefore, we expect that in languages
which do not respect wh-islands but are otherwise similar to Chichewa,
extraction of the causee will be grammatical. Italian is the original
example of a 'weak subjacency' language with simple wh-island violations
(Rizzi 1983a):
(169) II solo incarico [che non sapevi [a chi avrebbe affidato]] ...( ...e pbi finito proprio a te)
The only charge [that you didn r t lmow [to whom they would
entrust]] ••. (has been entrusted exactly to you)
Compare this with the parallel Chichewa examples in (154), (155), which are
marginal. Mbreover, given the results of the previous section (especially
3.3.5), Italian does have causative structures similar to those in
Chichewa, at least at an abstract level. As expected, the same
wh-movements of causees which are marginal in Chichewa are perfect in
Italian:
(170) a. Maria fa lavorare Giovanni
Maria makes work Giovanni
'Maria makes Giovanni work'
b. Chi fa lavorare t?
'Who does she make work?'
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(171) a. Maria ha fatto riparare la macchina a Giovanni
Maria has made fix the car to Giovanni
'Maria made Giovanni fix the car'
b. A chi ha fatto r iparare la macchina ec?
'Who did she make fix the car?'
The simple fact that the lowest IP never counts as a bounding node in
Italian does not imply that the subjacency condition is without effect in
that language, however. en the ccntrary, Rizzi (ibid) has shown that it
has many predictable consequences. For example, a sUbjacency effect
appears when a relative pronoun is wh-moved out of a double wh-island
constructicn. To take only one of his examples:
(172) a. Non so proprio [chi possa avere indovinato [a chi affiderb
questa incaricoJJ.
'I really don't know who might have guessed to whom I
will entrust this task.'
b. *Questo incarico, [che nan so proprio [chi possa avere
indovinato [a chi affidero t]]], mi sta creando ln1
sacco di grattacapi.
'This task, that I really don't know who might have
guessed to whom I will entrust, is getting me in
trouble. '
Here, the moved relative pronoun must cross over two COMPs without leaVing
a trace due to the interfering question words in them. Each S' node
associated with these COMPs is then a barrier to movement, and subjacency
is violated:
(173) [NP task [Sf 0i [ ••• [S' chi [S•.. [S' a chi [S•.. t i J]]]
\ /
We can then use this as a test to see if the clausal structure of
causatives is maintained in Italian as it is in Olichewd. The relevant
structure will be one in which a 'causee' is extracted out over a
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wh-island. 'Ihen the VP in CClviP because of the causative should force the
first barrier, and the wh-word in the next CCMP will provide the second
barrier, yielding a noticeable degradation due to subjacency. Such a
movement should then be minimally compared to the extraction of some
constituent of the lower VP of the causative over a wh-island. In this
case, as in Chichewa, the lowest S' node will not count as a barrier
relative to the position in question; the positio~ is outside of IP so that
S' will not inherit barrierhood from IP. This time, the movement will cross
only a single wh-island and should hence be good as (169) is. In fact,
when all other factors are controlled for, a subtle but consistent
difference is observed between the two:
(174) a. Questa ~ il garage in cui non so a chi han fatto
mettere Ia macchina.
''Ibis is the garage in which I don't know who they
made t put the car t. I
b. ??Questo e la persona a cui nan so in che garage han
fatto rnettere Ia macchina.
'This is the person who I don't !mow in which garage
they made t put the car t. I
As these examples show, the long extraction of an obligatorily
subcategorized PP is noticeably better than the long extraction of the
causee, in precisely the way that we predict. 49 The structure of these
examples is:
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(175) NP
/ \
NP 8'
/ \
o s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
I V 8'*
/ / \
not wh S
know / \
NP VP
/ / \
they Vj S'-
I / \
made VP S
I :-\ : \
put car PP NP* I'
/ \ \"in garage (a) t
person
In (174a), NP* moves to the COMP of S' * and the PP moves to the highest
COMP; each crosses only one barrier and all is well. In (174b), the same
phrases move to the opposite COMPs, and the movement of NP* violates
sUbjacency, since S'- (as well as S'*) is a barrier to its movement,
although not to movement of the PP.
To take a.slightly different example, in (176) the lowest verb dire is
one which optionally takes an dative object. In (176a), this argument
appears and is extracted over a wh-island wi th perfect results. In the
minimally different (176b), the ve~b does not take an indirect argtunent,
but the verb is causativized, giving rise to a dative causee. This causee
is then extracted over the wh-island, and the result is worse:
~.. ;
(176) a. E a Gianni che mi domando che cosa abbiano detto.
'It's to Gianni that I wonder what they have said t t.'
v
b. ?E a Gianni che mi domando che cosa abbianno fatto dire.
'Itrs Gianni that I wonder what they made t say.'
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'!his shows that the structure of a causative in Italian is not simply that
of a basic ditransitive verb. Rather, there is a full lower clause
structure retained. Cnly the lower subject remains fully in this category,
but its effects still show up in the form of sUbjacency violations when
this subject is moved. '!his accounts for the difference between the two.
Moreover, we see that the incorporation account of causative constructions
appear s to interact with the parameters of Botmding theory in exactly the
right way: extractions from causatives in Italian differ from corresponding
extractions in Chichewa J and the difference can be related to the
independent difference in extraction from wh-island constructions in an
explanatory way.
3.4.3 Implications
In summary, it has been shown that NPs in causative structures group
together in two different ways- in Chichewa. ' IntI-ansi tive causees' (i.e.
the thematic lower SUbject of an intransitive sentence embedded under the
causative predicate) and 'transitive (thematic lower) objects' pattern
together wi th respect to Case theory, both contrasting wi th 'transitive
causees'. Thus, the first two but not the last appear morphologically
unmarked, trigger object agreement, passivize, and relativize. This was
accounted for under the VI analysis in section 3.3; it is also consistent
with theor ies in which causatiyes are monoclausal at surface structure,
either because causatives are base generated or because they are derived by
some kind of clause union. en the other hand, 'intransitive causees'
pattern together with 'transitive causees' wi th respect to Bounding Theory,
both contrasting with 'transitive objects', as well as with normal objects
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in simple structures. Thus, the first two but not the second two cannot
naturally undergo wh-movement. Th.e existence of this second grouping is
inexplicable in theories with monoclausal surface structures for
causatives. The VI analysis, however, gives ita natural explanation and
reveals parallelisms between these facts and island phenomena in Chichewa
and other languages. 'Ihus, the VI analysis is super io[" . In turn, the
extraction facts give reasonably direct support for all of the assumptions
underpinning the VI analysis: notably the Projection Principle, the UTAH,
and the view of the interaction of morphology and syntax.
Beyond the details of analysis, a very general theoretical point is at
issue here: this_Chichewa situation argues against theories of syntax in
which Grammatical Functions such as 'object' are basic, undefined notions
of grammar. Instead, they point to a theory in which such notions are
defined, and which involves a modular system of principles. To see why
this is so, ask the question: is the causee in the causative of an
intransitive verb an object or not? We have just seen that there is no
answer to this question. All that can be said is I In some ways yes; in
some ways no.' This- situation is lD'lacceptable, if the notion 'object' is
somehow fundamental. If, however, notions of 'object' are defined in terms
of certain canonical structural or thematic properties, this situation is
harmless. It can be expected, given a modular th~ory. The' intransitive
causee' simply has some of the structural and thematic characteristics of
cannonical direct objects, and lacks others. 'lhus, from the point of view
of one modular sUbtheory, i t may be an 'object' (in that i t behaves
identically "to canonical objects), whereas from the point of view of
another subtheory it may not be. How we choose to actually use the word
'object' is then a ma.tter of terminology. Since Chichev.a causatives show
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this 'half-way' GF behavior, they provide very strang support for the
Government-Binding Theory perspective on grammatical relations and the
nature of grammar more generally (cf. secticn 1.3.3 and C'nOIDsky (1981)).
3.5 Incorporation Interactions and the Mirror Principle
In the final section of this chapter, I wish to consider briefly the
possibilities of interactions between Verb Incorporation as studied in this
chapter and Noun Incorporation as studied in the last chapter. '!here are
two reasons for doing this. First, if we have given the right analysis for
these processes in simple cases, we expect that properties of their
interactions should follow automatically. Thus , it was argued in Ba.ker
(1985) that the weakness of previous accounts of morphosyntactic processes
is revealed precisely by their failure to correctly determine certain
properties of their interactions. Second, one of the goals of this work is
to provide a theory of morphosyntactic processes that explains the truth of
the Mirror Principle (Baker (1985)); we need to check that progress is
being made toward that goal.
3.5.1 NI and VI interactions
r~otice first at an abstrac't level that the Verb Incorporation analysis of
causative constructions has the right general properties for explaining the
Mirror Principle. The intuitive content of this principle is that
mo~phological derivations and syntactic derivations must reflect one
another--i.e., that the morphological aspects of a process and the
synt9.ctic aspects of that process must have the same re lative order ing with
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respect to other, interacting processes. Now J the heart of the account of
causativization is that the verb of a lower clause moves to adjoin to the
verb governing that clause. This single incorporation then has both
morphological and syntactic effects. Q1 the me hand, it creates an
adjmction structure in which two X-o categor-ies are dominated by an X-a
category. This type of structure is automatically interpreted as either an
affixation or a compolD1ding (depending on inherent morphological features
of the items involved) by Morphology theory. Q1 the other hand, the
movement creates a coindexing between two positions in the phrase
structure, a coindexing which affects the way syntactic principles apply to
the structure as a whole. In particular, this coindexing interacts wi th
the theory of government ·to change the government relationships in the
structure such that the government domain of the matrix verb is extended
(the Government Transparency Corollary). From this follow the aspects of
causativization which are usually described as the changing of grammatical
functions, as causees and lower objects become governed and potentially
Case marked by the matrix verb. '!hus, the morphological affixation (or
compounding) in causatives and the syntactic changing of GFs both are
automatic consquences of the single process of incorporation. Therefore,
both kinds of changes happen at the same point in "the derivation. When
other, interacting processes have the same property, the Mirror Principle
will follow as a theorem: the morphological aspects of a process and the
syntactic aspects of that process will have the same relative ordering with
respect to other, interacting processes because the morphology and the
syntax crucially happen at the same time.
With this in mind, consider Southern Tiwa, a language with both Verb
Incorporation causatives and highly productive Noun Incorporation. The two
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processes interact in the language in interesting ways (data from Allen,
Gardiner and Frantz (1984»). Thus, as discussed in section 3.3.3.4,
Southern Tiwa ha.s none of the special Case marking abilities found in other
languages. This means that causatives of transitive verbs are generally
ungrammatical in the language:
(177) *ru'ude i-kur-'am-ban
baby 1s:2s-hold-cause-past
'I made you hold the baby'
However, Nom Incorporation rela-tes the direct object to its governing verb
in a way which makes the verb intr'ansitive in the currently relevant sense:
it causes the verb to have no object to which it must assign Case (see
2.3). Thus, NI can feed VI, by making a transitive verb into an
intransitive verb, which can then incorporate without causing a case theory
violatioo. 'lhis yields the graomatical sentence in (178), associated wi th
the S-structure in (179):
(178) I-'u'u-kur-'am-ban
1s:2s-baby-hold-cause-past
'I made you hold the baby'
(179) s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
I V CP
/ \ I \
V V tiK IP
/ \; / \
N V make NP If
/ I I / \
baby;_ hold \. you tik VP
--. / \
t-k NPt I
I
t k
L~ most ways, this structure is identical to normal V Incorporation
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structures; the only relevant difference is the trace of ' baby' in the
lower VP. 'Ihis trace satisfies the ECP at all points: in!tially, because i t
is locally governed by its antecedent in the governing V; finally, because
indexes of a subpart of a word are considered indexes of the whole word,
and by convention, traces will share all of the indexes of theic antecedent
(see section 1.4.3, 1.4.5 for discussion). Therefore, the trace of the V
will keep the index of 'baby', and the trace will be properly governed at
S-structure, even though its or iginal lexical content has moved on.
Notice that the same structure crucially cannot be derived in the other
order, by first performing the VI and then the NT. The reason is that the
NI would be too long, such that its antecedent in the matrix verb would not
govern i ts trace embedded in the lower VP. 50 Essentially, at S-structure
the difference comes down to the fact that the lowest V tr3.ce will not bear
the index of the N 'baby' under the second derivatioo.
This situation then gives us a Mirror Principle type prediction: namely,
that the incorporated N root will appear inside of the causative affix in
the morphological structure of the verb, reflecting the fact that NI must
have happened before VI. The morpheme order in Southern 'I1.YJa is consistent
wi th this predicticn, but also wi th the opposi te, since the compounded noun
and the suffixed verb appear on opposite sides of the root verb:
(180) [i- [['u'u-kur] -'am] -ban] OR [i- ['u'u- [kur-'am]] -ban]
agr baby hold cause past agr baby hold cause past
I predict, however, that in a language where NI and VI happen on the same
side of the verb, that NI of the lower object in a causative structure will
produce the morpheme ordering in (181a) and not the one in (181b):
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(181) a. [[[verb] noun] cause]
b. *[[[verb] cause] noun]
There is another way in which NI and VI can interact in Southern Ti wa •
NI can only apply to move a noun out of a 'direct object'--i.e. out of a
NP which is directly governed by the host V. Thus, sUbjects cannot normally
incorporate, and abstract structures such as (182) are always
ungrammatical:
(182) [I [mani-said] [ep that [IP [NP t i ] should sell the bread]]]]
='1 said that the man should sell the bread'
However, we have seen throughout this chapter that incorporating the V out
of the embedded clause causes the matrix verb complex to govern the
embedded sUbject. 'll1us, VI creates 'objects' in a way which can feed NI.
'Ihis yields grammatical sentences such as (183), with the S-structure in
(184):
(183) Ti-seuan-p'akhu-kumwia-'am-ban wisi te-khaba-?i
1s:A~-bread-sell-cause-past two 1s:C-bake-subord
'I made the man sell the two breads that I baked 1
(184) s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
I V CP
/ \ I \
N V ti.k IP
/ / \ / \
man" V V NP II
J/\ \ 11\
N V make t, I VP
: I u / \
breadkse1It tik JNP\
\. [two that I baked]
This structure is identical to that in (179) with one added wrinkle; after
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the der i vation has proceeded as above, the head noun of the subject NP
incorporates into the matrix verb complex. Since the V trace inCOMP
provides a government link between the matrix verb and the embedded
subject, the antecedent wi11 antecedent govern i ts trace, satisfying the
ECP. 'Iherefore the structure is gramnatical. 51 , 52
Notice that again this sentence cannot be derived in the opposite order,
with NI of the causee happening before causative VI. 'Ibis time, the
resulting S-structures will be identical either way (except for the
morphological structure of the matrix verb complex), so it contains no
violations. However, I assume (compare I..asnik and S9.ito (1984)) that the
ECP for thematically relevant categories (at least) must be satisfied at
every point of the derivation. Thus, we are not allowed to perform
movements which would be illicit with respect to the ECP, but which are
salvaged later by some other process. Yet this is exactly the situation if
NI precedes VI. '!he NI movement creates a structure identical to (182),
Violating the ECP; the later VI is too late to save the structure.
This syntactic situation gives a second Mirror Principle type prediction:
namely, that the incorporated causee N root wil appear outside of the
causative affix in the morphological structure of the verb, reflecting the
fact that NI must have happened after VI. Again, the morpheme order in
Southern Tiwa is indeterminate in this regard, given that Ns compound
before the root and affixes like the causative attach after the root. The
prediction, however, is that in languages in which both happen to be on the
same side of the verb, the NI of the causee in a causative structure will
produce the morpheme ordering in (185a) and not the one in (185b):
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( 185) a. [[[verb] cause] noun]
b. *[[[verb] noun] cause]
Note that this order is exactly the opposite of that predicted for the NI
of lower objects in (181); different morpheme orders of the same morphemes
correspond to different syntactic/semantic structures, as in Baker (1985).
Nor is the operation of the Mirror Principle completely invisible in
Southern Ti -wa • Combine the above paragraphs and imagine a causative
structure in which both the causee and the lower object are incorporated.
Then the lower object must incorporate before the verb and causative join,
which in turn must take place before the causee incorporates. Therefore,
by transitivi~i, the lower object must incorporate before the causee, and
therefore should appear inside of it in morphological structure. This can
be seen directly, since all noun roots attach before the verb. In fact, we
have already seen the relevant sentence in (183) above:
(186) [Ti- [seuan- [[p I akhu-kumwia] -' am]] -ban]
agr- man- bread- sell -cause -past
=' I made the man sell the breads ... '
NOT = 'I made the bread sell the man ..• '
Here the outside noun root expresses the causee of the sentence and the
inside noun root the lower object, and no"t the other way around--exactly as
expected.
To summarize so far, our theory of Noun Incorporation and Verb
Incorporation accounts for the fact tha.t the two processes can interact,
with either one feeding the other. When they do interact, the resulting
structure is exactly what one would expect from a simple composition of the
properties which each shows in isolation. Finally, the analysis in terms
of incorporation explains the fact that differences in the order of
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incorporation viewed syntactically show up as differences in the order of
the relevant morphemes in the verb complex. In other words, the subcase of
the Mirror Principle relevant to NI-VI interactions follows from the theory
of incorporation. 53
In chapter 2, I argued that the process of antipassive is a special case
of noun incorporation, in which a pronounlike element is incorporated into
the verb from the direct object position. It differs from 'full' Noun
Incorporation only in that the incorporated element is morphologically an
affix rather than a root for compounding, and in that its theta role can be
, doubled' in an oblique phrase in many languages. 'Ihus, the same
Incorporation principles apply to it as to other cases of Noun
Incorporation. Therefore, antipassive should interact with VI
causativization in exactly the sarne way that NI does. In particular,
antipassive should be able to happen either before VI or after VI. In the
former case, the antipassiveDmorpheme will represent the thematic object of
the lower verb; in the latter case, it will repr'esent the causee subject of
the lower verb (at least if the causative involves Valone moving to
COMP) • This seems to be correct in languages that have the relevant
constructions. For example, in Chamorro, antipassive can apply in the
embedded clause before verb raising, yielding structures in which the
antipassive morpheme fan- expresses the lower object thematic role (data
from Gibson (1980»):
(187) He na'-fan-aitai yu l i m'estrak-ku nueba na lebblu
3sS-cause-Apass-read me the teacher-my new lk book
'My teacher made me read a new book'
Given the analysis developed here and in chapter 2, this sentence will be
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associated with the same structures as the NI sentence (178), as
illustrated in (179). The nominal affix -fan will be base generated in the
lower object positioo, and will incorporate into the lower verb, which in
turn incorporates into the matrix verb. Note further that in Chamorro, the
antipassive affix and the causative affix both appear on the same side of
the verb, thus making it possible to test the morpheme ordering prediction
(181) in this language. In (187) the antipassive is a Noun Incorporation
of the lower object in a causative structure, and the antipassive does
appear inside of the causative affix as predicted:
(188) [Ha [na'- [fan- [aitai]]]]
agr cause Apass read
Antipassive can also apply after Verb Incorporation, such that the
antipassive is associated with the thematic embedded subject, rather than
with the embedded object:
,
(189) Mu-na'-sugun yu' ni~ siha na lalahini kareta
NP-"[Apass)cause-drive I obI that E. 1 lk males obI car
'I let "those men drive my car'
This type of sentence will be associated with the same kinds of structures
as the NI sentence (183), as given in (184). Here the antipassive is base
generated in the subject position of the embedded clause as in Exceptional
Case Marking verbs (see 2.4.1), and is incorporated into the matrix verb
after VI causes the matrix complex to govern the antipassive morpheme.
Unfortunately, in this case we are not able to check the corresponding
morpheme ordering prediction in (185) directly because of an idiosyncratic
irregularity in Chamorro verb morphology: when it is expected to appear
outside the causative morpheme, the antipassive does not have its usual
segmental representation man-/fan-. Rather, it is realized as a shift of
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main stress from the verb root onto the causative affix, which causes the
low vowel in that affix to front by a general phonological process of the
language. Nevertheless, it may be possible to claim that the Mirror
Principle prediction is supported in this case in a more abstract way:
nothing can shift the main word stress onto the causative affix until after
the causative affix has been attached; therefore the morphophonology of
antipassive is done strictly after the morphophonology of the causative, as
predicted given that the morphophanology must 'mirror' the syntactic
ordering. 54 The situation is somewhat clearer in Eskimo, another language
with both antipassive and Verb Incorporation. Here there are no
morphological surprises, and when the antipassive morpheme is associated
with the embedded subject, it appears obviously outside of the Verb
Incorporation-triggering affix, as expected (Labrador Inuttut dialect,
Eblith (1982)):
(190) angutik anna-mik [[taku-kqu]-j1]-juk siitsi-mik
man(abs) woman-mod [[see-want]-Apass]-3sS squirrel~od
'The man wanted the woman to see the squirrel.'
Thus the general situation as seen cross-linguistically is fairly clear.
Antipassive can in general either feed or be fed by causative formation,
and the possible difference in syntactic derivation correlates with a
difference in the morphological structure of the resulting verb form. In
all these respects, antipassive has exactly the same properties as 'true'
Noun Incorporation, confirming the hypothesis of chapter 2 that they are
the same process. Furthermore, all of these properties are explained when
an Incorporation analysis is given for each of the processes involved.
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3.5.2 Double VI Interactions
Finally, there is one more interaction which we are in a position to
understand at this point: Verb Incorporation can interact with Verb
Incorporation to derive (say) double causative structures. This is
illustrated by the following paradigms from Chichewa (Mchombo (personal
communication) ) :
(191) a. atsikana a-na-vin-a
girls SP-past-dance
'The girls danced'
b. akaida a-na-vin-its-a atsikana
prisoners SP-past-dance-cause girls
'The prisoners made the girls dance'
c. (?)asilikali a-na-vin-its-its-a atsikana kwa akaida
soldiers SP-past-ctance-cause-cause girls to prisoners
'The soldiers made the prisoners make the girls dance'
(192) a. anyani a-na-meny-a mbuzi
baboons SP-past-hi t goats
1 The baboons hi t the goats'
b. kalulu a~a-meny-ets-a mbuzi kwa anyani
hare SP-past-hit-cause goats to baboons
'The hare made the baboons hi t the goats'
c. (? )mkango u-na-~eny-ets-ets-a mbuzi kwa anyani
lion SP-past-hit-cause-cause goats to baboons
'The lion made someone make the baboons hi t the goats'
The double causative examples in (191c), (192c) are somewhat hard to
process and understand, but with some thought are judged to be
grammatical. lhder the VI analysis, they will be associated with a
D-structure such as that in (193):
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~. ( 193) s
/ \
NP VP
/ \
v CP
/ / \
rn:ake e IP
/ \
NP* I'
/ \
I VP
/ \
v CP
/ / \
make e IP
/ \
NP- I'
/ \
I VP
/ \
v* (NP')
J-, This D-structure will then be transformed into the following S-structure,
by two instances of VP-to-COMP movement plus V incorporation into the
governing V:
( 194) s
/ \
NP VP
/ ~
V CP/ \ I--~\
V V vpJ IP
/ \ \ / \ t \
v* V make tjk CP NP* I f
k I / \ 1\
make; VPi IP I t"
u / \ I \ J.
t ( NP ' ) NP- I I
Ie. / \
I ti
~,
The structure is well-formed, with all the lexical traces properly governed
as they must be. In principle, there is no reason why this process of
forming multiple causatives could not be itterated indefinitely. In
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practice, however, double causatives are already a little awkward, and
triple causatives are unacceptable:
(195) a. msangalatsi a-na-thyol-ets-a mpando kwa chiphadzuwa
entertainer SP-past-break-cause chair to 'beauty'
'The entertainer made the beautiful woman break the chair'
b. (?)mtsogoleri a-na-thyol-ets-ets-a mpando kwa chiphadzuwa
leader SP-past-break-cause-ca.use eha.ir to 'beauty'
'The leader made someone make the beautiful woman break
the chair'
c. ?*chiornbankhanga chi-na-thyol-ets-ets-ets-a mpando kwa chiphadzuwa
eagle SP-past-break-cause-cause-cause chair to 'beauty'
'The eagle made someone make someone make the beautiful
woman break the chair'
The explanation of this degradation is obvious: a look at the tree in (194)
reveals that the VP franting aspect of causative formation produces complex
center embedded S-structures, with VPs and e'l s recursively dominating each
other wi th lexical material on either side. Thus, the resulting structures
are similar to center embedded relative clause structures in Ehglish, and
we expect more than two embeddings will produce an essentially unparsable
structure. Beyond this, multiple causatives have the properties that we
expect. 'lliey raise no new Mirror Principle type issues, however, since the
affixes involved are identical and nothing can be deduced about their
ordering by simple inspection. Similar multiple causative constructions
are attested in Malayalam (Mohana" 1983), Turkish (Aissen 1974), and (in
the Reanalysis guise) the Romance languages (Rouver-et and Vergnaud 1980).
In conclusion, the Verb Incorporation analysis that has been supported
f9r simple cases in previous sections correctly accounts for the more
complex interactions of causative and causative-like structures with Noun
Incorporatioo, antipassive, and causative itself. Moreover, it does so in
a way that accounts directly for the connection between morphological
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structure and syntactic der i vation . Thus, the incorporation theo.tty meets
the criterion of adequacy on grammatical theory expressed by the Mirror
Principle of Baker (1985).
.. .
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CHAPrER THREE: FOOrNarES
1. For starters, see Aissen (1974), Comrie (1976), Kayne (1975), Rouveret
and Vergnaud (1980), Mohanan (1983), Marantz (1984).
2. This assumption will be modified below in section 3.3.2, where the role
of INFL will be considered. There has been much debate about what is the
head ofS (and S'), with the candidates being V, II'WL, CCMP, and nothing.
llitil then, I appeal to the obvious intui tion that V is the 'most
important' full lexical item in S.
3. Mohanan (1983) classifies the desiderative and permissive as modals,
while calling the causative a (pure) affix. Also, unlike the causative,
the desiderative and permissive cause their sUbjects to be marked in the
dative case. I aSSLUDe that these differences are independen t of the
similarity discussed in the text.
4. Suith dismisses an analysis of (17a) in which -sagai- is taken to be an
affix of adverbial category rather than of verbal category, an the grounds
that there is no independent evidence for a category 'adverb' in Labrador
Inuttut. This may be a legi timate a1ternative analysis, however.
5. Probably this analysis would be appropriate for the Q1ichewa affix -nga-
'can' in (8e) as well, given that it seems-to have the meaning of a-n
epistemic modal, and assuming a raising analysis of such cases.
6. In principle, we could also look for a clear case of an unergative
predicate that takes a sentential subject. 'lliis would be tricky, however,
(perhaps impossible) since sentential subjects are never agentive.
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7. Nevertheless, there seem to be no languages in which Verb Incorporation
has the kind of generality across matrix predicates which Noun
Incorporation has in the Iroquoian languages and Southern Tiwa.
Furthermore, certain predicates tend to favor VI structures in contrast to
others in language after language, 'cause' being the most striking
example. I will make some comments to"Srd the explanation of these factors
below in section 3.3.5.
8. In point of historical fact, my theory of X-o Incorporation only
reconstructs a (small) part of what the Generative Semanticists intended to
express via Predicate Raising--namely, those cases in which the Predicate
Raising is expressed by (reasonably) prcxiuctive morphology. I explain
f die-cause' in O1icheW3. and Eskimo via Incorporation, but not Ehglish
'kill' --an example close to the heart of the original Generative Semantics
theorists.
9. Specifically, the Case Filter implies that the lower clause must be
tensed in (26a), so that the lower SUbject can receive (nominative) Case
from INFL; whereas the ECP determines that the complementizer' that may not
appear in (26b) J so that the trace of the NP-movement can be properly
governed by the matrix predicate. Chomsky's discussion differs slightly
from the one it the text in that it takes whether the complement S is
tensed or not to be the' free option' , and derives how the matrix subject
posttion is filled from Case theory, depending on the choice. '!he crucial
point is that the two options are linked by general principles; which
option is the free one and which the determined one is mostly a ma.tter of
exposition.
10. -its, like other suffixes in C'nichewa., Lmdergoes a vowel harmony rule,
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appearing either as [ets], following Ie, 0/, or [its], following Ii, u, al
(Mtenje 1984). If the root has no vowel, the form with the mid vowel [e]
will always appear. I will give the high vowel variant as the citation
form of Chicheva suffixes. See section 1.4.5 and below.
11. It is possible that the specification that -its must affix specifically
to a verb in this lexical entry is red.undant and could be eliminated. By
the Head Mbvement Constraint, Incorporation can only take place from the
head of a direct complement; thus -its will be a Verb Incorporater because
its direct complement is a Verb-headed clause. If it can be held in
general that only a pleonastic X can be inserted tmder an Xnode, the V' on
the morphological subcategorization bracket would be unnecessary. Then the
only special lexical property to be learned would be that -its is a
suffix.
12. Except for the final mood suffixes ~ and ~, which do not harmoo.ize.
For the statement of the harmony rule and references, see footnote 10.
13. As alluded to in footnote 7, VI never seems to be as ·free and
productive as NI is in Southern Tiwa and the Iroquoian languages. This
fact, to be accounted for in the next section, no doubt explains a slant
toward VI being an affixal process and NI being a compotmding process in
most languages.
14. In Gibson's Relational Grammar framework, this' second object' is
claimed to be a '2-chomeur', a notion that has no direct counterpar-t in the
as framework. The status of this NP will be discussed in detail in what
follows.
15. Other possibilities are that causatives subcategorize for S =INFL1',
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with no CCMP, or for a VP small clause with no CCMP or INFL (cf. i'lBnzini
( 1983) ) • In a language like C'nichewa., however, this would make the
causative morpheme Lnliq"ue in its sUbcategorization, all other verbs
requiring an overt COMP or appearing in an obligatory control structure.
See section 6.3 for cormnents on ECM structures, arguing that these al so
have COMPs in Ehglish.
16. 'Ihe head C(lJIP node is in the appropriate structural position to be
incorporated into the matrix verb, but since COMP is a nonlexical, "closed·
class" category, it does not undergo productive morphological processes
such as affixation. Thus COMP-incorporation will not save a structure like
(67).
17. Given certain assumptions about "the derived phrase structure,
adjunction to the embedded S node would be another possible position with
the required properties. Empirical evidence in favor of CCMP being the
landing site over this possibility will be given in section 3.4.
18. It is very possible that this stipulation is to be understood in terms
of the special relationship between INFL and COMP discussed (for example)
in Stowell (1981, 1982, who cites Koster), just as V-to-INFL movement
depends on the special relationship tJetween INFL and V. Perhaps it can even
be related to the GTC if INFL moves to COMP at LF as claimed in these
references. '!his is a topic for further investigation. For a somewhat
wider perspective an V-to-INFL movement and INFL-to-COMP movement, see
sections 5.2 and 6.3 and references cited there.
19. In fact, technically an additional techniCH1 assumption is necessary
here as well; for discussion see section 3.4.1 and references cited there.
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20. Same extended notion of adjacency may well be relevant, however, such
as the notion of continuous Case Domains' which may not be interrupted as
intrcx:luced in Travis (1984).
21. 01. this particular subpoint, compare Torrego (1984). She shows that
simple verb fronting in ~ish causes the verb to properly govern its
subject. This suggests tha t the theta indexing necessary for propel"
government is always present between the verb and the sUbject, and it shows
up any time the verb reaches a position where structurally it can govern
the sUbject. 'lhis can happen either by the verb fronting, as in Torr-ego's
analysis, or by the sUbject inverting, as in Rizzi's (19838., chapter IV)
analysis of extraction in Italian. The causative structure considered in
the text is similar to the verb fronting case.
22. Strictly speaking, we would expect the lower object to precede the
causee in unmarked word order in Kinyarwanda causatives, instead of the
other way aromd, as in (76). It is likely that other factors are
responsible, however. Thus, in related Bantu languages such as M3.shi and
Chimwiini (Marantz 1982b) the word order between accusative postverbal NPs
is described as being free and/or determined by relative animacy. Thus,
the order switch between lower object and causee between (75) and (76)
could be a stylistically determined part of the mapping from S-structure to
PF. Note that in each example the causee. must be animate and the object
inanimate (Kimenyi 1980).
23. This assumption will be substantially changed in section 4.2.4 below.
24. In fact, both 'Chichewa-B' and Japanese are somewhat more like
Kinyarwanda than Chimwiini or the other languages mentioned in this section
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are, since in-these languages either NP of a !double object! construction
may agree with the verb (Chichewa-B) or become the sUbject of a passive.
Nevertheless, I have grouped them in this section because only the causee
has these properties in -ca.usatives . Furthermore, in both languages there
is some asymmetry between the two NPs--in surface Case marking in Japanese
and in extraction possibilities in Chichewa.
25. Gibson (1980) distinguishes ECM (for her, raising to object) from
causatives, claiming that the two clauses collapse into one in causatives,
contra the Projection Principle. She gives three arguments to distinguish
them. First, she observes that the causative verb and the embedded verb
combine to form one morphological word, unlike in ECM. This is because
causatiyes but not ECM involve V movement. Second, she observes that the
embedded object differs in its morphological case in the two
constructions--it is accusative in ECM, but oblique in causatives. This
too follows from V movement, given that the trace of a verb cannot assign
accusative case, so that the inherent case must be used instead. Her third
argument involves the interaction with applicative constructions. This I
will return to in section 4.4.4.
26. In addition to these 'Binding theory' arguments, Gibson (1980) and
others show other processes that distinguish causatives from double object
verbs. Discussion of these will have to await a more complete account of
double object verbs in chapter 4.
27. The phrase !morphologically underived' is crucial here, since all of
the examples in (103) are granmatical if the verb stem is augmented by the
applied affix -ir (see chapter 4). Nevertheless, there is a significant
dif·ference between Chichewa-A and its Bantu relatives mentioned in
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preceding subsections, in that all of the latter contain a class of verbs
that appear in a double object construction without the applied ending.
Even here there is an idealization, since Chichewa-A does have one verb
which can appear in a (103 )-type configuration; the verb patsa 'to give' :
(i) mbidzi zi-na-patsa nkhandwe msampha
zebras SP-past-give fox trap
'The zebras gave the fox the trap'
But this verb proves its highly marked character in the system of the
language in that it alone cannot appear in the 'unshifted1 (102)-type
configuration:
( ii) *mbidzi zi-na-patsa. rnsampha kwa nkhandwe
zebras SP-past-give trap to fox
'The zebras gave the trap to the fox'
Sentences like (ii) are grammatical in Chichewa-B. Thus, I assume that
patsa is a morphologically suppletive form for an applied verb, a form
which has no direct unapplied counterpart (cf. 4.2.5.2).
28. A question arises at this. point: namely, why can't a language like
Chiche\tB move only its verb in (104) after all, and use a special Case
insertion rule to salvage the embedded object NP* rather than the embedded
subject NP-. I assume that the answer to this should be in terms of a
theory of special marked rules, in particular that they be local (cf.
Borer (1981)). Thus, even such an exceptional type of Case marking will be
limited to situations where the NP is governed by an appropriate lexical
verb. Then Nr- will be close enough to be rescued by the matrix verb in
this way, while NP* will not be.
29. Morphologically, the case ofa direct object in Malayalam is accusative
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if the NP is anima:te ; nominative if it is inanimate (Mohanan 1983).
30. This holds true apart from the possibility of reconstruction at LF,
which seems possible in the case of full NP anaphors at least in Italian
(fur zio, to appear) and perhaps in furkish (cf. Ai ssen 1974) •
31. In Chich:wa, the subject of a lower transitive verb can be suppressed
in a causative construction. Thus, (116b) is grammatical if the causee a1a
is dropped. For a possible analysis of this construction, see 5.4.3.
32. This is still consistent with the possibility that the rule inse~ting a
preposition to Case mark the causee is to be collapsed with another Case
marking rule of the language, such as one that marks the second NP of
'give' type verbs. l'1any researchers have proposed this for Romance. I do,
however, claim that such an account should not generalize across
languages. See Burzio (to appear) for a detailed discussion of this issue
in terms of the Italian causee marking rule.
33. '!here is a curious exception to this constraint in Berber: "a handful o.f
'ingestive' verbs such as 'eat' and 'drink' can form causatives even when
they are used transitively. Interestingly, this same class of verbs is
exceptional in Chichewa (Mchombo (personal communication)) and M3.1ayalam
(MJhanan (1983)) as well in that they seem to form 'Rule 2' causative
structures rather than the 'Rule l' structures that are usual in these
languages. These facts could all be explained in these verbs were taken to
be intransitive in some appropriate sense. I leave this as an open
problem.
34. Kimenyi (1980) does not explicitly present the evidence tliat abaana is
an 'object'--i.e. that it passivizes and governs object agreement. Yet it
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is clear from his discussion that this is the case. ~e also Hodges (1977)
for Kimeru.
35. In Japanese, the causee in the causative of an intransitive verb can
actually be marked with the dative particle ni; the same particle that
marks the causee in the causative of a transitive verb. This is not a true
instance of schema (135), however, since the causee of an intransitive verb
root can also be marked with the accusative particle £' with a difference'
in meaning. Rather, the simation seems to be that 2. and ni are both
object markers of some kind in Japanese--cf. footnote 24.
36. This criticism is, of course, valid for any framework involving
explicit rules, including an 'old style' transformational grammar, or a
version of GB where causatives are derived by lexical rules over p~edicate
argument positions (e.g. Williams (1981)). The basic (primitive) status
of grammatical functions is relevant only to the degree tha-t this
assumption makes it hard in principle as well as in practice to give
explanatory accounts of the behavior of the GFs. See M3.rantz (1984,
chapter 8) for discussion.
37. This occurs in the imperative, where clitics normally appear at the end
of the tensed verb, rather than before i~.
38. There is cne important problem with this analysis, however. Given the
standard view of granmar inGB as represented in (1.3.1 (37», all 'overt'
movements that occur between D-structure and S-structure are assumed to
strictly precede all 'covert' movements which happen between S-structure
and LF. Yet, I wi 11 have cause to claim at var ious points in what follows
that covert Incorporation (seems to) crucially precedes overt Incorporation
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in certain cases, giving rise to order ing paradoxes. This may imply that
Reanalysis, a1though abstract Incorporation, is not IF Incorporation after
all. Q1 the other hand, the true relationship between LF and the other
levels of syntactic description is a controversial topic, and may need to
be Fevised. Thus, either some notion of 'Reconstruction' or some notion
that LF is built up in parallel with S-structure as in the Extended
Standard Theory could suffice to eliminate these paradoxes; both are
options which have been explored for other reasons. The issues are highly
complex and theory dependent, and I will not develop these possibilities
any further here.
39. All of the Chichewa sentences in this section are from work done
together wi th Sam fvbhombo. The judgments are his.
40. Chiche\\B is a tonal language, and there exists a special relative form
of the verb which differs tonally from the normal verb. The distribution
of this special form is an interesting and perhaps relevant topic, but one
which I will ignore, transcribing both verb forms the same.
41. Chomsky implies .this analysis in his notes, but in his text takes a
different one in order to account for the difference between these cases
and CNFC violations out of relative clauses, which are stronger. In all
these examples, I also abstract away from Chomsky's discussion of VP as a
barrier, comterbalanced by the possibility of movement adjoining to VP. We
could say instead that VP is not a barrier because of its verbal Case
relationship to INFL (cf. section 3.3.2).
42. Chichevra has an optional process of object agreement, which interacts
with these facts: every sentence given becomes perfectly grammatical when
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the most deeply embedded verb shows object agreema1"t w~th the' gap'. Since
island effects disappear, such sentences must not be derived by movement.
Rather, the object agreement presumably functions as a resumptive pronoun
interpreted as coreferent with the head. Interestingly, the special
relative tone pattern on the verb disappears in this construction.
43. Both with wh-islands and complex NPs, the strength of ~he violation
seems to systematically be somewhat greater and more consistent with clefts
than with relatives. Looking ahead, this is also the case with extraction
from causatives. I have no explanation for this extra factor.
44. '!his Verb movement also puts V in the right structural position to
govern the whole IP. There is no sense in which the IP is an argument of
this lower V, however, so there will be no coindexing between the two.
'rhus, IP will remain a blocking category and CP will remain a barrier, as
required.
45. The result achieved here is in many ways similar to that achieved by
'thematic reindexing' in Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980), in that the lower
subjec't becomes in effect theta-marked by the verbal complex. Here,
however, there is no sense in which a new thematic relationship is
introduced in the derivation, which would be problematic for the Projection
8rinciple and the definition of D-structure.
46. 'll1is assumption, or something to the same effect, is also supported by
the Spanish examples cited below.
47. Chicheva also allows double causative constructions in some cases (see
section 3.5):
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(i) Asilikali a-na-lir-its-its-a njovu kwa kalulu
soldiers SP-past-cry-caus-caus-asp elephant to hare
'The soldiers made the hare make the elephant cry'
When the superficial object is extracted in this construction, the result
is somewhat worse than even the bad cases of extraction from a single
causative:
(ii) ??Iyi ndi njovu imene asilikali a-na-lir-its-its-a kwa kalulu
This is elephant which soldiers SP-past-cry-cause-cause to hare
'This is the elephant which soldiers made the hare make cry'
It is tempting to invoke the second hidden clausal boundary and explain
this degredation in terms of subjacency. lhfortunately, given the Bounding
theory as it stands, none of the additional nodes will be barriers. Either
the theory needs revision, or the degradation is simply a matter of greater
complexity. "Either way, (ii) confirms the general hypothesis that clausal
structure is maintained in causative formation.
48. I owe special thanks to L. Rizzi for his help on this section.
49. (174b) is presumably better than (172b) because the embedded clause
which the relative pronolD1 is moved out of is untensed, whereas the
relative pronoun in (172b) moves out of a tensed embedded clause.
Extraction from tensed clauses is knoWl to be worse in general.
50. Compare the inability of verb complex to assign Case to the embedded
object (3.3.3.2), suggesting that it does not govern that position.
51. The incorporation of the lower object is in no wa.y crucial here. We
expect the incorporation of the causee to be grannnatical in Southern Tiwa
if the verb is a basic intransitive as well.
52. The fact that the causee can incorporate here is another argtnnent "in
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.~ favor of a syntactic account of NI as opposed to a lexical alternative
based on thematic roles. The embedded sUbject gets no theta role at all
from the causative verb, nevertheless it incorporates into it. Thus, the
class of incorporable NPs certainly cannot be simply the class of themes of
a host verb. See 2.1.2.
53. Strictly speaking, in order to fully derive this subcase of the Mirror
Principle, one more der ivation must be considered: one in which the entire
VP moves to OOMP in the process of the Verb Incorporation, as in section
3.3.3.3. Then the lower object will be governed by the matrix verb after
VI, and could potentially incorporate after VI, yielding counterexamples to
the morpheme ordering prediction in (181). Two things can be said here.
First, the case may not arise, since incorporating languages that I know
about all have v-to-Crnp causatives rather than VP-to-CCMP causatives. In
fact, it may be that languages wi·th NI are always V-to-COMP for principled
reasons, and the prediction in (178) is maintained--see section 4.2.4.
FUrthermore, it is a general fact about incorporation that it cannot move
over an empty governing head, even though it is lexically governed via the
Goverriment Transparency Corollary. '!his gets some independent support from
P Incorporation (see 4.4), and would suffice to block the derivation in
question.
54. See Baker (1985), section 5 for a general discussion of the content of
the Mirror Principle in cases of .non-strictly concatenative morphology.
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<llapter 4
mE1?OOITION :INCXEPClU\TION
In the preceding chapters, we ccnsidered at length constructions in which
a single morphologically complex verb stands for both a verb and the noun
of its direct object (chapter 2), or for both a verb and the verb of its
sentential complement (chapter 3). It was argued tha t these are cases of
Noun Incorporation and Verb Incorporation, respectively, where
, Incorporation' refers to the syntactic movement of an X-a category so tha.t
it adjoins to the governing X-a. Given this situation, we might expect this
Incorporation process to generalize quite freely across categories in
languages of the world. In particular, given that nouns and verbs
incorporate into governing verbs, there is no reason not to expect
prepositions to do the same.
In this light, consider the following paradigms from English and Chichewa
( data from Mchombo):
(1) a. The zebras handed the trap to the fox.
b. I sent a sixpack of beer to the mayor.
(2) a. mbldzi zi -na-perek-a msampha kwa nkhand we
zebras SP-past-hand-asp trap to fox
'The zebras handed the trap to the fox'
b. Ndi-na-tumiz-a chipanda cha mo\Y8 kwa mfumu
1sS-past-send-asp calabash of beer to chief
'I sent a calabash of beer to the chief'
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(3) a. mbidzi zi -na-perek-er -a nkhandwe msampha
zebras SP-past-hand-'to'-asp fox trap
'The zebras handed the fox ~he trap'
b. Ndi-na-tumiz-ir-a mfumu chipanda cha mowa
1sS-past-send-'to'-asp chief calabash of beer
'I sent the chief a calabash of beer'
In the sentences in (1) in English, the verbs take a prepositional phrase
complement as well as a nom phrase ccxnplement. The same is true of the
corresponding morphologically simple Chichewa verbs in (2). The Chiche'wa
examples in (3), however, have a rather different structure. Q1 the me
hand, the verbs are morphologically complex, appearing with a suffix which
is traditionally called the 'applied' or 'applicative' suffix; on the other
hand, the sentences seem to have one less phrase, in that a (second) simple
NP takes the place of the PP containing a P plus NP. Nevertheless, the
sentences in (3) still qualify as close paraphrases of those in (2) and
good translations of those in (1). In fact, they stand in what I have
called the 'thematic paraphrase' relation; corresponding elements receive
the same thematic roles in each case. Thus, the morphologically complex
verbs in (3) are another example of a single word 'doing the work' of two
words, but this time it is the work of a verb and a preposition that is
done.1
In many ways, this set of examples is parallel to those considered in the
previous chapters, and the guiding assumptions of Chapter 1 point us in the
same direction here. Thus, since (for example) (2a) and (3a) have the same
theta role assignments, the Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis
implies that the theta roles should be assigned in the same way at
D-structure. Hence, (2a) and (3a) should have parallel D-structures,
presumably something like (4):
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s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \\
zebras V NP pp
/ I I \
hand trap P NP
I \
kwa/ fox
-ir
I assume that in Ch"ichewa, two different elements can fulfill the role of
the preposition in assigning the goal thematic role to !fox' in this
structure: kwa and -ir. Kwa is a standard preposi tion; if it is inserted,
nothing much need happen to the structure, and (2a) surfaces. -Ir,
however, is an affix, and hence moves to attach to a verb root. In
particular, given the Stray Affix Filter (3.2 (36)), it must move in the
syntax J so that it will be affixed by S-structure. Then the Projection
Principle implies that thematically relevant structure must be preserved
throughout the derivation. Since -ir is involved in assigning 'fox' its
thematic role, it must leave a trace when it moves to preserve this
relation. Thus the S-structure of (3a) must have the form:
s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \\
zebras V PP NP
/ \ l \ \
V P ttl' NP trap
I I I
I I I
hand -ir, fox
L
The preliminary conclusion is that Preposition Incorporation (PI)
structures do indeed exist along side of Noun Incorporation and Verb
Incorporation structures, and sentences lil{e those in (3) are
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instantiations of this option allowed by Universal Grammar.
In comparing the pattern in (1 )-(3) with the patterns used to initially
motivate Noun Incorporation (ch. 2, (1)-(3)) and Verb Incorporation (ch.
3, (1)-(3)), we notice one potentially significant difference. In
Chichewa, there is no morphological relationship between the independent
preposi tion which shows up in (2) and the prepositional LYJ.corporate which
shows up in (3). This is unlike the cases of Noun Incorporation and some
of the cases of Verb incorporation cited, in which the same root was
clearly recognizable in both types of structures. This issue is familiar
from section 3.2, however; it is simply a reflection of the fact that the
prepositional element is morphologically an affix, rather than a full
root. As such, in addi"tion to the normal features of a preposi tion, i t has
a morphological subcategorization feature, expressing the fact that it must
be bound to a verb. Therefore it does not have the option of staying in
place as a root would have, and no direct a1 ternation is observable. In
this way, this case is more directly comparable to the antipassive subcase
of Noun Incorporation than to full compounding cases of r~OU'1
Incorporation. In fact, Preposi tim Incorporation generally comts as
morphological affixatioo rather than as morphological compounding. 2
This si tuation implies that· the minimal al ternation bet'Neen (2) and (3)
in Chichewa is a byprcxluct of the fact that Chichewa happens two include to
prepositional items--ane an affiX, the other not--which happen to overlap
in the set of theta roles they can assign. Of course, this need not be the
case. If a language has only one of the two types of lexical i terns, then
only one of the two structure types will appear in that language. Many
familiar European languages, including Ehglish, 3 French and Italian,
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,contain only the independent preposition, and thus allow no general
analogue of (3). Q1 the other hand, some languages apparently have only
the prepositional affix, and thus have analogues of (3) but not of (2).
Q1e such language is Tzotzil, a Mayan language of Mexico, as described by
Aissen (1983):
(6) a. ?I-¢-h-Con li citome
asp-A3-E1-sell the pig
'I sold the pig( s)'
b. ?I-¢-h-con-be citom Ii Sune
asp-A3-E1-sell-to pig the Sun
'I sold (the) pigs to Sun'
(6a) is an ordinary transitive structure, with the agent argtment and the
theme argument expressed, the latter being the direct object of the
structure. In (6b), the optional dative/goal argument is expressed. It
itself shows up as an mmarked object-like NP, but when it is included, the
morpheme -be must appear on the verb. Thus, Tzotzil has structures like
Chichewa r s (3), implying that the morpheme -be is a prepositional element
that is genera'ted along wi th the goal and then incorporates into the verb.
-be is clearly an affix, and thus incorporation is obligatory; indeed there
is no way that the goal can appear as a PP or oblique constituent of some
kind, either with -be or some other morpheme. Tzotzil, then, is the case
complementary to Ehglish and Italian.
What I have been ca11 ing Preposi tion Incorporation st~uctures such as (3)
and (6b) ha.ve traditionally been known as 'applica.tive f structures, or as
sentences in the 'dative' voice (, instrumental voice 1, 'loc!3.tive voice' ,
etc.). Much rich information about the properties of such structures in a
variety of languages is available in the Relational Grammar literature,
usually under the names of '3-to-2 Advancement' or 'Oblique-to-2
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Advancement' . 4 In fact, as these names imply, the argument that is
thematically related to the prepositional element does come to act like the
direct object in both Chichewa and Tzotzil (see section 4.2); thus these
are cases of the GF changing process called 'applicative' in section 1.1.2.
I will show that this GF changing process is fully reducible to p
Incorporaticn. Nor is the idea of analyzing applicative constructions as
cases of combining underlyingly separate verbs and prepositions in the
syntax a novel one: important work by Marantz (1982, 1984) argues at length
for such an analysis in terms of a framework with assumptions similar in
many ways to those of the present ·work. Thus, he requires that the verb
and the applied affix (=P) be separate consti tuents in underlying syntactic
structure and states that the two 'merge' in the syntax, a process driven
by the preposi tional element's morphological status as an affix.
Nevertheless, there are two important differences bet'Neen Marantz's
approach and mine. TIie first is in the nature of the principles that
govern the combination of the two elements and thereby determining the
proper~ies of the result: for Marantz, a particular mapping principle
including a special 'merger' relation is involved, with morphological
feature percolation (in the sense of Lieber (1980)) playing a prominent
role; for me the relevant principles are the Empty Category Principle, the
Case Fil ter, and the definition of government as they apply to X-a
movement. The second, crucial difference is that I assume a stronger, more
rigid Projection Principle than does Marantz. This forces there to be a
trace of the preposi tiona1 affix, which has no counterpart in M3.rantz , s
analysis. This chapter will endeavor to develop and defend a Preposition
Incorporation analysis of applicative constructions in general, and in
particular the yersion of such an analysis that is implicated by the
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principles of Government-Binding theory as developed here.
4.1 Syntactic Preposition Incorporation and the ECP
In earlier chapters, we have seen that the distribution of Incorporation
processes can be explained in terms of the Einpty Category Principle as it
applies to the trace of the moved X-o. In this domain, the ECP reduces to
the constraint that an X-a can only move as far as adjoining to the lexical
head which directly governs it, so that the X-a will be close enough to
antecedent govern its trace--a generalization that I have refe~red to as
the 'Head Movement Ccnstraint' (HMe, following Travis 1984). In this
section, I will present evidence that Preposition Incorporation respects
this same constraint, thereby explaining facts about the distribution and
range of applicative constructions across languages. Since the ECP is a
syntactic principle, this will confirm the hypothesis that applicative
constructions are in fact derived syntactically. Furthermore, since" Noun
Incorporation and Verb Incorporation are ~own to obey exactly the same
constraint, this approach uncovers a deep similarity between Noun
Incorporation, causative formation, and applica.tive constructions; they all
fall under of the theory of X-a movement. Showing that PI obeys the HMC
will be complicated somewhat, however, by the fact that the role of
Preposi tions in assigning thematic roles and Case remains rather murky in
current linguistic work, as compared to the better understood p~operties of
Verbs and Noms. My assumptions about thesernatters will be developed and
made explicit along the way.
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4.1.1 Basic consequences
Perhaps the one kind of PP which is universally acknowledged as being
subcategorized by the verb is the goal PP in 'dative' constructions such as
those illustrated in (7):
(7) a. Linda threw the frisbee to Joe
b. I handed my exam booklet to the teachL'1g assistant
c. Jerry gave a bracelet to his girlfriend
Cna reason for the solidity and uniformity of this asstnDption is that with
a nwnber of these verbs it is tmgrammatical or at best elliptical to omit
this dative PP. Thus:
( 8) a. * I handed my exam booklet.
b. ??Jerry gave a bracelet.
Fur"thermore , dative to phrases cannot be freely added onto any verb one may
like:
( 9) a. ?*Kim beat her C'oomate to Brent out of anger.
b. *Don carved a figur ine to Eetsy yesterday.
Thus, it is fairly clear that verbs must be strictly subcategorized for the
presence or absence of this type of PP in the sense of Cnomsky (1965). In
the system of Government-Binding Theory, there is a tight connection
between subcategorization and theta role assignment, such that any argument
that the verb subcategorizes for it must also ass"ign a thematic role to
(Chomsky (1981)). In particular, PPs such as those in (7) must be theta
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marked by the verb tha.t governs them. Assuning that all of this reasoning
is grounded in semantic considerations that generalize to other languages,
we expect tha.t prepositions of this type should be able to incorporate in
languages whose morphological properties sanction such a move. The der i ved
structure would have the form:
( 10) s
I \
NP VP
/ / \\
-r V pp NP
/ \ 1\\
V P ti. NP exam
I I I
I I I
hand toi. teacher
Here, the moved preposi tional element c-commands its trace. Moreover, the
PP it is moved from is theta indexed with the verb, and thus not a barrier
to government between that structural posi'tion and the posi tion of the
trace. Hence, the trace of the preposition is governed by its antecedent,
satisfying ECP. Therefore, Preposition Incorporation is possible with this
class of PPs. The facts bear this out: 'dative' applicative constructions
are perhaps the most cammon and syntactically regular class across
languages. The examples from Chichewa and Tzotzil in the introduction to
this chapter ace of this type (repeated here for purposes of cOIDpg.rison):
CHrCHEWA:
(11) a. Ndi-na-tumiz-a chipanda eha mowa kwa mfwnu
1sS-past-send-asp calabash of beer to chief
'I sent a calabash of beer to the chief'
b. Ndi-na-tumiz-ir-a mfumu chipanda cha mows
1sS-past-send-'to'-asp chief calabash of beer
r I sent the chief a calabash of beer"
TzarZIL:
(12) a. ?I-¢-h-ean li citome
asp-A3-E1-sell the pig
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'I sold the pig(s)'
b. ?I-¢-h-con-be Ci tom Ii Sune
asp-A3-E1-sell-to pig the Sun
'I sold (the) pigs to Slll1'
The same process can be illustrated in many other languages. (13)-(15)
show examples languages that demonstrate the existence of such a
construction in a variety of typologically very different languages. These
languages will be appealed to later on in determining in detail the
proper"ties of Preposi tion Incorporation and i ts in~raction wi th other
processes: 5
CHAMORRO: (Austronesian, from Gibson (1980))
(13) a. Hu ~ i katta para i" che 1 1u' -hu
1s8 wri te the letter to the sibling-my
'I wrote the letter tomy brother'
b. Hu tugi 1 -i i che'lu-hu ni katta
1s8 wr i te-tothe sibling-my obI letter
'I wrote my bro"ther the letter'
BAHASA lNOONESIA: (Chung (1976))
(14) a. Saja mem-bawa surat itu kepada Ali
I trans-bring letter the to Ali
'I brought the letter to Ali'
b. Saja mem-bawa-kan Ali surat itu
I trans-bring-to Ali letter the
'I brought Ali·· the letter'
TUSCARORA: (Iroquoian, Williams (1976:86))
(15) a. wa?-t-k~v?9
aor-du=1sS/3N-write
'I wrote it'
b. yah-wa?-t-khe-nv?8-v-?
tl-aor-du-TSS/3F-wrlte-to-punc
'I wrote [it] to him' -
Similar examples exist in Huichol (Ute-Aztecan, Comrie 1982), the other
Iroquoian languages, and Bantu languages.
The Head Movement Constraint also determines where Incorporatioo cannot
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take place. We have seen that Incorporation, although allowed wi thin the
VP, is blocked from the subject position, because the incorporated X-a will
not c-command its trace, leaving it not properly governed. '!he same is
predicted to be true of Preposition Incorporation. Hence, a structure like
(16) is impossible:
( 16) *8
/ \
pp VP
/ I I \
1:\ NP V (NP)
/ \
V Pi
l.
In fact ,this seems true: I !mow of no plausible or proposed cases of P
Incorporation from a subject position. However, this fact is not
particularly telling in and of itself, since PPs are rare or impossible in
the subject position across languages in the first place. Thus, the type
of base structure fcom which (16) would potentially be derived will in
general not be generated in the first place. In this way, PPs appear to
differ from NPs and S's which can appear freely in the subject position.
Therefore, the predictions derived by blocking P Incorporation from the
subject position by the HMe (ECP) are empir ica.lly tr'ue, but vacuously so.6
Of more empirical bite is the prediction of the HMC that P Incorporation
cannot take place out of embedded structures. A more or less likely
candidate for what such a construction might look like is illustrated in
(17) :
(17) a. The goats [vp ate [NP the letter [pP to BrittaJ]]
b. (*)The goats [VP ate-toi [NP the letter [pp t i Britta]]]
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SUch a structure, while perfectly immaginable, is predicted to be
impossible by the P Incorporation theory. In particular, the head noun
'letter' will intervene as a closer governer, thereby blocking government
between the trace of the P and its antecedent on the matrix verb. Hence,
the structure will be ruled out by ECP. Strictly on the basis of lexical
and morphological properties, the 'potential' structure in (17b) could be
an actual structure in Chichewa. Nevertheless, the resul t is
ungranmatical: 7
(18) a. mbuzi zi-na-dy-a [kalata. [kwa MavutoJ]
goats SP-past-eat-asp letter to Mavuto
'The goats ate the letter to Ma.vuto'
b. *mbuzi zi-na-dy-er-a (kalata [t Ma.vuto]]
goats SP-past-eat-to-asp letter Mavuto
I The goats ate the letter to Mavuto'
(OK as 'The goats ate Mavuto for the letter' !)
To the best of my knowledge, no sentence similar to (17b) or (18b) has been
8:ttested. Thus, here the theory of incorporation makes a correct and
nonredundant empirical prediction about the class of possible applicative
constructions. Furthermore, it relates the impossibili~ of these examples
to both the impossibility of preposition stranding in Noun Incorporation
and the ~possibility of direct Verb Incorporation from an embedded
In all these cases, a 'closer governor' blocks government between the X-a
trace and its an tecedent (technically, by making a thematic cormection
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between the two impossible), making the structures ungrammatical. In the
c:ase of (19a) and (19b), any such sentence is simply hopelessly
ungrammatical (cf. 2.1.1); in the case of (19c), the evidence is strong
but indirect. Thus, a superficially similar sentence can surface, but
crucially only if the originally embedded verb moves to COMP before
incorporating. 'Ibis requirement then interacts with case theory to predict
a rich body of facts concerning the surface grammatical function behavior
of NPs in causative verbs across languages (see section 3.3). Thus,
Preposition Incorporation is seen to be the same as Noun Incorporation and
Verb Incorporation in -a deep way. Of course, arbitrarily more complex
hypo~hetical incorporations involving deeper embedding could be generated,
all of which will be impossible 'across all of the incorporable categories
by this same reasoning. In this way, we derive a strong constraint on all
morphosyntactic processes.
4.1.2 Incorporation and theta marking in PPs
The final consequence of the Head Movement Constraint is that
incorporation of the head of a phrase used as an adjunct is impossible.
'The reaso.n is that, by assumption, the verb is not theta indexed with such
an adjlIDct, so that the maximal projection of the adjunct will be a barrier
for government between the position of the verb and the head position
inside the adjunct. ~re matters become complicated, however, because i t
is not easy to tell which PPs are adjlD'1cts, and which are actually
arguments of the verb. In this subsection, I will explore these issues
somewhat, arguing that the predictions of the liMe are true in this domain
as well
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Empirically, the situation seems to be as follows: applicative
constructions are possible in which the NP thematically I"'elated to the
applied affix bears one of the following semantic roles: dative/goal,
benefactive/malefactive, instI"'lDDental, 1008tive (of val- ious types). This
list is arranged roughly in order of decreasing commonness across
languages, and productivity/syntactic regularity within a given language.
rBtive/goal PPs were taken to be theta marked uncontroversially, and have
already been discussed. Eenefactive/malefactive applicatives are (nearly)
as cammon in languages of the world as the dative/goals, and are perhaps
even more syntactically and semantically regular. Examples of these from
my language sample are:
CHrCHEWA: (Bantu)
(20) a. mlimi a-ku-dul-a mitengo
farmer SP-pres-cut-asp trees
''!he farmer is cutting the trees'
b. mlimi a-ku-dul-lr-a nkhandwe mi tengo
farmer SP-pres-cut-for-asp fox trees
'The farmer is cutting trees for tile fox'
(21) a. amayi a-ku-umb-a mtsuko
woman SP-pres~old-asp waterpot
'The woman is molding the waterpot'
b. amayi a-ku-umb-ir-a mwana mtsuko
woman SP-pres-mold-for-asp child waterpot
'The woman is molding the waterpot for the child'
KINYARWANDA: (Bantu, Kimenyi (1980»)
(22) a. Umukoobwa a-I"'a-som-a igitabo
girl SP-pres-read-asp book
'The girl is reading the book'
b. Urnukoobwa a-ra-som-er-a umuhuungu igitabo
girl SP-pres-read-for-asp boy book
'The girl is reading the book for the boy'
TzarZIL: (Mayan, Aissen (1983))
(23) a. ?I-0-s-kom¢an hun kampana y-u?un hc'ultottik San-torenso
asp-A3-E3-1eave a bell agr-for holy-father San Lorenzo
'They left a bell for Our Holy Father St. Lawrence'
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b. C-a-h~il-be-ik cih
asp-A2-E1-kill-for-2pl sheep
'I'll kill the sheep for you(pl),
CHAMORRO: (Austronesian, Gibson (1980»)
( 24) a. Ha. punu' si Migue1 i babui~ guahu
3sS-kill PN Miguel the pig for me
'Miguel killed the pig for me--'--
b. Ha. punu'-i yu' si Miguel nu i babui
3sS-kill-for me PN Miguel obI the pig
'Miguel killed the pig for me'
BAHASA lNOONESIAN: ( Austronesian, Chung (1 W6) )
(25) a. Mereka men-dapat suatu pekerdjaan mtuk anak-ku
they trans-find a job for child-my
'They found a job for my daughter'
b. Mereka men-dapat-kan anak-ku suatu pekerdjaan
they trans-find-for child-my a job
'They found my daughter a job'
TUSCARORA: (Iroquoian, Williams (1W6))
( 26) a. ne-8-rihw-ahk-8
du-2sS-word-pickup-imp
'Sing!' (word-pickup = sing)
b. n-ak-rihw-ahk-v-e
dU-1s0-word-pickup-for-imp
'Sing for me!' ---
It is clear from these examples that benefactive applicative constructions
are a robust phenomenon in languages of the world. 8
Instrumental applicative constructions are as widespread linguistically
as dative and benefactive applicative constructions are. In fact, all of
the clearly productive examples that I know of are in African languages.
Nevertheless, in the languages in which this construction appears, it can
be highly regular and semantically transparent. EXamples of this include: 9
CHICHEWA: (Bantu, Mchombo)
(27) a. fisi a-na-dul-a chingwe ndi mpeni
hyena SP-past-cut-asp rope with knife
'The hyena cut the rope with a knife'
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b. fisi a-na-dul-ir-a mpeni chingwe
hyena SP-past-cut-with-asp knife rope
I 'llie hyena cut the ~ope with a knife I
(28) a. asilikali a-na-bay-a njovu ndi mikondo
soldiers SP-past-stab-asp elephants with spears
1 The soldiers stabbed the elephants with spears I
b. asilikali a-na-bay-ir-a mikando njovu
soldiers SP-past-stab-with-asp spears elephants
'The solders stabbed the elephants with spears'
KINYARWANDA: (Bantu, Kimenyi (1980))
(29) a. Umwaalimu a-ra~~dik-a ibaruwa n'i-ikaramu
teacher SP-pres-write-asp letter with-pen
I The teacher is writing a letter with the pen I
b. Umwaalimu a-ra-andik-iish-a ibaruwa ikaramu
teacher SP-past-wr i te-wi th-asp letter pen
1 The teacher is writing a letter with the pen'
FULA: ( Niger -Ccngo, Sylla (1 W9) , cited in Ma.ran tz (1984)
(30) a. Aali tay-ii lekki
Aali cut-past tree
'Aali cut the tree'
b. Aali taf-r-ii lekki jammbere
Aali cut-with-past tree axe
I Aali cut the tree with an axe'
The fourth category of applicative constructions consists of those 'with NPs
that have locative interpretations. In one sense, this class is more
common than instrumental applicative constructions, in tha.t many languages
have a few verbs that appear in the relevant set of cootexts. In most,
however, this type of alternation is limited and idiosyncratic. Chamorro
has a few examples of this type (Gibson 1980):
(31) a. Mata' chung si Jose g! edyu na siya
sit PN Jose loc tha't lk chair
'Jose sat on t:nat chair'
b. Ha. rata' chung-i si Jose edyu na siya
3sS-si t-' on ' PN Jose that lk chair
'Jose sat on that chair 1
However, given the apparent lack of generali ty of' -this process in these
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languages, it is not clear that a syntactic analysis relationships like
(31) in terms of Preposition Incorporation is either necessary or
appropr iate . Instead, the affix -1 in (31 b) could be serving as
derivational affix tha"t attaches to the verb in the lexicon. (}} this use,
the affix makes the verb transitive, but not with a predictable
semantics.10 There is at least one language, however, which is described as
having productive and regular locative applicative constructions: namely
the Bantu language Kinyarvanda as described in detail by Kimenyi (1980).
His illustrative examples include ~he following: 11
(32) a. Abaana b-iica-ye 1m meeza
children SP-sit-asp on table
'The children are sitting on the table'
b. Abaana b-iica-ye-ho ameeza
children SP-sit-asp-an table
'The children are sitting on the table'
(33) a. lJmwaana y-a-taa-ye igitabo mu maazl
child SP-past-throw-asp book in water
'The child has thrown the book intOthe water'
b. UIDwaana y-a-taa-ye-mo amaazi igitabo
child SP-past-thrOW-asp-in water book
I The" child has thrown the book into the water'
(34) a. Umugore y-oohere-je umubooyi kw'-iisoko
woman SP-send-asp cook to market
''Ihe woman sent the cook to the market'
b. Umugore y-oohere-je-ho isoko umbooyi
woman SP-send-asp-to market cook
I '!he woman sent the cook to the market'
Kinyarvanda, however, is the only case that I know of with true and clear
locative applicative constructions.12
This range of data raises a question: is the prediction (based on the
ECP) that Ps c:an only be incorporated out of an argument PP and not out of
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an adjunct PP confirmed or falsified by this pattern of facts? The answer
depends en when a PP is an argument of the verb (perhaps an 'optional
arglD'Dent') and when it is simply an adjunct. M3.rantz (1984) assumes that
phrases such as benefactives and instrumentals are adjunct modifiers of the
verb phrase, rather than arguments of the verb. This is based on the fact
that verbs do not seem to strictly subcategorize for benefactive or
instrumental phrases in the same way that they do for certain goal phrases
(see (7)-(9) above); no verbs require them, and it is not clear that any
verbs forbid them either. If Marantz's assumption in this respect is
correct, these cases are counterexamples to the P Incorporation theory. In
Marantz's (1984) framework, it is possible to 'merge' (in his technical
sense) the head of an adjunct (, modifier') phrase with the head of the main
predicate; in this sense, his theory of merger is weaker than the theory of
incorporation developed here. 13 However, it does not necessarily follow
from the theory that just because benefactive and instrlDDental phrases are
never obligatory that they are not theta marked by the verb when they do
appear. Sane clarification of the issues is needed here.
According to standard GB assumptions, there are three possible ways that
theta marking could work in a structure superficially of the form:
(35) [vp•••V. • •[pp P NP] ... ], where VP immediately dominates PP
Given the Theta Criterion, I assume that the NP in t~is structure must
receive one and only cne theta role, since it is used in a referential
sense. Q1e way that this could happen is that the P could directly theta
mark the NP under sisterhood, as usual. '!he question then is what is the
status of the PP itself. Here, there are two possibilities: (i) the verb
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could theta mark the PP as a whole, (ii) or the verb could not theta mark
the PP. In the latter case, the PP is an adjunct of some kind, which is
potentially evaluated together with the V( p) at LF, but in a different way
from true arguments of the V. A third possibility (iii) is that the V
directly theta marks the NP, and the preposition is simply a 'spelling out'
(or 'realization' in the sense of Chomsky (1984» of either this thematic
assignment or the corresponding semantic case assignment. In this
situation, the node labeled t PP' in (35) might, in some languages, actually
be an NP headed by the theta marked NP instead. '!hese theta-assigning
scenarios can be schematized as in (36), where links represent theta
marking relationships, and dotted links represent secondary relationships:
(36) (i) [ V••• [ P NP ] ... ]
""
\_/\_/
(ii) [ V••• [ P NP ] ... ]
\ .../\_/
(iii) [ v... [ P NP ] ... ]
~ \ \ ... / /
\ /
Both scenario (i) and scenario (iii) are plausible theoretical
reconstructions of what researchers may mean when they say that the verb
and the preposition 'theta mark the r~ compositionally', since both the V
and P are actively involved in determining (and/or represel1ting) the NP's
ultimate theta role. Moreover, if a given verb and preposition combination
has the properties of either (i) or (iii), PI will be allowed, since the
verb theta marks the category labeled 'PP' in (35); therefore that category
will not be a barrier to government from the V posi tion. Q1 the other
hand, if the V-P combination has the properties of (ii), incorporation will
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be impossible, blocked by the unindexed PP node. For the time being, I
will abstract away from the conceptual difference between (i) and (iii),
assuming for convenience that only scenario (i) eXists.14 My task, then, is
to give independent reasons why benefactives, instruma1tals, and at least
some locatives have the thematic marking structure of (39i) rather than
(39ii) .
One reason for preferring structure (39i) is based on sema~tic intuitions
as to what factors the exact semantic role of the NP in question depends
on . Thus , it seems that the reading of the NP in this class of cases is
determined by both the specific prepositional element and the specific verb
involved. Consider first what I have been calling the 'benefactive'
applicatives in Chichewa. The benefactive applied affix certainly narrows
the range of interpretations of its associated NP drastically, giVing it
the element of meaning that c:an be characterized roughly as 'person who the
actor intends to be affected by the action.' However, the specific
interpretation within this general space c:an be determined by the
particular verb involved. Consider the following examples:
(37) a. mtsikana a-na-phik-ir-a ana nsima
girl SP-past-cook-'appl'-asp children cornmeal
'The girl cooked cornmeal for the children'
b. kambuku a-na-b-er-a mkango njinga
leopard SP-past-steal-asp lion bicycle
'The leopard stole the bicycle from the lion'
(38) a. atsika~a a-na-vin-ir-a mfumu
girls SP-past-dance-'appll-asp chief
'The girls danced for the chief'
b. ndi-na-yend-ir-a kalulu
1sS-past-walk-'appl'-asp hare
'I walked for the hare'
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(37a) is the classical (and most cormnon) benefactive interpretation: the
natural reading is that the woman is cooking for the children's benefit.
In additicn, the 'children' are a kind of goal, in that they will receive
the cornmeal when it is dcne. If, hOVJever, the verb has negative ccntent
in some sense, the interpretation can invert, such that the associated NP
is adversely ['ather than positively affected by the action. This is
illustrated with the verb' steal' in (37b); here also the affected NP
'lion' is the source of the bicycle rather than its goal. 15 There is a more
subtle difference in interpretation between (38a) and (38b). Here both
correspond to benefactives in Ehglish, but they have readings that do not
coincide. The normal interpretation of (38a) is that the dancing takes
place so that the chief can watch and enjoy it. (38b) , on the other hand,
does not have such a reading. Instead of meaning that I walk because I
think that the hare will enjoy watching me do so; it means that I walk
because the hare is responsible for walking for some reason, and I fulfill
tha.t responsibili ty for him--in other words, I walk in his place. Thus J
the exact interpretation of the 'benefactive' NP is a function of both the
verb and the prepositional affix in a rather streng way.16
Marantz «1984), also citing Dick carter) makes a similar point with
respect to instrumental phrases. Clearly, an instrumental preposi tion ,such
as with narrows the class of interpretation of its associated NP greatly,
focusing it do\tKl to something like 'inanimate tool used by the actor in
performing the action' • Nevertheless, as Marantz puts it (1984: 246) :
...The class of roles usually called instrumentals includes
widely varying roles. Which member of this class a given'
instrlDDental NP will bear depends on the verb producing the
predicate with which the instrumental is associated.
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Two of Marantz's examples illustrating this point are:
(39) a. Elmer ln110cked the porcupine cage with a key.
b. Elmer examined the inscr iption with the magnifying glass.
Marantz points out that ~ key in (398) is an intermediary agent in the act
of unlocking the porcupine cage, in that Elmer does something to the key
such tha.t the key does something to the cage, such that the cage lnllocks.
In contrast, the magnifying glass in (39b) certainly refers to a tool used
in the action, but one which does not contact or affect the the inscription
in any way. Marantz terms this class 'facilitating' instrumentals. He
then points out that these differences amcng instrumentals have tangiable
syntactic consequences: for example instruments such as those in (398) can
appear in subject position in Ehglish, whereas those in (39b) cannot:
(40) a. A key unlocked the porcupine cage.
b. #The magnifying glass examined the inscription.
Thus, the interpretation of instrlDnental NPs is also strcngly a function of
both the verb and the preposition.
The same type of argument holds for a certain subset of locative PPs.
Consider the following paradigm:
(41) a. Carme1 went in the room.
b. Carmel sat in the room.
c. Carmel ran in the room.
Here the phrase in the room has a significantly different meaning,
depending on "the verb that governs it. Thus in (41a), it names a path of
motion: Carmel must have actually crossed the threshold. In (41b),
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however, the same phrase describes not a path, but a pure location where
the sitting takes place. In particular, the threshold of the room is not
implicated in any way in (41b). Finally, (410) is ambiguous between these
two types of readings; it can mean either that CE.rmel went into the room by
running (path reading), or that Carmel was running around in circles in the
middle of the room (pure location reading). 'Ihe range of possible readings
is determined in each case by the nature of the verb. en the other hand,
it is clear tha..t the preposition in makes its semantic contribution in a
way that is somehow common to all of these cases, by defining a particular
space relative to the object mentioned by the NP the roam. Change the
preposition, and the meanings of these sentences change in systematic
ways. Moreover, some verbs do SUbcategorize for locative phrases. Thus,
the following are elliptical or ungrammatical without some such phrase:
(42) a. The snake went ??( down. his hole).
b. Joe put the tambourine *( in his backpack) before leaving.
AsSlDDing again with Chomsky (1981) that subcategorization implies theta
role assignment, the verb must assign a theta role to PPs like these.
'Ihus, an extra argtnnent is available for this analysis of (some)
locatives.
In each of these cases, we have found that the ultimate semantic role of
the NP in structures like (35) depends both on lexical properties of the
particular preposition and an lexical properties of the particular verb
that appears. In fact, the semantic judgments can be adequately described
by saying that the P determines a certain range of in-cerpretations that the
NP ca'1 have, and the V may further limi t that range. AsslDDing that the
theta role assignments of a structure represent in some sense the
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compositional semantic dependencies, I claim that the theta structure in
(36i) best represents these facts: for benefactives, instrtDDentals, and
some locatives, the P theta marks the i*, and the V theta marks the
resul ting PP. Finally, the Empty Category Principle c;an be used to confit"ffi
this hypothes.is. The ECP states in essence that every empty category, and
in particular the trace left by wh-movement, must be governed either by
something that assigns ita theta role, or by its antecedent. 17 '!his
principle then can be used as a test to see whether a given phrase is
theta-marked or not: simply move the phrase far enough so that there is no
possibility that 'the antecedent governs the trace. Then, proper government
can only be satisfied because of the presence of a theta-marker. If the
structure is grammatical, the phrase must have been theta marked; if it is
ungramnatiC31 tit must not have been theta marked (Huang (1982), I..asnik and
sai to (1984)). Thus, consider the following contrast:
(43) a. I didn't remember to fix [the car] [byeadjusting
the spark plugs].
b. Which car. do you remember how. to fix t. t.?
1 J 1 J
c. *How. do you remember which car. to fix t. t.?J 1 1 J
In (43a), there are two elements in the lower VP which can be
questianed--the direct object and the manner adverbial. There are also two
COMP position which wh-words can land in--that of the lower clause, and
that of the higher clause. If the object is moved to the farther COMP and
the rnarmer adverb to the nearer ene, as in (43b), the result is quite good
(at most a very mild subjacency violation). If, however t the manner adverb
is moved to the higher clause and the object to the lower one, the result
is Virtually uninterpretable (43c) (under the desired reading, where how
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goes with the lower verb). This difference is explained in terms of the
ECP: the manner adverb is not theta-marked, so its trace must be governed
by a local antecedent, which it is not when how undergoes long movement as
in (430). Q1 the other hand, ( 43b) is acceptable because how stays close
enough to its trace to antecedent-govern it, while which car may undergo
long movement since its trace, as a direct object, is theta-marked by the
verb.
The question then becomes the following: do benefactive, instrtnnental,
and locative PPs show the free movement behavior of theta marked direct
objects, or the restric'ted movement behavior of nontheta marked
adverbials? The relevant data is:
BENEFACTIVE:
(44) a. I \mow to bake a good cake [for my friends] [by whipping
the eggwhites vigorously].
b. ?For which of your fr iends do you know how to bake a cake
(that they will enjoy)?
c. *How do you know for which friends to bake a cake (that
they will enjoy)?
INSTRUMENTAL:
(45) a. I always forget to open doors [with this key] [by flicking
my wrist].
b. (?)With which key do you always forget how to open doors?
c. *How do you always forget with which key to open doors?
LOCATIVE:
( 46) a. I know to si t [in that chair] comfortably [by keeping my
back straight].
b. In which chair do you know how to si t comfortably?
c. *How do you know in which chair to sit comfortably?
The situation is quite clear: in each case the long movement of the PP in
question is at worst slightly odd, as seen in the (b) sentences. In
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particular, there is a clear contrast with the (c) sentences, which are
minimal pairs showing the standard ECP effect of loog-extr'acting an adjunct
phrase. If the (c) sentences are ECP violations, we are led to the
conclusion that the (b) sentences are not. This implies that the traces of
the PPs are in fact properly governed. Their antecedents are too far away
-to serve this function, so the necessary conclusion is that they are
properly governed by the embedded verb. This implies that they are "theta
marked by the lower verb.
To summar ize, we ha.ve seen that two independent types of
evidence--semantic selection/determination, and wh-movement in
Ehglish--converge on the fact that benefact~ve, instrumental, and certain
locative phrases are theta marked by the nearby verb.18 Assuming that this
conclusion has cross-linguistic validi~, it follows that the PP node
dominating such phrases will not be a barrier to government between the
verb position and the head of the PP. 'fuus, Preposition Incorporation
should be grammatical in these cases in languages which have the
appropriate lexical items. In other words, the range of applicative
constructions laid out in examples (20)-(34) provides strong evidence for a
PI theory of applicative constructions, rather than counterexamples to such
a theory. Typica.l examples of this process are repeated here, with an
indication of their true S-str'uctures:
(47) a. BEi'JEFAGrlVE: (Chichewa)
mlimi [vp a-ku-dul-ir i-a [pp t i [NP nkhandwe]] mitengo]
farmer cut-for fox trees
'The farmer is cutting trees for the fox I
b. INS'lRUMENTAL: (Chichewa)
fisi [vp a-na-dul-ir.-a
1
hyena cut-with
[pP t i [NP mpeni]] chingwe ]
knife rope
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'The hyena cut the rope with a knife'
c. ~ATlVE: (Kinyarwanda)
Umwaana [VP y-a-taa-ye-moi [pP t i [NP arnaaziJ]
child throw in water
'The child has thr'own the book into the water'
igitabo]
book
Finally, there is the question whether this analysis applies to all PPs
or not. In other words, are there PPs which are truly adjuncts, not theta
marked by a verb? I claim that there are. The minimal cootrast is within
the class of locative PPs. I have argued that some locatives are theta
marked by the verb J but not that all are. In fact, there is a classical
linguistic distinction between argtnnent locatives, some times called 'inner
locatives' and adjunct or 'outer' locatives Hornstein and Weinberg·
( (1981 :88), cf. also Chomsky (1965)) illusrate the difference between the
two with the following examples:
(48) a. I slept in the bed.
b. I slept in New York.
Here it is claimed that in the bed is a(n optional) theta marked complement
of the verb, while in New York is a locative adjunct of the kind that can
be added to any verb phra~ in EhgliSh.19 Hornstein and Weinberg go on to
point out that there are some clear differences in syntactic behavior
between the two types of locatives. For example, Pr'eposition stranding is
fine with argument locatives, but impossible with adjunct locatives:
(49) a. I slept in my bed in New York.
b. Which bed did you sleep in in New York?
c. ?*Which city did you sleep in your bed in?
This then is one class of PPs which are not theta marked by the verb. The
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theory of Incorporation then predicts that Preposition Incorporation should
be impossible with these 'outeI' locatives', just as incorporating N out of
NP adjmcts or V out of 8' adjuncts is impossible. This seems to be true.
Thus, consider the following cootrast in Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980):
(50) a. Abaana b-i1ca-ye ku meeza
children SP-sit-asp on table
'The children are sitting an the table.'
b. Abaana b-iica-ye-ho ameeza
children SP-sit-asp-on table
'The children are s1tting on the table.'
(51) a. Abaana b-iica-ye ku musozi
children SP-sit-asp an mountain
'The children are s1tting on (the top of) the mountain I
b. *Abaana b-iica-ye-ho musozi
children SP-sit-asp-an mountain
'The children are sitting on the motm"tain'
The difference between (508) and (51a) is directly parallel to the
)
difference between (48a) and (48b); the first contains a locative argument,
and the second contains a locative adjunct. The preposi tional element can
incorporate out in the fir st case, but not in the second, exactly as
predicted. More generally, all of Kime1yi' s examples of locative
applicative constructions are perfectly consistent with an interpretation
in which they are 'inner' locatives (for typical examples, see (32)-(34)
above). Under standard assumptions, other types of adverbial adjunct PPs
include most temporal phrases (e.g. 'an Monday', t for two weeks'), manner
phrases (e.g. 'in a bold way'), and 'reason' phrases (e.g. 'for a cheap
thrill' ). In general, the head preposi tions of phrases like these cannot
be incorporated to form an applicative construction as well. 20 If this is a
true generalization (but see fn. 20), then the Incorporation system is
superior to ~antz's (1984) Merger account of applicatives; as noted
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above, merger can take place from adjtmcts in general in his system, so
that there is no obvious way to capture the distinction between possible
and impossible applicative constructions.
In conclusion, I have shown that Preposition Incorporation does show the
evidence of being governed by the Empty Category Principle that we
expect--it is possible from arguments, but impossible from SUbjects and
adjuncts. In this way, the range of cross linguistic variation in so
called 'applicative' constructions is accounted for in an explanatory way.
rJbreover, I have extended the Generative-Semantics-like generaliza'tion
about 'predicate raising' (discussed in section 3.1) to include
prepositions as well as nouns and verbs: all may, under the right
circlDIlstances, incorporate into a higrer predicate, and this Incorporation
relation has the same configurational properties in each case. 21
4. 2 Preposition Incorporation z Case, and Governme1t
The focus of the last section was on the range and distr i.bution of
possible applicative constructions, and how these properties can be
explained in terms of a Preposi tion Incorporation analysis. In this
section, I will turn to the consideration of the syntactic characteristics
of applicative constructions which do in fact exist. As we will see, these
properties too are'readily explicable in terms of the principles of grammar
relevant to X-o movement, as they have been developed in previous
chapters. In this section, I will focus on data from dative and
benefactive applicative constructions, since these are the most common and
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well-described cross-linguistically.
4.2.1 '!he objects of PI (Marantz! s generalization)
In his ground-breaking work an applicative construc~ians, Alec Macantz
(1982, 1984) reveals a fundamental property of their syntax: whenever a
verb appears with both extra morphology and with an additional NP argument
bearing some kind of oblique thematic role (a pretheoretical
characterization of applicatives), that additional NP argument will behave
in many ways like the surface direct object of the complex verb. In fact,
if the verb root itself normally takes an NP object, the 'applied object'
(i.e. the added, oblique role NP) will show more behavior characteristic
of 'simple' direct objects than that 'basic object' will, even if both are
marked the same superficially.22 This generalization holds true over- a very
large number of languages, and characterizes how word order, morphological
case marking, verbal agreema1t, and passivization work in such languages
(as weI other similar phenomena).
This c;an be demonstrated easily in Chichewa. Direct objects are normally
immediately post verbal in this language. Furthermore, they may optionally
trigger object agreement, they may' pro-drop' , and may become the subject
of a passive verb. Illustrations of these properties are:
(52) a. mikango yanu i-na-thamangits-a mbuzi zathu
lions your SP-past-chase-asp goats our
'Your lions chased our goats. 1
b. mikango yanu i-na-zi-thamangits-a mbuzi zathu
lions your SP-past-QP-chase-asp goats our
'Your lions chased our goats'
c. mikango yanu i-na-zi-thamangits-a
lions your SP-past-OP-chase-asp
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'Your lions chased them (the goats)'
d. mbuzi zathu zi-na-thamangits-idw-a (ndi mikango yanu)
goats~ SP-past-chase-pass-asp by lions your
'0J.r goats were chased (by your lions).'
In a benefactive applicative construction, however, these relationships
change: i t is the NP with the benefactive role has these properties. For
example, it is the benefactive which preferentially appears in the position
immediately after the verb, taking priority over the basic object: 23
(53) a. amayi a-ku-umb-ir-a mwana mtsuko
woman SP-pres-mold-for-asp child waterpot
'The woman is molding the waterpot for the child'
b. ??ama.yi a-ku-umb-ir-a mtsuko mwana
woman SP-pres-mold-for-asp waterpot child
, 'lhe woman is molding the waterpot for the child'
Furthermore, the benefactive may trigger object agreement, and, if it does,
it may optimally 'pro-drop', so that it is phonologically null:
(54) a. amayi a-ku-mu-umb-ir-a mtsuko mwana
woman SP-pres-oP-mold-for-asp waterpot child
'The woman is molding the waterpot for the child'
b. arna.yi a-ku-mu-umb-ir-a mtsuko
woman SP-pres-oP-mold-for-asp waterpot
''Ihe woman is molding the waterpot for him'
Interestingly, when a benefactive applied object is present, the basic
object can no longer do these things:
(55) a. *amayi a-na-i-umb-ir-a mwana mtsuko
woman SP-past-oP-mold-for-asp child waterpot
, 'Ihe woman is molding the waterpot for the child'
b. *amayi a-na-i-umb-ir-a mwana
woman SP-past~P-mold-for-asp child
'The woman is molding it for the child'
Finally, the benefactive applied object becomes the subject of the clause
...._~ ...-
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when the verb is passive:
(56) a. kalulu a-na-gul-ir-a mbidzi nsapato
hare SP-past-buy-for-asp zebras shoes
, '!he hare bought shoes for the zebras.'
b. mbidzi zi-pa-gul-ir-idw-a nsapato (ndi kalu!u)
zebras SP-past-buy-for-pass-asp shoes by hare
'The zebras were bought shoes by the hare'
Again, the basic object loses the ability to become the subject of a
passive in the presence of a benefactive:
(57) *nsapato zi-na-gul-ir-idw-a mbidzi (ndi kalulu)
shoes SP-past-buy-for-pass-asp zebras by hare
'Shoes were bough"t fo[' the zebras by the hare.'
These properties of Chichewa are duplicated in other Bantu languages such
as Chimwiini (Kisseberth and Abasheikh (1 m)) and Swahili ( Vitale (1981))
(see section 4.2.4.1 for Kinyarwanda).
A similar pattern of facts shows up in other languages wi. th applicative
constructions •. Compare the Chamorro (Austronesian, Gibson 1980) sentences
in (58), where the (a) sentence is in an underived form, and the (b)
sentence is its applicative counterpart:
(58) a. Hu tugi' i katta para i che'lu-hu
1sS-write the letter to the sibling-my
'I wrote the letter to my brother'
b. Hu tugi'-i 1 che'lu-hu ni l{a"tta
1sS-wr i te-to the. s1bI ing-my obI letter
'I wrote my brother the letter'
In (58b) , the dative phrase 'my brother' lacks the preposition it occurs
with in a structure like (58a). This is expected, since this preposi tion
has been incorporated into the verb, providing the source for the applied
affiX -i. This is not the only surface difference between (58a) and (58b) ,
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however. The dative phrase also appears farther to the left relative to
other sentential constituents in (58b), and it is in the unmarked
morphological case typical of objects (and subjects) in Chamorro. In
contrast, the basic object 'letter' has shifted to the right in (58b) , and
it is in the oblique case, having lost the the unmarked case which it had
in the nonapplicative (58a). Moreover, structures like (58a.) and (58b) can
both be passivi~, but with different effects:
(59) a. Ma-tugi' i kB.tta pa"~a i che'lu-hu
pass-write the letter to the sibling-my
'The letter was wr i tten to my brother I
b. M:n1-ma-tugi'-i i mane'lu-hu ni kiitta
plur-pass-write-to the siblings-my obI letter
'My brothers and sisters were written the letter'
In the passive of the ncnapplicative verb (598.), the basic object becomes
the subject of the sentence. In the passive of the applicative verb (59b) ,
however, the basic object may not became the subject; rather the dative
applied object I siblings' becomes the subject. This is confirmed by the
fact that 'siblings' in (59b) triggers the plural agreement morpheme~
which (roughly) only appears when there is a plural subject of an
intransitive verb (Gibson (1980: 25), cf. Eaker (1985)). Again, in
Chamorro the applied object supplants the basic object subcategorized by
the verb with respect to this class of surface object properties.
The same si tua tion ar ises in language after language: in Bahasa Indonesia
(Austronesian) the applied object supplants the basic object with respect
to the 'object properties' of appearing in the post verbal position, moving
to subject in the passive J and it alone can be a reflexive (Chung (1 gr6) ) ;
in Tzotzil ( M:iyan) it replaces the basic object for purposes of triggering
(object) person agreema1t, number agreement, and movema1t to the subject of
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a passive (Aissen (1983); in Tuscarora (Iroquoian ) it takes precedence
over the basic object with ~espect to verbal agreement. And so on.
Relational .Gr-ammarians have captured this pattern of facts by writing
grammatical relation changing rules. 'lbese derive (or sanction)
applicative constructions by the operation of specific rules tha't take an
oblique nominal of some kind and make i t into the direct object of the
clause. 'Thus, applicatives are usually described as 'ObI ---> 2
Advancement' in Relational Grammar work ( '2' = direct object). As
byproducts of this rule, the basic object automatically ceases to be a
direct Qbject~ and the verb is mar-ked wi. th the applied affix. 'Ihis
describes the basic change in grammatical behavior of the NPs in an
applicative construction as compared to a nonapplicative one. M3.rantz
(1982,1984), however, observes that there is an important generalization
to be captured and explained in this area; applicative constructions always
make the designated semantically oblique nominal into the direct object,
rather than the subject or the indirect object, or some other kind of
oblique phrase. Thus, I refer to this fact--that the NPs thematically
related to the applicative morpheme always have direct object
properties--as 'M3.rantz' 5 Generalization' . 24
Now, any adequate account of the syntax of applicative constructions must
explain Marantzls Generalization, as it seems to be an observation central
to the very nature of applicatives. It is an important virtue of the
Preposition Incorporation analysis that this generalization can be
immediately explained in terms of the principles that have already been
developed independently. To see how this is so, consider a typical
applicative construction, together with its associated S-structur'e under a
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P Incorporation theory:
(60) a. kalulu a-na-gul-ir-a mbidzi nsapato
hare SP-past-buy-for~sp zebras shoes
I '!he hare bought shoes for the zebras.'
b. s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \\
hare V PP NP
/ \ 1\\
V P tt NP shoes
I I ,
I I I
buy fori zebras
I have asslUDed that the D-structure of a sentence like (6Oa) is parallel to
that of its Ehglish gloss; in particular, the VP contains simply an NP
which gets the theme theta role, and a PP which represents the benefactive ,
so that thematic assignments can be represented uniformly at D-structure.
Then, en the way to S-structure, 'M=>ve Alpha' applies, adjoining the head
of the PP to the governing V and leaving a trace. As demonstrated in the
last section, the existence of this trace (with the ECP) determines the
distribution of PI cross-linguistically. Now, focus on the stranded NP
complement of the incorporated P, 'zebras'. This NP is an argument
receiving a thematic role (specifically 'beneficiary', from the p);
therefore it must receive Case in order to be visible for theta role
indeXing. 25 In other words, it is subject to the Case Filter . NoW', once
the preposition has moved, this NP cannot receive Case from it Preposition
once i t has moved, since traces of X-o in general nei ther assign Case
themselves, nor transmit Case from their antecedent. 'Ibis assumption about
Case assignment has been seen to be empirically necessary for both N
Incorporation and V Incorporaticn, and I have related it theoretically to a
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'morphologic:al identification' perspective on the Case Filter (section
2.3.3 (99)). '!hus, for an applicative sentence like (6Oa) to be
grammatical, the stranded NP must get Case from some other category. The
only other element in the structure that could do the job 1s the derived
verb complex, 'buy-for I. Now, normally the main verb does not govern an NP
embedded inside one of i ts PP arguments; the P acts as a closer theta role
assigner, which blocks the government. Hbwever, the V+P verb complex does
govern the benefactive NP 'zebras' in the post Incorporation structure by
the Government 'Iransparency Corollary (1.4.4).26 Intuitively, the
government-blocking 'closer governer' has moved, so thatit is no longer
closer. More technically, the V+P complex verb inherits the thematic
indexes of each of i ts parts. In particular, i t inher i ts from the P the
thematic index of the stranded NP. Hence, the verb complex is now
theta-indexed· with the inner NP node, so that node is no lcnger a barrier
to government between the V and the NP. Thus, the stranded NP needs to
receive case, and the complex V is a (potential) case assigner which
governs it. 'Iherefore, i t is both possible and necessary that the der i ved
verb assign Case to the seman~ically oblique 'applied NP' at S-structure.
Finally, I have assumed that no complex lexical category in a given
language can assign more 0[' different Case( s) than underived items of the
same category can in that language (2.2.3 (103)). '!his too was related to
the need to be'morphologically identified' in order to receive a thematic
role (see section 2.3.3). lhderived yerbs across languages generally assign
one structural 'accusative' Case (of some kind), and not inherent (oblique)
c:a.se. Therefore, syntactically del" ived verbs must do the same. '!his
implies that 'buy-for' in (60) can assign 'zebras' accusative case
inherited from' buy', but not an oblique Case which could conceivably be
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inher i ted from the incorparated prepostion I for'. '!hus, our pr inciples
taken together imply that the NP stranded by P-o movemE!lt may and must
receive accusative Case from the derived verbal complex, which will govern
it. Any other situation would violate the Case Filter. 27
Now, in Government-Binding 'Iheory, most of the properties which are
traditionally called 'direct object' properties are in fact properties of
that NP which is governed and assigned (structural) case by the verb. In
particular, essentially all of the direct object properties of the 'applied
object' enumerated above are of this type. Thus, normal word order, verbal
agreement, and morphological case are all manifestations of abstract case
assignment (i.e. all are 'morphological identifications') between the verb
and the applied object. '!he ability for an arg<ument to be 'pro-dropped' is
also a resul t of its being governed by the verb, as well as being
identified by verbal agreement morphology. Finally, I have assumed
throughout that it is the NP which is governed by the Verb and which
receives structural case from it which can become the subject when that
verb is passivized. Therefore, we have eX,plained why the I applied
object' --the NP that receives its thematic role from the incorporated
preposition--always has all of these properties normally associated with
direct Objects.28 In fact, oblique NPs become the surface objects of
applied verbs in the same way that the stranded possessors become objects
of Noun incorporated verbs in Southern Tiwa and the Iroquoian languages
(2.2.2) and in the same 'tray that thematic lower objects become the surface
objects of causative verbs in many languages (3.3.3.3). In the relativized
GF name terminology of sectim 1.3.3, all of these elements become 'Case
and Government objects'. Ma.rantz' s Generalization about the syntax. of
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applicative constructions is thereby accounted for in the cootext of a more
general theory of syntax.
4.2.2 PI and transitivity
An interesting result falls out from our derivation of Marantz's
Generalization in the last section regarding the interaction of applicative
formation and verb transitivity. Because of the interaction between X-o
movement and C9.se theory, a grammatical applica.tive construction can only
occur when the derived verb assigns accusative case to the NP that was
stranded by the movement of the prepositicn. In many instances, this is
exactly what happens, and as a result, the 'applied object' acquires much
of the behavior of a canonical direct object. 'Ibis raises a new question
hO\Ever: where does the derived word get this ability to assign an
accusative case in the first place?
I have been assuming th9.t verbs are specified in the lexicon as to
whether they can assign accusative case or not. 29 If a verb is speCified as
being a case assigner in the lexicon, then it may assign accusative case to
an NP which it governs by virtue of that fact. However, in my system a
derived 'applied verb' form is not (necessarily) listed in the lexicon at
all; rather i t is formed in the syntax as a result of (productive)
Incorporation. Thus, it cannot be lexically associated with the ability to
assign accusative Case. 'Ibis ability must be sanctioned in a different
way. The obvious explanation is that the derived word inheri ts this
property from its component parts, component parts which will have lexical
entries where they can be directly associated with Case assigning
proper-ties. '!his idea is in harmony with the more general one that
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features of the subparts of a complex word derived by incorporation in the
syntax are considered to be properties of the complex word as a whole. We
have already seen this applied to 1 identity indexes' and 'thematic
indexes' ;30 now we apply it to Case features (see also 2.3.3). Now, an
applied verb is made up of a verb root (possibly itself complex), and a
prepositional affix. As discussed in the last section, the prepositional
affix will (because of its category) in general assign an oblique Case,
Which the complex word will not be able to inherit because of its
category. 'Ihus, the only vey that the derived applied verb will be able to
assign case is by inheriting that ability from the verb root it is based
en. If the verb root is lexically specified as being able to assign
accusative Case, the applied verb will be allowed to assign accusative
Case; if the verb root is not so specified, the applied verb will not be
allowed to assign accusative Case. Now, as established in the last
section, the applied object must receive case from the derived applied
verb, or it will violate the Case filter. Putting together these t'N'O
statements, we derive the prediction that applicative constructions should
not be possible when the verb that hosts the P Incorporation is not a Case
assigner--the applied NP needs Case, but the governing applied verb has
none to give it.
In fact, this prediction is confirmed in a rather spectacular way by the
descriptions of applicative constructions in the Iiterature. Chung (1976),
for example, sta tes that appl icatives (I datives' , in her terminology) in
Bahasa Indonesian cannot be formed on verbs that do not have direct
objects. Thus, she contrasts paradigms like the following:
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(61) a. Mereka mem-bawa daging itu kepada dia
they trans-bring meat the to him
'They brought the meat to him'
b. M:!reka mem-bawa-kan dia daging i tu
they trans-bring-to him meat the
'They brought him the meat'
(62) a. Ajah saja menj-umbang kepada rLmlah saki t
father my trans-dcnate to house sick
'My father donated to the hospital'
b. *Ajah saja menj-unbang-kan rtnnah sakit
father my trans-donata-to house sick
I My father donated to the hospital '.
'Ihe verbs bawa 'bring' and umbang 'donate' both take dative/goal PPs, as
sho\tll in (61a) and (62a) respectively. However, they differ in tha-t
'bring' appears with a direct object, while 'donate' is used
intransitively, with no direct object. This can be taken as an indication
that 'donate' does not assign Case in this use. !'bw, the transitive verb
appears in a corresponding applicative structure, as shoW'l in (61 b). '!his
is impossible with the intransitive verb, however; sentences like (62b) are
lI'1grammatical. '!his is exactly what we expect lD1der the Preposition
Incorporation analysis: once the prepositional affix has incorporated into
the verb, the goal NPneeds to receive case, and the intransitive based
verb, unlike the transitively based one, ha.s no Case to give it.
A similar situation occurs in 'IZotzil (Msyan) , according to the
description of Aissen (1983). In this language, benefactive applicative
constructions can be formed out of transitive structures quite regularly.
For example:
(63) a. Mi mu s-a-sa.?-b-al [tal ti bu batem] ti cihe
? neg asp-E2-1ook-for-A1 coming the where went the sheep
, Won't you bI" ing the sheep for me from where they went? '
b. ?I-Q-mil-be-ik cih
Asp-A3-E3-kill-for-3pl sheep
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''Ihey killed the sheep for him.'
HO\\ever, basically intransitive verbs cannot lIDdergo PI, such that the
prepositional affix -be appears an the verb and the NP thematically related
to i t shows up as a direct objeCt. This is true in spite of the fact tha t
such intransitive verbs are perfectly compatible with a benefactive
nominal, as long as it remains obliquely expressed:
(64) a. ?A Ii na le?e ?i-¢-mel¢ah Sa [y-u?un Ie Petule]
the house that asp-A3-make now 3s-for the Petul
I That house was made for PetuI'
b. *?A Ii na Ie?e ?i-¢-s-meleah-be Ii Petule
the hquse that asp-A3-E3-make-for the Petul
, 'iliat house was made for l?etul' -
(65) a. ?A Ii Petule ?i-¢-tal y-u?un Ii MaruCe
the Petul asp-A3-come 3s-for the M3ruc
'Petul came for / en account of Marue'
.. b. *?A Ii Petule ?i-¢-s-tal-be Ii MaruCe
the Petul asp-A3-E3-come-foI' the Marue
I Petul came on account of/for M3ruc'
The ~possiblity of incorporattng a preposition into an ~transitive verb
carries over into derived intransitive verbs as well. Thus, it is
impossible to form an applicative construction based an a passive verb:
v(66) a. *I~-y-ak'-at-be Stm Ii libroe
asp-A3-E3-give-pass-to Sun the book
I The book was given to fun'
b. *?I-Q-s-toh-at-be Petule Ii s-tohole
asp-A3-E3-pay-pass-to Fetule the 3s-price
'Its pr ice was paid to Petul'
Similarly, applicatives cannot be formed out of antipassive structures:
(67) a. C-i-?ak'-van
aSP-A1-give~!fSss
'I am giving someone]' (i .e. my daughter, in marriage)
b. *Ths-¢-k-ak' -van-be \IIi &me
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asp-A3-E1-give-Apass-to the Sun
I I am giving [someonejto Sm' (my daughter, in mar-riage)
'!rue logically monadic verbs such as those in (64), (65), passive verbs,
and antipassive verbs differ in a variety of ways, but they all share the
property of being intransitive in t~ technical sense of being unable to
assign accusative case to an NP object (at least in Tzotzil; for discussion
of antipassive, see 2.4; for passive, 5.2). And indeed they equally share
the inability to appear in applicative constructions. Thus, this pattern
of facts also confirms the prediction that Case assignment to the applied
object fails in such cases, thereby rendering the sentences lmgrammatical.
As a final test case , I have checked the interaction of applicative
formation and transitivity in O1iche\tB (Bantu) in some detail. Here, the
same pattern emerges, but there are two minor factors which can interact to
obscure it slightly on the surface. We have already seen that applicatives
can be formed quite generally from transitive verbs; another example of
this are in (68):
(68) a. afisi a-na-ph-a nsamba
hyenas SP-past-kill-asp fish
'The hyenas killed the fish'
b. afisi a-na-ph-er-a anyani nsomba
hyenas SP-past-kill-for-asp baboons fish
'The hyenas killed fish for the baboons'
Nevertheless, in spite of the productivity of benefactive applicative
constructions in this realm, similar constructions are often impossible if '
the verb is intransitive. This is especially clear when the subject is of
a nanagentive type:
(69) a. mlenje a-na-gon-a
hunter SP-past-sleep-asp
'The hunter slept'
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b. *mlenje a-na-gon-er-a kalulu
hunter SP-past-sleep-for-asp hare
''!he hunter slept for the hare'
(70) a. chiphadzuwa chi-a-fik-a
beautiful-woman SP-perf-arrive-asp
'The beatiful woman has arrived'
b. *chiphadzuwa chi-a-fik-ir-a mfumu
beautiful-woman SP-perf-arrive-for-asp chief
''Ihe beatiful woman has arrived for the chief'
Verbs like these belong to the illlaccusative clasBof verbs in many
languages; their single neminal argument is base generated in the VP and is
moved to the subject position to receiva Case (BJrzio 1981). Slch verbs are
not case assigners for wha.t seems to be a rather strong and consis'tant
reason-- namely BJrzio's Generalization, which states that a verb may
assign accusative Case (if and) only if it takes an external argument.
'Ihus, the complex applied verbs formed from these verbs will not inherit an
abili ty to assign accusative Case from the the base verb, and the applied
object will end up violating the case fil ter. '!his accotmts for the
ungramrnaticality of (69b), (70b) lB1der the r'eadings given.
!i=re is one place where care is needed, hO\\ever ~ since it is not at all
rare to see the applied affix -ir appear on verbs of this class, forming
what looks like a transitive structure out of an intransitive one. In
fact, both (69b) and (70b) are granunatical, but under a different reading
from the one given in the glosses. Thus, (69b) can mean 'The hunter lay on
the hare', while (70b) can mean something along the lines of ''!he beautiful
woman received the chief. 1 Note, holt.ever, that these two readings are
quite unrelated to the productive dative and/or benefactive readings that
we expect, nor are they productively related to each other. I claim that
here we have a true example of lexical derivational morphology. -It' can
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attach to a fair ly wide number of intransitive verbs forming transitive
verbs out of them, but this process has a degree of idiosyncracy to it.
This idiosyncracy shows up both in the fact that it applies to some verbs
but not all, and in the fact that the semantics of the resul t is quite
unpredictable; hence the lhiformity of 'Iheta Assignment Hypothesis does not
imply that the verb root and the applied affix must be separate
constituents at D-structure. Q1 the contrary, verbs like fikira and genera
are morphologically ccmplex J but this complex structure is completely
invisible to the syntax. As far as the syntax is ccncerned, fikira and
genera are merely basic transitive verbs at all levels of description.
'Iherefore, it is still correct to rule out a derivation of (69b) and (7Gb)
in which the surface form resul ts from syntactic affixation--i.e. from
Ihcorporation--and this result is properly achieved by our theqry of Case
as discussed in the preceding paragraph. As in 'IZotzil, what is true of
basic intransitive (tmaccusative) verbs in Chichewa is also "true of derived
intransitives that cannot assign case. !-ere there are two cases. First,
there is a way of deriving intransitive stative verbs from active
transitive verbs in lliiche\tB. by adding the morpheme -ik to the verb. The
resul t is somewhat similiar in some of its functions to the adjectival
passive or to 'V-able' forms in Ehglish (carvable, bendable), but i tis a
full-fledged verb that can bear all verbal inflectians.31 EXamples of this
are:
(71) a. fisi a-na-sw-a mtsuko
hyena SP-past-break-asp waterpot
'The hyena broke the waterpot'
b. mtsuko u-na-SN -ek-a
waterpot SP-past-break-stat-asp
''lhe water-pot \tla.S broke~
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(72) a. njovu zi-na-pind-a chitsulo
elephants SP-past-bend-asp iron-bar
'The elephants bent the iran bar'
b. chitsulo chi-na-pind-ik-a
iron-bar SP-past-bend-stat-asp
'The iron bar got bent-'-
I will asstme wi thout argunent that stative verb formation of this kind,
like Ehglish adjectival passives and V-able forms, takes place in the
lexicon, where arguments can be deleted (or fail to be projected) without
violating the 'Iheta Criterion 0[' the Projectioo Principle. In particular,
the external/agent theta role becomes unavailable to the syntax when -ik is
added. The resulting verb is prestnnably an tmaccusative, with the
remaining patient theta role assigned internal to the VP at D-structure.
By Burzio's Generalization, these verbs will not have C3.se to assign to an
object. Thus, applicatives of such verbs are predicted to be
lIDgrarmnatical, and, in f~ct, they are:
(73) *mtsuko u-na-sw-ek-er-a mbuzi
waterpot SP-past-break-stat-for-asp"goat
'The waterpot broke/was broken for the goat'
A similar thing takes place in pass!ves. As I will argue later (chapter
5), this process is syntactic rather than lexical; nevertheless it is true
in Chichewa (as in Ehglish) that a passive verb carmot assign accusative
Ca.se to i ts object. Instead, the object becomes the subject of the clause:
(74) a. kalulu a-na-( wa)-b-a rnkazi wa. njovu
hare SP-past-OP-steal-asp wife of elephant
'The hare stole the elephant's wife'
b. mkazi 1Ifa njovu a-na-b-edw-a ndi kalulu
wife of elephant SP-past-steal-~-aspby hare
''Ihe elephant' 5 wife ~s stolen bythehare t
c. *(a/zi)-na-wa-b-edw-a mkazi wa njovu ndi kalulu
SP-past-oP-steal-pass-asp wife of elephant by hare
'There was stolen the elephant's wife by the hare'
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And, applicative construtions cannot be formed based on passive verbs:
(75) a. nsima i-na-phik-idw-a ndi mbidzi
cornmush SP-past-cook-pass-asp by zebras
'The corrunush was cooked by the zebras'
b. *nsima i~a-phik-idw-ir-a kadzidzi ndi mbidzi
cornmush SP-past-cook-pass-for-asp owl by zebras
'The cornmush was cooked for the owl by the zebras'
(76) a. mitondo i-na-sen-edw-a ndi makoswe
mortars SP-past-carve-pass-asp by rats
'The mortars were carved by the rats'
b. *m.itondo i~a-sen-edw-er-a mbewa ndi makoswe
mortars SP-past-carve-pass-for-asp mice by rats
'The mortars were carved for the mice by the rats'
Again, the correlation between verbs that do not assign accusative case to
an object and verbs which cannot serve as hosts for PI holds fast.
The final class of verbs to be considered from this point of view is the
class of 'active intransitive' verbs--i.e. the verbs which correspond to
clearly unerga-tive verbs in other languages. Here the results are somewhat
varied. With some the result is essentially perfect:
(71) a. atsikana a-na-vin-a
girls SP··past-dance-asp
'The girls danced'
b. atsikana a~a-vin-ir-a mfumu
girls SP-past-ctance-for-asp chief
'The girls danced for the chief'
With other verbs, the result is highly marginal or acceptable but very
restricted in interp~etatian:
(78) a. mkango u-ku-yend-a
lion SP-pres-walk-asp
'The lion walked'
b. ok/* mkango u-ku-yend-er-a anyani
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lion SP-pres-walk-for-asp baboons
'The lion walked for the baboons'
(79) a. kalulu a-na-sek-a
hare SP-past-laugh-asp
'The hare laughed I
b. ok/* kalulu a-na-sek-er-a atsikana
hare SP-past-laugh-for-asp girls
'The hare laughed for the girls'
(00) a. mtolankhani a-ku-thamang-a
journalist SP-pres-run-asp
'The journalist ran'
b. ok/* mtolankhani a-ku-thamang-ir-a chiphadzuwa
journalist SP-pres-run-for-asp beautiful-woman
'The journalist ran for the beatiful woman'
Here a sentence such as (78b) c:annot mean that the lion walked simply
because he mew i t would please the baboons or because the baboons asked
him to. In this way it contrasts with (77b), which can have these kinds of (
readings. (78b) is grammatical t howev~r, under one very specific reading:
it can mean that it was the baboons' responsibili ty to wlk for some
reason, and the lion discharged this responsibility on their behalf. (79b)
and (79b) are simi lar in this regard; thus (79b) has only the (implausible)
meaning that the hare fulfilled the girls' duty to laugh for them. Thus,
it seems that applicative constructions based on these intransitive verbs
are restricted, but possible under same circumstances.
In fact, on a theoretical level, verbs of this class have a somewhat
intermediate st:ttus with respect to case assignment as well. Thus, they
are in some sense logically monadic, and do not in general appear with a
direct object which they would need to assign Case. In this sense, they
are generally not Case assigners. Q1 the other hand, the single arglBDent
of these verbs is (I assume) an external one; hence these verbs are not
barred from being assigners of accusative Gase by Burzio's Generalization
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in the way that unaccusatives are. Therefore, there is no strong reason
why these verbs carmot assign accusative Case either, under the right
circumstances. In fact, these verbs can to some extent appear with
'cognate' objects in languages like Ehglish (see Burzio (1981»):
(81) a. The hare crled big wet tears.
b. ?1 walked a long walk yesterday.
c. Amy ran the course in lD'lder 15 minutes for the fir st time.
In these constructions, the verb presumably does assign accusative Case to
the highlighted NP. In this way, they differ from \.D1accusative verbs, where
structures of this type are quite Dnpossible:
(82) a. *Kevin arrived ~ surprising arrival yesterday.
b. *The book fe11 the but lding in 5 seconds.
Thus, I conclude that unergative verbs can sometimes assign accusative
case, and that the naturalness of the result varies with the particular
ve['b and the particular discourse context. 'Ibis situation then can carry
over into the realm of applicative constructioos: (77)-( 00) show that
applicatives are possible with unergative verbs, and that their naturalness
varies with the verb and with the interpretation. Again, this makes
perfect sense if the grammaticality of an applicative construction depends
on the abili ty of the verb to assign case to the applied object, as
predicted by the PI analysis of applicatives in general. In fact,the
difference between (83) and (84) -( 86) might be captured in these terms as
well. Verbs like yenda 'to walk' and thamanga 1 to run' are virtuely .
impossible with any kind of direct Object, cognate or not, in Chichewa
(Mchombo (personal commlU1ication»); whereas vina 'to dance' can take an
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object easily:
(83) a. atsikana a-na-vin-a chiwoda
girls SP-past-dance-asp chiwoda
'The girls danced the chiwoda (a tribal dance)'
Thus, children learning Chichewa will have more overt evidence that 'dance'
can in fact assign (;ase than that other members of the unergative class of
verbs can. This can account for the fact that applicativ'es are more
natural with 'dance' than with other unergative verbs)3
In conclusion, we have seen that across languages, applicative
constructions are directly dependent an the abili~ of the root verb
invqlved to assign Case. When it does, applicatives can be formed freely
and productively in the syntax; when it does not, there is no grarmnatical
output derived by syntactic Preposition Incorporation. If there is a
sentence form which appears to be an applicative of a noncase-assigning
verb, it must be derived in the lexicon, and it is generally idiosyncratic
in semantic interpretaticn. 'Ihis important generalization about the syntax
of applicative constructions is given as a mysterious stipulation on the
relevant GF changing rule in Relational Gr-ammar" work (e.g. Chung (1'576),
Sei"ter (1979), Aissen (1983). In fact, since Relational Grannnar and other
theories generally claim that there can only be one instance of a given
Grammatical Function such as 'object' in a clause at one time (the 'Stratal
lhiqueness Law'; cf. the' F\mction-Argurnent Biuniqueness in
Lexical-Functional Grammar (Bresnan (1982b)), one might rather expect that
an oblique could only be came an object in a clause that lacks an object,
rather than the contrary. Q1 the other hand, the restriction follows in an
explanatory wa.y from the interaction of esse theory and the theory of X-a
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movement; in fact, in an Incorporation framework, it could not be
otherwise. This gives strong support for an analysis of applicative
constructions in terms of Preposition Incorporation.34
4.2.3 P-Reanalysis and Ehglish psuedopassives
In section 3.3.5, I observed that there are causatives in Italian which
have all the syntactic properties of Verb Incorporation causatives, except
that the lower- verb does not actually incorporate. Thus, there remain two
morphologically distinct verbs in these Italian causatives, but the
Government domain of the higher verb 1s still extended into the lower verb
phrase, as i t is when the lower verb is incorporated. These constructions
have been discussed in terms of the syntactic 'Reanalysis I of two words
into one; I followed this intuition, and gave content to the technical
notion of Reanaly·sis by claiming ttat it was 'abstract Incorporation I .,
possibly at IF. Formally, this YJaS expressed by coindexing a lexical head
with a lexical head that governs it, where this coindexing is interpreted
as equivalent to the coindexing induced by X-omovema'lt with respect to
syntactic principles such as the Government Transparency Corollary. In
other words, Reanalysis is Incorporation without the incoporatian.
At this stage, we have discovered enough properties of Preposition
Incorporation to recognize that there exist also instances of Preposition
Reanalysis, where the latter stand in the same relation to the former as
Italian causatives stand to Chichewa or M3.1ayalam causatives . Thus,
consider pairs like the following from Ehglish:
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(84) a. Everyone talked about Fred.
b. Fred was talked about (last night) .
(85) a. The principal spoke to John (at last).
b. John was spoken to (at last).
(86) a. The contestants skied under the bridge.
b. That bridge was skied under by the contestants .
(87) a. Three Nobel laureates have lectured in this hall.
b. This hall has been lectured in by three Nobel laureates.
« 84) and (85) are based on Hornstein and Weinberg (1981); (86) and (87) on
Perlmutter and Postal (1984).) In each of the (b) sentences, the NP which
seems to be the object of a preposition becomes the subject of when the
main verb of i ts clause is put into the passive. '!his construction is
known as the 'psuedopassive' or as the 'prepositional passive'
construction. In most languages, such a ccnstruction is completely
impossible. '!his is true, for example, of French (cf. Kayne (1983)):
(88) a. Tout Ie monde a par le de Fred.
b. *Fred a ete parle de (hier soir).
(89) a. Le proviseur a parle a Jean.
b. *Jean a e'te par Ie a.
The difference between French and Ehglish in this regard has indeed been
taken to be that English has a rule of Verb-Preposition reanalysis, which
languages like French lack (Van Riemsdijk (1978), Hornstein and Weinberg
(1981) J Stowell (1981) J Kayne (1983» .35 Furthermore, researchers have made
a conceptual link between the V-V reanalysis involved in Romance causatives
and the V-P reanalysis seen here.
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In fac't, the Ehglish psuedopassive construction can be neatly accounted
for in terms Reanalysis , under my reconstruction of that notion as
'Abstract Incorporation I. In order to br idge the conceptual gap, consider
Chichewa. In this language, as in French, 1t is totally impossible to
strand a Preposition by NP movement (or by wh-movement, for that matter):
(90) a. Msangalatsi a-ku-yend-a ndi ndodo
entertainer SP-pres-walk-asp with stick
'The entertainer is walking with a stick'
b. *Ndodo a-ku-yend-edw-a ndi
stick SP-pres-walk-pass -asp with
''!he stick is being walked wi th'
If, however, the preposition that governs the NP in question is
incorporated into the verb to form an applicative construction, the
stranded NP can becane the subject of a passive more naturally. Thus,
canpare (91 ) with (90):
(91) a. Msangalatsi a-ku-yenq-er-a ndodo
entertainer SP-pres-Walk-with-asp stick
'The entertainer is walking wi th a st.ick'
b. Ndado a-ku-yend-er -edw-a
stick SP-pres-walk-with-pass-asp
l'lhe stick is being walked with'
The difference in acceptability between (90b) and (91b) ~s explained in
section 4.2.1 by claiming that the verb does not govern (or assign (;ase to)
the object of a preposition in (90), since government is blocked by the P.
In (91), however, the offending preposition has been incorporated into the
verb, and this, by the GTe, has the automatic coosequence that the verb
complex governs whatever the P governed before i t moved. '!his makes NP
movement in passives possible in the latter case, but not in the former
(see chapter 5 for details here).
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Now, the English psuedopassives clearly behave not like passives of the
verb-plus-independent-P constructions in Chiche"W8. (90), but rather 1ike
passives of the P Incorporat10n structures (91). In other words, the
Ehglish constructions show the properties of Preposition Incorporation, but
without the actual incorporation • 1his, of course, is exactly my
character ization of the Reanalysis relation.36
If Reanalysis in my sense of the term is necessarily lnvolved in the
derivation of pseudopassives, we then predict that pseudopassives should
only be po~sible when they strand Prepositions which structurally could be
incorporated in languages with (overt) PI, such as Chichewa or
Kinyarwanda. This seems to be true. For example, we saw in section 4.1
that PI is possible out of theta marked argument PPs J but not out of
non-theta-marked adjunct PPs. Perhaps the best minimal pairs exemplifying
this were locatives, where a very similar phrase can play both roles:
(92) a. I slept in my bed last night.
b. I slept in New York last night.
As expected, the locative argument can form a psuedopassive, but the
locative adjunct cannot (Hornstein and Weinberg 1981):
( 93) a. My bed was slept in last night.
b. *New York was slept in last night.
This directly parallels the fact that the P can overtly incorporate in
Kinyarwanda in cases like (92a), but not in (92b). '!his was illustrated in
examples (50), (51), repeated here:
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(94) a. Abaana b-iica-ye kumeeza
children SP-sit-asp on table
I The children are si tting on the table.'
b. Abaana b-iica-ye ku musozi
children SP-sit-asp an mountain
I '!he children are sitting en (the top of) the motmtain I
( 95) a. Abaana b-iica-ye-ho arneeza
children SP-sit-asp-on table
'The children are sitting on the table.'
b. *Abaana b-iica-ye-ho musozi
children SP-sit-asp-an mountain
'The children are sitting on the mountain'
More generally, I argued in that section that benefactive and instrumental
PPs are arguments of their verb and can have their heads incorporate,
whereas. temporal, manner, and reasoo PPs are adjuncts and cannot
participate in PI. Something of this same bifurcation is duplicated in
English psuedopassives:
(96) a. ?The chief was danced for by every giI"l in the village.
b. ?That special baseball bat was hit with in 156 straight games.
(97) a. *Monday is overslept on nearly every week.
b. *The same way .is walked in by everyone with bad knees.
(* if 'way'='manner'; ok if 'way1='path
'
)
c. *Zest is always Slmg with in the shower by Linda.
The sentences in (96) are inelegant to a degree, but are quite
understandable, especially in informal speech styles. The sentences in
(97), on the other hand, are strongly tmgrammatical. TI1is asymmetry is
immediately accounted for if Reanalysis is taken to be abstract Preposition
Incorporation.
The other situation in which overt Preposition Incorporation 1s
impossible is when there is an intervening lexical head between the base
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position of the P and the V into which it incorporates. '!he reason is that
the intervening head blocks government between the P and its trace. '!hus,
in no language is there an applicative construction counterpart like (98b)
for a sentence such as (98a):
(98) a. The goats [vp ate [NP letters [pP to Britta]]]
b. *'!he goats [VP ate-toi [NP letters [pp t i Britta]]]
Now if overt P Incorporation is impossible in such a structure, covert P
Incorporation should be as well, making psuedopassives of (98a)
impossible. This is, of course, a correct result:
(99) *Britta has been eaten letters to (by the goats).
(99) is perhaps inconclusive, however, given that it may be ruled out for
Case theory reaSalS as well, if the NP headed by letters camot receive
accusative c:a.se from the passive verb. llie same point can be made where
this interfering factor is eliminated, however, by following up an
observation of Kyle Jolnson's (personal communication). It is well known
that Ehglish permits certain double prepositional structures, in which a P
takes a PP complement rather than an NP complement. Examples of this are:
( 100) a. The mouse ran to behind the Grandfather clock.
b. The monster emerged from tmder the table.
Now, pseudopassives can be formed in which anyone of these Ps is stranded:
(101) a. Late people must usually run to bUsstops.
b. ?Busstops are usually run to by late people.
(102) a. Mice hide behind Grandfather clocks.
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b. Grandfather clocks are often hidden behind (by mice).
Nevertheless, pseudopassives corresponding to the sentences in (100) in
which both prepositions are stranded are completely impossible:
( 103) a. *Grandfather clocks are often run to behind (by mice) .
b. *The table was emerged from under by the mooster.
Assuming that the structure of these examples is as in (104), the
ungrannnatiC41ity of (103) is accounted for by the abstract P Incorporation
analysis:
(104) Clocki was [vp run
j [pp to [pp under j [NP t i ]]]]
Here there is no Case problem, since neither PP should need to get Case
from the verb. However, the P to will be a closer governer, blocking
government between the posi tion of the V and that of the embedded P under.
Thus, the abstract Incorporation Relation is illegitimate here, and the
pseudopassive is ungrammatical.
In conclusion, I have accepted the' idea put forth by many researchers
that a process of V-P Reanalysis is responsible for' the existance of
psuedopassives in Ehglish, and then have gone on to show that this
reanalysis relation has exactly the same formal properties as the P
Incorporation relation. 'll1e same cCI'lclusion was reached wi th respect to
V-V Reanalysis and V Incorporation in Section 3.3.5. Here we see that the
Reanalysis relation generalizes across grammatical categories in much the
same way that the Incorporation process does, and the parallelism between
the two is maintained throughout. Thus, the empirical scope of the ideas
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developed in this work is increased by subslDDing Reanalysis to
Incorporation. At the same time, this approach gives new and helpful
explication of the nature of the notion of Reanalysis.
4.2.4 The I second objects' of PI constructions
Consider once again a typical example of an applicative construction with
a dyadic transitive base verb:
CHICHEWA:
(105) kalulu a-na-gul-ir-a mbidzi nsapato
hare SP-past-buy-for-asp zebras shoes
'The hare bought shoes for the zebras. I
In the preceding portions of this secticn, the focus has been on the
properties of what I have called the 'applied object' of the verb--mbidzi
'zebras' in (105). In particular, in secticns 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, I argued
that, because of PI, the applied object may and must receive accusative
Case from the complex verb in order to be visible for theta role assignment
at IF. 'Ibis then aCCOl.D1ts foe the ways that this nominal shows behavior
usually associated with direct objects at S-structure. In this section,
the focus turns to what I will call the 'second' or 'basic object' of such
constructions--nsapato 'shoes' in (105). llie critical question arises
immediately with regard to such naminals: given that the applied object
receives Case from the verb, how does the second object satisfy the Case
Filter in these sentences?
Clearly, the answer to this question must go beyond the universally
unmarked core of Case 'Iheory. 'lhe verb in applicative structures such as
(105) has already assigned the one structural Case that it is alotted by
general principles to the applied object, as we have seen, so other
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provision must be made for the seccnd object. In this sense, the situation
posed by applicatives is very similar ~ that posed by Causative
constructions as discussed in section 3.3; in both cases, an X-a movement
has created a structure in which there is a problem for case
assignment--namely two NP arguments but only one potential Case assigner.
Different languages respond to this situation in somewhat different ways.
In fact, we shall see that, by in large, each language uses the same
strategies in both causatives and applicatives.
4.2.4.1 Case and applicative differences
The first possibility is that a given langauge has no special provisions,
and is in fact restricted to unmarked Case assignment. '!hen, the second
object simply does not satisfy the Case Filter, and a sentence like (105)
is ungrammatical. Hance, languages of this type will necessarily and
systematically la~k applicative constructions. This lack goes beyond "the
simple possibility that a given language may idiosyncratically lack the
necessary applicative morpheme in its lexicon. Some languages presumably
do not have applicative constructions for the accidental reason that they
contain no lexical items with both the syntactic category features of a
preposition and the morphological subcategorization features of an affix.
A language such as this could presumably change so as to acquire such an
i tern with no other changes needed. '!he gap in the language type we are
considering is more principled. In such a language, even if an item that
had the correct features to trigger applicative constructions were
introduced, it would not be able to surface, because the structures derived
by P Incorporation (obligatory because of the morphological
subcategorization features of the applied affiX) would always violate the
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Case fil ter . Thus, not only would a new lexical i tern have to be introduced
into such a language, but more fundamental aspects of the way that Case
assignment works would have to change before an applicative construction
could appear)7 In this connection, I note that French, Italian, M9.layalam ,
Turkish, Quechua (Muysken, personal communication), and Ber-ber (Geurssel,
personal communication) all systematically appear to lack productive
applicative constructions, at least in the sense in which I have defined
them here.38 A comparison of this list with the list of languages which
have either 'type l' causative constructions or allow only causatives of
intransitive verbs (sections 3.3.3.3 and 3.3.3.4) show thaAt the two classes
are virtually identical.39 01 the present account, this is no coincidence;
rather, the same limitation on Case marking implies at once that such
languages will have no double object ccnstructions, no applic:ative
constructioos, and that they will only be able to form causatives by moving
the entire VP to OOMP, or the embedded object will not get Case.
Another logically possible way for a language to .solve the Case marking
challenges presented by a structure such as (105) is for a language to
allow its verbs to assign accusative Case to two objects after all. '!his
will be a marked situation, since its extensive use would cause the
morphological identification of thematic roles--the functional core
underlying the grammaticalized Visibility Hypothesis (see sec·tion 2.3.3
(103) )--to break down. Nevertheless, it is a legitinate possibility; a
possibility which is in fact realized in Kinyarvranda and certain closely
related Bantu languages. In such a language, both the applied object and
the second object are theta marked, are governed by the complex verb at
S-structure, and are assigned structural Case by it at that level.
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'IherefoI'e, these two nominals should behave identically with respect to
processes which are dependent on these properties. Kimenyi (1980) shows
tha.t this is in fact the case in Kinyarwanda. Pasic dative/benefactive
applicative Calstt"uctions are illustrated in (105):
(1(5) a. Unukoobwa a-ra-som-er-8 lDDuhuugu igitabo
girl SP-pres-read-for-asp boy book
'The girl is reading a book for the boy'
b. Unuhumga a-ra-andik-ir-a umukoobwa ibaruwa
boy SP-pres-write-for-asp girl letter
''Ihe boy is writing the letter for the girl'
Either the applied object, or the basic object--or in fact both--can
trigger object agreement on the verb, and thereby lB'1dergo 'pro-drop' (data
from Gary and Keenan (1977»: 40
(107) a. Yohani y-oher-er-eje Maria ib9.ruwa
John SP-send-to-asp Mary letter
'John sent Ma.rya letter'
b. Yohani y-a-mw-oher-er-eje ibaruwa
John SP-past-OP-send-to-asp letter
'John sent her aletter'
c. Yohani y-a-z-oher-er-eje Maria
John SP-past-oP-send-to-asp Mary
'John sent it tofvBry'
d. Yohani y-a-yi-mw-oher-er-eje
John SP-past-Op-oP-send-to-asp
I John sent i t to her'
Furthermore, either object may become the subject of the clause when the
verb is passivi~:
(108) a. Ibaruwa i-ra-andik-ir-w-a umukoobwa n'urnuhuungu.
letter SP-pres-write-for-pass~spgirl by-boy
'The letter is written for the girl by the boy.'
b. Urnukoobwa a-ra-andik-ir-w-a ibaruwa n'LIIluhuungu.
gi~l SP-pres-write-for-pass-asp letter by-boy
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'The gir1 is having the letter wr i tten for her by the boy.'
Kimenyi goes on to show that the two objects show similar behavior wi th
respect to morphological reflexive formation and certain wh-movement type
constructions. 'Ihus, Kinyarwanda behaves the way we expect it to, given
the P Incorporation analysis together with the assumption that Kinyarwanda
verbs can have the marked property of being able to assign as many as two
accusative Cases apiece. Recall that in section 3.3.3.1 it was observed
that Kinyarwanda also makes use of this special Case marking property in
morphologically underived double object cans~ructians and in VI causative
coostructi<ns. 'Ihus, theme and dative, causee and lower object, applied
object and basic object all consistently show the same government and Case
related direct object properties in the language. Again, this is taken to
be no coincidence; rather it follows from the interaction of C9.se Theory
and the Theory of X-a Incorporation that the three types of structures
/
should have interrelated behaviors. Gary (1977) and Hodges (1977) show
that the Bantu languages lllyia, M:l.shi, and Kimeru also assign two
accusative Cases per verb41 and thus behave similar to Kinyarwanda in these
respects across all three canstructians. 42 , 43
Wi"th these important side cases taken care of, there remains the task of
aCCOlR1ting for the status of basic object with ~espect to the (:ase Filter
in the majori ty of languages th3.t have applicative constructions. To begin
with, we can tell that languages like C'nichewa do not assign structural
accusative case to both of their objects, because if they did, both would
show similar object properties, as in Kinyarwanda. However, as noted in
section 4.2.1 J this is not the case. In Chichewa, as in Kinyarwanda, the
applied object can trigger object agreement on the verb, can 'pro-drop',
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and can become the subject of a passive verb:
( 109) a. amayi a-ku-mu-umb-ir-a mtsuko mwana
woman SP-pres~P~old-for-asp waterpot child
'The woman is molding the waterpot for the child'
b. arnayi a-ku-mu-umb-ir-a mtsuko
woman SP-pres-oP-mold-for-asp waterpot
'The woman is molding the lNaterpot for him'
(110) a. kalulu a-na-gul-ir-a mbidzi nsapato
hare SP-past-buy-for-asp zebras shoes
''!he hare bought shoes for the zebras.'
b. mbidzi zi-na-gul-ir-idw-a nsapato (ndi kalulu)
zebras SP-past-buy-for-pass-asp shoes by hare
'The zebras were bought shoes by the hare'
I-bwever, tmlike in Kinyarwanda, second objects cannot be involved in any of
these processes:
(111) a. *amay1 a-na-i-umb-ir-a mwana mtsuko
woman SP-past-OP~old-for-asp child waterpot
'The woman is molding the waterpot for the child'
b. *amayi a~a-i-umb-ir-a mwana
woman SP-past-oP-mold-for-asp child
''!he woman is molding it for the child'
(112) *nsapato zi-na-gul-ir-idw-a mbidzi (ndi kalulu)
shoes SP-past-buy-for-pass-asp zebras by hare
'Shoes \r1ere bought for the zebras by the hare.'
Chichewa's behavior in this regard is duplicated in other Bantu languages,
such as Swahili ( Vitale (1981)) and Chimwiini (Kisseberth and Abasheikh
(1977)). Cutside the ~tu family, it is also very commoo. '!hUB, Chung
(1976) describes such behavior in detail for applicative constructions in
Bahasa Indonesian. To take just one of her examples, the applied object
but not the basic object can become the subject of a passive sentence:
(113) a. Orang itu me-rnasak-kan perempuan itu ikan.
man the trans-cook-for woman the fish
'The man cooked the woman fish.'
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b. Perempuan i tu di-masak-kan ikan oleh orang i tu.
woman the pass-cook-for fish by man the
''Ihe woman w-as cooked fish by the man.'
c. *Ikan di-masak-kan perempuan i tu oleh orang i tu.
fish pass-cook-for woman the by man the
'A fish was cooked the woman by the man.'
Similar behavior is seen in Chamorro (Austronesian, Gibson (1980), Tzotzil
(~yan, Ai ssen (1 983 ) ), 'fuscarora (Iroquoian, Wi11iams (1 g-r6) ), Huichol
( Uto-Aztecan, Comr ie (1982»), and other languages, with respect to whatever
surface verb agreemalt, word order, passivization, and reflexivization
effects are relevant to direct objects in the language in question.
Overall, it is the normal case for applied objects to supplant basic
objects with respect to all of these object type properties.
Q"le solid conclusion can immediately be drawn from this collection of
data.: the basic object of applicatives in these languages does not get
structural accusative Case from the verb. '!his is clear in that it has
almost none of the properties associated with an NP that receives
structural Case. When facing this issue in connection with causative
constructioos in section 3.3.3.2, I assumed that verbs in these languages
can assign a second, inherent accusative Case as well as the usual,
structural accusative Case. Such an accotmt would then naturally be
extended to applicative constructions, in which the same Case 'lheory
problem arises. Thus, the inherent accusative is assigned to the basic
object mder government at D-structure, and the structural accusative is
assigned to the applied object lDlder government at S-structure. This
position solves some of the most basic problems of the construction in
terms of the differences between inherent Case and structural Case (see
,Chomsky (1984)). Thus, inherent case need not be assigned under' adjacency,
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and, since it is theta-related and assigned at D-structure, it cannot be
absorbed by passivization. Furthermore , it is rare for a verb to agree
with its oblique arguments (i.e. those assigned inherent Case), but commcn
for i t to agree with the argwnents that it assigns structural Case to.
Furthermore, this accounts for the fact that langua.ges with applicatives
also tend to have 'type 2' morphological causative constructions (see
section 3.3.1,3.3.3.3).
Yet, in spite of these successes, this account seems inadequate in
certain ways. '!be biggest problem is that the notion of semantic/inherent
accusative case is not a very clear or satisfying one. This Case never has
the morphological properties of true and cleat'" instances of semantic Case.
In languages like the Bantu languages in which structural case generally
has no overt morphological realization and inherent case is realized by
prepositions, these basic objects appear in their bare, tmIIlarked form. In
languages which have morphologically realized case but which include a kind
of 'default' case in which a variety of 'extra' NPs appear, the second
object appears in this case. 'Ih.us, in Chamorro there is an oblique c:ase
form which is assigned to NPs that ftmction as the :£y-phrase of passives
and antipassives, as instrumentals, and as the objects of certain certain
affective verbs. This is also the ~se of second objects in Chamorro
(Gi bscn 1980). Similar1y, in the Eskimo languages 'modalis' or
, instrumental' case is used for instruments, for the .Qy-phrase o.f
antipassives and other intransitivizing processes, for the :£y-phrase of
passives (in some dialects), as well as for second objects in applicative
type constructions. Finally, in languages where every NP must have a case
ending and there is no obvious defaul t case, the second objects appear in
accusative Case, identical to that of the applied object. True
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semantic/inherent morphological cases tend not to be so variable.
Moreover, there is a teclnical problem wi th assuming that the second object
tas inherent C'4se in these examples. We have seen that in causative
constructions, the verb can move away from the its object in the syntax if
this object behaves like a r second object' in the language; yet if the verb
assigns inherent case to the object, that case must be I realized r under
government by the same verb at S-structure, according to Chomsky's (1984)
lhiformity Condition on inherent Case assigners (see 2.3.2). In this way
too, the case of the second object is not as much like more familiar
instances of inherent Case. '!he al ternative to an account in terms of
inherent accusative Case is to say that the second object does not receive
Case at all. This would in fact be more natural given the morphological
forms of seccnd object NPs as descr ibed in the previous paragraph; the
morphological case that they appear in would, if morphologically necessary
in the language, be a defaul t case, just as seems to be true. Yet, how
would this NP be made visible for theta role assignma1t oat LF if i t does
not receive Case from the verb? 'Ib answer this question" recall that in
section 2.3.2 I claimed that there is more than one way to be 'visible' at
LF: any way of being I morphologically identified' appropriate to the
language in question will do. '!his notion of I morphological
identification' includes (at least) morphological case assigned by the
governor to the governed, agreement morphology appearing on the governor,
adjacency holding between the governor and the governed, and having (the
head of) the governed be incorporated into the governor. The first three
types of relationship are usually required for making the applied object
visible at LF, as we have seen. What about the last relationship? In
section 2.3.1, I discussed a wide vaciety of evidence establishing that an
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NP whose head ha.s been incorporated does not need to receive C.a.se; in fact
the accusative Case which the NP otherwise would have needed can be
assigned by the verb to some other NP in need. 'Ibus, it seems tha.t ooe way
to solve the Case marking puzzle posed by applicative constructions would
be to incorporate the second object into the verb. lhfortunately, i t is
simply not true that second object nominals appear incorporated into the
verb in (say) Chicn:wa or Chamorro.
4.2.4.2 N Reanalysis and Possessor Raising
'Ibere is still a possibility open, however. Recall that I ha.ve argued
that, parallel to Verb Incorpoca~ion, there is relation which I called Verb
Reanalysis (section 3.3.5). 'Ibis relation appears in It31ian causative
constructions and accounts for the fact that they have all of the syntactic
properties of Verb Incorporation causatives, except that the verb is not
actually incorporated. Similarly, we saw (section 4.2.3) that, parallel to
Preposi tim Incorporatial, there is a relation of Pr'epositim Reanalysis.
This relation appears in Ehglish pseudopassive constructions and accounts
for the fact tha.t they behave just like Preposition Incorporation
applicatives, except that the preposition is not actually morphologically
incorporated into the verb. 'This 5ituation leads us to wonder if there
also exist in languages of the world Noun Reanalysis constructions which
are parallel to cases of overt Nom Incorporation in the same way that V
Reanalysis and P Reanalysis are parallel to V Incorporation and P
Incorporation respectively. 'Ibese would in essence be cases of Notm
Incorporation, but without the morphological incorporation.
Suppose, on the force of cross-categorial generality, we assume that N
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Reanalysis exists: what would it look like? Both in the case of V
Reanalysis and in the case of P Reanalysis we have identified the structure
because of the effects of the Goverrunent 'Iransparency Corollary--thematic
arguments of the lower verb or preposition have mysteriously begun to
behave as if they were getting Case under government from the higher verb.
In fact, exactly this happens to the thematic argunent of a NOlm in a
construction knOVl'l in the Iiterature under the name 'Possessor Raising'.
This is another of the GF changing processes introduced in section 1 .1.2,
and thus far unaccoU1ted for in my framework. 1he hallmark of this
construction is that the possessor of an argtnDent NP of a verb comes to
behave like an argument of the verb itself. This construction can be
illustrated with fairly typical examples from Kinyarletlda (KimE!1yi (1980»):
(114) a. Unugore y -a-vtm-nye ukuboko k' uunwaana
woman SP-past-break~sp arm of-child
'The woman broke the arm of the child.'
b. Umugore y-a-vun-nye tnDwaana ukuboko
woman SP-past-break-asp child arm
'The woman broke the chiId' s arm.'
(115) a. Unujuura y-iib-ye amafaraanga y' UIDlmyeeshuuri.
thief SP-rob-asp money of-student
'The thief stole the money of the student.'
b. Umujuura y-iib-ye umtmyeeshuuri amafaraanga.
thief SP-rob-asp student money
'The thief stole the student's mooey.'
(114a) and (115a) are standard structures which have direct analogues in
Ehglish; the possessor of the direct object appears after the possessed
head and is Case-marked with a preposition, which is the Kinyarwanda
equivalent of Ehglish of-insertion in nominals. 44 In fact, the structure of
these Kinyarwanda sentences is essentially identical to that of their
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Ehglish glosses. (114b) and (115b) are thematic paraphrases of their (a)
colllterparts; nevertheless, they ha.ve rather different properties. Here,
the thematic possessor of the thematic direct object appears without its
usual prepositional Case assigner, and must obligatorily be adjacent to the
main verb of the clause. '!hese two facts together suggest tha.t the
possessor is no longer dependent upon the head noun for its Case, but
rather it is dependent on the verb itself. This asslUnption would
simul taneously explain why of-insertion is no longer necessary, and why the
canonical word order between the possessor and the head is reversed,
assuming that some slightly extended notion of adjancecy is required for
accusative case assignment in Kinyar\e11da (cf. Sto\\ell 1981, Chomsky
1981 ) •45 In fact, Kimenyi goes on to provide a variety of evidence that
this is correct, and tha.t the verb does come to govern and Case mark the
possessor in cons1ructions like (114b), (115b). For eX8.allple, the possessor
may trigger object agreement on the verb and then undergo 'pro-drop'
itself:
(116) a. Umuhuungu y-a-som-ye ibitabo by-aa-cu
boy SP-past-read-asp books agr-of-us
''Ihe boy read our books'
b. Umuhuungu y-a-du-som-e-ye ibitabo
boy SP-past-1po-react-appl-asp books
'The boy read our books'
I have assumed throughout tha"t, in the Bantu langua.ges, when an NP triggers
object agreement on the verb, it is a sign that the verb assigns accusative
case to that NP. FUr-thermore, there is evidence from the Binding theory
tha.t the government relations change in these structures. '!hus, normally a
pronoun which is the possessor of the direct object can be coreferent with
the subject of the clause in Kinyarwanda as in Ehglish. Kimenyi (1980:102)
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states that the situation is different in a (114b)-type structure, however:
here reflexivizatian must apply between the subject and the possessor of
the object. 'Ihus, there is a contrast between the following two
sentences: 46
(117) a. Abaana ba-ra-shyir-a ibitabo i-ruhaande rw-aa-bo.
children SP-pres-put-asp books side agr-of-them
'The children are putting 'the books at their side.'----
b. Abaana ba-r-ii-shyir-a ibitabo i-ruhaande.
children SP-pres-refl-put-asp books side
'The children are putting books at their side.'
In a structure like (1248), the possessor is apparently not governed by the
verb, so its governing category is only the direct object NP, and the
pronoun is indeed free in this category. In (124b), on the other hand , it
seems that the verb (also) governs the possessor, forcing its governing
category to be the entire matrix clause. 'Ihus reflexivization happens in
this case (compare NI in 2.2.2 above). Kimenyi also states (ibid: 101) th3.t
the thematic possessor of a (b )-type structure may become the subject if
the verb is passivized. ~cause the possessor of the direct object comes
to sho~ all of these object properties,. Kimenyi (and many others) claim
that the possessor 'raises' to become the direct object of the clause.
Hence the name 'Possessor Raising'.
Examples of this so-called 'Possessor Raising' structure are found in
many languages. Essentially identical to th: Kinya~wanda case is Chichewa,
which permits pairs 1ike the following:
(118) a. Fisi a-na-dy-a nsomba z-a kalulu
hyena SP-past-eat-asp fish agr-of hare
'The hyena a'te the hare's fish'
b. Fisi a-na-dy-er-a kalulu nsomba
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hyena SP-past-eat-asp hare fish
'The hyena ate the hare's fish'
In (118b), the Possessor Raising variant, the thematic possessor shows all
the usual direct object properties we have been considering: it is
immediately post-verbal in canonical word order; it triggers object
agreement; it may 'pro-drop', reflexivize, or become the subject of a
passive. 'Ihis last property is illustrated in (119):
(119) a. Nsamba z-a kalulu zi-na-dy-edw-a ndi fisi.
fish of hare SP-past-eat-pass-asp by hyena
'The hare's fish was eaten by the hyena.'
b. Kalulu a-na-dy-er-edw-a nsomba ndi fisi.
hare SP-past-eat-appl-pass-asp fish by hyena
''ll1e hare had his fish eaten by the hyena. t
(126a) is the passive of (1258.) , and the whole object NP must move to the
subject position as a lRlit, possessor and all.47 (126b), however, is the
passive of (125b); here the possessor alone moves into the subject positicn
of the passive, suggesting that i t and it alone is an NP both governed and
assigned accusative case by the main verb. Similar examples exist in the
Austronesian ·language Chamorro (Gibson (1980), Crain (1979)):
(120) a. ra fa'gasi si Flory i magagu-hu.
3sS-wash PN Flory the clothes-my
'Flory YBshed my clothes.'
b. Ha fa' gasi-yi ~ si Flory ni magagu-hu.
3sS-wash-appl me PN Flory obI clothes-my
'Flory YBshed my clothes.'
In (12Da) , the direct object head 'clothes' agrees with its possessor 'my',
which then 'pro-drops' since it is identified by this agreement relation. 48
In (120b), however, the head N retains i ts agreement morphology, 49 but the
pronominal thematic possessor appears in a word order position and
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morphological form that show that it is Case marked by the verb. '!he head
nOlll, on the other hand, now appears in the oblique case form, indicating
that it does not receive case from the verb in this calstruction. Related
possessor raising constructions exist in the Western Muskogean languages of
Choctaw and Chickasa.w (IBvies (1981), Munro (ms)), and others •50
What then are we to say about these so-called 'Possessor Raising'
constructions? It is clear that the one thing that I cannot say given the
structure of my framework is that the possessor actually raises by moving
out of the base NP which it is generated in to becane a full-fledged [NP,
VP] direct object. Slch a derivation would be a strang violation of the
Projecticn Principle, in that it would create a new, non-thematically
marked object of the verb, as correctly pointed out by carden, Gordon and
Munro (1982) and Munro (ms) (of. the di scussion of 'Subject-to~Object
Raising' in O1omsky (1981». 01 the other hand, if one maintains a strong
version of th3 lhiformity of 1heta Assignment Hypothesis (1.4.1), .it is
just as bad to avoid this problem by claiming that the themati9 possessor
is stmply the [NP, vp] direct object at all levels of structure. In as
much as sentences like (say) (115a) and (115b) are 'thematic paraphrases'
of one another J with the same lexical i terns thematically interdependent in
the same way, we expect this to be represented by parallel D-structures;
this would not be the case under this last type of analysis. Fortunately,
as I have observed at various points ttroughout the preceding discussion,
the weight of the evidence is not that the possessor actually structurally
becomes the NP immediately dominated by VP, but merely th9.t it becomes the
NP governed and assigned structural 03.se by V. 51 '!his can be accomodated
into a GB framework without violating the Projection Principle, if the verb
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can be taken to govern the NP in its base generated, thematic [NP, NP]
positioo. Ho\lJever, according to the definition of government developed in
1 .4.3, the possessed head noun will cOlllt as a 'closer governor' of the
possessor, thereby block~ government between the verb and the possessor.
Thus, to complete an analysis of Possessor Raising structures, I must
discover why the head noun does not block governrnen t in this way in these
particular cases. This can be done simply by assuming that Possessor
Raising is exactly the case of Abstract NI/N Reanalysis which we have been
seeking. The fact that the matrix verb governs the possessor of the
thematic object then 1s exactly the expected consequence of this
Reanalysis, given tl'E Goverrunent 'Iransparency Corollary. 52
Here it is frui tfll1 to compare Possessor Raising with overt NI. In
Chapter 2, we saw that when the head noun of an object is incorporated into
the governing verb stranding a possessor, the verb comes to govern and
assign case to that possessor. An example of this fran Ebuthern Ti wa is
( Allen, Gardiner, and Frantz (1984)):
(121) a. *Kuchi~n kam-tha-ban.
pig-suE 1SS/2s0IB-find-past
I I found your pigs'
b. Kam-kuchi-w-ban.
1SS/2s0;B-pig-find-past
'I found yOill' pigs.'
In (121a) , where the patient of the verb is unincorporated, the verb cannot
assign show object agreement--presumably a fo~m of Case Assignment
(morphological identification)-~·liththe possessor of trat patient. This
is because agreement requires government and that goverrunent of the
possessor by the verb is blocked by the possessed N head. If, however,
- ~.. I 1IIII'IIIIlII!I. !. . ~ •..
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that N head is incorporated into the verb, the verb may (and in fact must)
agree with the possessor, as in (121 b) • '!hus, in this structure, the V
does govern the possessor, as a side-effect of the Incorporation process,
in accordance with the GTC. However, the verb-possessor agreement in
(121b) is exactly the kind of phenomenon which we have seen used to argue
for a Possessor Raising structure. Thus, Allen , Frantz and Gardiner (1984 )
describe this state of affairs by claiming that Possessor Raising takes
place in Southern Tiwa (if and) only if Noun Incorporation takes place. A
similar result holds in the Iroquoian languages (2.2.2). I have explained
this generalization in t;enns of the theory of X-a movement as reviewed
here. Note, moreover, that the Possessor Raising ccnstructions illustrated
in this sectioo. They have exactly the same properties as those of Noun
Incorporation structures in Southern Tiwa and the Iroquoian languages,
except that there is no NOlll Incorporaticn; otherwise the dependent of the
head noun becomes a dependent of the main verb in exactly the same way_
Now, when the syntax of Incorporation is present without the morphology of
Incorporation, it is a case of Reanalysis in the sense that I have
developed with regard to verbs and prepositions. Thus, I conclude that N-V
Reanalysis does in fact exist parallel to N Incorporation as an option in
Universal G~ammar, and Possessor Raising constructions of the type that I
have been cansider~ are examples of this process. This N Reanalysis
account of Possessor Raising makes an immediate prediction. Since
Reanalysis is in all ways syntactically Incorporation, and since Possessor
Raising crucially involves Reanalysis, the distribution of Possessor
Raising should mirror the distribution of Noun Incorporation. In section
2.1, i t was shown that, because of the ECP, NOlIDS can only incorporate into
a verb if they head the direct object of a transitive verb or (in some
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languages) the sole argument of an unaccusative type intransitive verb. N
Reanalysis must, then, obey the same restt:' iction • The resul t is that
Possessor Raising constructions should only be allo'Wed if it is the
possessor of a transitive verb's direct object, or of an unaccusative
verb's surface subject that is I raised'. This prediction is correct across
languages. Thus, Gibson (1980: 38) observes that Possessor Raising can only
take place from direct objects in Cha.morro. A grammatical example of this
was given in (120b); an ungranmatical example where one tries to raise the
possessor of an indirect object is given in (122b):
(122) a. In fahan adyu na chupa para che'lu-hu.
1pexS-buy that lk cigarette for sibling~
'We bought those cigarettes for my brother.'
(constructed example)
b: *In fahan adyu na chupa para guahu ni che'Iu-hu.
1pexS-buy that lk cigarette for me obl sibling-my
'We bought those cigarettes for mYbrother.'
The situation is similar in Chichewa; tllere too Possessor Raising can take
place with the direct object, as illustrated in (118). Trying to raise the
possessor of (say) a s'ubject or the object of a preposition is quite
ungrammatical, however:
OBJEcr OF P:
(123) 8. Fisi a-na-tumiz-a kalata kwa nsomba z-a kalulu.
hyena SP-past-send-asp letter to fish of hare
'The hyena sent a letter to the hare's fish. ,--
b. *Fisi a-na-tum1z-( ir) -a kalulu kalata kwa nsomba..
hyena SP-past-send-appl-asp hare letter to fish
'The hyena sent a letter to the hare's fish.'
c. *Fisi a-na-tumiz-( ir }-a kalata nsomba kwa kalulu.
hyena SP-past-send-appl-asp letter fish to hare
'The hyena sent a letter to the hare's fish.'
SUBJECT:
(124) a. Mbuzi z-a kalulu zi-na-dy-a udzu.
goats of hare SP-past-eat-asp grass
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'The hare's goats ate the grass.'
b. *Mbuzi zi-na-dy-( er )-a kalulu udzu.
goats SP-past-eat-appl-asp hare grass
'The mre's goats ate the grass.'
(ok if = ''Ihe goats ate grass for the hare,' OR
' •..ate the hare's grass.')
c. *Kalulu a-na-dy-Cer)-a udzu mbuzi.
hare SP-past-eat-appl-asp hare grass
''Ihe hare's goats ate the grass.'
Two possible descriptive generalizations about the general process of
Possessor Raising have not been distinguished in the examples we have seen
so far. Q1e could think that Possessor Raising is a process which makes
the possessor of whatever NP into the direct object of the clause • Then
the (b) sentences show that this is ungrammatical unless the NP which is
the source of the possessor is in fact the direct object. Q1 the other
hand, one could think that Possessor Raising is a process which makes the
possessor of an NP take over whatever grarmnatical function that NP held,
while (the rest of) tha"t NP moves out of the way. 'Ihen, the (c) sentences
show that, again, the process is ungrammatical unless the NP in question is
the direct object. The possibilities are perhaps slightly broader in the
Muskogean languages of Choctaw and Chickasaw; Carden, Gordon, and Munro
(1982) and Munro (ms) claim that Possessor Raising is possible both from
direct objects of transitive verbs and from the I subjects' of (certain)
intransitive verbs in these languages. Finally, Kimenyi (1980) reports a
similar distribution for Kinyarwanda, although the correct generalization
for this language is made somewhat obsc\..lre by independent properties of the
language.53 Thus, it is not the case that any possessor can raise across
languages; rather the process is limited to possessors of NPs whose heads
are in incorporable structural posi tions . This fact is explained by the
assumption tha.t V-N Reanalysis (= abstract NI) is what makes it possible
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for the verb to govern and Case mark an embedded possessor, giving the
'raising' effect.
I have shoW'} on the basis of Possessor Raising Constructions that a
general process of N Reanalysis exists and is available in languages of the
world. According to my theory of Reanalysis, N Reanalysis structures
should have all the same syntactic properties as r~I structures, because the
two are essentially the same process. The consequences of this have
already been explored with respect to the Government Transparency
Corollary, which has been seen to have similar effects in the two cases.
However J in section 2.3, we learned that NI has important effects wi th
respect to the Case filter as well; in particular, if the head noun is
incorporated into the verb, the NP it came from no longer needs to receive
accusative Case from the verb. Rather, the incorporation itself suffices
to 'morphologically identify' the NP, making i t visible for Theta role
assignment at LF. The major empirical consequence of this is that the
verb's usual accusative Case is then available to morphologic:a.lly identify
some other NP in need. '!his is, for instance , what happens when NI strands
a possessor J as in the Southern Tiwa example repeated above;· the verb may
assign accusative Case to the possessor in part because the larger NP no
longer needs it by virtue of the incorporation. Now, if the parallelism
between Reanalysis and Incorporation holds true, we expect N Reanalysis to
have the same effect, causing the reanalyzed NP to no longer need Case. In
fact, the truth of this hypothesis is already implied by the Possessor
Raising constructions that we have seen so far. 'll1ey have the structure of
(125) :
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(125) a. CHICHEWA:
Fisi a-na-dy-er-a kalulu nsornba.
hyena SP-past-eat-asp hare fish
'The hyena ate the hare's fish.'
b. s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
hyena Vj NP*
/ / \
eat NP Nj
'ace': :
\ hare fish
,_/
Here, the reanalysis between the main V and the head of its complement is
indica"ted by the index 'j'; the Case assignrnent between the verb and the
possessor by the line linking the latter to the case assigning feature of
the former. Now in order for this S-structure to be grammatical, i t must
be the case that the larger NP (NP*) does not need to be linked to "the
verb's case feature. 1his will be true, if the reanalysis does in fact
serve to identify this NP in the same way that incorporation does. The
fact that the NP headed by 'fish' does not receive (structural) case from
the verb in (125a) is confirmed by the fact that it does not become the
subject if the verb is passivized:
(126) a. *Nsomba a-na-dy-er-edw-a kalulu ndi fisi.
fish SP-past-eat-appl-pass-asp hare by hyena
'1be fiSh of the hare was eaten by the hyena. t
Neither can 'fish' trigger object agreement on the verb in (125a). Further
evidence to this effect comes from Chamorro, in which the ' default' case
form of nominals is different from the simple accusative or bare form of
the nominal. !n a Possessor Raising structure, the i-JP headed by the
reanalyzed patient N appears in this default oblique case, rather than in
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the unmarked case of direct objects:
(127) Ha fa'gasi-yi yu' si Flory ni magagu-hu.
3s8-wash-appl me PN Flory obI clothes-my
I Flory washed my clothes.' -
The possessor, of course, does appear in the object case.
4.2.4.3 N Reanalysis in applicatives
At last, we are ready to return to applicative constructions, and in
particular the status of the' second object' -in a structure such as (105),
repeated here:
(128) kalulu a-na-gul-ir-a mbidzi nsapato
hare SP-past-buy-for-asp zebras shoes
I The hare bought shoes for the zebras.'
It is clear that the applied object 'zebras' receives the verb's accusative
Case in such structures, and that the second object 'shoes' does not. I
reasoned above that perhaps the most desirable thing to say about this
second object is that sanehow it does not need to receive case at all.
tbw, I have a theoretically viable explanation for how this can be, given
that the NP in question is a theta role receiving argument--I claim that
the second object in applicatives MS tn fact undergone N-V Reanalysis. It
is morphologically identified by virtue of this relationship, and its
accusative Case is no longer needed; rather, it can be freely reassigned,
this time to the applied object, rather than a possessor. Abstractly
incorporated nouns are still morphologically independent words, and thus
need to appear in some form or another; thus they appear as unmarked stems
(in Chichewa and Bahasa Indonesian) or in a defaul t case form (in Chamorro
and Eskimo). They do not, however, appea~ in a robust a1d distinctive
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semantic case form. The resul ting S-structure will have the following
form:
(129) s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \\
hare V PP NP
/ \ : \ \
Vj P t· NP Nj
I I 1.., \
I I I
buy fOI't zebra shoes
If this approach is correct, we expect that if a given langusge has overt
NI but no covert NI (i.e. N Reanalysis), the patient/basic object should
be obligatorily incorporated in any applicative type construction.
Southern Tiwa appears to be just such a language. Recall from above that
Southern Tiwa. has no Possessor Raising apart from overt NI, making i t
plausible that i t hias no N-V Reanalysis. And, indeed, NI is obligatory in
applicative type constructions where the goal NP becomes Case-marked by the
verb, according to Allen, Gardiner, and Frantz (1984):
(130) a. Ti-'u'lIl-wia-ban i-ay.
1sS:A-baby-give-past 2s-to
'I gave the baby to you.'
b. Ka-'u'un-wia-ban.
1sS:2s0IA-baby-give-past
, I gave you the baby. I
c. *'U'u-de ka-wia-ban
baby-suf 158: 280: A-give-past
I I gave you the baby. I
In (13oa.), the goal appears in the form of a postpositional phrase. In the
thematically equivalent applicative type construction (130b) ,54 the
postposition incorporates, and the goal comes to get accusative Case from
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the verb, as signified by the fact that the verb agrees with the goal •
'!his Case assignment is necessary J for the reasons discussed in section
4.2.1. This means that there is no Case remaining for the theme NP 'baby',
so it can only escape the Case Fil ter- by incorporating into the verb, as
seen in (13Gb). If the 'second object' does not incorporate into the verb,
the structure is lD'lgrammatical (130c). Thus, in Southern Tiwa one actually
sees the incorporation which I claim happens abstractly in every language
that has applicative constructicns.55
Before ending this section, let us briefly reconsider the causative
construction. As I pointed out in the introduction to this subsection,
Verb Incorporation and Preposition Incorporation put similar strains an the
grammar, since both create structures in which a single morphological verb
is responsible for Case marking two NPs. As seen in section 3.3.3 and
again above, languages overwhelmingly tend to use the same Case marking
resources to face these strains in both cases. Thus, languages like
Kinyarwanda assign two accusative Cases in both situaticns, while languages
like Turkish and M3.1ayalam avoid the issue in both si tuations. I claim
that languages like Chamorro and Chimwiini (abstractly) incorporate the
extra NP in both situations. Thus, the results of section 3.3.3.3 en
causatives in these languages which were stated in terms of assigning
inherent accusative case are now refined and recast in the light of this
section in terms of N Reanalysis. First, the verb reanalyzes (i.e. is
coindexed) with the head of its NP object, thus freeing that object from
the need to get Case. '!he verb then may move to COMP and ul timately
incorporate without taking the object NP along. '!his moveme1t, which would
violate Gnomsky' s (1984) lhiformity Condition .if inherent Case assignment
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were involved, is legitimate because the trace of the verb will continue to
govern the reanalyzed NP in exactly the same way that the trace of a
complex N+V continues of govern the trace of the N in the case of overt
Nom Incorporation (section 3.5). Finally, the complex matrix verb can
assign its single Case assignment to the lower subject (causee). In this
way, the properties of this type of causative construction are explained
given the revised assumptions. Finally, ttl Southern Tiva, where all
incorporations are visible, Noun Incorporation of the lower object in a
causative construction is ·obligatocy in the same way (and for the same
reasons) that Noun Incorporation of the basic object is obligatory in
applicative constructions, and Noun Incorp9ration of the possessed noun. is
obligatory in Possessor Raising constructions. This was illustrated in
section 3.3.3.4 (117)-(119). This confirms that it is correct to associate
all of these constructions in terms of Noun Incorporation--overt or
covert--as done in this section.
In conclusion, I have argued that the two objects the in the double
object constructions formed by applicatives have very different statuses:
one receives case from the verb in the normal way, while the other is in
effect incorporated into the verb. In this way, the theoretical need for
each NP to be morphologically identified (i.e. •get Case r in the broadest
sense) is satisfied without forcing the verb to assign two Cases (in the
narrow sense). At the same time, certain asymmetries in the syntactic
behavior of the two NPs are accounted for-. Of course, many have addressed
the question of how Case assignment works in 'double object' constructions
in more familiar languages, with varying degrees of empirical and
conceptual success (see, for example, Hornstein and Weinberg (1981), Kayne
(1983), (Rrhle (1975»). The account of Stowell (1981) is by far the most
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similar to that of this work; Stowell too has the basic insight that one of
the NPs in a double object construction must invisibly incorporate into the
verb in order to avoid being ruled out by the Case Filter. The difference
between my accoLmt and Stowell's is simply that Stowell incorporates the
wrong NP--the dative, rather than the theme NP. That it is the theme NP
that incorporates rather than the dative is clearly seen in languages with
morphologically overt Incorporation such as Southecn Tiwa and Mohawk, and
this fact can be explained (see 4.4.2), given a disciplined account of
Incorporation in general such as that developed in this work. More
generally, in the system I have developed, the possibility of an account of
double objects in terms of incorporation is not a s~range or mysterious
patchwork device; instead it falls out automatically from the combination
of several notions, each of which has rich and wide-fltmg empirical
support. Further empirical advantages to this approach to 1double object'
constructions will unfold in the sections to come.
4.2.5 Appendix: On the applied affix
Consider the appearance of the so called 'applied affix' -ir/-er of
Chichewa in sentence (131 b) :
(131) 8. ngombe zi-na-tumiz-a mitolo yaudzu kwa mbuzi,
cows SP-past-send-asp bundles of grass to goats
'The cows sent bundles of grass to the goats.'
b. ngombe zi-na-tumiz-ir-a mbuzi mitolo ya udzu.
cows SP-past-send-~-asp goats bundles of grass
'The coW's sent the goats bundles of grass.'
(131a) has a preposition (kwa) which its thematic paraphrase (131b) lacks,
while (131b) has the applied verbal affix, which (131a) lacks. I have
argued that these two items are to be identified; the source of the applied
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affix in (131b) is a preposition which is base generated in the same
structural configuration as kwa in (131a), and which then tn1dergoes X-a
movement to incorporate into the verb, thereby appearing as an affix. From
this assumption, a variety of facts about the distribution of applicative
constructions and their syntactic properties can be explained, as we have
seen. However, this carmot be the entire tale as to when the applied affix
appears. Consider for instance, the following pair of sentences from the
dialect of Chichewa described by Trithart (1977) :56
(132) a. Joni a-na-pats-a nthochi kwa amai ake.
John SP-past-give-asp bananas to mother his
'John gave the bananas to his mother.'
b. Joni a-na-pats-a amai ake nthochi.
John SP-past-give-asp mother his bananas
'John gave his mother bananas.'
At least superficially, the relationship between (132a) and (132b) seems
Virtually identical to the relationship between (131a) and (131b), which
suggests that the same principles of P Incorporation should be used to
account for them. Nevertheless, the applied affix does not appear on the
verb (or anywhere else, for t~t matter) in (132b) as one would expect if P
Ir1corporation is in fact involved. Q1 the other hand, consider the
Chichewa Possessor Raising alternation once again:
(133) a. Fisi a-na-dy-a nsomba za kalulu.
hyena SP-past-eat-asp fish of hare
'The hyena ate the hare's fish.'
b. Fisi a-na-dy-er-a kalulu nsomba.
hyena SP-past-eat-~-asp hare fish
'The hyena ate the hare!s fish.'
In the Possessor Raised structure (133b), the applied affix mysteriously
appears on the verb again, even though there is no thematic PP complement
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in the thematic paraphrase (133a) which it could have incorporated from.
Thus, if one holds to the view that what is tradi tionally called the
applied affix is really a syntactically incorporated Preposition, it seems
that this affix both appears when it should not and fails to appear when it
should. Furthermore, neither of these mismatches is tmique to Chichewa;
rather they represent the usual case wi"th applied affixes in languages of
the world.· Therefore the theory of the appearance of prepositional affixes
stands in need of revision and clarification.
4.2.5.1 Extra applied affixes: possessor raising
Take first the case In which the applied affix productively and
systematically appears when it is tmexpected: Possessor Raising
struc"tures. This is not just a quirk of Chichewa; rather it is a very
widespread phenomenon that the same affix that appears in dative and
benefactive applicative constructions also appears in Possessor Raising
constructions. For example , it is true also in the Austronesian language
Chamorro:
(134) a. He fa'gasi si.Flory i magagu-hu.
3sS-wash PN Flory the Clothes-my
'Flory washed my clothes.'
b. H9. fa' gasi -Yi yu' si Flory ni magagu-hu •
3sS-wash~ me PN Flory obI clothes~y
'Flory washed my clothes.'
The same can be seen in Kinyarwanda (cf. ( 116)) and other Pantu languages,
the Iroquoian languages, and Choctaw (Muskogean). 57 Thus, this cur-ious
homophony is something to be explained.
Let us consider "tha a1 ternation in (133) more carefully. In fact, there
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is an independent prepositim in (133a) which does not appear in (133b)
after all: namely, za r of', the Case marker of the possessor NP. Thus, the
alternation in (133) is in a sense more parallel to the paradigmatic
alternation in (131) then one necessarily notices a"t first--the (a)
sehtencesof both pairs have independent Prepositions and the (b) sentences
both have applied affixes. Now, it cannot be the case that a P element in
the position of za in (133a) moves directly to incorporate into the verb,
thereby deriving (133b); such an incorporation would be blocked by the
intervening head N 'fish', as discussed in section 4.1. Nevertheless, I
will claim that there is a more abstract celationship between the
preposition and the applied affix in structures like these.
To this end, consider more generally the role of the category
'preposition' in syntax. In its most canonical use, it performs two
related but logically independent ftmctions: it assigns a thematic role to
an NP complement, and it assigns Case to that complement. Elementary
examples of such uses are illustrated in Ehglish and Chichewa:
(135) a. I solved the homework problems for Pete.
b. ngombe zi-na-tumiz-a mitole ya udzu kwa mbuzi.
cows SP-past-send-asp bundles of grass to goats
'The cows sent bundles of grass to the goats.'
Thus, for in (135a) assigns a benefactive thematic role to its complement
Pete, while kwa in (135b) assigns a goal/receiver thematic role to its
complement mbuzi 'goats'. In addition, these Ps are able to assign Case to
these complements, and necessarily so, so that these NPs will be
morphologically identified and thus 'visible' to receive their theta role
at LF. Yet, in spite of the canonical link between these two functions of
Prepositions, they can be dissociated under certain circumstances; in
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particular, it seems that prepositions in some constructions appear to
assign Case, but not to assign a theta role. Two plausible examples of
this are:
(136) a. I witnessed the destruction of Babylon.
b. P-nyani a-na-meny-ets-a ana kwa buluzi.
baboons SP-past-hit-cause-asp children to lizards
I The baboons made the lizards hi t the children. I
In these sentences, it seems that no theta role is coming from the
preposition itself; rather the theta role of the object of the P comes
directly from the head noun destruction in (136a) and from the verb root
-meny- I hit' in (136b). Thus, there would be a significant theta role
generalization captured between these sentences and those in (137), where
no preposition is present which could possibly be involved in assigning the
theta role:
(137) a. I watched them destroy Babylon.
b. Anyani a-na-chit-i ts-a kuti bulllZi
babocns SP-pas"t-do':'cause-asp that lizards
a-na~eny-e ana.
SP-past-hit-asp children
l'Ihe baboons made the lizards hi t the children.'
In fact, it seems clear that the reason why the prepositions occur in (136)
is because the real theta role assigner cannot by itself assign the Case
that its argument must have, ei ther because it is inherently a category
which does not assign Case, such as N in (136b) (cf. Chomsky (1981)), or
because it is a morphological complex which has already reached the limit
of its Case assigning ability, such as the complex V in (136b) (cf.
section 3.3.3.3 and references cited there). Thus, these Ps perform one of
their canonical properties, but not both, in this situation. Yet, it is
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clear that it is in some sense the same preposition in both cases--compare,
for example, (136b) with (135b). Now, when a P is merely present for
reasons of Case assignment, it is not related to theta structure, and hence
need not be present at D-structure. I will follow a common practice and
assume that such tokens of prepositions, unlike their theta role assigning
relatives, are in fact not present at D-structure and are inserted in the
course of the derivation, before S-structure. 58
I claim that applied affixes, as prepositional elements, also have two
related but logically distinct functions, one involving Theta assignment,
and the other involving 'case I --or, more generally, morphological
identification. Thus, in a canonical appliC2tive construction, such as:
(138) ngombe zi-na-tumiz-ir-a mbuzi mitolc ya udzu.
cows SP-past-send-appl~sp goats bundl~s of grass
r The cows sent the goats bundles of grass.'
the applied affix assigns a goal theta role to the NP 'goats t (via its
trace at levels past D-structure). However, like its cousin the
independent preposition, the applied affix plausibly must also take some
responsibli ty to see that the complement it brings into the sentence is
morphologically identified so that it can in fact bear the theta role
destined for it. Unlike the independent preposition, however, it is not in
a structural position where it can fulfill this responsibility simply by
assigning Case to that NP itself, due to the principles of Incorporation
and Case theory. In fact, we have seen in the body of this section that
the only way allowed by the theory for the requirements of
Case/morphological identification to be satisfied is for the verb (complex)
to assign its structural (;ase to the argument of the applied affix, and for
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the other object (usually the patient/theme) to abstractly incorporate with
the' verb. This indeed fulfills the technical, formal requirements of
'm-identification t. However, there is an obvious way in which the
functional idea of morphological identification begins to break down
here--for the simple reason that the 'incorporation' is abstract, having no
visible morphological representation at all. If this is allowed freely,
the idea of m-identification as revealing the thematic assignments becomes
meaningless. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that there be an overt sign
that an abstract incorporation has taken place as well. In fact, this
expectation may in many cases be raised to the level of a formal
requirement.59 Then, the appearance of the applied affix can be taken to be
this overt sign. This is plausible from the point of view of the language
learner, in that whenever he or she sees a sentence such as (138) with an
applied affix, he or she is led by lhiversal Grammar to assume that an
abstract r~I has taken place; it is then a small theoretical step to aSSLnDe
that it is a property of the morpheme itself that it signals the presence
of an abstract NI. Thus, applied affixes are associated with the following
two related but logically separate properties:
(139) (i) Assigns a theta role to an NP
(ii) Spells out the occurence of an N Incorporation
This is directly parallel to the functions of independent prepositions, as
discussed above:
(140) (i) Assigns a theta role to an NP
( ii) Assigns case to an NP
The first of these is a fundamental property; the second is the specific
Case theory property that the element needs to have in order for it to
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occur in grammatical structures given proper ty (i), together' with the
independent fact that it is an affix or a morphologically independent item,
as the case may be. 'Ihere is an asynmetry between the two in that the NP
mentioned in the two parts of (140) is always the same, whereas the N
mentioned in (139ii) will not be the (head of the) NP mentioned in (139i).
This asymmetry follows frOID general principles, however: the NP that a P
assigns Case to must be the NP that it theta. marks, because both relations
require government; whereas the N whose incorporation the applied affix
signals carmot be from the NP that it theta marks, since its incorporation
would be blocked by the trace of the affix (see 4.4 below). Thus, we
maintain that the notion the Ps and applied affixes are fundamentally two
instances of the same category, with particular differences.merely being
consequences of the basic difference that one of them is an affix while the
other is not.
The final step is to observe that applied affixes can be
'grammaticalized' so that they can appear because of their (ii) property
even when their (i) property is not relevant, just as independent
prepositions can. Thus, consider the Possessor Raising structure once
again:
(141) a. Fisi a-na-dy-a nsomba za kalulu.
hyena SP-past-eat-asp fish of hare
'The hyena ate the hare's fish.'
b. Fisi a-na-dy-er-a kalulu nsomba.
hyena SP-past-eat-~-asp hare fish
'The hyena ate the hare's fish.'
According to my analysis, (141b) differs from (141a) in that an abstract N
Incorporation has taken place. But as discussed above, we expect that a
morphological realization of this abstract process must appear, in order
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for the Condition of Morphological Identification to be fully satisfied.
Thus, the applied affix is inserted to perform this function in accordance
wi th its property (139ii), even "though it assigns no theta ['ole. Hence,
(141b) is to the canonical applied affix use (138) exa9tly what (136b) is
to the canonical P use (135b). In the canonical C9.se, the P-type element
performs the morphological identific;ation needed to allow its own arglDDent
to surface; in the extended case, the P-type element performs the same
morphological identification for some other i tern's argument. Thus, the
applied affix in Possessor Raising canstruc~ions is the same affix as that
in (say) benefactive applicative constructions in exactly the same sense
that kwa is the same preposition in (135b) and (136b). Thus, this
crosslinguistically valid association is accounted for; the appearance of
applied affixes in Possessor Raising constructions is rendered
unmysterious. Parallel to independentpreposition case-markers, I assume
that the prepositional affix is inserted in place after D-structure, rather
than being incorporated from some other position.
The fact that the same morpheme tends to appear in what I have been
calling Possessor Raising structures and in what I have been calling
benefactive applicative structures leads to systematic ambiguities. Thus,
one sentence form can rather generally have either interpretation: (141b),
for example, can mean 'The hyena ate fish for the hare' as well as its
stated gloss. This raises the possibi Iity tha-t 'Possessor Raising' in the
sense in which I have used the term really does not exist at all; rather
there is only the benefactive applicative construction and it is part of
the range of interpretation of the benefactive applied object that it is
the ooe who possesses, the theme NP. Indeed, this is a rather classical
view. It is rather natural, in that the core meaning of the benefactive
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theta role as discussed in section 4. 1 was I NP (intentionally) affected by
the action r. Since the 'patient' NP is typically the primary recipient of
the action, the owner of the patient will generally be affected by that
action.
Undoubtably there is truth in this observation, and I appeal to it as
the explanation that it is always the benefactive applied affix that
appears in Possessor Raising constructions, and not an instrumental or
locative applied affix, in languages where these exist and are
morphologically distinct.60 Nevertheless, in the framework developed in
this work, there is no reason not to expect Possessor Raising to occur:
Possessor Raising is exactly the expected side-effect of N-V Reanalysis,
and N-V Reanalysis is expected to exist given that V-V Reanalysis and V-P
Reanalysis are both attested. '!hus, it would be more awkward to explain
why Possessor Raising does not exist (in the limited way that it does) than
to explain why it does, given these assumptions. Thus, we can at no cost
maintain that a structural difference tmderlies the (admittedly subtle)
difference between the two readings of a sentence like (141 b) . Moreover,
it seems likely that if one is very careful with choosing lexical items
with the proper subcategorization and selection properties, that
differences between the two could be teased out.
In this light, I will briefly mention two kind of arguments that
Possessor Raising does exist independently of benefactive applicatives.
The Iroquoian languages include an applicative morpheme which generally
appears with both benefactive and possessor raising readings (Mithun 1984):
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MOHAWK:
(142) Wa-hi-'sereht'-6hare-'se.
pas~-3MS/1s0-car-wash-appl
a. 'He washed the car for me.' OR
b. 'He washed my car.'
(The arglDDent Case marked by the verb triggers object agreement and is
'pro-dropped' in this sentence.) However, there is a certain class of
verbs in which the Possessor Raising reading does not require the applied
morpheme to appear', whereas the benefactive reading does:
ONEIDA: (M. IX:>xtator, via Micha"e1son p. c • )
(143) a. Wa?-hi-nuhs-ahni :nu: John.
past-1sS/3MO-house-buy John
'I bought John's house.'
b. Wa?-hi-nuhs-ahni:nu.:-se? John.
past-1sS/3MO-house-buy~pplJohn
'I bought a house for John.'
This contrast can be understood if we assume that the morphological
identification of incorporation does not require a marking in and of itself
with these ve~bs for some reasan. 61 ~en, fo~ the possessor ~eading, no
applied morpheme will be necessary. However, for the benefactive reading,
the morpheme is still present to assign a theta role to its argum~nt,
thereby accounting for its appearance in (143b). This strongly suggests
that the two structures are distinct.
This conclusion is reinforced in the Muskogean language of Choctaw, by
an argument due to Munro (ms). She observes that Cnoctaw contains idioms
which have the form of possessed NPs, such as naahollo i-tobi 'white-men's
beans' meaning 'green peas'. The possessor part of this idiom then freely
'raises', such that it is case mar-ked by the verb and triggers agreement on
i t rather than on the 'possessed' notn1:
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(144) a. Naahollo i-tobi-ya apa-li-tok.
whi te-man agr-bean..;'ls eat-15S-past
'I ate the whiteman's beans. 1 OR
'I ate the green peas. 1
b. Naahollo-~ tobi i-m-apa-li-tok.
white~-ns bean 3s-appI-eat-1sS-past
'I ate the white man' s beans. I OR
I I ate the green peas.'
The idiomatic interpretation present in the non-possessor-raised structure
(144a) is still available in the possessor raised structure. This shows
that theNP in question can be dependent on the head noun of the object for
its semantic interpretation, instead of just on the prepositional affix.
This confirms my approach to such s-cructures in general, and to the nature
of the applied affix in pa~ticular.62
4.2.5.2 Missing applied affixes: dative shift
Now, I turn to consider the cases where no applied affix appears, even
though one might be expected. Thus, the following paradigms seem
completely parallel--except that (146b) lacks one SIllEill morpheme which is
present in (145b):
(145) a. ngombe zi-na-tumiz-a mitolo ya udzu kwa mbuzi.
cows SP-pas~-send-asp bundles of grass to goats
'The cows sent bundles of grass to the goats.'
b. ngombe zi-na-tumiz-ir-a mbuzi mitolo ya udzu.
cows SP-past-send~-asp goats bundles of grass
'The cows sent the goats bundles of grass.'
(146) a. Joni a-na-pats-a nthochi kwa amai ake.
John SP-past-give-asp bananas to mother his
'John gave the bananas to his mother.'
(Trithart (1977); *MChambo (p.c.))
b. Joni a-na-pats-a ama.i ake nthochi.
John SP-past-give-asp mother his bananas
'John gave his mother bananas.'
(Trithart (1977); Mchambo (p.e.))
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NPs receive the same theta. roles in the same configurations in both (145b)
and (146b): a goal argument is immediately postverbal and the theme
argument also appears unmarked in the VP. Thus, it seems that these two
sentences should be associated wi th the same syntax in order to capture
these generalizations in a transparent way. This conviction grows when one
~ealizes that the two behave identically with respect to their interactions
wi th other syntactic processes. Thus, we saw in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.4
that the goal argument in a sentence like (145b) <::an trigger object
agreement, <::an 'pro-drop', and can become the subject when the verb is
passivized . In contrast, the theme object has none of these properties.
Exactly the same characteristics hold true of the goal and theme NPs in a
structure like (146b) (Mchombo, personal communication):
(147) a. ngombe zi-na-zi-pats-a mbuzi nsima.
cows' SP-past~P-give-asp goats cornmush
'The cows gave the goats commush.'
b. ngombe zi-na-zi-pats-a nsima.
cows SP-past-OP-give-asp cornmush
'The cows gave them cornmush.'
c. mbuzi zi-na-pats-idw-a nsima. ndi ngombe.
goats SP-past-give-pass-asp cornmush by cows
'The goats were given cornmush by the cows.'
(148) a. *ngombe zi-na-i-pats-a mbuzi nsima.
cows SP-past-OP-give-asp goats cornmush
'The cows gave the goats cornmush.'
b. *ngombe zi-na-i-pats-a mbuzi.
cows SP-past-OP-give-asp goats
'The cows gave the goats it.'
c. "*nsima i-na-pats-a mbuzi ndi ngombe.
cornmush SP-past-give-asp goats by cowa
'Cornmush was given the goats by the cows.'
ThUS, it would seem to be a theoretical failure not to capture these
generalization by assigning the same syntactic descriptions in both cases.
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The case fot' this is still incomplete,63 but mot'e stt'iking evidence will be
fOlD1d in its favor in later sections, where it will be seen that the two
structures behave alike with respect to wh-extraction (section 4.3.1) and
with respect to in-teractions with other incorporation processes (section
4.4).
This situation also is not an isolated idiosyncracy of Chichewa, but
rather the normal case in languages of the world. As another example,
Chamorro (Austronesian, Gibson (1980» has a productive applicative
construction, in which the prepositional affix has the phonological forms
-i/-yi/~, depending on the (morpho)phono!ogical context;
(149) a. Hu tugi' i katta para i chetlu-hu.
1sS-write the letter to the sibling-my
'I wrote the letter to my brother.'
b. Hu tugi'-i i che'lu-hu ni k8.tt:a.
1sS-write~ the sibling-my obl letter
'I wrote my brother the letter.'
However, there is a small class of verbs which appear in sentence
configurations identical (149b), but which do not have the applied morpheme
on the verb. In fact, they also do not appear in a structure like (1498.).
Examples of this class are the verbs na'i 'give', fa'nu'i 'show', and bendi
1 sell t :
(150) a. In na'i si tata-n-mami nu i babui.
1pex-give PN father-lk-our obI the pig
'We gave our father the pig.'
b. *In na' i i babui para si tata-n-mami.
1pex-give the pig to PN father-lk-our
'We gave the pig to our father.'
Chce again, sentences like (15CB.) have the same syntactic behavior as
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sentences like (149b) in nontrivial ways, as Gibson demonstrates. Again,
there is a generalization to be captured here.
The only way to account for this generalization and yet maintain the
explanatory value of the P Incorporation accotmt of applicative
constructions is to claim that sentences like (146b) and (1Sca) are derived
by P Incorporation as well. '!he only difference is that with a very
limited set of verbs, the affix is simply invisible. In fact, this is
natural enough, if we keep in mind the nature of the morphological side of
Incorporation. As discussed in section 1.4.5, X-a movement creates a
complex structure consisting of more than one X-a level i tern; it is then
the task of the morphological subcomponent of the grammar to determine what
the phonological shape of the combination will be. Now, in the cases we
have been focusing on, this task is fairly transparent; it has ooly
involved prefixation and suffixation of productive morphemes, plus perhaps
a few simple cyclic phonological rules. Nothing in the framework, however,
requires that it always be this easy. In particular there can be--and
sometimes is-~orpholog1cal selection for a particular form of a
syntactically incorporated affix by the specific root, just as there is
morphological selection between roots and affixes in non-syntactic
affixation. '!he relation can even be morphophonologically irregular in
some way, or even suppletive. These possibilities will be discussed and
illustrated again in section 6.2. One other possibility that fits in with
this range of phenomena is that the morphophonological shape of the
combination of two i "terns is identical to the morphophonological shape of
one of these i terns on i ts own. With some types of morphology, this is
uncantroversial. For example, the formation of past participles in English
shows this entire range of mo~phological realization. The most common and
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productive way of forming past participles is to added the productive affix
-d to the verb, which may undergo general phonological rules of voicing
assimilation and epenthesis, thereby deriving forms such as like/liked,
aovise/advised, omit/omitted. Nevertheless, some verbs select for a
special, unproductive morpheme -en (e.g. give/given); others are
suppletive (e.g. sing/sung, buy/bought). Finally, a small class of verbs
have a past participle which is morphologically identical to the stem
itself: cut/cut, split/split, hit/hit. Yet in spite of this
morphophonological variation, all of these past participles are equivalent
in terms of syntactic properties and distr-ibution. rrhe claim, then, is
that the morphological forms that arise from syntactic incorporation show
exactly the same range of variation. This is as expected given the nature
of the morphological component of the grammar and how it fi ts into the
grammar as a whole. rrhus, the O1ichewa applied affix -ir is
morphophanologically similar to the Ehglish past participle affix -ed; it
is productive, relatively invariant in shape, and is subject to simple
phonological rules--in this case, Vowel Harmony. rrhe Chamorro applied
affix -i is similar, but it can appear with an extra consonant, which is
usually phonologically conditioned, but which may be morphologically
conditioned as well. The 'fuscarora applied marker t on the other hand, has
.forms that cannot be explained by phooological rules; rather the for-m is to
some degree selected by the verb and the aspect (Williams (1976:87)).
Williams gives the following summary of forms:
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This sort of form selection/morphological conditioning is similar to
Ehglish selection for an -en past participle morpheme. Nevertheless, the
syntax of applicatives in Tuscarora is essentially identical to that of
applicatives in Chichewa. Suppletive forms also exist in certain
languages. Given this context, it is not not surprising that the
combination of verb and applied affix is sometimes identical in form to the
verb itself, just as cut plus the past participle is still cut. I claim
that it is exactly this which underlies the apparent disappearance of the
applied morpheme in sentences like (146b) and (15oa.); for the small and
semi-idiosyncratic set of verbs the applied affix is syntactically present
but is g"imply not seen. Here again, there are two cases: in Tr ithart' s
Chichewa (Chichewa-B) the verb patsa 'give' appears in both an applicative
(146b) ~d a nonapplicative (146a) frame and hence is both a basic verb and
a verb + applied affix; in Chamorro the verb na'i 'give' appears only in
the applicative frame (15()a) and hence is only the form of a verb + applied
affix. There is then a gap in the paradigm; Chamorro assigns no
morphological form to the straight verb 'give'. To return to the
participle analogy, the Chichewa-B case is directly parallel to the case of
Ehglish past participles of verbs like cut; the Chamorro case is parallel
to the case of verbs with defective paradigms, which do not appear in all
tenses in a language. Mchombo's Chichewa (Chichewa-A) is similar to
Chamorro in this regard; (146a) is ungrammatical in this dialect.
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Unsurprisingly, this type of null applicative morphology is tolerated only
with a limited number of verbs in any given language, and they are always
the verbs which one might think of as canonical applicative type verbs, in
that they naturally include and focus on a goal or benefactive argument.
Thus, although the class of verbs that allow a null applicative in a given
language is always idiosyncratic to a degree, the verb meaning 'to give'
has a null applicative more often than not, and 'to show' and 'to send' are
very comman members of this class, while verbs like 'to hit' or 'to like'
are probably never in this class. Undoubtably, this is what solves the
learnability problem posed to a child by the existance of null syntactic
affixes. As always, the theoretical justification for positing such null
affixes is the need to capture significant syntactic generalizations in an
appropriate way.64
Here a comment is in order concerning the dialectal difference between
Chichewa-A and O1ichewa-B. As discussed in section 3.3, these dialects
differ both in their type of causative construction and in that the later
but not the former has morphologically lRlIDarked 'double object'
constructions. '!his correlation was shown to be systematic in languages of
the world, and was explained by saying that in languages like Chichewa-B
verbs can assign an inherent accusative case, whereas in languages like
Chichewa-A they cannot. In section 4.2.4, this characterization was
replaced by one which says that the first type can 'abstractly incorporate'
(i.e. Reanalyze) an NP, while the other cannot. 'Ihis covers every
language that I know enough about--except Chichewa-A. As we have seen,
Chichewa-A must in fact have NP reanalysis in its applicative constructions
and in its Possessor Raising constructions. Why then does is it not
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available in causative constructions as well? The answer must be related
to the fact that the morphologically unmarked 'dative shift' alternation in
(146) is also lost in the change from Chichewa-B to Chichewa-A. We can say
that Chichewa-A is a hybrid system in transition, and that it allows N-V
reanalysis, but crucially only if that Reanalysis is morphologically
represented 2Y (say the applied affix). The sole exception to this in the
language is patsa 'give', and even this item ceases to alternate and is
frozen into the (146b) frame. Then, it would be impossible for a language
with this stipulation as part of its particular case marking system to have
a causative identical to that of Chichewa-B; at least the necessary
Reanalysis would require a special insertion of -ir in addition. However,
Gnichewa-A's idiosyncratic P insertion rule in causatives happens to insert
the independent preposition kwa rather than the prepositional affix -ir, as
seen in section 3.3.3.3. Nothing about Universal Grammar would block
inserting the applied affix instead; in fact the applied affix is
obligatory in Tzotzil (Mayan) in just such circumstances (Aissen 1983).
This is simply an instance of low-level crosslinguistic variation.
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(152) a.
b.
(153) a.
~ b.
( 154) a.
b.
Joe gave a computer to his girlfriend for her birthday.
Joe gave his girlfriend a computer for her birthday.
I sent my resume to this acc<?unting firm last week.
I sent this accounting firm my resume last week.
Picasso ca~ved that figurine on the mantle fo~ Mary Harvey.
Picasso carved Mary Harvey that figurine an the mantle.
Thus, I will claim that P Incorporation QCcurs in English as well, thereby
assigning to a sentence like (152b) the following set of descriptions:
(155) a. S b.
/ \
NP VP
/ / \~
Joe V PP NP
/ / \ \
give P NP computer
I I
, I
(to) girl
s
I \
NP VP
/ / \~
Joe Vj PP NPj
/ \ : \ \
V P tt NP \
I : I computer
give 01. gi~l
I·
Besides being allowed by no more than a minor extension of the theory, this
approach gives an analysis with some explanatory depth to this intractable
constructioo. First of all, the D-st~ucture (1253) is parallel to the
D-structure (and S-structure) of the non-dative-shifted counterpart (152a),
thereby accotllting for the fact that the two are thematic paraphrases in
consonance with the Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis. Moreover,
the Case theory pUZZles posed by these structures with two bare r~ps are
solved by this analysis: it accounts immediately for the fact that it is
the goal/benefactive argument that must appear adjacent to the verb in
dative shifted structures, since it is this agrument which can only be
morphologically identified by receiving accusative Case from the verb,
parallel to the case with applicatives, as discussed at length in sections
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4.2.1 and 4.2.4:
(156) a. *1 sent my resume this accounting firm last week.
b. *Pic:asso carved the figurine on the self M3.ry carvey.
These sentences are Case Filtel' violations, since the second NP is not
adjacent to the V as a realization of accusative Case, nor can they be
reanalyzed with the verb since this is blocked by the intervening trace of
the empty preposition. '!hus, 'Marantz's Generalization' holds in Ehglish
as well. 65 '!his also explains correctly the fact that (in general)66 the
goal/benefactive argument may become the SUbject of the sentence when the
verb is passivized, whereas the theme NP may not:
(157) a. This accounting firm was sent 100 resumes last week.
b. ?*1oo resumes were sent this accounting firm last week.
(158) a. Mary rarvey was carved a figurine by Picasso.
b. *'Ihis figur ine was carved Miry Harvey by Picasso.
In all of these ways, the syntax of dative shift is identical to the syntax
of applicatives in other languages--a crosslinguistic generalization which
is also captured by giving them similar structures. In section 4.3 it will
be shown that this hypothesis also accounts for the properties of
wh-extrac·tion from dative shifted structures. In this way, the syntax of
dative shift is explained. Moreover, it is well known (cf. Oerhle (1975),
Stowell (1981), Czepluch (1982)) that there ar~ lexical idiosyncracies in
dative shift, so that some verbs seem to dative shift optionally (as seen
above), some verbs obligatorily, and some cannot dative shift at all, in
spite of being semantically plausible candidates. Examples of these last
two cases are:
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(159) a. Jerry donated his butterfly collection to the church.
b. *Jerry donated the church his butterfly collection.
(160) a. *The orange socks cost two dollars to/for Linda.
b. The orange socks cost Linda two dollars.
'Ibis range of apparent lexical idiosyncracy can be accounted for in the
same terms as the Chamorro/Chichewa difference in the optianality of
'dative shift' discussed above--by appealing to morphological
idiosyncracy. 'Ibus, ins~ad of abandoning a syntactic account of dative
shift and falling back on mUltiple sUbcategorization frames, one can simply
say that give is the morphological form for both 'give' and 'give-to';
_ l ..-:.:,~·~~~''-1
donate is the morphological form for 'donate', but there is no" valid
morphological form for 'donate+to'; and cost is the morphological form for
'cost+to' but there is no morphological from for -simply the 'cost' which
takes a 'benefactive' argument. 'Iben the combinations of lexical items
that are morphologically well-formed will act as a filter, eliminating
improper PIs or sentences in which PI improperly failed to occur. Thus,
the explanatory syntactic accotmt of dative shift is preserved, and the
lexical idiosyncracy is reduced to a relatively familiar (albeit abstract)
type of morphological idiosyncracy. 67 In this way dative shift
constructions receive a new and in some ways more adequate explantion, and
we find evidence that Preposition Incorporation and Noun Incorporation (in
the form of Reanalysis) appear even in English.
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4.3 Preposition Incorporation and Wh~ovement
Applicative sentences are commonly thought to be formed by a Grammatical
Function changing process of same kind, in which an oblique phrase comes to
be the direct object of the clause it appears in. I claim, however, that
there are no GF changing processes per se; rather, applicatives appear as a
result of moving a p~eposition out of the PP phrase which it heads at
D-structure and incorporating it into the verb that governs it. This
movement then causes the derived verb complex to govern the NP object of
the moved P (by the GTe) and forces it to Case mark that NP, as discussed
at length in the precedi.l1g section. Since the thematically oblique NP is
governed and assigned structural Case by the verb, it behaves like a
standard direct object in many ways; in particular, in the ways which are
dependent on government and Case theory. In this way, the 'GF changing
effect' illustrated in the literature is accounted for. 'Ihis is short of
saying that the thematically oblique NP becomes a full-fledged direct
object in every sense, however. In fact, the theory of Incorporation
implies that it will not become a structural object in the X' theo~y sense
of being an [NP, S]. The Projection Principle implies this by requiring
that thematically relevant categorial structure be preserved. Hence, the
moved P must leave a trace, which continues to head a PP that contains the
thematically oblique NP. In other words, the structure is (161a) and not
(161 b) :
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(161) a. S
/ \
NP VP
/ \~
v PP (NP)
/ \ I \
v Pi tt NP
b. S
/ \
NP VP
/\~
V NP· (NP)
/ \
V p
The retained preposition trace and PP node are 'invisible' for many
purposes given the Government Transparency Corollary. Nevertheless, we
still expect that its presence will be detectable with respect to some
subtheory of the grammar, thereby causing differences between 'applied
objects' and standard direct objects to appear in that realm. The issue
here is directly parallel to the one in section 3.4, where I argued on the
basis of wh-movement facts .that the original biclausal thematic structure
of causatives is maintained in Verb Incorporation sentences, in accordance
wi th the Projecticn Principle. In this section, I seek to establish the
corresponding point for P Incorporation sentences. Qlce again, this will
empirically distinguish the syntactic Incorporation account of applicatives
which I have been developing from alternatives which derive applicatives in
the lexicon or in the syntax but in a way which does not obey a strong
Projection Principle (see the introduction to section 3.4 for discussion).
As with Verb Incorporation, crucial data which distinguishes applied
objects from standard direct objects comes from wh-movement constructions
in Chichewa. Thus, it is perfectly acceptable to extract the object of an
ordinary transitive verb:
(162) a. Ndi-ku-ganiz-a kuti Mavuto a~a-on-a mfumu.
1sS-pres-think-asp that Mavuto SP-past-see-asp chief
'I think that M3.vuto saw the chief. I
b. Iyi ndi rnfumu imene ndi-ku-ganiz-a kuti a-na-on-a.
This is chief which 1sS-pres-think-asp that 3sS-past-see-asp
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''!his is the chief that I think that she saw.'
However, the benefactive applied object cannot be extracted in this way, in
spite of its many surface similarities to a standard direct object:
(163) a. A-ku-ganiz-a kuti mu-phik-ir -a mfumu nsima.
3sS-pres-think-asp that 2sS-cook-appl-asp chief cornmush
'He thinks that you cooked cornmush for the chief.'
b. *Iyi ndi mfumu imene a-ku-ganiz-a kuti
This is chief which 3sS-pres-think-asp that
mu-phik-ir-a nsima.
2sS-cook-appl-asp cornmush
''!his is the chief which he thinks that you cooked the
cornmush for.'
(1638) is similar to (162a), but this time the wh-movement in (163b) is
simply ungrammatical. In the sections that follow, I will show that this
contrast can ooly be explained if there is indeed an extra PP node in (163)
which is not present in (162) and which blocks the extraction. '!his then
will establish the Incorporation theory, which predicts that exactly this
difference in structure should exist. Furthermore, we will find that there
is a difference between the different types of applicative constructions
with respect to extraction, which confirms this analysis in a surprising
way.
4.3.1 Benefactive and dative applicatives
4.3.1.1 'Ihe basic data
First, let us focus on benefactive and dative applicative structures.
~re, the core effect is the one which has already been illustrated: it is
impossible to move the benefactive argument to form (say) a relative
clause. Further examples of this are:
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(164) a. Ndi-na-nen-a kuti Mavuto a-na-thyol-er-a mfumu mpando.
1sS-past-say-asp that Mavuto SP-past break-appl chief chai~.
I I said that M3.vuto broke the chair for the chief.'
b. *Iyi ndiyo mfumu i-mene ndi-na-nen-a kuti Mavuto
this is chief which 1sS-past-say-asp that Mavuto
a-na-thyol-er'-a mpando.
SP-past-break-appl-asp chair
'This is the chief which I said that Mavuto broke the
chair for.'
(165) a. Mavuto a-na-umb-ir-a mfumu mtsuko.
Mavuto SP-past-mold-appl~sp chief waterpot
'Mavuto molded the waterpot for the chief.'
b. *Iyi ndiyo mfumu imene ndi-ku-ganiz-a kuti M3.vuto
this is chief which 1sS-pres-think-asp that Mavuto
a-na-umb-ir-a mtsuko.
SP-past-mold-appl-asp waterpot
''!his is the chief which I think that Mavuto molded the
wat.erpot for.'
In order to find the correct explanation for the ungrammaticality of
wh-moving this nominal, we must know something about the generality of the
prohibition that seems to be in effect. Interestingly, the inability to
wh-move holds only of the applied object, and not of the basic patient
object. '!hi s 'second object' can move quite free ly:
(166) Uwu ndi mpando u-mene ndi-na~en-a kuti M3.vuto
this is chair which 1sS-past-say-asp that Mavuto
a-na-thyol-er-a mfumu.
SP-past-break-appl-asp chief
'This is the chair which I said that M:lvuto broke the
for the chief.'
(167) Uwu ndiwQ mtsuko u-mene ndi-ku-ganiz-a kuti Mavuto
This is wraterpot which 1sS-pres-think-aspthat Mavuto
a-na-umb-ir-a mfumu.
SP-past~old-appl-asp chief
'This is the waterpot that I think that Mavuto molded
for the chief.'
These examples contrast minimally with the corresponding examples in
(164b), (165b), suggesting that whatever makes the latter cases bad is a
property specifically of the applied object, and not of the construction as
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a whole. 68
Dative applicative constructions pattern together with benefactive
applicative constructions in these respects. Thus, pereka 'to hand over'
is a Chichewa verb which obligatorily subcategorizes for a goal argument.
This argumen~ can appear either as an independent PP or as an applied
object:
(168) a. Atsikana a-na-perek-a chitseko kwa rnfumu.
girl SP-past-hand-asp door to chief
'The girl handed the door to the chief.'
b. Atsikana a-na-perek-er -a mfumu chitseko •
girl SP-past-hand-appl-asp chief door
'The girl handed the chief the door.'
In the applicative form, the second object may be extracted freely, but the
dative applied object may not be extracted at all:
(169) a. *Iyi ndi mfumu imene ndi-na-nen-a kuti atsikana
this is chief which 1sS-past-say-asp that girl
a-na-perek-er-a chitseko.
SP-past-hand-appl-asp door
'This is the chief which I said that the girl handed
the door to.'
b. Ichi ndi chitseko chimene ndi-na-nen-a kuti atsikana
this is door which 1sS-past-say-asp that girl
a-na-perek-er-a mfumu.
SP-past-hand-appl-asp chief
'lliis is the door which I said that the girl handed
to the chief.'
Moreover, whatever factor is in effect here has some cross-linguistic
generality. 'Ihus, a similar difference between applied objects and basic
objects shows up in a particular question formation strategy in Chamorro
( Austronesian ; Gibson (1980), Chung (1982)). (170a) shows a typical
applicative construction from this language:
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(170) a. Hu tugi' i katta para i chef lu-hu.
1sS-write the letter to the sipling-my
, I wrote the letter to my brother.'
b. Hu tugi' -i i che' lu-hu ni katta.
1sS-write-appl the sibling~y obI letter
'I wrote my brother the letter. I
From the appllcative structure, questioning the theme 'second object' is
grammatical, but questioning the goal 'applied object' is not: 69
(171) a. *H8.yi t-in-igi'-i-n-niha ni katta?
who nom-write-appl-lk-their obI letter
'Who did they WI' i te the letter to?'
b. rafa t-in-igi I -i-n-niha as Rosa?
what nom-write-appl-lk-their obI Rosa
'What did they wr i te to Rosa?'
Furthermore, Gibson shows that this effect carries over into 'double
object' structures which have the same structural configuration of NPs but
where no (overt) applied affix appears on the verb. Na'i 'give' is a verb
that appears in such configurations in Chamorro:
(172) He na'i yu' si Antonio nu i floris.
3sS-give me PN Antonio obI the flower
'Antonio gave me the flowers.'
The possible wh-extractions from this structure are exactly the same as
those from the overtly applicative structure (170b):
(173) a. *Hayi ni-na'i-na si Antonio nu i floris?
who nom-give-his PN Antonio obI the flower
'Who did Antonio give the flowers to?'
b. rafa ni-na' i-na si Antonio nu hagu?
what nam-give-his PN Antonio obI you
'What did Antonio give you?'
This identity of behavior strongly confirms the hypothesis of 4 2.5.2 that
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'dative shift' constructions \vhere there is no change in verbal morphology
are to be assimilated to applicative constructions in which there is overt
and productive verbal morphology. In particular, both involve P
Incorporation, visible or not, thereby accounting for the fact that the two
constructions ha.ve the same syntax.
Finally, these examples bring to mind another language in which the ban
on extracting benefactive/dative applied objects is operative--namely
Ehglish. It is a well-known fact that the 'inner 1, thematically oblique NP
cannot be questioned from an Ehglish dative shift construction, while the
'outer', basic object NP can (data from Stowell (1981)):
( 174) a. Wayne sent a telegram to Robert.
b. Wayne sent Robert a telegram.
c. *Who did Carol say that Robert sent - a telegram?
d. What did Carol say that Robert sent Wayne - ?
(175) a. Greg baked a birthday cake for his mother.
b. Greg baked his mother a birthday cake.
c. *Whose mother did Greg bake - a birthday cake?
d. What did Greg bake his mother - ?
'Ihe simi lar i ty between the Ehglish, Chamorro, and Q1ichewa cases is
obvious, and it would be highly desirable to have the same account cover
all three.
Before continuing, I digress briefly to discuss the question of whether
the constraint against the extraction of datives and benefactives which we
are seeking should be universal or not. Clearly it would be desirable from
the point of view of learnability for the answer to be 'yes', since the
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data needed to learn the difference directly would not be easily available
to the child. Q1 the other hand, the literature seems to point to the
opposite; benefactives/datives are said to be wh-extractable in Kinyarwanda
(Kimenyi 1980), Chimwiini (Kisseber"th and Abasheikh (1977), Bahasa
Indonesian (Chtmg (1976) --but see her fn. 11! ), and other Pantu languages
such as Mashi J Luyia, and Kimeru (Hodges (1977)). There are two factors
that may hide what is going on, however. First, in Chichewa if the lower
verb shows object agreement with the extracted benefactive, the sentence
becomes perfect. For example:
(176) Iyi ndiyo rnfumu imene ndi-na-nen-a kuti Mavuto
This is chief which 1sS-past-say-asp that Ma.vuto
a-na-i-umb-ir-a mtsuko.
SP-past-oP-mold-appl-asp waterpot
'This isthe chief which I said that Ma.vuto molded the
waterpot for.' (compare (167), etc.)
When the agreement is present, island effects also disappear (cf. 3.4 fn.
42), so there is evidence ther-e is no real wh-movement in this
construction; rather the agreement acts as a resumptive pronoun. The
second interfering effect is tha.t sentences are much improved in both
Chichewa and Ehglish (for many dialects) if the extracted benefactive
phrase appears in the COM? of the same clause from which it was extracted:
(177) ?Iyi ndiyo mfumu imene M3.vuto a-na-umb-ir-a mtsuko.
This is chief which Mavuto SP-past-mold-appl-asp waterpot
'This is the chief which MaVllto molded the waterpot for?'
These sentences are still noticeably deviant, but to a much milder
degree--preslUIlably for some parsing or analogical reason (Stowell (1981),
Hornstein and Weinburg (1981) )--to the point that they can be essentially
acceptable. These two factors together make most of Ii terature useless for
deciding whether the extraction of benefactives is universally forbidden or
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not, since putative examples of benefactive extractions are invariably only
'short' extractions, and often (in the F!antu Ii terature) optional object
agreement appears as well. Hence, nCJ1e of these examples are conclusive
with respect to the issue at hand. Thus I leave open the question of
whether the constraint which we are seeking should·· be parameterized (and
parameterizable) or not.
4.3.1.2 Theoretical approaches
The association between Chichewa and Chamorro applicatives and Ehglish
dative shift constructions established above provides a link to a rich body
of Iiterature. A ntDDber of researchers have tried to account for the
difficul ty of wh-moving the dative shifted 'inner' NP in an Extended
Standard Theory framework, and any of their solutions would potentially be
available to account for applicatives crosslinguistically as well. I will
(very briefly) survey some of the most important possibilities. To this
end, consider an abstract, possibly derived, dative shift structure as
schematized in (178):
( 178) ••• [vp V NP* NP- ••• J
Why should i t be that mr can be wh-moved from such a configuration, but
NP* cannot be? O1e obvious idea in this regard, which reoccurs in
different forms, is that it is simply bad to take out the first or
innermost of two formally identical categories (here NP), either [or purely
perceptual reascns (Jackendoff and Culicover (1971)), or as a general,
formal constraint on rule application (O=hrIe (1975), (1983)).
Two somewhat more subtle variants of this basic notion are those of
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Kayne (1983) and Stowell (1981), both of whom a['gue that the structure of
(178) must be further' articulated because of deep theoretical reasons.
Thus, Kayne's 'unambiguous path' condition on theta role assignment (plus
Case theory) implies that 'double object' constructions must have an
embedded 'small clause' structure such as:
(179) ••• [vp V Esc (P) NP* NP-] ... ]
He then proceeds to rule out the extraction of NP* by his ve~sion of the
ECP,which blocks movement from a 'left-branch' (in a phrase structure
tree) in general.' In this way, he relates the impossibility of extracting
NP* to the impossibility of extracting (say) from the subject of a normal
clause. Stowell's approach is very different; he appeals to a principle
that says that Case assignment can only take place under strict adjacency
in Ehglish, and then points out that in order for ~ to get Case, it must
be strictly adjacent to the verb. This, he claims, is only consistent if
NP*has been 'incorporated' (in sense of the term somewhat different from
mine) into the verb, giving the follOWing structure:
(180) •.• [vp [ V + NP* ]V~ ••• ]]
Then, NP* cannot be wh-moved in this construction, fot' the simple reason
that syntactic movement rules never apply to the subparts of words (compare
my 1. 4•5 (86).
Finally, there are two approaches which focus not so much on NP*'s
configurational relationship to V and NP-, but on inherent properties of
t~P* itself. Q1e such is that of Hornstein and Weinberg (1981), who assume
that dative shift verbs such as 'give' (somewhat exceptionally) mark the
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fir s"t NP (NP*) with obI ique Case, and the second (NP-) with objective
Case. '!hen, they propose a general filter which rules out obliquely
Case-marked traces, thereby making NP* tmextractable. In this way, they
relate the extraction fact under consideration to the general ban on
Preposition Stranding in languages of the world. Finally, Czepluch (1982)
argues for reasons having to do with Case theory that there must be a
phonologically empty preposition present and associated with NP* in double
objec"t constr-uctions (of. Kayne (1983, chapter 9) ~
(181 ) ••• [vp V [ ep NP*] ~ ••• ]
TI1en, extraction of NP* is prohibited by a general constraint against
configurations with embedded empty categories, such as *[ e [ t ]]. Any of
this wealth of ideas is potentially available for being extended to cover
the cases of applicatives in Cllichewa and Chamorro.
4.3.1.3 The Nan Oblique Trace filter
However, by relating the Chichewa and Chamorro structures to the Ehglish
dative shIft structures, "!e also gain stroog counterarguments against most
of these proposals. Each view has conceptual weaknesses in i ts own right
(see references for discussion), but a wider cross-linguistic perspective
shows them to be simply tmtennable. To begin with, we have seen that the
benefactive applicative in Chichewa, unlike dative shift in Ehglish, is
fully productive. In particular, we have seen (section 4.2.2) that
benefactive applicatives can be formed with (unergative) intransitive base
verbs under certain conditions. An example is repeated here:
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(182) Mavuto a-na-vin-ir-a mfumu.
Msvuto SP-past-dance-appl-asp chief
'Mavuto danced for the chief.'
Now, if one extracts the benefactive applied. object 'chief' out of this
construction, the result is as bad as the analoguolls extraction feam the
applicative of a transitive verb:
(183) * Iyi ndi mfunu imene ndi-ku-ganiz-a a-na-vin-ir-a.
This be chief which 1sS-pres-t~ink-asp 3sS-past-dance-appl-asp
'This is the chief which I think that she danced for.'
This fact is of great importance, because i t single-handedly shows that all
approaches which crucially single out the 'inner object' of a double object
construction as being lmextractable are on the wrong track; the reason is
simply because the same prohibition appears when the applicat1ve object is
the only object, as in (183). There is no 'second object' to confuse a
language perceiver (Jackendoff and Culicover (1971)) or to block rules from
applying to the applied object (OehrIe (1 WS) ); thus on any such views
(183) would be expected to be as good as extracting a standard, direct
Object, contrary to fact. Thus, compare (183) with (184), which is
possible:
(184) Iyi ndi mfumu imene ndi-ku-ganiz-a a-na-an-a.
This is chief which 1sS-pres-think-asp 3sS-past-see-asp
'This is the chief which I think that she saw. I
'!hese facts also argue against the analysis of Kayne (1983); the
benefactive NP carmot plausibly be taken to be on the 'left branch' of a
small clause in (182), (183), since there 1s no other NP to be the head of
this small clause. Thus, there are two possibilities: either the
benefactive is not on a left branch at all, and its extraction should prove
acceptable; or--if a small clause structure is necessary for assigning a
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benefactive interpretatian--sentences like (182) should be impossible in
the first place. '!he combination of (182) and (183) shows that neither of
these possibilities is the case. 70
Finally, (183) also tells against the analysis of Stowell (1981), since
if there is no second object which needs to receive c::ase lD'lder adjacency "to
the the verb, there is no reason why it should be obligatory to
'incorporate' the benefactive NP into the verb • If it is not obligatory to
'incorporate' the benefactive, there is no clear reason why it cannot
extract from a thematic position outside of the verb. Even if this problem
can be patched up, we have already found strong reasons to be skeptical of
Stowell's approach to incorporation in double object construction in the
first place, based an the observed properties of overt incorporation in
languages like M:lhawk and SOuthern Tiwa: it is a universal fact that the
'basic object' can incorporate and the 'applied object' cannot.
Significantly, extending the applied object extraction paradigm to
intransitive verbs is valid not only for Chichewa; similar examples occur
in Chamorro. '!hus, wh-movernent of the goal dlre.ct object is equally
ungrammatical with or without a theme second object in the structure
(Gibson (1980:161)):
exploiting one very particular sentence type. In general in Ehglish,
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dative shift can only take place with transitive uses of verbs: for example
read ~ story for me, read me ~ story, read for ~ but *read~. There is,
however, one exception to this general rule: the verb to write:
(186) a. Bri tta wrote a letter to her mother last week.
b. Br i tta wrote her mother a letter last week.
c. Be i tta wrote to her- mother last week.
d. Br i tta wrote her mother last week.
Here, the (d) sentence is plausibly a case of (invisible) P Incorporation
with an intransitively used verb. When the goal/benefactive is extracted
from each of these sentences, the following pattern of judgments emerges,
although there is some dialectal variation: 71
(187) a. Who do you hope that Britta. wrote a letter to last week?
b. ?*Who do you hope that Britta wrote a letter last week?
c. Who do you hope that Br i tta wrote to last week?
d. ?*Who do you hope that Britta. wrote last week?
Here again, the correct generalization is that benefactive and dative
applicative objects cannot wh-move, not merely that the first NP of a
double object construction cannot wh-move.
Thus, we abandon the accounts based on the structural relation between
the middle NP and the V and second NP, and turn to those accounts whiqh are
based more directly on properties of the thematically oblique NP itself.
Hornstein and Weinberg's (1981) analysis fares no better with the
crosslinguistic evidence. They claim that the applicative object cannot
extract because the verb assigns it oblique Case, rather than structural
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case. This can be extended simply enough to cover the examples of the last
paragraph. However, it depends in a very strong wayan an assunption about
Case marking which is not readily confirmed or falsified in Ehglish,
because Ehglish makes no overt morphological distinction between what they
call 'objective' and 'oblique' Case. In languages which do make a
distinction, it is clear that Hornstein and Weinberg if anything get the
situation backwards: it is the applied object which gets structural,
objective Case and the second object that is in some sense oblique. Thus,
as we have seen before, in Chichewa the applied object triggers object
agreement on the verb, and the second object does not:
(188) a. Mavuto a-na-wa-umb-ir-a ana mtsuko.
MBvuto SP-past~P-mold-appl-asp ChIldren waterpot
'M3vuto molded the waterpot for the children.'
b. *Mavuto a-;1a-i-umb-ir-a ana mtsuko.
Mavuto SP-past~P~old-appl-asp children waterpot
'Mavuto molded the waterpot for the children.'
Throughout, I have assumed that (the possibility of) this kind of object
agreement is a reflex of the objective Case assignment relation holding
between the verb and the agreed-with NP (cf. section 2.3.2). The situation
is even clearer in Chamorro, which does have overt case marking; here, the
applied object clearly appears with unmarked, objective Case and the second
object with a morphological oblique Case:
(189) Hu tugi'-i [i che'lu-hu] [ni katta].
1sS-write-appl the sibling-my obI letter
'I wrote my brother the letter .-,-
Thus, it seems clear that Hornstein and Weinbe~g's oblique case filter will
not do for ruling out the extraction of applied objects in these
languages,72 and whatever- else blocks such extractions in these languages
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should presumably cover the Ehglish cases as well.
This leaves us with a Czepluch (1982) type analysis, where extraction is
blocked from inside a phrase headed by a prepositional empty category. In
fact, I have throughout this chapter given strong and principled reason to
believe that there is in fact a prepositional empty category that governs
the 'applied object' in all of these structures, namely the trace of a
Preposition Incorporation movement. I-ere, the addition of the
crosslinguistic data rather improves the appeal of the analysis, rather
than degrading it. Thus, Czeplllch' s (and Kayne's (1983)) or iginal
motivations for positing an empty preposition in English dative shift
structures are rather abstract and theory internal, having to do with
particular assumptions about the theory of Abstract Case; however, the
correctness of a PI analysis for applicative constructions is perhaps
clearer and more solid,-given that the process is productive,
morphologically visible, and has a natural place in a broader range of
Incorporation phenomena. Moreover, the predi~tions implied by the empty P
stranding analysis are the only ones that have any cross-linguis~ic
validity; the only true generalization about the class of seeming direct
objects which cannot be extracted is that they are the NPs which (in a
plausible analysis) are governed by traces of Ps. Competing
generalizations, in terms of Case or configurational environment are simply
not borne out, as we have seen. 'll1us, I have argued for a version of
Czepluch's basic idea.
lhfortunately, Czepluch (1982) is ncne to clear about the precise nature
of the constraint against moving out of a PP headed by an empty P (for'
discussion and criticism, see Oehrle (1983)). In particular, he does not
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explictly relate this prohibition to a more general context. In the light
of the current work, one can go somewhat farther. We have seen that it is
ungrammatical to wh-ex-cract the complement of an Incorporated P--what about
the complements of other incorporates categories? In fact it also seems to
be bad to wh-extract the thematic possessor from a Possessor Raising
construction. '!his is illustrated for Chichewa by the following paradigm
(Mchombo, personal communication):
(190) a. Fisi a-na-dy-a nsomba za kalulu.
hyena SP-past-eat-asp fish of hare
'The hyena ate the hare 1 s fish.'
b. Fisi a-na-dy-er-a kalulu nsomba.
hyena SP-past-eat-appl-asp hare fish
'The hyena a~ the hare's fish. I
c. *Kodi ndi chiyani chimene fisi a-na-dy-er-a nsomoo.
Q is thing which hyena SP-past-eat-appl-asp flsh
'Whose fish did the hyena eat?'
Gibson (1980:230) demoostrates similar facts from Chamorro:
(191) a. Ha yulang-guan~ si Julie ni i relos-su.
3sS-break-appl me PN Julie obI the watch-my
'Julie broke my-watch.'
b. *rayi y-in-ilang-guan-miyu n1 i relos-i1a?
who nom-break-appl-your( pI) obI the watch-his
'Whose watch did you break?'
Thus, the prohibition against extraction extends to the complements of
Reanalyzed and Incorporated noms as well as preposi tions. Curiously, it
does not extend to the complements of reanalyzed verbs, however. 'Ibis
again is seen both in Chichewa:
(192) a. Alenja a-na-bay-its-a njovu kwa kalulu.
hunters SP-past-stab-cause-asp elephant to hare
'The hunters ma.de the hare stab the elephant.'
b. Iyi ndi njovu imene ndi-na-nen-a
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kuti alenja
'Ihis is elephant which 1sS-past-say-asp that hunters
a-na-bay-its-a kwa kalulu.
SP-past-stab-cause-asp to hare
'This is the elephant which I said the ht.n1ters made
the hare stab.'
and in Chamorro (Gibson (1980:164»:
(193) a. He na'-balli ham i ma'estru nu i satgi.
3sS-cause-sweep us the teacher obI the floor
'The teacher madeus sweep the floor.'
b. rayi i ma I estra ni-na' -ballen-na nu i satgi?
who the teacher nom-cause-sweep-her obI the floor
'Who did the teacher make sweep the floor?'
TI1us the ban on moving the NP .after an empty category cannot be perfectly
general, as Czepluch's discussion suggests. In fact, the fil ter that seems
to be motivated by this class of examples is something like the follOWing:
(194) The r~on Oblique Trace Filter
*[ 0i •••• ~. • • [ {-V}j t i ] .•• ]
Here '0' stands for an operator, {-V} for any nonverbal category--i.e. a P
or an N--, and 'X' for a lexical category (usually V) which is coindexed
with. the {-V} element, through Reanalysis or Incorporation.
Clearly, this is the kind of filter that one wants to derive from
general principles of grammar rather than to stipulate independently. I
will not attempt to do this here, but will simply note that the mention of
N and P as opposed to V suggests that Case theory is involved. Since both
N and P typically assign oblique Case to their arguments, while V assigns
structural Case, PI and NI will change the type of case marking on the
variable in question in a way that VI will not. TI1us, an empty category
will appear with a different type of (;ase than its thematic role would lead
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one to expect, and this may block its identification and recoverability in
some way. ~nce the name of the filter: the trace is bad because it is not
obliquely case marked, contrary to expectation. Such an explanation in
terms of Case would also account for why wh-movement traces are blocked in
these structures, ·but theNP· trace left by passive is· not (e.g. cf.
4.2.1, 4.2.4), since the former must be Case mar-ked but the latter is not.
It may also explain why the filter holds of traces that are formed by
movement in the syntax, but not of traces formed at LF, given tha.t applied
objects can be questioned by wh-in-situ in Q1ichewa (Mchombo, personal
connnunication); Case theory requirements generally hold at the level of
S-structure.
Whatever the ul timate nature of (194) proves to be, we have rather
conclusively shOwn tha.t the reason it is ungrammatical to extract the
applied object of a benefactive or dative applicative construction is that
there is a null preposition governing tha.t object even at S-structure (and
LF). This empty preposition gives a structural difference between applied
objects and the 'basic' patient objects of either s1mple transitive verbs
or applicatives, thereby making it understandable why the former may not
wh-move, while the latter may. M:lreover, this is the only type of account
for extraction phenomena from applicatives which is valid across
languages. Therefore, since the Incorporation theory of applicatives,
unlike other approaches, crucially implies that this null preposition must
be present as the trace of the incorporated P and gives a restrictive
account of i ts nature, we have strong support in favor of such a theory
over the alternatives.
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4.3.2 InstrlDUental applicatives
In this subsection, I will confirm the results of the previous
subsection by contrasting instrumental applicative coostructions in
Chichewa with the benefactive/dative constructions already discussed.
Superficially, the two types of applicatives look very similar:
( 195) a. Mavuto a-na-umb-a mtsuko.
Mavuto SP-past-mold-asp waterpot
'Mavuto molded the waterpot.'
BENEFAcrlVE:
b. M3.vuto a-na-umb-ir-a mfumu mtsuko.
Mavuto SP-past~old-appl-asp chief waterpot
'M9.vuto molded ~he wa:terpot for the chief.'
INSTRUMENI'AL:
c. Mavuto a-na-umb-ir-a mpeni mtsuko.
Mavuto SP-past-mold-appl-asp knife waterpot
'Mavuto molded the waterpot with a knife.'
A difference appears, however, when one tries to wh-move the applied object
in the two cases. We have already seen that this gives mgramma'tical
results in the benefactive case. With the instrumental applied object, on
the other hand, the resul t is fUlly grammatical. Hence, the following
contrast:
(196) a. *Iyi ndiyo mfumu imene ndi-ku-ganiz-a kuti M3.vuto
this is chief which 1sS-pres-think-asp that r4:ivuto
a-na-umb-ir-a mtsuko.
SP-past-mold-appl-asp waterpot
'This is the chief which I think Mavuto molded the
waterpot for.'
b. Iyi ndi mpeni umene ndi-ku-ganiz-a kuti M9.vuto
this is chief which 1sS-pres-think-asp that M9.vuto
a-na-umb-ir-a mtsuko.
SP-past~old-appl-aspwaterpot
'This is the knife which I think ~vuto molded the
waterpot with.' ~
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'lhe following is a second minimal pair, illustrating the same point:
(197) a. Ndi-na-nen-a kuti M3.vuto a-na-thyol-er-a mfumu mpando.
1sS-past-say-asp that Mavuto SP-past-break-appl chief chair.
, I said that Ma.vuto broke the chair for the chief. I
b. Ndi-na-nen-a kutiMavuto a-na-thyol-er-a ndodo mpando.
1sS-past-say~sp that Ma.vuto SP-past-break~ppl stick chair.
, I said that Ma.vuto broke the chair with the stick.'
(198) a. *Iyi ndiyo mfumu i-mene ndi-na-nen-a kuti M3.vuto
this is chief \tlhich 1sS-past-say-asp that M3.vuto
a-na-thyol-er-a mpando.
SP-past-break-appl-asp chair
''!his is the chief which I said that M3.vuto broke the
chair foC'.'
b. Iyi ndi ndodo i-mene ndi-na-nen-a kutl fvhvuto
This is stick which 1sS-past-say-asp that M3.vuto
a-na-thyol-er-a mpando.
SP-past-break-appl-asp chair
'This is the stick which I said that Mavuto broke the
chair with.'
As is the case with benefactive and dative applicatives, the 'basic object'
(i .e. the patient) can also be extracted:
( 199) Uwu ndi mpando u-mene ndi-na-nen-a kuti Mavuto
'lhis is chair which 1sS-past-say-asp that M3.vuto
a-na-thyol-er-a ndodo.
SP-past-break-appl-asp stick
'This is the chair which I said that Ma.vuto broke the
with a stick.'
Notice that the grammaticality of sentences like (196b) , (198b) is a
further strong argument against any theory which rules out the extraction
of the first object of a 'double object' construction (e.g. Jackendoff and
Culicover (1971), ~hrle (1975), Kayne (1983), Stowell (1981», since in
such a theory it would be highly problematic to correctly distinguish
between the 'double objects' formed by instrumental applicatives and those
formed by benefactive or dative applicatives. Both the two objects in both
types of structures should be equally indistinguishable for the parser or
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the grammar, and should have equal need to be assigned case. rrhus, this
difference is entirely unexpected on any of the theories of wh-movement
developed in the oited references. '!he correct distinction can be IlBde
naturally in terms of the system I have been developing, however, given
certain assumptions about thematic role assignment.
Recall that in section 4.1.2, several possibilities for how theta
marking takes place in PPs were discussed, two of which were not
distinguished. '!he conceptual difference between the two theta structures
was illustrated schematically in a diagram like that in (200), where the
links represent theta role assignments:
(200) a. [vp V••. [pp P [NP N ] ••. ]
\_/ \_/
b. [vp V••• [ (p) [NP N ] ••• ]
\ /
A closer look at these will help to explain the difference between
instrllDentals and benefactives which is at hand. Ole possibility (a) is
that the verb theta marks the PP as a whole, and the head of that PP in
turn theta marks its complement NP. '!he other possibility (b) is that the
verb theta marks the NP directly, and the preposi tion is merely inserted to
assign case to "the NP (or, perhaps, as. a spell-out of inherent case and
the"ta. role assignment to the NP from the verb). In the first case, the P
and its projection will necessarily be present because of fundamental
requirements of theta role assignment and semantic compositionali ty; in the
second case the P is merely present because of more superficial formal
requirements of the structure. In particular, if the precise character of
the construction changes, the second type of P but not the first type could
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become expendable. Now suppose that both situations are in fact allowed by
lhiversal Gramnar; then the difference between the benefactive applicatives
and th~ instrunental applicatives illusttated above could have its root in
this fundamental difference in thematic role assigrunents. In particular, I
hypothesize that instrumentals receive their theta roles in the manner of
(2COb) , while benefactives (and datives) receive theirs as in (200a).
This hypothesis is confirmed by certain considerations from Ehglish. I
have claimed that the benefactive preposition is crucial for an NP "to
receive a benefac"tive theta role, whereas the instrumental preposi tion is
not crucial to the actual assigrunent of an instrumental theta role in the
same way. Thus, it is significant that NPs with instrtnnental theta roles
can (in some cases) appear in other syntactic environments such as [NP, S]
in a way that benefactives (and datives) never do~
(201) a. John lD'llocked the door with the brass key (on the first try).
b. The brass key unlocked the door (on the fir st try).
( 202) a. Jolnny baked a cake for hi5 Teddy bear (on i ts birthday).
b. *The Teddy bear baked a cake (on i ts birthday).
[ok with agentive reading; * with benefactive]
c. Phil gave the church a tenth of his earnings.
d. *Tne church gave a tenth of his earnings.
[ok as agen~ive; * as goal]
Here, one can claim that (201 b) is acceptable with a pure instrumental
reading because such a reading can (under the right circumstances) come
directly from the verb, whereas (202b,d) and are bad because the same is
not possible with benefactives and goals. 73
Another conse(lUence of this hypothesis is that the 'instrumental'
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preposition with is merely some kind of Case assigner (or 'realizer~) when
it appears, whereas the benefactive preposition for is a true theta ~ole
assigner when it appears. This could be the basis for making
noncoincidental the following difference in usage between the two;
(203) a. Tony presented a solid gold trophy to Kevin.-
b. Tony presented Kevin with a gold trophy.
c. *Tany presented Kevin for a gold trophy.
Comparing (203a) with (203b), with in the latter sentence seems to function
as a dummy Case assigner, which does not affect the thematic role of its
NP, but does allow it to pass the Case Filter (cf. Rappaport and Levin
(1985)) . For cannot serve this functioo, however (203c). Nor is this an
isolated example; there is a whole semantic class of verbs which alternate
between two [ NP PP] frames, one of which includes a with; for never
appears in such a1ternations. '!his result can be made to follow from the
theory, if, consistent with my hypothesis, for is lexically specified as
being a theta-role assigner, whereas with is leXically specified as not
being one. '!hen, the insertion of for as a Case assigner will induce a
Theta Criterion violation--either because it fails to assign its
benefactive role or because i ts NP picks up a second theta role in the
course of the derivation. Inserting with causes no such problem. Thus,
Ehglish provides rather straightforward evidence that benefactives and
goals have the theta marking structure of (2CX)a) , whereas instrwnentals
have the theta marking structure of (200b). 75
Now, we are ready to return to extraction from instr'urnental
applicatives, and their contrast with benefactive and dative applicatives.
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In the preceding section, I showed tha.t the reason it is ungrammatical to
wh-move a benefactive applied object is because that object is governed by
an an empty preposition node (cf. (194) ) • However , given that
benefactives and datives differ from instrumentals in that a prepositional
element is needed for actually assigning the theta role in the former case,
but not in the latter, such an empty P node need not exist in instrtnDental
applicatives. In fact, we can now suppose that instrlD'Dental applicatives
are not (necessarily) cases of P-incoporation at all; instead, both the
object and the instrunent may be generated as bare NPs at D-structure' and
still receive there theta. roles in the proper way (compare (201b)). Both
will need to be morphologically identified in same way, so one receives
accusative case and the other is Reanalyzed (= abstract incorporation) wi th
the verb. The applied affix 1s then inserted as a sign of this abstract NI
in the same way that it is in possessor raising structures (see section
4.2.5.1). Thus, there is no preposition, null or otherwise, at any level in
this sort of instrl.DDental applicative. Therefore, the wh-extraction of
instrumentals, unlike tha.t of benefactives and datives is grannnatical. In
this way, the contrast introduced in (196), (198) at the beginning of this
subsection is explained. The structure of the relative clauses in (198) is
as follows (the extra 'bridge verb' clause and the INFL nodes are omitted
for simplicity) :
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(204) a. NP b.
/ \
N CP
/ / \
chief NP IP
/ / \
which" NP VP
/ / \\
Ma.vuto Vj PP NP
/ \ 1\\
V P e t t\(. NjI I I
I I I
break app1i chai~
NP
/ \
N CP
/ / \
stick NP IP
/ / \
which" NP VP
/ / \\
Ma.vuto Vj NP NP
/ \ \ \
V P t k NjI I I
I I I
break appl chair
i~
(204a) , the structure corresponding to (198a) has a PP node which does not
appear in (204b), corresponding to (198b); and this extra substructure is
ruled out by the 'NanOblique Trace Filter~ (194).
Finally, I predict that the contrast between benefactive extraction and
instrumental extraction should carryover completely unchanged to the case
in which there is no second object. 'Ibis prediction is correct: it is
ungrammatical to extract the benefactive applied object, even if it is the
only one, as seen in the preceding subsection; but it is grammatical to
extract the instrument tmder- the same circumstances:
(205) a. Kalulu a-na-yend-er-a ndodo.
hare SP-past-walk-appl-asp stick
'The hare walked with a stick. r
b. Iyi ndi ndodo imene ndi-ku-ganiz-a kuti a-na-yend-er-a.
This is stick which 1sS-pres-think that 3sS-pst-walk-appl
'This is the stick which I think that he walked with.'
In this way, the range of extraction facts with applicatives·is neatly
related to independent facts about the constructions involved.
To conclude, the acceptability of extracting either object from an
instrumental double object construction highlights the fact that there is
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nothing wrong about extracting one of two similar looking NPs. It is
confirmed that the ungrammaticality of extracting the benefactive applied
object must be explained in other terms. The trace of the incorporated
preposition implied.by the PI analysis is exactly the right type of 'other
terms', in which not only wh-movement in the benefactive applicative
constructi00 , but its contrast with wh-movement in the instrumental
construction can be understood.
4.3.3 Conclusion and Duplications
In concluding this section, I will highlight a theme of fundamental
theoretical ~portance that emerge out of this analysis of wh-movement in
applicatives: it provides very strang evidence for the syntactic nature of
P Incorporation. In fact, this section is parallel to section 3.4, which
showed that if one looked beyond simple facts of government and Case
- theory, there was strong evidence tl1at causatives are syntactically
derived, based on Binding Theory and Eounding Theory. Here, in order to
distinguish benefactive applied objects from instrumental applied
objects--not to mention the ordinary objects of simple transitive
verbs--the trace of the incorporated P has played a central role, blocking
wh-extrac·tion of the benefactive NP by causing the variable left behind to
violate the 'NonOblique 1race Filter'. However, in order for the trace of
the P to serve this explanatory ftmction, it must exist. In order for this
to be true, the Prepositional affix must be generated separately from the
ve~b at D-structure, in accordance with the Uniformity of Theta Assignment
Hypothesis. This, then, is an argument against de~iving applicative verbs
by operations on the argument structure of the verb in the lexicon as would
be the case in frameworks like that of Williams (1981, 1984) and the
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Lexical-Functional Granmar of Bresnan (1982b, etc.). Furthermore, the P
must also be required to leave a trace when it does combine with the verb,
in accordance with the strang Projection Principle that I have assumed.
This then--in particular the wh-extraction data--is an argument against a
framework like that of M9.rantz (1984) with a weakened Projection Principle,
where 'applied objects' are not structural objects in underlying syntactic
structure, but they become completely structurally assimilated to ordinary
direct objects' by surface syntactic structure. In fact, if we gathee up
the postverbal NPs that we have studied in Chichewa in the last two
chapters and consider only the 'surfacey' properties of whether they can
receive accusative Case (trigger verbal agreement) and whether they can
wh-move, we find that every imaginable combination is systematically
attested by some class of NPs. 'This is represented in the following chart:
(206) CHICHEWA 'OBJECTS':
extracts I
freely :
I
I
extracts I
marginally I
may not
extract
may receive
ace. case
OBJ of trans verb
Instr applied OBJ
lower OBJ of caus
'Causee' with caus
of intrans verbs
Ben/oat applied OBJ
may not receive
ace. case
2nd OBJ of ben-appl
'Causee' with caus
of transitive verbs
Oblique arguments of
underived verbs
Chamorro 'objects' present nearly as rich a paradigm. Clearly, the is no
'S~ucture Preserving' Principle which says that argLD'Dents of
morphologically derived verbs behave like arguments of morphologically
tmderived verbs at work here. Chly a theory which can systematically
motivate traces of verbs and traces of prepositiona in a principled way can
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make the distinctions necessary to explain such a pattern of facts in an
explanatory way, as has been done in the last two chapters. Thus, we ha.ve
support for a framework of grammar which included more than one level of
syntactic description, where the levels are conceived of in accordance with
the Uniformity of 'lbeta Assignment Hypothesis and the strong Projection
Principle.
4.4 Preposition Incorporation Interactions
In the final section of this chapter, I again address the issue of the
possible interactions and combinaticns of Incorporation processes, and
about how their properties can be derived. As in section 3.5, the goals of
this inquiry are twofold. First, the strongest test of the adequacy of an
analysis of relatively simple structures is to see if it extends properly
to- explain the properties of more complex structures. For this reason, I
will consider the possiblities of structures that contain "Preposition
Incorporations plus Noun Incorporation, Verb Incorporation or a second
Preposition Incorporation. Second, if and when such mul tiple
incorporations are possible, we have the goal of explaining why the Mirror
Principle of B3ker (1985) is obeyed in terms of our assumptions about the
connection between morphology and syntax established by X-a movement. In
fact, we will see that the majority of the potentially possible
interactions with P Incorporations are not attested empirically in the
languages studied. '!hese gaps can for the most part be explained
immediately in terms of the theory of Incorporation. 'Ibis in turn will
provide conclusive evidence in favor of this theory, including the role of
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Reanalysis as Abstract Incorporation.
Two conditions will playa special role in accotmting for the behavior
of Incorporation interactions. In many cases, both rule out a given
structure redundantly. Nevertheless, both condi tions are independently
motivated apart from PI, and there are crucial PI cases where each is
needed.
The fi~st condition is that in general only one Noun may be incorporated
into a single verbal stem. In chapter' 2, we observed that this holds for
, true' , morphologically overt NI (cf. Mithun (1984)). For example:
NlUEAN: (Austronesian , Seiter (1980: 72))
(207) a. Kua fa fakahu tuai he magafaoa e tau tohi he vakaleIe .
perf-hab-send-perf erg-family abs-pl-Tetter on airplane
'The family used to send the letters on an airplane.'
b. Kua fa fakahu vakaleIe tuai he magafaoa e tau tohi.
perf-hab-send~irplane-perferg-family abs-pl-Ietter
''Ihe family used to send the letters by airplane.'
c. *Kua fa fakahIT tohi vakalele tuai e magafaoa.
perf-hab-send-letter-airplane-perf abs-family
'The family used to send the letters by airplane.'
Incorporation applies freely to objects in Niu~an, as seen in section 2.1.
Instrumental/means phrases of ce~tain types may also incorporate, as in
(207b). However, in a structure containing both an incorporable object and
an incorporable means phrase like (207a) , it is ungrammatical to
incorporate both at the same time (2070). '!his ban was related to the
generalized Case filter: since Incorporation is a way of morphologically
identifying an NP argument to make it visible for theta role assignment at
LF , it follows that (in the unmarked case) a single verb will only be
allowed to morphologically identify one NP in this way (2.3.3 (102)). This
is just like the fact that it is the unmarked case for a verb to only
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m-identify one NP by assigning accusative Case. 1his condition helps
ensure that theta role assignments will be recoverable, the intuitive idea
behind the forma.l Case fil ter • Now, I extend this condi tion to COver the
newly discovered N-V Reanalysis case as well, since this too is a type of
""I!10rphological identification, unified with NI proper. 1hus any structure
involVing two NIs and only one verb root is ungrammatical, whether the NIs
are overt, covert, or one of each. The forbidden configuration can be
abstractly represented so:
(208) *[ Vj ,k 1ln".i __k ]VP • •• l\lr"" ••• NP"' - •••
As seen in the previous sections of this chapter, NI of some kind is
usually required in PI structures in order to avoid case theory violations,
so if another potentially interacting process involves incorporating a
different N as well, the result will be bad because of (208). Thus,
certain properties of interactions are determined by this restriction.
Here I will introduce a second condition which will be essential to
understanding the properties of PI interactions. 'Ibis second condition is
one that rules out the incorporation of the head of the complement of a
category which has preViously been incorporated. The forbidden structure
can be schematized so:
(209) must be stipulated independently, beca.use by the Government
Transparency Corollary, we know that the complex category Y+X must govern
the embedded phrase ZP, in spi te of the intervening head t'. 'Ibis resul t
has been confirmed in numerous ways through out this work; in particular,
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Y+X can case mark ZP and can determine its governing category for' the
Binding theory. Howeve~, if Y+X governs ZP, it must also govern its head Z
(section 1.4.3; cf. Belletti and Rizzi (1981»). Hence Z+Y+X should
legitimately govern the trace of Z. Nevertheless, the structure is
ungrammatical. It would be interesting to explore how this might be
related to the ECP,76 but I will not take the time and space to develop
such a line, and in what follows I will simply keep (209) as a filter.
Empirically, condition (209) redundantly (with (208) eliminates
incorporating the head of the possessor of a noun that has already been
incorporated into the verb, even though the verb comes to govern that
possessor:
(210) a. I like [[that baby's] house]
b. I house-like [[that baby's] t ]
c. *I babyrhOUSEj-like [[ that t-~ tj]
More impor'tantly, this condition was used to block an tmdesirable VI-NT
interaction in section 3.5.1 (fn. 53), in which the verb incorporates
first into the higher verb, and then the complement of the lower verb
incorporates into the resulting verb complex. The correct connection
between morphological structure and surface syntax follows only if the N is
forced to incorporate into the lower V first, after which the combL~ation
jointly incorporates into the higher verb. Moreover, this condi tion
uniquely rules out a whole class of structurally similar but more exotic
incorporation interactions, such as those sketched below:
(211) a. I burned [the letter to Jam]
b. I letter-burned [ t [to John]]
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c. I burned-for [t John] [the letter]
d. *1 [[ letterCburned] -to} [ ti [ tj John] ]
(212) a. Amy made [the claim [that cheese rots]]
b. Amy claim-made [ t [that cheese rots]]
c. Amy rot-made [ cheese t ]
d. *Amy [ro~r[claimfmade] [ tie cheese 1j]]
Incorporations of the kind in the (b) and (c) sentences are possible, but
as far as I know, those in the (d) sentences are completely impossible in
every language. 'rhus, there is broad empirical support for (209).
Finally, I claim that, like (208), constraint (209) restricts both overt
Incorporation and Reanalysis in the Same way. We will see its effects to
be many.
With these notions firmly in mind, we can look at the specific
interaction possiblities. At this point, we have identified three
superficially independent manifestations of Noun Incorporation, including
NI p~oper, ant1passive (2.4), and N-Reanalysis as revealed by the
appearance of 'Possessor Raising' effects (4.2.4). Two slightly different
types of Preposition Incorporation have been discovered: benefactive/dative
applicative constructions with overt morphology, and dative shift verbs
with no overt morphological changes (4.2.5.2).77 Finally, there are two
types of Verb Incorporation: those t~t have V movement to CCMP as a
preliminary step to Incorporation proper, and those that have VP movement
to CCMP as this preliminary step (3.3). In the subsections that follow, I
will discuss each of the possible interactions among these processes which
was not discussed in section 3.5.
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4.4.1 IX>uble NI Revisi ted
'Ibis chapter has introduced a new type of NI--the abstract Reanalysis NT
which is involved in Possessor Raising structures. '!hus, before going on
to interactions with PI proper, I first check the interactions between this
new type of NI and the other types.
Superficially, Possessor Raising seems to create a new direct object;
that is, an NP which is governed and potentially Case marl{ed by the verb of
the clause but which was not so governed at D-structure. Therefore, all
things being equal, one might expect that this process would feed Noun
Incorporation proper, antipassivization, or even Possessor Raising itself,
since each of these processes is known to link the verb and an N( p) that it
governs. As usual, however, all things are not equal. According to my
theory of Possessor Raising, the possessor does not become structurally an
[NP, vp], but rather remains a 5ubconstituent of the NP headed by the N
which the possessor is thematically related to. '!he verb comes to govern
this possessor because i t Reanalyzes with the head N of the NP containing
the possessor, and therefore governs it by the Government Transparency
Corollary. Given this, the verb is predicted to be unable to enter into
any of the NI relations with the possessor, because to do so would violate
both of the conditions set out at the beginning of this section: the single
verb would have received a Noun Incorporation twice, contra (208); and the
second NI would involve incorporating an argument of a category tha·t has
already incorporated, contra (209):
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(213) *8
/ \
NP VP
/ \
Vj ,i NP •.••
/ \
NP Nj
I
I
f~i
Thus, I predict that the raised possessor should not overtly incorporate,
trigger antipassive, or allow its possessor to raise in turn.
I have no language which is appropriate for checking the interaction of
overt NI and N-Reanalysis in this way, since those languages which have
overt NI only show Possessor Raising effects with overt NI (Southern Tivra,
Allen, Gardiner, and Frantz (1984)); MJhawk (Postal 1962); see 2.2 for
examples) • Nevertheless, at this level it does seem to be true that the
possessor of an incorporated noun cannot itself incorporate. Sentences
with the form of (214) are not attested, either in the grammars of the
Iroquoian languages, or in the texts of Hewitt (1903):
(214) *I agr-[baby-[car-stole]]
=' I stole the baby's car. I
TI1is is as expected.
Chamorro is a language which has both Possesso~ Raising constructions
and an antipassive, as we have seen. Gibson (1980:231) shows tha.t the
antipassive morphology on the verb cannot in fact correspond to a raised
possessor, even when the conditicns appeal' to be right:
( 215) *M:3.n-akkeng-guan si ,Juan nu 1 famagu I lID nu i salappi' -niha.
Apass-steal-appl PN Juan obI the children obI the money-their
'Juan stole the chi Idren's· money. 1
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'Ibis too is according to predicticn.
Finally, Kimenyi (1980:99-100) discusses the situation with respect to
double Possessor Raising in the Bantu language Kinyarwanda:
( 216) a. Umukooba a-ra-som-a [ igi tabo [cy' uumwaana w' umugore] ] •
girl SP-pres-read-asp book of-child of-woman
'The girl is reading the book of the child of the woman.'
b. Unukoobwa a-ra-som-er-a [umwaana w'umugore] igitabo.
girl SP-pres-read-asp child of-woman book
'The girl is reading the book of the child of the woman.'
c. *Umukoobwa a-ra-som-er-(er)-a umugore I igitabo cy'uumwanna.
: umwaana igitabo •
girl SP-pres-read-appl-appl-asp woman ••.
'The girl is reading the book of the child of the woman.'
(216a) is a structure with nested possessors of the right type to check the
prediction. (216b) shows that possessor raising can take place once, as
usual. The possessor of the possessor cermot be 'raised' to (behave 1ike)
the direct object of the verb, however--neither di~ectly from the structure
in (216a) , nor by repeating the process of Possessor Raising to the
structure in (216b). This is indicated by the ungrammaticality of the
optims in (216c). Again, this is exactly what we expect: since the
possessor itself cannot Reanalyze with the verb by constraints (208) and
(209), the Government Transparency Corollary will not be able to help the
verb govern the possessor of the possessor. Thus, this paradigm also is
explained. 78
Thus the predictions about the interactions of Possessor Raising with
other NI type processes that follow from the Noun Incorporation analysis
are confirmed, and another slice of crosslinguistic data is explained in
the process. In particular, this section gives stroog confirmation that
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Possessor Raising is abstract NI, because a generalization is captured
between the impossibility of double overt NI (cf. (214») and the
impossibility of double covert NI in (216c).
4.4.2 NT and PI Interactions
Next we consider the possibilities for having both some variety of Noun
Incorporation and some variety of Preposition Incorporation occur in the
same clause. Here there are two cases to consider ~ (i) when NI occurs
incorporating the basic object (usually the patient), presumably applying
before PI, and (i i) when NI occurs after PI, incorporating the NP that
becomes object-like as a result of the Preposition Incorporation itself.
These two possibilities yield quite different results.
It is clear that neither Caldition (208) nor condition (209) will block
incorporation of the theme/patient N(P) before PI takes place. Rather the
contrary; we have seen in sections 4.2.4 that some type of Noun
Incorporation is generally obligatory under these circums~~cesJ because of
the Case fil ter. 'Ihe NP stranded by the P Incorporation will need to
receive the verb's accusative Case, so the basic, underlying direct object
must be identified in some other way. Usually some type of Noun
Incorporation is the only way. 'Ihis applies equally to unmarked 'dative
shift' type Preposition Incorporation structures, and to morphologically
overt, applicative type Preposition Incorporation structures. 'Ihus, to
recap earlier results somewhat, overt NI of the basic object NP is not only
allowed but required with dative shift vel'bs in Southern Tiwe (Allen,
CBrdiner, and Frantz 1984):
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(217) a. Ti-'u'u-wia-ban i-ay.
1sS:A-baby-give-past 2s-to
r I gave the baby to you.'
b. Ka-'u'u-wia-ban.
--I1sS-2s0 I A-baby-give-past
'I gave you the baby.'
c. *' 0' u-de ka-wia-ban •
baby-sui' 1s8: 2s0 :A-give-past
'I gave you the baby.'
A comparison of (217a) and (217b) shows that wie 'give' is a dative shift
verb in this language; in (217a) the goal NP 'you' appears as the object of
a postposition; in (217b) the same argument appears as the (pro-dropped)
direct object. The verb has no applied affix in this second structure, but
i t must be an instance of PI none the less. (217b) shows that in such a
dative shifted structure, the theme NP may be incorporated into the verb;
(217c) shows that in fact it must be, in order to be morphologically
identified. 'Ihe Iroquoian languages show the same possibilities79 with
true applicative constructions, in which there is an overt prepositional
affix that is incorporated. The following sentences illustrate this from
Tuscarora (Williams (1976:55f)):
(218) a. wa?-k-nvhs-atya?t-(?).
past-1sS-house-buy-punc
'I bought a house.'
b. wa?-khe-ta?nar-atya?t-hahe.
past-1sS73FO-b~ead-buy:appl/punc
'I bought her some bread.'
(218a) is a normal transitive structure, with the theme NP incorporated
into the verb; (218b) is an applicative structure based on the same verb.
Here the prepositional affix -hah8 is added to the verb, and the argtBnent
associated with it becomes the object which triggers agreement on the
verb. Nevertheless, the same theme argument can still appear incorporated
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into the verb, as (218b) also demonstrates. !hus, the interactions between
overt NI of this type and PI are free as expected. lhfortunately, in each
of these languages the incorporated N root appears before the verb stem and
the incorporated P affix is suffixes after the verb stem. Thus, no Mirror
Principle type predictions can be checked in these cases.
N-V Reanalysis of the theme NP followed by PI is also possible, although
here the evidence is necessarily indirect. In fact, I have argued in
section 4.2.4 that this is exactly what underlies apparent double object
constructions in the majori ty of the languages of the world that have
them. !he justifications for this hypothesis were given at length in that
section, and will not be repeated here. The ftmdamental evidence is
straightforward enough, however: it is the fact that the basic object does
not seem to be dependent on the verb for accusative Case. An illustrative
example is:
CHICHEWA:
(219) a. mbidzi zi-na-perek-a msampha kwa nkhandwe.
zebra SP-past-hand-asp trap to fox
'The zebra handed the trap to the fox.'
b. mbidzi zi-na-perek-er-a nkhandwe msampha.
zebra SP-past-hand-appl-asp fox trap
'The zebra handed the fox the trap.'
In the applicative constructioo (219b), the basic object 'trap' cannot get
Case from the verb because the applied object necessarily gets this Case
from the verb; note that the basic objec't is not adjacent to the verb, nor
can i t tr19ger object agreement . Given this, the only way that this
sentence can be grammatical is if this basic object is morphologically
identified by Noun Incorporation, here in the form of abstract Reanalysis.
This is confirmed by the fact that this NP cannot move into the subject
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position of a passive:
(220) *Msampha i-na-perek-er-edw-a nkhandwe.
trap SP-past-hand-appl-pass-asp fox
'The trap was handed to the fox.'
1his fact is explained if' trap' is reanalyzed with the verb; then moving
to the subject position breaks the required government link between the
verb and the N reanalyzed with it. Section 4.2.5.2 shows that these facts
hold true of dative shift structures in exactly the way that they do of
applicative structures such as these.
Here it is worth pointing out that our stI"ongest test for N-V
Reanalysis--Possessor Raising effects--cannot usually be checked in these
structures. '!hus, even though I claim that msampha 'trap' is reanalyzed
with the verb in (219b), if it had a possessor, this NP would still not
show the properties of a direct object, as one might expect. The reason is
simply that the verb can only assign one accusative Case, and in such a
structure both the applied object and the possessor would need this case in
order to be visible for theta. role assignment at LF. 'Ihus, we do not see
interactions of applicatives and possessor raising of this kind in
general. '!he one way out of this Case predicament is if verbs are allowed
to assign two accusative Cases in a particular language. Kinyarwanda is
our standard example of a language wi th this property (cf. sections
3.3.3.1, 4.2.4.1). In fact it is possible to canbine possessor raising and
applicative type constructions in this language (Kimenyi 1980:101):
(221) a. umugore a-r-eerek-a abaana [ibitabo by'umukoobwa].
woman SP-pres-show-asp children books of-girl
'1he woman is shOWing the gir 1'5 books to the children.'
b. Umugore a-r-eerek-er-a umukoobwa ibitabo abaana.
woman SP-pres-show-appl-asp girl books children
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I The woman is showing the girl's books to the children.'
(221a) is a dative shift type structure, in which the head of the basic
object has a possessor; (221b) shows that this possessor can raise to
appear before its head with unmarked structural case rather than wi th the
prepositiona1 genitive case assigned by noms. In this structure, both
,gir l' and 'chi ldren ' are assigned accusative Case, as allowed by the
special property of Kinyarwanda, while the NP headed by 'books' is exempt
from the Case filter by virtue of the reanalysis afthe head with the V
which is implied by the Possessor Raising effect. 'Ihus, PI and
N-Reanalysis interact in the way we expect given the structure of
Incorporation 'Iheory.
The final type of NI to be considered in this regard is antipassive.
Here there is. a difference between antipassive and the other types of NI
considered: it generally cannot precede P Incorporation by applying to the
tmder lying direct object. Aissen (1983: 297f) makes this point clear1y for
Tzotzi1 (Mayan):
v(222) a. C-i-?ak'-van.
aSP-A1-give-tpass
I I'm giving someone].' (a daughter, in mar r iage )
b. *Th.s-¢-k-ak'-van-be li Sune.
asp-A3-E1-give-Apass-appl the Sun
1 I'm giving [someone] to Sun.' (a daughter, in marriage)
(222a) is a non-applicative structure, and the antipassive morpheme on the
verb represents an animate human theme argument. (222b) is the
corresponding applicative structure, with the prepositional affix -be
incorporated onto the verb and its thematic argument NP Ii Sune triggering
absolutive agreement on the verb. Yet in this structure, unlike the
parallel (217b) in 'true' NI, the antipassive morpheme is ungrammatical as
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an expression of the theme argument of the verb. A similar situation is
suggested for antipassives with unmarked dative shift verbs by the
following Chamorro example (Gibson 1980:166):
( 223) a. Man-man-na' i hB.m salappi' pBra i gima' yu' us •
plur-Apass-give we money to the church
'We gave money to the church. '
As discussed in section 4.2.5.2, na'i 'give' in Chamorro is ordinarily an
obligartory dative shift verb, in which the recipient cannot appear in a
PP, but only as an applied object. In (223), the antipassive morpheme does
in fact appear with such a verb, expressing the theme role, which then is
doubled by the oblique NP 'money'. However, in this construction, the goal
appears in a PP after all. This suggests that the antipassive blocks the
invisible P Incorporation usually obligatorily associated with this verb,
which in turn suggests that antipassive plus PI is indeed tng['ammatical. 80
However, this difference between antipassive and the other types of NI with
respect to interaction with PI is easily explained. I observed in section
2.4 that aritipassive differs from full NI in Iroquoian and Southern Tiwa in
that it usually absorbs the accusative Case marking property of the verb it
attached to inside the X-a projection, thereby making the verb
morphologically intransitive (although not logic;ally monadic). This
accounts for why NI in Iroquoian and Southern Tiwa is possible with
unaccusative verbs but antipassive is not (cf. 2.3.4). This property also
accotmts for the difference noted here: we have said that it is usually
obligatory to incorporate the theme NP in a PI construction, so that the
stranded argument of the P will be able to receive 03.se. If, however, that
NI absorbs the accusative Case assigning powers of the verb, the
incorporation does no good; the applied object still cannot get Case. Thus
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sentences like (223b) are ruled out by the C:ise fil ter, since the only case
available to identify the goal applied object 1s taken up by the
antipassive morpheme.
Thus, we have seen that N Incorporation from the basic object NP is
generally grammatical, in accordance with my analysis. N Incorporation of
the applied object following P Incorporation is quite another matter. This
would have the structure as in (224):
(224) *8
/ \
NP VP
/\~
Vj PP (NP)
/ \ : \
V P.ti NPt I
I
Nj
Clearly, such a structure always violates the condition against
incorporating the complement of something th9.t has already been
incorporated (209). In addition, it may also violate the constraint
against incorporating two Ns into a single verb, depending on how the NP in
parentheses in (224) is treated. Thus, all of the kinds of NI are
predicted to be uniformly ungrammatical when they are fed by PI in this
way, even though PI seems on the surface to create the sort of direct
object NP which would be incorporable.
This prediction is strongly confirmed for overt NI. In fact, this ties
down the loose end left over from section 2.1.2, where it was stated (in
potential support of a lexical analysis of Noun Incorporation) that 'direct
objects' with dative/goal theta roles never incorporate into the verb.
Allen, Ga~diner, and F'r'antz (1984) show this to be true in Southern Tiwa:
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(225) a. 1'8-' u' u-wia-ban hliawra-de.
1sS:A;A-baby-give-past woman-sui
'I gave the woman the child.'
b. *1'8-hliawra-wia-ban.
1sS:AIA-woman-give-past
'I gave him to the woman.'
c. *Ta~hliawra-'u'u-wia-ban.
1sS:AIA-woman-baby-give-past
I I gave the woman the baby.'
(2258.) shows a dative shifted version of the verb wia 'give', in which the
goal NP 'woman' is Case marked like a direct object (compare (217a).
Nevertheless the head of such an NP cannot be incorporated into the verb,
regardless of whether the theme. N root is inco~porated into the verb as
well (225c), or not (225b). 'Ihe same holds true across the Iroquoiar1
languages. '!hUB, Williams (1976:56) reports for Tuscarora that 'datives
are not incorporated.' Thus consider the following sentence:
(226) wa?-khye-at-wir-ahninv-?-e
past-1sS/3O-refl-child-buy-asp~
'I sold him children.'
NOT *'1 sold him to the children.'
This sentence contains both an incorporated P -8 and an incorporated nom
wir 'child'; nevertheless the reading in which the incorporated nOlID is
interpreted as the argument of the incorporated preposition is impossible.
A sentence like (226) can only hclve the meaning where the incorporated noun
is the basic object NP (i.e. the theme) allowed in accordance with the
discussion above. The incorporation of the applied object must (the gool)
is thereby seen to be impossible.81 Now, we have an explanation of this
fact, since we know that these goals and benefactives are not structural
[NP, vp] objects, but rather objects of empty prepositions, regardless of
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whether the incorporated P has an overt cealization on the verb (as in the
Tuscarora example) or not (as in the Southern Tiwa example). In fact, if
the arguments in section 4.3 are correct, a P node must be present here for
strong reasons based on the 'lheta Criterion, because it is required for the
assignment of a goal or benefactive theta role to be possible. The fact
that these NPs trigger object agreement on the verb and so on is explained
by the Government Transparency Corollary, which allows the verb 'to govern
and assign Case over the empty P; nevertheless the empty P still blocks
incorporation of the N that heads its complement in accordance wi th
condition (209). 'lherefore, structures in which a benefactive or goal r~p
appears inside the verb are always impossible for strang syntactic
reasons. In particular, there is no argument here for_ the lexical
derivation of NI structures, but rather the contr'ary. Allen, Gardiner, and
Frantz (1984) show that this empirical restriction on incorporation is
independent of the status of the 'basic object' with the following
paradigm:
(227) a. Te-t' am-ban seuanide-' ay.
1sS:C-help-past man-to
'I helped the man.'
b. Tow-t'am-ban seuanide.
1sS:AIC-help-past man
'I helped the man .-,-
c. *Tow-seuan-t'am-ban.
1sS:A;C-man-help-past
I I helped the man.'
A comparison of (227a) and (227b) suggests tha.t t'am 'help' in SJuthern
Tiwa is a dative shift verb; the two sentences are thematic paraphrases,
yet 'man' appear's as the object of a postposition in (227a) and as the
unmarked NP agreeing with the verb in (227b). Certainly, this analysis is
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consistent with the fact that 'man' receives a kind of benefactive thematic
role in this sentence. This verb is somewhat lll1usual, however, in that it
is a dative shift verb without a basic theme NP direct object (cf. 4.2.2,
but also 4.3.1). Therefore, there will be no direct object which needs to
compete with the applied object for the verb's accusative Case, or for the
status of being the N incorporated into the verb. Nevertheless, the
incorporation of the dative shifted benefac-eive is still mgramrnatical, as
ShOVl1 by (2270). Such a structure is ruled out not by any difficulties
involved from having two objects in the structure (cf. condition (208)),
but nonredundantly because i t violates the ban on incorporating the
argunent of an incorporated element (condition (209».
This same effect is predicted to appear with antipassives, since these
too are derived by Noun Incorporation. 'Ibus, the antipassive morpheme
should be unable to represent the applied object in an applicative or
dative shift construction. 'Ibis is confirmed across languages as well.
Aissen (1983:292) establishes the point for Tzotzil (M3.yan):
(228) a. Th-¢-s-con-be citom Ii M3.ruce.
asp-A3-E3-sell-appl pig the Maruc
'He's selling the pigs to ~ruc.'
b. *'D3.s-~-Con-be-van citorn.
asp-A3-sell-appl-~ pig
'He's selling pigS-rtO people].'
(228a) is an applicative stcucture, with an overt human goal applied
object; (228b) shows that it is ungrammatical to have this human goal
appear as antipassive morphology on the verb. Eskimo (Central Arctic) is
similar, given the data presented by Johns (1984):
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(229) a. anguti-up titiraut nutarar-mut tuni-vaa.
man-erg pencil(abs) child-all give-3sS/3s0
'The man gave the pencil to the child.'
b. anguti-up titirauti-mik nutaraq tuni-\Taa.
man-erg pencil-instr child(abs) give-3sS!3s0
'The man gave the child the pencil.'
c. *angut titirauti-mik nutarar-mik tuni-si-vuq.
man(abs) pencil-instr child-instr give-Apass-3sS
'The man gave the child the pencil.'
(229a,b) illustrates a standard dative shift alternation in Eskimo: in the
(a) sentence the goal NP 'child' is in the oblique allative case; in the
thematic paraphrase (b), the same argument appears in the absolutive case
characteristic of direct objects. (229c) attempts to represent this goal
with antipassive morphology on the verb, doubled by an oblique instrumental
phrase, according to the usual pattern in the language. The result,
however J is ungrammatical. As a final example, Gibson (1980) illustrates
the same effect in Chamorro, both with dative shift verbs and with 'true'
applicative constructions:
( 230) *Man-man-na' i h8m ni .1 gima' yu' us ni salappi'.
plur-Apass-give we obI the church obI maney
I We gave the church the money.'
(231) *Mm-angan-i si Carmen (ni) famagu' un ni i estor ia .
Apass-tell~ PN Carmen obI children obI the story
'Carmen told the story to (the) children.'
Hare na'i 'give' is an obligatory dative shift verb, and angan-i is the
applicative form of the verb 'to tell
'
; both generally have superficial
direct objects which are goals (cf. 4.2.5.2). However, neither can be
antipassivized. Thus, our predictioos with regard to the inte~actions
between antipassive and PI are confirmed. MJreover J a comparison between
the facts of this paragraph with the directly parallel facts concerning
full NI in the preceding paragraph strongly suppo~ts the hypothesis that
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antipassive is indeed a special case of Noun Incorporation.
Finally, I predict that covert NI--N-V Reanalysis-~ill not be able to
apply after PI to reanalyze the applied object with the vel"b. Again, the
evidence is indirect, but very strong. The basic reason is that i.f the
benefactive or goal applied object were allowed to reanalyze with the verb,
it would no longer need Case from the verb, and the accusative Case of the
verb could be assigned to the basic object patient instead. In fact, the
situation would became symmetrical: either the basic object or the applied
object would be able to incorporate with the verb, and either would be able
to receive Case from the verb. '!he resul t would be that the asymmetries of
behavior between the basic object and the applied object would be washed
out: either NP would be able to trigger object agreement, either would be
able to become the subject of a passive, and so on--contrary to fact, as we
have seen. The applied objects in these structures must get the accusative
case from the verb as expressed by M3.rantz's Generalization (4.2.1), which
implies that they can never escape the Case Filter by undergoing Reanalysis
wi th the verb. '!hus the prediction is confirmed, and a gap in our
explanation of the properties of applicatives is filled at the same time.
Pefore leaving this section, notic;:e that the prediction that an applied
object cannot incorporate into the verb hinges directly on the fact that
this object is governed by a phonetically empty preposition at
S-structure. This P (or the PP it heads) blocks the incorporation given
filter (2C/9). l-bwever, in section 4.3.2, I argued on the basis of
wh-~ovement that there is an asymmetry between instrumentals on the one
hand and benefactives and goals on the other hand in this regard: there
need be no p['eposition in instrumental applicatives to assign the
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instrlUDental theta role. If this is correct, then there is nothing to
block instrlBDental phrases from incorporating into the verb that governs
them, producing another contrast between them and benefactives • In fact,
this is exactly what happens: instrt.ments can in some languages
incorporate, just as di~ect objects do. For example, this is possible in
the Austronesian language Niuean (Seiter (1980)):
( 232) a. Ne fa kai tiirnau a meutolu aki e tau 1ima .
pst-hab-eat always abs-we( ex) with abs:pI-Fialid
'We would always eat with the hands.'
b. Ne fa kai lima tITmau a mautolu.
pst-hab-eat-hand always abs-we(ex)
'We would always eat by hand.'
In (232a), the instument 'with (the) hands' appears as a PP outside of the
verb; in (232b), it has been incorporated into the verb, in exactly the
same way that an object can be in Niuean (see 2.1). A similar process can
take place in Nahuatl, according to M=rIan (1976), who includes the
following examples:
( 233) a. Ne? Ki-tete?ki panci ika ko~illo. ( constructed)
he 3sS/30-cut bread with knife
'He cut the bread with a knife.'
b. Ne? O-panci-tete?ki ika kocillo.
he 3sS-bread-cut with knife
'He cut the bread with a knife.'
c. Ya? ki-kocillo-tete?ki panei.
he 3sS/30-knife-cut bread
'He cut the bread with the knife.'
From the same basic thematic structure (233a), either the object (233b) or
the instrument (233c) may be incorporated. These examples contrast
directly with (225)-(227), which est9.blish the fact that this sort of
incorporation is never possible with benefactives or with dative goals.
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This result seems to be quite general accross languages. Thus, Mi thtm
(1984) states the following generalization about the semantic roles of
incorporates, based on her extensive cross-linguistic investigation of Noun
Incorporation (emphasis mine):
If a language incorporates only two types of arguments, they
will be patients of transitive and intransitive verbs, again,
regardless of the basic case structure of the language. '!he
majority of incorporating languages follow this pattern. Mmy
languages addi tionally inCOI'y;['ate instrunent and/o[' locations,
such a Nahuatl. (Andrews 1975 , Thkelrna, a language isolate of
Oregon (sapir 1922), and So:ra:, a South Munda language of
India (Ramamurti 1931) •••
Thus, I conelude that instrLnnental incorpora tion is not an lmcommoo
phenomenon, whereas benefactive and goal incorporation do not exist. This
fact is explained on this analysis. Thus, we have striking independent
support for the basic elements of the analysis, including the theta marking
difference between benefactives and instrumentals introduced in section
4.3.2, and the assumption that there is a trace of a moved preposition
present in benefactive applicative constructions.
To SUIlJIlal'ize, we have seen that the entire space of possible NI and PI
interactions can be fUlly accoll'lted for in terms of the theory of X-a
Incorporation, as I have developed them. Hare are many confirmations of
the basic assumptions and analyses, in that they provide explanations of
why many potential interactions are impossible in a way would be surprising
given a framework in which explicit grammatical function changing rules
account for the basic changes. Furthermore, we have gathered more support
that there is a true generalizations to be captured between the
morphologically visible forms of Incorporation and the morphologically
invisible ones, since the two in teract wi th one another in identical ways.
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4.4.3 Ibuble PI Interactions
Next, I tur~ attention to the possibilities of structures with more than
one instance of Prepasition Incorporation. Here there are few
possibilities to check, since there are only two types of PI--dative shift
and productive applicatives. Furthermore, the dative shift type is not
productive and hence other processes will not feed it. 'Thus, the only two
interactions to investigate are whether applicative structures can be
formed based on dative shift structures, and whether they can be formed
based on other .applicative structures.
As a matter of empirical fact, neither interaction is possible. For
example, Gibson (1980) observes that benefactive PPs are perfectly
acceptable with dative shift verbs in Chamorro:
(234) 3i Juan b-um-endi i che'lu-hu lahi ni edyu na kareta
PN Juan EF-sell the sibling-my male obI that lk car
~ si M:lrla.
for PN M:lria
I It was Juan who sold my brother that car for M3.ria.'
M3anwhile, benefactive P Incorporation is productive in the language. Yet
in spite of this, PI cannot take place in a structure 1ike (234) in order
to form a corresponding benefactive applicative construction:
( 235) *Si Juan b-lIIl-endi-li si M:lr ia ni edyu na kareta
PN Juan EF-sell-~ PN M3ria obI that lk car
ni che'lu-hu lahi.
obI sibling-my male
'It was Juan who sold my brother that car for Maria.'
A similar effect occurs in Chiche\tlB. 1his language (Mchombo' s dialect)
includes exactly one morphologically tmmarked dative shift verb, patsa '-to
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give', as discussed in section 4.2.5.2:
(236) mbidzi zi-na-pats-a nkhandwe msampha.
zebra SP-past-give-asp fox trap
''!he zebra gave the fox the trap.'
'!his verb also carmot appear in a benefactive applicative construction:~2
(237) *mbidzi zi-na-pats-ir-a kalulu nkhandwe msampha.
zebra SP-past-give-~-asp hare fox trap
''!he zebra gave the trap to the fox for the hare.'
This extends to applicatives in this language as well; in fact there is no
such thing as a double applicative in Chichewa. Possible examples of this
are the following:
(238) a. mbidzi zi-na-perek-a msampha kwa nkhandwe.
zebras SP-past-hand-asp trap to fox
'The zebras handed the trap to the fox.'
b. mbidzi zi-na-perek-er-a nkhandwe msampha.
zebras SP-past-hand-appl-asp fox trap
''!he zebras handed the fox the trap.'
c. *mbidzi zi-na-perek-er-er-a kalulu nkhandwe msampha.
zebra SP-past-hand-appl~-asphare fox trap
1 The zebra handed the trap to the fox for the hare.'
-(239) a. rtji-na-phik-a nsomba.
1sS-past-cook-asp fish
'I cooked fish.'
b. Ndi~a-phik-ir-a mbuzi nsomba.
1sS-past-cook-appl-asp goats fish
r I cooked fi sh for the goats.'
c. *Nd.i-na-phik-ir-ir-a mbuzi nsomba anyani.
1sS-past-cook-appl-~-aspgoats fish baboons
'I cooked the goats fish for the baboons.'
This constraint against double instances of PI is easily explained in
our terms. Q1e glance at the string of unmarked NPs following the verb in
a sentence like (238c) suggests a breakdoYKl in morphological
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identification, given that applied affixes do not actually increase the
Case assigning potential of the verb (see 4.2.1, 4.2.2). 'Ihe verb has only
one accusative case to assign, and as we have seen, this must go to the
benefactive applied object. 'lhis leaves two NPs in need of incorporating
into the verb in order to escape the Case Fi 1ter, yet to incorporate or
Reanalyze both would violate the constraint against incorporating more than
one N per Verb (208). Hence, double PI structures are ungrammatical. In
fact, the sentences we have seen so far are redtn1dantly ruled out by
condi tion (209) as well J since even if there were no basic object in
competition, the first applied object would be unable to Reanalyze with the
verb anyway, due to the intervening trace of the first PI. This redundancy
can be eliminated, however, by ccnsidering the interaction of benefactive
applicatives wi th instrumental applicatives in Cllichewa.. '!he resulting
sentences are just as ungrarmnatical as those we have already seen:
( 240) a. Mbuzi zi-ku-dy-er -a mipeni udzu.
goats SP-pres-eat-appl-asp knives grass
''!he goats are eating grass wi th knives.'
b. *f-t)uzi zi-ku-dy-er-er-a nkhosa mipeni udzu.
goats SP-pres-eat-appl-~-aspsheep knives grass
''!he goats are eating the grass with knives for the sheep.'
It was sho\tll in the last section that the Incorporation of an instrtnnental
is not blocked by condition (2C$) (or anything else). Therefore, an
instrumental could legitimately abstractly incorporate (= Reanalyze) as
well. Therefore, this class of sentences is nonredundantly ruled out by
the constraint against having NI of more than two Ns which are arglDDents of
a single verb (208).
Finally, if this approach is on the right track, we predict that the
facts will again be different in Kinyarwanda. Olce again, its property of
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allowing verbs to assign two accusative Cases should allow it to handle a
structure such as (238c) without being driven to trying to incorporate two
NPs. Pather, the basic object will be incorporated, and two accusative
Cases are left over for the two NPs stranded by Preposition Incorporation.
This prediction is confirmed; in particular, benefactive applicatives can
be formed out of dative shifted structures freely in this language (Kimenyi
(1980)):
( 241) a. Umugabo y-a-haa-ye umugore igitabo.
man SP-past-give-asp woman book
''!he man gave the woman a book.'
b. Urnugore a-ra-he-er-a umugabo imbwa ibiryo.
woman SP-pres-give~~sp man dog food
''!he woman is giving food to the dog for the man. I
Example (241a) has the structure of what I have been calling a dative
shift, with the goal appearing lmnediately after the verb and unmarked by
any prepositional element. Example (241b) shows tha-t a benefactive
applicative can be formed based on such a structure, lD11ike in Chichewa
(compare (237».83 Similarly, caobinaticns of dative and instrUIDaltal
applicatives are possible in this language as well, as are any of these
combined wi th locative applica.tives. Furthermore, this explanation of the
difference in status of double applica.tives in terms of variation in case
assigning abilities seems to generalize across the Bantu languages
correctly. Thus, the assumptions of the Theory of Incorporation succeed in
accolD1ting for the range and behavior of structures involving more than one
instance of Preposition Incorporation.
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4.4.4 VI and PI Interactions
The last type of Incorporation interactions to be considered are those
involving combinations of Preposition Incorporation and Verb
Incorporation. Here again, a number of possibilities present themselves a
priori, most of which are not actually allowed by T.hiversal Grammar.
First of all, there are two basic types of causative constructions which
involve Verb Incorporation, as discovered in section 3.3: the 'type l'
causatives, which are derived by moving the embedded VP to the COMP of the
lower clause before incorporating the V into the matrix verb; and the 'type
2' causatives, which are derived by moving only the embedded V to the COMP
of the lower clause before the final incorporation. Which type of VI
structure a language will permit depends on the Case marking properties of
tha.t language. '!hus, we should in principle check the ways in which
Preposition Incorporation interacts with 9ach of these types of causative
ca1str'uctions. fbwever, if a language con tains Preposition Incorporation
at all , it must contain the case '!heory resources to allow PI structures to
surface. '!his in turn requires that the language be able to
morphologically identify two NPs: the original thematic direct object NP,
and the NP that is stranded by the moved preposition. This is required,
give.'1 that traces of moved categories never assigrl case themselves. Most
commonly, this means tha.t the language must permit abstract NI as a method
of morphological identification, since a single morphological verb can
usually only assign one accusative Case.84 However, if the language permits
abstract NI in applicative constructions derived by PI, the optian of
abstract NI will also be available to resolve the Case theory pressures of
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VI constructions in that language. Thus, the lower verb will be able to
reanalyze with its direct object, thereby morphologically identifying it,
and then move by itself into the matrix clause. This derives a 'type 2'
causative • It thus fa llows tha t , in the tmmarked case, languages with
applicative constructions will also be languages wi'th 'type 2' causatives
and not' type l' causatives (for the details of this argument, see 3.3.3.2
and 4.2.4).85 Thus, there will usually be no interaction between PI
structures and 'type l' c:ausatives. In this way, the combination of Case
theory and the Theory of Incorporation reduces the number of possible types
of interactions between PI and VI permitted by core graDJDar.
In order to check the interactions between applicative constructions
(PI) and 'type 2' causative constructions (VI), we need a language that
contains both in their unmarked form. A language which qualifies and which
is for the most part similar to those already covered in this work is the
Bantu language SNahili. Here, I will primarily follow· the presentation of
data in Vitale (1981). Basic examples of applicative constructions are:
(242) a. Ni-li-pik-a chakula.
1sS-past-cook food
'I cooked some food.'
b. Ni-li-m-pik-i-a Juma chakula.
1sS-past-oP-Cook-~ Juma. food
'I cooked some food for Jurna.'
(243) a. B9.dru a-li-andik-a barua.
Eadru SP-past-wr i te letter
'Badru wrote a letter.'
b. Badru a-li-mw-andik-i-a Ahmed barua.
B:idru SP-past-op-wr ite~ Ahmed letter
'Padru wrote a letter to Armed.'
(242b) illustrates a benefactive applicative construction of the kind we
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are familiar with; (243b) illustrates a goal applicative of the same type.
rbte tha.t the applied objects (J1Jma in (242), Ahmed in (243)) govern the
object prefix on the verb; Vitale (1981:47) observes that this is always
the case--the applied object may be agreed With, but the basic object may
not. '!his is evidence that the applied object receives accusative Case
fram the verb, while the basic object undergoes abstract NI with this
verb. '!his is confirmed by the fact tha.t the applied object but not the
basic object may become the subject when the verb is passivized:
(244) a. Al'lned a-li-andik-i-w-a barua ya kuchukiza na Juma.
Ahmed SP-past~rite-appl-pass letter of hate by Juma
'Ahmed was WI' i tten a nasty letter by Juma.'
b. *Barua ya kuchukiza i-li-andik-i-1ll-a Ahmed na Juma.
letter of hate SP-past-write-appl-pass-asp Ahned by Juma.
'A nasty letter was written to Ahmed by Juma.'
Thus, Swahili allows N-V reanalysis, but not double accusative Case marking
by a single verb. As expected, these properties also determine the type of
morphological causative construction that Swahili allows, in accordance
with our principles:
(245) a. Ahmed hu-m-pig-a mke wake.
Ahmed hab-OP-beat wife his
'Ahned beats his wife.'
b. Asha hu-m-pig-ish-a Ahmed mke wake.
Asha hab-QP-beat-cause Ahmed wife his
, Asha causes Ahmed to beat his wife.'
(246) a. Wanawake wa-na-pik-a chakula.
women SP-pres-cook food
'The women are cooking the food.'
b. Sudi a-li-m-pik-ish-a mke wake uji.
Sudi SP-pres~P-cook-cause wife his gruel
'&1di made hiswife cook some gruel. '
In the morphological causative sentences (245b), (246b), both the 'causee'
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and the lower object are unmarked by a preposition, and i t is the 'causee I
that may trigger object agreement on the verb, as indicated in (246b).
'Ihese are typical characteristics of I type 2' causatives, the type Swahili
is predicted to have given that it is knO\tl1 independently to allow N
Reanalysis.86 ']his is furthe[" confirmed by the fact that ooly the 'causee'
can become the subject of the clause when a causative verb is passivized:
(247) a. Mke wake a-na-pik-ish~-a UJl na Sldi.
wife his SP-pres-cook-c:ause-pass gruel by Sudi
I His wife was made to cook gruel by fudi.'
b. *Uji u-li-pik-ish~-a mke wake na Sudi.
gruel SP-past-cook-cause-pass wlfe his by Sldi
''ll1e gruel was caused to be cooked by his wife by SUdi.'
Thus, SNahili provides the unmarked paradigm case of a language which
allows N Reanalysis, and includes both PI and VI constructions.
When we turn to consider str"uctures in which both PI and VI take place,
we find that there is exactly one acceptable possibility:
(248) a. JUrna a-li-m-chem-sh-e-a mtoto maji.
Juma SP-past~P-boil-cause-appl child water
'Juma boiled same water for the child.'
b. Haji a-li-m-pik-ish-i-a mke wake chakula rafiki yake.
HBji SP-past-oP-cook-cause-appl wife his food friend his
'Haji made his wife cook same food for his friend.'
c. A-li-ni-fung-ish-i-a mtoto wangu mlango.
3sS-past-1s0-close-cause-appl child my door
'He ha.d my child close the door' for me'
d. Ni-li-mw-cny-esh-e-a mgeni wangu rafiki yake
1sS-past-oP-see-cause-appl guest my friend his
njiaya kwenda 1emeke.
road toward Temeke
'I shoYed his fr iend the road to Temeke for my guest.'
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All of these cases (and the others in the sources mentioned) have the same
structure: the applied affix appears outside of the causative affix in the
complex verb structure, and the benefactive applied object appears as the
NP that receives Case from the verb. This latte~ fact is established
because it is this argument alone that triggers object agreement on the
verb (see (259c)). '!he other NPs--the causee and the lower object--appear
unmarked by a preposition and without triggering object agreement in the
manner of NPs that have been reanalyzed by the verb.
In fact, this coo.figuration of properties for VI+PI sentences can be
explained on the basis of the theory of incor-poration. A priori, there are
two base structures to consider, depending on which verb the PP in question
is an argument of at D-structure. Ole possibility is that it is the
argument of the lower verb:
(249) s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
he V CP
/ / \
make e IP
/ \
NP I'
/ / \
child I VP
/ \\
V pp NP
/ : \ \
close P NP N
I I I
I I I
for me door
Here there is a Verb Incorporation and a Preposition Incorporation which
must take place in order to satisfy the morphological subcatergorization
frames of the items involved. The Verb Incorporation cannot hsppen fir st,
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because if it does, the P Incorporation will be blocked; the only V that
the P could incorporate into is the matrix one, but this is too far a
movement for the P to be able to properly govern its trace:
(250) s
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
he V CP
I; / \
V V ti IP
/; / \
close~e NP II
\ / / \
child I VP
/\\
ti PP NP
* I \ \
P NP N
I I I
I I I
for me door
--------
Thus the benefactive prepositional affix will be doomed to violate its
morphological subcategorization frame. Therefore, the only possibili ty is
for PI to take place first, yielding a structure like the following:
(251) S
/ \
NP VP
/ / \
he V CP
/ / \
make e II'
/ \
NP II
* / / \
child I VP
/\\
Vj PP NP
/; : \ \
V P ti NP Nj
/
I I I
I I I
close-fori me door
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'Ibis time, however, the V is stuck. It could move aloog the path indicated
without violating the ECP, but to do so would create a Case filter
violation. '!he reason 1s that there are now two NPs in the lO\l1er VP which
need to be morphologically identified--the basic lower object and the
applied object. Neither can receive Case from the matrix verb or Reanalyze
wi th this verb, because it does not govern into the lower VP. The lO¥Je['
verb can Reanalyze with one of these NPs before i t moves as usual, but to
Reanalyze wi th both would violate condition (208) against double NI with a
single verb. Even with intransitive lo-wer verbs where there is no
competing basic object, the verb cannot Reanalyze with the applied object
before moving, because to do so would violate condition (20:;) against
incorporating the argument of an element that has already incorporated.
Thus, the verb must stay in place to assign accusative case to the applied
object. Finally, the VP cannot move as a whole, because languages of this
type lack the case theory resources to allow Case assignment to the
embedded subject in such a structure. Therefore, the causative verb root
is doomed to violate its morphological subcategor-ization frame by failing
to affix to a V. 'Ihus, there is in general no grammatical output for a
structure like (249), whether the lower verb is transitive or not.. '!hus VIe
have an explanation for why sentences like those in (252) are unacceptable,
even though they are a plausible alternative to those in (248) if causative
and applicative are simply formulated as explicit grammatical vJnction
changing rules: 87
(252) a. *Juma a-li-chem-e-sh-a maji mtoto.
Juma SP-past-boil-appl-cause water child
'Juma boiled some water for the child.'
b. *Ni-li-nw-ony-ey-esh-a rafiki yake mgeni wangu
1sS-past-oP-see-appl-cause friend his guest my
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! I
njiaya kwenda Temeke.
road toward 'Iemeke
'I showed his fr iend the road to Temeke for my guest.'
These sentences differ from there counterparts in (248) in that the applied
affix precedes the causative, and the causee is the NP that receives Case
from the complex verb--the logical pattern if, contrary to fact, PI were
allo\\ed to feed VI.
Next, we consider the other possible SOill'ce for VI-PI combinations: a
D-structure in which the PP in question is a thematic argunent of the
higher causative verb rather than of the embedded verb:
(253) s
/ \
NP VP
/ / ,--.\
he V' CP pp
/ / \ I \
make e IP P NP
/ \ I \
NP I' for me
/ / \
child I VP
/ \
V NP
I I
I I
close N
I
I
door
Here, clearly, there will never be any ECP problems with either the V
Incorporation or the P Incorporation, since the two' source' phrases are
essentially independent of each other; each incorporation will properly
govern i ts trace in the same way that i t does in simpler' structures. The
thing to be careful about is that all NP get properly morphologically
identified. '!he lower object 'door' can enter into the Reanalysis
relationship with the lower verb before i t moves. '!hen the causee and the
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applied object will both need to be m-identified by the final matrix verb
complex. '!his will only be possible if one of the two Lmdergoes
Reanalysis. We know independently that an applied object can never be
incorporated into a verb, whether overtly or covertly (section 4.4.2
above) • Ho~vet", we also know independently that a causee can incorporate
into the causative verb; in fact a causative verb can incorporate both the
lO\\er object and the causee, being freed from the ban against double NI
because there are two V roots involved, one for each N root to be
incorporated. '!his possibili ty is seen overtly in Southern Tiwa, as
discussed in section 3.5:
(254) Ti-seuan-p' akhu-kumwia-' am-ban wisi te-khaba-' i .
1sS:A~-bread-sell-cause-past two 1sS:C-bake-subord
'I made the man sell the two breads I baked.'
'!he rule is tha.t wha.t is allowed with overt Incorporation is allowed with
covert Incorporation. '!herefore, it is possible to get a grammatical
output from the structure in (253) if (and only) if the c:a.usee 1s
Reanalyzed with the verb and the applied object receives accusative Case.
MJre exactly, a grammatical sentence will resul t if and only if the
following things happen in the following order: (i) the lower verb
reanalyzes with the lower object; (ii) the lower verb moves first to the
embedded OOMP, then incorporates into the matrix verb; (iii) the complex
verb reanalyzes with the causee which it now governs by virtue of the V
Incorporation; (iv) the P incorporat:es into the verb complex; and finally
(v) the verb complex assigns accusative case to the NP stranded by PI at
S-structure. '!his results in the following S-structure representation:
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(255)
i!
s
/ \
NP VP/ /-\-~\
he V CP pp
/\ / \ I \
Vk Pt., IP t NP
/1 I ~ / \ J. \
Vj Vfor! NFk I' me
/ I / / \
close. make child I VP
t / \
tj· NPL I
I
Nj
I
I
door
1his derivation implies the 'Mirror Principle' type prediction (see section
1.1.3, Ea.ker (1985)) that the applied affix must appear morpologically
outside of the causative affix, and that it will be crucially the applied
object that acts like the surface object of the verb with respect to
reflexes of accusative case assignment, such as word order and triggering
object agreement on the verb. '!he causee and the thematic lower object, on
the other hand, will have the relatively inert behavior of NPs which have
been reanalyzed. These are exactly the properties of th: Swahili VI+PI
construction as laid out above. These are also the essential properties of
causative-appl icative construction in another &mtu language, Kimeru, as
described by Hodges (1977). Thus, the theory of Incorporation explains all
the proper-ties of such constructions, as well why they are in general the
only PI+VI construction allowed. 88, 89
To concltrle, I observe that the syntactic Incorporation theory of these
so-called Granmatical Function changing processes has met the challenge of
explaining interactions of different processes with an explanatory depth
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well beyond that of any other theory brought forth so far. In particular,
many gaps which are unexpected if these processes are thought of in terms
of freely ordered explicit rules have been accounted for crucially in terms
of the assunptions of Incorporation.
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CHAPI'ER FOUR: FOOrNOTES
1. Of course, Ehglish has direct cotnlterparts of (3) in which the verb is
not morphologically complex--the so-called 'dative shift' construction.
'!his perhaps makes i t less obvious that the verbs in (3) are doing the work
of two i terns. However, dative shift with morphologically simple verb does
not exist in many languages, including ChicheYa. Its analysis will be
taken up in section 4.2.5.2.
2. '!his is no doubt related to the fact that prepositions differ from nOlIDS
and verbs in that they are a 'closed class' category: it contains a
relatively small and semantically ~poverished set of items, which usually
cannot be increased by productive word formation processes. Affixes
similarly constitute a 'closed class'. '!hus there is a natural affinity
between the two.
3. B..1t see footnote 1.
4. For example, see Chung (1 W6), Kimenyi (1 980), Dryer (1 983), Ai ssen
(1983), etc.
5. Recall "that no (morphological) identity be"tWeen an independent
preposition and a semantically stmilar prepositional affix is necessarily
expected; both need not even exist in a given language. Chamorro and
Bahasa. Indonesia are like Chichewa in having an independent P form;
'Illscarora is like 'lZotzil in lacking me.
6. There are a handful of potential cases of PP subjects in Eilglish, mostly
of the form of those in (i):
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( i) a. [lhder the a vning] is a comfortable place to sit.
b. [Cn the .table] leS put the book.
c. [In the courtyard] appeared a sorcerer.
Similar structures are possible in the Bmtu languages Kinyarvanda (Kimenyi
(1980)) and Chichewa ('Irithart (1977)). Nevertheless they are so limited
that one would not necessarily expect to find P Incorporations based on
them in any case.
7. Sentence (18a.) has not been checked wi th a native speaker.
8. Again, whether or not a language has an independent preposi tional form
that overlaps with the Prepositional affix uses is idiosyncratic. Chichewa
and Kinyarwanda have no independent benefactive prepositioo, even thought
the former has an independent dative preposition. Tzotzil, on the other
hand, has an independent benefactive oblique but no independent dative.
Chamorro and Indonesian have independent preposition forms for both dative
and benefactive--in Chamorro the same preposition is used for both; in
Indonesian two different preposi tions are used. Clearly, there is no
deeper generalization to be captured here.
9. '!here are some syntactic differences between instrunental applicative
constructions and the benefactive ones illustrated above. Sae section
4.3.2 and 4.4.2 below (cf. also M3.rantz (1984)).
10. Gibson (1980:64, tn. 7) states that a lexical analysis rather than a
syntactic analysis may be appropriate for these cases.
11. These Kinyar"Warlda examples are interesting from the point of view of
morphology: in this case, tmlike in the othe['s we have seen, there is a
morphological relationship between the independent preposition and the
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prepositional affix. '!hus, -ho is a phonologically reduced form of ku and
-ma is the corresponding reduced form of rou. If this relationship is part
of the synchronic granmar, then these are the true minimal pairs reflecting
the basic optionality of Preposition Ihcorporati~.
12. Some care is necessary here: QUche-wa also has affixes at the end of
verbs which are cognate both with Chichewa's locative Ps and with the
Kinyarwanda morphemes discussed here. It is clear that these do not play
the same role as there KinyarW3Ilda counterparts, hO\Ever; they are alVJays
optional on the verb, and their presence has no real effect on the
syntactic behavior of the external locative phrase they are associated
with. 'Irithart (1977:20) calls them 'optional adverbial agreements'.
13. It should be pointed out that the truth or falsity of this asstn'Dption
is not immediately crucial for M3.rantz, as it is for me. In fact, in
Marantz (1984) , it is also permissible to merge the head of a subject
phrase into the head of the main predica.te--a position that is certainly
too weak, as we have seen.
14. '!his simplifying assumption will be modified in section 4.3.2, where I
argue that all three types of V-P-NP relationships exist.
15. (37b) can also have a straight benefactive read¥1g, where the leopards
steal the bicycle from someorle else in order to give it to the lion.
16. TIlis point is less clear in Ehglish than in O1icheva, because the
benefactive preposition for has more solid positive connotations,
regardless of the governing verb. Romance PPs with a are perhaps closer to
Chichewa applied verbs in this regard.
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17. cr by a 03.se assigner, as in lasnik and S9.ito (1984).
18. Another potential argunent for the hypothesis that verbs theta mark PPs
of the class we have been consider ing might come fran Romance clitics. It
has often been hypothesized that the class of elements that can appear as
elitics on a verb in (for example) the Romance languages is roughly (a
subset of) the class of arguments of that verb (e.g. Borer (1983)). In
the Romance languages, benefactives, instrumentals, and locatives can all
appear as verbal elitics:
BENEFAGrIVES: (French, Rouveret and Ver-gnaud (1980:170))
(i) Elmer lui a devalise deux banques Ie mois dernier.
'Elmer robbed two banks for him last month.'
INSTRUMENTALS: (Italian, Rizzi (personal commlIDication))
(ii) a. Gianni ha aperto la porta coo la chiave.
'Gianni opened the door with the key.'
b. Gianni ci ha aperto 1a porta.
'Gianniopened the door with it.'
LOCATIVES: (French)
(iii) a. Jean a dormi dans ce lit.
I Jean slept in this bed.'
b. Jean 1- a dormi.
'Jean slept there.'
These facts are strongly suggestive, but they are not a full argume1t since
we may not be able to maintain th9.t all elitics in Romance are theta marked
by the verb (e.g. certain uses of en in French).
19. The traditional distinction here is 'between PPs under VP and PPs tmder
S, rather than between theta. marked and non-t~eta-marked PPs. HOY.eveI' ,
this distinction implies mine, given that a V cannot theta mark a phrase
outside of its maximal projection.
20. 1here is one exception to this generalization in the literature that I
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know of: Kimenyi (1980) describes a class of 'manner applied' verbs in
Kinyarwanda. Ole of his examples is:
(i) a. Umugabo a-ra-sam-a ibaruwa n'-iibyiishiimo
man SP-pres-read-asp letter with-joy
'The man Is reading a letter with joy'
b. Unugabo a-ra-som-an-a ibaruwa ibyiishiimo
man SP-pres-read-with-asp letter joy
'The man is reading a letter with joy'
Something similar is apparently true in O1iche"l8. with 'reason' phrases:
(ii) a. nsima iyi ndi-ku-dy-er-a njala
cornmush this 1sS-pres-eat-~-asphunger
'I am eating this cornmush because of hunger. t
My information about such structures is very sparse, and I have nothing to
say about them. I have no examples of temporal applicatives at all.
21. '!here is one famous case of 'oblique voices' which I omit in this work:
that fOlD1d in the Fhilippine languages (e.g. see Pell (1983) and
references cited there). Clear ly, the facts from these languages are
rather different from the ones I have presented. M3ny proper-ties of these
constructions are highly controversial, such as which whether the
thematically oblique NP is a subject or a topic, and whether the structures
are derived in the syntax or the lexicon. For these reasons, I leave them
aside. If it turns out that these oblique NPs are syntactically derived
and become subjects, this might be accoLmted for by claiming that the
Philippine voice markers are suppletians for a combination of an
incorporated preposi tion and a passive marker (of. M3.rantz' s (1984)
analysis of an instrumental construction in Chichewa (section 7.1 .2)) .
22. In fact, this is true of dative and benefactive (and, as far as I know,
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locative) applicative constructions--but not necessarilly of instrtnnental
applicative constructions. See section 4.3.
23. 'lhese word order effects are valid if there is no object agreement on
the verb; if object agreement appears with the benefactive, the preferred
word order is reversed (cf. (54a). Mchambo (1984) uses facts like this to
argue that Chicbawa object prefixes are not true object agreement after
all, but rather clitics. I accept this result, but will ignore it for
simplicity.
24. Marantz h~self proposes that applicatives result from the 'merger' of
a V and a P, and aCCOlD'lts for' this generalization in terms of a principle
of morphological feature percolation. Basically, the idea is that the P is
an affix and too V is a root, and properties of affixes generally take
precedence over properties of the root in determining the properties of the
canplete word (cf. Lieber 1980). Then, the oblique nominal is the object
of the P and the basic object is the object of the V, so the object of the
P takes precedence in becoming the object of the combined word.
25. More generally, it must be 'morphologically identified': see section
26. In KinyarYBnda , there is independent Binding Theory evidence that
supports the hypothesis that P Incorporation changes government relations.
Consider the following pair of sentences (Kimenyi (1980: 94-95) ):
(i) a. Abaana ba-ra-shyir-a igitabo kuri bo
children SP-pres-put-asp books on them
''lhe children are putting books on themselves.'
b. Abaana ba-r-ii-shyir-a-ho igitabo.
children SP-pres-refl-put-asp-an books
'The children are pu~ting bookS-on themselves.'
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In (ia) the [NP, PP] is a lexical pronoun, which may be coreferent with the
matrix subject. This suggests that, for whatever reason, PPs of this class
can count as ' Complete F\mctional Complexes' and hence binding domains 1n
Kinyar wanda (cf. Ehglish examples such as 'He( i) saw a snake near
him( i) /*himself. ' ). However ,when the P is incorporated into the verb as
in (ib), an independent pronoun referring to the location cannot be
coreferent with the subject; instead morphological reflexivization must
apply. '!his implies that the binding domain of the location NP has been
expanded by incorporation. '!his follows if incorporation causes the [NP,
PP] to be externally governed by the verb, such that its binding domain
must include that matrix verb--and hence the matrlx sUbject--as well. 'Ibis
is parallel to the NI case of possessor stranding discussed in 2.2.2.
27. Of course, if the benefactive NP 'zebras' gets Case from the verb,
there arise serious questions about the patient NP 'shoes' with respect to
the case Filter. These will be addressed in section 4.2.4.
28. Many researchers on applicative constructions point out that the
I applied object' also becomes available for wh~movement (questions,
relative clauses, clefts, etc.) in a way which oblique NPs normally are
not (e.g. Chung (1976), Trithart (1977), Kimenyi (1980)). Clearly, good
grotmdwork is in place for an explanation of this fac"t in terms of
government and Case assignment by the verb; however it is beyond the scope
of this work to give an accoilllt of the restictions on wh-movement in these
languages in such terms. '!here is also a factor complicating the data in
an interesting way--see 4.3.
29. Probably, a verb's particular Case assigning properties are related in
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to its thematic role assigning properties by various principles (e .g.
'B..1rzio' s ceneralization' (fur zio 1981) , ~-l.~ltt ,} ~In~l Q~tt1tJ 4.t ett~t~ er (- Atfyn'rEj
1984). In fact, the case properties of items may prove to be"'!it.)~j
eliminable 1n these terms, although there seems to be an idiosyncratic
residue still ( cf . Pesetsky (1982)).
30. '!his is so that the notions of c-cormnand and gover-nment work properly,
8l1loog other things.
31. In the same way, elements that correspond to canonical adjectives in
Ehglish are (stative) verbs in CllictEwa--e.g. -da, 'be dark'; -fi1ra, 'be
red' , etc.
32. Idiosyncratic, lexical~zed reading derived by attaching -ir in the
lexicon also appear with these verbs, as with the tmaccusative verbs.
1hus, (78b) means 'The lion inspected the baboons'; (80b) means 'The
journalist ran toward the beatiful 1NQIDal'l.' 8ek-er-a in (79b) does not
happen to be a lexicalized combination of this type.
33. M3.rantz's (1984) discussion of applicatives assumes that it is a matter
of cross-linguistic variation whether applicatives are possible with
intransitive verbs or not. In fact, he oites only one example of an
applicative based on an intransitive verb, from the Pantu language
Q1imwiini:
(i) M..1ti u-m-tuluk-il-ile m\tB:limu
tree Sp-oP-fall-appl-asp teacher
'The tree fell on the teacher'
Since 'fell' is an maccusative type verb, I am forced to claim that this
tuluk-il is an instance of lexical affixation of the applied affix rather
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than syntactic (as Marantz aSSlDDeS). '!hus, I claim that (i) must be
analyzed in the same way as (75b) in Chichewa..
34. In the light of this section, i t is potentially useful to return to the
odd Chichewa 'reason' applicatives, mentioned in fn. 20. An example of
this is repeated here:
(i) nsima 1y1 ndi-ku-dy-er-a njala
cornmush this 1sS-pres-eat-appl-asp hunger
'I am eating this cornmushout of hunger'
In th. 20, it VlBS pointed out tha.t such an applicati\le should not exist,
since it seems to involve P Incorporation out of an adjunct in violation of
the ECP. Of course the construction does exist, but there may be
independent evidence that it is not a PI construction after all. Thus,
these 'reason applicatives' are grammatical even if the verb they are based
on is strongly intransitive:
(ii) a. Mavuto a-na-fik-ir-a njala.
Mavuto SP-past-arrive-appl-asp hunger
'Mavuto came out of hunger.'
b. nsima i-na-phik-idw-ir-a -nji?
cornmush SP-past-arrive-pass-appl-asp what
'Why W'as the cornmush cooked?'
(iia) is based en an maccusative verb; (iib) on a passive verb. As we
have seen this is never possible with true applicatives.
It is possible that t~is 'reason applicative' construction is really what
underlies the one available reading for applicatives of the unergative
verbs in (78)-(80).
35. Perhaps there is a principled reason for this difference between French
and English, having to do with how prepositions assign Case--see Kayne
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(1983).
36. Unfortunately, Ehglish has no other properties that will clearly reveal
when P Reanalysis has taken place. Hornstein and Weinburg (1981), Stowell
(1981), and Kayne (1984) have all tried to attribute the possibility of
P-stranding with wh-movement in Ehglish to the existence of Reanalysis as
well. This approach is open tmder my analysis, but it seems to create as
many problems as it solves, due to the many asymmetries between the class
of possible psuedopassiyes and the class of possible P-strandings. ( cf .
Van Reimsdijk (1978); for responses, see Hornstein and Weinburg (1981),
Stowell (1981)).
37. It is immaginable that there could be applicative constructions in such
a language, but only with intransitive base verbs, where there is no second
object to violate the Case Filter. Here, however, there would be problems
with Ca.se-marking the applied object itself, as discussed in section 4.2.2.
38. In some of these languages there are other types of constructions which
are at some level s~ilar: the Romance languages use dative clitics in some
ways which are strikingly like the range of uses of applicatives in (say)
the Bantu languages; while JtJB.layalam uses conjunct verbs to a somewhat
similar effect (cf. Mohanan (1983)). It is qui te clear that these are not
P Incorporation structures in any sense, but looking for deeper
relationships among them would be an interesting topic for further
research.
39. 1he exception here is the dialect of Chichewa tha.t I termed
'Chichewa-A'. Ch its hybrid status, see 4.2.5.2 below.
40. Or, to mention another classical analysis that mayor may not prove
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distinct , either object may eli ticize to the verb when it is pronominal.
41. In their terminologies, influenced by Relational Grammar, they say that
these languages all may have more than one direct object per verb.
42. M3rantz (1984) too notices this generalization concerning object
behaviors across applicatives, causatives, and morphologically underived
'double object' constructions, and gives an account of i t in terms of
syntactic role assigning potentials--the closest analogue to case
assignment in his system.
43. The IB' dialect of Chichewa, as described in Trithart is perhaps a
hybr id, transitional case with respect to this generalization; apparently
its double object and applicative constructions show double accusative
properties, but its causative construction ha~ only a single accusative
(see 3.3.1).44. Or, more likely, this preposition is the realization of
genitive case. assigned by the head noun (cf. Manzini (1983), Chomsky
(1984)).
45.- The adjacency requirement must be extended slightly because, as we have
seen, Kinyarwanda verbs can assign two accusative Cases and clearly both
recipients cannot be strictly adjacent to the verb. Perhaps the relevant
notion is that of 'Case Domain' from Travis (1984).
46. Kimenyi's specific example (117) is somewhat odd in that the possessed
noun which he uses is a relational one, used as a locative. His discussion
implies that the same is true in more usual cases as well. Ql questions
about the 1'lP/PP status of locatives in Bantu, see fh. 53 below.
47. At a more marked stylistic level, the possessive PP constituent can be
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extraposed to clause final position in this structure.
48. see McCloskey and Hale (1984) for illustration and analysis of pro-drop
in NP in Mxlern Irish.
49. Languages which have nouns agree with their possessors seem to differ
in whether that agreement is maintained in a Possessor Raising
construction. '!hus, it is usually omitted in similar cases in Western
Muskogean (Munr 0 ( ms) •
50. Because of the type of object agreement that it triggers on the verb,
D3.v1es analyzes the Possessor as being raised to an indirect object of the
matrix clause. I believe, however, that this case is properly made
parallel to those illustrated in the text by reanalyzing the 'dative'
agreement marker to be a complex form consisting of the 'accusative'
agreement marker, plus an element which is essentially an applied affix.
See 4.2.5.1.
51. In fact, there is some evidence that i t is wrong to take the 1 raised'
possessor to be structurally a [NP, VP]: see 4.3.2.3
52. MBssam (to appear) also discusses Possessor Raising constructions in a
GB-framework very similar to mine, although from a different angle. She
also considers a somewhat broader range of constructions than those
discussed here. I thank her for useful discussion of the topic, as well as
for making available to me some of her data.
53. Possessors of locatives can sometimes be 'raised' in Kinyarwanda,
contrary to expectation. However, locatives in some Eantu languages seem
to have an intermediate status between PPs and NPs, as the preposi tions are
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apparently reanalyzed as nominal classifiers in some instances (see
Trithart (1977) for discussion of this in Chichewa (B); similar effects
appear in Kinyarwanda). If locatives can be consistently analyzed as NPs
when they are involved in Possessor Raising in Kinyarwanda, the
generalization is preserved.
54. Actually, these constructions are more like Ehglish dative shift than
Chichewa applicatives, in 'that there is no applied affix attached to the
verb. I will argue that the two constructions are syntactically identical
in section 4.2.5.2.
55. lhlike Southern Tiwa, the second object need not incorporate in
applicative constructions in the Iroquoian languages. '!hus, I must claim
that the Iroquoian languages (unlike Southern Tiwa) have both N
Incorporation and N Reanalysis processes.
56. It is significant that there are no alternations of exactly this type
in M::hombo's dialect of Chichewa--see section 3.3 and below.
57. Including Choctaw in this generalization presupposes the correctness of
the morphological reanalysis of so-called 'dative agreement' mentioned in
fn. 50.
58. Q10msky (1984) has recently proposed that these prepositions are
actually S-structure 'realizations' of an inherent Case assigned by the
theta role assigner itself at D-structure. This perspective is perfectly
compatible with my discussion here.
59. There is an interesting constrast here between N-Reanalysis on the one
hand and P- and V-Reanalysis on the other. As far as I know, the latter
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two never need some overt morphological sign that they have occurred, even
though they are just as invisible in and of themselves. '!his difference is
rooted in the fact that Ns head categories (NPs) which are subject to the
m-identification visibility requirement for theta role assignment at LF,
whereas Ps and Vs do not (i.e., the Case Filter applies to NP but not PP
and VP).
60. Also in case of independent Prepositions inserted as Case markers, the
P inserted is generally not random, but rather the one whose normally
assigned theta role most closely matches that of the NP which it is
inserted to ~se mark--cf. Gnans.ky (1984).
61. '!he class of verbs seems to be those which involve change of possession
inherently in their semantics. A similar point can be made--with nooovert
incorporation--in Kin~rwanda (cf. section 4.2.4 above, Kimenyi (1980)).
62. see Munro (ms) for other arguments that possessor raised structures are
not equivalent to benefactive applicative structures.
63. In particular, all that is necessary here is to aSSlUDe that the theme
NP is reanalyzed with the verb, while the goal receives accusative Case
from it, without positing a null prepositional affix. Even so, if there is
no null prepositional affix that theta marks the goal, we lose the
generalization that it is always the theme that must reanalyze and the goal
which must get accusative case, and never the other way around--cf. 4.4.2.
64. M9.rantz (1984: chapter 5) takes a different approach here, arguing that
'dative shift' alternations like (146) are not derived in the same way as
cases in which the productive applicative morphology appears. Rathe!', he
cla~s that dative shift verbs simply have two distinct lexical entries,
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one that underlies each syntactic frame. This approach becomes inadequate
once a wider range of syntactic similarities between 'dative shifts' and
'applicatives' is considered, such as that in section 4.3.1 and 4.4.
65. '!he idea also exists in Kayne (1983) and Czepluch (1982) that there is
a phonologically null P present and governing the goal NP in Ehglish dative
shift constructions. Furthermore, this P somehow 'transmits ' accusative
Case from the V to the NP. My account develops of this idea, specifying
that this empty P is in fact the trace of a Prepostion Incorporation. This
is an improvement is that the rather obscure relation of 'government
transmission' in these cases is seen to be a special case of the GTe, which
has rich independent motivation and a fairly clear status (thereby
answering cerhle (1983»). MJreover, assuming that the empty P is in fact
the trace of incorporation automatically allows the process to be governed
by potentially idiosyncratic morphological considerations. The advantages
of this are discussed immediately below.
66. Here the data is rather idealized and much speaker variation appears;
see Stowell (1981) and Czepluch (1982) for more refined discussion.
67. Stowell (1983) makes the intriguing claim that it is not so
idiosyncratic which verbs allow dative shift and which do not; rather there
is a morphological generalization to be c:a.ptured. Thus, he claims that
give allows dative shift crucially because it is a [+ native] word, whereas
dative shift is barred with donate because it is [+ latinate]. The
(grammaticalized) distinction between native and latinate vocabulary is
independently known to playa role in morphological word formation (e.g.
Fabb (1984)), but does not playa role in syntax. Thus, Stowell argues
that this characterization of the class of verbs which can dative shift is
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a sign that morphological word formation is crucially involved in it. This
suggestion can be immediately incorporated into my framework by making it a
condition on the morphological rule V+P ---> V that V be [+ native].
68. According to Mchombo, extracting the second object is perhaps slightly
less felicitous than extracting the objec·t of a simple transitive verb. I
must claim that such extractions move a NP Reanalyzed with the verb. We
have already seen (section 4.2.4) that certain kinds of movement rules roa.y
disrupt the locali ty between two reanalyzed elements (or an incorporated
element and its trace); thus verbs can move after Reanalyzing with their
object in the derivation of causative constructions. Here there seems to
be a difference between wh-movemen't and NP-movement, where the former; can
apply to reanalyzed and incorporated NPs (166), (167), but the latter
carmot (cf. (112), (113)). 'The same asyrmnetry appears in ltaliarl
ne-cliticization structures, which were related to NI structures in chapter
2 (Burzio (to appear»):
(i) a. (pro) Nei saranno invitati [molti t i ]
'Mmy of them will be invited.'
b. *[Molti t."] . ne. saranno invitati t.
1 J 1 . J
'Many of them will be invited.'
c. [Quanti t.]. (pro) ne. saranno invitati t.
1 J 1 J
'How many of them will be invited.'
I know of no satisfying accotmt of this difference.
69. In fact, there are two ways of questioning NPs which seem to be direct
objects in Chamorro (Q1ung (1982)): one in which the clause takes on
nominalized morphology when the question word preposes and one in which it
does not. The ban against extra.cting the 'applied object holds for the
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first type of question formation, but not for the second. I have no
account for this difference. It could be explained if the second type of
question formation is not derived by movement at all (cf. the discussion
of (176) below).
70. One could try salvaging Kayne's analysis by positing some kind of
phonologically empty but syntactically present 'second object' in sentences
like (182), which would be able to head the necessary small Clause, 1:?ut at
least at first glance this seems to raise more questions than it solves.
71. Qehrle (1983) gives a sentence par-allel to (187d) as grammatical, but
the majority of my informants find it deviant to a degree (al though perhaps
slightly better than (187b). '!he example that he cites is one in which the
wh-word is in the local COMP, and this may affect his judgment.
72. lhless cne is willing to pay the price of distinguishing between
abstract and morphological case and then claiming that the abstract Case
assignments in a language like Chamorro are exactly the opposite of the
morphological case assignments. 1hi.s would seem to be a theoretical
artifice.
73. Compare Marantz (1984), who makes a similar distinction between
instruments and benefactives.
75. Ul~imately it would be desirable to find a fundamental semantic
motivation that underlies this apparently systematic theta marking
distinction between instrumentals and benefactives. That difference
between the two is real will be confirmed independently in section 4.4.2.
76. We might speculate about why (209) is true by observing that if this
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configuration is modified minimally by incorporating Z into Y first, and
then incorporating the combination into X, the result is grammatical (for
examples, see 3.5.1, 5.4). Here, the intermediate trace t I is coindexed
with the lowest trace, thereby properly governing it. In this case, the
structure is grammatical. '!he (209) case then differs minimally in that t'
is not so coindexed with t, and hence does not properly govern it. Thus,
~e might suppose that the contrast somehow arises because this potential
proper governor' which is not an actual proper governor blocks proper
government between the antecedent and the embedded trace. This could cane
down to putting a minimality condition of the proper sort on the notion of
'proper gove~or'.
77. Locative applicatives would also qualify, but I do not have a wide
enough range of data on them to check predictions systeTOEitically.
78. '!he discussion in the text is valid for the alienable Possessor Raising
construction in Kinyarwanda. '!here is also 'a construction which Kimenyi
calls I alienable Possessor Raising' , and- this process can raise the
possessor of a possessor. '!here are other indications in Kimenyi' s
discussion that this type of Possessor Raising is a different construction
SUbject to somewhat looser constraints than the construction discussed in
the text.
79. Al though not the same necessities--see fn. 55 .
80. '!his example confirms the analysis of obligatory dative shift given in
4.2.5.2, in which nat i is taken to be a root which does not occur witho-ut
further affixation. Normally this affixation is a (null) prepositional
suffix, but here we see that it can be an antipassive morpheme instead.
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Thus it is not that dative shift is obligatory syntactically, but that some
kind of affixation is necessary morphologically with this sort of verb.
81. See also MithlU'l (1984) for Ivbhawk.
82. The verb form of (237) is acceptable wi th a lexicalized meaning and one
less NP argument; here i t has the reading 'pass X to ¥' (i.e. pass the
sal t at a dinner party).
83. This example also shows that incorporating two Ps into a single verb is
permi tted by lhiversal Graomar J even though incorporating two Ns into a
single V is not (208). This asymmetry confirms the suggestion (2·3.3
(102)) that the ban against incorporating two Ns is related to the Case
filter and the need to morphologically identify NPs for theta role
assignment. PPs are not subject to the Case filter, or the more general
identification requirement. Therefore it follows that the ban on double
Incorporation will not generalize to this category.
84. In this section I will not consider languages like Kinyarwanda, which
can assign two accusative Cases with one verb.
85. Chichewa-A is a marked case in this regard; see section 4.2.5.2.
86. Ivbreover J Swahili is not like Chichewa-A in that this N Reanalysis need
not always be morphologically identified; there is a class of unmarked
dative shift verbs in the language (Vitale (1981:45)).
87. '!he examples in (252) are constructed and have not been checked with a
native speaker. '!he fact they represent is inferred from the discussion of
Vitale (1981), who is generally quite careful to illustrate all possible
combinations of the processes he discus~es.
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88. Gibson (1980) gives one sentence in the Austronesian language Chamorro
which is problematic on this accomt. As we have seen, Chamorro has the
same properties as Swahili with regard to the current topic: it allows N
Reanalysis, and has both applicative coostructicns and 'type 2'
causatives. 'Ihe analogues of the accepta~le Swahili sentences are
acceptable in Chamorro as well J as seen in (i):
(i) Hu na' -punu' -1 yut nu i babui as Juan.
1sS:cause-kilI-~me obI the pig obI Juan
'I made Juan kill the pig for me.'
(ii) Si tata-hu ha na' -sangan-i yu' as Joaquin nu i estoria-mu.
PN father-my 3sS-cause-tell-adv me obI Joaquin obI the story-your
I My father m.a.de me tell Joaquin your story.'
However, Gibson also gives (ii), which has a structure similar to (252) in
the text. I have no explanation for this.
89. As discussed in section 4.2.5.2, Chichewa (A) is a marked case in that
it has applicative constructions but a 'type l' causatives. PI applying
after VI, leaving the applied object as the superficial object should be
granmatical in this type of language as \llell, as in fact it is:
(i) Fisi a-na-b-ets-er-a mkango njinga kwa kambuku.
hyena SP-past-steal-cause-appl-asp lion bicycle to leopard
'The hyena caused the leopard to steal a bicycle for the lion.'
Ch the other hand, one might expect that a language would allow PI to apply
to a PP in the downstairs clause as well, feeding VI , since (as the
discussion in the text shows) the ()ase theory problems presented by such a
structure can be solved in a VP-to-COMP language. In fact, such structures
are highly marginal:
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(ii) ??kadz1dzi a~a-b-er-ets-a mkango njinga kwa kambuku.
owl SP-past-steal-appl-cause-asp lion bicycle to leopard
''Ihe owl caused the leopards to steal a bicycle for the lion.'
Certainly, these sentences are much rarer than those in (i). My informant
vacilated between saying that they were acceptable but tnlusual and saying
that they were unacceptable. This may 1Je the signs of a langua.ge in the
process of change from a Swahili type system in which (ii) is bad for
theoretical reasons, and a system in which (ii) would be acceptable.
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Olapter 5
PASSIVE ItCOOPCRATION
In the preceding chapters we have seen that the majority of the core
Grammatical Function changing processes introduced in section 1.1 receive
an explanatory analysIs in terms of syntactic X 0 movement. In fact, there
is only one major Grammatical Function changing process left to be
accounted for, and that the most lamella GF changing process of them all:
the Passive. Perhaps no single construction has received more attention
throughout the history of generative linguistics CertaInly, any work
which has the ambi tion of eliminating all GF changing rules but which gives
no insight into !..his one is incomplete. Moreover, we have already seen
throughout this work that passive interacts in such a way with the
Incorporation sentences already considered that a unified account is
desirable. Thus the question arises: does the passive have at its heart a
type of X-a movement, thereby allowing it to be a part of the Incorporation
pattern?
In fact there is good initial reason to believe that the passive
involves incorporation as much as Noun Incorporation and morphological
causative constructions do. Consider the following sentences in English:
(1) a. Something bi t my hand.
b. My hand was bitten (by something).
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These two sentences are essentially thematic paraphrases. Certainly, the
patient NP ~ han9 has the same thematic relatiooship to the verb in both
structures. More than that, there is also a fairly solid intuition. thac
the agent: thematic role, assigned to someon~ inC 1a). is still somehow
present in (1 b), even when the optional 2Y··-phrase is not there. If this
theta role is in fact present, it must be assigned "to some semantically
rather similar element (see section 5 1 for soltd evidence to this
effect) . Then, according to the Uniformity of Theta Assignmen-c Hypo"thesis,
~he two sentences must have parallel D-s~ructures, in which the similarity
in thematic structure between (1a) and (1b) is directly represented.
Perhaps the situation can be seen somewhat more easily in a language like
Chichewa. In this language, the passive is expressed morphologically by
adding a unique affix to the verb, rather ~han by a periphrastic auxiliary
plus participle construction as in English; otherwise, the construction is
much the same:
(2) a. Kalulu a-na-b-a mkazi wa njovu.
hare SP-past-steal-asp wife of elephant
'The hare stole the elephant's wife~'
b. Mkazi VB njovu a-na-b-edw-a (ndi kalulu).
hare of elephant sp-past-steal-rass-asp by hare
'The elephant's wif~ was stolen by the hare).'
Most current analyses 01 the passive al ternation assume that it is to be
accounted for either entirely in the lexicon (Bresnan (1982a)), or
par~ially in the lexicon by affixing the passive morpheme to the verb at
that level, thereby changing certain grammatically relevant features of the
verb (Chomsky (1981), Williams (1981), Marantz (1984), etc.). If there is
any truth in the results we have reached to this poin-t, any such analysis
is untenable, as the following examples show:
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(3) a. Birimankhwi a·-na-meny-ets-a kalulu kwa anyani.
chameleon SP--past beat-cause -asp hare to baboons
'The chameleon had the baboons beat the hare.'
b. Kalulu a-na;neny-ets-edw-a kwa anyani (ndi birimankhwi).
hare SP-past-beat cause-pass-asp to baboons by chameleon
'The hace was caused "to be beaten by the baboons (by the chameleon).'
( 4) a. Ma.koswe a-na-sem-er -8 mbewa mi tondo .
rats SP-past-carve ·~-asp mice mortars
'The rats carved some mortars for the mice.
b. Mbewa zi-na-sem-er-edw-a mitondo (ndi makose).
mice SP-past-carve-apPl-pass-asp mortars by rats
'The mice were carved mortars by the rats.'
In (3b) the passive applies to a verb form which has already been
causativized; in (4b) it applies to a verb form wnich has become
applicative. In chapter 3 it was argued that morphological causatives in
Chichewa are derived by a syntactic process of V Incorporation; in chapter
4 a similar point was made for applicatives, except that in-- this case it is
a P that is incorporated. However~ if active forms like (3a) and (4a) are
syntactically derived, their passive forms can hardly be lexically
derived. Such a situation would violate the usual assumption that
syntactic processes cannot feed processes that are lexical in a true
sense. Therefore, passive must be a fully syntactic phenomenon. 1
Moreover, these examples give evidence as to the true D-structure of
passive sentences. On the one hand, the causative and applicative
morphemes are known not to appear a1 the verb at that level (by the UTAH).
On the other hand, ~hese affixes must attach to the verb before ~he passive
does based on morphological evidence: they both appear closer to the verb
stem than the passive morpheme does. and neither shows any signs of being
an infix (see Baker (1985) for discussion). It follows that the passive
morpheme must not appear on the verb at the level of D-structure. This in
turn means that there is nothing--morphological or otherwise--that
distinguishes the basic verb form of an active sentence from the basic verb
form of a passive sentence at the level of D-structure. Now a basic
transitive verb root such as -meny- 'beat' or -sem- 'carve' in Chichewa
obligatorily assigns a thematic role to an external argument (subject) at
D-structure. This follows from the Theta Criterion given that both th2
verbs have external theta roles which they can assign and there will always
be a position available to assign it to (by Predication theory) (cf.
Chomsky (1981)). Since the ver b form is the same in the passive case as in
the nonpassive one at this level, the same conclusion should hold in for It
as well. Therefore, there must be an external argument which receives the
external (often agent) thematic role in the D-struc~ure of the passive
verb. Now, completely deleting a theta marked argument in the course of a
derivation should be impossible, ruled out by the Theta Criterion and the
Projection Pr inciple . However, there is no overt agent NP in an argument:
position In the S-sttucture of sentences like (2b), (3b), (4b). Thus, if
nothing more is said, we are left with the following peculiar situation: an
external argument seems to disappear illicitly on the way te> S-structure,
while a passive morpheme seems to appear along the same route. Consistent
with our framework. there i3 one conclusion that can be drawn from this
situation: the argument appearing outside of the VP at D-structure and the
morpheme appearlng on the V at S--s"tructure are one and the same i tern.
Thus, the D-structure of a simple passive sentence such as (2b) must be
somethillg like:
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/ \
-pass VP
/ \
v NP
I I
I I
steal wife
This is also in accordance with the requirements that the Uniformity of
Theta Assignment Hypothesis puts on the D-structure of passives, as
discussed above. The facts that motivate this line of reasoning are also
present in Chamorro (Austronesian, cf. Gibson 1980), Swahili (Bantu, cf.
Vitale 1981), HUichol (Uta-Aztecan, Comrie 1982), Kinyarwanda (Bantu,
Kimenyi 1980), and many other languages. Indeed, i t can even be seen in
.English in part:
(6) a. Kim gave Joe chocolate cookies for his birthday.
b4 Joe was given chocolate cookies on his birthday.
Given that the dative shift construction in (5a) is to be subsumed to a P
Incorpora1:ion structure such as the Chichewa (4a), i t must be derived
syn~c~ically (see section 4.2.5·2). Since i~ may crucially feed the
passive (Sb), the passive in English must also be syntactic, and similar
conclusions follow.
The fact that a (nominal) morpheme representing one of the verb s
arguments appears morphologically attached to that verb on the surface is
not in itself surprising; that this is possible was the basic result of the
discussion CI1 Noun Incorporation in ch.a.pter 2. The fact that such a
morpheme should bear the external, SUbject thema~ic role is unexpected,
however. In fact, in chapter 2 I took pains to rule out exac~ly this
possibility by way of the Head Movement Constraint: a SUbject cannot
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incorporate anto a verb because it would fail to govern its trace. This
was interpreted as evidence that incorporation involves synt:actic movement
since it obeys syntactic constraints. Now. however .. we see that under
speCial circumstances, something like this seems to be possible. In order
to unify passive with the other cases of Incorporation, I put forth the
hypothesis that the passive morpheme actually appears in the INFL node of
the clause, and ~he verb moves to Incorporate with it, rather than the
other way around. This gives a (partial) set of structures such as the
following for a passive sentence: 2
e
s s
/ \ -----------> / \
NP I NP I'
/ / \ / / \
I VP e I VP
/-1 I \ / \ : \
•• -pass V NP ... /\ t~ NP
I \ V-pass \
steal wife I wife
steal\.
The X-a movement in (7) is consis"tent with the Head Movement ConstraInt
(ul timately the ECP; se"e secticn 3.3.2). In the D-structure of (7), the
verb (via che VP) is taken to assign its external theta role to "the
arg-ument r -pass' in INFL, rather than to "the [NP, S] position proper-. This
assignmen"t rela"tion satisfies -che requirements that the external theta role
be assigned outside of the maximal projection of the V (Williams (1981))
and that the theta role receiving argument be a structural sister of the
assigning VP at least as well as assignmen-c of the theta role to the [NP,
S] position does. This option has been explored in the Government-Binding
Iiterature as a part of an account of ~ Null Subject phenomena, as well as
in other constructions (e.g. Rizzi (1983), Belletti (1982)). If it is
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~hought to be desirable to unify external theta role assignment beyond
this, we may follow Levin and Massam (1984) and claim that the VP always
assigns the theta role to the Il'1FL node firs~. If this node is (contains)
an .argument, nothing further will happen; if it does not, it will transmit
the theta role an to an argument in the subject position proper, possibly
by way of the subject-INFL agreement relation. Thus, (7) represents a
viable theoretical op~ion for the analysis of passive constructions.
Moreover, the association of passive with the INFL node implied by (7) is
promising for a variety of superficial reasons. First, it accounts for why
'subject incorporation' is limited to at most a handful of nominal items in
any language, in contrast to object incorporation in, for example, the
Iroquoian languages. Object incorporation involves a full NP node under
which a full range of Ns can potentially be generated; 'subject'
incorporation involves not a full NP node, but rather the INFL node, where
only a small number of special nominal elements can be generated in
accordance with special lexical properties. Furthermore, it makes
understandable why passive morphology is fairly often represented by an
auxiliary plus a verbal participle in languages of the world--including
Ehglish, Russian, Hindi and Luiseno (Keenan (1975)). Such morphological
devices canonically represent tense and aspect, categories that are
associa-ced with INFL. The passive morphology can be represented in tche
same way because i t too resides in the INFL node. Indeed, in many
languages the passive itself has aspectual overtones; this may be the case
in English in a residual way (cf. l.angacker (1982), who claims that
English passives are perfective in a certain sense) and it is clearly so in
Standard Russian (Timber lake (1 gr6)) and Tewa (Kroskr i ty (1985)), where
passives are necessarily in a perfective aspect Finally in many
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languages, the passive morpheme suppletes with or infixes into the
tense/aspect morphology of ~he verb (e.g. Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi (1980)),
Chimwiini (Kisseberth and Abasheikh (1977)), Fula (see Marantz (1984)).
All of these relationships are natural if in fact the passive morpheme
bears a special relationship to the INFL node in lhiversal Grammar
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to developing and defending
the analysis of the passive sketched in (7). On this topic, the relevant
literature is enormous both in Ehglish and crosslinguistically (for recent
especially important examples, see Perlmutter and Postal (1977)~ Chomsky
(1981), Bresnan (1982a), Maran-cz (1982b), (1984), Jaeggli (1984), Keenan
and Timber lake (1985), and so on). Rather than attempting to cover every
aspect of ~he passive, I will focus an its core propertles, on th~ specific
evidence in favor of the characteristic aspects of the analysis in (7), and
an possible interactions between the passive and other constructions we
have discussed.3
5.1 The External Argument
One characteristic property of the analysis in (7) which is not shared by
many analyses of the passive--in particular, those in Government-Binding
theory--is that the passive morpheme itself counts as the external argument
of the verb at D-structure. For example, Chomsky (1981), Williams (1981).
and Marantz (1984) associate no argumental properties of any kind with the
passive morpheme; for them, this morpheme is simply part of a lexical
process which eliminates the ability of the verb root to assign an external
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theta role via some mechanism. To use familIar terminology. the passive
morpheme 'absorbs r this theta. role. Thus, 'the external theta role that is
normally assigned by a verb is left completely unassigned in the passive. 4
Much closer to my view is that expressed by Jaeggli (1984). Jaeggli
claims that rather ~han saying that the passive morpheme 'absorbs' the
verb's external theta role in some semimysterious way. it is preferable to
say that the verb's external theta role is actually assigned to the passive
morpheme in more or less the usual way. Thus, the concept of 'absorption'
is reduced to the more familiar concept of 'assignment'. This much agrees
with the view expressed in (7). Jaeggli, however, does not push this
assimilation of theta role absorption to theta role assignment to its
logical limit. The D-structure tha.t he associates with a passive is
something like (8) (cf. 1984·,7), with links representing the theta role
assignments ~
( 8) s
/ \
NP I'
/ / \
e I [+V]p
/ \
[+V] NP
/ \ \
V -pass wife
I I I
I I I
steal I ;
agte: :
patQ- :
Jaeggli then makes the lexical stipUlation that a passive morpheme must
receive an external theta role. Now, this is an unusual type of
stipulation to have to make for a lexical i "tern: one never stipulates tha c a
true noun such as chameleon can only receive an external theta role (or,
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for that matter, an internal theta role). Rather, it can be generated in
any posi tion which is consistent wi th its categorial specification as a
Noun, as long as its properties wi th respect to CE.se theory, Theta theory,
and Binding theory are satisfied. Moreover, Jaeggli claims that the
passive morpheme is not a nominal element (p. 11), making it mysterious
why It should require a theta role at all.
On my account~ Jaeggli's stipulation is eliminated. The passive affix
must receive a theta role because it is a full-fledged nominal argument and
therefore SUbject to the Theta Cri terion. It must receiv\~ an external
theta role, because it is generated under the INFL node and therefore
outside of the maximal projection of ·the V, and Theta theory requires that
the external argument and only the external argument of a given item can be
assigned outside the maximal projection of that item (see Williams
(1981)). The only stipulation that remains is that the passive morpheme is
(part of) an INFL , and surely categorial information of this type must be
represented in the lexicon for each item under any theory.5 I have already
given some argument in favor of such a view in the introduction to this
chapter; this section will supply further evidence for the specific point
that the verb's external theta role is in fact assigned to the passive
morpheme in passive structures.
5.1.1 Morphological Forms
The most direct evidence tha~ the passive morpheme is in fact the
external argument of the verb is that i t represents features which are
interpreted as features of the external argument in some languages Thus,
"the Austronesian language Chamorro is described as having two passive
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morphemes: an infix -in- and a prefix ma- (Gibson (1980:31ff)). The
distribution of these morphemes depends (at least in part) on the number of
the interpreted agent of the clause. Thus, if the agent is singular, the
morpheme -in- appears; if the agent is·plural or unspecified (i.e. if
there is no !2Y-phrase), the morpheme In9,- is chosen. Gibson illustrates
this wi~h the following minimal pairs:
( 9) a. I famagu' lID rna dulalak si Jose.
the children 3pS---follow PN Jose
'The children followed Jose.'
b. Ma-dulalak si Jose nu i famagu ' un.
pass-follow PN Jose obI the children
'Jose was followed by the chlldren.'
(10) a. Si Juan ha dulalak si Jose.
PN Juan 3sS-follow PN Jose
'Juan followed Jose.'
b. D-in-ilalak si Jose as Juan.
pass-follow PN Jose obI Juan
'Jose was followed by Juan. '
In (9a), the agent/subject of the sentence is plural, and the morpheme ma-
appears in the corresponding passive (9b); in (10a) the agent/subject of
the sentence is singular, and the morpheme -in- appears in the
corresponding passive (10b). Further examples of this are. 6
( 11) Ma ·-na' -fa' gasi si Henry ni kareta nu i famagu' un.
pass-caus-wash PN Henry 001 car obl the children
I Henry was made to wash the car by the ChIldren. T
(12) Ni -na r -fata. chung si Jose ni rna · estru gi r ingkon .
pass-cuase-sit PN Jose obI teacher loc corner
'Jose was made to sit in the corner by the teacher.'
How are we to account for this data? It would be very odd to say that
the Chamorro verb shows agreement with an optional oblique case adjunct,
which is what the Qy-phrase appears to be. Such agreement processes are
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almost unlmown in languages of the war Id. Even so, one would then have to
claim that this agreement morphology 'merges with the passive affix to
create suppletive forms, which surface in "the indivisible shapes of ma- and
-in-. This is odder still.
Given the analysis of the passive being investigated here, however, this
situation is perfectly natural. Passive morphemes are taken to be
arguments which receive the external theta role and later combine with the
verb. As arglUDents, they generally have the meaning of a kind of
semidefinite or indefinite pronoun, rather similar to someone or something
in Ehglish. Now suppose that this is exactly the case in Chamorro, except
that Chamorro has two such semipronominal elements which differ in their
inherent number features: ma- is a [+ plural] referential element, and -in-
is a [- plural] such element. English, of course, represents such inherent
number differences in the definite third person pronouns he and they, but
not in the defini te second person prcnolD1 you. Chamorro simply extends the
overt marking of such a distinction to the semantically somewhat similar
passive morpheme(s). Thus, the D-structures of (9b), (10b) ha.ve the
following form:
s
/ \
NP II
'j / \-~\
e I VP obI-Juan
/ l \ obI-children
-in- V NP
[-pI] f \
ma- follow Jose
[+pl] pate I
f__agtS--
The verb later combines with the passive morpheme by incorporating into the
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INFL node. However, it is now clear why the passive morphology in Chamorro
reflects the semantic features of the interpreted external
argument--because it is in fact the external arglUllent. If the passive
morpheme happens to be 'doubled' by a gy-phrase, this phrase will simply be
required to match "the passive morpheme in features (see section 5.1. 4) .
This is the most natural possible situation, and I interpret it as direct
evidence that the external theta role of the verb is assigned to the
passive morpheme. In fact, given our account, it would be surprising if
this si tuation illustrated in Chamorro did not arise in some language. 7
5.1 2 Binding theory
It has become clear in recent years that the apparently unexpressed agent
of a passive sentence is more 'syntactically real' than it should be if the
agent theta role truly is not present at all. In particular, this agent
seems to be able to be the antecedent for lexical anaphors and the
controller of PRO under certain circumstances, in ways which are parallel
(at least in part) to the behavior of true NP arguments. Such agents have
been studied' quite extensively in recent years under the term !implicit
arguments', and they have some rather complex and mysterious properties:
see Roeper (1984), Jaeggli (1984), Zubizarre~ (1985), Baker, Johnson, and
Roberts (1985), Roberts (to appear) (ct. also Rizzi (1985) for discussion
of object 'implicit arguments'). Rather than recapping these discussions
here, I limit myself to two rather simple points. First, I will show that
these 'implicit argument' facts are associated with passives
cross-linguistically, appearing in very similar ways in a variety of
languages In particular, I will cite three: English, Italian, and North
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Russian. The Italian data comes from Rizzi (personal commtmication); the
North Russian data from Timberlake (1976). The second, more central point
is that my analysis of passives in which the external ~heta role of the
verb is explicitly assigned in the syntax to an overtly represented
item--the passive morpheme--has the right form to prOVide a framework for a
full analysis of implici t argument effects. Finally, in the interests of
space, I will only consider the implicit argument effects related to
Binding theory, since these are the best understood theoretically and give
the clearest implications.
The agent in a p3.ssive shales wi th overt NPs the property thatit can be
the antecedent for lexical anaphors which appear in the verb phrase. This
is possible, although somewhat marginal in English:
(14) a. Such a privilege cannot be kept to oneself.
b. Boats shouldn't be sunk (only) for oneself.
In Italian, similar sentences are apparently almos"t completely
. 1 8grammatlca :
(15) a Un simile privilegio nan puo essere riservato a se stessi.
'Such a privilege cannot be kept to anself.'
b. Oerte veri~ nan devano essere nascoste a se stessi.
'Certain truths should not be hidden from oneself.'
c. Una simile domanda deve essere rivolta prima di tutti
a se. stessi.
'Such a demand must be first asked of oneself.'
Finally, the same sort of thing takes place in North Russian. In ~his
language, the reflexive possessive pronominal adjective svoj 'oners own
must generally take a subject as its antecedent; however, in a passive
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clause the agent (implicit or represented in a .Qy-phrase) suffices for
this:
(16) a. [Odezki svoej] svezeno.
clothes-gen self'sbrought/pass-neut/sg
'There have been gathered together one's clothes.'
='There's been bringing together some afmy clo~hes (by me).'
b. U Surki privedeno [svoja staraja nevesta].
by Surki brought/pass-neut/sg self's old bride-nom/fem/sg
'There was brought around his own old bride by Surki.
In each of these languages, the tmderlined anaphor must generally be
c-commanded by an antecedent within its clause in order to be gramma~ical,
in accordance wi th the Binding '!heory (see Chomsky 1981). When they appear
in nanpassive sentences with no overt antecedent the results are
significantly worse than the sentences in (14)-(16):
ENGLISH:
(17) a. *Such privileges can easily disappear on oneself.
b. *Boat , s shouldn't sink for oneself.
ITALIAN:
(18) *Questo puo capitare a se stessi
'This can happen to oneself.'
Nor can such sentences be greatly improved by embedding them in a favorable
discourse environment. This suggests that the anaphors in (14)-(16) are
not instances of pragmatic interpretation or discourse binding, since there
is no good reason why the anaphors in (17), (18) could not be interpreted
in the same way. The obvious conclusion is that the anaphors in the
passive sentences must in fact be bound by a c-commanding antecedent in the
LF struc"ture. Furthermore, this antecedent must receive the agent (or
external) theta role from the verb in order to get the proper
interpretation for these sentences. '!hIS antecedent carmot be in the
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subject position (at least in the English and Italian examples) because
that position is filled by the thematic object of the verb at LF. Virtually
the only possibIlity left is the one which is made available by the
Incorporation analysis of the passive: the anaphor is bound by the nominal
passive morpheme in the INFL position:
(19) s
/ \
NP I'
/ /"privileges, I VP
tJ / \ I~
V -pass t. NP PP
I \ l I I \I I I
keep" \ tj to oneself
\ /
Here the link represents a grammatically determined referential
dependency. 'The passive morpheme in these structures c-commands the
anaphor and is not c commanded by i t, satisfying the conditions of the
Binding 1:heory. Moreover, the passive morpheme receives the external theta
role from the verb, thereby leading to the correct semantic interpretation
of the anaphor in these sentences. Thus, this range of data can is
explained in terms of my analysis, which in turn gains strong support from
it.
Rizzi (personal communication) points out another fact from Binding
theory which is relevant to determining the structure of passives. Italian
contains two types of reflexive elements for indirect objects: the full NP
anaphor 5e stessi and the clitic anaphor si. We have already seen that the
passive morpheme can be an antecedent for the full NP anaphor (15); it can
never be ~he antecedent for the eli tic anaphor, however:
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(20) *Simile privilegio non si puo essere riservato.
'Such a privilege shouldn't be kept to oneself.'
This asymmetry between the two types of anaphors can be explained in terms
of the fundamental difference them--namely the fact that si unlike se
stessi cliticizes. 11ence, it appears in a different structural position
from se stessi, and thus has a correspondingly dlfferent c -~command domain.
Suppose si is in fact in -the INFL position (as in Belle'tti (1982)). Then
the structure of (20) will be something like:
(21) *8
/ \
NP II
/ / \
privileges I VP
/1\ I ~\
si V \ t t ec
/ I -pass
I keep I
I /
Here, not only does -pass c-command si, but si also c-commands -pass. The
second of these relationships is illicit. As an argument -pass clearly
does not need to have an antecedent in a sentence; therefore it canno"t be
an anaphoric element, but must be either pronominal or an R-expr.ession
(c1"'. Chomsky (1982)). However, neither a pronominal nor an R-expression
may be c-commanded by a referentially coindexed element within their clause
( conditions B and C of the Binding theory). Thus, whichever status we take
-pass to have, the structure in (21) will be ruled out by Binding Theory
In this way, the ungrammaticality of (20) can be explained. Thus, we have
c-command evidence that the 'implicit argument' of a passive must be higher
in the s~lucture than VP constituents bu~ not higher in the structure than
the (final) site of clitics, which is presumably INFL. This converges
rather narrowly on "the INFL node as the location of this argument,
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confirming the Incorporation analysis of the passive construction in which
the passive morpheme is that argument. 9
Finally, we can sharpen the above result by showing that it is not simply
the presence of overt and characteristic morphology per se that accounts
for the grammatical availability of the agent in passives. This can be
seen by comparing 'syntactic passives with another construction which, in
Ehglish and Italian, has identical morphological shapes to the syntactic
passive we have been studying--namely, the adjectival passive. en
properties of this passive, together with criteria for distinguishing it
from ~he syntactic or 'verbal 1 passive, see Wasow (1977), Williams (1981),
Jaeggli (1984), Levin and Rappaport (1985), and references cited therein.
Many cases are simply ambiguous between these two types, but one syntactic
context in which only the adjectival passive can appear but the verbal one '
qannot is embedded l.mder verbs which subcategorize for adjectival phrases,
such as seem, appear, and remain. When we embed a passive structure under
such a verb, we discover that the 'implici t argument' effects disappear: 10
ENGLISH:
(22) *Boats should remain unsunk for oneself.
ITALIAN: ( cf. (15a))
(23) Questa privilegio sembra riservato (a1 direttore/*a se stessi)
'These privileges seem reserved for the director/for oneself.'
These adjectival passives in some sense logically entail the presence of an
implied agent, and they, like verbal passives are derived via overt,
produc-tive morphology. In fact, the morphology of adjectival passives is
identical in form to that of verbal passives. Nevertheless, these examples
demonstrate that adjectival passives have no (implicit argument' agen~. In
this way, the two cases are truly minima.l pairs. Hence, the root cause of
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implicit argument effects cannot depend directly on any of these
properties. Now Wasow (1977) and others have argued that the core
difference between the adjectival passive and the verbal passive is that
the former is derived in the lexicon, while the latter is derived in the
syntax. This hypothesis fits well with my framework; in fact it is
essentially determined by the Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis.
since the verb root in the verbal passive seems to assign the same theta
roles as its active counterpart, while the verb root in the adjectival
passive does not. Thus, the verb should be an independent constituent at
D-structure in the former case, but not in the latter. In other words, the
V and 1 -pass' come together in the syntax in verbal passives, but in the
lexicon in adjectival passives (cf. Borer (1984) and section 1.4.5). This
in turn implies that at D-structure -pass is an independent item that bears
a them role in verbal passives but not in adjectival passives. Thus, we
explain why thece is an 'implicit agent' in verbal passives but not in the
(often identical) adjectival passives--crucially assuming, that is, ~hat
the passive morpheme is indeed the agent argument that we seek. This
difference between adjectival and verbal passives thus gives strong support
for the specific hypothesis that the verb assigns its ~xternal theta role
to the passive morpheme. 11
5.1.3 Theta Theory
5.1 .3.1 The 1AEX obeyed
Perhaps the simples~ and most obvious prediction made by the
Incorporation analysis of passives is derived from theta theory. en this
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account, passive sentences will quite generally contain the following
configuration as part of their D-strucwrerepresentation.
( 24) ••. \ ••.
s
/ \
NP I'
/ / \
e I VP
I I \I I
-pass V •••
I I
I I
t verb
: exte
~_/
Here, the passive morpheme appearing in INFL has the status of an argument,
and it receives an external theta role from the verb. Consider what
happens, however, if the verb ha.s no external theta role to assign. Then
the passive morpheme will be an argument which is not assigned a theta
role, and the structure is strongly ruled out by the Theta Criterion.
Thus, in an elementary way we predict that it will never be possible to
passivize a verb which does not assign an external theta role in active
structures.
In fact, this prediction is verified by a rich body of facts which are
already present in the literature: namely those discussed by the Relational
Grammarians as evidence for the principle they call ~he '1-Advancement
Exclusiveness Law' (1AEX) (see especially Perlmutter 1978, Perlmutter and
Postal 1984 (henceforth rp&P')12 Let us see how this is so. Essentially,
this law says that no more than one phrase can be moved to the subject
position in any given clausal structure. In GB terms, what does this
statement correspond to? For Relational Grammar, the passive is defined as
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(roughly) any process which makes an object become the subject of a clause
in which there is already a sUbject present. Therefore, the 'second
advancement' to subject banned by the 1AEX will in practice almost always
qualify as a passive, since by hypo~hesis there is already a sUbject
present. Consider now the first advancement to subjec-c. GB theory in
general claims that an NP can move into a posi~ion only if that position is
not assigned a theta role, by the Theta Cr i ter ion (cf. Chomsky (1981)).
Therefore, stipula"ting the 1AEX is essentially equivalent to making the
statement that it is impossible to passivize a verb that does not assign an
external theta role~ Pu~ting this together with the results of the last
paragraph, we see that the Incorporation analysis of the passive explains
why the passive seems to obey the 1AEX.
The primary evidence for the 1AEX comes from its interaction with the
'Unaccusative Hypothesis' (Perlmutter' (1978), see also Burzio (1981) and
many others). To review, this hypothesis, as stated in GB terms, claims
that there are two distinc't classes of intransi tive verbs in many (if not
all) languages of the world. The first, called "the unergative class
(Burzio: 'pure intransitive'), consists of verbs that appear in
'traditional' [s NP V] structures; the second, called the unaccusative
class (Burzio: ergative), consists of verbs that appear in a [8 e V NPJ
D-structure. In this second class, the NP later moves from the object
position to the subject position by an application of 'Move Alpha' in the
syntax • Examples of the two types from Italian include those in (25) :
~ (25) a. Giarmi ha telefona to (Lmergati ve)
Giarmi has telephoned
b. Giarmi e' arrivato (unaccusative)
Gianni is arrived
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There is much evidence that these two classes differ: in Italian it
includes the distribution of auxiliaries in the perfect aspect (avere 'to
have' for unergatives as well as transitives, essere 'to be' for
unaccusatives as well as passives); the possibility of partitive
ne-cliticization (possible for the postverbal sUbjects of unaccusative
verbs, but impossible for the postverbal subjects of unergative verbs); the
possibility of forming certain kinds of adjunct phrases headed by the verb;
and so on (Burzio (1981), Rosen (1981)). There is also a semantic
correlate to this syntactic distinction: the single NP of an unergative
verb tends to be agentive, whereas the single NP of an unaccusative verb
tends to be nonagentive. Thus, verbs like run, talk, and smile are
generally unergative, whereas verbs like exist, disappear, and boil
(intransitive) are generally unaccusative (but see Rosen (1982)). In fact,
we have already in this work added to the theory of the Unaccusative
Hypothesis, both undergirding it by theoretical considerations (the UTAH,
section 1.4.1), and supporting it with further empirical evidence (the
distribution of Noun Incorporation, section 2.1.1).
Now consider a language such as Dutch in which intransitive verbs can be
passivized as well as transitive verbs (the so-called 'impersonal passive~
construction). Assuming that impersonal passives have essentially "the same
analysis as the personal passives which we have been focusing on (see
5.2.1), we expect that the grammaticality of such a passive will depend
crucially on which verb class the verb in question belongs to. Impersonal
passives of unergative verbs will be acceptable. Unaccusative verbs,
however, are precisedly verbs which do not assign an external theta role.
Thus, it should be ungrammatical to passivize them, given our assumptions
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(or the 1AEX). Perlmutter (1978) shows that this inference is indeed
correct. Some of his examples from Dutch are the following:
(26) a. Er wordt hier door de jonge lui veel gedanst
I It was danced here a lot by the young people'
b. Hier wordt (er) veel gewerkt
'It lsworked here a lot'
(27) a. In dit weeshuis groeien de kinderen erg snel
'In this orphanage the children grow very fast'
b. *In dit weeshuis wordt erdoorde kinderen erg snel gegroeid
lIn ~his orphanage is it by the children very fast grown'
( 28) a . De bloemen waren binnen een paar dagen verflenst
'The flowers had wil ted in a few days.'
b. *Er werd door de bloemen binnen een paar dagen verflenst
'It was by the flowers in a few days wilted'
'!he sentences in (26) show that impersonal passives are perfectly
grammatical when the verb is a prototypical unergative, with an agentive
subject. (27b) and (28b), on "the other hand, show that impersonal passives
of otherWIse similar unaccusative verbs with nonagentive sole arguments are
solidly Ln1grammatical. Perlmutter gives many examples of this nature, and
demonstrates the same phenomenon in 'furkish. This shows the 1AEX in
action. Given the Incorporation analysis, these examples are in fact ruled
out for two reasons. The D-struc"tUre of any of these impersonal passives
will have the form:
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s
/ \
NP I'
/ / \\
e I VP (PP)
I I I \I I I
-pass V by NP
I
I
work
wilt
If an unergative verb like !work' appears in this structure, i~ assigns its
lexically specified external theta role to the passive morpheme under INFL,
and all is well. If, however, an unaccusative verb like 'wil~' appears in
this strUC1:Ur'e , it has no external theta role to assign to the argumental
passive morpheme, thereby violating the Theta Cri"terion. Moreover, such a
verb is lexically specified as theta marking an internal argument NP; there
is no such NP in (29), so the structure is r-edundantly ruled out by the
other half of the Theta. Cri terion and by the Projection Principle. In this
way the contrast in (26) -( 28), which has since been shown to c;arry over to
many languages is explained in terms of .flD'1damental principles.
In SUbsequent work, Perlmutter and Postal (1984) show further empirical
consequences of the 1AEX which can also be lmderstood in these terms.
Ehgli sh, for example, has no imper sonal passive construction per se;
nevertheless many intransitive verbs can in fact be passivized as long as'
there is a prepositional phrase in the VP which can supply an NP to fill
the SUbject position. Thus:
(30) a The conference ~oom was exercised in by Spider-man.
b. The br idge was skied tmder by the contestants.
c . The bed was jumped on by the chi Idren .
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This is the so-called 'pseudopassive i construction, which was analyzed in
part as an instance of LF P Incorporation in section 4.2.3. Certainly some
such sentences are more felicitous than others for reasons that are
tmclear. This notwi thstanding, the construction is productive in that i t
is not limited to a handful of explicitly learned cases, nor is it
restricted to specific verbs or prepositions. Nevertheless, there is a set
of verbs which systematically never occur in 'pseudopassive' constructions:
namely those whose meanings mark them as being lD1accusative verbs:
(31) a.
b.
c.
*The conference room was leveled off in by ~he noise
*The bridge was existed under by trolls
*The bed was fallen on by dust
If sentences like those in (30) are less than beautiful, those in (31) are
str ikingly worse. P&P attr ibute this difference again to the 1AEX. Thus,
it is reasonable from a semantic viewpoint to claim that the argument of
verbs like fall and exist is internal to the VP a~ D-structure, whereas the
NP associated with verbs like jump and ski are generated in the subject
position; the latter are agents. while the former are themes and patients.
This correlates with the fact that verbs of the former group can
(marginally) have their argument actually appear in ~he VP if it is
indefinite, while those in the latte~ g~oup cannot as well: 13
(32) a.
b.
(33) a.
b.
There exist trolls under that bridge.
?There fe 11 dus t on the bed.
?*There skied contestants under that bridge.
?*There jumped children an the bed.
Then given that the verbs in (31) assign an internal theta role but no
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external theta role, the passives will be ruled out by the Theta Criterion,
since the argument -pass is in the wrong structural position to receive the
theta role that the verb has to offer. Again, this problem does not arise
with the unergative verbs in (30), which do assign a theta role in the
needed position. In all relevant respects, this case is subsumed to the
case of impersonal passives discussed above.
Ano~her class of English verbs which do not assign a thematic role to an
external argument is the class of 'Raising-to-Subject' verbs. This is seen
fairly directly by the fact that expletive elements that receive no theta
role at all can appear in the subject position of such verbs:
(34) a. It seems to me tha:t Harry is wrong.
b. It appears to them that Louise is tired.
As these examples show, these verbs can appear with a subcategorized PP
complement. Nevertheless, P&P observe that such verbs never allow
psuedopassives either;
(35) a.
b.
(36) a.
b.
Harry seems to me to be wrong.
Louise appears to them to be tired.'
*1 am seemed to by Ha.rry to be wrong.
*They are appeared to by Louise to be tired.
'Ibis '1AEX effect' has an immediate account in terms of Theta theory as
well; once again there is no theta role which can be assigned to the
argumental passive morpheme in 'the INFL of the matrix clause at
D-s"tructure, making "the sentences ungrammatIcal.
Perlmutter and Postal also discover a situation in which the
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impossibility of an ordinary passive can be accounted for in terms of the
1AEX. These examples involve what they call 'sporadic advancements to l'
( '1' =subject). These are cases in which a noun phrase bearing a thematic
role which is generally assigned only in the VP appears in the sUbject
posi tion in place of a more usual agent NP. Instances are shown in (3Th,
38b) :
(37) a.
b.
(38) a.
b.
Melvin bought a lot of heroin for 5 dollars.
5 dollars bought a lot of heroin in 1827.
We found the U.S. on the brink of disaster in 1939.
1939 found the U.S. on the brink of disaster.
P&P assume that in these (b) cases there is no subject argument
Lnder lyingly, and that the surface subject is moved into that position from
the VP. If we maintain this assumption--which is implic;ated by a strong
interpretation of the Uniformity of Theta Assignment ~othesis--, it
becomes lB1derstandable why these structures cannot be passivized, as P&P
point out. This is true even though their (a) counterparts containing the
same verb can be passivized freely:
(39) a.
b.
(40) a.
b.
A lot of heroin was bought by Melvin.
*A lot of heroin was bough"t by 5 dollars in 1827.
The u.s. was found on the brink of disaster by us.
*The U.S .. was found on the brink of disaster by 1939.
If the NPs in the (b) sentences are reach the subject position by way of
'MOve Alpha', the SUbject position must be nonthematic at D-structure in
these uses of the verbs involved. Then, the 'Theta Criterion implies that
the passive morpheme will not be able to appear in the INFL of the verb
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when it is used in this way.
Finally, P&P point out that the 1AEX can account for the apparent
generalization that 'double passives'--i.e. sentences in which passive has
applied twice--do not exist. This is true even though there are sentences
which appear to have two objects, both of which are (at least marginally)
passivizable. This is illustrated in (41):14
(41) a. ·John gave Mary the book.
b. M3.ry was given the book by John.
c • ( ? ) ?The book was given r~ry by John.
However, even under such favorable circumstances, any kind of double
passive structure is hopelessly bad:
( 42) a. **The book was given by M3.ry (by John)
b. **The book was been been given by Mary by John
c • **M3.ry was given by the book (by John), etc.
In my terms~ this '1AEX effec~' translates into a slightly different type
of violation from the others. A potential sentence such as (42c) will have
a D-structure representation as in (43):
s
/ \
NP r·'
/ /- \--\
e I VP (PP)
/- \ :-\ : \
-pass -pass V PP by book
I I \I I
give 0 Ma.ry
This time the verb give does have an external theta role which it can
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assign to a passive morpheme in INFL. lhfortunately, there are now not one
but two passive morphemes in INFL that will compete for this theta role,
and the one that does not receive it will cause a Theta Criterion
violation. No lexical item ever assigns two external them roles (cf.
Williams 1981); thus double passives will always be impossible. 'Ibis case
shares the common theme of 1AEX effects' l:hat there simply are not enough
external theta roles to go aromd.15
Thus, we see that P&P's 1-Advancement Exclusiveness Law is a good
descrip~ive principle, which covers a wide range of interesting and fairly
subtle data In a variety of languages with a certain ammount of explanatory
depth. Yet, their statement of the principle is as it stands incompatible
with the basic assumptions of GB theory. It is therefore a major advantage
to the Incorporation theory of the passive that it accounts for this
collection of effects in a way that is consistent and even elementary. In
fac~, this account increases the explanatory depth achieved by eliminating
-the 1AEX from the grammar as a constraint on the application of a
particular class of rules and showing that it is in fact a reflection of a
fundatmental principle of grammar: namely the Theta Criterion.
In closing, I observe (following MBran~z (1984)) that there is another
conceivable class of passives of runaccusative! structures which are just
asungramma.tical as those we have been consider ing . 'Ibese are as follows
(compare (30) and (31) above):
(44) a.
b.
c.
*The noise was leveled off in the conference room
*Trolls were existed under the bridge
*D..1st was fallen on the bed
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Comparable structures are just as bad in Dutch, where intransitive verbs
can be passivized productively (Marantz 1984.148 compare (27), (28)):
(45) a. *In dit weeshuis werden de kinderen erg snel gegroied.
'In this orphanage the children are grown very fas't.'
(nonagentive)
b. *De blomen werden binnen een paar verflenst.
1 The flowers were wilted in a few days.'
( (nonagentive )
In P&P's characterization of the passive, the question of why these cases
are impossible does not come up. Given a standard GB accotmt, however,
these are in fact the hardest cases to block. These sentences would be
with the structures such as those in (46):
----------------->
(46)
e
s
/ \
NP I'
/ / \
I VPI I --\---\
-pass V NP pp
; \ I \
exist trolls P NP
I I
I I
under bridge
s
/ \
NP I'
/ / \
troll~i I VP
u/ \ I \\
V pass ti t; PP
; cJ / \
existi P NP
I I
I I
under bridge
In these s"tructures, as contrasted wi th that in (4'1) the sUbcategor ization
properties of the verb are no longer violated; trolls and its trace are now
in the correct position to properly 'project' the verb's lexical
properties. Thus, one of the problems discussed with respect to (38)-(43)
does not arise in this case. In fact, tmder standard GB theories of the
passive, in which the passive morpheme is not an argument, there is no
obvious p~oblem with these structures whatsoever.16 If, however, the
passive morpheme is taken to be a full fledged argument, the structures are
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still ruled out by the Theta Criterion as before: the passive morpheme is
still an argument which appears at D-structure in a position where it
cannot receive a thematic role fram the verb since this verb does not have
an external thematic role to assign. 'Ihus, the sentences in (44) and (45)
are Ul1.grarnrna.tical for the same strong reason that sentences such as t *John
seemed tha~ Harold wanted a new car' are ungrammatical--there is one
argument to many. From this viewpoint, the ungrammaticali ty of (44) and
(45) is tantamount to proof of a key element of the current analysis of
passive--that the passive morpheme is a full argument receiving the
external theta role. If i t were not an argument, Theta theory would be
fully satisfied, and there would be no flD1damental reason why such
sentences should systematically be completely impossible.
5.1.3.2 Other accounts of the 1AEX
In the last section, I claimed that a certain important range of facts
first noticed by Perlmutter and Postal is strong evidence in favor of the
Incorporation theory of the passive, in which the passive morpheme counts
as an arglD'Dent with respect to the 'Iheta Criterion. call this descriptive
body of facts '1AEX effects'. In order for the line of reasoning to be
valid we must still show two things: (1) that other proposed accounts of
the 1AEX are not as adequate as "the proposed accotmt in terms of Theta
Theory; and (2) that there is in fact a true generalization residing in the
1AEX effects which is to by captured by linguistic theory- I will take up
these two issues in turn in this and the following subsections.
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---The 1AEX law proper
The first alternative account of the 1AEX effects to be considered is
Perlmutter and Postal r s original statement of the 1-Advancement
Exclusiveness law itself. This takes the form of the following statement
added as an irreducible principle of Universal Grammar (translated out of
P&P' 5 formalism):
(47) It is ungrammatical for two nominals to become the subject
in the analysis of a single clause.
Given reasonable auxiliary assumptions, this generalization accounts for a
fairly wide range of facts (notably those discussed in the last subsection
except for (44) and (45)) in a way which has some elegance and explanatory
depth. Nevertheless, the explanatory depth only goes so far. As others
have pointed out, the very statement of a law such as this raises a whole
collection of new questions about why Universal Grammar should include this
particular law, rather than some other that is expressible in the same
formal terms. For example, why should UG block having two NPs become the
subject in a sIngle clause rather than blocking having two NPs become the
'direct object instead? Or why should both these situations not be equally
blocked? Or, to question along a different dimension, why is the limit on
how many NPs can become the subject of a given clause in the course of a
derivation set at one? Why is the limit not two instead? Or why is even
one allowed? The type of view of Universal Grammar that includes laws such
as (47) is not well equipped to answer such questions; yet it is not
sa~isfying to attribute them to qUirks of human evolution either. In
contrast, the account of the 1AEX effects that I have offered derives them
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from "the interaction of two very deep properties at the heart of Universal
Grammar: the Theta Cr i tel' ion, as a fundamental constraint on how
semantically related relationships can be encoded in linguistic form; and
the basic structure of the. clause, in which the inflectional tense operator
(INFL) has scope over the verb phrase (and hence it can only receive an
external theta role from it). Thus, I claim that my account of the 1AEX
effec"ts is to be prefered concep~ally since it is related to the
properties of human language in a more basic way.
I~ is important to realize that the criticism of the 1AEX law given here
is exactly parallel to the criticism of including explicit Grammatical
Function changing rules in the grammar giyen in sections 1.1 and 1 .2. Both
the law and the rules describe facts about natural language in a cleac and
interesting way, but at the level of true explanation they raise as many
questions as they answer. It is hardly surprising that the laW's and the
rules should both be subject to the same criticism, since both are a part
of the same conceptual system; the laws presuppose the existance of the
rules whose operations they constrain. However, when one moves away from a
system of explicit rules to a system of general processes constrained by
the interaction of systems of general principles in the way sketched out in
chapter 1, the explicit and highly particular laws become mmecessary as
well. In fact, properly they should follow from the same principles that
make the process possible in the first place. Here we have seen an actual
case of this program worked out: when the passive is analyzed as a special
case of Incorporation in which two separate items become one, its governing
'law' (the 1AEX) is simply a natural reflection of the possible
relationships between those two items (in pacticular, the theta marking
relation). Thus, explanation is deepened twofold~ Put another way~ in a
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framework in which there are no explicit GF changing rules, one expects
there to be no explicit laws which make reference to such rules either.
The fact that we can easily do without one important example of such a law,
uhe 1AEX, is significant support for the move away from explicit rules in
this domain.
Before going on, it is important to point out that there is (potentially)
a straightforward empirical issue at stake here as well as a conceptual
one. It is clear that P&P's 1AEX and the theta. theory principles that I
have used to derive its effects are by no means logically coextensive in
all imaginable situations For example, the 1AEX does not explicitly
mention the passive in its formulation, but only movements to subject. My
account, on the other hand, hinges an a particular property of the passive
mo['pheme itself: specifi'cally, the fact that it is an argument in INFL.
Each is broader than the other in certain respects and narrower in others.
'Iherefore one might hope to find empirical "differences between the two. In
practice~ however, this is difficult.
en the one hand, a clause whic;:h has two 'advancements to subject' where
the second one was not an instance of 'passive I (in some common sense of
the term) would be ruled out by 'Che 1AEX, but perhaps not by theta theory
in the current sense. However, Relational Grammarians define passive to be
any process by which a direct object becomes a (new) SUbject in the
presence of an underlying subject (cf. Perlmutter and Postal (1977)).
Hence, the cnly ways that the second advancement could be something other
than a passive are if (i) there is no subject already present in the
structure, or (ii) something other than a direct object is advanced to
subject. Furthermore, situation (i) will only be relevant if some other
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argument has previously become the subject of the clause and then has moved
away. Both of these hypothetical situations are highly unusual and perhaps
impossible in Universal Grammar, m3.king this type of prediction hard to
check .17
On the other hand, the current Theta theory analysis would rule out a
structure in which the passive morpheme appeared without getting an
external theta role even if nothing ever moves to subject position,
whereas, this case should be allowed by the 1AEX, which explicitly COtmts
the advancements in the clause. At least superficially- exactly this
happens in the many languages which allow impersonal passives of
intransitive verbs (cf. Comrie 1977). The Dutch cases considered above are
examples of this, and they certainly show the predicted r1AEX effect' ,
which seems to be in favor of the Theta theory accomt. Perlmutter and
Postal (1984) rebut with an analysis of impersonal passives in which an
expletiv~ NP is introduced as a direct object and this dummy is then
advanced to subject, providing the offending second movement. There is
little doubt that there is a dummy SUbject present an the surface in
impersonal passives; the question is whether it is reasonable to assume
that this dummy starts out as a direct object. Given the general structure
of Government-Binding theory, the answer is clearly that it is not: given
the Projection Principle, it is impo3sible for an unergative verb which
SUbcategorizes for no VP-internal NPs to acquire such an NP by insertion in
the course of a derivatian~ In this way, P&P's device for getting the 1AEX
to apply to impersonal passives is not available in this restrictive
framework; it is blocked by general principles tl1a.thave desirable results
in other empirical domains.18 I conclude this discussion with the
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observation that there is some reason to favor the Theta theory approach
developed here, bu·t the issue becomes highly theory internal, and more
inves~igation is in order.
---Vacuous Affixation approaches
I !mow of only one other approach to 11AEX effect' facts developed in the
literature. This approach, due to Marantz (1981, (1984)) and appealed to
rather frequently in GB work (e.g. Rothstein (1983), Zubizaretta (1985)),
centers around a hypothesized principle of morphology that ( intuitively
speaking) blocks adding pointless affixes. Marantz (1984:128) formalizes
this as the 'No Vacuous Affixation Principle':
(48) The No Vacuous Affixation Principle (NVAP):
For a certain class of features F, an [alpha F-i] affix
may attach only to a [-alpha F-i] root.
M3.rantz envisions that there must be some kind of principle which is
independently necessary to prevent all kinds of morphological
overgeneration, such as adding the past participle morpheme to a past
participle to get forms like *overgenerateded. The NVAP could be such a
principle. Next, Marantz gives a GB-like analysis of passive in which
passive morphology makes a verb unable to have a SUbject at D-structure
(the feature [- logical subject]) and unable to have an object at
S-structure (the feature [- transitive]). Now, to express the Unaccusative
Hypothesis. unaccusative verbs are inherently specified as not taking a
subject at D-structure or an object at S-structure. Hence, adding passive
morphology to such a verb will no~ change its features, and it is ruled out
by the NVAP. In this way Marantz accounts for the impossibility of
pass~vizing unaccusative verbs, the primary 1AEX effect.
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I believe that there are a number of reasons to be suspicious of this
approach, however. M:>st importantly, i t takes the passive morpheme to be a
nanargument with stipUlated features which appears affixed to the verb
already at D-structure, assumptions that I have criticized already on other
graoUrids. But also on its own merits it raises lmotty conceptual
questions. For example, while it is true that the past participle ending
in English cannot attach to past participles, neither can it attach to many
other verbal forms. In fact, the correct generalization abou~ Ehglish
seems to be tha~ each verb is allowed only one affix apiece~
(49) a. beaten, *beatsen, *heateded, *beatingen, *beatenen
b. beating, *beatsing *heateding, *beatinging,*beatenirig
c. heated, *heatsed, *heateded, *heatinged, *heateded
d. beats, *beatses, *heateds, *beatingsv- *beatens
Now the 'majority of these affixations must be taken to be feature changing,
yet they are all qUite impossible. Thus blocking vacuous affixation does
not seem to be a general enough idea, and the independent motivation for
the concepts on which Marantz bases his account of the 1AEX effects is
called into question. 19
Secondly, as M3.rantz acknowledges, the proper character i zation of the set
of features F relevant to the NVAP is problematic. Given this, it becomes
possible to assign features to particular affixes in ways that have no
rationale other than allowing the NVAP to disallow the proper set of
cases. This tactic is at the heart of M3.rantz! s account of the fact that
Dutch allows impersonal passives of intransitive verbs while English does
not. He assumes that the passive morpheme in English is associated with
the features [-transitive, -logical subject, +participle], whereas its
cousin in Dutch has only the features [-logical subject, +pacticiple]
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Then attaching the passive to a [·-transitive] verb will induce an NVAP
violation with feature F-i = transitive. No such violation will occur in
Dutch, precisely because its passive morpheme is not specified for this
feature. Nevertheless, it is true that every passive form in Dutch is
[ -transitive], regardless of the transitivity of the root i't attaches to.
In every other instance of this situation, Marantz analyzes i t as evidence
that the feature in question is specified on the affix in question. Here,
however, he is forced to bridge the gap by appealing to a lexical
redundancy rule which must override (not just further articulate) the
feature specifications implied by his theory of affixation in order to
stipulate tha~ the feature value [-logical subject] implies the feature
value [-transitive]. In short, the features of the passive morphemes are
se~ in just such a way so that the NVAP applies as desired to block
affixations, and surface inconsistencies are patched up later. Without a
deeper ,theory of morphological features, the NVAP can be used as simply a
disguised stipulation.
In contrast to this, my analysis of the passive in which the passive
morpheme is the external argument of the verb permits an account of the
1AEX effects purely in terms of theta theory, thereby avoiding the
introduction of this new principle with its concommitant problems. At the
same ~ime, it relates the phenomenon in an interesting way to other
syntactic facts, such as the 'implicit argument' effects of section 5.1.2.
For these reasons, I believe it to be superior.
5.1.3.3 The 1AEX violated
There is one more issue that must be resolved for the derivation of the
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1AEX effects from Theta theory to be a conclusive demonstration that the
passive morpheme receives the verb's external theta role in passive
structures--the 1AEX effects must be true. In fact, i t seems that the 1AEX
I
effects must be true in all languages, since we expect the 'Iheta Cr i terion
to hold uniformly in a.Illanguages. Nevertheless, the crosslinguistic
generality of 1AEX effects has been challenged in recent years, notably by
Keenan and Timberlake (1985; see also references cited there).
Keenan and Timberlake present a variety of cases in which the 1AEX seems
to be violated outright. The mosl; convincing pattern of cases comes from
Lithuanian. ~ thi~ language, canonical tmaccusative type intransitive
verbs can in fact form impersonal passives as regularly as unergative type
intransitive verbs can. When this happens, the patient can even show up in
the Lithuanian equivalent of a .Qy-phrase, which is an NP marked for
genitive c:ase. Examples of this include:
(50) a. Kur rnus gimta) kur augta?
where by-us bear/pass-n/sg where grow/pass-n/sg
'Where by us was getting born, where getting grown up?'
(=Where were we born, where did we grown up?)
b. Ko cia degta?
what here burn/pass-n/sg
'By what was it burned here? I
(=What burned here?)
c. Ar buta tenai langinilJ?
and be/pass-n/sg there window-gen/m/pl
'And had there really been any existing going on by
windows there?'
(=Were there really windows there?)
Apparently, even the copula can be passivized in this language:
(51) Jo bOte didelio.
Him-gen/m/sg be/pass-n/sg tall-gen/m/sg
'By him there had been being tall.
(=He had been tall)
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Nor can one respond to this data by saying that Lithuanian is different
from languages like Dutch, Italian, and Ehglish by saying that Lithuanian
simply has no unaccusative verbs, but rather that all intransitive verbs in
"that language assign their theta. roles externally. The reason is that it
is possible to passivize other classes of verbs which must be assumed not
to assign an external theta role including Raising-to-Subject type verbs:
(52) Jo pasirodyta esant didvyrio.
Him-gen/m/sg seem/pass~/sg being hero
'By him i t was seemed to be a hero. r
Even double passives--with double Qy-phrases!--are reported as being good
in this language:
(53) To lapelio buta vejo nupusto.
that leaf~gen/m/sg be/pass-;'1om/n/sg wind-gen blow/pass-gen/m/sg
r By tha t leaf there was getting blown down by the wind.'
Thus, it seems that truly the whole range of 1AEX effects as laid out in
5.1.3.1 is violated by the Lithuanian passives.
What do we say to this? Surely we do not want to just abandon the 1AEX
entirely, given that it explains a wide range of facts in many languages.
In one sense, this data from Lithuanian highlights the fact that something
like it must true in Dutch and Ehglish simply by way of contrast. Ch the
other hand, we certainly do not want to parameterize the 'll1eta Cri terion
ei ther, saying th9.t i t holds in Western European languages but not (in some
sense) in Slavic languages. 'll1ere is,however, one other crucial
asstnDption in our derivation of the 1AEX that can be appealed to in this
regard. I have assumed that the passive morpheme is a full-fledged
argument of the verb. If this is so, the question arises of why it cannot
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be generated in the direct object position itself. This would make it
parallel to other nominal arguments which (idiom chunks aside) can be base
generaued in the sUbject position, the object posi~ion, or any other
argument position as long as they are consistent with the selection
restrictions of the category that theta marks them. If this were possible.
there would be another way to derive ungrammatical sentences like '*The
bridge was existed under by trolls' (31b)--by generating the passive
morpheme in the object position, moving it to the subject position as in
normal unaccusative verbs, and adjoining it to the INFL position from
there. 'Ihe verb could then move to I NFL , meeting the passive mol'pheme
there. This would generate structures like the following:
s
---~) / \
NP I' (by trolls)
/ / ~
bridgeJ I VP
(tJ / \ I~
L V pass. t k ti. PPI L : \
existk tmder 5
(54) s
/ \
NP I'/ / \-~\
e I VP (by trolls)
/\~
V NP PP
I I I \I I I
exist -pass P NP
I \
under bridge
Note that this derivation simultaneously solves both of the Theta theory
problems that arise in the other possible derivation of the potential
sentence given in (29) above: 20 the passive morpheme now 'appears in the
place where it can get a theta role from the verb exists, and exists has an
argLment to receive its theta role and satisfy its 5ubcategorization
requirements in accordance wi th the Projection Principle. What then
eliminates the derivation (54) in Ehglish? Crucially the specification
that the passive morpheme is of the category INFL. 21 As SUCh, its
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distribution is limited by X' theory, so that it cannot appear as the
sister of a lexical category such as V at D-structure, where X' theory
holds. '!his then is the nature of the violation in (54). In fact, the
only position which the passive morpheme can appear in is that of I NFL ,
head of S, where it is outside the VP. Here it will only be eligible for an
external theta role, by 'Theta theory, as has been discussed. Hence the
1AEX follows from the combination of Theta theory and the categorial
specification of the passive morpheme.
Now, to return to Lithuanian, I observe tha't~ while the Theta Criterion
presumably cannot change from language to language, the categor ial status
of individual lexical items relevan~ to X' theory clearly can. Thus, in
Ehglish the word meaning 'red' is categorially an adjective, while in the
Australian language Walpiri it is a noill'l and in Chichewa (Pantu) and Mohawk
(Iroquoian) it is categorially a verb. Mbre generally, the lexical
features of individual items is precisely the sort of information which a
language learner must acquire through direct exposure to evidence; hence
language variation is expected exactly here. With this in mind, I claim
that passive morphology in Lithuanian differs in exactly this respect from
that of Ehglish or Dutch; it has the following lexical specifications:
(55) '-pass' (Lithuanian): N (= +N, -V)
argument
J 1NFL-
'rhe familiar type of passive is categorially an INFL the Lithuanian
passive is categorially nominal,22 but it has a morphological
sUbcategori:zation feature which requires it to affix to an INFL node by
S-structure. This, then, is Noun Incorporation into INFL, observing all
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the by now familiar constraints on such a process. Pecause of its
category, the Lithuanian passive morpheme can be generated in any NP base
position, including [NP, S] and [NP, vp]. 'Ihus, a derivation like (54) will
be allowed in Lithuanian, thereby making possible passives of unaccusative
type verbs as in (50), (51). In the raising case (52), the passive will be
generated in the lower [NP, S] position, where it receives a theta role
from the embedded predicate. Then it undergoes NP movement to the subject
posi tion of the matrix verb, and from this position it incorporates into
the matrix I NFL , where it eventually meets the raising verb, yielding
(52). In double passive structures (53), there are two tokens of the
passive morpheme: one in the [NP, S] position at D-structure, and the other
in the [NP, vp] posi tion ~ both of which are theta posi tions. Then the
I subject' morpheme incorporates into the INFL, after which the 'object'
morpheme moves to the subject position and then follows its colleague onto
the INFL , deriving (53). Thus the' subject' passive is treated exactly
like the passive of an ordinary transitive structure, while the 'object'
passive is treated just like the passive of an unaccusative verb. In this
way, all of Lithuanian's 'anti-1AEX effects' ace accounlEd for. Finally,
allowing the passive morpheme to be generated in any base NP position will
not lead to overgeneration because of the morphological sUbcategorization
feature associated wi th the morpheme. This feature forces i t to
incorporate into an II~FL by S-structure, and this X-a movemen t can only
take place from a position which is immediately governed by the INFL, given
the Head Movement Constraint. Clearly, the only position which satisfies
this structural requirement is the subject posi tion. Thus, the Li thuanian
passive morpheme will only lead to a grammatical structuce if it is
generated in the subject position to start with--as in ordinary personal or
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impersonal passive constructians--or if it is generated in a position from
which it can reach a subject position by NP movement--as in examples
(50)-(53). In this way, Lithuanian is accounted for within the context of
the current framework.
Before closing, I observe that the lexical features associated with the
Lithuanian passive in (55) are not a priori more m9rked or lll1usual than
those associated wi th the passive of Ehglish. Thus, we expect to find that
these 11AEX-violating' passives are actually rather common, once one knows
what to look for. In fact ~ I believe that this is the case, except that
constructions involving this class of morphemes are often descriptively
labeled as !impersonal constructions' rather than as passive constructions
for reasons which are in part independent of the current issue (cf.
section 5.2). In fact. one such morpheme is near to hand; the impersonal si
of Italian (=se in Spanish). The literature on this morpheme is
extensive,23 but the basic facts are fairly clear. First, this element can
appear with transitive verbs, forming a structure which is clearly
passivelike:
(56) a. Le manifestazioni sportive si guardano con interesse
'The sporting events will ~watched with interest'
(Burzio (1981))
b. I dolci al cioccolato s1 mangiano in questa pasticceria.
'Chocolate cookies are-eaten in this pastry shop.
eEelletti (1982))
These sentences are very similar to the copular passive in Italian, which
has more the nature of the Ehglish passive:
(57) I dolci al cioccolato sono stati mangiati in questa pasticceria.
'Chocolate cookies have been eaten in this pastry shop.'
(Belletti (1982))
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Unlike the copular passive, however, the si construction is freely found
with intransitive verbs as well as with transitives:
(58) Gli si telefana domeni.
to him IMP telephones tomorrow
'IMP will call (to) him tomorrow'
(Burzio (1981))
This is normal enough; it corresponds directly to the impersonal (copular)
passives of Illtch (cf. (26)). If, however, we maintain a passive-like
analysis of si constructions ~ we face the fact that these too violate the
1AEX constraint, appearing with verbs which are clearly unaccusative;
,
a. Si e arrivati.
1 Q1e (IMP) has arr i ved. '
(Burzio (1981))
b. Si va al cinema tn'l po' treppo di rado ul timarnente.
'One (IMP) goes to the movies too rarely, recently.'
(Belletti (1982))
with copular passives, forming a kind of 'double passive' with two
different passive morphemes:
(60) Si ~ spesso maltrattati dalla polizia.
'One (IMP) is often mistreated by the police.'
(Bellet~i 1982) ,
and marginally with certain raising-to-subject verbs: 24
(61) ?Si ris'ultava dormire trappo.
'(he (IMP) turned out to sleep too much.'
(Burzio 1981)
Each of these last three constructions is totally hopeless with a copular
passive. In the framework developed here, we can conclude that I"talian has
two passive(like) morphemes--si and the participle morphology In many
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respects ~hey are similar, but they differ in their lexical category: the
participial passive is an INFL, and therefore shows 1AEX effects just as
Ehglish does; the clitic passive is a nominal which incorporates into INFL,
and therefore systematically fails to ~how 1AEX effects, just like
Li thuanian. 1h~ analysis of si structures that this implies is in fact
identical to the one argued for in the Ii tera ture by Rizzi (1976) and
Burzio (1981), with the notion 'cliticizing from SUbject position' reduced
(from the point of view of syntax) to the more general notion of
'Incorporating from subject position', in this case, into the INFL node. 25
In fact, the Italian case is instructive in that it shows that any
account of the 1AEX effects cannot simply be parameterized across
languages, such that the child learns whether or not his language has this
particular law. Rather, we see that whether or not the 1AEX is obeyed can
vary not with respect to different languages, but also with respect to
different morphemes in the same language. 1his provides a near ly fatal
blow to the theories discussed in the last subsection--either the original
formulation of the 1AEX law proper, or the No Vacuous Affixation
Principle- since neither should be 'parameterized' in this way_ It is
exactly what one expects, however, given my account of the 1AEX effects, in
which they are dependent precisely on categorial features which vary from
language to language. Other passive and paSSive-like elements which
violate the 1AEX in the way we have seen here are found in North Russian
(see Timberlake (1976)), and perhaps Ute (Uta-Aztecan; Givan (1982)) and
sanskrit (given Ostler (1979)).
Iro conclude, in this section: I have identified the source and nature of
a major type of cross-linguistic variation in passive structures, shOWing
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that this can be accounted for naturally in terms of lexical features of
the morphemes involved without having to resort to explicit rule
statements or explicit laws that govern them. Moreover, I have given
evidence by way of contrast that it is correct to locate the passive
morpheme of languages like Ehglish in the INFL node at D-structure; this is
crucial in order to explain why 1AEX effects show up in these languages but
not in others.
5.1.4 The by-phrase
The final topic to be investigated with respect to the external theta
role in passives is the nature of the gy-phrase that can appear in them.
As discussed in the Introduction to this chapter, such a phrase generally
appears only optionally; in some languages in fact it is highly disfavored
or even completely forbidden. In this way, it seems not to be a true
argt.Ullent of the verb involved, but rather some kind of .adjunct, as has
often been observed. Nevertheless, it is crucially related to a true
thematic role of the verb in a way which is unusual for an adjunct: in
particular (descriptively speaking) the object of the preposition 2Y bears
exactly the theta role that the verb would have assigned to the subject NP
in an active clause. Marantz (1984=129) establishes this point with the
following range of facts:
(62) a. Hortense was pushed by Elmer.
b. Elmer was seen by everyone who entered.
c. The intersection was approached by five cars at once.
d. The porcupine crate was received by Elmer's firm.
e. The house was surrounded by trees
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In the (a) sentence the '.Qy-object~ is semantically an agent; in (b) it is
an experiencer; in (c) a theme; in (d) a goal or recipient; and in (e) it
is something else. The only valid generalization that covers these cases
is that the 'theta role is the same as that which the verb normally assigns
externally. The same point is made graphically by the following range ·of
examples (pointed out to me by H. Lasnik):
(63) a. Kevin broke the vase.
b. The lead pipe broke the vase.
(64) a. The vase was broken by Kevin.
b. The vase was broken by the lead pipe.
(65) a. Kevin broke the vase with the lead pipe.
b. The vase was broken wi th the lead pipe by Kevin.
(66) a. *Kevin broke vase by the lead pipe.
b. *Tne lead pipe broke vase pipe by Kevin.
The sentences in (63) establish that the verb break can assign either an
agent or an instrlDDental thematic role to its subject. The sentences in
(64) show that BY can also assign either role to its object in the context
of this verb. 'Ihe sentences in (65) show that both an agent and an
instrument can appear with this verb simUltaneously. Then, if the theta
role assigning properties of £y illustrated in (64) are taken to be a
reflection of that lexical item's inherent properties independent of the
passive construction, there is no reason why the sentences in (66)--where
the verb assigns one thematic role to i-ts subject and BY assigns the
other--should not be as grammatical as those in (65). They are, however,
completely mgrammatical. The conclusion must be that the theta assigning
properties of .Qy are not independent of the passive construction. From the
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preceding sections we know that the external theta role of the verb is in
fact assigned to the passive morpheme iri passive structures. Thus to
capture the relevant property of the 2Y-phrase, I will claim (following
Jaeggli (1984)) that the 2Y-phrase 'doubles 1 the theta role of the passive
morpheme in a passive structure, thereby appearing to receive the external
theta role itself. Recall from section 2 4 that exactly the same thing
takes place wi th antipassives (and in some cases with full Noun
Incorporation); there too the actual theta role is assigned to a nominal
element on the verb but is optionally duplicated by an oblique NP ex~rnal
to the verb. I will express the two with the same formalism, in which the
affixed element is coindexed with the oblique double representing the
thematic link between the two:
s
/ \
NP I'
/ / -\-\
vase I VP PP
/ \ I \ I \
brra:aSSe!~~Y pipe
int
Again, the links represent thematic role dependencies. In this way, the
basic property of the 2Y-phrase is captured.
Looking crosslinguistically! we find that in some languages an oblique
'2Y-phrase' type nominal that is thematically dependent on the passive
morpheme is allowed in some languages II but not in others. Thus, such a
thing exists in O1ichewa (and Pantu in genera1), Chamorro (Austronesian),
and Southern Tiwa; but never in Huichol (Uta-Aztecan; Comr ie (1982)),
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Latvian, Hungarian, or classical Arabic (Keenan (1975). Considering again
Italian, which has two different passive constructions involving different
morphemes (as discussed in the last sUbsection) ~ we find that one of the
passives allows a ~-phrase, and the other does not (Eelletti (1982»:
(68) a. I dolci al cioccolato sana stati mangiati da Mario.
'Chocolate cookies have been eaten by MBri~'
b. *1 dolci al cioccolato si mangiano in questa
pasticceria da Mario. --
'Chocolare cookies~IMP) are eaten in this store by Ma.rio.'
This shows that the property of allowing a 2Y-phrase double is not a
property of a given language, or of the prepositions of that language, but
rather of the specific passive morphemes of the la~guage. In other words,
it is an idiosyncratic lexical property of an individual passive morpheme
whether or not it can transmit its thematic role to a doubling Qy-phrase. 26
This empirically observed tie between the possibility of a £l-phrase and
the lexical properties of the passive morpheme fits naturally enough into
this analys~s. A similar conclusion abou"t the relationship between the
lexical features of particular Antipassive morphemes and the possibility of
doubling them was reached in section 2.4 Other languages which have more
than one passive morpheme include Arizona Tewa (Kroskri ty (1985) and f'lBm
(Mayan; England (1983)); in these languages also some of the morphemes
. allow a ~-phrase and some do not.
This analysis makes understandable a peculiar fact about £l-phrases in
polysynthetic languages: they often incorporate into the verb. This fact
i.:; somewhat surprising, given the results of section 2 1 in which it was
seen that adjunct NPs are generally unable to incorporate into the verb.
The same holds true for subjects, the canonical bearers of the external
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theta role, both of these facts following from the ECP. Nevertheless, this
type of 'agent incorporation' is possible:
SOUTHERN TIWA: (Allen, Gardiner, and Frantz 1984)
(69) a. Khwien-ide ~-edeure-ban kan-ide-ba.
dog-suf A-kick/pass-past hOrSe-suf-instr
r '!he dog was kicked by the horse.'
b. Khwien-ide 0-kan-edeure-ban.
dog-suf A-horse-kick/pass-past
'The dog was kicked by the hor se . '
Compare active:
c. Kan-ide 0-kwien~deuri-ban.
horse-suf A-dog-kick-pas~
'The horse kicked the dog.'
(70) a. Yede prru-de-ba te-khoake-ban.
that snake-suf-instr 158-bite/pass-past
r I was bi tten by tha-c snake.'
b. Yede-ba te-pi'ru-khoake-ban.
tha"t-by 1sS-snake-bite/pass-past
'I was bitten· by-that snake.'
MALAGASY: (Travis (1984))
( 71) a. Mi -vidy vary Rina.
act-buy rice Rina
'Rina buys rice. I
b. Vidi-n-dRakoto ny vary.
buy-pass-Rakoto the rice
''!he rice is bought by Rakoto.'
These phrases are adjuncts in that they have no direct thematic
relationship to the verb. Nevertheless, they are unlike adjuncts in that
they do share a thematic index with another element in the sentence: namely
the passive morpheme in INFL. Thus, given the definItions developed in
section 1.4, the phrase containing the £y-object will not block government
between the INFL position and elements inside it, as adjunct phrases
normally do. Incorporation is therefore possible to the INFL position,
resulting in a structure like:
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(72) s
/ \
NP I'
/ / ........\~\
dog- r- vp PP~/\ 1\ 1\
/ N / \ t k "tj (by) t i
hOI'"sei. V -pass
I
t
kickk
Here 'horse' (or more properly the complex INFL containing it) will govern
its trace, sa'tisfying the ECP, by virtue of the addi tional coindexing from
the theta role transmission relationship between '-pas~' and the
£Y-phrase. Again, this is exactly parallel to the situation with
antipassives and their thematic doubles; in section 2.4 we saw that
antipassive morphemes sometimes mediate the Incorporation of an oblique NP
which, apart from its relationship to the antipassive morpheme would not
have been incorporatable. Allen, Gardiner, and Frantz (1984) confirm that
this type of thematic relationship between the two element3 is crucial to
the incorporation by showing that optional instrumental phrases, unlike
optional £Y-phrases, cannot incorporate in a passive structure in Southern
Tiwa. ~is is true in spi te of the fact that- instrumentals and ~-phrases
have exactly 1;he same morphological marking in the language, and hence are
superficially identical:
( 73) a. Te-hwiete-ban keuap-ba..
1sS-hit/pass-past shoe-instr
'I was hit with a shoe.'
b. *Te-keuap-hwiete-ban.
1sS-shoe-hit/pass-past
'I was hit wi th a shoe.'
The difference between these two minimally contrasting cases is explicable
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given the hypothesis that theta role transmission (and hence theta
indexing) occurs between the INFL node and the 2Y-phrase by virtue of the
passive morpheme. No such relationship holds in the case of the
instrumental phrases, however.
Finally~ this analysis makes a prediction about the structural position
of the 2Y-phrase in a passive sentence: the theory implies that this phrase
must appear under INFL' (or possibly under S) rather than under the VP
node. Normally, two elements .cannot be theta indexed with one another
unless they are sisters at D-structure. This is plausibly true of this
special 'theta role transmission 1 subcase of theta indeXing, as well as the
more usual case of theta role assignment proper. This is confirmed by the
fact that incorporation of the agent phrase is possible. We know that the
incorporation must be into the I NFL , because only the INFL is coindexed
with the adjunc"t. Then, if the agent phrase appeared inside the VP, the VP
node would block government between the INFL and the agen t the V being a
'closer governor' .27 The conclusion is that the 2l-phrase indeed hangs from
I NFL , . This seems to be confirmed by a small body of-evidence from
Ehglish, to the effect that the 2l-phrase "tends to follow subcategorized
VP-internal PPs in the most unmarked word order:
(74) a. The encyclopedia was put on the mantel by William.
b. The encyclopedia was put by William on the mantel.
Both orders of PPs in (74) are certainly grammatical, but there is a clear
intuition that (74b) , with the subcategorized PP outside the 2Y-phrase is
more stylistically marked. In particular, it is appropriate if the focus
is on the location of the book, but is less appropriate otherwise. Thus,
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l~ seems ~hat (748) is the basic order~ and (74b) is derived from it by the
English process of 'focus XP shift' (cf. Stowell (1981)). If this is
true. we predict that the NP should be able to sLrand the subcategoriz~d P
in wh--movement from the first posi tion .. but not from the second. This is
confirmed;
(75) a. Which shelf was the encyclopedia put on by William?
b. *Which shelf was the encyclopedia put by William on?
I conclude that at D-structure the .Qy-phrase of passi Vl-3S appears outside
of the elements known to be in the VP exactly as predicted by the analysis
which claims that the ~-phrase must be generated under INFL , rather than
under the VP node.
In this way, the basic syntax of the :Qy-phrases of passives is ~ccounted
for in a way which gives support to the fundamental hypothesis that verbs
assign their external theta roles to a argumental passive morpheme in the
INFL node.
5.2 Verb Movement and Case Theory
The Incorporation analysis of the passive as represen-ced in (7) consists of
two fundamental claims: that the passive morpheme is an independent
argumental element residing in INFL; and that the ve~b and the passive
morpheme come together by haVing the verb incorporate into INFL before
S-s~ruc~ure. In the last section we considered the evidence for the first
claim in some detail, drawing especially on Theta theory, Binding theory
and Control theory ~o establish it. In this section. I will turn to an
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~ illustra"ted in ( 76a)
illustrated in ( 76b)
syntax :
~
investigation of the second claim~ that passive crucially involves the verb
incorporating into the INFL node.
In fact, the claim that V undergoes Xo movement to join together with INFL
is neither radical nor necessarily specific to the passive construction.
As has been observed since the earliest days of gendrative linguistics, the
verb and the tense morphemes must come together in the syntax in some way
in a vast number of languages~ including English Originally, this was
done by 'affix hopping' transformations (e.g. C'nomsky 1975: 283), which
characteristically move the tense and aspect morphemes to have them join
With the verb in the verbis pOSition.28 A priori however, it would be just
as reasonable to accomplish the necessary combination by moving the verb to
join with the tense and aspect morphemes in their position. The derived
structures on these two analyses will be different, but since the verb and
the INFL position are contiguous in English, any empirical differences
between the two movement routes will be qui te subtle. Also empir ically
subtle is the question of whether the general combination of verb and
tense/aspect morphology generally takes place in the syntax (i.e. before
S-structure) or in the 'Phonological Form' part of the grammar in a
language like English. Leaving these questions aside, I simply note that
in a system like the one assumed here in which X-a s move 'but must
generally leave traces which they themselves govern, the movement
is entirely unproblem~tic, whereas the movement
violates the ECP, at least if it takes place in the
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/ \
NP I'
/ \
I VP
/ \ ; \
Vi- I t l NP .• •
b. s
/ \
NP I'
/ \
t· VP
t / \
V NP •.•
/ \
V I-t
Moreover, there are other languages in which the verb and the INFL node
appear not "to be con1:iguous in underlying struc"tUre. When this is the
case, and when the verb and the INFL appear combined on the surface, the
combination usually appears in the location of the INFL, and not the verb.
Koopman (1983) shows this particularly clearly in the Kru languages of Veta.
and Gbadi, where minimal pairs can actually b~ given:
VATA:
(77) a. 'a 11 ~lci'.
we ate rice
'We ate rice.'
, - I" ~b . a la sake 11.
we perf rice eat
'We ha.ve eaten rice.'
Vata is normally a head·-final language, so the expected posi tion of the
verb is at the end of the VP, as in (77b); and in fact this is where i-t is
found in most constructions of the language, including gerunds,
infinitivals, and clauses with an auxiliary in INFL. However, in a
specific set of tense/aspects, the verb obligatorily appears (inflected) in
the second position, characteristic of auxiliaries in the language. Even
in these constructions, Koopman shows that there is evidence that the V is
originally in final position, based on word order in idioms, preposition
stranding .:ierrtences, and so on. Here it is clear that the verb must be
moving to the INFL position (76a) , rather than the other way arotmd as in
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(76b) . In fact, most of the Ii teranlI'e on X-a movement so far has dealt
wi th exactly this sort of case, arguing tha.t Vs move into the INFL (or
COMP) position and that this underlies such things as the 'Verb second"
effects in the Germanic languages and the fact that Verb-Subject-Object
word order is found on the surface in Celtic languages (see Koopman (1983),
Travis (1984), Sproat (1985)).
The result of this discussion is that the incorporation of verbs into INFL
is not a peculiarity of passive constructions; in fact, it is more
widespread, perhaps even to the extent that i t happens in most fini te
clauses in languages of the world. As such, it can be taken to be the
theoretically rnmarked case, and one would need to find arguments again3t
it rather than arguments for it. Nevertheless, the claim that verbs
incorporate to INFL has some particular content in the case of passive
constructions, beyond simply achieving the morphological combination of the
verb wi th the passive morpheme. This particular content has to do wi th how
Gase theory works ~n such constructions. Specifically, there are
(potentially) two arguments in the passive which must be morphologically
identified in order to be properly thematically indexed at LF: the argument
which the verb would normally mark with accusative case (if there is one);
and the passive morpheme itself. The range of ways in which these
requirements can be satisfied crosslinguistically will be seen to provide
evidence foC' the hypothesis that the verb moves to INFL in the passive. At
the same time, I shall attempt to reveal the nature of more of the
typological variation found in passive constructions in these terms.
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5.2.1 Case and the passive morphology
Consider first "the passive morpheme in INFL. This element is a nominal
argument; therefore it must have a theta index at LF, by the Theta
Criterion as we have seen (section 5.1.3). Moreover, in order for this
theta index to be licit, it must be morphologically identified in some way
(see section 2.3.2). In general, this requirement can be satisfied by a
Case relationship, by an agreement relationship, or by an Incorporation
relationship. Note, however, that this nominal morpheme is automatically
embedded within an X-a category which could serve as i ts method of
identification. In other words. passive morphemes are always incorporated,
and hence will behave like incorporated nouns with respect to the
m-identification requirement. In section 2.3, we saw that this type of
incorporation alone is adequate for morphological identification in full
Noun Incorporation cases, and case of the usual sort need not be assigned
to them as well, given the theory. The same is presuma.bly true in
passives. Q1 the other hand, there lNaS no theoretically mati \fated reason
why the incorporated noun could not be assigned Case either, and languages
were seen to vary ra-cher idiosyncratically on this point (section 2.3.4).
In some languages, 'the incorporated N never needed to receive Case (Mohawk,
Southern Tiwa); in some, it obligatorily took the case of the verb if it
was available, but was still acceptable if there was none to be had
(Niuean); in some, it obligatorily needed case as a special, not
theoretically necessary property, and was ungrammatical ~f there was no
Case for it to receive (Eskimo, most antipassive morphemes). Since passive
morphemes have the same theoretical status as incorporated N roots in the
relevant respects, we expect them to show the same semi·-idiosyncra tic range
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of case requirements.
Meanwhile, in a passive construction under the Incorporation analysis,
there are poten~ially two Case assigners that appear in a structural
position where they will be able to assign Case to the passive morpheme~
the INFL itself or the main verb. Case assignment can take place only
ill1der government, and government in turn can only hold between two nodes if
the one c-commands the other and there is no 'barrier' maximal projection
between the two. Both of these requirements will always be satisfied
rather trivially between "the (head of the) INFL and the passive morpheme
that appears wi thin it; they will also be satisfied between the verb and
the passive morpheme if and only if the verb has undergone X-a movement to
the INFL position. Therefore passive morphemes crosslinguistically can
potentially receive nominative case from INFL,. accusative case from the
verb, or no case at all, if they are such that appearing inside an X-a
category itself is sufficient to morphologically identify them.
If we put together all of the possible options for passives so far, we find
that there is rather a lot of room for variation: in the category of the
passive morpheme itself (INFL or N that attaches to INFL); in how strongly
the morpheme requires Case; and in what element assigns Case to the
morpheme if the morpheme needs it. Clearly, there is much space in this
system for satisfying requirements of morphological identification, such
that almost anything can happen. I propose one rather simple constraint on
the space of possible Case assignments which will limit this range to some
degree. This cCl1straint can be stated in the following form:
(78) No category may assign Case to itself.
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Such a constraint is usually taken fo[' granted in some sense, and is very
reasonable in that Case has the functional task of visibly identifying the
semantic/thematic relationships between the syntactic atoms (cf. section
2.3.2). As such, it clearly must be at its core a relational no~ion as
well, and if categories were allowed to assign Case to themselves, this
function of case assignment would break down. Hence, (78) is a natural
consequence of a system which views Case in terms of morphological
iden~lficatian of thematic dependencies. Empirically this will have
important consequences, even apart from the passive. Thus, suppose,
following Manzini (1983a) and Chomsky (1984) that nouns in English,
contrary to some earlier assumptions, are in fact Case assigners, assigning
genitive case to their complements, which is later 'spelled out' either as
of-insertion or as the ~ prenominal genitive form. Then, we must not
allow N's to assign their case to the very NP which they themselves head;
otherwise ungrammatical structures such as the following will be permitted:
~ (79) a. *1 decided [[ NP the picture's] to hang on that wall].
b. *It seems [[NP that story's] to have become worn-out.]
(80) a. *1 decided [[of the picture] to hang on that wall].
:_, b. *It seems [[of that story] to have become worn-out].
In short, even if a nominal is itself a Case assigner, it cannot save
itself from violating the case filter when it appears in a non-Case marked
position, such as the subject position of an infinitival clause. There
are, of course, many ways in which this situation could be blocked
technically, but (78) is sufficient. Turning to the passive, (78) will
make a distinction between the two types of passive morphemes discovered in
section 5·1.3.3 Passive morphemes of categorial type N will be distinct
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from INFL at some levels of description, and this will be adequate for them
to be allowed to receive nominative case fram INFL. Passive morphemes of
category type INFL, however, will not be allowed to receive case from INFL
itself; this would straightforwardly violate .(78). Therefore, if a passive
morpheme is in INFL and needs to receive Case, it can only do so from the
verb.
Beyond this restriction. languages in fact seem to show the amount of
variation and freedom in their passive constructions which is implied by
the theoretical considerations laid out above. There are at least four
situations to be considered, each of which will be discussed in turn. The
discussion will be organized in terms of the lexically stipulated features
of the passive morpheme in question.
5.2.1.1 INFL type passive morphemes
(i) -pass is INFL and needs case. A passive morpheme with these features
first of all will create passive structures which show 1AEX effects, by
virtue of the category stipulation. Moreover, since it needs case but
cannot receive the nominative normally associated with INFL by constraint
(78), it must receive accusa~ive case from the verb. Then, in order for
this to take place two things must happen. First, the verb must
incorporate into INFL so tha.t it is in a position to assign accusative case
to this element, as has already been mentioned.. Second, the verb must have
an accusative case to assign in the first place. Normally, this is true if
and only if the verb has an object. Thus, with this type of passive
morpheme, passive structures will only be possible with verbs which are
transi tive in the relevan,t sense. This yields the most familiar type of
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passive constructions; namely those fOlD1d in English, as well as in
Chichewa, the copular passive in Italian, and in many other languages. In
these languages, passives occur freely with transitive verbs:
(81) a. The tabletop was pounded by John.
b. The metaphysical status of ideas was discussed by Wilma
in her third book
c. Lisa was seen as she left the scene of the crime.
CHICHEWA:
(82) a. Mkango u-na-ph-a fisi chaka chatha.
lion SP-past-kill-asp hyena year last
'The lion killed a hyena last year.'
b. Fisi a-na-ph-edw-a ndi mkango chaka chatha.
hyena SP-past-kill-pass-asp by lion year last
fA hyena was killed by the lion last year.~
(83) a. Mbidzi y-a-umb-a . mtsuko.
zebra SP-past-mold-asp waterpot
. 'The zebra molded a waterpot . 1
b. Mtsuko w-a-umb-idw-a ndi mbidzi.
waterpot SP-past~old-pass-aspby zebra
'The waterpot was molded by the zebra. r
On the other hand, they are impossible with intransitive verbs when these
verbs appear in structures where they do not assign a case. This holds
true even of the 'unergative' class of intransitive verbs which do assign
an external theta role to their subjects, so that the ungrammaticality of
the structures cannot be attributed to Theta theory:
(84) a. Rob ate five times a day.
b. *There/it/0 was eaten (by Rob) five times a day.
(85) a. '!he horse jlUDped (over the fence) yesterday.
A b. *There/it/¢ was jumped (over the fence) (by the horse) yesterday.
CHICHEWA:
(86) a. Fisi a-ma-yend-a kawirikawiri.
hyena SP-hab-walk-asp frequently
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'The hyena walks frequently. r
b. *a/zi-ma-yend-~dw-a (ndi fisi) kawirikawiri.
SP-hab-walk-pass-asp by hyena frequently
'There is walked frequently by the hyena.'
(87) a. A-ma.-nen-a za mfumu kamodzikamodzi.
3pS-hab-talk-asp about chief rarely
'They rarely talk about the chief.'
b. *AIzi -rna-nen-a za mfumu kamodzikamodzi.
SP-hab-talk-asp about chief rarely
'It is rarely talked about the chief.'
In other words, these languages ha.ve no 'impersonal passive' ccnstruction,
the result being blocked by Case theory. However, verbs of the unergative
case are not forbidden from assigning case by any particular principle of
the theory, and they can quite often be used in contexts where they must be
taken. to assign accusative case (cf. Burzio (1981)). With such uses of
the verbs in question, passives become possible again in these languages:
(88) a. Rob should eat liver at least five times a day.
b. Liver should be eaten at least five times a day by
someone like Rob.
(89) a. '!he horse jumped the fence yesterday.
b. That fence was jumped by the horse yesterday.
CHICHEWA:
(90) a. Fisi a-ma-yend-er-a ndodo kawirikawiri.
hyena SP-hab-walk-appl-asp 'stick frequently
'The hyena frequently walks with a stick.
'
b. Ndodo i-ma-yend-edw-a ndi fisi kawirikawiri.
Stick SP-hab-walk-pass -asp by hyena frequen~tly
'A stick is frequently walked with by the hyena.'
(91) a. A-ma-i-nen-a mfumu kamoozikamodzi.
3pS-hab-OP-talk-asp chief rarely
'They rarely talk about the chief.'
b. Mfumu i -ma.-nen-a kamodzikamodzi.
chief SP-hab-talk-asp rarely
'The chief is rarely talked about. '
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This is exactly as we expect; the (a) sentences in these paradigms show
that the verb roo~ must be able to assign accusative case in these uses, in
which event that Case will be available to satisfy the passive morpheme's
need for case as well. Thus, the ability to take an object corresponds
quite directly to the ability to form a passive in a way that is explained
an this analysis Hence the restriction of passives to 'transitive'
clauses. 29
Moreover, since the passive morpheme needs accusative Case in these
languages, this case will never be available to ~he direct object (or any
other VP internal phrase) in passives in these languages. Thus, the direct
object will be reqUired to make other arrangements (see section 5.2.2
below) in order to be properly morphologically identified. In this way,
the well-known 'Case absorption' property of the passive in Ehglish and
similar languages is accounted for. Chomsky (1981 .124ff) identifies two
basic properties of verbs in passive constructions in these languages: (I)
they do not assign a theta role to the [NP, S] position and (II) they do
not assign case to some [NP, VP] position it Chomsky then goes on to claim
"that both of these facts are somehow properties of the passive morphology.
and that the two are to be related in some way. In the analysis presented
here, this cluster of properties is captured in a very simple way, all
dependent on the single fact that the passive morphology is an argument in
the INFL posi ticn. Since it is an argument it must receive the external
theta role to satisfy the 'Iheta criterion, and thus this theta role cannot
go 1:0 an NP in the subject position, accounting for (I). en the other
hand, since it is an argument bearing a theta role, it is reasonable to
require that it mus~ be assigned case given the general visibility
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condition on theta role assignment, thereby accounting for (II). The
peculiar 'crossing'property of the passive--the fact that it is associated
wi th an external theta role but an internal case-·-is both allowed and
forced by the fact that it is an INFL. The crossing is allowed because
INFL governs both the subject fll? and the VP, so both the thing bearing the
external theta role and the thing assigning the internal case can meet
together there. It is reqUired because the INFL can only receive the
external theta role given its D-structure position but cannot receive the
external case by principle (78). Thus, the rather surprising constellation
of properties associated wi~h the passive in languages like English are
related in a natural way.
To summarize in a somewhat more general context, the characteristic
property of a language which has passive that is an INFL and that requires
Case is that it will only be possible with verbs which are somehow
transitive. I then explain two facts about this type of passive. First,
any language which has a transitivi~y requirement an its passives (i.e a
language which does not allow impersonal passives) will also show 1AEX
effects: If there is a transitivity requirement, it shows that the passive
morpheme must get accusative case. '!his in turn shows that the passive
morpheme cannot get nominative case, which impl.ies that it is an INFL
subjec~ to (78), and all passive morphemes which are categorially INFLs
induce 1AEX effects. In fact this prediction is subtle, since passives of
intransitive verbs are ruled out more generally in this type of language.
It is not entirely vacuous. however; even in a language like Ehglish 1AEX
effects can be found if one looks in the proper places, as shown by
Perlmutter and Postal (1984) and reviewed in section 5.1 .3·1. In the cases
where it can be checked, this prediction seems to be true. The second
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prediction is that any language whose passive construction has a
transitivity condition will also show 'case absorption' effects, such that
what would normally be an accusative direct object can no langer be an
accusati ve direct object. This follows because the reason a language can
only have passives of transitive verbs is because its passive morpheme must
receive the accusative case assigned by such verbs, which in turn implies
that the object carmot receive this case. As we s.hall see in the remainder
of this section and the next, this is both a true and a nontrivial
prediction as well.
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GERMAN: ( Jaeggl i (1984))
(92) a. Es wurde getanzt.
It was danced
'There was dancing.'
b. Es wurde bis spat in die Nacht getrunken.
It was till late in the night drunk
'Drinking went an till late in the night.'
ICELANDIC: (2aenen, M3.1ing, and Thrainsson (to appear))
( 93 ) Pac val' dansaC1 { gaer.
there was danced yesterday
'There was dancing yesterday. I
GERMAN; (Jaeggl i (1984))
(94) a. *Es wird diesen Roman von vielen Studenten gelesen.
It was this-ace novel-acc by many students read
'This novel was read by many students.'
b. Dieser Roman wird van vielen Studenten gelesen.
this-nom novel-nom was by many students read
''This novel was read by many students.'
ICELANDIC:
( 95) a. LOgreglan tOk Siggu fasta .
the-police took Sigga-acc fast-acc
'The police arrested Sigga.'
b. Sigga var tekin fast af logreglunni.
Sigga-nom was taken fast-nom by the-police-dat
'Sigga was arrested by the police.'
c. *pa~ var tekin Siggu fasta af logreglLmni.
"there was taken Sigga-acc fast-acc by the-police-dat
'There was arrested Sigga by the police.'
(92), (93) illustrate the fact that unergative type intransitive verbs can
be passivi zed in these languages (but only -chi s type, cf. 5 .1 .3.1 ). In
such sentences there is passive morphology on the verb, and the agent
appears in a ~-phrase or not at all, the SUbject position being filled
with an expletive. There are, however, no changes in the structure of the
verb phrase per see Nevertheless, the same is not true when the passive of
a transitive verb is formed, as seen in (94), (95). Here the verb phrase
cannot stay as it was; in par~icular the direct object can no longer have
accusative (2se. Instead J i t surfaces in nominative case and may move to
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the structural subject position. Thus ,we find that this type of passive,
permi tted by our typology of passive morphemes, is also attested in the
languages of the war Id .
(iii) -pass is INFL and never needs Case. (hce again, passive
construc-cions wi th this type of morpheme will be fOlIDd to show 1AEX
effects. Like the type (ii) scenario, it does not need Case to be
iden~lfied, and hence impersonal passives of unergative type intransitiv~
verbs will be allowed. 1he difference between this scenario and the (ii)
scenario is that even if the verb does assign accusative case, that case
need not be assigned to the passive morpheme, just as accusative case need
not be assigned to the incorporated N root in Mohawk r~OlU1 Incorporation.
Thus, there will be no 'case absorption' effect in this type of passive,
and "the verb WIll still be free to assign its accusa:tive case to some other
NP in the structure--namely the direct object. Thus, the relationship
between passive morphology, theta role 'absorption' and case absorption
discussed in Chomsky (1981:124ff) and under (i) above, while perfectly
valid for some languages ~ is not universal . Since accusati ve case will
always be available to the direct object, it will never have to move to the
subject position. Hence, the characteristic properties of this type of
language are that it allows impersonal passives of both intransitive verbs
and transitive verbs. For this reason, such constructions sometimes are
not called 'passives' at all by grammarians; rather they can be called
simply 'impersonal constructions'. Nevertheless, they form a natural class
wi th ' true passive' constructioos in that both involve an argumental INFL
and the incorpora-cion of V into that INFL as we see, the two differing only
in a low-level idiosyncratic property of a single lexical item (the passive
morpheme). The Celtic languages Welsh (see Comrie (1977), Perlmutter a~d
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Postal (1984)) and Irish (J. McCloskey (personal communication)) seem to
have this type of passive. Examples are of this construction with
unergatives are:
WELSH: (Per Imutter and Postal (1984))
(96) a. I:a.rmswyd gan y plant.
dance-imp by the children
'It was danced by the children.'
b. Sefir pan ddaw'r athro i mewn.
stand-imp when comes teacher in
'It is stood (up) when the teacher comes in.'
c. Siaradwyd gan yr ysgrifenydd Cymraeg.
speak-imp by the secretary Welsh
'It was spoken by ~he Welsh secretary.'
IRISH~ (from McCloskey)
( 97) a. Tdthar ag damhsa.
be pres/imp dance/prog
'There is dancing.'
b. 'I'8thar ag amharc art.
be-pres/imp look/prog on~you
'People are looking at you.'
Permutter and Postal (1984) show that, at leas"t for Welsh, the impersonal
passive of an unaccusative type verb is ungrammatical, contrasting wi th the
o~herwise parallel examples in (96).
WELSH;
(98) a. Gwywodd y blodau
wilted ~he flowers
'The flowers Wilted.'
b. *Gwywyd gan y blodau.
wilt-imp by the flowers
, It was wil ted by "the flowers.'
(99) a. Tyfodd y plant yn sydyn.
grew the children suddenly
'The children grew suddenly.'
b. *Tyfwyd gan y plang yn sydyn.
grew-imp by the children suddenly
'It was grown by the children suddenly.'
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This construction is also possible with transitive verbs, giving sentences
such as:
WELSH. (Comrie (1977))
(100) a. Lladdodd draig ddyn.
killed dragon man
, A dragon killed a man.'
b. Lladdwyd dyn (gan ddraig).
kill-imp man by dragon
'A man was killed (by a dragon). 1
IRISH:
(101 )
(from McCloskey)
Marghadh beirt ar an bh6thar areir.
kill-imp two people on the road yesterday
'Two people were killed on the road yesterday. 1
Since both Welsh and Irish have Verb-subject-object word order, it is not
immediately obvious from sentences (1oob) and (101) whether the thematic
object of the verb is in the subject position or in the object position
with accusative case and a null expletive subject. Never~heless, in both
languages there is good evidence for the latter view. 'Ihus, in Welsh when
the direct object is a pronoun and the assertion marker fe is present. the
object is expressed as a preverbal clitic, with or without a following
pronoun. This is not possible with subjects:
WELSH: (P&P (1984))
(102) a. Lladdodd ef ddraig.
killed him dragon
'He killed a dragon.'
b. Fe'l lladdodd (ef) draig.
him killed him dragon
'A dragon ki lled him.'
In a passive clause, the thematic object pronoun cliticizes preverbally
like an object and unlike a subject:
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(103) Fe l ! lladdwyd (ef) (gan ddraig).
him kill-imp him by dragon
'He was killed by a dragon.'
This is evidence that the thematic object in a Welsh passive remains an
accusatively marked object on the surface, especially if the theory of
clitics in terms of . spell-outs! of case assignment features (e.g Borer
(1983)) of the verb can be extended from Romance and Hebrew to Welsh. 'The
evidence is even more direct in Irish, where the morphological distinction
between nominative and accusative is maintained in the pronoun system. The
form that appears in a passive is the accusative one:
IRISH: ,(104) MBrbhadh areir e.
kill-imp yesterday him
," 'He was killed yesterday. T
,
The nominative form of this pronotm, Be, is impossible here. Furthermore,
Irish has distinct ways of making relative claus~s whose heads match a
direct object argument in the clause i "tSelf, and the thematic object
behaves like a surface object in this respect as well (McCloskey (personal
communication) ) . '!hUB, this spot in my theoretical typology of passives
seems to be filled as well.
Here I may mention the converse of a prediction made above: Any language
whose passive shows 1AEX effects but does not take away the accusative case
on the object must also allow impersonal passives. This follows since the
passive morpheme is an INFL and the only case which it could receive is the
accusative case from the verb. This accusative case shows up on the
thematic object, however, implying that the passive morpheme in fact does
not need to receive case at all. But if this is true, then no~hing blocks
the appearance of this morpheme with intransitive verbs in general. We
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have seen that this prediction holds true, at least in the Oeltic
languages.
5.2.1.2 N type passive morphemes
(iv) -pass is N ~hat incorporates into INFL. '!he last scenario to be
considered is one in which the passive morpheme is not categorially an INFL
itself, but reaches that position by Incorporation. In this scenario, the
passive constructions in question will not show 1AEX effects. Moreover,
condition (78) will not restrict the Case which the passive morpheme can be
assigned, any more than it bars Niuean verbs from assigning accusative case
to the object N roots which they incorporate (cf. 2.3.4). '!hus, passive
morpheme of this type will be able to receive either the nominative Case of
INFL or the accusative Case of the incorporated verb, or it will (in some
circumstances) be able to go wi thout Case at all. Thus ~ in the normal
range of structures, there will always be two possible Oases which the
passive morpheme can receive. The effect of this will be to largely wipe
out the empirical consequences of the stipulation as to whether the passive
morpheme mus~J Will, or need not receive Case. In short, there will always
be enough Cases to go around; hence the lexical property of whether or not
the morpheme needs Case will not generally have Visible effec'ts like those
it has the passive morpheme is an I NFL , and thereby restricted by condition
(78). Thus, three potentially different scenarios collapse for the most
part into one. Furthermore, instances of this passive type will
characteristically show more freedom than instances of the INFL passive
type.
We saw in section 5.1 .3.3 that various Slavic languages exemplify such a
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passive, including Lithuanian (Keenan and Timberlake (1985)) and North
Russian (Timberlake (1976)). Consider then in this light the following
range of passive forms from North Russian:
NORTH RUSSIAN: (Timberlake (1976))
(105) Ee muza ubi to na vojne~
her man:acc kill/pass-n/sg war
'There was killed her husband during the war.'
(1()6) a. U lisicy uneseno kurocka .
by fox carry/pass-n/sg chicken-n/fem/sg
'By the fox was carried off a chicken.'
b. Percexano bylo doroga tut.
cross/pass-n/sg aux-n/sg road-n there
'There's been crossing over the road there.'
(107) Sapka-to u parnja v okno brosena.
hat-n/fem/sg by guy window throw/pass·-fem/sg
'The hat was thrown out the window by the guy.'
Timberlake shows that there are no less than three possible forms which a
passive clause can take in essentially free variation (although the choice
may have some aspectual overtones). In (105), the thematic object of the
verb appears in accusative case and does not trigger number and gender
agreement on the participial verb form. In (106), the thematic object
appear's in nominative case, but still does not trigger agreement on the
verb. In (107), the thema.tic object appears in nominative case and does
tr igger number and gender agreement. In the fir st case, the NP presumably
remains in the VP; and we ma.y think of the difference between the latter
two cases in the same terms: in the nonagreement case, the NP receives
nominative case inside the VP J and in the agreement case i t moves to the
subjec·t position . This difference is perhaps confirmed by the difference
in the position in word order in (106) and (107), although 'scrambling' of
phrases is fairly free in Russian (see Pesetsky (1982) for discussion).
This variation in the case marking of the theme in the passive is exactly
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what one should expec"t given that the morpheme has the features we have
assumed. Thus, in (105) the fact that the object has accusative case
implies that the passive morpheme is either receiving nominative case or
does not need case at all. In (106) and (107), the fact .that the thema-cic
object has nominative case implies that the passive morpheme receives
accusative case or no Case at all. Putting it the otl1er way arotmd, the
fact that the passive morpheme can get either nominative or accusative Case
means that either Case can be left over for the external NP as well. This
is exactly what we see. Similar facts hold in Ukrainian (Sobin (1985)) and
Polish (Keenan and Timberlake (1985)).
We have seen that Italian has two passives, a copular passive and a passive
with impersonal si, where the latter patterns with the Slavic languages
y!i th regard to the lack of 1AEX effects. In fact, the si passives pattern
together with them in terms of case as well (from Pelletti (1982); see also
Burzio (1981)):
(108) a. In questa pasticceria si rnangia soltanto
in this pastry shop IMP eat-3s only
i dolci a1 cioccolato.
the" cookies of chocolate
'In this pastry shop one eats only chocolate cookies.'
b. Li si mangia volentie~i in questa pasticceria.
them IMP ea~-3s with pleasure in this pastry shop
'One eats them with pleasure in this pastry shop.'
(109) a. Si mangiano i dolci al cioccolato in questa pasticceria.
IMP eat-3p the cookies of chocolate in this pastry shop
'Chocolate cookies are eaten in this pastry shop.'
b. *Li si rnangiano in questa pasticcer ia
them IMP eat-3p in this pastry shop
'(he eats them in this pastry shop.'
(110) I dolci al cioccolato si mangiano in questa pasticceria.
the cookies of chocolate IMP eat-3p in this pas'try shop
'Chocolate cookies are eaten in, this pastry shop.'
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In each of these sentences, the external argumen t of the verb is realized
as the elitic si in INFL. They differ, however, in their treatment of the
thematic object. Thus, in (108), this object is marked with accusative
case and it remains in the VP. Case is not usually marked overtly in the
morphology of Italian , but this is corifirmedby thefa.ct that the object NP
does not trigger agreement on the verb (a sign of nominative case) and can
be represented in the form of an accusative object clitic (108b). In
(109), on the other hand, the thematic object is still in the VP, but it
appears to receive nominative case in that position. Thus, it has the
opposite morphological properties of its parallel in (108): it does trigger
person/number agreement on the verb, and it cannot be represented by an
accusative object clitic on the verb (109b). Finally, in (110) the
thematic object moves to the preverbal position and becomes a nominative
marked subject. Thus, we see that this paradigm is exactly parallel to the
one from North Russian. llice again, the object NP can receive eithat'
structural Case because the passive morpheme in INFL can receive either
structural Case. This in turn follows from the fact that the passive
morpheme is categorially an N rather than an INFL.30 In general, we expect
to find this type of case marking varia~ian in languages with passives
which do not show 1AEX effects.31
In conclusion, there are certainly detailed aspects of the typology of
passive constructions which are not fully accounted for on this analysis in
a nonstipulative way. Nevertheless, "the general pattern of variation is
captured in an interesting way by the Incorporation account, and several
important covariances between the possibility of impersonal passives, the
possibility of accusative objects in passives, and the possibility of
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passives of unaccusatives verbs in a given language are explained. <X1ce
again, differences in the type of passive that one sees in a language can
be accounted for without resorting to explicit GF changing rules of
passivization by attributing the right values of lexical fea~es - whose
existence has same independent motivation--to a particular lexical item
(namely, the passive morpheme itself). Moreover, we have seen strong
support for the fundamental hypothesis that the verb incorporates into the
INFL node in order to assign case to an argumental passive
morpheme--obligatorily in some circumstances, and optionally in others. In
all, the general framework is upheld.
5.2.2 Case and the thematic object
In the last subsection~ I organized discussion primarily aromd the fact
that the passive morphology must be morphologically identified. Now, I
turn to the other NP in a passive construction which is relevant: the
'object' NP to which the verb normally assigns case. 'll1is NP too bears a
theta role, and hence must be morphologically identified by the Visibility
Condition. A priori, this c;an come about in three ways: it could receive
accusative case from the verb, it could receive nominative case from INFL ,
or it could be m-identified without case by incorporating into the verb.
This last possibility J will defer to section 5.4 and its discussion of the
interactions between passive and other Incorporation processes. The first
two possibilities, we have already seen illustrated in some depth in the
last subsection, since the Case that the object receives is crucially
dependent on the Case which the passive morpheme receives. Yet, it remains
to be explained why these two types of Case assignment are possible at
all.
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Consider first the situation in which the thematic object appears in
nominative case. This can come to be in two ways: the NP can move to the
SUbject position, where nominative case is standardly assigned under
government by a tensed INFL. This is the most familiar, and perhaps the
most common scenario. However, there is strong evidence that the thematic
NP can also receive nominative case without ever moving out of the VP. This
has already been seen above in North Russian (106), and Italian (109), but
perhaps the most spectacular examples come from Icelandic. Thus ~ consider
the following paradigms:
(111) a. Hestarnir voru gefhir Haraldi.
horses-n/pl were given-pI Harold-dat
'The horses were given to Harold.'
b. Haraldi voru gefnir hestarnir.
Harold-dat was given-pI horses~/pl
'Harold was given the horses.'
(from Thrainsson (1979))
(112) a. Ambattin var geffn konunginum.
maidservant~/fem/sg was given-fem/sg king-dat
'The female slave was given to the king.'
b. KonmginlDD voru gefnar ambattir .
king-dat were given-fern/pI maidservants-n/fem/pl
'The king was given female slaves.'
(from zaenen, Maling, and 'Ihrainsson (to appear)
The ver b gefa 'to give' takes both a dative case NP (the goa1) and an
accusative case NP (the theme) in a standard active structure. When the
verb is passivized the theme argument can move to the subject position and
be marked nominative, as expected (111a), (112a). However the dative goal
NP can also move to the SUbject postion (111b), (112b). This nominal
retains its dative case, presumably because dative is not a structural Case
but a semantically related inherent one, which is therefore assigned under
government at D-structure and maintained throughout the derivation (cf.
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Chomsky (1984), Pelletti (1985)). zaenen, Maling, and 'Ihrainsson (to
appear) comfirm that this dative NP is indeed the subject of the clause
(rather than merely some kind of topic) with a number of tests, including
the fact that it can raise, antecede reflexives, invert with the verb in
questions, and be controlled. ~anwhile, the theme NP remains in the VP,
and does not show these subject properties Nevertheless, it still appears
in the nominative case. In part, we mow why this is: it cannot get
accusative case because ~his Gase is obligatorily assigned to the passive
morpheme. '!he NP in the subject position, on the other hand, already has
its own Case and hence does no·t need the nominative normally assigned to
that posi tion, making that case still available. '!he question remains,
however, as to how this Case can be assigned into the VP, a position which
the INFL normally does not govern.
In fact, the solution to this problem is very simple: in a passive
construction the verb has incorporated with the INFL. Thus, by the
Government Transparency Corollary, the combined INFL-plus-verb governs
everything which the verb formerly governed--including the theme object:
(113 ) s
/ \
NP I'
/ /-\
king, I VP
tJ /1\ : \\
tns V pass ti NP tJ·
I I
I I
givei. slaves
Formally speaking, the NP ceases to be a barrier to government between the
INFL and itself when the verb is incorporated into the I NFL , bec:a.use the NP
and the complex INFL are theta indexed by virtue of the ve~b root. The VP
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category is not a barrier by virtue of the verbal case relation between it
and me INFL. Therefore, INFL (including the crucial tense element)
governs the [NP, VP] in the post Incorporation structure Thus, it may
assign its nominative case to that NP without violating any principles.
This is completely parallel to the way that the verb complex comes to
govern a stranded possessor in Noun Incorporation structures, giving rise
to 'possessor raising' effects, or the way that the object of a preposition
or a lower verb comes to act like the object of the matrix verb in
applicative and causative constructions respectively. We can frui tfully
compare this analysis with that of Saddy (1985). Saddy, on the basis of
data from Ehglish similar to the Icelandic data considered here, concludes
that nominative Case must be assigned directly to the [NP, vp] position.
This he accomplishes by having the INFL transmitits Case assigning
property to the head that it govems, which then assigns that Case to the
NP that i t itself governs. Here we see how to preserve Saddy's insight32
while subsuming the somewhat stipulative 'Case assignment transmission'
process to the more general (and better understood) process of
Incorporation. Case assignment still happens only tmder government, but
the government domain of the Case assigner is extended in this restr icted
way • Thus, the fact that the INFL can assign nominative case in to the VP
is another strong piece of evidence that the verb does indeed incorporate
into the INFL in passive constructions. 33
Since the possibility of assigning nominative case into the VP falls out as
an automatic consequence of the Incorporation analysis of passives, we
might fairly ask why it does not seem to be possible in languages like
Ehglish and Cnichewa. I asswne that the answer is very simple, and can be
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stated in the following way:
(114) In certain languages, nominative case may only be
realized in the [NP, S] position.
I leave open the possibility that nominative may be assigned inside the VP
even in these languages, but claim in (114) that nominative case will only
be legitimate on an NP in the structural SUbject posi tion . Doubtless, the
stipulation in (114) holds primarily in languages which have little or no
over-c morphological case marking. In such languages ~ accusative case is
often represented purely by having the relevant NP adjacent to the Case
assigning verb (on the right in English and Chichewa). How then is a
nominative case assignment relation represented? Typically, it must be by
having the relevant NP in a distinct 1inear / structural position, adjacent
(in the proper sense) to INFL (this time on the left). Thus, in these
languages it is Virtually meaningless from the point of view of the
morphological identification of arguments to say that nominative case is
assigned in the VP. Hence, a constraint such as (114) holds for these
languages. Since Ehglish and Chichewa also have the verb's accusative case
ta.ken up by the passive morpheme, (114) impl-ies that NP movement to the
subject position will still be reqUired in order for the NP to receive case
in this particular set of languages (cf. Chomsky (1981)). In constrast,
in languages like Icelandic and North Russian which have live systems of
morphological case, nominati ve case assignment can be realized by a
particular morphological form apart from a given structural position-~d
in some cases it is.
The explanation of why nominative case can be assigned inside the VP brings
up a new question, however: why can accusative case be assigned in the VP?
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In particular, I have been assuming a principle of Case theory which says
~at a complex X-a category formed by incorporation cannot go beyond the
maximum case assigning properties associated with a morphologically simple
mem~er of that category in a gi ven language (see section 2.3.3 (il03)).
This assumption was crucial in explaining the properties of morphological
causative constructions and applicative constructions, and how those
properties differ in different languages depending on their more general
case marking properties. However if this principle holds in general and
if passives do indeed involve incorporation of the verb into INFL , the
complex INFL so formed should only be able to assign nominative case, since
this is the maximal case assigning property of simple INFLs. Nevertheless,
we have seen that passive verbs in some languages can assign accusative
case, including Irish (104), North Russian (105), and Italian (108). In
light of this, I will claim that the principle simply does not hold in this
case: a V+INFL combination can freely assign both an accusative Case and a
nominative Case if the V and INFL i t is made up of themse1ves have the
relevant Case assigning properties. This assumption is clearly needed
independen~ly if V-INFL incorpora~ion is indeed the source of verb fronting
in the Kru languages (Koopman (1983)), of 'verb-second' phenomena in the
Germanic languages (Koopman (1983) ~ Travis (1984)), and of
Verb-Subject-Object word order in the Celtic languages (see also Sproat
(1985), etc.). In each of these constructions, the verb movement to
combine with INFL can be seen overtly by the change of position of the
verb, and the patterns are neatly accounted for in terms of V-o movement
(see sources listed above; also Torrego (1984)). Nevertheless, in each of
these cases, accusative case assignment to the direct object is still
possible, and in fact usual in ordinary transitive clauses. There are
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several imaginable reasons why V-INFL incorporation should differ from N-V,
V-V, and P-V incorporation in this way: it may have to do with the fact
that the host of the Incorporation (INFL) 1s a nonlexical category, or the
fact that V-INFL incorporation may be the usual situation rather than the
exceptional one. I will not develop any of these lines, but simply point
out that this same property of V-INFL Incorporation is seen in the passive
as well.
Putting these observations 1:ogether, we have the following si tuation. The
complex V+INFL formed in a passive construction can in principle assign
either nominative or accusative case to an NP inside the VP as a result of
the incorporation. When one or the other of these structural cases
(usually the accusative) is reqUired by the passive morpheme in INFL, the
one that is not taken up in this way can be assigned to this nominal,
either in situ (in some languages) or after it has moved to the [NP, SJ
position . In some lQr1guages either case (or neither) can be assigned to
the passive morpheme, and in this situation either object in free variation
(North Russian, Ukrainian, Italian). Thus, we see how the passive
construction possibilities illustrated in the last subsection receive a
theoretical account. Moreover, we have seen that Case theory gives two
arguments in favor of incorporating the verb into INFL in passives: the
verb thereby can assign accusative case to the passive morpheme, and the
INFL can thereby assign nominative case into the VP by the Government
Transparency Corollary.
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5.3 NP-movement and the Subject Position
One aspect of the syntax of passive constructions which I have almost
entirely ignored up to this point is the process by which an NP in the
VP--usually the object--moves to become the subject of the passive clause.
This subpart of the passive construction (whether defined in terms of
movement o,r directly in terms of granmatica.l relations) has been taken to
be the fundamental defining characteristic of the passive construction at
various times in the history of generative grammar, notably by Perlmutter
and Postal (1977, 19842, 1984b) and others working in Relational Grammar.
In the current framework, however, this NP movement is at most an
inessential and peripheral aspect of the passive, which takes place when it
is allowed or forced by other more general principles (cf. Chomsky (1981),
Marantz (1984) for arguments in favor of such a view). Instead a passive
clause is any clause which has a passive morpheme in it, where this is
defined as an (R-expression type) argument which either appears in INFL or
is required to incorporate into INFL. This will normally implicate V-INFL
incorporation in order for the passive morpheme not to violate the Stray
Affix Filter of section 3.2. NP movement, however, may take place only
optionally (e.g. in Italian and North Russian; cf. Burzio (1981)), or not
at all (e.g. Irish (McCloskey (personal cOIDIDtmication)), Georgian (Msrantz
(1985)), Ute (Givan (1982)) in such a construction. Essentially, this
comes to agreeing with Keenan (1975) and others who claim that 'subject
demotion' [= the special properties of the external argument] is more
fundamental to the nature of passive than 'object promotion' is (cf. Eaker
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(1983)) . Nevertheless, the NP movement that takes place in passives needs
to be addressed, both because it is sometimes forced in languages like
Ehglish, and because it is a vehicle of GF-changing and hence relevant to
the major theme of this work. When it is obligatory and why it is possible
will therefore be the topic of this section.
In fact, there are two reasons why movement to the subject position may
need to take place. (he general constraint which passive structures must
satisfy which has not yet been mentioned is the constraint following from
Predication theory that all clauses must have the [NP, S] position filled
at S-structure (cf. Chomsky (1981), Rothstein (1983)). Now, this position
cannot be occupie~ by a thematic NP in the D-structure of a passive
clause. Suppose it were. Then, there would be two arguments--the passive
morpheme and this NP--both external to the VP. Both would thereby need to
receive external theta roles to avoid violating the Theta Criterion, but it
is a principle of Theta theory that no category can assign more than one
such role (cf. Williams (1981)). Thus, there are only two possible ways
for a passive clause to satisfy this requirement of Predication theory: it
can have a nanthematic, pleonastic element appear in the subject position,
or it can have a phrase which receives its theta role in some other
D-structure position move into this position before S-structure. Both
cases arise, and lead to acceptable structures. The following are examples
of various types in which a pleonastic has been inserted and no argument
movement has taken place:
ENGLISH:
(115) a. It was (Widely) believed that Jerry would never marry.
b. ??There was killed a man here.
FRENCH. (Kayne (1975))
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(116) a. II a eta mange beaucoup de pommes hier soir.
'There were eaten many apples last night.
b. *11 sera dense (par Marie).
1 It (expl) will be danced (by Mar ie) . '
GERMAN:
(117) Es wird getanzt werden.
I'"ft (expI) was danced.'
Even this small range of examples shows that there are differences between
languages as to when a passive with an expletive subject is acceptable at
all: (115b) is very marginal in English but the parallel (116a) is free in
French; (116b) is tmacceptable in French but its parallel is fine in German
(117). Moreover, some languages have more than ane expletive element, each
of which appears under different circumstances «115a) versus (115b) L~
Ehglish). In 'pro-drop' languages, the expletive in all of these cases is
characteristically phonologically empty. This then is another locus of
language variation affecting the passive construction, but one which I will
not explore.34
, When an expletive element is not (or cannot be) in the [NP, S] position
some phrase from the VP must be moved to this position. This phrase can
po"tentially be o~ essentially any type across languages. The follOWing
gives some idea of the range of variation allowed:
(118) a. A book was put on the table.
b. Konunginum voru gefnar ambattir .
king-dat were given-fern/pI rnaidservants-n/fem/pl
'The king was given female slaves.'
(Icelandic; zaenen, M3.1ing, and Thrainsson to appear)
c. '!hat bridge was skied under by the contestants.
d. (Xl the table was put a book
e. '!hat Jerry would never marry was believed by everyone.
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f. Norman was believed to have solved the problem.
Here we see that, lD1der the right cooditions, the sUbject position can be
appropriately filled by a t['ue thematic object (118a), an obliquely case
marked NP (118b). the object of a preposi tion (118c), a subca tegor i zed PP
( 118d), a subcategor i zed S' (118e ), or even the subject of a subcategor i zed
clause (118f). This freedom for any category type to move, sUbject to
other conditions, is exactly what one expects if the subject is filled not
by an explicit 'promotion rule' expressed in terms of Grammatical
Functions, but rather by the general movement transformation 'Move Alpha r ,
which stipulates neither the category type nor the landing site of the
phrase i t moves.
Nevertheless, in spi te of this variety, the thematic object NP does bear a
special relationship to the subject position in the passives of languages
like English and Chichewa because of Ga.se theory. In particular, we have
seen in the last section that in these languages the passive morpheme, takes
away the ability of the verb to assign accusative case~ while nominative
case cannot be realized apart from the [NP, s] position. Thus, under these
circumstances, the object indeed must move to that position in order to
receive Gase, and if another phrase is moved to that position instead, an
ungrammatical structure will result. 35 This seems to correctly characterize
the cases in which a given phrase mayor must move to the SUbject
posi tion.
I~ behooves us in ~his regard to consider the more fundamental question of
why NP-movement from the VP to the subject position is allowed at all, and
what principles govern its movement. It is well-known that such movement
can only be local in some strict sense. Following a suggestion made to me
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by Chomsky (personal communication), I will assume that this locality is to
be derived from fact the trace of an NP movement must be properly governed
by its antecedent.36 'Ibis proposal has been made before in the GB
Ii terature specifically in regard to Raising-to-subjec·t constructions
(Bouchar-d (1982), L3.snik and Saito (1984)). In this way, the hopeless
ungrammaticality of a 'double raising' construction such as (119b) is
explained:
(119) a .. It seems [that it is certain [that John likes ice cream]].
b. Jam seems [t to be certain [t to like ice cream]].
c. **John seems [that it is certain [t to like ice cream]].
Chomsky (1985, cf. 1981) has observed that the movement indicated in
(1190) should violate sUbjacency only very weakly if at all; furthermore,
the trace should not create a particularly strong Binding theory violation
because the only subject between i t and i ts antecedent is an expletive
(compare Chomsky's example (?)' 1hey think it pleased me that pictures of
each other are hanging on the wall.') (119c) is ruled out at the
appropriate (strong) level, however, given the assumption above: John will
not govern its trace, because the middle S' category (at least) is a
barrier between them, and the ECP is violated. I now observe that the same
sort of argument 03.rries over to NP movement in passives. Consider the
following paradigm:
(120) a. I-c seems [that John has been told t [that he will die]].
b. John seems [t to have been told t [tha.t he will die]].
c. **John seems [that it has been told t [that he will die]].
In (120c) John is case marked as the subject of seems but its trace is not
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in ~e VP of a passive participle. Insertion of the pleonastic it in the
embedded clause should be allowed because there is an S' in the VP which it
can be related to. Nevertheless, the sentence is still much worse than
would be expected given only a (very) mild subjacency violation or an
expletive-induced Binding theory violation. Thus, I conclude that
government of the NP-trace by the verb is not sufficient to satisfy the ECP
but that antecedent government is needed as well. In (120c) this condition
is violated, leading to the strang violation.
This point can be confirmed in another way, by asking why it is impossible
to move the object of a preposition into the subject position if the P is
not reanalyzed with the verb. '!he basic facts are:
(121 ) a. Fred was talked [about t] frequently.
b. ?*Fred is talked frequently [about t].
FRENCH:
c. *Fred a ete parle [de t] hier soir.
r Fred was talked about last night. '
The thematic object of the P can become the subject if the P can be
Reanalyzed with the verb, as shown by (121a) (cf. section 4.2.3). If such
Reanalysis is blocked, however, such a movement is completely impossible.
This is seen in (121 b) where Reanalysis is at best marginal because the P
is not adjacen~ to the verb (121b), and in (121c) since P-V Reanalysis is
impossible in French in general. Why should this be? Clearly the
antecedent-trace relationship will not violate either sUbjacency or the
Binding theory at all in this case. Moreover, it is tmlikely that the
problem is "that the P obligatorily must assign Case to the argument it
theta marks, given the grammaticality of (121a). These facts can be
explained nicely, however. in terms of the assumption that the moved NP
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must govern its trace. In this case, the PP node will be an extra maximal
projection between the subject and its trace in (121b) (121c); a node which
is not present in ordinary passives. This PP will then be a government
barrier with respect to these two categories, and the sentences will be
ruled out by the ECP. In (121a), however, the P abstractly incorporates
into the verb, and the PP it heads thereby ceases to be a barrier to
government by the Government Transparency Corollary (see section 5.4.2 for
details). In this way, we complete the explanation of why 'pseudopassives'
like (121a) are only possible in configurations in which the P can
incorporate or reanalyze; simultaneously we support the idea that traces of
NP movement must always be governed by their antecedents.
If this resul t is true, however, we need to face the que~tion of why NP
movement in passives is possible at all. In a configuration like (122),
the VP node should be a barrier to government between the trace and its
antecedent in exactly the same way that the PP node was seen to block
government in the account of (121):
( 122) s
I \
NP. I'
l / \
I VP •..
/ / \
-pass V ti
Here VP is a maximal projection which contains the trace, does not contain
the NP, and which the NP does not theta mark; therefore i t blocks
government between the two. Thus the ECP accomt seems too strong.
Incorporation comes to the rescue, however: we know tha.t the V must
incorporate into INFL before S-structure, and this will cause complemen ts
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of V to be governed from positions outside ~he VP but inside the projection
of the resulting complex INFL , again by the GTe. All that remains isa
technical problem; strictly speaking, only the complex INFL governs t
within the VP because only it is coindexed with both the VP node (by the
verbal case assigning relation) and the NP (t) node itself (via the theta
index of its incorporated verb). These government properties must then be
imputed to the subject NP in some manner, by virtue of its highly local
relationship to the INFL which governs. I achieve the necessary result by
simply generalizing my theory of government slightly so that if a lexical
category B governs a. position A, then any category which is an immediate
consti"tuent of the maximal projection of B also governs A. This is easily
built into the definition of barrier with a trivial modification (compare
1 .4.3 (67»):
(123) Suppose A to be an immediate consti tuent of the maximal
projection of a lexical item D. Then,
the ma.ximal projection C is a (government) barr ier
between A and B if and only if C contains B, C does not
contain A, and Cis not theta indexed (with D).
In this definition, the term 'immediate constituent of the maximal
projection ·of 0' is in-cended to include the X' theory specifiers of D,
complements of 0, and D itself. This defini tion reduces to the former
definition when A is taken to be D. In fact, this modification is
technically needed in order to allow XP type adjuncts to govern their
traces as well. Beyond this, nothing is changed by moving to this
definition of barrier.37 In this way, I complete my account of when and
under what conditions movement to the subject of a passive is allowed. 38
To conclude, let us compare the GF change of object to subject associated
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with passives to the other GF changing phenomena that we have discussed.
Other GF changes such as possessor-to-object (possessor Raising),
oblique-to-object (applicatives) and (lower) sUbject-to object
(causatives) have all been shown to be the direct and immediate resul t of
an X-a movement type incorporation (of N, P and V respectively) by virtue
of the Government Transparency Corollary. The object-to-subject change of
the passive, in contrast, is a result of NP movement rather than of
Incorporation per se. This implies that passives, unlike these other
processes, can appear apart from their 'characteristic' GF change. This we
have seen to be a correct result. Nevertheless, the GF change in passives
is still inherently linked to Incorporation, in that the NP movement will
be impossible tnlless the V incorporates into the INFL in the way which is a
necessary characteristic of the passive. Moreover, I have been assuming
(of. 3.5.1) that the ECP must be satisfied at every point of the
derivation; hence NP movement to the subject position must crucially follow
V-INFL incorporation if it happens at all. In short, the GF-changing in
passives is not a direct result of the incorporation that defines passive;
however when the GF changing process does take place it will necessarily be
after the incorporation; hence it will appear to be a unified process with
the incorporation. Thus the association between morphology and syntax
discussed in section 1.1.3 is explained in ~his case as well to the extent
to which i t is true.
5.4 Passive Incorporation Interactions
In this section I return me more time to the topic of how the
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interactions among GF changing processes can be explained in terms of
incorporation, this time integrating the passive into the account. I will
restrict my attention to the Ehglish type passive (type (i) of section
5.2.1), in which the passive morpheme is categorially an INFL requiring
case.
In fact, I have already used the passive as a probe into the nature of
other incorporation processes throughout this work. The implicit
generalization resulting from this has always been that the NP which the
active verb normally governs and assigns case to may--and often
must--become the SUbject of the passive. We are now in a position to see
in a deeper way. why this generalization holds. First, the NP will be able
to move to the subject position if and only if it will properly govern its
trace from that position. If the verb governs that NP position before it
incorporates, then the positioo will be governed from the IP (=8)
projection after the incorporation by the Government Transparency
Corollary; otherwise it will not be so governed. I~ follows that the NP
movement is only possible if the NP is governed by the verb. Moreover,
assuming that the passive takes away the verb s ability to assign
accusative case to the NP it governs, that NP must get case in some other
way, often requir ing tha t this NP move into the subject posi tion . Thus,
that our descriptive generalization about the passive is explained by the
theory: the object of the verb with respect to Government and Case theory
(but not necessarily with respect to XI theory) will become the subject of
the passive (in the canonical case). With this general theme in mind, let
us turn to specific accounts of the interaction between passives and other
incorporation processes, to a~count for when and how they are possible.
Furthermore, when they are possible, we shall see how the Mirror Principle
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of Baker (1985) £ollows from this theory of GF changing processes.
5.4.1 Passives and Noun Incorporation
We start by investigating the interaction of passive wi th Noun
Incorporation. The D-structure of a clause in which these two will
potentially interact will be one of the form:
( 124) s
/ \
NP II
/ / \
e I VP•..
/ / \
-pass V NP
I \
(NP) N*
In this structure, by assumption two incorporations must take place: N*
must incorporate into the verb, and the verb must incorporate into INFL.
Suppose that the verb incorporates into INFL first. '!hen N* is stranded;
the only category it could incorporate into would be the complex V+INFL,
but this X-a movement would give rise to a structure of the type foroidden
by (4.4 (209)). This constraint is repeated here for convenience:
Thus, Noun Incorporation could follow V-INFL incorporation only if the NP
which the noun is incorporated from is theta indexed but not inside the' VP,
but rather under I'. In fact, we have seen (section 5.1.4) that exactly
this case arises with the.Qy-phrase of the passive, and that incorporation
is indeed possible. Apart from this si tuation ~ NI may only precede
Vero-INFL incorporation in all cases.
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If NI does precede V-INFL Incorporation, the following structure will
result:
: \
t·· NP
:.J/ \
(NP) ti
( 126)
e
s
I \
NP I'
/ / \
I VP •••
/ \
V pass
/ \
Nt ~
.~
Here each trace is properly governed. and the structure is not ruled out by
any principles known to this point; in fact the structure is essentially
identical to that in which NI feeds VI discussed in section 3.5.1.39 Hence,
I expect that, subject to other p~inciples, such constructions will be
graIDmatical.
Recall that we know of three forms of NI: the 'full r Nom Incorporation of
Southern Tiwa and the Iroquoian languages, the antipassive construction,
and abstract (=LF) NI. This last type can be seen via either one of two
slightly different manifestations--the effect of Possessor Raising and the
effect of allowing an NP to mysteriously seem to avoid the Case Filter.
lhfortunately, I have no evidence of either of the overt NI types feeding
the passive. 40 There is evidence that the abstract NI feeds passive in this
way, however. Thus, Possessor Raised constructiQ~s can be passivized:
CHICHEWA:
(127) a. Fisi a-na-dy-a nsamba za kalulu.
hyena SP-past-eat-asp fish of hare
'The hyena ate the hare' s fish.'
b. Fisi a-na-dy-er-a kalulu nsomba.
hyena SP-past-eat-appl-asp hare fish
''Ihe hyena ate the hare's fish.'
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c. Kalulu a-na-dy-er-edw-a nsomba ndi fisi.
hare SP-past-eat-appl-pass-asp fish by hyena
''Ihe hare had his fish eaten by the hyena.'
Here (127b) is a possessor raising construction in which the head of the
object is abstractly incorporated; (127c) is a passive of this sentence
type. A pre-S-structure of (127c) thus must be precisely tha't of (126),
with the parenthesized possessor NP included. 'Ihis NP is then moved to the
subject posi tion to form the S-stI"ucture of (126c). 'Ihis movement is
allowed: the NP will govern its trace over bo~h the VP and the NP node
because of the GTe, given that the heads of both categories have undergone
successive Incorporation. 'Ihis movement is also required for the NP to
receive case: the N cannot assign the possessor case because it has
incorporated, and the V+INFL cannot because the passive morpheme takes the
accusative case (plus (114)). Thus, the ftn'ldamental properties of this
construction follow from the theory. Similar interactions between passive
and Possessor Raising are fotmd in Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980) and other
languages.
I claim that abstract NI interacts with the passive even in Ehglish,
a1though the construction is easily missed. Suppose as I ha.ve assumed
(section 4.2.5.2) that NI can apply fairly freely in Ehglish and that when
it does the NP which is reanalyzed in this way no longer needs to receive
case from the verb. Then, such a reanalysis could precede the V·~I
Incorporation associated with passive, and the reanalyzed NP would not be
reqUired to move to the subject position to receive case. At first glance,
this seems incorrect, but consider the following sentences (cf. Saddy
( 1985) ) ;
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( 128) a. en the table was put a book.
b. In the garden was ki lIed a man.
c. Under the table was hidden a taperecorder.
In these sentences, instead of the usual NP, a locative PP is moved to the
subject position in order satisfy the requlI:'_ements of Predication theory.
Passives absorb accusative Case in Fnglish, and I have assumed that
nominative Case cannot be realized in the VP given that Case is not
represented by morphological form. How then are these thematic NPs
morphologically identified? I claim that this is exactly the case of NI
Reanalysis which the theory says should be possible.
If this is true, we predict that it will be governed by the same principles
which govern NI in general. For example, we know that i t is lIDgrammatical
to incorporate two NPs into a single verb. Moreover, we know that one NP
(the theme) is obligatorily incorporated in all double object/dative shift
constructicns. 'Iherefore, we predict that PP-fronted passives of the type
seen in (128) should be impossible with dative shifted verbs. Strikingly,
this is confirmed by the following paradigms:
(129) a. I buy toys for orphans in this store.
b. ?In this store are bought toys for orphans.
c. I buy orphans toys in this store.
d. *In this store are bought orphans toys.
(130) a. They serve food to outcasts at this mission.
b. ?At this mission is served food to outcasts.
c. They serve outcasts food at this mission.
d. *At this mission are served outcasts food.
(131) a. The terrorist sends bombs to senators in this type of box.
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b. ?In this type of box are sent bombs to senators.
c. The terrorist sends senators bombs in this type of box.
d. *In this type of box are sent senators bombs.
The PP fronted. passives of nondative-shifted structures in the (b)
sentences are stylistically marked and marginal to various degrees in
various dialects. However the PP fronted passives of their dative shifted
counterparts in the (d) sentences are significantly "worse for all the
informants I have checked. This contrast is exactly what is expected if PP
fronted passives involve Reanalyzing the object NP with the verb.
The other major limitation on NP Reanalysis is that it is impossible to
Reanalyze the complement of a preposition which has itself been Reanalyzed
with the verb (a consequence of (125)). This restriction also governs PP
fronted passives, making them completely impossible with pseudopassives:
(132) a. All contestants must ski lIDder a bridge on this mountain.
b. A bridge must be skied under on this momrtain.
c. *Cn this mountain must be skied under a bridge.
(133) a. People will soon exercise in a gymnasium in this building.
b. A gymnasium will soan be exercised in in this building.
c. *In this building will soon be exercised in a gymnasium.
Here the P in the VP must be Reanalyzed with the verb in order to make it
passivizable at all (cf. 5.2.1 (i)). When this happens, the NP which is
the thematic complement of the P can no longer get case from the P. If i t
moves to the subject position, it can receive nominative case, yielding the
acceptable (b) sentences. If, however, a PP moves into that position,
there will be no case available for the NP in situ, and it, unlike its true
direct object counterparts, cannot reanalyze with the verb over the
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blocking P. Hence, (132c) (133c') are ruled out by the Case filter.
Moreover , it is well known that the thematic object in sentences like (128)
must be indefinite (the so-called 'definiteness effect'; see references in
Belle-eti (1985)), such that (for' example) personal pronouns cannot appear
there. In fact, a very similar effect shows up with the second object of a
dative shift construction:
( 134) a. She was ki lIed in the garden.
b. *In the garden was killed her/she.
(135) a. I sent her to my dentist (for a check-up).
b. *I sent my dentist her (for a check-up).
In this framework, these two 'definiteness effects' can be tmlfied in terms
of the semantic effects· of N IncorporatiCl'l (cf. Szabolci (1984)). Thus,
we have further evidence that abstract NI exists in Ehglish, and that it
interacts with the passive in exactly the way allowed by the theory.
Finally, this theory also makes a 'Mirror Principle' type prediction with
regard to the morphology of passive and NI. We have seen that (except when
the eY-phrase is incorporated) the NI must always take place before the
V-INFL Incorporation given (125). This then predicts that passive
morphology will always occur morphologically outside of the incorporated
nOilll root in this type of interaction structures. I cannot check this
prediction fully, because most of my cases of interaction involve invisible
Notn1 Incorporation. However, it was argued in section 4.2.5.1 that the
applied affix appears in Possessor Raising constructions in languages like
Chichewa as an inserted overt marker that a covert Noun Incorporation has
taken place. If we further assume that this morpheme is inserted at the
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point of the derivation when the NI Reanalysis occurs, we explain the fact
that the passive morpheme can only appear outside of this morpheme, never
inside of it:
(126) a. Kalulu a-na-dy-er -edw-a nsomba ndi .fisi.
hare c SP-past-eat-appl-pass-asp fish by hyena
'The hare had his fish eaten by the hyena.'
b. *Kalulu a-na~y-edw~r-a nsomba ndi fisi.
hare SP-past-eat-pass-appl-asp fish by hyena
'The hare had his fish eaten by the hyena.'
-er is added to the verb when the NP is reanalyzed cwith it, and -edwand
the verb are joined when the latter is incorporated into INFL, the site of
the former. The first of these processes must precede the second by the
syntactic constraint (125), so the ordering follows. In this way, another
pact of the content of the Mirror Principle is seen to follow naturally
with no additional stipulation from a framework in which all GF-changing
processes are analyzed in terms of X-a movement.
5.4.2 Passives and Preposition Incorporation
Next, consider the possibility of interactions between passives and
Preposition Incorporation. Here J the issues will be much the same as those
in the last subsection. The D-structure configuration in which passive and
PI will potentially interact is the one in (137):
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( 137) s
/ \
NP II
1/\
e I VP
: / \~
-pass V pp NP*
: \
P NP-
Here, the P must incorporate into the verb, and the verb must incorporate
into the INFL. llice again, if the verb incorporates firs-c, the P will be
stranded, unable to incorporate without violating (125). Hence the P must
incorporate first. '!his leads to a grammatical structure of the form:
( 138) s
/ \
NP II
I /"e I VP
/ \ 1\\
V pass tii PP NP*
/\ ul \
Vi p. t· NP-
v 1. t
.~.
This structure is wellformed with respect to the ECP, each trace being
properly governed. In fact, except for the category of the first
incorporate, the structure is completely parallel to the NI case considered
above. Next, consider the two NPs in the VP of this structure. Both need
to be morphologically identified, but neither can get case from the verb or
the preposition--the preposition because it has incorporated into a lexical
category and the verb because its case is necessarily claimed by the
passive morpheme. llily two options remain: the NP can potentially
Reanalyze with the verb before it moves or undergo NP movement itself into
the [NP, S] position where it will receive nominative case from INFL. In
fac"t, only NP* can take the Reanalysis option, since Rea~alysis of NP- wi th
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the verb will always be blocked by the trace of the preposition, as we have
seen. Therefore, the Reanalysis of NP*" becomes obligatory, and NP- is left
to receive case by moving to the sUbject position. Thus, the only
grammatical S-structure which combines PI and (this type of) passive will
be:
( 139)
NP- again will be able to govern its trace through both the VP ~~d PP by
the GTe, given that the heads of both categories have incorporated. Thus
this is a valid NP movement.
The result of this dlscussion is the prediction that the only possible
combination of PI and passive is when the PI takes place first, and the NP
thematically dependent on the incorporated P becomes the subject of the
passive. In fact, this is true across languages (cf. Faker 1985). 'Ihe
acceptable structure and some of the unacceptable ones have already been
illustrated in detail in section 4.2. I repeat here two examples:
CHICHEWA:
(140) 8. Kalulu a-na-gul-ir-a mbidzi nsapato.
hare SP-past-buy-appl-asp zebra shoes
'The hare bought shoes for the zebra.'
b. Mbidzi zi-na-gul-ir-idw-a nsapato ndi kalulu.
zebras SP-past-buy-appl-pass-asp shoes by hare
''Ihe zebras were bought shoes by the hare.'
c. *Nsapato zi-na-gul ir-idw-a mbidzi ndi kalulu.
shoes SP-past-buy-appl-pass-asp zebras by hare
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'The shoes were bought for the zebras by the hare. I
TzarZIL: (M3.yan; Aissen (1983)) .J
(141) a. ?I-0-h-?ak'-be citom Ii Sune.
asp-A3-E1-give-appl pig the Sun
'I gave the pig to Sun.'
v
b. ?I-0-?ak'-b-at libra Ii Sune.
asp-A3-give-appl-pass book the Sun
'Sun was given the book.'
~
c. *?I-~-?ak'-b-at Sun Ii libroe.
asp-A3-give-appl-pass Sun the book
''!he book was given to Sun.'
This much has been known and discussed before, a1 though its explanation now
becomes clear in full. M:>reover, we add the fact that the V-INFL
Incorporation of passive can never take place before the PI given (125).
This then translates into another 'Mirror Principle' type prediction about
the morphological s~ucture of passive-PI interactions: the passive
morpheme can never appear morphologically inside the prepositional
(applied) affix. This holds true regardless of which NP from the VP is
taken to be the subject of the resulting structure. 41 Hence, the
ungrammaticality of the following examples:
CHICHEWA:
(142) a. *Mbuzi i-na-ph edw-er-a mfurnu (ndi M9.vuto).
goat SP-past-kill-pass-appl-asp chief by M9.vuto
'The goat was killed for the chief by Ma.vuto.'
b. *Mfumu i-na-ph-edw-er-a mbuzi (ndi M:ivuto).
chief SP-past-kill-pass-appl-asp goat by MBvuto
'The chief was killed a goat by Mavuto .. '
(143) a. *Chitseko chi-na-perek-edw-er a mtsikana ndi njovu.
door SP-past-hand-pass-appl-asp girl by elephant
'The door was handed to the girl by the elephant.'
b. *Mtsikana a-na-perek-edw-er-a chitseko ndi njovu.
girl SP-past-hand-pass-appl-asp door by elephant
'The gir 1 was handed the door by the elephant. f
TZOTZIL: (Aissen (1983))
(144) a. *I-0-y-ak'-at-be "Sun Ii libroe.
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asp-A3-E3-give-pass-appl Sun the book
''!he book was given Sun.'
"b. *I-0-Y~'-at-be libro Ii Sune.
asp-A3-E3-give-pass-appl book the Sun
'Sun was given the book.'
As far as I mow, this combined constraint on the morpheme structure and
the syntax of passive-PI combinations is true universally (e.g. see also
Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi (1980)), Chimwiini (Kisseberth and Abasheikh (1977)),
and Huichol (Uta-Aztecan; Comrie (1982)). It is thus an important fact
about this analysis tha-c it explains this generalization.
'lhe ungrammatica.lity of the (a) ~ntences in these paradigms is especially
in-ceresting in this regard, because they would "be expected to be
grammatical if applicative and passive were explicit GF changing rules
which feed one another in the usual way. Here the passive applies first to
ma.ke the tmder lying object (the theme) into the subject, and then
applicative applies to make the oblique NP into an object. Both of these
operations are possible in this way. 'Ihus, no deep account of this gap is
possible under such an analysis--short of a universal stipulation that
passive is ordered after applicative. 'Ihe fact that no such stipulation is
necessary in the current aCCOlD1t is further support for the framework which
lacks GF changing rules and includes instead a very general process of X-o
movement (Incorporation) whose operaticn is governed by familiar syntactic
principles.
5.4.3 Passives and Verb Incorporation
'Ihe final type of interactions to be considered are those which can
potentially arise from the combination of passives and Verb Incorporation.
This case is somewhat more complicated than the others for two reasons.
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First, the case properties of a language interact with the syntax of V-a
movement to determine two rather different morphological causative
constructions as discussed in section 3.3: 42 the 'type l' causati ve in
which the lower object of an embedded transitive verb is governed and
structurally case marked by the derived verb complex; and the 'type 2'
causative in which the lower subject of the embedded clause is governed and
structurally case marked by the verb complex. Second, VI structures
inherently involve two clauses, and a passive morpheme could in principle
reside in the INFL node of either clause. I will discuss each of these
subcases in turn.
Consider first the case in which there is a passive morpheme in the INFL of
the matrix clause. This will give a D-structure such as this:
(145) s
/ \
NP I'
/ / \
e I VP
~ / \
-pass V CP
I / \
make e IP
/ \
NP* I'
/ \
I VP
/ \
v* (NP-)
Apart from the complications internal to the complement of the matrix verb
which are inherent in cases of VI this structure is exactly parallel to
those which underlie cases of passive plus NI or passive plus PI. The
consequences of the structure are parallel as well. Thus, the embedded
verb must incorporate into the matrix verb before the matrix verb
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incorporatJas into the matrix INFL by constraint (125). en the other hand,
if the incorporations are dane in the proper order, a grammatical structure
will result. 'Ibis much is independent of which type of causative exists in
the language. Furthermore, whatever NP is governed and assigned accusati ve,
case by the verb in an active structure may and must become the matrix
subject ll1 the passive structure, as usual. This NP movement may take
place, because the extra clausal boundary in the VI structure will not keep
it from governing its trace after the embedded V is incorporated ,by the
Government Transparency Corollary. 'Ibis NP movement must take place in the
language under consideration because otherwise it will not be
morphologically identified, since the verb complex's accusative case now
goes to the passive morpheme. 'Ihe only difference is that this 'promoted 1
NP will be a thematically different one depending on the language: it will
be NP- in a language with type 1 causatives with a transitive embedded
verb, NP* in a language with type 2 ca.usatives and a transitive embedded
verb, and NP* in any language when the embedded verb is intransi tive (see
3.3 for details). '!he resulting S-structures for the transitive cases will
be (146) and (147):43
(146) Type 1 causa.tive :
S
/ \
NP- I'
e / \
I VP
/ \ : \
V pass V CP
/ \ I I \
V~ V ~kVPt IP
J t i':: \
make t· t NP* I'
k J 1. / \
I ti
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(147) TYPe 2 causative:
s
/ \
NP1" I r~ / \
I VP
/ \ I \
V pass V CP
/ \ :: \
V*j"t V t ..kti; IP
: ~ ~/ \
makek t i I'/ \
to, vp
~ / \
t~ NP""j
'llius, I conclude that the passive of a causative will be gramnatical in any
language, but that the thematic role that the final subject bears to the
lower clause will vary along with the type of causative found in that
language, and ul timately with the case marking properties of that
language.
Much of the data confirming this prediction was already given in section
3.3, where it was introduced as one type of test for distinguishing the two
causative types. Wha-c has been added here is merely the theoretical
lR1derpinnings of this test, explaining why it works the way i t does. I
will repeat some of this evidence here for convenience. In languages with
type 1 causative, these causatives passivize, with the lower object
becoming the final matrix subject:
CHICHEWA:
(148) a. Anyani a-na-meny-ets-a a-,a kwa buluzi.
baboons SP-past-hit-cause-asp children to lizard
'The baboons made the lizard hit the children-'
b. Ana a-na-meny-ets-edw-a kwa buluzi ndi anyani.
children SP-past-hit--cause-pass-asp to lizard by baboons
'The children were made to be hit by the lizard
by the baboons. 1
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c. *Buluzi a-na-meny-ets-edw-a ana ndi anyani.
lizard SP-past-hit-cause-pass-asp children by baboons
'The lizard was made to hit the children by the baboons.'
MALAYALAM: (Mohanan (1983))
(149) a. Armna kuniye-kkOQ~ annaye ~u!!-icc-u.
mother child-ace with elephant-acc pinch-cause-past
'Mother made the child pinch the elephant'
b. Ammayaal aana ~u~~-ikk-appe~~-u.
mother-inst elephant-nom pinch-cause-pass-past
'TIle elephant was caused to be pinched by the mother.'
c. *Ammayaal . ku~~i annaye. ~u~~·-ikk-appe~~-u.
mother-inst child~om elephant-ace pinch-cause-pass-past
'The child was made to pinch the elephant by the mother.'
In languages with type 2 causatives, the causative structure also
passivizes, but this time it is the thematic lower subject which becomes
the final matrix subject:
CHIMWIINI: (Bantu; fJarantz (1984))
(150) a. Mwa:limu ¢-wa-andik-ish-ize wa:na xati.
teacher SP-OP-write-cause-asp children letter
'TIle teacher DBde the children write a letter.'
b. Wa:na wa-andik-ish-iz-a: xati na mwa:limu.
children SP-write-cause-asp/pass letter by teacher
'The chi Idren were made to wr i te a letter· by ·the teacher.'
c. *xati a-andik-ish-iz-a wa:na na mwa:limu.
letter SP-write-cause-asp/pass children by teacher
'TIle letter was made to be written by the children
by the teacher.'
CIWvlORRO (Austronesian; Gibson (1980))
(151) 8. He na'-tai~i ham i ma'estru ni esti na lebblu.
3sS-cause-read us the teacher .obl this lk book
'The teacher made us read the book.'
b. M:1-na'-fa'gasi si Henry ni kareta nu i famagu'un·e
pass-cause-wash PN Henry obI car obI the children
'Henry was made to wash the car by the children.'
Moreover, a 'Mirror Principle' type prediction again follows: since with
this syntactic structure the verb incorporation must take place before the
matrix verb joins the passive morpheme in INFL~ the OBusative morpheme must
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appear closer to the verb stem than the passive morpheme does. A glance at
the gramma.tical (b) sentences shows that this constraint is obeyed in every
case. Inverting the order of these morphemes and leaving all the rest of
the structure as is leads to ungrammatical forms:
CHICHEWA;
(152) *Ana a-na-meny-edw-ets-a kwa buluzi ndi anyani.
children SP-past-hit-pass-cause-asp to lizard by baboons
'The children were made to be hi t by the lizard
by the baboons. 1
CJ-W'IK)RRO :
( 153) *Na' -rna-fa I gasi si Henry ni kareta nu i famagu' un .
cause-pass-wash PN Henry obI car obI the children
I Henry was made to wash the car by the chi Idren . '
In this way the class of causative-passive interactions stemming from the
D-structure in (145) receives an explanatory treatment in the Incorporation
system.
Next, consider the other possible D-structure that will lead to passive-VI
interactions:
( 154) s
/ \
NP I'
/ \
I VP
/ \
V CP
1/\
ma.ke e IP
/ \
e I'
/ \
I VP
/ / \
-pass v* NP-
,.:
This time, the passive morpheme occurs in the embedded INFL rather than in
the matrix INFL; in other words, a passive structure ~s embedded under the
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causative. We now ask tnlder what conditicns there will be a grammatical
S-structure corresponding to this D-structure.
Einpir ically, thi s structure seems to divide the two causative types.
Having a passive occur inside of a causative is apparently never possible
if the language has I type l' causatives:
CHICHEWA;
(155) a. Mphika u-na-umb-idw-a (ndi kalu!u).
cooking-pot SP-past-mold-pass-asp by hare
'The cooking pot was molded by the hare.'
b. *Anyama.ta. a;'la-umb-idw-its-a mphika (ndi kalulu).
boys SP-past-mold pass-cause~sp waterpot by hare
'The boys made the waterpot be molded by the hare.'
(156) a. Anyamata. a-na-meny-edw-a (ndi anyani).
boys SP-past-hit-pass-asp by baboons
'The boys were hit by the baboons.'
b. *Kalulu a-na-meny-edw-ets-a anyamata. (ndi anyani).
hare SP-past-hit-pass-cause~spboys by baboons
''!he hare ma.de the boys be hi t by the baboons.'
TURKISH: (Aissen (1 CJ(4))
(157) a. *Hasan bavul-u a~-il-dir-d3:.
Hasan suitcase-ace open pass-cause-past
'Hasan had the suitease (be) opened.'
b. *Sa.lon-un duvarlarin i boya-n-d.:tr-acaktim.
salon-gen wall-acc paint-pass-cause-tns/1sS
'I was going to have the drawing room walls painted.'
.
c. *~ktub-u imzala-n-dir-dim.
letter-ace sign-pass-cause-past/1sS
'I got the letter (to be) signed.'
ITALIAN: (from Zubiza~reta (1985:278)~ cf. section 3.3.5)
(158) *Piero face (essere) lett-i quei brani (da Giovanni).
Piero made be read pass those passages by Giovanni
'Piero made those passages be read by Giovanni.'
In contrast, it is possible to have a passive appear ~der an incorporating
causative morpheme in at least some languages, all of which share the
property of having 'type 2' causatives. 44 EXamples are:
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CHAMORRO: (Gibson (1980:115ff))
(159) Si nana ha na'-ma-fa'gasi i kareta ni lalahi.
PN mother 3sS-cause-pass-wash the car obI males
I Mother had the car be washed by the boys.'
(160) a. Para u fan-s-in-aolak i famagu'un gi as tata-n-niha.
irr-3sS-plur-cause~pass-spankthe children obI father-their
'The children are going to be spanked by their father.'
b. Hu na'-fan-s-in-ao!ak i famagu'un gi as tata-n-niha.
1sS:cause-plur-pass-spank the children obI father-their
'I had the children (be) spanked by their father.'
LABRADOR INUTrUT: (Eskimo; Ejni th (1982), cf. 3. 3.3 .2)
(161) a. Annak anguti-mut taku-jau-juk.
woman(abs) man-dat see-pass-3sS
I A woman is seen by the man. r
b. Angutik taku-jau-kqu-ji-vuk arma mik sugusim-mut.
man(abs) see-pass-want-Apass-3sS woman-inst child-dat
'The man wants the woman to be seen by the child.'
JAPANESE:
(162) a. l\1ary wa Throo 0 Ziroo ni home-rare -sase - ta •
Mary-top ~roo-acc Ziro-dat praise-pass-cause -past
'Mary made Taro be praised by Zira.'
(M3.rantz 1985 (83c))
b. ?Boku wa wazato Mlry 0 nagur-are-sa.se-te oita •
I top intentionally Mary~acc hit-pass-cause-ing still
'Intentionally I stood still, letting M3.ry be hit.'
(Aissen 1974, attributed to Kuno)
Eoth types of languages freely allow causatives of intransitive verbs,
including of the tmaccusative class. 'Ihus, if passive is merely a
rule--either in the lexicon or in the syntax--which creates a normal
intransitive verb, it is impossible to capture this contrast between the
two types of languages shown here. '!his systematic contrast, as far as I
!mow unnoticed previously in the IiteratW"e, thus stands in need of an
explanation.
In fact, an explanation can be given in terms of the Incorporation theory
of passives, if two further refining assumptions are rna.de. In section 3.3,
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I developed an account o1~ VI causatives that reduced the difference between
"type 1 causatives and type 2 causatlves to independent case marking
properties of the language. To review those results, recall that the verb
can never incorporate directly into the higher verb because it would not
govern i ts trace, due to the intervention of the S' and S nodes. Thus, the
verb must move internally to the lower clause to reach the COMP position
before it will be able to incorporate. '!his can take place in one of two
ways: either the V moves by itself to COMP via the INFL node, stranding its
direct object; or the VP as a whole moves directly to COMP. The first
option will be taken by a language if and only if it allows an NP--in this
case the stranded object--to be morphologically identified by an abstract
NI (see 4.2.4). If it does not, the VP as a whole must move to CCMP in
order for the thematic lower object to receive case. The first situation
will lead to a type 2 causative cc:nstruction; the second to a type 1
causative. It was also observed, however, that if the embedded verb is
intransitive, no serious case marking problem will arise for either
language, and more 0[" less the same structure will be reached by V-to-COMP
movement and by VP-to-COMP movement: in both cases the embedded SUbject
will be governed and case marked by the complex verb, thereby showing
object proper~ies. Thus, I left open the question of exactly what happens
in the two types of languages when in1:ransi tive verbs are embedded under an
incorporating causative. en the one hand, it is possible that both types
of VI derivations are always allowed in both types of languages in this
case. Ch the other hand it is possible that the type of internal movement
allowed in all cases is determined once and fo~ all by which type is
reqUired for transitive embedded structures to be possible with respect to
Case theor'y. '!hus, on this secood view, if a language must move its VP to
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OOMP in transitive structures, it will move the VP to COMP in intransitive
embedded structures as well; while if V to~ movement is allowed wi th
transitive embedded structures, it will be allowed with intransitives as
well. These two views, are empirically identical on the range of da"ta that
has been analyzed so far. Perraps the first 'view is theoretically the more
minimal one, but suppose that the second is the true one.
This hypothesis can be confirmed by careful consideration of some binding
facts from Malayalam (Dravidian). In chapter 3, we considered the
following binding theory contrast (from M9.rantz (1984)) between Milayalam
and Chimwiini (B9.ntu):
(163) CHIMWIINI:
a. Mi ni-m-big-ish-iz-e mwa:na ru:hu-y-e/a.
I SP-oP-hit-cause-asp child him/myself
'I made the child hit himself. I
*' I made the child hit me.'
MALAYALAM:
b. Amma kuniye-kkof}1;@ aanaye swantam winil
mother-nom child-ace with elephant-ace self's house
weco@ null-ice-u.M ••
at pinch-cause-past
*' MJther rna.de the child pinch the elephant at his house.'
'MOther made the child pinch the elephant at her house.'
In both languages, the underlined anaphor must take a structural subject as
an antecedent. In Chimwiini, when that anaphor appears in the embedded VP,
it obligatorily takes the embedded SUbject as an antecedent, even though
this NP seems to be a direct object on the surface (163a). In fYB layalam ,
on the other hand, when the anaphor appears in the embedded VP, it can have
the matrix subject as an antecedent, but not the embedded subject (163b),
in direct contrast with Chimwiini. This contrast was attributed to the
independent difference "that Chimwiini has type 2 causatives in which the
verb moves to COMP alone, whereas M:ilayalarn has type 1 causatives in which
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the entire VP moves to CCMP. Thus in Chimwiini causatives, the VP internal
anaphor is still part of the lower clause and hence is still in the domain
of the embedded subject at S-structure. Therefore, this sUbject may be the
antecedent of the reflexive; it also blocks the higher matrix subject from
being such an antecedent. In Malayalam , however, the VP internal anaphor
is moved into COMP along with the rest of the VP. In this configuration,
the causee will no longer c-command this anaphor, and hence cannot be its
antecedent; meanwhile the matrix subject is now its closest c-cornmanding
subject and so may be its antecedent. In this way, the cootrast is
accounted for. Now, however, consider the rvalayalam binding facts when the
lower verb is an intransitive one (r.bhanan (1983:61)):
(164) a. KU~i sWBAWJn wii~il wecc@ karaim-u.
chIld-nom self's house-Ioc at cry-past
'The child cried at the child's house.'
b. Acchan ku~~iye s~~ wii~~il wecC@ karay-icc-u.
father-nom child-ace self's house-lac at cry-cause-past
I Father made the child cry at -father's house. 1
*'Father made the child cry at the child's house.'
(164b) shows that even when the lower verb is intransitive, an anaphor
which is thematically part of the embedded clause can take the matrix
subject but not the embedded subject as its antecedent. Following the
analysis of (163b), this implies tha.t the anaphor is moved into the
embedded COMP position as a part and hence out of the binding domain of the
embedded subject causee. Furthermore, this movement mus't not be merely
optional but obligatory, since otherwise it could remain in the embedded
clause and take the causee as its antecedent, parallel to the grannnatiC'41
(164a). However, in this locative PP moves to CClJIP, it shows that the
whole VP must be moving to COMP if the derivation of the morphological
causative of the intransi tive verb. Apparently, this is true in spi te of
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the fact th3t CR.se theory does not force the entire VP to move irl this
case. 'Ihus, we conclude that the 'once a VP-to-CCMP language, always a
VP-to-COMP language' theory must be correct after all.
With this in mind, return to the issue of passives embedded under
causatives wi th the D-structure in (154). Ihe passive marpheme must be
affixed to the verb by S-structure, or its morphological subcategorization
requirement will be violated. In a V-to-COMP language, this constraint
presents no problem: the lower V must move to COMP via the embedded INFL
node in any case, and it simply picks up the passive morpheme in the first
step of this journey. 'Ihus, in this type of language (154) has a valid
S-structure as in (165):
( 165) s
/ \
NP II
/ \
I VP
/ \
V CP/\ I"V V tik IP
/ \ I / \
vrr I make N~=- I I
l passk U / \
t-k VP
1 / \
t· t-
l J
Here the lO\Ver verb moves to the embedded INFL joining wi th '-pass , then
to the embedded COMP, and finally to the matrix verb. ~anwhile, the
thematic object ~ undergoes NP movement to the embedded subject position,
where it will be able to receive the accusative case which the verb complex
assigns by virtue of dominating the case assigner '-make'. All conditions
are satisfied, and the causative of a passive is grammatical in this type
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of language with a type 2 causative. Thus, the grammaticality of
(159)-(162) is explained.
This possibility for picking up the passive morpheme is not open to a
VP-to-COMP type language, however, given that the entire VP is required to
move as a unit. In fact, there is no way to jointly ag,tisfy this
requirement and the requirement that the verb combine with the passive
morpheme. If the VP moves straight to CClMP directly as usual, -pass is
stranded and the sentence will be ruled out by the Stray Affix Filter of
section 3.2. If the verb incorporates into the INFL and then the VP moves,
the verb itself is stranded:
( 166) *s
/ \
NP I'
/ \
I VP
/ \
V CP/ . / \
make VPi IP
/ \ ; \
t- NP- e If
0/\
I t-
/ \ l
vrr -pass
J
This structure is bad for several reasons. V* no longer governs its trace,
which will presumably violate the ECP. MJreover, V* ha.s not nade it to
COMP in the derivation; hence it will not be able to move to the matrix
verb without violating the ECP, and the matrix verb will violate the Stray
Affix Filter at S-structure. '!he only other possibility would be to move
the V into the embedded INFL to pick up the passive morpheme, and then move
the entire I' projection to aJ.1P. I assume, however that this type of
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movement of an X' level projection is impossible, because there is no
landing site for it: following Chomsky (1985), an XP can fill the specifier
of COMP position and an X can fill the head of COMP position, but there 1s
no X' posi tion in CCMP for an I' to move to. Nor could there be, given X'
th~9['Y as outlined in section 1.3.2. Thus, I' is ruled out as a violation
of structure preservation. Thus, there is no grammatical S-structure
corresponding to the D-structure in (154), and we have explained the
impossibility of embedding a passive under a morphological causative in a
language with type 1 causatives, thereby accounting for the
ungramrnaticality of (155)-(158).45 'Ihus, this preViously unnoticed
difference between the' two causative types with respect to their
interactions with passive receives an explanatory aCColU1-t in this system.
Finally, we derive one more Mirror Principle prediction about the order of
morphemes in these cases. A look at the structure in (165) makes it clear
that the lower verb root must incorporate into the INFL thereby joining
with the passive morpheme before it can incorporate into the matrix verb.
Hence, the passive morpheme must be closer to the causative morpheme in
this syntactic structure. Thus, ~ explain why in Chamorro the morpheme
order is as in (167a) (=(159)) and not as in (167b),
(167) a. Si nana ha na'-ma-fa'gasi i kareta ni lalahi.
PN mother 3sS-cause-pass-wash the car obI males
'Mother had the car be washed by the boys.'
b. *Si nana ha ma-na I -fa rgasi i kareta. ni lalahi.
PN mother 3sS-pass-cause-wash the car obI males
':Mother had the car be washed by the boys.'
(167b) can be compared with the grammatical (151b), in which the
morphological structure of the verb is the same, but both the underlying
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and surface syntactic structures are crucially very different.
In ccnclusion, I have shown in this section that the 'Incorporation
analysis' of passives laid out in the introduction to this chapter provides
the basis for an adequate account of the interaction between passives and
other GF-changing processes. In fact, this account is substantially more
adequate than any found in the literature heretofore, in that i t explains
gaps in the set of a priori possible interactions; notably the fact that
passive can never precede applicative and it can only precede causative in
a certain type of language. In an alternative framework in which
GF-changing processes are accounted for with explicit rules which are in
the unmarked case freely ordered with respect to one another, these gaps
are quite mysterious. Finally, the simultaneous effects an morphology and
syntax induced by a single X-a movement have been shown to explain a wide
variety of correlations between morphological structure and syntactic
configurations of the type discussed in terms of the Mirror Principle of
&lker (1985). 'Ihus the goal of having the content of this principle follow
from the ftmdamental nature of the GF changing processes themselves has
been achieved in this domain.
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CHAPI'ER FIVE: FOOTNarES
1. This implication holds of a certain class of passives; roughly those
which are syntactic in the sense of Wasow (1977) • Adjectival Passives may
be--and presumably are--derived in the lexicon (see Levin and Rappaport
(1985) ) •
2. Presumably there are other elements under the INFL node besides the
passive morpheme and (at S-structure) the main verb, including agreement,
tense, and (for Ehglish) modals (cf. Chomsky (1981». 'Illis is indicated
in a cursory way in (7), and for "the most part it will be ignored in the
structures that follow.
3. I would like to give special acknowledgement to K. Jomson and I.
Roberts for their input into and influences on my views on the passive.
The core idea of the analysis defended here was developed by the three of
us together (Eaker, Johnson and Roberts (1984)), and for the most part I
will not further aclmowledge this work. Johnson and Rober'ts are not to be
held responsible for various of the implementations of the leading idea in
terms of Incorporation, however.
4. Or, for Williams and M3.rantz at least, the verb' 5 usual eXT.ernal theta.
role may be assigned to an oblique ~-phrase. For my analysis of the
~-phrase, see section 5.1. 4.
5. It may be objected that this is still odd, since it involves specifying
both that the passive morpheme is nominal (hence presumably of category
type 'N') and of category type 'INFL'. In fact, this is rather odd, but it
seems to be a peculiar property of INFL nodes in general to allow such a
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situation. Hance, Chomsky (1981) claims that INFL quite generally contains
both a nominal part and a verbal part (AGR and TENSE respectively). see
also the Romance literature on 'pro-drop' and subject clitics refe~red to
briefly above.
6. In Chamorro, infixes metathesize and prefix to the verb rather than
infixing inside the first onset of the verb when that onset is a nasal or a
liquid. 'lhis accounts for the morphological fcJrm of the verb in (12).
7. Furthermore, on the basis of this accotnlt, it would be predicted that in
no language will the choice between different passive morphemes be based on
the inherent features of the internal argument of the verb, even though
such a situation could be described just as simply as the attested Chamorro
one is. This prediction will be hard or impossible to check however, since
the internal argument will (often) b= the surface subject, and agreement
with the surface subject is extremely common. M:>reover, the subject
agreement and the passive presumably reside together under the INFL node,
and hence are natural candidates for suppletive combination or
representation a's 'portmanteau' forms.
8. In both Ehglish and Italian, these passive sentences are best when they
appear wi th a modal or a gener ic time reference. Presumably, this
facili tates a natural interpretation of the anaphor, which is necessarily
dependent on an 'unspecified' item for its reference.
9. For completeness, I will cite examples of other implicit argument
effects which show that the agent in a passive must be present in some
sense. 'lhe null pronominal anaphor PRO can pick up its reference from the
implici t agent under certain circumstances . This happens freely with
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adj\IDct clauses (Manzini):
ENGLISH:
(i) The bureaucrat was bribed [PRO to gain special privileges].
compare: *Bureaucrats bribe easily [PRO to gain special privileges].
Sometimes it is also possible to control into an argument clause (pointed
out to me by N. lliomsky):
ENGLISH
(ii) a. We all decided [PRO to leave].
b. It was decided (tmanimously) [AtO to leave].
ITALIAN: "
(iii) a. Estate stabilito [che dov:'evimo lavorare di piU].
'It has been established that we must work more.'
, ' ,
b. ?E state stabili to [di PRO lavorace di piU].
, It has been established to work more.'
NORTH RUSSIAN:
(iv) r~e dumano PG.f:{)! [PRO pit' moloka].
not thought-neut/sg drink milk
'It was not thought to drink any milk. '
Finally, the implicit argument can sometimes be the 'subject' (in ·the
Predication theory sense) of a secondary predication:
ENGLISH:
( v) a. 'Ihis song must not be sung drunk.
b. Such petitions should be presenued kneeling.
ITALIAN:
(vi) ?Certe pe-cizioni a1 re devono essere presentate inginoccha'ti.
I Certain petitions to the king should be presented kneeling.'
NORTH RUSSIAN:
(vii) U Surki bylo voera prijdeno namazanos , .
by Surka aux-n/sg there arrived/pass-n/sg slicked-up-n/sg
'There was arrived all slicked up by Surka.'
(='Surka arrived all slicked up.')
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TIlus Control theory, and (perhaps) Predication theory as well as Binding
theory imply tha't the agent in a passive is not merely 'understood' in the
same vague sense but rather is syntactically present to a degree that the
Incorporation analysis can make understandable. For detailed discussion of
these phenomena, see the references cited in the text above, in particular
Roberts (to appear).
10. TIle control and predication implicit argument effects likewise
disappear in these structures.
11. Timberlake (1976) crucially distinguishes North Russian passives from
Standard Russian passives in several ways, one of which is that the
Northern dialect shows implicit argtment effects-while the Standard
language does not. TIlis may mean that Standard Russian lacks a verbal
passive entirely, and the constructions that Timberlake illustrates are in
fact all adjectival passives. This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact
that the Standard Russian passives are only possible if the derived SUbject
is directly affected by the action of the verb. This 'Affectedness
Constraint' is not seen in true verbal passives in languages like Ehglish
and Italian, but it does appear in various similar constructions which are
arguably derived in the lexicon (see Jaeggli (1984), Rizzi (1985)).
12. Throughout this review of Per Imutter and Postal's resul ts I "take
several liberties in the way I present their a~alyses. In particular, I
recast several of their relational grammar notions into GB terms (following
Burzio (1981)) in the interests of uniformity of presentation. '!he biggest
difference is that they take grammatical functions to be pr imitive notions,
whereas in GB they are configurationally defined wi~h respect to a VP
node. As a reflection of this the first theory talks of changing, the GF of
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an NP in irreducible terms, whereas in the second this can corne to moving
"the NP in question from one position to another.
13. As is well-lmo\tll, there insertion structures with unaccusative verbs in
Ehglish are not as free as are, for example il insertion structures with
the corresponding verb class in French. This issue too remains lIDclear.
14. In section 4.2.4, I took sentences like (410) to be tn1.gramrnatical,
explaining this in terms of the inab'ility of NPs which Reanalyze with the
verb to move to the subject position, out of the government domain of the
verb which they reanalyze wi th. In fact, however, this seems to be a
relatively mild prohibition when the verb is a canonical dative shifter and
the goal object is 'light' (a pronoun or simple proper name). Oertainly
the sen~nces in (42) are much worse than would be expected given this
constraint alone.
15. The structure in (55) as given is also ruled out (redundantly) by the
other half of the Theta Criterion as the Projection ~inciple: give
obligatorily subcategorizes for two internal arguments, but it has only ooe
categorially represented.
16. For consideration of some of the proposals in the Ii terat:u.re, see
section 5.1.3.2.
17. Perlmutter and Postal (1984) claim that situation (ii) does in fact
arise in the Philippine languages, where it seems that a variety of
thematically different nominals C3Jl be advanced directly to subject, each
with its own characteristic morphology. If this is the correct analysis of
these constructions, the 1AEX is indeed obeyed. However ~ these cases are
very hard to interpret. Cf. footnote 21, chapter 4. As far as I know, no
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putative case of situation (i) has been put forth in the literature.
18. Not counting the appearance of passive morphology and the observed
, 1AEX. effects', which are natural consequences of both theor ies, P&P give
only two arguments for this particular aspect of their analysis: the
existance of reflexive impersonal passives in languages like German, and
the consonant mutations on certain direct objects in Welsh. Neither of
these arguments is particularly s1rong, and both constructicns are
certainly open to reinterpretation.
19. Fabb (1984) gives a very different account of the impossibili ty of the
forms .in (61) in terms of his notion of verhal Case.
20. 'Ihis der i vation involves forming chains (in the sense of Chomsky (1981)
which 'overlap' in the subject position; both -pass and bridge occupy this
position at different points in the derivation. For this to be allowed, a
minor reformulation of the chain theory and the '!heta Criterion of Chomsky
(1981) is necessary, to the effect that chains can (in some cases) contain
more th9n one theta position, and their theta role is determined solely by
the 'tail' ( D-structure position) of the chain. This suggestion is due to
Chomsky (MIT class lectures, 1984 J see also fur zio (to appear)). 'Ihe
extension seems to be necessary only in the subject position.
21. More properly, it is a part of INFL, which also includes tense and
agreement elements.
22. Here I abstract away fram the question of whether the passive morpheme
is an NP or an N which (like a pronoun) heads an NP with no other
material. Perhaps the second choice is more natural in this system.
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23. See Rizzi (1976), Burzio (1981), Belletti (1982), MBnzini (1983),
Everett (1985), etc.
24. In the case of raising, the data is variable and the level of
acceptability seems to depend on the particular raising verb involved.
Different researchers idealize the data in different ways.
25. Here I must reject the analysis of si in Eelletti (1982), even though
it is generally very compatible with my views, and in particular argues
strongly for identifying si constructions with passives. P.elletti base
generates si in the INFL node and allows i t to pick up an internal theta
role via a type of chain formation. As well as being inconsistent with the
UTAH, this would eliminate the possibility of distinguishing si from the
copular passive, given my arguments that this (too) is an argtnnent in
INFL.
26. Jaeggli (1984) reaches the same conclusion in this regard r Probably it
is no accident that in Italian it is the INFL passive morpheme that
transmits i ts theta role and the nominal (and thus more obviously
argumental) one which necessar ily keeps the theta role to itself. HJwever,
this does not seem to be a rigid correlation: the Lithuanian passive is
parallel to Italian si but allows a ~-phrase, for example.
27. Nor will this problem be solved if and when the verb incorporates into
INFL, giyen constraint (209) of chapter 4.
28. In fact, this idea has a continuous history in the Ii terature;
essentially the same thing appears in O1omsky (1981), now called 'Rule R' .
29. Here many interesting questions about the precise nature of
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transitivity are ignored. For example, passives are generally possible
both in Ehglish and in O1icheva when the verb takes a sentential direct
object. ~reover, languages like French and Italian have generally the
same type of passive as Ehglish anq Chichewa do, but if there is a certain
type of PP in the VP an 'impersonal' passive becomes possible. 'rhus in
these languages the parallel to (87b) and perhaps the parallel to (S5b) are
grarmnatical, whereas the sentences like (84b) , (86b) are impossible.
Interestingly, the situations that seem to be possible in Romance
correspond rather directly to those which can form pseudopassives in
Ehglish and which form applied verbs in Olichewa.. 'Ibis is left as a topic
for further research.
30. Pelletti (1982) argues on the basis of the ungrammaticali ty of certain
complex infinitival constructions that when Italian si does not receive
accusative case, it must receive nominative case (which is unavailable in
these infinitivals. If this analysis is correct, it suggests that the
Italian si in fact carmot be m-identified solely by appearing in INFL. In
this respect, it would be like the Ehglish--and the other ltalian--passive
morpheme. I leave this question open.
31. It is possible that there may be more language partic·ular restrictions
of this general freedom, however. Thus, if Ostler (1979) is right that
Sanskrit does not obey the 1AEX, it seems that the Smskri t passive
morphemes prefer to receive accusative case rather than nominative,
yielding paradigms similar to those in German where the thematic object in
a passive carmot be accusative. en the other hand, if ute (Givan (1982))
does not obey the 1AEX, its passive seems to prefer nominative case, such
that thematic objects show up with objective case markings obligatorily.
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MOre data and research is needed on these questions.
32. Al though I do not accept this analysis for the language Saddy was
actually studying (Ehglish), for reasons discussed in section 5.4.1.
33. In fact, a nominative object is possible in Icelandic, Italian, and
other languages any time an inherent case NP which does not need nominative
appears in the subject position (see 'Ihrainsson (1979), :Eelletti and Rizzi
(1985»). This confirms the hypothesis that V-INFL incorporation is more
general than the passive construction per se, although it is often not
obvious when the verb and the INFL are adjacent anyway.
34. 'Iravis (1984) begins to address some of these issues.
35. Q1 the grammatic;ality of (1100), see section 5.4.1.
36. This is a move toward the position of Kayne (1983), in which the ECP is
entirely reduced to a constraint on antecedent-traee relationships.
37. In particular, our decivation of the Head M:>vement Constraint given in
1.4.3 is still valid. 'Ihe only new positions that will govern the head
position of a phrase are all XP level positions by X' theory, and these are
not valid landing sites for X-a movement, by structure preservation. Nor
can the X-a adjoin to the head of one of these XPs, because the complex
category so formed will not c-command the X-a's trace and ECP will be
violated.
38. This theory can be immediately extended to the NP movement that takes
place in unaccusative verbs as well. Certain correct results follow, such
as the fact that (ic) is ruled out in the same way that (12Oc) is:
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(i) a. It seems [that there have arrived three men].
b. rrhree men seem [t to ha.ve arrived t].
c. **'Ihree men seem [there to have art"' i ved t].
39. FUrthermore, the constraint against incorporating two Ns into a single
V is not violated here, just as it is not violated in causative
constructions. In the latter case two Nscan be identified, one for each V
root. In the former case, one can be m-identified by the V and the other
by the INFL.
40. The Iroquoian languages simply lack the passive construction
altogether. Southern Tiwa has a passive, and Allen et. ale (1984) imply
that the object NP cannot incorporate prior to passivization, but too
little data. is given about the passive to narrow in on its properties. As
for passive-antipassive interactions, they may be blocked because both
morphemes will often compete for the accusative case of the verb.
41. This covers a gap in the account of passive-applicative interactions in
Eaker (1985).' In that work, the paradigms in (140), (141) were correctl'y
captured but there was no deep accomt of the impossibi lity of (142a) ,
(143a), (1448).
42. In fact there are more than two. Kinyarwanda causat.ive constructions
,are an easy extension of the analysis that I express here, and I will ami t
discussion of them.
43. The derivation based on case theory of the fact that VP must move to
COMP in one type of language and V may move by itself in the other still
follows in the case of a passive matri~ clause, but I omit the reasoning.
44. Not all languages which have type 2 causative constructions allow the
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morphological causative of an passive to be formed; Swahili for example
does not according to Vi tale (1981). ntis is easily attributed to
idiosyncratic morphological gaps.
45. In fact, there is one other possible way which a D-structure such as
that in (154) could surface in a VP-to-CCMP language--if the passive
morpheme satisfies its need to affix to a verb not by receiving the lower
verb, but by ~corpo['ating into the higher causative verb. 'fuus, it would
be effectively absorbed into the causative. ntis may be the source of the
famous 'Faire Par' construction in Romance as discussed in Kayne (1975)
(see also Blrzio (1981), Zubizarreta (1985)). Kayne shows that this
construction differs from the ordinary causative that we have been focusing
on in a number of ways that testify to its passive nature. Furthermore,
such a construction in which the tcausee' appears either in a passivelike
.Qy-phrase or not at all (as an implicit argument), is by no means rare in
languages with type 1 causatives; Chiche\rrc3. is one non-Romance example. 'Ihe
fact that there seems never to be any overt sign of this passive morheme
even in the causative affix itself is a potential problem for this line of
inquiry, but it seems well worth exploring.
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ClJapter 6
INCOOroRATIC»I IMPLICATIONS
The preceding chapters have been filled with many detailed analyses of
par~icular constructions in particular languages; this last chapter will
highlight the main unifying themes of basic importance, drawing together
the threads of the tapestry. The central notion has been that of
Incorporation--the syntactic movement of a word level category from its
base position to combine with another word level ca:tegory. The nature and
existence of this process has implica~ians for three interlocked areas of
fundamental interest: the nature of D-structure and its relationship to
S-str'ucture; the relationship between morphology and syntax.: at1d the nature
and properties of the so-called Grammatical Function changing processes.
These will be discussed in turn.
6.1 On D-structure
One theme of this work is that D-structure is a valid and necessary level
of syntactic description in its own right, distinct from S-structure and
LF. with its own characteristic properties. The characteristic properties
of D-structure which define it are two: phrase markers obey a pure form of
X' theory, and thematic relationships between linguistic entities are
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represented directly, in X' theory terms. This takes an par-ticularly
strang form in the Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (1 ·4.1 (47)),
which states that similar thematic relationships are represented by similar
structural relationships across sentence types at D-structure.
Throughout this work, we have seen much empirical support for this
perspective . ·Pr imary evidence has come from Incorporation structures. The
UTAH implies that such structures cannot be base generated at D-structure;
rather any item which gives or receives a productively characterizable
thematic role must be a separate constituent at that level in order to
represent that thematic relationship in X' theory terms. Then, when the
relevant items come together in the syntax, their movements must leave
traces and preserve categorial structure by the Projection Principle. The
result is that Noun Incorporations ,morphological causatives, applicatives
and passives do not have the same S-structure and LF phrase markers as
superficially similar examples which are morphologically simple from the
point of view of syntax. en the surface, this is masked for many ~spects
of government and Case theory because of the Government Transparency
Corollary, which states that phrase structure headed by the trace of an
incorporated head will be invisible with respect to government. If one
looks beyond this, however one finds rich and pervasive support for the
prediction. Thus, Noun Incorporations, causatives, and applicati ves behave
differently from normal transitive sentences with respect to Binding theory
(section 3.3.3.2,3.3.3.3), Bounding theory (3.4), wh-movement (4.3.3), and
the way that they interact wi th (other) GF-changing processes (3.5, 4.4,
5.4). These differences are not random and idiosyncratic,but rather can be
explained in terms of the complex structure implied by the UTAH. In this
way, the notion of a conceptually pure and independent level of D-structure
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is vindicated.
Incorporation phenomena also support the UTAH in other areas. Thus, the
UTAH implies the Unaccusative Hypothesis (Perlmutter (1978» about the
underlying structure of intransitive verbs, which in turn enables the range
of possible Noun Incorporations in languages like Mohawk and Southern Tiwa
to be explained (2.1). The UTAH similarly points toward Kayne's (1983)
hypothesis that there are empty prepositions which govern the
goal/beneficiary NP in dative shift constructions in English; a hypothesis
which (extended to other languages) is also supported by the Incorporation
data, most directly by the fact that the heads of such NPs can never
undergo Noun Incorporation (4.4.2) and ca.ru:0t wh-move freely (4.3). en the
other hand, Kayne's (1983) hypothesis that the two postverbal arglJIDents
form a small clausal structure in dative shift sentences but not in their
thematic paraphrases without dative shift is inconsistent with the UTAH.
This hypothesis has been empirically refuted, in that it fails to accotmt
for the wh-movement facts of such structures in the proper way, and i t
carmot capture the difference between benefactive and instrumental
applicatives in this regard (4.3). Thus, the notioo of a conceptually pure
and independent level of D-structure is vindicated again.
Finally, we have seen that 'Mirror Principle' effects in which the
morphological structure of a word and the syntactic structure of an entire
sentence are crucially interrelated (Cf9 Baker (1985)) are explained by
the Incorporation analysis in a fundamental way (see 3.5,4.4,5.4). These
effects follow from the fact that the morphological structure and the trace
indexing are built up simultaneously as S-structure is derived from
D-struc~ure by multiple applications of the transformation 'Move Alpha' .
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If there were no D-structure, however, this natural account would be lost.
'I\.1cning to the implications of this analysis, I note that the status of
D-structure--or any sort of 'underlying stucture'-- as an indepe~dent
syntactic level of linguistic description has been attacked from many
perspectives. Notably, yexical-Functional Grammar (Bresnan (1982b))
dispenses with such a level entirely (see also Generalized Phrase Structure
Grammar). This framework and others like it will be hard pressed to
replicate or supercede the explanatory results of this work in terms of
lexical rules, lingUistic metarules, or the like, without losing the
essence of the claim that there are no transformations that map syntactic
structures cnto other syntac"tic structure. In a similar vein but
conceptually closer at hand, GB theorists have in recent years explored the
possibility of dispensing with the notion of D-structure as a level
fundamenta.lly different from S-structure. This is done by recapturing the
thematic information more traditionally represented at D-structure by
, Chain formation' algor i thIns defined 00 S-structure (cf. Chomsky (1981),
Rizzi (1983), Sportiche (1983), Brody (to appear)). In order to capture
the facts presented in this work--in partiCUlar the Mirror Principle
facts--these algorithms would have to be complicated enormously, thereby
loosing much of their appeal. Thus, the existence and importance of
D-structure as a level of linguistic representation is reestablished by the
theory of Incorporation.1
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6.2 On the Interaction of Morphology and §Yntax
Another theme of this work has to do with the rela~ianship of morphology
to syntax. I have argued that the rules and principles of Morphology are
not a subpart of any particular level of the grammar, such as the lexicon
or the level of Phonological Form (PF). Instead, they constitute their own
semi-independent component of the grammar, and as such, they can
potentially constrain representations at any or all levels of description.
In this way, 'l\brphologytheory' is on. a par with X' theory, case theory or
Government theory. The dcmain of Morphology theory is the structure of X-a
level categories, just as the domain of X' theory is the structure of XI
and xp. level ca:tegories. As such, Morphology theory determines whether a
given combination of morphemes is well-formed or not, and if it is, what
its phonological shape will be. It does this the same way regardless of
whether the morphemes in question come together in the lexicon as part of
's~~dard' word formation or in the syntax as a result of Incorporation.
Furthermore, Morphology theory constrains the operation of t Move Alpha', so
as to block syntactic Incorporation in some cases and force it in others
(see 1.4.5, 2.2).
In consonance with this view, we have seen many proofs that Morphology is
independent of the syntactic level. The Ehglish passive provides a
convenient example:
(1) a. The vase was kept in the top drawer to insure i ts safety.
b. The vase was broken to anger the aucticn-goers.
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c. The vase was smashed to anger the auction-goers.
(2) a. The vase remained kept in the top drawer for many years.
b. The vase seems broken/remains unbroken.
c. The vase seems smashed/remains tmsmashed.
In (1), we have a collection of verbal passives, as shown by the purposive
clauses; in (2) we have adjectival passives, as shown by the fact that they
are embedded under verbs which subcategorize foI" APs. Nevertheless, the
morphology and the phonology is exactly the same in both cases. Suppletive
«a) sentences), irregular «b)), and regular «c)) morphology can
correspond freely to either type of passive, with no effect on its
syntactic behavior. More generally, cross-linguistically we find t~at a
morpheme which normally attaches in the syntax in a given language also
appears an forms which can only be accounted for leXically due to
idiosyncracies; yet the morpheme has the same morphophonological properties
in both cases (e.g. the applied affix in Chichewa: section 1.4.5, 4.2.2).
en the other hand, we also find that there will be two (or more)
morphological devices to express (say) morphological causatives in a
language, one of which is morphologically productive and phonologically
regular, the other unproductive, exceptional, perhaps even' suppletive;
nevertheless the two causatives have the same syntax (e.g. applied affixes
in Tuscarora, section 4.2.5.2). This establishes that Morphology must be a
system of principles which is independent of the syntactically defined
levels of S-structure, D-structure, and the (syntactic) lexicon. This view
is necessary for theory-internal reasons if the notion of Incorporation as
X-a movement is to be maintainable. However, we also see that this view
captures without loss of generalization an empirically true fac"t about
morphology: namely that the same morphological process can express things,
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with very different syntactic properties.
The other basic notion that has been supported is the idea (due to Lieber
(1980)) that affixes are just like words except that they must attach to a
word. Thus, whether an item is an affix or not is a lexically marked
stipulation which is relevant to MOrphology Theory, but otherwise is
largely independent of the item's other properties. In particular, at the
level of D-structure affixes need not be attached to roots and they appear
in the same range of configurations that nonaffix X-a level categories do;
they assign theta roles, head phrases which receive theta roles, and so
on . The only difference is -chat an affix must move to a ttach to an X-a of
the specified type by S-structure, or it will be ungrammatical (the Stray
Affix Filter (2.2)). Hence antipassive morphemes are Noun affixes (2.4),
causative morphemes are Verb affixes (3.2), and applicative morphemes are
Preposition affixes (4.1). Thus, the picture of how morphology and syntax
are interrelated begins to crystalize; in particular, the way that
Morphology theory prOVides an independent source of constraints an
syntactic structures (cf. Marantz (1984)).
This overall view of the interaction between morphology and syntax is
tmlike several views put forth in the Iiterature. For example , it is
inconsistent wi th the model of Lexical Phonology and Morphology (LPM)
(e.g. Mohanan (1982), Kiparsky (1982, 1983») if the word lexical in its
name is interpreted as meaning that it· is actually located in the lexiccn:
i.e. in the (possibly structured) list of properties of syntactic atoms.
In practice, however, the empirical content of LPM could quite simply be
translated as a specific outworking of independent 'Morphology Theory'
subcomponent which I have defined. Toe characteristic constructs of LPM,
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such as the notion of word formation strata to which certain principles of
phonological rule application are sensitive, could be maintained in a
pecfectly consistent manner in this new setting. Less translatable perhaps
is any view which strongly distinguishes derivational morphology from
inflectional morphology in the way which they interact wi th the syntax.
There are two basic versions of this. (he is a traditional view that words
are inserted into D-structure with their derivational morphology complete
and their inflectional morphology is added latter. The other is the view
of Anderson (1982) who claims that words are inserted with their
derivational morphology at S-structure and inflectional morphology is added
in PF. Nei ther of these views is easy to maintain in the light of the
Incorporation data (e.g. (1) and (2) above; see also .Marantz (1985), Baker
(to appear)). The one theory developed in the literature which is
consistent wi~h the conditions an the interaction between morphological
form and syntactic derivation is that of M3.rantz (1984,1985).
In conclusion, it should be pointed out that this theory of morphology
and syntax is in a sense both weaker and stronger than these other views.
It is weak in that the syntax cannot be exclusively linked to anyone
particular type of morphology, nor can different 'strata' or types of
morphology be so linked to particular levels. Given examples like the
English passives above, this weakness seems to be empirically correct.
There is another sense, however, in which this theory is much stronger than
previous ones, in that it can explain why certain morphological structures
are associated with certain syntactic structures: both are buil t
simultaneously by Incorporation. At the general level, we account for why
GF-changing processes are associated with morphology; at the specific
level, we accomt for why the Mirror Principle is true in this way a Levels
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of morphology in no way correspond to levels of syntax, but derived
morphological structures are related to derived syntactic structures in a
fundamental way. 2
6.3 On Changing Grammatical Functions
The third and most central theme of this work is that there are no
explicit rules which change Grammatical Functions in specified ways.
Rather, apparent GF changes are the resul t of 'Move Alpha I applying freely
in the syntax subject to general conditions of the theory. In particular,
most GF changing phenomena are the result of moving an X-a category out of
the phrase which it heads and adjoining it to an X-a that governs i t--
, Incorporation'. The fact that I Move Alpha I can bring about this type of
X-a movement and only this type follows from an independent principle, the
ECP (1.4.3). The fact that this type o.f movement causes apparent changes
of GFs--in particular from the point of view of Government theory and Case
theory (cf. 1.3.3) --follows from the Government Transparency Corollary
(1.4.4), an extremely felicitous side-effect of the definitions of
flU1damen-ta.l notions such as government and the nature of complex X-a s.
Finally, a residue of GF changes is attributed to the NP-movement subcase
of 'Move Alpha'. This can only move an NP into the subject posi tion, and
that only under certain condi tions derived from t:he Theta Criterion and the
Projection Principle (cf. Chomsky (1981)). This too is related to
Incorporation, because the verb must incorporate into INFL before NP
movement to the subject position will be legitimate (section 5.3). In this
way, all the GF changing that is allowed crosslinguistically is reduced to
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the free application of X-a movement, without need of recourse to specific
GF changing rules. This theme has been stressed throughout the
presentatioo; in this last section I will show in a more general way how
the Incorporation theory solves the basic explanatory problems associated
with GF changing processes as sketched in section 1.1 .
The first basic question about GF changing processes was why is only a
peculiar subset of the imaginable GF permutations allowed by Universal
Grammar. Why do passive, applicative, and possessor raising occur, but not
their exact inverses ,for example? An answer can now be given: a GF
permutation is allowed cnly if it is the automatic side-effect (via the
GTe) of a possible Incorporation. The class of possible Incorporations in
turn is determined by the ECP plus general properties of XI-theory and
camplementa~ion which determine which categories can govern which. Thus,
V-to-V incorporation exists and underlies causatives and related
constructions (chapter 3); P-to-V incorporation exists and gives rise to
applicatives (chapter 4); N-to-V incorporation exists yielding Noun
Incorporation, Antipassive, and Possessor Raising (chapter 2, 4.2.4). These
las~ three differ not in their syntax but in their characteristic
morphological realizations (cf. 6.2). V-to-INFL and N-to-INFL both exist
as well: the former is involved in all passives as well as in V-fronting
processes of various kinds; the latter in passives in some languages
(5 .. 1 .3) . Other imaginable GF changes simply cannot be made to fi t into
this sort of schema, thereby accounting for why they do not exist. Thus
X-a movement can be taken to be completely free across categories based an
its inherent properties.3 When and where it actually occurs is then
determined by general considerations of Government theory (which in turn
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depends on X' theory and Theta theory) and Case theory. These limitations
translate into limitations on the range of GF changing phenomena, in what
(with the addition of NP movement to subject) seems to be the right way 9
Thus, we con'verge on the correct set of GF changing processes in an
explanatory way.4
The second question about the nature of GF changing is why are GF
changing phenomena characteristically associated with morphology in the
deep way expressed by the Mirror Principle? The answer is that GF changing
is a side effect of X-a movement. X-a movement necessarily does two things
at the same time: it builds a complex structure dominated by a zero level
category, and, because i t leaves a trace, i t creates a coindexing between
two nodes of the structure which were not coindexed before. The first of
these effects is the morphological affixation; the second is the syntactic
change of GFs given the GTC. '!hus, morphology and syntax are inherently
linked by the nature of the phenomena itself.
The third question about GF changing processes is why, how, and to· what
extent they vary from language to language. I have emphasized that if
there are no GF changing rules per se, there are no rules which can vary
from language to language. Rather, there are precisely two ways which
languages can vary consistent with the hypothesis of intrinsically free X-o
movement. '!he first is that languages can vary in the lexical i terns they
contain. '!hus, Chamorro (Austronesian) has an antipassive while Chimwiini
(Bantu) does not, even though they are otherwise typologically similar in
relevant respects. '!he reason is simply that Chamorro happens to have a
lexical item which is of category N, which morphologically subcategorizes
for a verb (stem), and which has the meaning of a 'semidefinite' pronolB1;
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Chimwiini happens to have no i terns with this collecticn of features (cf.
2.4). Similarly, Southern Tiwa has a passive but Mohawk does not, simply
because the one has an INFL which is the right sort of argument; the other
does not. To take a slightly different example, in sections 5.1 and 5.2
typological variation in the passive construction was attributed to more
fine grained variation in the properties of specific lexical items; namely
whether the passive morphemes were INFLs or Ns and whether or not they
needed to receive Case. A second, deeper type of language variation arises
when languages differ in some general principle. If this principle is one
that makes a contribution to restricting the operation of X-a movement in
some way J one of the effects will be apparent variation in GF changing
behavior. Thus, we attributed differences in the behavior of causatives
and applicatives across languages to independent differences in how Case
assignment (more generally morphological identification) works in those
languages (3.3, 4.2). In this way, we capture generalizations such as the
fact th9.t languages with' type l' causatives generally lack applicative
constructions, whereas those with' type 2' causatives have them. More
generally, we make allowance fol" language variation, while at the same time
setting up clear, interesting, and apparently true limits on how drastic
that limitation can be, and on what effects it will have in other areas of
grammar.
The fourth and final question regarding GF changing processes is why more
than one of them can be composed with predictable results in some cases,
whereas in other cases such a composition is impossible. This too has been
accounted for in terms of Incorporation. In particular, the assumption
that movement of X-a's in the syntax is involved in all GF-changing
processes implies by the Projection Principle that there will always be
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null structure (i.8. traces) in the syntactic descriptions of GF-changed
sentences. This null structure then will in some cases block further
incorporations, just as overt structure does. In this way I have explained
why NT cannot follow PI (4.4.2); why one .cannot causativize an applicative
(4.4.4); why passive can never precede NI or PI, and can only precede VI in
a certain type of language (5.4); and so on. In other cases, the null
structure does not ge t in the way, and the second incorporation can take
place as usual. Then, the two GF processes will appear to combine in the
expected way. For example VI and NI can take place in either order in a
gIven structure, with predictable results in each instance (3.5). The null
structure also has effects with respect to wh-movement, degrading it in
certain situations due to Bounding theory and Case tneory. Thus, even
though causatives and applicatives can create what look like perfectly
usual transitive sentences, extracting the object leads to worse results
than usual (3.4, 4.3.3). In short, structures which have tmdergone one
GF-change do not necessarily behave like superficially similar structures
which have not, simply because they do not have the same structural
relationships, given Incorporation plus the Projection Principle.
The primary implication of this is that explicit GF changing rules are to
be eliminated from Universal Grammar. They may in some cases be a useful
notation for expressing properties of a given language, just as Phrase
Structure Rules are, bu-c like Phrase Structure Rules (assuming Chomsky
(1981 ), Stowell (1981)) they have no ftn'ldarnental status and ultimately they
should not be appealed to in the course of giving linguistic explanations.
Rather, the true work is done in both instances by the interactions of
general,constraints from X' theory, Case theory, Government theory, and the
like--plus the operation of the process 'Move Alpha'. This conception of
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grammar in general and of the grammar of Grammatical Functions in
particular stands in rather sharp contrast to much recent linguistics work,
such as that in Relational Grarmnar (e.g. in Perlmutter (1983), Perlmutter
and Rosen (1984)) and Lexical-Functional Grammar (e.g. in Bresnan
(1982b), which depend heaVily on specific rules which apply to Grammatical
Function descriptions themselves.
The other implication of this theme is that GF Changing phenomena are to
be accounted for primarily in the syntax, rather tran in the lexicon; tha.t
'Move alpha' is the key rather than lexical rules. The contrary view is
held by many. It is a ha.llmark of Lexical-Functional Cranmar, but the same
basic idea appears in work in the Government-Binding framework as well,
inclUding that of E. Williams (1981, 1984, in preparation). Q1e way in
which the syntactic approach seems clearly superior is that it accounts for
important ways in which the syntax of morphologically complex items is
identical to that of the periphrastic constructions which. paraphrase
them--generalizations which are lost in a lexical account (e.g. BindL.vtg
theory effects in causative ccnstructions, sectioo 3.3.3.2; NI
possibilities with applicative constructions, section 4.4.2; etc.).
Moreover, the development of a syntactic approach to GF changing in this
work succeeds in explaining the restrictions on the class of possible GF
changing processes in a nan ad hoc way based an fundamental principles.
This r-esul t will have to be duplicated in some way by a lexical approach.
There is no reason to think that this is necessarily impossible, but it is
yet to be done. Indeed, there is reason to think tha.t basic principle that
restricts GF changes is the ECP, as I have claimed. Where the ECP is
involved, one expects asymmetries between the subject (which is usually not
governed) and the object (which is). In fact, such asymmetries show up in
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the roles subjects and objects can play in GF permutations, just as
expected (for more discussion of a par-Cicular case, see 1.4.3,2.1). This
means that the account of GF changing ha.s been related in a deep way to
wh-movement in the syntax, to assignment of quantifier scope at LF, and to
the ftmdamental asymetr ies in the ways in which language represen"ts
different semantic relationships in form, as expressed by X theory and
Theta theory.
Thus, we have returned to the issue which we started wi th ~ having
discovered something about what relation the curious phenomena of GF
changing has to the more logically understandable aspects of how human
languages pair meanings with forms. Mbreover, deep stmilarities among
superficially very different GF changing processes have been revealed and
explained. Clearly there is much more to be said, both in detail and in
gener-al, both conceptually and empir-ically. 5 However-, per-haps enough has
been said for now.
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CHAPrER SIX: FOOI'NOTES
1'. It is worth pointing out that the theory of Incorporation not only helps
to establish the existence of D-structure, but can provide a powerful probe
. into its nature. In particular, it has been proposed at various times,
tha.t the D-structures of some languages are very different from those of
English. Thus, Ehglish has D-structures in which patient arguments are
canonically internal to the VP and agent arguments are external. Other
languages might systematically contrast with this by having D-structures in
which the agent argument is external and the theme argument internal (the
'Ergativity Hypothesis'), or in which there is no (relevant) structural
difference between the two at all (so-call 'Non ConfigUrational
languages'). Thus, Marantz (1984) claims that Dyirbal (Australian) and cne
of the Eskimo dialects (Central Arctic) are 'ergative' in this D-structure
sense (cf. B. Levin (1983)); while certain other researcher s claim that
Hungarian is 'nonconfigurational' in a similar sense. Note that if these
hypotheses are true, we predict that Incorporation will behave very
differently in these languages from the way i t beha.ves in the languages
which I have investigated. In particular, the ECP will imply that a I true
ergative' language should contrast with a language like MOhawk or Southern
Tlwa in that Ns associated with agent roles will freely incorporate,
whereas Ns associated with patient roles will be unincorporable. In
'nonconfiguratioo.al' languages, on the other hand, ei ther or both types of
N should incorporate. Similar variation would be seen in VI and PI
structures as well. '!hus, Incorporation theory gives a good 'Way of
evaluating these claims.
In fact, preliminary evidence points away from this type of variation of
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D-structure. Ma.r~cz (1985) shows that Incorporation in Hungarian works the
same way that it does in languages described in this work. In particular,
the subject-object asymmetry with respect to Incorporation exists in that
language as well. With regard to Ecgativity, all Eskimo dialects have rich
systems of Noun and Verb Incorporation (cf. the' postbases' of traditional
granmars); yet they do not show the radical shift in the syntax of
Incorporation structures which ~ould be predicted if same of them were
'deeply ergative'. Rather, the different dialects that Marantz cites are
said to be mutually intelligible in some cases. This is a topic for
further research.
2. See Sproat (to appear) for discussion of wha't 'Morphology theory' might
or might not come to, and how it is to be related to the lexicon.
3. In fact, the notion of Incorpora~ian probably extends to processes which
may be taken to form a natural class with those that have been discussed in
detail, but which do not come up (much) in the GF changing Iiterature. We
have already seen one example of this: N-to-P incorporation exists in the
Iroquoian languages and certain others (section 2.1.2). In fact, even a
limited degree of possessor raising goes along with this process, as we
might expect.
Another possible case is INFL-m-COMP Incorporation. This type of
Incorporation probably underlies subject-auxiliary inversion in Ehglish
(Speas (1984)), among other things:
( i) a. You can change a tire in mder five minutes.
b. Can you t change a tire in under fi ve minutes?
(ii) a. John like~ pizza.
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b. Does John t like pizza..
Moreover, I speculate that complementizers (the head of S') may incorporate
into the verb that governs them under certain circumstances. Thus Kayne
(1983, chapter 5) argues on the basis of differences between French and
Ehglish tha.t there is a phonologically null complementizer in the COMP of
Exceptional case Marking constructions in English;
(iii) I believe [8 1 ¢ [s John to be intelligent]]
1he problem wi th Kayne's otherwise attractive analysis is that 'John' seems
to behave like the object of the verb, rather than like a normal embedded
subject. For example:
(iv) Bill was believed [ ¢ [ t to have seen Tom] ]
In order to solve such problems, Kayne makes the following assumption about
the nature of the canplementizer ,¢, of sentences like (iii):
Let us say "then that fl' ha.s the essential property of
'transmitting' government: X governs ¢ and ~ governs B implies
that Xgoverns B.
1his solves the problem but is very odd in its own right.. Notice,
however, tha.t it looks exactly like a 8ubcase of the Government
Transparency Corollacy. Suppose in fact that it is, and 0 simply has 'the
property of being a null affix of category C, which must therefore be
incorporated. Then Kayne's stipulation follows from the GTe. Thus, we
have an instance of ' C-to-V' incorporation. Moreover, we have unified the
old 'Raising-to-Qbject' (= Exceptional Case Marking) 'GF changing process'
into the conceptual framework of Incorporation, which also accounts for the
other GF changing processes in a unified fashion.
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Finally, I have given no examples of Adjective Incorporation. I know of
none, but take this to be an accidental gap, given tha.t most of the
languages I have studied have no category of Adjective in the first place,
but only stative verbs.
4. It should be pointed out that there is a (small and scattered) remainder
of GF changing rules proposed in the literature (especially by Rela~ional
Grammarians) which I have not accolmted for. Persumably, other types of
analyses would have to be found for these. Perhaps the best established is
, inver sian I , where a SUbject seems to become an indirect object. For an
approach to this phenomenon in GB compatible with this work, see P.elletti
and Rizzi (to appear). Interestingly, inversion is both highly lexically
governed and almost never associated with characteristic morphology--good
signs that it is a different type of process.
5. There is another approach to GF changing phenomena which I have amitted
from discussion because my data does not directly bear on it at a
conceptual level. It is, however, too important to go completely
unmentioned. Thus, one popular "theory of some of this phenomena in a GB
framework is to assign two parallel syntactic S-structures to a single'
string of morphemes One of these structures corresponds roughly to my
unincorporated D-structure representation, the other to my incorporated
S-str'ucture representation. This approach has been developed ir1 various
wa.ys, especially to give account of Romance causative construction-s (cf.
3.3.5, etc.) by Zubizarreta (1985), by Manzini (1983b), and by Goodall
(1984) • More recently, Sadock (to appear) has taken a similar approach to
Noun Incorporation using Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar terminology,
and a similar move is certainly imaginable for applicatives. In fact, this
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is the logical alternative to my analysis which both respects the syntactic
nature of the processes and obeys the Projection Principle. Any empirical
predictions between the two approaches will be subtle, since roughly the
same structures are present in both accounts; the only difference being
where and when these structures are available. There is a rather secious
conceptual problem wi th the 'parallel structures I approach, however, in
that no one has successfully answered the question of how principles such
as the Binding theory apply to the two simultaneous contradictory
structures in general. This problem does not arise in a pernicious way on
my account, since at every level there is exactly one 'simple' and
consistent structure. In fairness, however, Zubizarreta (1985) and Goodall
(1984) try to deal with fine grained and variable differences among
causatives in the Romance languages which I have not addressed; it is
conceivable that t~is and the Incorporation aCCOLD1t will need to be
combined to handle certain 'intermediate' cases such as these.
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GLOSSES AND ABBREVIATIONS
In general, the transcriptions of the languages in this thesis follow those
of "the ci ted sources, and no attempt at standardization has been made. In
some instances, diacritics of a nancrucial nature have been suppressed for
convenience l notably including tone markings for the Bantu languages.
Glosses also generally follow the cited source, although agreement
morphemes and the characteristic morphemes of GF changing processes have
been regularized. The following is a list of glosses used:
AGREEMENT GLOSSES:
person number gender GF
1
2
3
OTHER GLOSSES:
s
P
du
M
F
N
S(subject)
O(bject)
E( rgative) (M3.yan)
A(bsolutive) (Mayan)
A,B,C noun class agreements (S. Tiwa)
abs absolutive case
ace accusative case
agr agreement (general)
aor aorist tense ( Iroquoian)
Apass antipassive morpheme
appl applicative morpheme
asp aspect marker (general)
aux auxiliary
cause causative morpheme
camp complementizer
dat dative case
dir directional (MaIn)
du dualic (Mohawk, Tuscarora)
Eln Ergative (subjec"t) (Chamorro)
marker
erg ergative case
expl expletive element
fern feminine gender (North Russian, Icelandic)
(fut future tense
gen geni tive case
H3.b habitual aspect
imp(er) imperfective aspect
indef indefinite tense ( Mohawk)
indic indicative mood
imp impersonal morpheme (Welsh Irish)
instr instrumental case
or morpheme
Lk linking morpheme (Chamorro)
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1.De locative case
m masculine gender
n neuter ·gender
neg negative
nom nominative case
ns 'non-subject' marker (Choctaw)
obI oblique case
OP object agreement ( B9.ntu)
prefix (clitic)
pass passive morpheme
p(a)st past t...onse
perf perfective aspect
pIC ur) plural number agreement
PN Proper Notn'l marker (Chamorro)
<pre nominal inflectiorial (Iroquian , s. Tiwa)
prefix
pres present tense
prog progressive aspect
prt particle
punc punctual aspect (Tuscarora)
Q question morpheme
refl reflexive morpheme
sg singular number
agreemen1=
SP subject (agreement) ( B9.ntu)
prefiX -'
stat stative morpheme
subj subjunctive mood
suf nominal inflectional ( Iroquoian , s. Tiwa)
suffix
tl translocative
top topic marker (Japanese)
trans transitive marker ( Pahasa Indonesian )
KEY ABBREVIATIONS :
.-'
ECP
GTe
HMe
m-id
P&P
UTAH
The mpty Category Principle (1 .3.2 (42))
'!he GoverrunentTransparency Corollary (1 .4.4 (76»)
The Head Movement Constraint (1 .4.3 (60))
(Condition of) Morphological Identification (2.3.2 (94»)
Per Imutter and Postal
'Ihe Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (1.4 1 (47))
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